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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST 
SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 
PROGRAM            DAY    TIME 
 
DAYBREAK            MONDAY-FRIDAY     4:30AM-8:00AM 
*THE NEWS ON BOUNCE          MONDAY-FRIDAY     8:00AM-9:00AM 
MID-MORNING LIVE                           MONDAY-FRIDAY   10:00-10:30AM 
THE NEWS AT NOON           MONDAY – FRIDAY   12:00PM – 12:30PM 
THE NEWS NOW           MONDAY-FRIDAY     4:00PM-   4:30PM 
THE NEWS AT 5           MONDAY – FRIDAY     5:00 – 6:00 PM 
THE NEWS AT 6           MONDAY – FRIDAY     6:00 – 6:30 PM 
THE NEWS AT 7           MONDAY-FRIDAY     7:00-7:30PM 
*BOUNCE AROUND SAVANNAH       MONDAY                   7:30PM-8:00PM 
THE NEWS AT 11           MONDAY – FRIDAY    11:00 – 11:30 PM 
DAYBREAK SATURDAY          SATURDAY       6:00-8:00 AM 
THE NEWS AT 6           SATURDAY       6:00 – 6:30 PM 
THE NEWS AT 7           SATURDAY       7:00 – 7:30 PM 
THE NEWS AT 11           SATURDAY    11:00 – 11:30 PM  
DAYBREAK SUNDAY           SUNDAY                   6:00AM-7:00AM 
THE NEWS AT 6:30PM           SUNDAY                   6:30 – 7:00 PM 
THE NEWS AT 11           SUNDAY                  11:00 – 11:30 PM 
 
*THE NEWS ON BOUNCE AND BOUNCE AROUND SAVANNAH AIRS ON OUR MULTI-CHANNEL BOUNCE 
 
ALL OF THE ABOVE PROGRAMS ARE LOCALLY–PRODUCED NEWS PROGRAMS PRESENTING A MIX OF NEWS, 
WEATHER, SPORTS, AND ISSUE-RELATED FEATURE STORIES AND SEGMENTS.  ISSUE-RESPONSIVE 
PROGRAM SEGMENTS ARE USUALLY ONE TO TWO MINUTES IN DIRATION, UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED. 
 
60 MINUTES  SUNDAY    7:00 – 8:00 PM 
 
THIS IS A CBS PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM FEATURING INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING ON CONTROVERSIAL 
ISSUES FACING THE AMERICAN PUBLIC.  THE PROGRAM USUALLY HAS THREE SEGMENTS, EACH 
APPROXIMATELY FIFTEEN MINUTES IN DURATION. 
 
48 HOURS    SATURDAY                       10:00 – 11:00PM 
 
THIS IS A CBS NETWORK PROGRAM OFTEN FEATURING INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING ON CONTROVERSIAL 
ISSUES FACING THE AMERICAN PUBLIC.  THE PROGRAM USUALLY HAS MULTIPLE SEGENTS, 8-12 MINUTES IN 
DURATION. 
 
 FACE THE NATION  SUNDAY    10:30 – 11:30 PM 
 
THIS CBS NEWS INTERVIEW PROGRAM, HOSTED BY BOB SHEAFER TAKES A LOOK AT POLITICAL ISSUES 
TIMELY TO EACH WEEK.   GUESTS ARE USUALLY POLITICIANS, REPORTS, AND POLITICAL ANALYSISTS. 
 
NEWS SERIES  ANY DAY   WITHIN LOCAL NEWS 
 
MULTI-PART MINI-DOCUMENTARY NEWS SERIES, USUALLY DEALING WITH ONE ISSUE OR A SERIES OF 
RELATED ISSUES, GENERALLY AIRED DURING THE EVENING NEWS BROADCASTS AND OCCASIONALLY 
REPEATED ON OTHER NEWS PROGRAMS.  THE DURATION OF EACH PROGRAM IS USUALLY TWO TO THREE 
MINUTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED. 
 
CONSIDER THIS   MONDAY-SUNDAY  ALL SHOWS 
 
A WEEKLY EDITORIAL DELIVERED BY LARRY SILBERMANN, GENERAL MANAGER.   THESE SEGMENTS ARE 
ONE TO TWO MINUTES IN LENGTH AND DECIDED BY AN EDITORIAL BOARD 
 



 
ASKED AND ANSWERED 
WTOC’S WRIGHT GAZAWAY ANSWERS QUESTIONS FROM VIEWERS. 
 
TOP TEACHER                                                                                                     
THIS ONCE WEEKLY SEGMENT RECOGNIZES TEACHERS WHO HAVE GONE OVER AND BEYOND IN THEIR 
SCHOOL OR THEIR COMMUNITY. THE RECOGNITION IS BASED ON NOMINATIONS FROM PARENTS, TEACHERS 
OR SCHOOLS. 
 
COMMUNITY CHAMPIONS 
THIS WEDNESDAY SEGMENT RECOGNIZES COMMUNITY HEROES. 
 
GOOD NEWS 
THIS ONCE WEEKLY SEGMENT FOCUSES ON THE GOOD NEWS IN THE WTOC VIEWING AREA 
 
 
PROUD TO BE A FARMER 
A LOOK AT LOCAL FARMERS EVERY THURSDAY AT 6PM 
 
HUMANE SOCIETY             TUESDAY                                       MML 
THIS ONCE WEEKLY SEGMENT FOCUSES ON ADOPTING A PET AND THE SPAY AND NEUTERING OF CATS AND 
DOGS.  
 
CBS NEWS   MONDAY – FRIDAY  6:00 – 6:30 PM 
 
THESE CBS NETWORK NEWS PROGRAMS OFFER A MIX OF NEWS, WEATHER, AND FEATURES, INCLUDING 
INTERVIEWS AND IN-DEPTH REPORTS ON ISSUES OF CURRENT CONCERN. 
 
SPECIALS    THROUGHOUT THE YEAR    
 
WTOC IS COMMITTED TO PRODUCING LOCAL PROGRAMMING RELEVANT TO ISSUES AND EVENTS IN AND 
AROUND OUR COMMUNITIES.  THE LENGTH OF THESE PROGRAMS RANGE FROM THIRTY MINUTES TO TWO 
HOURS. 
 
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS  THROUGHOUT THE  YEAR    
 
AS THE SOUTHEAST NEWS LEADER, WTOC GIVES TO THE COMMUNITY BY PRODUCING PSA’S THROUGHOUT 
THE YEAR - INCREASING AWARENESS OF HEALTH REPORTS, FUNDRAISERS, AND EDUCATIONAL ISSUES.    
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
2019 COMMUNITY AFFAIRS ISSUES 

2ND QUARTER  
 
 
 
1. Public Safety & Crime including crime prevention, alcohol and drug abuse, fire safety, and police conduct.  
 
2. Education including education standards, school safety, and alternative schools.   
 
3. Minority Issues including affirmative action, NAACP activities, and Gay Rights.  
 
4. Economic Development including business development, employment opportunities, community 

infrastructure, small business development, and visitor attractions plus the struggling economy and how 
the country is dealing with it.  

 
5. Terrorism/National Security including War in Iraq and Afangistan, conflict in the Middle East, and 

peacekeeping.  
 
 
6.  Political Section-including elections, the Health Care Reform and the state of the local, state and federal 

government.  
 
7. Special Programs-A list and description of locally produced programs that  aired on WTOC.  
 
8.  PSA’s-A list and brief descriptions of Public Service Announcements that ran on WTOC  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
DESCRIPTION OF WTOC (TV) PROGRAMS PROVIDING THE MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY 

ISSUES. 

 
        PUBLIC SAFETY & CRIME 

APRIL 1, 2019– JUNE 30TH, 2019 
 

CBS NETWORK PROGRAMMING 
 
FACE THE NATION 
 
06/02/19 Guests: Senator Mark Warner (D-VA), Vice Chairman, Senate Intelligence Committee (1); Senator John 

Kennedy (R-LA) (2); Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV) (3); Jeremy Hunt, British Foreign Secretary (4); Jan 
Crawford, CBS News Chief Legal Correspondent (5); Jamal Simmons, Hill.TV (5); Ramesh Ponnuru, 
National Review, Bloomberg Opinion (5); Susan Page, USA Today (5) 
1) Topics include: Friday’s mass shooting in Virginia Beach, VA / gunman’s use of a suppressor / gun 
violence in America;  
3) Topics include: mass shooting in Virginia Beach / push for bipartisan background check legislation; 
Senator Manchin’s trip to Artic nations to see the effects of climate change /  

 
60 MINUTES 
 
04/21/19  

“Superbugs” – a report on antibiotic resistant bacteria, or “superbugs,” and their growing prevalence 
worldwide. Studies have shown that two-thirds of all antibiotic prescriptions are unnecessary, and overuse 
by humans combined with the integration of antibiotics into farm animal feed has spurred the evolution and 
proliferation of antibiotic resistant bacteria. Includes interviews with David Ricci, former patient, infected 
while teaching in New Delhi, India; Ramanan Laxminarayan, an economist and senior research scholar at 
Princeton University; Dr. Mamta Jajoo, a doctor at the neonatal intensive care unit at Chacha Nehru 
Children’s Hospital in New Delhi; Michael Baym, a Harvard University biologist; Jeff O’Regan, the first 
American diagnosed with MCR-1; and Dr. Sarah Turbett, a microbiologist and infectious disease doctor. 
(C: Holly Williams – P: Denise Schrier Cetta) 
 

04/28/19  
“Online Overdose” – a report on fentanyl, a synthetic opioid that has seen a rise in popularity in the U.S. 
and that experts say is responsible for the recent rise in U.S. overdose deaths. Fentanyl is largely 
produced in Chinese labs and shipped to the U.S. through the postal service. One particularly profitable 
drug ring, Gordon Jin, boasts that it ships fentanyl to 5 continents and all 50 states. Includes interviews 
with James Raugh, whose son overdosed; Matt Cronin and Justin Herdman, U.S. attorneys; Senator Rob 
Portman (R-OH); and half of the team posing as Gordon Jin. (C: Scott Pelley– P: Pat Milton, Robert G. 
Anderson, Aaron Weisz) 
 

05/05/19 “Ransomware” – a report on ransomware, a type of computer virus which encrypts files to lock the owner 
out until a ransom is paid. The virus SAMSAM was unleashed on the Hancock Regional Hospital and city 
government offices in Leeds, AL, and has typically targeted municipal governments and hospitals – 
entities that cannot afford to lose their files and prefer to pay the modest ransom of $50,000. Though 
SAMSAM has gone quiet since an FBI indictment, 26% of cities and counties in the United States now 
report having to fend off a ransomware attack every hour, and Mike Christman of the FBI says “everyone 
should expect to be attacked.” Includes interviews with Hancock Regional Hospital CEO Steve Long; 
Mayor David Miller of Leeds, Alabama; head of the FBI cybercrime unit, Mike Christman; Tom Pace, vice 
president of Blackberry-Cylance; and Howard Shook, a councilman and chair of the finance committee in 
Atlanta, Georgia. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster) 

 
05/12/19   

“The Most Unlikely Meeting” – a report on the Restorative Justice Project, a program at the University of 
Wisconsin Law school which introduces victims of violent crimes to the convicts who committed those 
crimes. The project was founded by Angel Wendt who lost her brother, Michael, to drunk driver Lee 
Namtvedt. Wendt described her reaction to her brother’s death as committing herself to a life of 
vengeance against Namtvedt, and founded the Restorative Justice Project after confronting and forgiving 
him so that she could move on. The program has given victims like Wendt the opportunity to move on from 
their grief and prisoners an opportunity for redemption. Includes interviews with Angel Wendt, Jackie 



 
Millar, and Mary Rezin, all relatives of the victims; Lee Namtvedt, Craig Sussek, and Daniel Cerney, who 
committed the crimes; and director of the program Jonathan Scharrer. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Aaron Weisz) 
 

05/19/19 “One Loose Thread” – a report on Howard Wilkinson, the whistleblower who discovered and revealed 
Danske Bank was involved in the laundering of approximately $230 billion coming from Russia and former 
Soviet Union states. Wilkinson worked at a small branch of Danish bank Danske in Estonia, and when 
asked by a colleague for help with one of the branch’s large clients, discovered the client was merely a 
shell corporation whose public record claimed it was a dormant company but was passing up to $20 
million a day through the bank in Russian rubles and withdrawing the money as US dollars. After 
Wilkinson’s whistleblower report, Danske Bank was slow to respond to his concerns and he resigned. An 
investigation, which is still ongoing, eventually opened into Danske Bank and the money laundering; 
Wilkinson says it will be very difficult to trace it now. Includes an interview with Stephen Kohn, Wilkinson’s 
lawyer. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Keith Sharman) 

 
06/16/19  

“Huntington, WV” - In a small city overwhelmed by opioid-related drug overdoses, a desperate police 
department began sending an addiction counselor along on drug raids in a successful effort to reduce the 
unrelenting demand for drugs. Eventually, drug-related murders came down in Huntington almost 70% 
and overdoses dropped more than 40%. Includes interviews with the head of the drug unit Rocky 
Johnson; police chief Hank Dial; mental health addiction specialist Krishawna Harless; and Breanna 
Dement, who received treatment through the program. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Ashley Velie) 
 

06/23/19 “High Velocity” – a report on the AR 15, a semi-automatic rifle used in many of the deadliest mass 
shootings in the U.S., including those at Sandy Hook, Marjory Stoneman Douglas, and the Tree of Life 
synagogue in Pittsburgh last week. The high velocity bullets have the capacity to shatter bone and leave 
lethal wounds, more commonly seen in combat, compelling emergency services to update their protocol 
and stock proper equipment for treatment. Includes interviews with: Rusty Duncan, assistant fire chief, 
Sutherland Springs, Texas; Cynthia Bir, ballistics expert, University of Southern California; Lillian Liao, 
trauma surgeon, San Antonio University Hospital; Maddy Wilford, student/victim, Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High; Laz Ojeda, paramedic, Broward County EMS, and Dr. Peter Antevy, Broward County 
Medical Director; Ryland Ward, mass-shooting victim. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Ashley Velie) (OAD: 11/04/18) 
“This is no ordinary lawsuit.” – a report on Juliana versus the United States, an unusual lawsuit filed by 
12 young Americans, including children, against the federal government for denying constitutional rights to 
a stable environment by failing to stop the use of fossil fuels. The lawsuit claims the government was 
aware of the link between greenhouse gases and global warming, going back fifty years -- beginning with 
the presidency of Lyndon Johnson, yet made no effort to convene. Includes interviews with: Kelsey 
Juliana, plaintiff; Levi Draheim, plaintiff; Julia Olson, Oregon lawyer, executive director of non-profit Our 
Children’s Trust; Ann Carlson, environmental law professor, UCLA; and Jayden Foytlin, plaintiff. (C: Steve 
Kroft – P: Draggan Mihailovich) (OAD: 03/03/19) 

 
06/23/19  60 MINUTES SPECIAL EDITION (8:00-09:00p) 

 “Malta” – a report on the island of Malta and the scandals involving allegations of bribery, cronyism and 
money laundering, and the murder of a journalist who was critical of the island nation. The smallest 
member of the European Union offers a “golden passport program” that sells Maltese citizenship for an 
expensive cost. Includes interviews with: Mark Anthony Falzon, anthropology professor and local 
newspaper columnist; Manuel Delia, journalist; Matthew Caruana Galizia, son of murdered journalist 
Daphne Caruana Galizia; Glenn Bedingfield, Parliament member and advisor to Prime Minister of Malta; 
Ana Maria Gomes, Portuguese member of Parliament; Edward Scicluna, Finance Minister of Malta. (C: 
Jon Wertheim – P: Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine, Aarthi Rajaraman) (OAD: 12/23/18 on 60 
MINUTES) 
 

06/30/19 “Taking Aim at Opioids” – an interview with Mike Moore, the lawyer suing manufacturers and 
distributors of painkillers for their responsibility in the nationwide opioid epidemic.  Formerly associated 
with the multibillion dollar settlements against Big Tobacco and BP, Moore is trying to prove that states like 
Ohio should collect billions from drug companies for the crisis that took tens of thousands of American 
lives. Includes interviews with: Mike DeWine, Ohio Attorney General and soon-to-be mayor; Burton 
LeBlanc, Louisiana lawyer. Update: Last month, the first of an avalanche of lawsuits filed against the 
manufacturers and distributors of opioid painkillers went to trial.  The state of Oklahoma is trying to 
convince a judge that drugmaker Johnson and Johnson is legally responsible for the epidemic. Moore 
says he has evidence proving this is the case. (See also: “Jeffrey Wigand, Ph.D”, OAD: 02/04/96 - 
*includes footage; "The Whistleblower", OAD: 10/15/17; “Too Big To Prosecute”, OAD: 12/17/17; “The 



 
Rockford File” OAD: 05/06/18; “Saving a Generation”, OAD: 05/13/18; and “Inside the Epidemic”, OAD: 
09/30/18) (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Rome Hartman) (OAD: 12/16/18 

 
48 HOURS 
 
04/13/19 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “The Vendetta” – the story of Texas judge Julie Kocurek who was shot multiple 

times in 2015 by an unknown man in the driveway of her home. Arriving home on a typical Friday night, 
mother and son were confronted by Chimene Onyeri, who pulled out a gun and started shooting. The gunman 
was armed with bullets which shattered into fragments upon impact, leaving the judge with hundreds of 
wounds. She was left critically wounded, put in a medically induced coma, and endured multiple operations to 
save her life. Authorities believed she was the target of someone planning to shoot a judge. Onyeri’s girlfriend 
alerted authorities, but the district attorney’s office investigator determined she was not credible and never 
alerted Judge Kocurek. Onyeri was arrested a few days after the shooting and eventually found guilty. Judge 
Kocurek discusses the terrifying moments of the shooting, how she found the strength to survive, and her 
efforts to protect other public officials. On screen text graphic: Other states are now following Texas' lead, 
moving to improve judicial security. Judge Kocurek is more determined than ever to seek re-election. 
Interviewed: Jude Julie Kocurek; Will Kocurek (son); Dr. Patrick Combs (craniofacial surgeon, Seton Medical 
Center); Derek Israel (Detective, Austin, P.D., Retired); Nathan Hecht (Chief Justice, Supreme Court of 
Texas); Gregg Sofer (Federal prosecutor, Austin, Texas). (C: Jim Axelrod – P: Anthony Venditti) 

 
04/20/19 48 HOURS: “What Happened In Apartment 4C?” (9:00 - 10:00p) – an updated rebroadcast on the 2016 

disappearance and murder of Joey Comunale after a night of partying in New York City. While out clubbing, 
Comunale accepted an invitation to a party at a Sutton Place apartment with people he had just met. That was 
the last time he was seen. His family’s search led to Larry Dilione who had been with Comunale at the Grand 
Sutton apartment of James Rackover, an aspiring model and the surrogate son of Jeffrey Rackover, the so-
called “Jeweler to the Stars”. Dilione provided information that made no sense to Comunale’s father or his 
friend Max Branchinelli, who had located Dilione on Instagram. Dilione then provided information about 
Rackover and Max Gemma, whose father was once the mayor of Oceanport, NJ to the police. The 
investigation revealed that after the murder, Comunale’s body was dumped out of a window at the Sutton 
Place address, driven to Oceanport, and left in a hole in the ground in a wooded area behind a florist shop. 
Rackover and Dilione were charged with the brutal murder of Comunale and other crimes. Max Gemma was 
charged with hindering prosecution and tampering with physical evidence. After the arrest, police discovered 
that Rackover, was not really the son of the celebrity jeweler, but an ex-con from Florida named James 
Beaudin, who Jeffrey Rackover had befriended, explaining he was the son he never knew about. At trial, both 
Rackover and Dilione said the other was responsible. The primary witness in the case was Louis Ruggiero, the 
troubled son of popular New York television anchor Rosanna Scotto. Ruggiero, a close friend of Rackover’s, 
testified about what Rackover told him happened that night, becoming the first witness who directly implicated 
James Rackover in the crime. On November 2, 2018, the jury reached a verdict: the former James Beaudoin, 
now James Rackover, was convicted on all counts for the murder. Dilione’s trial is set for January, with 
Gemma being tried at a later date. Original on-screen text graphic: James Rackover will be sentenced on 
December 5th. Jeffrey Rackover has moved out of the Grand Sutton and has cut ties to James Rackover. On-
screen text graphic for the 04/20/19 updated rebroadcast: James Rackover was sentenced to twenty-eight 
and two/third years to life in prison, the maximum. Larry Dilione pleaded guilty to manslaughter for a sentence 
of twenty-three years in prison. Max Gemma pleaded guilty to hindering the prosecution and tampering with 
evidence for a sentence of six months in prison. Jeffrey Rackover moved out of the Grand Sutton and cut ties 
to James Rackover. Interviewed: Preetham Dhivakarababu, Stephen Naso, Mac Branchinelli, Todd Green, 
Mike Mullon (friends of Joey Comunale); Pat Comunale (father); Lisa Comunale (mother); Alex Comunale 
(sister); Murray Weiss (NY crime reporter); Bob Abrams (Comunale attorney); Maurice Sercarz and Rob 
Calilendo (Rackover attorney). (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Paul LaRosa, Elena DiFiore) (OAD: 11/17/18) 

 
 
04/20/19 48 HOURS: “In Jason’s Name” (10:00 - 11:00p) – a report on the 2015 death of Jason Corbett, an Irish 

businessman, killed by his American au-pair-turned-wife and her father. After his wife died, Corbett hired 
American Molly Martens to care for his children. Their relationship soon turned romantic and they married, 
moving to the United States. Tracy Lynch, Corbett’s sister, says that before his death, Jason professed his 
unhappiness in the marriage. She believes Martens acted in fear of the family’s separation. Both Martens and 
her father, former FBI agent Tim Masters, maintain Jason had become abusive and they acted in self-defense 
when he tried to strangle Molly during an argument. The prosecution said it was murder. They were both 
convicted of second-degree murder in 2017, but have maintained their innocence. Lynch and the children went 
back to Ireland. In 2019, the state appeals court moved to allow oral arguments in the case. Lynch waits for 
the appeals court’s decision and has written a book about the case. On-screen text graphic: A wrongful 



 
death lawsuit on behalf of Jason's children was settled by Tom Martens. There was no admission of 
wrongdoing by Tom or Molly. Interviewed: Tracy Lynch (Jason’s sister); Wayne Corbett (Jason’s twin brother); 
Lynn Shanahan (Jason’s long-time friend); Mike Earnest (Molly’s uncle); Paul Dillon (Jason’s best friend); 
Keith Maginn (Molly’s former fiancé); Connor Martens (Molly’s brother); Alan Martin (Assistant District 
Attorney). (C: Maureen Maher – P: Susan Mallie, Jennifer Terker) 

 
04/27/19 48 HOURS: “A Death in Payson Canyon” – a report the 2017 death by suicide of 16-year-old teenager 

Jchandra Brown and the discovery that her friend Tyerell Przybycian, who had many opportunities to stop her, 
helped her complete the act instead. After moving from Idaho to Utah, Brown became depressed and started 
getting into trouble at school. Brown was discovered dead in the woods in Payson Canyon, Utah after not 
returning home from work one day. The scene initially looked like a clear–cut case of suicide. Then, police 
found a video on Brown’s cell phone of the suicide, shot by someone else. During the search of the area, 
Przybycian approached police saying he wanted to explain what happened. He said he was merely helping 
Brown do what she wanted to do. At the time, there was no law against assisting a person in a suicide. 
Detectives later discovered new evidence, such as a text Przybycian sent to a friend saying “it’s like getting 
away with murder,” and prosecutors charged him with first-degree murder. As the trial approached, Przybycian 
was charged with witness tampering after urging friends not to testify. He asked for a deal and eventually 
pleaded guilty to child abuse/homicide and received a sentence of 5 years to life. A law was passed in Utah 
which considers assisting in a suicide to be manslaughter. On-screen text graphic: If you are thinking about 
suicide or know someone who is, please call the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline 1-800-273-8255. 
Suicidepreventionlifeline.org.  You can also reach out to the Crisis Text Line a free, 24/7, confidential text 
message service for people in crisis. Text HOME to 741741. www.crisistextline.org.  Interviewed: Sue Bryan 
(Jchandra’s mother); Dustin Lewis (Jchandra’s brother); Hanna Baldt, Grace Jacson, Ashton Wall (Jchandra’s 
friends); Dr. Harold Koplewica (child abuse expert and adolescent psychiatrist); Brittney Johnson (Tyerell’s 
mother); Tyler Hughes-Millman (mutual friend of Jchandra and Tyerell); Sgt. Quin Fackrell and Sgt. Josh 
Chappell (Utah County Sheriff’s Office); Ryan McBride and Chad Grunander (Deputy Utah County Attorneys); 
Neil Skousen and Greg Stuart (Tyerell Przybycian’s attorneys). (See also: 48 HOURS: “Death by Text”, OAD: 
06/16/17; 1st Updated Rebroadcast: 08/05/17; 2nd Rebroadcast: 09/22/18) (C: David Begnaud – P: Josh 
Gelman) 

 
05/04/19 48 HOURS: “The Case Against Enrico Forti” – an investigation into whether Enrico Forti, a former 

television producer and windsurfing champion, was wrongly convicted of murder 20 years ago. Forti 
negotiated a deal to buy a hotel in Ibiza, Spain owned by Tony Pike.  Tony’s sons, Dale and Brad, felt the 
property was worth much more due to celebrity clientele. Dale Pike flew from Australia to Miami and was 
found dead on a beach. When questioned, Forti lied to the police about picking up Pike from the airport.  
As he was the last person to see Pike alive, Forti became the prime suspect. Forti was tried, convicted of 
murder, and sentenced to life in prison in 2000. One juror on the case, who voted to convict, does not 
believe Forti is guilty. In Italy and other parts of Europe, the case has become infamous. 48 HOURS 
reported on new information regarding the case and traveled to Italy and Germany to find leads on an 
alternate suspect.  On-screen text graphic: Enrico Forti is hoping to have his sentence commuted.  
Interviewd: Enrico Forti;  Sean Crowley (former captain, NYPD, now a private investigator); Joe Tacopina 
and Dina Neshweiat (defense attorneys); Chaive Mesmer (shop manager); Brad Pike (brother of victim); 
Veronica Lee (jury member);  Dr. Gregory Davis (pathologist, University of Kentucky); Manuela Moreno 
(Italian journalist); Frencesco Gidetti and Fabrizio Pandolfi (friends of Forti); Luisa Mancastroppa (Forti’s 
first wife); Gianni Forti (Forti’s uncle); and Thomas Knott (possible suspect). (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Paul 
LaRosa, Murray Weiss, Sabina Castelfranco) 

 
05/11/19 48 HOURS: “#FindPeterChadwick”– a report on the investigation into the search for a multimillionaire 

real estate investor accused of killing his wife and staging a kidnapping plot. Peter Chadwick and his wife, 
Q.C. Chadwick, seemed to have the perfect life. College sweethearts, they were married for 21 years and 
had three sons. They lived in a gated community in Newport Beach, California. That dream life collapsed 
one day in 2012 when neither of the Chadwicks turned up to pick up their sons from the bus stop. 
Investigators had little idea that day the search for the couple would lead them on an international 
manhunt. The next morning, San Diego authorities got a 911 call from Chadwick, claiming a house painter 
named Juan murdered Q.C. and forced Peter Chadwick to get her body out of the house. He said a man 
helped Juan and they were planning to cut up his wife’s body and dispose it south of the border. Law 
enforcement didn’t believe Chadwick, and he was arrested and charged with Q.C.’s murder. He was 
released on $1 million in bail. Then he vanished. Members of the U.S. Marshals team reveal they’ve had 
some key clues to where he is. Chadwick is one of the U.S. Marshals’ 15 most-wanted fugitives. The U.S. 
Marshals have been getting a lot of leads about Chadwick, many from around the globe, and at least one 
from a scammer. On-screen text graphic: Have you seen Peter Chadwick? Please call 1-800-336-0102 



 
or submit a tip online at www.usmarshals.gov/tips. Interviewed: Ryan Peers (Police Sergeant); Bryan 
Moore (Police Lieutenant); Heidi  (no last name) (neighbor) Karen Thorp (family friend); Art Scott 
(Chadwick family piano teacher); Matt Murphy (prosecutor); Craig McClusky (U.S. Marshall team leader); 
and Evan Ratliff (author). (C: Tracy Smith – P: Chuck Stevenson, Gayane Keshishyan Mendez) 

 
05/18/19 48 HOURS: “What Happened to Rachael?” – a report on the investigation into the murder of Rachael 

DelTondo, a popular teacher who was gunned down outside her home in Aliquippa, Pennsylvania. It is the 
ninth unsolved murder in a city with an underfunded and understaffed police department, leaving many to 
wonder if the case will be solved. The investigation has led to several potential leads for the police to 
follow, including the actions of DelTondo’s ex-fiance Frank Catroppa and her friendship with Sheldon 
Jeter, a young Aliquippa High School athlete. Before the murder, Catroppa, was allowed access to a 
police report about DelTondo with a lot of sensitive personal information, but he denies showing it to 
anyone. Jeter, through his attorney, also denies anything to do with the murder. There is also the belief, 
that Sheldon Jeter was obsessed with DelTondo and there may have been some sort of inappropriate 
relationship. Her mother, Lisa DelTondo, also says her daughter told her she was cooperating in an 
ongoing investigation by state police, into alleged corruption in the Aliquippa Police Department, and had 
received death threats. It has been a year since the murder: her parents distrust the police, the authorities 
not saying anything, and a consultant believes if things were not the way they were in Aliquippa, Rachael 
DelTondo would still be alive. On-screen text graphic: Anyone with information on Rachael DelTondo's 
murder should call the Beaver County Detective Bureau at 724-773-8569. Interviewed: John Paul 
(investigative journatlist/CBS News Consultant); Lisa and Joe DelTondo (parents); Frank Catroppa (ex-
fiance); Jen Glovan (once Rachael’s best friend); Joe Perciavalle (Assistant Police Chief); Michael 
Santicola (Sheldon Jeter’s attorney); Jackie Belcastro (Rachael’s aunt); Lauren Watkins (17-year old 
friend/former student of Rachael’s); Steve Colafella (Frank Catroppa’s attorney) (C: Erin Moriarty – P: 
Judy Rybak and Stephanie Slifer) 

 
05/25/19 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Pvt. Needham’s War” - a report on the case of Pvt. John Needham, a 

decorated soldier diagnosed with traumatic brain injury (TBI) and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), 
and who investigators say beat his 19-year-old girlfriend Jacque Villagomez to death with his bare hands 
in September 2008. Needham took responsibility for the murder, but remembered little of the crime, 
recognizing only that something inside him had snapped.  After serving in Iraq, Needham returned home, 
shattered physically and emotionally. He suffered from combat injuries and was prescribed drugs which he 
downed with alcohol. He knew Villagomez, who had also struggled with drug addiction, for only a few 
months when she moved in with him. His drinking escalated. After his father, Mike Needham Sr., told 
Jacque that she had to move out and she had agreed, an old girlfriend came to the house upsetting 
Villagomez.  An argument between the two women broke out, resulting in his ex’s departure and a call to 
911.  When police arrived, they found Jacque Villagomez battered and near death, with John Needham 
naked, crying, and smeared in blood. There was no evidence that anything other than Needham’s fists 
were used to beat Villagomez. Released on bail, his father sought to get his son the care he believed he 
needed and insisted that the crime was not murder. The father argued that if not for Needham’s war 
injuries, Villagomez would be alive today. Mike Needham Sr. allowed investigative reporter Michael de 
Yoanna and a team of filmmakers to document the unraveling of his son’s life. Before his trial, John visited 
his mother in Tucson, AZ in 2010 for additional back surgery. His brother, Mike Needham Jr., came to visit 
from California.  Shortly after his arrival, Mike found his brother unresponsive -- he was dead at the age 
twenty-six. His death was determined to be from an overdose of painkillers, but the question remains as to 
whether it was an accident or suicide. The prosecutors in the Villagomez case says that John Needham 
may have been a good soldier, but he needed to be held accountable for what he did. Original on-screen 
text graphic: 48 Hours Mystery reached out repeatedly to the Army for a response to John Needham’s 
story. The Army declined to comment. On-screen text graphic for the 06/26/12 rebroadcast: On the 
anniversary of Jacque’s death, the Savino sisters tossed flowers in the ocean in her memory. We reached 
out repeatedly to the army for an official response to John’s story. The army declined to comment. On-
screen text graphic for 05/25/19 rebroadcast: We reached out repeatedly to the Army for an official 
response to John's story. The Army declined to comment. Michael Needham died last year at age sixty-
three. Interviewed are: Villagomez’s close friends Sarah and Spencer Savino; Mike Needham, Sr. (father) 
and Mike Needham, Jr. (brother); Joe Gaul, Orange County homicide detective; Michael de Yoanna, 
investigative journalist and CBS News consultant; Dr. Richard Friedman, Professor of Psychiatry, Weill 
Cornell Medical College; Michael Becker, public defender; Steve McGreevy, Orange County prosecutor. 
(C: Troy Roberts - P: Chris Young Ritzen, Daniel Junge) (OAD: 11/12/11; 1st rebroadcast: 06/26/12 – both 
as 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Pvt. Needham’s War”)  

 
06/01/19 48 HOURS: “Don’t Scream” (9:00 - 10:00p) - an updated rebroadcast on Tiffany Mead of Davis County, 



 
Utah, a young mother who called 911 claiming she had sliced her own throat while her ex-husband and 
child watched. When first responders arrived, the cut was so deep, police questioned whether it was really 
a suicide attempt. Medical experts claim there is no physical way she could have committed the act 
herself.  Later, Mead changed her story: it wasn’t suicide, it was her estranged husband Kris Ertmann, 
who tried to kill her. Mead claimed she met Ertmann in a secluded park to get a child support check. He 
suddenly grabbed her in a bear hug and slit her throat. Thinking she was about to die, she drove the car to 
a parking lot which became a second crime scene. An investigation led to Ertman being arrested and 
charged with attempted murder. He claimed he could not remember anything and had PTSD. Additional 
investigating revealed Ertmann ultimately trying to arrange a hit on his estranged wife, resulting in an 
undercover cop posing as a hit man and getting instructions from Ertmann to kill his wife. The case never 
went to trial. Prosecutors offered a deal to plead no contest, and will spend the rest of his life in prison. 
Tiffany Mead lives with her new husband and her emotional support dog. Original on-screen text graphic: 
Kristopher Ertmann's next parole hearing is set for May 24, 2018. Captain Jen Daley and Lieutenant Bob 
Thompson will be there with Tiffany. 12/15/18 Update: Four years after Ertmann’s plea he appears before 
the parole board. Tiffany reads her victim impact statement. On-screen text graphic for the 12/15/18 
updated rebroadcast and 06/01/19 rebroadcast: If you or anyone you know needs help, call the 
National Domestic Violence Hotline 1-800-799-SAFE. Interviewed: Tiffany Mead; Bob Thompson 
(Deputy); Jen Daley (Lieutenant, partner of Bob Thompson); Cheryl Mead (mother); Richard Larsen and 
Jason Nelson (Davis County attorneys); and Jim Kelly (undercover cop). (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Lisa Freed, 
Lauren Clark) (OAD: 05/05/18; 1st rebroadcast: 12/15/18) 

 
 
06/01/19 48 HOURS: “FindJodi” (10:00 - 11:00p) – a report on new information in the search for Iowa television 

anchor Jodi Huisentruit, who disappeared on her way to work on June 27, 1995. When Huisentruit did not 
arrive at the station for her morning assignment, police were alerted. Outside her apartment, they found 
signs of a struggle, but her car was still at the scene. An extensive search was conducted, but she was 
never seen again and her body has never been found.  An investigation led authorities to information that 
Jodi had reported a possible stalker nine months before her disappearance. Several people became 
suspects, including close friend John Vansice, who some of her friends suspected wanted a romantic 
relationship, despite their 22-year age difference. Another was Tony Jackson, a serial rapist who lived 
nearby at the time of Jodi’s disappearance. Throughout the years, friends and family members have kept 
up the search for Jodi, despite her family declaring her dead in 2001 as a means to settle her estate. In 
2003, a group of journalists created a website to keep the story alive and to crack the case. As of 2017, 
John Vansice, living in Phoenix, is still considered a suspect. Mason City police believe they are close to 
solving the case. On June 5, 2018, which would have been Jodi’s 50th birthday, four billboards were 
unveiled in Mason City, Iowa, keeping her memory alive with the hope of solving her disappearance. 
06/01/19 Update: On June 5, 2018 on what would have been Jodi’s fiftieth birthday the findjodi.com team 
officially unveiled four billboards around Mason City. On-screen text graphic: FindJodi. Are you someone 
who can crack the case? Please call the Mason City Police Department at 641-421-3636. Interviewed: 
Doug Merbach (1995 news director); Robin Wolfram (1995 news anchor); Amy Kuns (1995 producer); 
Jack Schlieper (1995 Police Chief); Joann Nathe (Jodi’s sister); Staci Steinman and Kim Feist (Jodi’s good 
friends); John Vansice (friend and suspect - seen in 1995 interviews); Ani Kruse (Mason City friend); 
LaDonna Woodford (friend of John Vansice); Caroline Lowe (WCCO-TV investigative journalist); Gary 
Peterson, John Benson (journalists); Jay Alverio (retired detective); Jeff Brinkley (current Mason City 
Police Chief) (C: Jim Axelrod – P: Clare Friedland, Ruth Chenetz, Chris Young Ritzen) (OAD: 12/15/18) 

 
06/08/19 48 HOURS: “The Lost Boy” (9:00 - 10:00p) - a report on the 1979 disappearance of Etan Patz, a 6-year-

old New York City boy who was allowed to walk to the school bus stop just two blocks from his home; and 
the case against Pedro Hernandez, the man charged in 2012 with killing him. The disappearance shocked 
the city and still haunts law enforcement investigators who have spent decades trying to find Patz. This 
case changed the way in which parents watch over their children. Police searched for him extensively, but 
the case grew cold. There was one suspect, a pedophile named Jose Ramos, but the case against him 
never moved forward because it lacked corroboration. In 2010, new District Attorney Cyrus Vance, Jr. 
vowed to take a fresh look into Etan’s disappearance. In 2012, the NYPD got a tip from a relative of Pedro 
Hernandez, who had talked about hurting a boy around the time of the Patz disappearance. Police 
questioned him and he confessed to the crime. He also took them to locations near the Patz home where 
he said he disposed of the body. His court-appointed attorney says he’s unreliable because of his 
psychiatric condition. In 2015, he went on trial, but the jury deadlocked and there was no verdict. At a 
second trial he was convicted and sentenced to 25- years-to-life. On-screen text graphic: Etan would be 
45 years old. His remains have never been found. Pedro Hernandez’s legal team is working on an appeal. 
On-screen text graphic for the 06/08/19 rebroadcast: Etan would be forty-six years old. His remains 



 
have never been found. Pedro Hernandez's legal team has filed an appeal. Interviewed: Cyrus Vance, Jr. 
(Manhattan District Attorney); Patrick Eanniello and Bill Butler (former NYPD detectives); Phil Manoney 
(detective, Missing Persons Squad); Stuart Grabois (federal prosecutor); Brian O’Dwyer (attorney); Chris 
Zimmerman (lieutenant, Missing Persons Squad); Dave Rameriz (detective); Harvey Fishbein (defense 
attorney); and Adam Sirois (juror in the first trial). (C: Richard Schlesinger – P: Ruth Chenetz) (OAD: 
04/14/18) 

 
06/08/19 48 HOURS: “Jayme Closs: Hometown Hero” (10:00-11:00p) – a reedited and updated rebroadcast of a 

48 HOURS SPECIAL: “Jayme Closs Comes Home” (OAD: 01/12/19), which includes new interviews by 
Gayle King, newly released evidence photos, the 911 call that came from her home during the kidnapping, 
and Closs’ powerful statement read at the sentencing hearing of Patterson who pleaded guilty to 
kidnapping her and murdering her parents. Jayme Closs’ story captured the world’s hearts when she 
disappeared from her family’s home in Barron, Wisconsin on October 15, 2018. She fled her captor 88 
days later. The report focuses on the heroism Closs showed in outwitting her kidnapper, Jake Patterson. 
Closs was discovered missing after police responded to a strange 911 call from her family home. There, 
police found both of her parents dead. The search for Closs made national headlines. She was found alive 
on January 10 when she approached a woman walking her dog in a Wisconsin town about 70 miles from 
her home. The one-hour broadcast highlights the incredible strength and determination Closs used to 
survive the ordeal and how that has played into her life since returning home. Gayle King explores the 
impact her story has had on the community and the world at large. On-screen text graphic: Friends say 
Jayme is doing very well since coming home. She is seeing family and friends, and has started therapy. 
Includes interviews with Jayme’s aunt Jennifer Smith; Baron County Sheriff Chris Fitzgerald; Neighbor 
Jeanne Nutter, who found Jayme; neighbors Kristen and Peter Kasinskas; Jayme’s aunt Sue Allard; 
Jayme’s cousin Lindsey Smith; and other children who have been kidnapped and members of their family. 
(C: Gayle King, Peter Van Sant, Jim Axelrod, Adriana Diaz – P: Sarah Prior, Ruth Chenetz, Liza Finley) 

 
06/15/19 48 HOURS: “Portrait of a Killer” - a report about a new controversial California law that could free Daniel 

Marsh, who was convicted of the murders of Oliver “Chip” Northup and Claudia Maupin. Both the victims 
were savagely stabbed to death as they slept inside their Davis, California home. Police found no physical 
evidence. Investigation had ruled out family members and police were running out of clues. Then two 
months after the April 14, 2013 murders, the police received a phone call from a teenager who said his 
best friend, the then 15-year-old Daniel Marsh, had bragged about the murders. In an interview with 
police, Marsh told them what happened. Experts diagnosed him as a psychopath and said he killed for 
pleasure. Marsh was tried as an adult - convicted and sentenced to 52 years to life. Four years after the 
conviction, a new California law, Proposition 57, has thrown his sentence into jeopardy. His lawyers are 
arguing that he should be re-sentenced as a juvenile. If successful, Marsh, now 21, might be able to be 
released from prison on his 25th birthday. At a hearing, a judge listened to the evidence to determine if 
Marsh should be re-tried as a juvenile and receive a lighter sentence. The prosecution continued to 
maintain he is a psychopath. In a surprise move, Daniel Marsh took the stand. In the decision, the judge 
found the evidence and Marsh’s testimony to be credible, but determined it was not a chance worth taking. 
Marsh will remain in prison.  In 2018, a new law was signed into effect, saying that anyone younger than 
15-years-old would never be tried as an adult. His lawyers want Marsh included retroactively. On-screen 
text graphic: In California, there are at least three other pending cases where juveniles have been 
convicted of murder and sentenced as adults. On-screen text graphic for the 06/15/19 rebroadcast: 
Daniel Marsh’s lawyers appealed the Court’s ruling and were denied.  They are now considering filing an 
appeal to have Marsh included under SB 1391.  Interviewed: Victoria Hurd and Sarah Rice (daughter and 
granddaughter of Marion Maupin); Robert Northrup and Mary Northrup (son and daughter of Chip 
Northup); Paul Doroshov (Davis Police Lieutenant); Chris Campion (former Special Agent); Jeff Reisig 
(District Attorney); Alvaro Garibay (Daniel’s friend); Amanda Zambor (Deputy District Attorney); Dr. 
Mathew Soulier (psychiatrist); Dr. Matthew Logan (forensic psychologist). (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Judy 
Rybak, Stephanie Slifer) (OAD: 02/23/19) 

 
 
06/22/19 48 HOURS: “Defending DJ” - a report about Danroy “DJ” Henry and the dedication and struggles his 

family endured trying to restore their son’s reputation after he was shot dead in Pleasantville, New York, 
by police officer Aaron Hess in 2010. This event triggered a seven-year journey for the family as they 
searched for answers about what really happened. During a night out with his teammates, a fight broke 
out among other restaurant patrons and police were called to the scene. DJ and his friends decided to 
leave. They were waiting in his car in a fire lane prior to their departure. Police approached the vehicle and 
told DJ he should move; his friends said DJ started to slowly move away. The police claim that DJ tried to 
mow officers down with his car when Officer Hess approached and that was how Officer Hess ended up 



 
on the hood of the car, shooting his weapon and fatally injuring DJ as he sat behind the wheel. The police 
claimed Officer Hess shot because he feared for his life. DJ’s friends painted a far different version of the 
incident. Witnesses agreed, also saying that medical attention was slow to respond. The Henry family 
vowed to learn the truth – even it was bad. They wanted to know what happened to their son and filed a 
lawsuit. Four years after the shooting, the family was still hopeful. In 2016, the Henry family accepted the 
decision in a wrongful death suit against the Village of Pleasantville and Aaron Hess and were awarded $6 
million. In 2017, they settled a wrongful death suit with the town of Mount Pleasant for an undisclosed 
amount and something more valuable to them: a public apology. Seven years after DJ’s death, they 
cleared his name. No criminal charges were brought in the case. Today, Aaron Hess works in private 
security. The Henry family has founded the DJ Henry Dream Foundation to honor their son’s memory. On-
screen text graphic: Chief Louis Alagno retired in 2013. In 2015 New York State law changed. Police 
shootings of unarmed civilians are now automatically assigned to a special prosecutor. Interviewed: Dan 
Henry (father); Angella Henry (mother); Kyle Henry (brother); Amber Henry (sister); Desmond Hines, 
Brandon Cox, Daniel Parker (DJ’s friends); Michael Sussman (Henry family attorney); Brian Sokoloff 
(Aaron Hess attorney) (C: James Brown – P: Alvin Patrick, Sarah Prior) (OAD: 12/01/18) 

 
06/29/19 48 HOURS: “Missing Marsha” (9:00 – 10:00p) - a report on the 2009 disappearance of Marsha Brantley, 

a Cleveland, Tennessee woman who suddenly vanished, with no one, including her husband, Donne 
Brantley, family, or friends reporting her missing for several months, until her hairdresser, Kelly DeLude, 
became concerned over a missed appointment and called the police. Her husband immediately became a 
suspect, but there was no physical evidence of a crime. He claimed she left him, leaving everything 
behind, including her dogs and her home. In 2013, Brantley was arrested, but prosecutors dropped the 
charges after deciding they did not have enough evidence for a conviction, even though he pleaded the 
Fifth Amendment or said he could not remember over 100 times in a civil suit brought against him. Family 
members believe her husband is responsible for her disappearance. Friends from her book club would not 
be surprised if she turned up sometime. Following the election of a new District Attorney, Brantley was 
again charged with police using essentially the same evidence. Then in 2018, two days before the trial, the 
charges were dismissed. Police cannot prove Marsha was murdered and were afraid the judge would 
throw out the case. On-screen text graphic:  Donnie kept the dogs. They still live with him today. To call in 
a tip, contact the Bradley County Sheriff’s Office at (423) 728-7336.  On-screen text graphic for 06/29/19 
rebroadcast: To call in a tip, contact the Bradley County Sheriff’s Office at (423) 728-7336. Interviewed: 
Steve Crump (prosecutor); Medra Justis (Marsha’s aunt); Jana and Mark Wills (Marsha’s cousin and her 
husband); Kim Shank (Marsha’s friend); Elise Brantley (Donnie’s daughter); Reggie Jay and Nansy Grill 
(Marsha’s friends from her writers group); Kelly DeLude (hairdresser); Jerry Hoffer (former prosecutor); 
Walt Hunt (investigator); Zach Pike and David Shoemaker (Bradley County Sheriff’s Office); Steve Bebb 
(original prosecutor); Robin Terrero (former pharmacist); Stephanie Richardson (former girlfriend of 
Donnie’s); Lee Davis and Janie Parks Varnell (Donnie’s attorneys). (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Josh Yager, 
Tom Seligson) (OAD: 04/07/18) 

 
 
06/29/19 48 HOURS: “Knock” (10:00 – 11:00p) - an investigation into the murders of two beloved grandmothers, 

Betty Jones and her friend Kathryn Crigler, who were brutally attacked in 1990 after answering a knock on 
the door at Crigler’s Starkville, Mississippi home; and how a driven detective and cutting-edge technology 
helped to solve the nearly three-decades old murder and rape. The intruder forced his way into the house 
and immediately killed Betty. He then raped Kathryn, who died months later of complications from her 
injuries. The leads went nowhere and current lead Detective Bill Lott struggled for years to solve it. Jason 
B. Jones, a Nashville album designer and step-grandson of Betty, wanted to know what happened. He 
knew little about the case, but in 2005, a chance meeting between Jason’s mother and Kathryn’s 
granddaughter Juky Holt led to his renewed interest. In 2017, he launched a podcast as a way to work 
through his own questions about the incident and perhaps uncover new information. Jason subsequently 
learned that Betty had sponsored a family who escaped the Khmer Rouge regime in Cambodia and the 
family named their daughter after Betty. In 2018, as his podcast was coming to an end, there was no 
finality, because no one knows who killed Betty and Kathryn. However, Detective Lott’s quest led him to 
Parabon NanoLabs in Reston, Virginia. Parabon NanoLabs has developed technology called genetic 
genealogy, which can predict what someone looks like through their DNA. The results led to a name, 
Michael Wayne DeVaughn, and his DNA was a match to the DNA taken from Crigler the night of the 
attack. Twenty-eight years after the crime, the suspected attacker was charged with Betty’s murder and 
the rape and sexual battery of Katheryn Crigler. All may now know who knocked on the door that night, but 
the storyteller in Jones still needs to know how this tale ends. On-screen text graphic: Prosecutors are 
presenting their case against Michael DeVaughn to a grand jury. To date, there has been no indictment 
and DeVaughn has not entered a plea. Sergeant Bill Lott has been promoted to Lieutenant. On-screen 



 
text graphic for the 06/29/19 rebroadcast: Michael DeVaughn pleaded not guilty in January 2019. He is 
awaiting trial. Sergeant Bill Lott has been promoted to lieutenant. Interviewed: Jason Jones (podcaster); 
Bill and Colleen Jones (his parents); Anne McWhorter (Betty’s sister); Julia Crigler Hold (aka Juky Holt) 
(Crigler’s granddaughter); David Lindley (retired lead detective); Sergeant Bill Lott (current lead detective); 
Dr. Ellen Greytak (Parabon’s lead scientist for DNA phenotyping); Thom Shaw (forensic artist); Betty Hong 
(daughter of the family Betty Sponsored) (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Lourdes Aguiar) (OAD: 01/19/19) 

 
 
NCIS: THE CASES THEY CAN’T FORGET 
 
05/29/19 NCIS: THE CASES THEY CAN’T FORGET: “Road Map To Murder” (9:00-10:00pm) – a report on the 

investigation by NCIS agents into the case of Cory Allen Voss, a young Navy communications officer 
murdered after using an ATM in Virginia. This investigation, in collaboration with the Newport News Police 
Department – led agents on the trail of twisted relations, lies, and secret double-lives. Investigators 
learned that everyone had nothing but good things to say about Voss himself. They learned his wife, Cat, 
made up many stories about herself and took up with various men while Voss was away at sea. She went 
on a spending spree using almost all of a $100,000 death benefit she received on vacations, jewelry and 
restaurants. They came to suspect her friend, Michael Draven, spending months listening to wiretaps and 
conducting around-the-clock surveillance on their suspects. They ultimately learned a third party involved 
in the murder. Eight months after Voss was killed, his wife and two men were arrested and charged with 
murder. Includes interviews with Gregory Ford, Executive Assistant Director of NCIS Criminal 
Investigations; NCIS team members Dana Shutt, Maureen Evans, Larry Rilee, Jim Grebas, and Sandra 
Barrow; Ashley Doyle, a friend of Cat; Carol Wiggins, Cat’s aunt; Steve Larson, Cat’s ex-husband; 
Barbara Wilson, Cory Voss’ mom; and Draven’s mom Juanita Harper. (Narrator: Rocky Carroll – P: Alec 
Sirken) 

 
05/29/19 NCIS: THE CASES THEY CAN’T FORGET: “Heartless” (10:00-11:00pm) – a report about the 

challenging detective work that went into cracking the murder of Lt. Lee Hartley, who fell mysteriously ill 
while serving aboard the USS Forestal while deployed in the Mediterranean Sea. Lt. Hartley was airlifted 
to a Naval hospital where his illness baffled doctors. Months later he died. His autopsy revealed he died of 
acute arsenic poisoning. Toxicology tests indicated he was poisoned while on duty aboard the ship. After a 
year, with no obvious suspects, the case went cold. Nearly thirteen years later, the NCIS cold case squad 
reopened the old casefile. Family, friends, and potential witnesses were re-interviewed before 
investigators discovered information which led them to the killer. His wife, Pamela Hartley, was unhappy in 
her marriage and sent homemade food to the ship which Lt. Hartley consumed. She says she didn’t want 
to hurt him with a divorce and thought death would be a better option. She pled guilty and was sentenced 
to 40 years in prison. She was released six-and-a-half years later. Thirty-six years later, his daughter and 
her former step-mother met again. Includes interviews with retired NCIS Special Agents Pete Hughes and 
David Early; Gregory Ford, Executive Assistant Director of NCIS Criminal Investigations; NCIS 
Investigative Review Specialist Lou Eliopulos; NCIS team member Jim Grebas; Hartley’s wife Pamela; 
and Hartley’s daughter Stephanie. (Narrator: Rocky Carroll – P: Jonathan Leach) 

 
06/05/19 NCIS: THE CASES THEY CAN’T FORGET: “Shattered Glass” (9:00 – 10:00p) - Naval Criminal 

Investigative Service agents bring viewers inside the investigation into the attack on a marine stationed in 
Kuwait, which at first looked like terrorism but led them on an unexpected trail to something else. Chief 
Warrant Officer James “Houston” Glass was nearly killed when a grenade exploded in a guard shack in 
Kuwait. He barely survived the blast, suffering severe wounds to his neck, back and legs. NCIS agent Matt 
Timmons was stationed in Kuwait and immediately responded. The agent reveals they soon had doubts 
about it being a terror attack. As they dug in, they found the secret double lives of those closest to Glass, 
which turned the case in an unexpected direction. NCIS agents take viewers inside the case, which took 
shrewd detective work, including mind games on potential suspects, to find out who would want Glass 
dead. The case took them back to the United States, where investigation revealed a shocking conspiracy; 
Larry Framness, who was having an affair with Glass’ wife, admitted to throwing the grenade. (Host: 
Rocky Carroll – Producer: Kim Kennedy) 

 
 
06/12/19 NCIS: THE CASES THEY CAN’T FORGET: “Unbreakable” (9:00 – 10:00p) - Naval Criminal 

Investigative Service agents take viewers inside the emotional investigation into the brutal attack, torture 
and murder of Marine Corps Sergeant Jan Pawel Pietrzak and his wife, Quiana Jenkins-Pietrzak. Sgt. 
Pietrzak was known as a tough disciplinarian. It was also known around the base that he had gotten a 
$30,000 bonus months earlier and had told some people he had kept the money at their home, which was 



 
near Marine Corps Air Station Camp Pendleton in California. Whoever attacked the couple also tried to 
burn their home down. NCIS agents, who worked with the Riverside Sheriff’s Department on the 
investigations, reveal the shrewd detective work that went into the case. Early clues, including different 
footprints at the crime scene, led investigators to believe they were looking for more than one suspect. 
The investigation took a turn when agents learned someone used Quiana Jenkins-Pietrzak’s card at an 
ATM right outside the gate of Camp Pendleton, which helped lead them to unraveling the ties that bound 
the four suspects and the victims together.  It was later found out that four Marines entered the Pietrzak 
home, sexually assaulted Jenkins-Pietrzak and tortured the couple before killing them. Two of the four 
accused Marines worked under Pietrzak's command. Riverside County authorities maintain the motivation 
was robbery, and the pending murder with special circumstances and sexual assault charges do not 
include an assertion that the crime was racially motivated. All four of the accused plead not guilty to 
murdering Pietrzak and his wife. After meeting with the families of the deceased, District Attorney Rod 
Pacheco decided to seek the death penalty on January 22, 2009. The preliminary trial hearings to 
determine whether the four assailants would stand trial occurred on March 26, 2009, and April 3, 2009 in 
San Diego. On 24 June 2013 a jury rendered a verdict of death for two of the four assailants and life in 
prison without parole for a third. The fourth assailant was later also sentenced to death. (Host: Rocky 
Carroll – Producer: Elena DiFiore) 

 
06/19/19 NCIS: THE CASES THEY CAN’T FORGET: “The Enemy Within” (9:00 – 10:00p) - When Naval 

Criminal Investigative Service agents and their counterparts from the Air Force Office of Special 
Investigations probe the murder of an Air Force sergeant in Japan, they are led on a dark, twisted trail of 
deception, fraud, and witchcraft. Air Force Technical Sergeant Curtis Eccleston was found brutally stabbed 
to death in his apartment off base in Okinawa, Japan. The respected airman had no known enemies and a 
career on the rise. His death shocked the Japanese island. Agents Lindsay Temes and Heather Bellar 
from Air Force Office of Special Investigations were among the first to arrive at the gruesome crime scene. 
Air Force OSI agents called in NCIS to help solve murder. NCIS and Air Force OSI agents were initially 
concerned because Eccleston’s wife Barbara was nowhere to be found until hours after his body was 
discovered. Investigators soon learned Barbara was cheating on her husband. At the time of his death, the 
couple had been in the process of getting a divorce. She told them he had been dealing drugs and she 
was concerned he was killed because of a drug deal gone bad. But as agents began to look into the drug 
angle, something just didn’t seem right. When those leads ran cold the agents went back to the scene of 
the crime. What they uncovered through digital forensics would reveal that the cover-up and diabolical 
premeditation was almost as brutal as the crime itself. Evidence revealed another airman, Nicholas Cron, 
murdered Eccleston because he was having an affair with his girlfriend. Both Cron and Barbara Eccleston 
were charges with murder. In January 2012, Cron pleaded guilty to 3 charges in an attempt to avoid the 
death penalty; he received life without parole.  At Barbara’s trial in April 2012, Cron was a witness. She 
was sentenced to 20 years of hard labor in a Japanese prison. (Host: Rocky Carroll – Producers: Matt 
Goldfarb, Lucy Craft) 

 
CBS SPECIAL NEWS REPORT 
 
On Monday, April 15, a CBS News Special Report (Notre Dame Cathedral Fire) aired for 41:50 from 2:04:20-2:46:10pm cnyt, 

live to all stations. 
 
 
WTOC SPECIAL NEWS REPORT 
 
5/18/19-10:50AM-1:30PM-SGT. KELVIN ANSARI FUNERAL-COVERAGE OF POLICE OFFICER’S FUNERAL WHO WAS 

KILLED IN THE LINE OF DUTY BY A SUSPECT HE WAS TRYING TO CATCH. 
 
 
WTOC WEATHER REPORT 
 
4/14/19-5pm-5:14pm-LIVE WEATHER CUT-IN 
 
 
 

WTOC NEWSCASTS 



ISSUE 1-PUBLIC SAFETY-ALERTING THE PUBLIC ABOUT CRIMINAL AND 
UNSAFE ACTIVITIES IN THEIR COMMUNITY AND HOW THE COMMUNITY CAN 
CONTACT THE POLICE IF THEY KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THE CRIME. THIS 
ALSO INCLUDES LETTING THE PUBLIC KNOW HOW LAW ENFORCEMENT 
AND LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL PREVENT SUCH 
ACTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. PLUS, WHAT CONCERNED CITIZENS CAN DO 
TO VIGILANT IN THEIR COMMUNITY.  LOCAL ADVOCATES RAISING 
AWARENESS FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES. WARNING 
ABOUT GATORS DURING THEIR MATING SEASON, INVESTIGATION INTO 
BOAT WRECK LEAVING ONE GIRL DEAD. SERIAL KILLERS DRAWINGS 
RELEASE OF HIS SAVANNAH VICTIMS.CLAXTON RAISING AWARENESS OF 
CHILD ABUSE. PLUS, KEEPING PEDESTRIANS SAFE IN HILTON HEAD BY 
USE OF SIGNS OR MARKINGS IN ROAD. LESSONS LEARNED FROM 
HURRICANE MICHAEL, GOVERNOR KEMP PASSES THE ANTI-HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING  PROTECTIVE RESPONSE ACT.   WITHOUT OUTISIDE 
WARNING, A TORNADO MADE ITS WAY THROUGH WHITEMARSH AND 
WILMINGTON ISLAND. SIREN WAS UNDER MAINTENANCE.  INVESTIGATION 
INTO WHY 40 YEAR OLD BODIES WEREFOUND IN A SHED BEHIND A METTER 
FUNERAL HOME. AGENCIES A 25 YEAR OLD MAN HAS BEEN CHARGED WITH
THE FATAL WEEKEND SHOOTING OF A BEAUFORT MARINE.   PROTECTING 
HORSES IN THE HEAT, INVESTIGATION OF RAPE IN ISLAND APARTMENT, 
PREPARATIONS FOR HURRICANE SEASON, ANTI-GUN VIOLENCE WALKING 
TO END GUN VIOLENCE, WHAT SHOULD YOU DO TO PROTECT YOURSELF 
FROM POSSIBLE ROTTING TREES, WTOC METEROLOGISTS HELPING TO 
PREPARE VIEWERS OF THE HURRICANE SEASON WITH MEET AND GREETS 
AND INFORMATIVE SESSIONS AT THE WTOC  AND LIBERTY COUNTY 
HURRICANE EXPOS. INFORMING PEOPLE OF THE DANGERS OF STANDING 
AND FLOODING WATER, FELONY GANG SWEEP IN TOOMBS CO., CRANE 
COLLASPE AT DOWNTOWN CONSTRUCTIN INJURING 3. MISSING WOMAN 
CASE SOLVED AFTER 11 YEARS. 
SOURCE: SCMPD,  LOCAL SHERIFF'S DEPT., POLICE CHIEF, EFFINGHAM 
COUNTY, 

4/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
ESTILL DOUBLE 
HOMICIDE

In Estill, The two suspects in an armed robbery turned deadly shooting are still on the 
loose more than a week later. Yesterday, members of the community gathered to 
remember the lives of the two men who died in that shooting. Estill police cheif Mark 
Collins says says the two suspects broke into the home and demanded cash. The 
third person living in the home ran and hid. Friends and family did not want to go on 
camera during yesterday's vigil, but they say the men were hard working. Police say 
they are trying to figure out whether this was a targeted or random crime. Here's 
another look at the sketches of the two suspects. If you know anything, call police. It 
has been a week since two men were killed inside of their home in Estill, South 
Carolina. Tonight, police say 2 men are still on the loose after this armed robbery that 
turned deadly. Our crystal Howard attended a prayer vigil for them today 0:00:53



4/1/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

STALLION INN 
DEATH 
INVESTIGATION

Developing this morning, Chatham County police tell us they're investigating a death 
at a motel. Officers were called to the Stallion Inn on Ogeechee Road in Savannah 
yesterday afternoon for a welfare check. They tell us they found a person dead when 
they arrived. Police aren't confirming many details at this time, including whether they 
believe foul play was involved, or if officers are looking for any suspects. WTOC has 
calls in with the department, and we plan to bring you updates as soon as they come 
in. 0:00:28

4/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
NASH CO FOUND 
IN HARDEEVILLE

The last of five inmates who escaped from a North Carolina prison is now in a Jasper 
County jail. The Nash County Sheriff's office says Laquaris Battle was taken into 
custody early Sunday morning after a traffic stop in Hardeeville. They posted these 
photos on facebook yesterday. a passenger in the same vehicle as Battle was 
charged with cocaine posession. The Nash County Sheriff will hold a press 
conference with more information at 9 this morning. The five inmates escaped last 
monday after kicking a hole through a prison fence. . Sheriff Keith Stone will hold a 
press conference on Monday, April 1, 2019 at 0900 A.M. at the Nash County 
Sheriff's Office located at 222 West Washington Street, Nashville, NC, pertaining to 
the details concerning Laquaris Rashad Battle's apprehension. ess Release: 3/31/19 
@ 4:15 AM Case: Last of Nash County Detention Center escapees apprehended in 
South Carolina Nash County Sherif 0:01:38

4/1/2019 11:00 PM

AMANDA: 
ARDSLEY 
FLASHER

Dylan Cantrell/lives in Ardsley Park: "I think we'll all be on the lookout for that type of 
car while we're driving around the neighborhood. Hopefully it doesn't happen, 
especially with two schools within three blocks." Savannah Police say they have one 
police report filed about this situation. The department says if something like this 
happens to you, any details you can give will help officers narrow down who to look 
for. 0:00:25



4/2/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CROCKER 
SUSPECTS IN 
COURT THIS 
MONTH

The suspects in Mary and Elwyn Crocker's cases will be in court later this month. 
Arraignment for Kim Wright, Elwyn Crocker Senior, and Candice Crocker will be April 
17th. They are charged with murder in the death of Elwyn Crocker Jr. 0:00:14

4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

7TZ SEXUAL 
ASSAULT 
AWARENESS

Local advocates raising awareness for a problem that affects everyone. They're 
heading to campuses to spread the word and shut down sexual assault. Plus, 2 fires 
overnight in Savannah. 8 people without a place to stay. How firefighters say they 
started. "the population of Gullah people on Hilton Head unless you do something 
now it will continue to decrease eventually will be eliminated." People on Hilton Head 
getting a guideline to keep Gullah culture alive. We'll share what the surveys found. 
Looking live over a wet downtown Savannah from our WTOC Bahama Joe's skycam. 
A nasty start to the day so far. Thanks for watching The News at Daybreak. I'm Ken 
Griner. I'm Cyreia Sandlin. Cutter Martin joining us. 0:00:42

4/2/2019 5:30pm
HARLEY: GATORS 
SEASON

HARLEY: "When we think about seeing alligators we usually think about seeing them 
in areas like this where there is a lot of water and brush they can hide in. Lately, we 
have been seeing them in unusual places like a golf course. People tell me it's 
because this is their breeding season." PKG "It's all driven by water temperatures. In 
general, it starts in the middle of March and it lasts about a month and a half." Russ 
Webb the Manager of the Savannah National Wildlife Refuge says we are in the 
middle of breeding season for alligators. He says warmer weather and warmer water 
get the gators stirring. SOT: Russ Webb, Savannah National Wildlife Refuge 
Manager "Around here we really didn't have a harsh winter, so even in December 
and January on warm days they would come out but now they are pretty much out for 
good." He says the alligators are cold blooded, so they warm up by laying in the sun. 
Breeding in the spring and then babies in the summe 0:01:33



4/2/2019 7:00 PM
SEAN: BOAT 
WRECK FOLO

The re-filed wrongful death lawsuit names all the defendants from the first suit in 
Beaufort County; The Parker's Corporation, Beaufort restaurant Luther's Rare and 
Well Done and Kristy and James Wood, claiming all had a role in the minors on the 
boat the night of the crash getting alcohol. This time around the suit names three 
generations of the same family to the defendant list; former 14th Judicial Circuit 
Solicitor Randolph Murdaugh the third, his son Richard Alexander Murdaugh and 
grandson Richard Alexander Murdaugh, Jr. The lawsuit accuses Richard Alexander 
Murdaugh, Jr., who's over 21, of letting his younger brother use his ID to buy alcohol. 
The suit also claims father Richard Alexander Murdaugh senior knew or should have 
known his underage son was using his adult son's ID to buy alcohol. Randolph 
Murdaugh the third is listed in the lawsuit for allegedly allowing minors to drink on his 
property referred to in the court filing as "The Island." 0:00:57

4/3/2019 The News at 5pm
SEAN: AJIBADE 
CASE

Mathew Ajibade was arrested January 1st, 2015 by Savannah-Chatham County 
Metro Police after getting in a fight with his girlfriend. He was taken to the Chatham 
County Detention Center, and after being held in a cell for several hours, was 
booked. During the booking process, Ajibade got into a struggle with jail officers, 
injuring one of them. He was then taken to a different holding cell and put in a 
restraining chair. While in the chair, he was tased several times by a jail officer. 
Ajibade was later found unresponsive and pronounced dead. In the criminal trial 
following the death, Jason Kenny was found guilty of cruelty to an inmate, Maxine 
Evans was found guilty of public record fraud and perjury. Southern District of 
Georgia Judge R. Stan Baker decided to dismiss Sheriff John Wilcher from the suit, 
and in the order said "No one disputes the tragedy of Mathew Ajibade's death and 
the emotional pain that his family has no doubt endured." However, "Sherif 0:01:27

4/3/2019 The News at 5pm

CRYSTAL: 
LIBERTY COUNTY 
CHILD ABUSE

The Hinesville Police report states the baby had broken ribs and other injuries after 
spending time with his babysitter. This is what Sara Clark says she saw when she 
picked her baby up from her baby sitter. Bruised eyes. Lumps on his forehead and 
an internal injury she didn't know about until he was rushed to the hospital. Doctors 
said her baby had broken ribs and bleeding on the brain. SOT SARA CLARK MOM 
"She said his eyes were bruised and that he wasn't in pain and the picture she 
sent...his eyes were black and blue and I immediately rushed over there." In the 
police report from the Hinesville police department, the detective on the case says 
the injuries on the baby were not consistent with the explanation the babysitter 
Brooklyn Taylor gave Clark when she picked him up. Taylor told investigators that 
the baby was sleeping with her and her boyfriend and they rolled over on him. 
Taylor's now charged with cruelty to children in the fir 0:01:53



4/4/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SERIAL KILLER 
2ND VICTIM

We have the latest drawing of a murder victim done by a serial killer behind bars. 
Samuel Little says he committed dozens of murders accross the country, two here in 
Savannah. He says he killed this woman in 1974, and another in 1984. Little is 
already serving life sentences for murders he committed out West. now he's creating 
sketches of his victims and passing them along to law enforcement around the 
country. The confessed serial killer drew these pictures for Savannah Police. If you 
recognize the women or know anything about the case call Savannah police. This is 
the latest drawing of a murder victim, done by a serial killer behind bars. Samuel 
Little says he committed dozens of murders accross the country, two here in 
Savannah. He says he killed this woman in 1974, and another in 1984. Little is 
already serving life sentences for murders he committed out West 0:00:52

4/4/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

ERNIE 
WALTHOUR COLD 
CASE

It's been almost 6 years since Midway coach and community hero -- Ernie Walthour 
was killed. Now, his family and investigators are asking for your help to bring his 
killer to justice. Back in june of 2013 -- liberty county deputies found Walthour''s body 
in a yard on Lewis frasier road. 5 months later -- they thought they had a break in the 
case when a task force believed they had enough evidence to charge two men with 
the murder. But that never panned out. The Coastal News Service sat down with 
Ernie's family, who say they can't believe there haven't been any answers. 0:00:34

4/5/2019 NOON

HILTON HEAD 
TAKE BACK THE 
NIGHT

Tonight, members of the Hilton Head Islandcommunity will try to bring awareness to 
the ongoing issue of sexual assault. Beaufort County Sheriff P-J Tanner is one of the 
people scheduled to speak at "Take Back the Night Hilton Head." Survivors are 
invited to attend and share their stories or simply share that they are a survivor. 
That's happening at Jarvis Creek Park at 6 p-m. Sexual Assault Awareness Month 
Take Back the Night Hilton Head Friday, April 5, 6 pm, Jarvis Creek Park Take Back 
the Night is an annual awareness event to give voice to survivors of sexual assault. 
The event is free and open to the public. We invite survivors to share their stories or 
simply share that they are a survivor. Speakers: Sheriff PJ Tanner, Beaufort County 
Sheriff's Department Theresa Lacey, Hopeful Horizons Erin Hall, Hopeful Horizons 0:00:34



4/5/2019 7:00 PM

DAL: OLIVER 
COPE PLEA FOR 
RELEASE

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal Oliver Cope's attorney came to court to convince the judge that 
Cope would be better served in outpatient care than sentenced to a mental hospital. 
(vo) Oliver Cope came back to court already having been found not guilty by reason 
of insanity. In September 2017, police arrested him on charges he drove his car into 
this Taco Bell in Swainsboro. The crash killed one person, Macy Mullis and injured 
several others. Defense attorney Dan Snipes brought doctors to the stand who 
testified Cope's suffered from bipolar disorder and was trying to kill himself not others 
in the crash. They said his mental illness appeared to be in remission with 
medication and work with mental health workers. They said he'd be better off - and 
not a danger to the public - if he was in the custody of his parents living at home and 
seeing his doctors regularly. The idea did not sit well with the victims in court or their 
loved ones. (sot) cg- Deborah Stapleton / Victims' Relative ...and others. 0:01:26

4/5/2019 7:00 PM
BEAUFORT BOAT 
CRASH FOLO

An update to an investigation in the Low Country. The Beaufort county sheriff's office 
is removing itself from a investigation involving a deadly boat crash. 19-year-old 
Mallory Beach was killed in a boat crash in February near Parris Island and now the 
Beaufort County Sheriff's Office has asked to be recused from the investigation. The 
sheriff's office says it's because of a long-standing relationship with someone 
connected to the case. The South Carolina Department of Natural Resources is the 
lead investigating agency. A Port Royal police report of the incident says an officer 
described the boaters as "grossly intoxicated." We'll update you as the investigation 
continues to unfold. connected to the crash because of its "long-standing 
relationship" with a former solicitor associated with the case, a law enforcement 
official said Tuesday On March 25, the Sheriff's Office emailed the South Carolina 
Law Enforcement Division, asking to be 0:00:40

4/9/2019 11:00 PM

MEREDITH: RH 
TRAFFICKING 
MARIJUANA 
ARRESTS

Also happening in Richmond Hill, police officers finding 10 pounds of marijuana in 
the Mainstreet neighborhood. Police arrested Jo Anne Star, Gregory Stewart, 
Nathaniel Bashnick, and Stormie Dykens. Because of the large amount of drugs, all 
four are being charged with trafficking. Here's the picture Richmond Hill police posted 
on Facebook. They say the investigation started after a few tips from the community. 0:01:22



4/10/2019 The News at 5pm

HHI SEA PINES 
ALLIGATOR 
LAWSUIT

SOT: 9-1-1 Caller: "There's a lady being attacked by an alligator." Dispatcher: 
"Where at, sir?" 9-1-1 Caller: "I'm in Sea Pines." Eight months after that frantic 
emergency call and the death of Cassandra Cline, her husband has filed a lawsuit 
against Sea Pines. South Carolina DNR says a nine-foot alligator attacked Cline 
near the golf course's 13th hole as she tried to save her border collie. Old SOT: 
describing attack Cline worked as a kindergarten teacher in New York. She and her 
husband split their time between there and their vacation home in Sea Pines. WTOC 
spoke with school colleagues after her death. "the sweetest, kindest. She is the 
image of a kindergarten teacher, which was her calling and her career." The wrongful 
death lawsuit filed against Sea Pines yesterday states: "The defendants were aware 
of the problems with alligators at Sea Pines Plantation. It goes on to accuse the 
resort of being quote "aware of the aggressive nature of big alligators". 0:02:01

4/10/2019 11:00 PM
MEREDITH: CNT 
DRUG BUST

The Savannah Chatham Counter Narcotics team has been busy over the last 48 
hours. They put three people behind bars in three separate investigations. Here's a 
look at where those drug busts happened two on the southside of savannah and one 
at the baymont inn in pooler. 40-year-old Jennifer Schuman is facing charges of 
trafficking meth. 37-year-old TJ Johnson was arrested after agents found more than 
18 thousand dollars and a large amount of weed. 43-year-old Kimmie Lawton faces 
trafficking cocaine charges. Along with drugs, Agents found nearly 20, 000 dollars 
and a stolen firearm. 0:00:35

4/11/2019 6:00 PM

HARLEY: 
CLAXTON CHILD 
ABUSE 
AWARENESS

HARLEY: "Organizers of the event tell me even though our community is very small, 
child abuse is a big problem. They host events like these to let community members 
know what they can do to help children." SOT: Judge Ben Brinson, Chief Judge of 
Atlantic Judicial Circuit of Juvenile Court "Our rate is very, very high for the amount 
of people in the community." Judge Ben Brinson has been involved with the juvenile 
justice system since 1981. He says it's shocking to see just how many cases of 
abuse we have in Evans and surrounding counties. Some of which end tragically. 
"We've had two murdered children in our community in the last three years, which 
just breaks my soul." Lieutenant Andy Benjamin with the Claxton police Department 
says they get a child abuse case two or three times a week. He says it's not always 
physical abuse they see. SOT: Lieutenant Andy Benjamin, Claxton Police 
Department "It's more mental than anything. People don't realize that. 0:01:21



4/15/2019 11:00 PM

AMANDA: DNR 
POACHER 
ARRESTS

Three people from Effingham County face a long list of charges for illegally hunting 
deer and turkey. The Georgia Department of Natural Resources Law Enforcement 
Division says this poaching happened in Northern Effingham and Southern Screven 
counties for years. The 19, 20 and 22 year olds are now cited for illegally hunting 
these animals. Game Wardens say this investigation started with community 
complaints, and really ramped up when they found social media posts about the 
illegal hunting. 0:00:29

4/16/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
CROCKER CASE 
APRIL 17

The suspects connected to the death of two Effingham County teens are scheduled 
in court for an arraignment tomorrow. Mary Crocker and her brother, Elwin Crocker 
Junior, were found buried in their family's back yard last december. All five people 
you see here on the left have been indicted in Mary Crocker's death. Three of the 
five were also indicted in Elwyn Crocker Junior's death. ALL 5 ARRAIGNMENT 0:00:24

4/16/2019 NOON

ZACH: CEMA 
DISASTER 
CONFERENCE

Today - Chatham County is holding its 19th Annual Hurricane Conference at the 
Savannah Convention Center. With less than two months until the beginning of this 
year's storm season, emergency officials say they're preparing for what could happen 
in the tropics. Zach Logan attended the this morning's opening session and has a 
look at what emergency workers are learning today. 0:00:22



4/17/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BRKOUT: CASE 
TIMELINE

here's a look at the timeline of the case: The bodies of Mary Croker and Elwyn 
Crocker Junior were found buried in their family's yard last December. The 5th 
person in the case, Mark Anthony Wright, was arrested in January. All five were 
charged with murder later that month. They were indicted in March. We're still waiting 
on an official cause of death for both children from the Medical Examiner's office. 
DECEMBER 2018 - CHILDREN FOUND BURIED JANUARY 2019 - 5TH PERSON 
ARRESTED. 5 CHARGED WITH MURDER JANUARY 2019. 5 INDICTED MARCH 
18. 0:01:00

4/18/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

POOLER CHASE 
AND SHOOTING 
CHARGES

A Chatham County grand jury has indicted three people in a deadly shooting at the 
Pooler Sam's Club. The indictment includes 17 counts. Rhondolyn butler, deandre 
mims, and cierra mims are all facing charges for Malice murder, felony murder, 
aggravated assault, and fleeing police. These murder charges are all connected to -- 
Quaniqwa Lee - who was shot on ferbruary 23rd and later died. That happened at the 
Sam's Club in Pooler. Police in Clayton county caught both Mims and had them 
brought back to Savannah. A Chatham County grand jury has indicted three people 
in a deadly shooting at the Pooler Sam's Club. The indictment includes 17 counts. 
Rhondolyn butler, deandre mims, and cierra mims are all facing charges for Malice 
murder, felony murder, aggravated assault, and fleeing police. These murder 
charges are all connected to -- Quaniqwa Lee - who was shot on ferbruary 23rd and 
later died. 0:00:34

4/18/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
EFFINGHAM 
SHOOTING

Pooler police say these people are suspects in an earlier shooting in Effingham on 
Burnt Church Road. A ten year old girl was shot. Yesterday's charges are NOT 
related to that Effingham shooting. Effingham deputies are waiting on evidence from 
the crime lab before deciding on whether to file charges, according to a 
spokesperson for the office. Pooler police had said the deadly shooting at Sam's 
Club was related to an earlier shooting in Effingham on Burnt Church Road. We now 
know these people are suspects in that Effingham shooting as well. A ten year old 
girl was shot. To be clear - today's charges are NOT related to that shooting though. 
Effingham deputies are waiting on evidence from the crime lab before deciding on 
whether to file charges, according to a spokesperson for the office. Pooler police got 
involved because the Mimms do have a Pooler address. The 10 year old who was 
shot had non-life threatening injuries. 0:00:55



4/18/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
UPDATE BEACH 
CASE

the south carolina attorney general's office is reviewing possible charges in the boat 
crash near Parris Island that killed Mallory Beach in February. Robert Kittle, a 
spokesman for Alan Wilson's office says they have the report from the South 
Carolina Department of Natural Resources and are reviewing it for possible charges. 
Kittle also say they can't say anything other than that or answer any specifics about 
possible charges. No arrests or charges have been made in the case. A Port Royal 
police report of the incident says an officer described the boaters as quote "grossly 
intoxicated." A WTOC update - the south carolina attorney general's office is 
reviewing possible charges in the boat crash near Parris Island that killed Mallory 
Beach in February. Robert Kittle, a spokesman for Wilson's office says they have the 
report from the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources and are reviewing it 
for possible charges. 0:00:56

4/18/2019 The News at 5pm

BRIANA: BACON 
PARK SEXUAL 
ASSAULT

((Antaniyah Seaton-lives in area)) "It's shocking because I really don't hear about 
stuff like this in my area, definitely not about a girl my age getting assaulted, it's not 
normal at all." Antaniyah Seaton is just one of many teens who live in this area and 
she says when she heard about a teen girl about her age getting sexually assaulted 
right in her neighborhood, it has made her become more aware of her surroundings. 
"Most of the time it's not just me and her walking, most of the time it's multiple of us 
and we're not walking, we're in a vehicle." She says it makes her think about what 
could happen and she's now on guard. "I mean it didn't happen to me so I still feel 
safe, but I'm more alert of what could happen to me if I'm walking around in this 
area." 0:01:39

4/18/2019 5:30pm

OPERATION 
VANILLA GORILLA 
CONVICTION

A former member of the Ghost Face Gangsters has become the first defendant to be 
sentenced as part of Operation Vanilla Gorilla. 32-year-old Daniel Fleming - also 
known as "Baby Boy," 32 - of Ellabell - was sentenced to eight years in prison for 
Possession of a Firearm by a Convicted Felon and three years of supervised release 
after that. A federal grand jury indicted Fleming and 42 others in November of last 
year as part of Operation Vanilla Gorilla - an investigation into a drug trafficking 
organization associated with the Ghost Face Gangsters, a violent, white supremacist 
street gang that originated in Georgia's prisons. Of the 43 defendants, all but two 
have pled guilty to federal charges. 0:00:42



4/19/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BOAT CRASH 
CHARGE

A grand jury in the lowcountry has indicted a 19-year old in a boat crash that killed 19-
year old Mallory Beach in late February. It happened near Parris Island. Paul 
Murdaugh has been indicted on charges of boating under influence causing death 
and two counts of causing great bodily injury. Murdaugh's grandfather served as 
solicitor for the 14th circuit for more than 20 years. Beacuse of that, the solicitor's 
office recused itself from the case. Beach's body was found a week after the crash. 
Her family filed a wrongful death suit against two businesses, a Hampton County 
couple, and three generations of Murdaughs earlier this month. A grand jury in the 
lowcountry indicted a 19-year old in a boat crash that killed 19-year old Mallory 
Beach in late February. It happened near Parris Island. Paul Murdaugh has been 
indicted on charges of boating under influence causing death and two co 0:00:43

4/20/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

JESUP STORM 
DAMAGE

We are clear this morning, but yesterday's storms will have people cleaning up all 
weekend. Some of the heaviest damage happened in Wayne County. The entire 
area around Marketplace International Church and Training Center in Jesup was torn 
apart. You can see how strong the storm was by how much debris is covering the 
ground. There are even ceiling tiles outside. Two wings of the building took most of 
the damage. Building owners say some electronics, furniture, and instruments were 
ruined, but it's mostly structural damage. 0:00:28

4/21/2019 WKEND 11PM

SEAN: TYBEE 
MISSING 
SWIMMER

The staging are for the search tonight was here at the Chatham Avenue access point 
onto the beach at the islandâ€™s south end. Tybee Fire led the effort, assisted by 
the countyâ€™s helicopter, U.S. Coast Guard and Tybeeâ€™s Marine Rescue 
squadron, Tybee Police and Chatham Emergency Services. Chief Patterson 
confirmed three people, he says in their teens, were out on a sandbar and got 
stranded as the tide rapidly came in around 7 tonight. A Tybee resident told me 
earlier he spotted the teens and called 911. Two teens were able to swim back, but 
one went missing. So search and rescue crews focused their efforts roughly from the 
Chatham Avenue access point up Tybee Creek, following the current trying to find 
the missing person. This is an area thatâ€™s particularly dangerous for swimmers 
who go out on the sandbars and get caught by the incoming tide, so much so the city 
has warnings posted in the area. 0:00:54



4/22/2019 5:30pm

AMAND: 
HIGHLANDS CAR 
BREAK INS

Amanda: Savannah Police say they're following several leads and working to arrest 
those responsible for breaking into cars in The Highlands neighborhood. Neighbors 
who've had things taken just want this to stop. Christina Basore/lives in the 
Highlands: "I was upset. I was livid. So angry." That's how Christina Basore says she 
felt this morning when she found this video on her security camera. Savannah police 
say she's one of several people who had her car broken in to at the end of last week. 
This group got away with a gun she kept inside. Christina Basore/lives in the 
Highlands: Christina Basore/lives in the Highlands: "It's horrible because you don't 
know if they're going to take this and hurt somebody else. The audacity and the 
nerve that somebody has to enter your property, take from your vehicles. The crazy 
thing is I, unfortunately, had other things in there that were probably more valuable if 
not the same amount of value as that pistol. 0:00:56

4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CNT ARRESTS 
NURSE STEALING 
MEDS

The Chatham-Savannah Counter Narcotics Team arrested a nurse accused of 
stealing medication from a patient. 34 year old Katherine Alvarado-Torres - a 
registered nurse at Memorial Medical Center - has been charged with Possession of 
a Controlled Substance with Intent to Distribute and Theft by Taking. C-N-T became 
involved when Memorial security informed them of an internal investigation into the 
nurse. Agents say the joint investigation found she stole a small number of 
prescription pain medications from a current patient. The Chatham-Savannah 
Counter Narcotics Team arrested a nurse accused of stealing medication from a 
patient. 34 year old Katherine Alvarado-Torres - a registered nurse at Memorial 
Medical Center - has been charged with Possession of a Controlled Substance with 
Intent to Distribute and Theft by Taking. C-N-T became involved when Memorial 
security informed them of an internal investigation into the 0:00:35

4/25/2019 7:00 PM
PAUL MURDAUGH 
ARRAIGNMENT

Arraignment is set for a young man charged in a deadly boat crash near Parris Island 
in February. The South Carolina attorney general's office says Paul Murdaugh will be 
arraigned on May 6th in Beaufort. Murdaugh has been indicted on charges of boating 
under influence causing death AND two counts of causing great bodily injury. 19-year 
old Mallory Beach died in the boat crash. Her family filed a wrongful death suit 
against two businesses, a Hampton County couple, and three generations of 
Murdaughs earlier this month. We will continue to update you as we learn more. 0:01:37



4/26/2019 The News at 5pm PINWHEEL FIELD

This month is Child Abuse Prevention Month and two savannah organizations are 
coming together to observe it. Today--The Greenbriar Children's Center and Park 
Place Outreach planted a pinwheel field in front of the band shell in Forsyth Park. It's 
part of the national "Pinwheels for Prevention" initiative. The initiative is all about the 
importance of familes and communities working together to prevent child abuse and 
neglect. Greenbriar Children's Center says each pinwheel is a visual representation 
of the freedom that is desired for each child. 0:00:33

4/29/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
HHI SEXUAL 
ASSAULT ARREST

New D-N-A evidence links a man already serving time for a woman's death -- to a 
sexual assault from the 80s. 55-year-old Eckerin Frazier is serving time for the 19-88 
death of Bertha Neamon on Hilton Head Island. Frazier pled guilty to voluntary 
mansalughter in 2001. An autopsy found that Neamon was sexually assaulted, but 
lack of technology led to inclunsive results as to who assaulted her. In January, a 
forensic request was sent to investigators, who were able to trace the evidence back 
to Frazier. He was scheduled to be released in 20-21, but will likely serve more time 
after his new criminal sexual conduct charge goes through the legal system 0:00:39

4/29/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

SC FAMILY 
MURDER TRIAL 
HEARING

Today -- jury selection begins for one of South Carolina's most horrific crimes. 
Timothy Jones is charged in the 20-14 killings of his five children and faces the death 
penalty. Authorities say Jones killed his children at home in 20-14, put their bodies in 
plastic trash bags, and drove for nine days, before leaving them in a rural area in 
Alabama. Jones was then stopped at a police checkpoint in Mississippi -- where 
authorities say they found his blood and handwritten notes about killing and 
mutilating bodies. Court records show Jones plans to plead not guilty by reason of 
insanity. http://www.live5news.com/2019/04/27/jury-selection-begins-monday-
lexington-man-charged-slaying-five-children/ 0:01:20



4/29/2019 The News at 5pm

CRYSTAL: HHI 278 
CROSSWALKS 
AND LIGHTS

The town of Hilton head says as the summer months are quickly approaching. They 
want to make sure they are doing all they can to bring keep pedestrians safe.. town 
leaders say these signs and markings on the road are just a few ways they are 
raising awareness. JEFF BUCKALEW TOWN ENGINEER, HHI "We have installed 
words on the pavement "PED XING" pedestrian crossing ahead and we have 
installed reflective strips for better awareness at night." Concerns about pedestrian 
safety were heightened especially after a couple of fatal incidents where pedestrians 
were killed by drivers. One victim is an 11-year- old. SOT "There was an extra focus 
based on that. We've had three pedestrian fatalities and each of the last three years 
on Hilton Head and one is way too many." He says highway 278 is one of their busier 
areas and with tourists, bikers, and residents frequenting the area, they are making 
sure to do all they can to 0:01:16

4/29/2019 5:30pm

SEAN: ALCOHOL 
REPEAT 
OFFENDERS

That ban went into effect immediately after Council made their decision last 
Thursday. Now, on the front doors of each business are police orders banning the 
sale of alcohol. Sharing details of interactions with The HUB at Montgomery and 
Montgomery Market for Savannah Police was the leader of the Department's Alcohol 
Beverage Compliance Unit, Lieutenant Shanita Young. Investigators say it was a 
combination of selling alcohol to undercover, underage police informants and an 
unwillingness to help police with criminal investigations that led to the show cause 
hearings for both businesses. Police reached this conclusion for both businesses. 
"Based upon your experience, their actions in conducting this business, is it a threat 
to the safety and welfare of the public and a public nuisance to the environment and 
City of Savannah?" "Yes ma'am." Regarding the HUB at Montgomery, the ABC Unit 
leader said the owner didn't give up surveillance video following a near 0:01:26

4/30/2019 5AM DAYBREAK

AMANDA:ORANGE 
CRUSH FOLO 
2019

The city of Tybee Island says new equipment helped contain crowds and control bad 
behavior at this year's orange crush. Tybee's CIty Manager says the city spent about 
150 thousand dollars on barricades to help control traffic. The Manager says 
residents and employees seemed to like them. He also says to expect more arrests 
this year than last, thanks to police scanning license plates as drivers headed onto 
the island. 0:00:43



4/30/2019 The News at 5pm
MEREDITH: HWY 
80 MEETING

VO: They told me their goal is to have the smallest environment footprint as they can 
on this project, because this is coastal georgia with wetlands that need to be 
preserved. Another justification for these two-lane bridges is the pedestrian walk way 
on the bridges as well as an 8 foot shoulder. Georgia DOT says this should eliminate 
most problems we are currently running into with shutting down highway 80 from 
crashes and trying to get ambulances on and off the islands. 0:00:28

4/16/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

Hurricane Florence brought catastrophic flooding to the Carolinas. And then 
Hurricane Michael struck the Florida panhandle. Michael had so much intensity that it 
brought damage to southwest Georgia specifically Miller County. The Chatham 
Emergency Management Agency says they plan to discuss Michael and the lessons 
learned from that overwhelming storm. Emergency officials say they're expecting a 
good crowd at today's conference. 0:00:26

5/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
TYBEE WEEKEND 
ARRESTS

Tybee Island Police have completed their arrest reports for the weekend of the 
Tybee Island Wine Festival and Orange Crush. The promoter of an Orange Crush 
event was arrested. The City of Tybee said the event was canceled, but plenty of 
people still showed up Saturday and Sunday. A total of 81 people were arrested 
between Friday and Sunday this year. 35 for DUI. 19 for Marijuana Possession. In 
comparison, 36 people were arrested last year, only 5 of which were for DUI. Tybee 
Island Police have completed their arrest reports for the weekend of the Tybee Island 
Wine Festival and Orange Crush. The promoter of an Orange Crush event was 
arrested. The City of Tybee even said the event was canceled. Plenty of people still 
showed up to enjoy Spring Break on the beach Saturday and Sunday. A total of 81 
people were arrested between Friday and Sunday 0:00:50



5/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

MARINE 
SHOOTING 
ARREST

a 25-year-old man has been charged with the fatal weekend shooting of a Beaufort 
Marine. It happened at an apartment complex in Perry, Georgia Sunday night. Perry 
Police identified the victim as 20 year-old Private Anahitdeep Singh Sandhu. Sandhu 
was an active duty Marine. Perry Detectives, Bibb County Violent Crimes Unit and 
the FBI arrested 25 year-old Quavion Rountree in Macon early yesterday morning. 
He's charged with murder and is being held without bond. New tonight - a 25-year-
old man has been charged with the fatal weekend shooting of a Beaufort Marine. It 
happened at an apartment complex in Perry,GA Sunday night. Perry Police identified 
the victim as 20 year-old Private Anahitdeep Singh Sandhu. Sandhu was an active 
duty Marine. Perry Detectives, Bibb County Violent Crimes Unit and the FBI arrested 
25 year-old Quavion Rountree in Macon about 1o'clock this morni 0:00:46

5/2/2019 7:00 PM

SC: RANIYA 
WRIGHT 
AUTOPSY 
RESULTS

WTOC has new developments tonight in the death of a 10-year-old South Carolina 
girl. The Colleton County Sheriff's Office released the autopsy report for Raniya 
Wright today. Inside the medical examiner's report-- it confirms the examiner 
determined Wright died of natural causes. Wright is the fifth-grader who died in 
march after a fight in her classroom at Forrest Hills Elementary. The medical 
examiner says there was no external or internal traumatic injury noted. Instead, the 
examiner says Wright died because of a rupture of blood vessels in her brain. Its a 
rare condition known as A-V-M. 0:00:39

5/4/2019 WKEND 6PM

GA SEX 
TRAFFICKING 
NEW LAWS

(Tom Rawlings | DFCS Director) This state has always been a leader in addressing 
issues with sex trafficking, for at least the last 15 years or so. And I think this will take 
us a bit further. Governor Brian Kemp also passed additional sex trafficking 
legislation with senate bill 158, the Anti-Human Trafficking Protective Response Act. 
The bill increases penalties for related sexual offenses, expands on laws that ban 
servitude and gives the Division of Family and Children Services authority to care for 
children who are victims of human trafficking. 0:00:53



5/4/2019 WKEND 6PM

WILMINGTON 
ISLAND STORM 
DAMAGE

Damage reports coming in right now after a severe storm came through the 
Wilmington Island area just about an hour ago. This is video of what appears to be a 
funnel cloud taken by viewer Allison Mol on Wilmington Island looking towards 
Whitmarsh Island over Betz Creek. We are told by Chatham County EMS they have 
reports of at least one or two minor injuries on the island. 0:00:36

5/4/2019 WKEND 6PM

BILLY ACE 
HARDWARE 
JOHNNY MERCER 
DAMAGE

You're taking a live look right now at the Ace Hardware and Goodwill shopping center 
area over on Johnny Mercer on Wilmington Island. AD lib over images You can see 
some of the damage right now. We are told by Chatham County EMS that just 
behind this shopping center there are some people that are stuck behind downed 
power lines. We know that power crews are on their way right now to the scene to 
help restore those lines. As we mentioned at the top of the show... we are told that at 
least one or two minor injuries have been reported so far at this time. 0:00:35

5/4/2019 WKEND 11PM

LYNDSEY: 
SAVANNAH 
YACHT CLUB 
DAMAGE

MADISON ELLIOTT/ WITNESS: "I mean it was right on top of us and within maybe 
15 or 20 seconds it was blowing all the furniture off the porch and we were all taking 
cover and you couldn't get in the building. All the doors were locked, so we were 
running around the side of the building and it flipped the boat over onto the dock. It 
was just mayhem." It was a scary scene for those at the Savannah Yacht Club this 
afternoon as storms ripped through the island. HENRY SCHUBERT/ WITNESS 
"Everyone in a small house was ducked on the ground and it came right over us... 
you really couldn't hear anything- all the cranes and boats that flipped, you couldn't 
hear it at all." Even for those not at the club, but still in the area- a tornado is a 
frightening sight. Many feel lucky to be here tonight. BILLY CAMPBELL/ WITNESS: 
"We were absolutely lucky. We were stuck on the sandbar. We were sitting ducks." 0:01:51



5/4/2019 WKEND 11PM
DAL: CEMA ON 
SIREN FAILURE

(vo) The storm caught many off guard Saturday afternoon as it passed through 
Chatham County. They heard the winds and rain, but no county siren to warn of the 
danger. Emergency Management Agency director Dennis Jones says CEMA got a 
low level message from the National Weather Service today of *possible* bad 
weather but no follow up warnings. Afterward they learned the automated system 
was down for maintainence. (sot) cg- Dennis Jones / CEMA Director We didn't 
realize it. National Weather Service didn't realize that. The feed never got to us to 
activate the siren system. (vo) He says the system activates the sirens when severe 
weather is coming. (sot) ( Jones) We weren't notified that they were taking their 
system down for maintainence. If we'd been notified, we would have put provisions in 
place. (vo) That includes having someone on hand during potentially bad weather to 
monitor the weather and manually activate the sirens. (sot) ( Jones 0:00:54

5/4/2019 WKEND 11PM
GOODWILL 
STORM DAMAGE

The Goodwill on Johnny Mercer suffered a large amount of damage as the tornado 
blasted through the area. The Manager of that Goodwill says that the lights started 
flickering five minutes before the tornado hit the building. The glass on the windows 
and doors were blown out. The store suffered significant water damage, and some 
merchandise was destroyed, but managers say that no one was injured. 0:00:23

5/5/2019 WKEND 6:30PM
CRYSTAL NWS 
PRESSER

Ron morales with the national weather service says the wind speeds were probably 
around one hundred miles per hour. He said once the tornado got to the area over 
here on Johnny Mercer boulevard, the tornado weakened a bit. He says the total 
track length was about two miles long as well. He says the tornado last year on the 
island was stronger, but he says the tornado yesterday was pretty significant for this 
part of the world. 0:00:25



5/6/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

HARLEY: 
WILMINGTON 
ISLAND DAMAGE

SOT: Grant Tracy, Basils Pizza and deli employee "The wind started picking up and 
the rain started coming down. People started running for their lives pretty much." 
Grant Tracy, a Basils Pizza and deli employee, says he had just gotten a call-in order 
and started making the sandwich. The next thing he heard was alerts on everyone's 
phone inside the restaurant. That's when he knew he had to do something. SOT: 
Grant Tracy, Basils Pizza and deli employee "I didn't know what else to do pretty 
much so I told people to get away from the windows. Told people to go into the walk 
in and I started going out into the parking lot and telling people they could come into 
our business to seek shelter." Just behind the sandwich shop the manager at Molly 
McGuires headed for cover. SOT: Layne Thomas, General Manager, Molly McGuires 
"It was no wind at all and within seconds everything picked up and the bottom 
dropped out and we literally ran inside. I went to go close the front door 0:01:36

5/6/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
DAL: BOY IN CAR 
WHO SAW STORM

â€‹Gannon Carpenter tells me he was standing in this parking lot with a friend when 
they saw limbs falling and gravel swirling. They jumped in the friend's car to head for 
shelter when... (sot) ( Gannon Carpenter / Storm witness) He pulled out, turned 
around.. when he pulled out, it picked up the car and turned it sideways. So he had 
to turn back around toward the road because we were getting blown around every 
which way... (Dal question) When it picks up the car and changes directions, how 
frightening is that? (sot) Uh....it was slightly frightening. Considering the car weighs 
two tons and us in it. I don't weigh very much or as much as him. It just picked it up 
and turned it like it was nothing......... 0:01:02

5/6/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

PAUL MURDAUGH 
ARRAIGNMENT 
TOMORROW

The only person charged in the death of a 19 year old will face a judge today in the 
lowcountry. 19 -year-old Mallory Beach died in a boat crash earlier this year in 
Beaufort County. Paul Murdaugh is charged with boating under influence causing 
death AND two counts of causing great bodily injury. He's set to be arraigned today 
in Beaufort. The only person charged in the death of a 19 year old will face a judge 
tomorrow. 19 -year-old Mallory Beach died in a boat crash earlier this year in the 
lowcountry. Paul Murdaugh is charged with boating under influence causing death 
AND two counts of causing great bodily injury. He's set to be arraigned on Monday in 
Beaufort. 0:00:39



5/6/2019 5:30pm
DAL: METTER 
BODIES UPDATE

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal Investigators now have a name for one of the deceased and a little 
information about the other two. But this case remains one of the strangest they've 
ever seen. (vo) Agents from the GBI have boxes of files they seized from the Hodges 
Funeral Home to solve the mystery. The demolition of a storage shed uncovered the 
bodies of three unknown people that had been dead for nearly forty years. One of the 
funeral home owners, Percy Hodges, faces charges in the case. (sot) ( cg- Spec. 
Agent John Durden / Ga. Bureau of Investigation) I've never been involved in a case 
like this in my 30 something year career where you have three dead bodies found in 
a recycling center in caskets. (vo) Durden and agents from the GBI's Statesboro 
office have boxes of files seized from the funeral home. They've learned one set of 
remains belonged to Eric Collins who died in a nursing home in Reidsville. Lab tests 
revealed the other two remains belonged to a black male and a white male 0:00:53

5/6/2019 11:00 PM
JASON: DARK 
MONEY IN SC

as long as we don't know who isn't trying to influence our vote, we can't consider our 
sources.. south carolina is one of three states where outside groups spending isn't 
tracked.. some at the state house would like to see that changed. lynn teague with 
the league of women voters of south carolina says groups that influence elections 
should be required to disclose some of their big donors. lynn teague/league of 
women voters of south carolina if it was disclosed that they had a self-interest in 
attacking someone or promoting someone the voters might not take them as 
seriously and they might not get what they want. dark money is money that comes 
into politically active non profits that buy ads that advocate for or against a candidate, 
run phone banks and make contributions to super pacs. earlier this session an 
unamed group sent out mail attacking senator tom davis and his medical marijuana 
legislation. the beaufort county lawmaker believes he was a victim of it. 0:01:25

5/7/2019 NOON

BACON PARK 
FALSE SEXUAL 
ASSAULT 
REPORT

Savannah Police say they have determined a sexual assault - that was reported last 
month - never happened. Savannah Police began looking for two suspects after a 
teen girl reported she was assaulted in the Bacon Park area on April 17. The victim 
told police she was walking in the area of Webster and Gerald Drive when a red 
sedan stopped and forced her into the car. Again - police have determined this 
incident did not happened - and was falsely reported to police. Police say the teen 
involved will not be charged. 0:00:29



5/7/2019 4:00 PM

HARLEY: WAYNE 
CO. STORM 
DAMAGE FOLO

SOT: Jamie Frazier, Wayne County Resident "My neighbor called and she said I just 
want you to know we are ok. She said but you have three trees on your house." 
Jamie Frazier was still at work when the storm came through. Luckily, both of her 
kids were at friends houses when the damage happened. "I was heartbroken and 
thankful at the same time if that makes sense. It could have been so much worse. If 
this tree here had of fell that way instead of where it fell we would have lost 
everything in our house." Wane County Emergency Management says this storm 
caused more damage than the last hurricane. SOT: Sharon Courson, Deputy 
Director, Wayne Co. Emergency Management "It didn't catch us by surprise. We 
knew it was coming but it was a lot more intense than we had hoped it would be but I 
think we did a good job keeping everyone safe." Courson says about 80 percent of 
the damage is cleaned up. The county is helping pick up debris that people have 
piled on the sides 0:01:37

5/8/2019 4:00 PM
METH FOUND IN 
LEGOS BOX

The Bulloch County Sheriff's Office is investigating after three women bought a box 
of Legos at a Charleston consignment shop... But they found more than just toys 
inside... Check this out! They found 40 thousand dollars worth of methamphetamine. 
The Bulloch County sheriff's office says the women had given the box to a child as a 
present and when the child opened it , the three pounds of drugs were discovered 
inside! Deputies say the women turned the drugs over to the sheriff's office, who 
called in Drug Enforcement Administration agents. 0:00:37

5/8/2019 5:30pm

CRYSTAL: 
HURRICANE 
SEASON 
SHELTERS

While most people give out canned goods and other things people need to survive 
during storms, the rotary club gives out storm shelters. VO These shelters consist of 
tents and things to be able to cook and survive like pots and pans. Shelterbox was a 
charity designated for hand delivering emergency shelter for families devastated by 
natural disaster or conflict. Kevin Remillard told when the put these boxes together, 
they felt like the best place to use them would be during natural disasters. So these 
boxes are used for immediate basic necessities. SOT KEVIN REMILLARD 
HINESVILLE ROTARY "Each one of these boxes is on loaded by hand by Volunteer 
Rotarians and handed out to families in need so they instantly receive shelter, the 
ability to cook, clean water, a water filtration system... so a lot of humanizing factors 
go right into the the ability to cook clean and clean after yourself and have shelter for 
yourself." TAG In Hinesville, Crystal Howard wtoc news. 0:00:56



5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
CRYSTAL: POPES 
NEW RULES

local Catholic clergy are talking about Pope Francis announcing new steps meant to 
prevent sex abuse in the Church and hold leaders accountable. The new rules 
require all Catholic dioceses around the world to have a public and accessible 
system in place for reporting abuse by June of 2020. investigations into credible 
reports of sexual abuse must now be completed within 90 days. Reverend Daniel 
Firmin with the diocese of Savannah says these new rules will be in place for three 
years and they have a chance to see how everything works out. New tonight - some 
local Catholic clergy are talking about Pope Francis announcing new steps to 
prevent sex abuse in the Church and hold leaders accountable. The new rules 
require all Catholic dioceses around the world to have a public and accessible 
system in place for reporting abuse by June of 2020. Under the new rules, 
investigations into credible reports of sexual abuse must be completed within 90 
days. 0:00:57

5/13/2019 6:00 PM

SEAN: FULLER 
CRIMINAL 
HISTORY

Edward Fuller the Third was no stranger to the Chatham County Detention Center, 
having been booked on a variety of charges almost every year from 1989 to 2002. 
Fuller faced an armed robbery charge in 2002, and was charged with possession of 
a weapon in committing a crime and aggravated assault in 1997. Fuller's most recent 
trip to the detention center was in 2015, charged with drug possession, obstruction 
and possession of tools to commit a crime. Saturday night, the GBI says their 
preliminary investigation revealed Fuller took money and other items from someone 
leaving a barber shop on Bull Street after hitting the victim with a weapon. Officers 
searched the area after the dispatch call went out, thought Fuller was gone, but 
found his car near the scene. As Sgt. Kelvin Ansari and the officer training under 
him, Officer Douglas Thomas, walked toward the vehicle, Fuller got out and 
immediately started shooting hitting both Ansari and Thomas. After running from the 
area, 0:01:20

5/14/2019 The News at 5pm
CRYSTAL: BABY 
ABUSED FOLO

PKG The Liberty county district attorney says Anthony Lyda, the boyfriend of 
Brooklyn Taylor, is now facing charges after four month old Holden was abused at 
their home back in February. The baby suffered physical injuries and internal injuries, 
but Sara Clark, Holden's mom, says she never got an answer as to what happened 
that night the two were babysitting Holden. SOT SARA CLARK MOM "We were 
healing from this and then once they told me they were pressing more charges and 
now on another person, it just opened the wounds back up. I don't even know how to 
describe it. I'm mad all over again" Lyda is facing charges of cruelty to children in the 
first degree and two counts of aggravated battery. Clark says she'S happy to know 
justice is being served for her baby, but she still wants to know what exactly 
happened that night. SOT "It's difficult. He has nightmares in his sleep and I always 
have to wake him up and it's just like are you dreaming bad things. 0:01:37



5/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

DRUG 
DISTRIBUTION 
CONSPIRACY 
INDICTMENT

18 people have been charged after being busted during an undercover investigation 
called "Operation Who's Laughing Now" The sting targeted a multi-county drug 
distribution network in South Georgia. The 20-count indictment charges the 
defendants with a wide-ranging conspiracy to possess and distribute meth and 
marijuana. The investigation also revealed gun possession violations. The operation 
was conducted by the Liberty County Sheriff's Office and the Drug Enforcement 
Administration - along with other local law enforcement agencies. Investigators say 
14 firearms were seized â€“ including two unregistered sawed-off shotguns â€“ and a 
large amount of ammunition and magazines. The charges carry penalties of up to life 
in prison. 18 people have been charged after being busted during an undercover 
investigation called "Operation Who's Laughing Now" The sting targeted a multi-
county drug distribution network in South Georgia. 0:01:10

5/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

FULLER: 
CRIMINAL 
HISTORY

We're learning more about the suspect and what happened Saturday night when Sgt. 
Ansari was shot and killed. The Georgia Bureau of Investigation says Edward Fuller 
the Third robbed someone outside a barber shop on Bull Street. Officers searched 
the area after the dispatch call, thought Fuller was gone, but found his car near the 
scene. As Sgt. Ansari and Officer Douglas Thomas walked toward the vehicle, Fuller 
got out and immediately started shooting - hitting both of them. Officers later found 
Fuller in the backyard of a home nearby, and shot him after he pointed a gun at 
them. Fuller had been booked at the Chatham County Detention Center almost every 
year from 1989 to 2002, on charges including armed roberry and aggravated assault. 
Most recently, he was charged with drug possession, obstruction and possession of 
tools to commit a crime in 2015. 0:01:34

5/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CHATHAM CO 
DFACS 
EXPANSION

For the past few weeks WTOC has brought you stories from our national 
investigative unit about child abuse and neglect, and major holes in the system. 
WTOC's Romney Smith investigated and found that Chatham County's child 
protective service unit will grow by 50 percent. The regional budget was increased 
and Chatham County was flagged to add 9 more staff members with a goal to reduce 
the case load size which is far above the national average. Right now, 18 staff 
members take care of 30-40 cases each on a monthly rolling basis. The national 
average for the 42 states with reportable dataâ€¦ is 6.7 cases a month. WTOC 
wanted to check on Chatham County's system. Romney Smith spoke with the 
DFACS director today and found out our community is getting more help soon. The 
Child protective service unit will grow by 50% 0:00:48



5/16/2019 7:00 PM

GA: INSURANCE 
COMMISSIONER 
INDICTMENT

Today - Georgia's insurance commissioner asked the governor to suspend him, but 
made it clear, he is not resigning. This follows a 38-count federal indictment against 
Jim Beck for fraud and money laundering. In a letter to Governor Kemp, Jim Beck 
says, "I am, in fact, innocent of these charges... it would be inappropriate to resign as 
Commissioner of Insurance." However, Beck says he also recognizes that defending 
himself in the federal case makes it hard to perform his duties as insurance 
commissioner. By suspending himself, Beck still gets paid and gets benefits. The 
office of the insurance commissioner tells us they expect Governor Kemp to name an 
acting commissioner soon. 0:00:45

5/20/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

SUN CITY 
BURGLARIES 
ARREST

A 25-year-old Bluffton man is facing charges in connection with recent burglaries in 
Sun City. The Beaufort County Sheriff's Office says stolen items were found inside 
Francisco Ortiz-Aguirr's vehicle during a traffic stop and he admitted his involvement 
in two of the burglaries. They believe he was involved in other recent burglaries as 
well - but are still investigating. A judge set his bond at $32-thousand dollars. 
However, Immigration and Customs Enforcement put a hold on Ortiz-Aguirre. A 25-
year-old Bluffton man is facing charges in connection with recent burglaries in Sun 
City. The Beaufort County Sheriff's Office says stolen items were found inside 
Francisco Ortiz-Aguirr's vehicle during a traffic stop and he admitted his involvement 
in two of the burglaries. They believe he was involved in other recent burglaries as 
well - but are still investigating. A judge set his bond at $32-thousand dollars. 0:00:55

5/22/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SPD VIOLENT 
CRIME

Violent crimes tend to rise as temperatures rise. Savannah Police say they see an 
increase in violent crime every summer. right now, in savannah violent crime is up by 
nearly 30 percent from last year. Aggravated assaults with and without guns are 
increasing city wide. Many of those guns are stolen from unlocked cars. Captain 
David Gay says unlocked cars are one of Savannah Police Department's biggest 
frustrations. Without a doubt, it leads to more violent crime. As summer approaches, 
so does a yearly trend for the Savannah Police Department. Crime, especially violent 
crimes, is heating up in the hostess city. (***STINGER***) Meredith Parker joins us 
LIVE outside of SPD headquarters tonight to break down these numbers. Meredith -- 
before we jump into the numbers, lets get right to what everyone's probably 
wondering--- should residents be worried? 0:00:50



5/22/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BRKG: 
HARDEEVILLE 
SHOOTING

New this morning, one person is in custody after a shootout in the lowcountry that 
sent three people to the hospital last night. hardeeville police say that happened at 
the intersection of highway 17 and church road in Hardeeville around 8:30. They say 
two people were shot and a third person was injured trying to run away from the 
scene. Like we said, there were multiple shooters involved in this shooting. 
Investigators are still gathering information on who the shooters were and where they 
are. Just spoke with the Hardeeville Police Chief & the Jasper County Sheriff (or 
chief) who told me that the shooting occurred around 8:30 pm Tuesday evening at 
the intersection of Hwy-17 & Church St. in Hardeeville. 2 males shot, 1 taken to 
Memorial in Savannah, the other taken to Coastal Carolina Hospital, but will more 
than likely be transferred to Memorial the chief said. Their conditions are unknown at 
this time. 0:00:54

5/23/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
CDC TRAVEL 
WARNING ATL

Some half a million people will go through security at Atlanta's Hartsfield Jackson 
international airport this memorial day weekend. The airport expects today to be its 
busiest travel day, so they say its important to leave early for the airport. Yesterday, 
the Centers for Disease Control spoke about how to stay healthy while traveling in 
the midst of a measles outbreak. They say the best way to protect you and your 
loved ones is by getting vaccinated. Doctors say Children should typically get the M-
M-R vaccine at twelve months and four years old. Triple-A says this Memorial Day 
travel weekend will be the busiest on the roads since the company started tracking 
holiday travel. This is a live look at the Atlanta Skyline. hundreds of thousands will be 
flying out of the Hartsfield- Jackson international airport this holiday weekend. Wright 
Gazaway has this warning for travelers from the CDC. Some half a million people will 
go thro 0:00:32

5/28/2019 5:30pm
CCPD ENTERING 
AUTO SUSPECT

Chatham County Police are also trying to identify a man they say is connected with 
an entering auto and stolen bank card case. They say this man was caught on 
surveillance at the LIDS in the Oglethorpe Mall back on March 28th. Detectives say 
he made a purchase there with a bank card that was stolen during an entering auto 
case earlier in the day on Prince Royal Lane. Anyone with information about this 
case is asked to call Police or Crimestoppers. 0:00:25



5/28/2019 5:30pm
CNT COCAINE & 
HEROIN BUSTS

Two people are in custody following a large drug bust - over the weekend. The 
Chatham-Savannah Counter Narcotics Team says the search of a vehicle parked at 
the Tanger Outlets resulted in a heroin and cocaine bust worth more than 10-
thousand-dollars. 17-thousand-dollars in cash and a newer model S-U-V were also 
seized. 36-year-old Jose Muniz of New York and 32-year-old Vjay Matos of Florida 
were arrested and charged with Trafficking a Controlled Substance. Muniz was 
wanted for various felony drug charges in New York. 0:00:31

5/28/2019 7:00 PM

SAV HORSE 
DRAWN 
CARRIAGES

WTOC has learned the City of Savannah is suspending horse drawn carriage tours 
tomorrow. The city says ALL horse drawn carriage tours in the City will be 
suspended from 11 a.m. until seven p.m. on Wednesday for the safety and wellness 
of the horses. The city says the suspension is directly in response to predicted 
temperatures exceeding those allowed by City Ordinance - which is a "Heat Index of 
110 degrees or higher or temperature exceeding 95 degrees Fahrenheit." 0:00:29

5/29/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BULLOCH DRUG 
BUST

A traffic stop in Bulloch county led to manufacturing meth charges. Deputies say 
while a car was pulled over their K-9 partner named "Pike" alerted the deputies there 
was drugs in the car. During a search, deputies found all the ingredients needed to 
make meth. Deputies say a bust like this is rare in Bulloch county. New at 6 - A traffic 
stop in Bulloch county leads to manufacturing meth charges. Deputies say while a 
car was pulled over their K-9 partner named "Pike" alerted the deputies there was 
drugs in the car. During a search, deputies found all the ingredients needed to make 
meth. Deputies say a bust like this is rare in Bulloch county. On 05/24/2019 Deputy 
Travis Smallegan stopped a vehicle on I-16 at the 127 mile marker for multiple traffic 
violations. Deputy Smallegan made contact with the driver a white female and a 
passenger later identified as Jeffrey Thomas Kuyk. While on the stop, Deputy Dustin 
Lanier, along with his K-9 part 0:00:56



5/29/2019 11:00 PM

AMANDA: MENTAL 
HEALTH 
GROUNDBREAKIN
G

Dr. Mark Johnson/CEO, Gateway Community Service Board: "That case manager 
stays with you afterwards to make sure you're getting to your doctor's appointments, 
if you're going to counseling, make sure you get there, and really help deal with the 
difficulties that arise in life that cause a lot of people to drop out of care. So it's a 
continuous system." They hope to have the center finished and open by March. 0:00:37

5/30/2019 11:00 PM
SPD:ATTEMPTED 
RAPE

(***STINGER***) A man who police say tried to rape a women inside a bathroom is in 
jail tonight. Savannah police are charging 18-year old James Collins with aggravated 
assault, attempted rape and more. Police say Collins approached a woman while she 
was in the restroom at the Savannah Welcome Center Sunday. She was able to fight 
him off. Police say the next day Collins was hanging outside of the women's 
restroom in Ellis square. A private security guard alerted police, and they arrested 
Collins. He's now at the Chatham county detention center. Savannah Police 
Department quickly made an arrest in an attempted rape case. Around 2:40 p.m. 
May 26 a black male approached a woman in the women's restroom at the 
Savannah Welcome Center, 214 W. Boundary St. She was able to fight him off after 
ripping his clothing. The following day, there was a second suspicious incident in 
Ellis Square where the suspect was seen 0:01:14

5/30/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

BRKING: 
SHOOTING

Breaking news this morning- Savannah Police say one man appears to have serious 
injuries after he was shot early this morning. This happened in the 21-hundred block 
of Iowa Street. A spokesperson for the police department says officers responded 
between 1:30 and 2:30 this morning. Police say this appears to be a domestic 
related incident, and the public is not at risk. No arrests have been made, but 
everyone involved remained on the scene. 0:00:25



5/30/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
TYBEE BEACH 
ADVISORY

Taking a live look at Tybee island with our WTOC Fast Fit Body Sculpting Skycam. If 
you're planning on heading to the beach, the Chatham County Health Department 
has a warning for you. It's issued a beach water advisory for the section of beach 
between 11th and 18th streets. The health department says swimming in this area of 
the beach is not recommended. Water samples detected bacteria that could get 
people sick. the beach is NOT closed, but the health department is recommending 
you don't swim in that area. A new warning for all the beachgoers trying to beat the 
heat. The Chatham County Health Department has issued a beach water advisory 
for a section of Tybee. The health department says swimming in this area of the 
beach is not recommended. The advisory is NOT for the whole beach, only the 
section between 11 street and 18th street. Water samples detected bacteria 0:00:52

5/30/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
6A ZACH: POOL 
SAFETY

There's nothing more refreshing than a dip in the pool, especially with our latest heat 
wave. But the Georgia Department of Public Health says you need to make sure a 
pool is clean before jumping in. Zach Logan joins us live from the West Chatham 
YMCA pool this morning with the signs you should be looking for.. The Georgia 
Department of Public Health inspects all public pools at least once a year, but health 
specialists say it's important that you also do your own inspection. 0:02:26

5/30/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
GA OPERATION 
SAFE SUMMER II

The F-B-I Atlanta Field Office says an operation this month helped find 231 missing 
or exploited children. Operation Safe Summer happened from May 1st to 24th. Local, 
state, and federal law enforcement worked together. The F-B-I says sexual predators 
are out during summer with school out. The Operation wrapped up on National 
Missing Children's Day. 0:00:23



5/30/2019 NOON

OVERPROCESSE
D FOODS 
DANGER

A new warning about your diet soda. Researchers say processed food could be 
killing you. The new study links foods like sugary cereal and soda to a higher risk of 
cardiovascular disease and early death. One of the authors says foods that fall in 
that category make up more than half of the total dietary energy consumed in the U-
S. The study didn't find these foods directly caused heart disease -- but there is a 
definite link. 0:00:25

5/30/2019 7:00 PM

CRYSTAL: SNF 
CHEMTALL SPILL 
LATEST

LOOKLIVE Liberty county emergency management agency says even though some 
of the chemical did spill over into the waters, there is no threat to the public. PKG 
Larry Logan with the liberty county emergency management agency says the 
environmental protection agency took samples of all of the creeks and at a lot of the 
fishing docks. SOT LARRY LOGAN LIBERTY COUNTY EMA "The samples had to 
go to Jacksonville, Florida for an independent agency for evaluation and we started 
receiving the results back and they came back good for us and they did not see the 
limit in the waters that was considered contamination for the public" He says all of 
the waters and fishing docks had been closed off until they received the results back. 
SOT "We don't know the extent of how much chemicals were released but we do 
know that once the testing was done they found that there was no levels of toxicity 
that could harm the public." 0:01:29

5/30/2019 11:00 PM

CRYSTAL 
HURRICANE 
TRAINING

I would have to say that it was pretty cool seeing how emergency management 
agencies work behind the scenes with accessing damage in their counties. VO When 
you see all of the damage after hurricanes, you probably wonder how emergency 
management agencies report it all and how they are able to quickly send help. 
During today's training, you see and hear all of the counties reporting to the Georgia 
Emergency management agency about the damage they have. So each county in 
coastal Georgia sends in a mock report on a conference call. Liberty county says 
during disasters like a hurricane, they call in at least once or twice a day to report 
damage and get help. SOT "It's liberty county. We are heavily impacted as well. We 
have power outages. The DOT put messages out. People off of the interstate do not 
have gas. We'd like to continue that message forward. We did get our generator and 
we did get men to help us out with search and rescue." 0:01:07



5/2/2019 5:30pm

BRIANA: RH 
CONSTRUCTION & 
CRASHES

Briana(@brianacolliertv) "Due to increased construction and lack of shoulder space 
here along highway 144, The Richmond Hill police department is urging people to 
slow down and pay attention, in order to reduce traffic accidents." The Richmond Hill 
police department says during a preliminary check of their records, between January 
1st and May 1st of last year, they saw 48 traffic collisions along highway 144. This 
year, they department says they have seen nearly 63 accidents. Captain Jason 
Sakelarios says, the construction that started earlier this year does contribute to 
those higher numbers. Sakelarious says they have already reduced the speed from 
55 to 45 in the area, but still, that hasn't been enough. He says the department is 
urging people to stay off cell phones and increase following distance. ((Jason 
Sakelarios-Richmond Hill police captain)) 0:00:47

5/8/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SAV FAMILY 
VIOLENCE 
CENTER

In Savannah, we're learning more about plans for a family violence center meant to 
house resources for victims of domestic violence under one roof. The City is offering 
a building to serve as a temporary site. agencies like Safe Shelter, the Rape Crisis 
Center, along with prosecutors from the district attorneyâ€™s office and Savannah 
Police's Family Violence Unit will offer services. Grants are being pursued that will 
help hire on staff and a center director. The family violence center is on the Chatham 
county commissionâ€™s agenda this Friday for approval. Itâ€™s a project several 
years in the making ... the creation of a family violence center thatâ€™s meant to 
house any resource a victim of domestic violence would need .. under one roof. 
Today our Sean Evans spoke to Chatham County District Attorney Meg Heap about 
the project thatâ€™s moving along here in Savannah, and what it will offer for 
victims all over the county.â€‹ 0:00:56

5/10/2019 The News at 5pm

SEAN: DRAYTON 
WHITAKER 
CHANGES

These rapid flashing pedestrian beacons are now at eight intersections next to 
Forsyth Park in an effort to improve pedestrian safety. Measures like that, lowering 
speed limits and putting in speed indicators are all things that help take drivers out of 
that auto-pilot mode, not paying as much attention as they should be. Council got to 
see some hard data with regard to average speed along Drayton and Whitaker, 
comparing 2014 to 2019. The average speed along Drayton Street and Whitaker 
Streets has dropped about five miles per hour. The City is buying four of these 
RADAR signs to place at various points along Whitaker and Drayton, looking to lower 
speed limits, widen sidewalks and put in raised pavement markers around Forsyth 
Park before marked crosswalks to keep drivers from lane changing or weaving at the 
acutal crosswalk. Alderman Bill Durrence is keeping a close eye on efforts to make 
these streets and other thoroughfares in his district safer, and says whi 0:01:27



5/10/2019 The News at 5pm

BRIANA: 
COMMISSION ON 
SIRENS

4th district island commissioner Patrick Farrell told me he was very concerned that 
the outdoor sirens the county commission has funded for years did not perform when 
they were needed. He says tornadoes happen so quickly that people need warnings 
as quickly as possible. This morning CEMA and the board of commissioners talked 
about how to set up back up programs and servers. One of which is already in the 
works. Farrell said they are already bringing in another company to work with the 
county IT department to hook up the new system. Farrell also says the maintenance 
that was being performed when the tornado hit, was NOT communicated to them or 
to residents. He says for now they will still keep the current siren system company. 0:00:46

5/14/2019 NOON
ZACH: CCPD 
INPUT SESSION

The first meeting just wrapped up with business owners in unincorporated Chatham 
County. The next meeting begins at 5:30 and is open to all community members. I 
spoke with people in both the Georgetown and Southbridge communities and they 
say they're satisfied with the work of the Chatham County Police Department. I also 
drove through Berwick yesterday to speak with Arnoldo Gomez - the owner of 
Mexicali Fresh. Gomez owns this Berwick restaurant as well as another restaurant 
on Wilmington Island. Both locations are set in unincorporated Chatham County 
covered by CCPD. Gomez says as his restaurants close at night, he often sees a 
Chatham County Police car patrolling nearby streets. He says he and his employees 
feel safe - even after a violent armed robbery which happened just a few yards away 
from his Berwick business. In March - witnesses at the Brewer's Sports Bar and Grill 
say two men entered through a back door and demanded money. One customer was 
even shot during that time. 0:01:26

5/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK Buckle Up SC

The South Carolina Department of Public Safety wants you to drive carefully ahead 
of the busy summer travel season. It kicks off its "Buckle Up, South Carolina 
campaign" today. Between May 15th and June 2nd -- law enforcement agencies will 
be cracking down on drivers and passengers who are not wearing seatbelts. The 
period between Memorial Day and Labor Day is often called the "100 Deadly Days of 
Summer" because of an increase in highway deaths. As of May 12th of this year, 
there have been 320 highway deaths. The South Carolina Department of Public 
Safety -- kicking off its "Buckle Up, South Carolina campaign." It comes just ahead of 
Memorial Day and the busy summer travel season. The period between Memorial 
Day and Labor Day is often called the "100 Deadly Days of Summer"...because of an 
increase in highway deaths. As of May 12th of this year...there have been 320 
highway deaths. 0:00:52



5/29/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
PEDESTRIAN 
SAFETY POLICE

Savannah Police have a few pieces advice for pedestrians and drivers to avoid more 
tragedies. They say if you're walking or biking, you need to make sure you pay extra 
attention to the roads. If you're out at night, wear reflective clothing and make sure 
your bike has reflectors on the front and the back. If you're driving, make sure a 
pedestrian or cyclist is compeltely out of the crosswalk before you let off the break. 0:00:25

5/29/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SEAN:TRUCKER 
PATROLS RIDE 
ALONG

We are in the middle of what's called the Stop the Threat campaign in the area. That 
means you'll see more Motor Carrier Compliance Division vehicles on the road. It's 
Also known as MCCD, and is part of the Georgia Department of Public Safety. The 
division is tasked with making sure drivers of18- wheelers and big commercial trucks 
are driving safely. We are in the middle of what's called the Stop the Threat 
campaign in the area. That means you'll see more Motor Carrier Compliance Division 
vehicles on the road. Also known as MCCD, is part of the Georgia Department of 
Public Safety. The division is tasked with making sure drivers of18- wheelers and big 
commercial trucks are driving safely. 0:00:43

6/1/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

SAV HORSE 
CARRAIGES AND 
HEAT

Despite trying to handle one of their busiest seasons - Savannah horse drawn 
carriage companies are also trying to handle the heat. They're putting in extra effort 
to keep their horses cool and safe. A Savannah ordinance says all carriage tours 
must stop when temps hit 95 degrees or higher. City Code compliance suspended 
carriage operations for most of this week, especially in the afternoons. Even without 
enforcement from the city, carriage companies are cancelling tours if their horses 
can't handle it. 0:01:07



6/1/2019 WKEND 11PM

COLONIAL GRAND 
APARTMENTS 
RAPE

And Chatham County Police are investigating after a woman was raped in her 
apartment complex early this morning. It happened at Colonial Grand Apartments on 
Whitemarsh Island when a stranger broke into her home and sexually assaulted her. 
She was taken to a hospital to receive treatment. There is no suspect description at 
this time. 0:00:36

6/4/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BCSO SHOTS 
FIRED AT CIRCLE 
K

The Beaufort County Sheriff's Office is investigating after shots were fired at a gas 
station last night- killing one person and injuring another. It happened around 9 p.m. 
at the Circle K on Highway 21 on Lady's Island. Witnesses say people in 2 or 3 
different cars shot at each other. Those cars left the scene before deputies arrived. 
Later deputies were called to Professional Village on Sunset Boulevard - where they 
found one of the cars involved. 2 people in that car were injured. One died and the 
other was taken to the hospital. Deputies are still looking for the other people 
involved in the shooting. they say you shouldn't be worried about your safety. The 
Beaufort County Sheriff's Office is investigating after shots were fired at a gas station 
- killing one person and injuring another. It happened around 9 p.m. at the Circle K 
on Highway 21 on Lady's Island. 0:00:51

6/4/2019 NOON

SPD IDENTIFIES 
SHOOTING 
SUSPECT

Savannah Police have identified and arrested the man wanted for a shooting last 
month on Atwood Street. They say 18 year old David Williams is charged with 
terroristic threats and acts, reckless conduct and unauthorized discharge of a firearm 
within 50 yards of a public highway. Police say surveillance video captured the 
shooting on May 11. Several shots were fired at a car before Williams get into 
another car and drives off. 0:00:26



6/4/2019 The News at 5pm

CRYSTAL: LADY'S 
ISLAND DEADLY 
SHOOTING

LOOKLIVE Police told me the other man who was injured in that shooting at this gas 
station here was taken to Beaufort Memorial Hospital but has since been released. 
PKG Police say it all started at this Circle K gas station here on Sea Island Parkway 
around 9 o clock last night. SOT Bob Bromage BCSO "Witnesses observed the 
occupants of these two vehicles firing at each other. Multiple gunshots. Multiple 
meaning in upwards of thirty and saw these two vehicles driving away." Police say 
they drove away to the professional village on sunset boulevard and that's where 
they found Clarence Mitchell the third dead from his injuries. SOT "Sheriffs office 
investigators are still interviewing witnesses and are looking for information from the 
public. Anyone that may have seen the occupants of the vehicles that were firing 
back and forth." People who work nearby cannot believe what happened last night. 
Some of the bullets even hit Carolina Custom Golf 0:01:34

6/5/2019 The News at 5pm

CRYSTAL: 
HINESVILLE 
STORM DAMAGE

People who live in the area came to look at the remains of Trinity missionary baptist 
church. SOT "We're very blessed to not have been struck by this same lightning. 
We're only a mile and half away from this area." Almost 24 hours after the fire 
started, people looked inside as pieces were still smoking today.. inside a building 
where people praised and worshipped less than a week ago. One person I talked to 
told me even though most of the church was destroyed, there were three items inside 
that untouched - the former pastors robe, a picture of him, and a picture of him with 
his wife. SOT "It's a sign. It's a sign that the lord is always watching. So you just have 
to be patient and observant." Liberty County emergency management agency 
director says the only damage they had in the area from yesterday's storm was at 
this church. SOT "The pastor and one of her parishioners were in the chu 0:01:11

6/5/2019 5:30pm

USCG RESCUE 
NEAR ST. CAT'S 
ISLAND

The U.S. Coast Guard says it rescued a man from a grounded boat off the Georgia 
coast - last night. Sea Tow reported a 20-foot center console was grounded near St. 
Catherine's Island - with one person aboard - around 8:30 p.m. The coast guard says 
the last communications with the boater was - quote - "the situation is deteriorating 
and I need help." A Coast Guard Air Station Savannah helicopter crew diverted from 
where it was going at the time. It located the boat shortly before nine and hoisted the 
man on it into the helicopter. He was taken to Hunter Army Airfield. They say the 
owner plans to salvage the vessel. 0:00:36



6/7/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

SC HURRICANE 
LANE REVERSAL 
PLANNING

Hurricane season has already begun, but state agencies are continuing preparations 
for any upcoming tropical storms. Yesterday, The South Carolina Department of 
Public Safety and other state and local agencies conducted a hurricane evacuation 
exercise to test lane reversal plans. South Carolina trooper Matt southern says they 
deployed troopers to traffic control points where the troopers would actually go in the 
case of an evacuation. The South Carolina Department of Public Safety and a 
number of other state and local agencies conducting a hurricane evacuation exercise 
to test lane reversal plans. Hurricane season began June first and these agencies 
are preparing ahead of time. WTOC's crystal howard spoke with south carolina 
highway patrol about their preparations. Multiple agencies practiced today for three 
major coastal areas in the state to make sure everyone has proper training 0:00:54

6/7/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

BREAKING:CIRCL
E K SHOOTING

Chatham County police are investigating after they say a woman was shot in the 
chest last night. Police say they found One person with a gun shot wound at a gas 
station on Ogechee road near Quacco road. They say it's not life threatening. Police 
aren't sure if the shooting happened there or somewhere else. (***STINGER***) 
Breaking news , One person whith a gun shot wound been found at a gas station on 
Ogechee road near Quacco road. Chatham county police say a woman was shot in 
the chest. They say it's not life threatening. Police aren't sure if the shooting happned 
there or somewhere else. Chatham county police inverstigating 0:00:36

6/7/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BREAKING: 
INDICTMENT

A federal grand jury has indicted a Savannah man for the murder of a deployed 
soldier's wife. It happened last summer on Fort Stewart. 27 year old Stafon Davis is 
charged with Murder in the death of Abree Boykin. Prosecutors say Davis killed 
Boykin in her home. Military police found her body in the home, but they still can't 
find her car. In 2010, Savannah police charged Davis with five robberies in 
Savannah. He also pleaded guilty to robbing the Rincon Credit Union in 2010. He 
served 8 years in federal prison for that crime. A federal grand jury indicted a 
Savannah man for the murder of a deployed soldier's wife. It happened last summer 
on Fort Stewart. 27 year old Stafon Davis is charged with Murder in the death of 
Abree Boykin. Prosecutors say Davis killed Boykin in her home. Military police found 
her body in the home, but they still can't find her car. In 2010, Savannah police 
charged Davis with five robberies 0:00:54



6/7/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
LYNDSEY: TEEN 
HIT BY STINGRAY

One Bluffton teen is thankful to be alive and he credits a koozie for saving his life. 
Levi Dixon was having a normal work day Saturday afternoon,helping out with a 
jetski tour on Hilton Head. That's the last thing he remembers before waking up in 
the hospital. When he woke up, the recent high school graduate learned he had 
been hit by a manta-ray, causing him to have two broken ribs, bruising and blood on 
his lungs and swelling of the brain. After Dixon was hit, a couple's koozie flew out of 
their boat nearby. They turned around to retrieve it, and that's when they saw the 
teen in the water. One Lowcountry teen is thankful to be alive tonight ... and he 
credits a koozie for saving his life. Our Lyndsey Gough joins us now with the story. 
Levi Dixon was having a normal work day Saturday afternoon ... out in the water on a 
jetski ... and the next thing he remembers? 0:00:33

6/7/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CHATHAM CO 
SIREN TEST 
POSTPONED

A monthly siren test that was supposed to happen yesterday has been rescheduled. 
Chatham Emergency Management Agency says that will now happen tomorrow, 
depending on the weather. Tybee Island's sirens will now sound at 11 o'clock Friday 
morning and Chatham County's sirens will sound at noon. The sirens will sound for 
one minute. Chatham Emergency Management Agency's monthly siren test that 
*was* scheduled for today has been POSTPONED to Friday - weather pending. 
CEMA says Tybee Island's sirens will now sound at 11 o'clock Friday morning and 
Chatham County's sirens will sound at noon. The sirens will sound for one minute. 0:00:37

6/8/2019 WKEND 11PM
ZACH: ANTI GUN 
VIOLENCE

"I didn't lose a son. Someone took a great father, son, brother, and uncle away from 
me." It's been almost four years since Brenda Curtis learned that her son, Ricardo 
Morris, was found dead along LaRoche Avenue. Investigators are still working on her 
son's case and the family believes violence took their beloved Ricky away. "And to 
have nothing change, but we are going to stay fighting." Several families of gun 
violence victims joined Moms Demand Action and other groups today in Daffin Park 
for a picnic and memorial walk hoping to one day end gun violence. "We have kids 
that our attending funerals at a young age. The trauma is lasting and everlasting." 
Julvonnia McDowell's son, Jujuan, was shot and killed three years ago while he and 
his cousin played with a stolen gun. "I don't just advocate for gun reform. I'm also anti 
gun violence. And I advocate for gun safety to make sure you're storing your guns 
properly." "These loose guns that get stolen in cars 0:01:46



6/10/2019 5:30pm

OPERATION 
VANILLA GORILLA 
SENTENCING

A former Minor League Baseball player and Effingham County High School standout 
has been sentenced to nearly five years in federal prison. Aa federal grand jury 
indicted 26-year-old Darren Driggers and 42 others as part of "Operation Vanilla 
Gorilla" - back in November of last year. According to court filings and testimony - the 
organization - associated with the the violent criminal street gang - known as the 
"Ghost Face Gangsters" - distributed crystal methamphetamine throughout south 
Georgia. Driggers - a convicted felon - also sold stolen guns for the organization. He 
was selected by the Detroit Tigers in the 22nd round of the 2012 Major League 
Baseball draft. He was released after positive drug screens. In a release from the 
Department of Justice - he told the United States Probation Office - he quote - 
"decided I liked meth better than baseball." 0:00:51

6/11/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
COLONIAL GRAND 
SHOOTING

And 3 people are injured after a separate incident. It happened around 8:30 at the 
Colonial Grand Apartment Complex at Marsh Grove. Savannah Police say one man 
was found on the scene after being shot. He was sent to the hospital but is expected 
to be ok. 2 other people arrived at a hospital after the incident with injuries. Police 
haven't released any information about their conditions. We're following breaking 
news out of Savannah. A man has been taken to the hospital after a shooting at an 
apartment at Colonial Grand at Marsh Cove. Our Meredith Parker joins us live from 
the scene. Meredith - Savannah police are saying there may be 2 other people 
injured in this shooting? That's right, MIKE and they it's all connected and stemming 
from the scene inside the colonial village at marsh cove apartments. 0:00:48

6/11/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SUMMER TREE 
SAFETY

"A heavy rubber mallet, pound on the side of the tree. If there's a good thud, the tree 
is solid. If it sounds like a bass drum, you can have some internal decay, you need to 
call somebody. If there's a rot-hole, take a broom stick, push it into the rot-hole. If 
that broom stick goes in more than three inches, then there's internal decay and you 
need to seek the help of an arborist." any trauma to a tree that may weaken it like a 
lightning strike or something hitting it's trunk, won't always be clearly visible right 
away. It can take a year or two for the damage to show and cause that tree to 
become a hazard. 0:00:35



6/11/2019 The News at 5pm

AMANDA: DEADLY 
FORT ARGYLE RD 
SHOOTING FOLO

Amanda: Even before last night's deadly shooting here at the County Corner Store, 
the owner says he was taking extra precautions to keep himself safe here. Raj Patel 
has owned the County Corner Store on Fort Argyle Road for five years and says he's 
gotten into a habit of closing the store early. Raj Patel/owner, county corner store: 
"After 8:30, it's getting dark. I don't like to stay here." By doing so, he says he can 
avoid situations like last night. Chatham County Police say two people were shot 
here around 10:30. One died. An officer found him lying behind the store. Detectives 
found a second person hurt inside a house about four hours later, but that person is 
is expected to be OK. Patel says finding out a crime this violent happened near his 
store is disturbing. Amanda, off camera: "So do you like it's maybe kind of a 
dangerous area?" Raj Patel/owner, county corner store: "After this one, yes. 0:01:22

6/11/2019 The News at 5pm

SEAN: ECSO 
LOOKING FOR 
DOG ABANDONER

It was nearly two o'clock in the morning this past Sunday when someone could be 
seen in the video bringing the dog here to the animal shelter parking lot, tying him to 
this post before leaving. And it wasn't until about seven o'clock that morning when a 
worker came in and found the dog. And while the intentions may have been good, 
bringing him here to the shelter, the director says that person actually put that dog in 
a good amount of danger. "There were terrible thunderstorms that night, so he didn't 
have very good access to shelter, number one..." Lorna Shelton, Director of the 
Effingham County Animal Shelter says the dog was additionally exposed to other 
animals, vulnerable to attack being tied up. Shelton points out the site she runs is a 
municipal shelter, meaning it's primary focus is helping humane enforcement officers 
take care of animals they bring in off the streets throughout the county. While they do 
take in owner surrendered animals, she add 0:01:25

6/11/2019 5:30pm
MORE MAN 'O 
WAR SIGHTINGS

If you're heading to the beach anytime soon - keep your eyes open. There have been 
more Portuguese man o' war sightings in the South Carolina Lowcountry. This is a 
new picture from Shore Beach Service - Hilton Head Island's beach patrol. It says 
several Portuguese Man O' War have washed up over the past few days. Sea Turtle 
Patrol Hilton Head Island also reported several sightings yesterday and shared 
pictures on its Instagram - warning beach-goers to be aware. The South Carolina 
Department of Natural Resources says the jellyfish-like creatures are highly 
venomous ashore and even a dead man o' war has a sting strong enough to 
sometimes require medical attention. Man o' war sightings were also reported on 
Hunting and Fripp Islands - and off Little Tybee Island - over the weekend. 0:02:08



6/12/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

7 YEAR OLD BOY 
STRUCK BY 
LIGHTNING

In Statesboro, a 7-year-old boy was stuck by lightning yesterday. It happened on 
South College Street according to Bulloch County Public Safety. Details are limited 
at this time but we do know the boy was taken to the hospital. Good Evening we will 
get to those stories in just a minute... but first Severe weather moving through our 
area... bringing with it tramatic results... as a 7-year year old boy was struck by 
lightning in Statesboro. WTOC has learned that the 7-year-old boy was hit by 
lightning from the storms on South College Street in Statesboro. That's according to 
Bulloch County Public Safety. Details are limited at this time but we do know the boy 
was taken to the hospital. Let's check in with Meteorologist Jamie Ertle with your 
forecast 0:00:45

6/12/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

COCAINE 
SEIZURE PORT 
OF SAVANNAH

2 men have been arrested by federal agents for allegedly bringing more than 20 
kilograms of cocaine into Augusta. 35 year old Jimmy Pujols and 40 year old Fausto 
Ramos were arrested Friday after agents with the Drug Enforcement Agency, 
Homeland Security, and Richmond County law enforcement seized 21 point 3 
kilograms of cocaine from a shipping container in a warehouse. The shipping 
container was brought to Augusta from the Port of Savannah. Both men are charged 
with conspiracy to possess with intent to distribute. Federal, state, and local agencies 
have seized more than a ton of cocaine being transported through the Port of 
Savannah since last October. The District Attorney's Office says that has a street 
value of more than 53 million dollars. 2 men have been arrested by federal agents for 
allegedly bringing more than 20 kilograms of cocaine into Augusta 0:00:52

6/12/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
DAMASCUS 
SHOOTING

That stabbing is the latest incident in a violent few days in Chatham County. 
Savannah police are investigating their fourth shooting in three days. We're told this 
one claimed the lives of two people. Four people were shot in total. That's according 
to Chatham EMS, who spoke with our crew at the scene last night. SPD is not 
confirming any victims died, but tell us one of the victim's injuries are non-life 
threatening. The shooting happened around 10 last night, off of Damascus Road 
near Skidway and Eisenhower. we'll pass along any updates to you. We want to go 
back out live to the scene of a shooting in Savannah. This is the 6-thousand block of 
Damascus road. A little more than an hour ago 4 people were shot near there. 
Chatham county EMS has confrimed two of those people are dead. One other is in 
serious condition. We're told all 4 victims are men. You can see Savannah police 
investigating the scene. 0:00:53



6/12/2019 5:30pm

RINCON 
PHARMACIST 
ARRESTED BY 
CNT

A local pharmacist has been arrested for stealing controlled substances.... The 
Chatham-Savannah Counter Narcotics Team says David Williford turned himself 
today... on charges of Criminal Attempt to Violate the Georgia Controlled Substance 
Act and Theft by Taking. They say Williford was working at a Chatham County 
pharmacy in late May when he stole a voided prescription for Oxycodone. They say 
he then took that prescription, altered it, and filled it while working at a pharmacy in 
Effingham County. He voluntarily surrendered his pharmacist license before turning 
himself in to law enforcement. 0:01:01

6/13/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

LIBERTY CO 
HURRICANE 
EXPO

Dont forget tomorrow - our First Alert Weather team is hitting the road to make sure 
you are prepared this hurricane season. They will be in Hinesville for the Liberty 
County Hurricane Preparedness Expo. It will be at the Lowes on West Oglethorpe 
Highway from 3:00 p.m. â€“ 6:00 p.m. Come visit Cutter, Andrew and the rest of the 
crew, and learn more about how you can keep your family safe this season. 0:00:23

6/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
STATESBORO 
LIGHTNING FOLO

A storm earlier in the week in Statesboro sent a 7 year-old-boy to the hospital after 
he was struck by lightning. Police tell us he left the hospital and expect him to 
recover. He'd been riding his bike when the lightning hit the tree five feet from him. 
Neighbors called 911 for help. Kerri Borgman took one of those calls. We're learning 
more about the lightning strike we told you about yesterday that sent a 7 year-old boy 
in Statesboro to the hospital. Police tell us he left the hospital and expect him to 
recover. Today, Bureau Chief Dal Cannady shows us where it happened, talked to a 
neighbor who saw it all and one of the people who helped get help to the child.. (sot) 
cg- Dal You can see the damage the raw power of a lightning strike did to this tree 
and blew a hole in the ground underneath. One neighbor I spoke with said it 
happened before anybody could react. (nat- 911 call) 0:00:50



6/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
RINCON: 
FLOODING

Yesterday's heavy rain caused some major flooding in our area. Some of the worst of 
it happened in Rincon. The water reaching several homes. Even flooding garages. 
These homeowners were prepare for the worst. Stacking sand bags in front of their 
home. Some people in the area saw the flooding as an opportunity to bring out the 
kayaks. 0:00:34

6/13/2019 5:30pm

GA: INTERSTATE 
TRAFFICKING 
OPERATION

Check this out - The Georgia Bureau of Investigation says agents and state troopers 
arrested three people this week in Gwinnett County... as part of an ongoing 
investigation into marijuana trafficking via the Interstate-85 corridor from Metro 
Atlanta north to neighboring states. The three people - all from Charlotte, North 
Carolina - are all charged with trafficking marijuana. The arrests were made after a 
traffic stop. Agents say they seized about 70-pounds of the drug with an estimated 
street value of more than 200-thousand dollars. 0:00:33

6/13/2019 The News at 5pm

BRIANA: 
EFFINGHAM 
FLOODING

Briana intro(@brianacolliertv) "This is just one room Rincon homeowner Jacquelyn 
Crane says is left to clean up after last nights storms, however she says that's just 
one of the many concerns she has when storms roll in." ((Jacquelyn & Blake Crane)) 
"This is the second time since Matthew that our home has flooded, I've contacted the 
county numerous times." Starting from her front yard to her backyard, this is video 
Rincon homeowner Jacquelyn Crane took of what has NOW become a normal 
occurrence when it rains. ((Jacquelyn & Blake Crane)) "My kids sit at the back door 
during a regular rain storm not knowing if it's going to flood our house or not, they'll 
sit at the back door crying." Crane says since buying the house in 2013, not only has 
she contacted the county about the issue, but NOW the thought of rain is starting to 
affect her family's daily routine. "The big problem is the low grade that they approved 
this house to be built on 0:01:52



6/13/2019 5:30pm

CRYSTAL: 
LIBERTY CO 
RADIO ISSUES

After a couple of days liberty county emergency management agency says its 
communication systems are back up and running...but was never shut down 
completely. VO: After a lightning strike hit liberty county's communication system, 
public safety agencies were forced to use their old analog system. ((maybe put a line 
here about which systems were impacted. 911 calls, sheriff's office calls between 
officers?)) Lightning hit the towers that send signals to scanners around 5pm on 
Tuesday near Bryan county. Mike Hodges, the liberty county director of public safety 
says this caused some communication to be down in liberty county as well. He says 
they worked around the clock to fix these radio towers, but say they still had a 
backup system even though their main system was down. SOT MIKE HODGES 
Director of Public Safety "Our vendor out of Savannah made the repairs...not 
permanent repairs but some immediate things that got everything back up and 
running like nor 0:02:21

6/13/2019 5:30pm
SEAN: STANDING 
WATER DANGERS

In some cases, we saw people actually in the water, playing and splashing around. 
It's something you may want to reconsider though, especially if you take a second to 
think about what's actually in the water, either seen or unseen. Breaking down to the 
microbial level, water runoff can contain a variety of harmful bacteria from things like 
animal feces, and even pesticides if you live near an agricultural area. If flood water 
gets in your mouth, it can lead to gastrointestinal issues, or cause open cuts, 
scratches or rashes to become infected. Coastal areas have an added level of 
danger in flood water that the Coastal Health District director detailed for us today. 0:00:40

6/14/2019 5:30pm

BRIANA: COASTAL 
TRANSITIONAL 
ESCAPEE

PKG: ((Van Johnson-Savannah alderman)) "Oh crap, here we go again." That was 
Savannah Alderman Van Johnson's response, when he said he received notification 
that a coastal transition center resident walked away from work Friday morning. 
((Van Johnson-Savannah alderman)) "The reality is, is that these individuals are still 
under sentence, they're still incarcerated or under the state supervision to a degree." 
Johnson says he understands the need to have programs to transition people from 
incarceration back into society, but with residential neighborhoods so close to the 
center, he believes this incident poses safety concerns. "I think it provides a public 
safety, we've talked with the state about relocating the center to an area that's a little 
less populated, right now we're looking for this guy and we don't know where he is, 
we don't know what he's capable of Many of the people I talked to in the carver 
village and brickyard neighborhoods did not want to go on camera 0:00:53



6/17/2019 The News at 5pm

BRIANA: GATORS 
IN 
DEVELOPMENTS

Trish Bond has been living in Richmond Hill for nearly 20 years. Like most people in 
her neighborhood, she says she's used to seeing alligators in the lagoon behind her 
house, but recently she saw a gator in a place she never thought to see one. ((Trish 
Bond-saw an alligator in front yard)) "I went to the mailbox one day and there was a 
smaller gator in the ditch with all the water in our ditch and there was a small gator in 
the ditch and that kind of alarmed me a little bit because I'm not used to seeing them 
outside this water here so that made me nervous a little bit." BUTTED "As I made 
some noise, I took pictures of him, but then when I made a little noise he kind of 
backed up into the pipe that goes under our driveway so I just left him alone." The 
Georgia department of natural resources says gator sightings are increased right 
now because places like Richmond Hill, Pooler, and Savannah are experiencing a lot 
of growth and land development. 0:01:38

6/18/2019 6AM DAYBREAK SHARK BITE

A Chatham County man says he was bitten by a shark over the weekend near a 
dock on the Wilmington River. If you can't stand the site of blood you should turn 
away. UGA aquarium curator Devin Dumont says the marks in this photo definitely 
look like they could be from a shark, but he can't be completely certain. Family 
friends say the bite happened Sunday morning. Ron Flowers lives near where people 
say that possible shark bite happened. he took his boat out on the water this morning 
and says he's not worried about what could be in the water. Our top story tonight 
comes with a warning. Some images show the aftermath of a recent shark bite in 
Chatham county. If you can't stand the site of blood you should turn away. 
(***STINGER***) A Chatham County man says he was bitten by a shark over the 
weekend near his dock on the Wilmington River. 0:00:48

6/18/2019 6:00 PM

DAL: CANDLER 
CO DOGS 
UPDATE

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal Attorneys for Angela Powell filed this ante litem notice to three local 
governments and three state agencies that she may sue them for the roles they 
played in separating her from hundreds of her dogs. (vo) Powell faces animal abuse 
charges in Candler and Montgomery counties. Back in January, I showed you the 
conditions in Montgomery as an animal rescue group came in as Powell surrendered 
the dogs. Now her attorneys have notified both counties that she's considering a 
lawsuit. They also notified the City of Metter, as well as Georgia's Department of 
Agriculture, Department of Revenue, and Department of Administrative Services. 
The notice says her attorneys have suggested she settle out of court for a price of 
$3,000,000. Powell had six months from the incident to notify City of Metter of a 
possible suit and 12 months to notify the counties. The notice says Powell owned the 
dogs legally and the agencies treated her unfairly to take them. 0:01:31



6/18/2019 7:00 PM
JASPER 
MANHUNT ON I95

A manhunt is over in the South Carolina Lowcountry. The Jasper County Sheriff's 
Office - Bluffton Police Department - and the Beaufort County Sheriff's Office helped 
Hardeeville Police with a search along Interstate 95 - this afternoon. They took Two 
teens into custody. Hardeeville Police say it all started with a carjacking at gunpoint 
near the I-95 overpass at Coburg Road. Officers spotted the car - the driver took off 
and eventually crashed. Officers caught one of the teens quickly. The other ran into 
the woods where police caught that suspect. 0:00:31

6/19/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

RIVERVIEW 
DRIVE 
SHOOTING

Two more shootings happened in our viewing area yesterday. 
The first happened in Savannah on Riverview Drive, leaving 
one person with Serious injuries. Savannah Police say that 
happened a little before 4:45 p-m. They're still looking for the 
suspect. Police say that suspect is a man in his 20s wearing 
a brown shirt, camo pants with a low fade haricut. They say 
he was near the pine gardens, causton bluff, riverview and 
runaway point area yesterday afternoon. Police Chief Roy 
Minter spoke with residents in the neighborhood last night. 
People who have lived in the neighborhood for years say 
yesterday's shooting is reflective of a larger trend of 
increasing crime. A real shock this afternoon for some 
Savannahians as huge crime scene shut down more than a 
block of riverview drive. 0:00:48

6/19/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

BREAKING 
OTHER 
SHOOTING

In Effingham County, one person is in the hospital after a 
shooting yesterday. The effingham sheriff's office says it 
happened in 500 block of McCall Road in Springfield . They 
believe it is a domestic dispute. We continue to follow a 
shooting in Springfeild. The effingham sheriff's office say it 
happened in 500 block of McCall Road. They believe it is a 
doomestic disputr. One person was sent to the hopital. 0:00:24



6/19/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

AMANDA: 
CHATHAM 
CO POLICE 
CRIME MAP

People living in unincorporated Chatham County have a new 
tool to track crime. Chatham County Police unveiled a new 
interactive crime map yesterday. It took about 6 to 8 months 
to get the website ready, but now anyone can go to the 
department's home page, click on crime map, and track 
what's happening and where. You can also sign up for alerts 
specific to your neighborhood.People living in Chatham 
County have a new tool to track crime. Chatham County 
Police unveiled a new interactive crime map today. It took 
about 6 to 8 months to get the website ready, but now 
anyone can go to the department's home page, click on crime 
map, and track what's happening and where. You can also 
sign up for alerts specific to your neighborhood. 0:00:43

6/19/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

DAL:CANDLE
R CO DOGS 
UPDATE

A woman charged with animal abuse says she may sue the 
agencies that helped remove hundreds of dogs from two 
places. Angela Powell faces animal abuse charges in 
Candler and Montgomery counties. Back in January, we 
showed you the conditions in Montgomery as an animal 
rescue group came in to collect the dogs. Now her attorneys 
have notified both counties that she's considering a lawsuit. 
The notice says her attorneys have suggested she settle out 
of court for a price of $3 -million. A woman charged with 
animal abuse says she may sue the agencies that helped 
remove hundreds of dogs from two places. Angela Powell 
faces animal abuse charges in Candler and Montgomery 
counties. Back in January, we showed you the conditions in 
Montgomery as an animal rescue group came in to collect 0:00:58

6/19/2019 7:00 PM
DAL: FELONY 
GANG SWEEP

(sot) cg-Dal Sheriff's deputies and other agents started these sweeps around 10 this 
morning, but organizers say they've been planning it for more than a year. (vo) 
Agents from FBI, GBI, ATF and others swarmed through Ramonia Apartments 
looking for suspects and searching apartments that they believe local gangs have 
used to hide drugs and guns. They raided eight different spots at once. Jacqueline 
Jacobs lives just a few blocks away. (sot) cg- Jacqueline Jacobs / Neighbor ( Dal 
question) How soon did you start hearing about this happening this morning? ( 
answer) In about five minutes! Everybody was talking about them being in Ramonia 
Park and everywhere else! (vo) Toombs County's sheriff says he's coordinated with 
the state and federal agents to fight gang crime in the community. (sot) cg- Sheriff 
Alvie Kight / Toombs County When you start having drive-by shootings and people 
getting shot, and we start seeing gang activity, we knew we had a problem. 0:00:54



6/19/2019 7:00 PM

ROMNEY: GUNS 
STOLEN FROM 
CARS

TRACK 1: The Chatham County Police Department AND Savannah Police are on 
track to meet, or beat the number of stolen guns from unlocked cars this year. Chief 
Jeff Hadley, Chatham County Police Department "It becomes normalized to them, 
almost like your wallet and your registration, you know 'I have my gun in my glovebox 
and I kind of forget' and understand that, but we have to bet better than that." TRACK 
2: It happens when a driver exits their vehicle and simply walks away instead of 
locking the doors, leaving an opportunity for thieves. Rom audio: "What's your 
message to people who think it won't happen to them?" Chief Jeff Hadley, Chatham 
County Police Department It will! It has. We've had, in our short existence, almost 80 
firearms stolen from unlocked vehicles. I think we had one that was a smash and 
grab. TRACK 3: (GFX 1) In 2018, the unincorporated area of Chatham County had a 
reported 53 guns stolen from vehicles, only one was located. 0:00:55

6/19/2019 7:00 PM

TYBEE MARSH 
EQUIPMENT COST 
AND REPAIRS

We continue our coverage of the Tybee city vehicles that got stuck on federally 
protected land earlier this month. City documents show that insurance will cover 
most of the cost of the lost vehicles -- and the recovery process. We also learned 
those vehicles were already about to be phased out of use. The city will still have to 
pay a 25 hundred dollar deductible. And insurance premiums COULD be impacted 
down the line. We're also learning that the Department of Natural Resources is 
requiring Tybee to fix the damage left in the marsh area. The plan is to fill ruts left by 
the vehicles with sand. No word how long that process will take. We've posted the 
full release on WTOC dot com. 0:00:40

6/20/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SPD UNSOLVED 
MISSING PERSON

Savannah Police are looking for the community's help solving two cold cases. 
Monica Jackson was 48 when she was reported missing in 2015. Lewis Williams Jr. 
was 49 when he went missing around the same time. Police say they often spent 
time in the same Savannah neighborhoods, but don't know if these cases are 
connected. Sgt. Tiffany Manuel with SPD's special victims unit says they don't know 
if their disappearances are suspicious or not, but when adults have been missing for 
so long without contacting family or friends, there's a reason to keep looking. Two 
cold cases in the spotlight tonight for Savannah Police. They hope someone in the 
community can give them answers. No one has heard from or seen Monica Jackson 
or Lewis Williams Jr. since 2015, but the department hopes *someone* who knows 
*something* sees this story. Amanda LaBrot spoke with detectives on why these 
cases are 0:00:52



6/20/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

JASON: SC 
INTERNET 
CRIMES PLEDGE

((JASON)) THE INTERNET CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN TASK FORCES SAYS 
LAST FISCAL YEAR THEY ARRESTED ABOUT 210 PEOPLE IN SOUTH 
CAROLINA. THEY SAY THE NUMBER OF ARRESTS CONTINUE TO GROW 
YEAR AFTER YEAR. ((VO)) THE INTERNET CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN TASK 
FORCE WORKS AROUND THE CLOCK USING TIPS FROM SOCIAL MEDIA, THE 
NATIONAL CENTER FOR MISSING AND EXPLOITED CHILDREN AND going in 
CHAT ROOMS TO CATCH PREDATORS. THEY ALSO INVESTIGATE 
FILESHARING PROGRAMS THAT ARE USED TO DISTRIBUTE CHILD 
PORNOGRAPHY. THE TASK FORCE also WORKS ON EDUCATING CHILDREN 
AND PARENTS ABOUT THE DANGERS THEY COULD FACE ONLINE. THEY SAY 
PORTABILITY OF TECHNOLOGY HAS BEEN THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE. (SOT) 
Kevin Atkins/Chief Criminal Investigator, Internet Crimes Against Children Task 
Force Cell phones are affordable and external hard drives. It puts technology in the 
hands of everybody. (JASON) South Carolina's Internet Crimes Against Children 
Task Force was created in 1998 In Columbia 0:00:56

6/20/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SAV PROPERTY 
DAMAGE 
SUSPECTS

Savannah police need your help identifying three property damage suspects. Police 
say surveillance video captured three men walking onto the proerty of A&C Gold and 
Diamonds on West Derenne Avenue back on June 15th. the suspects used a screw 
driver to get open a power box--damaging it in the process. Police say the men are 
also possible suspects in a similar incident at the business June 12th. 0:00:27

6/20/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

BREAKING: 
MISSING MAN 
TRUCK FOUND

Breaking news -- we've just learned the truck of a missing man from Savannah has 
been found in Jenkins county. The Savannah Police Department issued a Mattie's 
Call for 79-year-old Joseph Taylor on Monday. He was last seen around noon Friday 
on Wexler Street. His silver 2016 Toyota Tundra Crewmax was found in Jenkins 
County, north of Bulloch. If you see Taylor - you are asked to call 911. 0:00:23



6/20/2019 5:30pm

2 CHARGED 
CIRCLE K 
SHOOTING

An update to a deadly shootout that happened earlier this month in the South 
Carolina Lowcountry. The Beaufort County Sheriff's Office arrested 22-year-old 
Ronald Moore and and 19-year-old Montarious Brown. They're charged in the June 
3rd shootout outside the Circle K on Lady's Island. Moore is charged with 
Obstruction of Justice. Brown is charged with three counts of Attempted Murder and 
one count of Possession of a Weapon during the Commission of a Violent Crime. 
Clarence Mitchell died and another man was wounded. People in at least two cars 
were involved. They are still interviewing witnesses and others involved. Call the 
sheriff's office or Crimestoppers of the Lowcountry if you have info. 0:01:14

6/20/2019 7:00 PM

CRYSTAL: TYBEE 
BEACH TASK 
FORCE

LOOKLIVE Restoration of the dunes or a healthy dune system protects the land from 
storm surge and rough seas...it also provides a habitat for native plant and animal 
species. VO Restoration of the dunes has taken a while. The last few tropical storms 
and hurricanes have all contributed to the significant beach erosion along the 
coast...and specifically Tybee Island. Sand loss and dune loss impacted Tybee's 
residents, marine life and the city as a whole. Chairman of the beach task force, Sam 
Adams, says if they can keep sand on the beaches, restoration wouldn't have to 
happen as often and they could do it about every 12 years. He says he also wants 
people to keep the animals in mind because a project of this magnitude interferes 
with the critters and their food value. SOT SAM ADAMS TYBEE ISLAND BEACH "If 
we can hang onto our dunes better instead of every eight years or 10 years. 0:01:19

6/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BRK OVERNIGHT: 
CHASE SUSPECT 
SEARCH

We have some breaking news in Chatham County to bring you. State troopers are 
looking for the driver of a car they say was going almost twice the speed limit on I-16 
overnight. This started just after midnight. A trooper tried to pull over a silver 
mercedes that was going 130 miles an hour near the Dean Forest Road exit. 
Troopers say the driver took off on Dean Forest and didn't stop until they reached 
Highway 80. At that point, they say the driver got out and ran into the woods. 
Troopers were still searching in that area early this morning. We'll follow this story 
throughout the morning. 0:00:35



6/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

JEFFREY 
PEACOCK END OF 
TRIAL

A Southwest Georgia man will 5 consecutive life sentences after he was found guilty 
of murdering five friends in 2016 and trying to cover it up by burning down a house 
Jeffrey Peacock was found guilty on ALL 14 counts, including five counts of murder. 
He was also found guilty of killing 3 dogs. Peacock's attorney claimed that his client 
only killed one person. Allan Sincox said Peacock shot one man, Jordan Croft, after 
Croft killed the four others. Peacock has 30 days to file an appeal. MOULTRIE, Ga. 
(AP) - A Georgia man has been found guilty of murdering five friends in 2016 and 
trying to cover it up by burning down a house. After a four-day trial in Moultrie, 
Superior Court Judge James Hardy on Thursday pronounced Jeffrey Peacock guilty 
on 14 counts, including five counts of murder. Peacock's attorney claimed that his 
client only killed one person. 0:00:50

6/21/2019 5:30pm
WAYNE COUNTY 
STORM DAMAGE

The weather - much nicer this evening... after severe storms across parts of the 
WTOC viewing area - last evening. Take a look at this picture from the Wayne 
County Sheriff's Office. The sheriff says deputies and dispatchers went above and 
beyond the call of duty during the storm last night - as well as volunteer firefighters 
and local linemen. Trees were reported down on at least eight roads in the county - 
and at least one vehicle was damaged. 0:00:26

6/22/2019 WKEND 11PM
STATESBORO 
SHOOTING

A teenage boy was found shot and killed at a park in Statesboro. Police say it 
happened overnight before 7 am when a walker found him. He was found at Luetta 
Moore Park. Police say the teenage boy was gunned down by one of the basketball 
courts. The teenager is under the age of 18 and he was pronounced dead at the 
scene. They are still working on notifying family and will not be releasing his name or 
exact age. The Police Department says the investigation is still early and they don't 
have any suspects or know if this was a random or isolated crime. If you have any 
information you're asked to call police. 0:00:34



6/23/2019 WKEND 11PM
CRANE 
COLLAPSE

3 construction workers at the plant riverside district project are in the hospital tonight 
after a crane fell on top of them. The battalion chief with Savannah Fire says, 
construction crews were trying to hang an antique crane as industrial decoration in 
the entry way of the building that used to be the old Georgia power plant. An anchor 
point gave way and the old decorative crane fell - injuring 3 people. 2 of them are in 
critical condition. Crews were back at work this afternoon on this nearly 275 million 
dollar project. 0:00:32

6/24/2019 5AM DAYBREAK

BEAUFORT 
COUNTY 
SHOOTINGS

The Beaufort County Sheriff's Office is investigating 2 unrelated shootings that 
happened over the weekend- one of which injured a child. The first one happened 
around 11 Saturday. Deputies were called to Lawing and Walter drives in Burton 
where a car full of people said they were shot at. An adult male in the car had a 
gunshot wound - as well as a child who was inside a nearby home. The man and 
child are both in the hospital this morning. Deputies are still looking for any suspects. 
The second shooting happened around 11:30 at a home on Polite Family Lane in 
Lobeco. 37 year old Shalonda Johnson was shot and killed. Deputies arrested 41 
year old Andre Mitchell and charged him with Murder and Possession of a weapon 
during a violent crime. They believe a verbal dispute led to the shooting. 0:00:50

6/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
GAIL MOODY 
UPDATE

The search for answers may finally be over for one local family. Debora Gail Moody - 
went missing in Long County 11 and a half years ago. Since then investigators have 
been trying to piece together what happened. Now, The Georgia Bureau of 
Investigation says her killer has confessed. Over the past couple of weeks 
,investigators interviewed Kenneth Lumpkin. Lumpkin is currently serving a life 
sentence without the possibility of parole in the murder of Lori Arrowood. During the 
latest interview with the GBI, Lumpkin was offered immunity in exchange for 
information about Moody's disappearance. He agreed and confessed to killing 
Moody during an attempted sexual assault. Lumpkin also told investigators where he 
put her body. police have not found the remains yet. The search for answers may 
finally be over for one local family. 0:00:43



6/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK HHI WRONG UBER

Tom Reilley/ Owner, Reilley's Grill & Bar TC 7:05:50 - 7:06:06 "We feel for them ... 
it's a people problem. and I think people have to pay attention to that." Deputies want 
to talk to the driver. The women told deputies the man had a dark complexion. He is 
about 5'03" with a medium build and dark hair. The women described the SUV as 
black or dark colored with three rows of seats. The women told deputies the man had 
a dark complexion and was possibly Hispanic or Indian. He is about 5'03" with a 
medium build and dark hair. The women could only describe the SUV as black or 
dark colored with three rows of seats. Deputies want to talk to the driver - anyone 
with information should call police. 0:00:40

6/24/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
CRANE 
COLLAPSE

2 construction workers are in critical condition after an incident at the Plant Riverside 
Project in Savannah. A crane that was serving as decoration fell on them yesterday 
afternoon. You're looking at the area where it happened on our WTOC Dozier Law 
Riverfront Skycam. 3 workers were hurt in the incident. As we said, two of them are 
in critical condition. Savannah Fire Rescue says a construction crane was lifting 
*another antique crane onto the old Georgia Power Plant, when it fell. Crews got 
back to work later that afternoon. 0:00:33

6/24/2019 5:30pm

BRIANA: PORT 
WENTWORTH 
FOLLOW

Briana intro(@brianacolliertv) "Advocates here at the SAFE shelter say there are not 
only many options for people who fall victim to domestic violence, but executive 
director Cheryl Branch also says, the FBI estimates that domestic violence is one of 
the most under reported crimes in the U.S." Just last year SAFE shelter in Savannah 
says it received over 15-hundred crisis calls. Executive director Cheryl Branch says 
in 2018, there were 4 intimate partner related homicides, and in Georgia alone 97 
deaths were from family violence. She says domestic violence is all about control 
and less about stress or anger. She says while most of the reported victims are 
women, males can fall victim to domestic violence as well. Branch says some early 
signs to look out for consist of sexual, financial and verbal abuse. And she says 
verbal abuse can turn into physical abuse in the blink of an eye. ((Cheryl Branch-
SAFE shelter executive director)) 0:01:21



6/24/2019 5:30pm

STATESBORO 
DEADLY 
SHOOTING 
REWARD

The Statesboro Police Department says a 25-hundred dollar reward is now being 
offered for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the individual or 
individuals involved in a homicide Friday night. Police say a teenage boy was shot 
and killed at Luetta Moore Park on Martin Luther King Drive - Friday. His body was 
found by one of the basketball courts - Saturday morning. The teen's name and exact 
age is not being released at this time. The Police Department says the investigation 
is still early and they don't have any suspects or know if this was a random or 
isolated crime. If you have any information - you're asked to call police right away. 0:00:39

6/24/2019 5:30pm

CRYSTAL: 
BEAUFORT CO 
SHOOTINGS

In the first shooting, the victims say they were shot at multiple times and in the 
second shooting...one woman passed away and detectives were quickly able to 
locate the suspect. PKG SOT BROMAGE "There is some information that there was 
some kind of vehicle chase between two or more cars through this mobile home 
park. Stray bullets hit trailers and vehicles and a small child." The owners describe 
the trailer park on Lawing and Walter drive as normally quiet but 24 hours after this 
shooting --- bullet holes can be seen in car windows and on the outside of trailers. 
Not just bullet holes but one of those bullets hit an innocent victim inside one of the 
homes. SOT "The small child was a girl and she is currently being treated MUSC. 
There is really no condition update at this point other than the fact that she is in 
critical condition still." Deputies say no arrest has been made in this shooting. 30 
minutes after police responded to that shooting... 0:00:56

6/24/2019 5:30pm
SEAN: JASPER 
COUNTY SEARCH

â€‹They are considered armed and dangerous, especially after what jasper county 
sheriff Chris Malphrus says they did during a traffic stop around one oâ€™clock 
today. The sheriff says one of his deputies went to pull the vehicle over that the four 
men were in after discovering the tags on the ride didnâ€™t match the vehicle. The 
driver tried to get away from the deputy, pulling down a dirt road off highway 462. 
And before the four people ran off, they fired at the deputy using what were 
described as assault-style rifles. The deputy wasnâ€™t hit, and quickly allied for 
backup to set up a perimeter and start the search. The jasper county sheriff says the 
four suspects, described as young African American men, have been seen by folks 
living in the area, so the search is still concentrated around highway 462. 0:00:48



6/25/2019 5:30pm

TIBET AVE 
SHOOTING 
SUSPECT

An update now on the search for a shooting suspect... Savannah Police say 17-year-
old Romel Allen has been taken into custody by its Violent Crimes Task Force. Allen 
was wanted on charges of aggravated assault in connection to a shooting that 
happened on May 31st on Tibet Avenue. Again - police say he is now in custody. 0:00:20

6/29/2019 WKEND 11PM

LYNDSEY: 
STATESBORO 
VIGIL

Lyndsey Gough/ @LGonTV Hundreds returned to Luetta Moore park tonight where 
the shooting happened ... to honor James Mikell Junior ... or simply Junior as his 
family called him. TAKE PKG Candlelight vigil for Statesboro shooting victim/ Luetta 
Moore Park; Statesboro, GA. SINGING NATS FULL Tonight's vigil for shooting victim 
Junior Mikell was short ... but it was powerful. NATS TALKING/// JONATHAN 
MCCULLOM/MAYOR OF STATESBORO: "And ladies and gentlemen, I know this is 
a hurtful time. It's heart breaking. It is heart breaking. None of us ever want to see 
anything happen to our children, but what we have to look at is look at what this 
young brother has done. He has brought an awareness that we've got to do 
something to change this and it's on us to do it." After Mikell was shot ... those in the 
community were stunned. JACQ ROBERTSON JOHNSON/ COMMUNITY LEADER: 
"I'm a long time native of Statesboro. You don't really hear too much about things like 
this." 0:01:45

ISSUE 2-LAW ENFORCEMENT ORGANIZATIONS AND NEW LAWS -LETTING 
THE PUBLIC KNOW ABOUT ISSUES THAT FIRE, POLICE AND OTHER ORGS 
MIGHT HAVE THAT INCLUDE BUDGETS, HANDLING OF PRACTICES AND NEW 
ADDITIONS INCLUDING buildings and staff AND PROGRAM IN DEPARTMENT.  
LAW ENFORCEMENT-HOW CANDLER COUNTY IS MAKING RESIDENTS 
SAFER BY USE OF A NEW APP AND REVALUATING HOW WE ADDRESS AND 
PREVENT GANG VIOLENCE IN CHATHAM COUNTY, CANDLER COUNTY 
ANIMAL ORDINANCE, EFFINGHAM SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT ON 
ROBOTRIPPING, SPD REMEMBERING ONE OF THEIR OWN SGT. ANSARE 
WAS WAS GUNNED DOWN IN THE LINE OF DUTY. CCPD'S STRATEGIC PLAN, 
HELPING THOSE WITH MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES, NEW WAY TO TRACK 
CRIME, CCCSO ACTIVE SHOOTER TRAINING AND SAVANNAH POLICE CHIEF 
ON SHOOTINGS, OUS SHOOTING IN BULOCH CO. SC RIDESHARE LAW, 
LIBERTY CO. PROJECT LIFESAVER, 

SOURCE:SCMPD,  CHIEF MINTER,  SC And ga, State troopers ,  etc



4/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BCSO SERGEANT 
DUI ARREST

A Beaufort County Sheriff's Office Sergeant has been arrested and charged with 
driving under the influence and child endangerment. Sergeant James Prusinowski 
was involved in a wreck at Avalon Shores in Bluffton around 9 Friday night. South 
Carolina Highway Patrol arrested him and took him to the Beaufort County Detention 
Center. He was off duty when the crash happened. The sheriff's office says 
Prusinowski will be suspended from his duties, pending the outcome of an internal 
affairs investigation. A Beaufort County Sheriff's Office Sergeant has been arrested 
and charged with driving under the influence and child endangerment. (TEXTWALL) 
Sergeant James Prusinowski involved in a wreck at Avalon Shores in Bluffton around 
9 Friday night. South Carolina Highway Patrol arrested him and took him to the 
Beaufort County Detention Center. He was off duty when the 0:00:27

4/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CANDLER 
COUNTY ALERT 
SYSTEM

The Candler County Sheriff's Office has a new app called "Code Red" that they hope 
will make you safer. Within the app - the sheriff's office will send out notifications to 
make sure residents are aware if a newly registered sex offender has moved into the 
county, within five miles of their addresses. The Sheriff's Office says the notifications 
through code red will alert you via call, text , social media and the code red app . The 
Candler County Sheriff's Office has a new app called "Code Red". Within the app - 
the sheriff's office will send out notifications to make sure residents are aware if a 
newly registered sex offender has moved into the county, within five miles of their 
addresses. The Sheriff's Office says the notifications through code red will alert you 
via call, text , social media and the code red app . For more information on registered 
sex offenders in the county - visit the she 0:00:28

4/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HHI BEHAVIORIAL 
HEALTH UNIT

A new geriatric behaviorial health unit opens at the Hilton Head Hospital next week. 
The Unit will be called "The Cove". The unit offers short-term care for older adults 
experiencing psychiatric symptoms requiring 24-hour inpatient treatment. The 
program is for adults 65 years and older who are experiencing emotional, behaviorial 
or mental health issues. The ribbon cutting ceremony for the cove is set for April 
11th. We're taking a live look outside from our skycam on Hilton head A new geriatric 
behaviorial health unit opens at the Hilton Head Hospital next week. The Unit will be 
called "The Cove". The unit offers short-term care for older adults experiencing 
psychiatric symptoms requiring 24-hour inpatient treatment. The program is for adults 
65 years and older who are experiencing emotional, behaviorial or mental health 
issues. The ribbon cutting ceremony for the cove is set for April 11th. 0:00:27



4/4/2019 11:00 PM
RAMIREZ FIRING 
UPHELD

Rincon's former interim police chief asked a city panel today to reverse his 
termination. Jose Ramirez sat in a city hearing for six hours making a case to get his 
police job back. His attorney says Ramirez was unjustly fired back in January. 
Ramirez served as interim chief last summer and then served as police operations 
commander. The city stated in January that Ramirez violated employment standards. 
The panel upheld the termination. 0:00:33

4/4/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
REEVALUATING 
GANG VIOLENCE

A member of the Georgia House Representatives from Chatham County is forcing 
the state to re-evaluate how we address and prevent gang violence. Representative 
Carl Gilliard sponsored the just-passed resolution to create a House Study 
Committee on Gang and Youth Violence Prevention. The Georgia Gang 
Investigators Association estimates there are 71-thousand gang members in our 
state. In Chatham County, there are almost 14-hundred. Representative Carl Gilliard 
says gang violence starts early and this issue has affected him personally. A 
member of the Georgia House Representatives from Chatham County is forcing the 
state to re-evaluate how we address and prevent gang violence across the state. 
Representative Carl Gilliard sponsored the just-passed resolution to create a House 
Study Committee on Gang and Youth Violence Prevention. Amanda LaBrot spoke 
with him today 0:00:19

4/5/2019 7:00 PM

ROMNEY: 
MCINTOSH CLERK 
UPDATE

Track 1: Georgia Governor Brian Kemp signed an executive order to investigate 
Rebecca McFerrin, the Superior Court Clerk in McIntosh County for alleged 
misconduct, incapacity, and possible criminal charges. Track 2: In the final report the 
first allegation was that McFerrin deleted a speeding ticket her husband received 
from the computer database. The ticket states a GSP trooper clocked him driving 
101 miles an hour. Track 3: The second serious allegation was that she directed her 
staff not to enter a criminal case into the database since the family called the office 
frequently to get a bond reduction. Track 4: The investigating committee 
recommends, and Governor Kemp agrees, Ms. McFerrin be suspended for 60 days 
and that there be a request submitted to remove her from her elected position. 0:00:47



4/5/2019 11:00 PM

BRIANA:GARDEN 
CITY COPS AT 
BUS STOPS

For dozens of kids living in one Garden City neighborhood, the ending to their normal 
school day wasn't the same. In fact, they stepped off of their school bus to Garden 
city police officers happy to see them--with snacks. All apart of the police 
departments "cops at a bus stop" initiative. ((Gilbert Ballard-Garden city police chief)) 
"It allows us to create that opportunity and those relationships where we're not in 
enforcement mode, let the kids get something to drink, some chips and open things 
up so they understand that everything is not an emergency and that we're people too 
and we care." An initiative Garden city police chief Gilbert Ballard says helps build 
trust within communities. "I think for so many years the issue is we've got police cars, 
we're mobile it's a mobile society, most people don't come to the police department 
unless there may be an issue or a concern and so this gives us an opportunity to be 
out and about." Ballard says not only did the ini 0:02:42

4/5/2019 7:00 PM
CHATHAM CO 
SHERIFF'S HIRING

The Chatham County Sheriff's Office is now hiring people to send straight to the 
police academy to become certified deputies. The Sheriff's Office says, once they're 
hired as a Deputy Sheriff Advance Recruit, they'll report to the Sheriffs office for pre- 
academy training. They will then be sent to the Georgia Public Safety Training center 
in Savannah to participate in an 11-week training program. That includes 408 course 
hours. After graduating, these fast tracked recruits will immediately start their 
careers. If you're interested, we have the application link on our website WTOC dot 
com. 0:00:38

4/6/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

GARDEN CITY 
POLICE NEW K9

Garden City Police have a new member on the force. Meet Wolfi! Police say Wolfi is 
a 19 month Hungarian German Shepard who has been trained as a full purpose K-9. 
His handler is Officer Kirk Brennaman. They both spent 3 months in Oxford, Florida 
training together. The training consisted of dog obedience, agility, tracking, building 
searches and more. Wolfi specializes in tracking, narcotics detection and criminal 
apprehension. 0:00:26



4/8/2019 5:30pm

BRIANA: 
HINESVILLE CITY 
MGR INDICTMENT

((Briana standup-@BRIANACOLLIERTV)) "While Hinesville City manager Kenneth 
Howard may still be employed, public relations manager Whitney Morris says this 
incident does not reflect on Howard's abilities to lead the city." Morris says Howard 
has been with the city for over 20 years and has contributed faithful long term 
experience among his colleagues. She says while this incident doesn't reflect 
positively on the city, they will continue to support him. ((Whitney Morris-Hinesville 
public relations manager)) "The allegations that have come out are not exemplary, 
but his behavior here at work, the way that he carries himself here in the office and 
the way that he's led our employees through the years kind of bolsters our resolve in 
supporting him through this time." ((Briana standup TAG-@BRIANACOLLIERTV)) 
"Morris says Howard will remain employed until the city decides if and when to call a 
special meeting to determine otherwise, in Hinesville Briana Collier WTOC news." 0:00:50

4/8/2019 6:00 PM
ROMNEY: SCDNR 
BUI POLICY

 Track 1: The South Carolina Law Enforcement Policy and Procedures Manual has 
no area that specifically references how to investigate boating accidents, deadly 
boating accidents, or boating accidents involving alcohol. Track 2: Chapter 13 is all 
about investigations, and has specific areas related to alcohol. Its likely that policy 
would apply to a boating accident. In comparison, Georgia's Department of Natural 
Resources has a procedure for how to look into a deadly boating accident. Track 3: 
According to GA DNRâ€¦standard operating procedure for a deadly boat crash 
includes a responding officer conducting a field sobriety test that CAN be done on 
water or a sobriety test on land. GA DNR has 3 hours to secure a blood test if 
responding a deadly boat crash. Officers will also have to determine who the boat 
operator is, gather witness statements, and conduct interviews. 0:01:24

4/9/2019 The News at 5pm

HARLEY: 
BLUFFTON 
POLICE 43 
SECONDS

HARLEY: "The city of Bluffton and the Bluffton Police Department partnered together 
on this campaign. Today, they gave out these lanyards to remind you to do the 43 
second safe driving check list when you get into your car. It comes with four steps: 
clear your head, clear your hands, clear your eyes and make sure you buckle your 
seat belt." PKG NAT SOT: Mike Lutzenkirchen, Lutzie 43 Foundation "The reason I 
do this is many â€“ I honor my son â€“ but more so I don't want any other parents in 
my shoes." Mike Lutzenkirchen started the 43 key seconds campaign after his son 
Phillip, a University of Auburn star football player, died in a car crash in 20-14. He 
visited Bluffton today to speak with leaders and the community about his campaign. 
SOT: Chief Chris Chapmond, Bluffton Police Department "The majority of accidents, 
and when I say majority, 60% somewhere higher for us it is that high here in Bluffton, 
there is an accident to distracted driving 0:01:49



4/12/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CHATHAM CO 
SHERIFF ON ACLU 
REQUEST

The Chatham County Sheriff's Office isn't ready to respond to a request from the 
American Civil Liberties Union. The group recently sent a letter to Sheriff John 
Wilcher asking him to rescind a policy that prohibits inmates from getting books or 
magazines by mail. Instead, they can only read material from the book cart at the jail. 
Sheriff Wilcher then immediately consulted with Chatham County's legal counsel and 
is awaiting their guidance. The Sheriff's Office says once the policy and request have 
been reviewed by the counsel, a statement will be adressed on the findings. The 
Chatham County Sheriff's Office isn't ready to respond to a request from the 
American Civil Liberties Union. The group recently sent a letter to Sheriff John 
Wilcher asking him to rescind a policy that prohibits inmates from getting books or 
magazines by mail. Instead, they can only read stuff from the book 0:00:53

4/13/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

GOHS 
DISTRACTED 
DRIVING MONTH 
WARNING

This is a live look at Interstate 95 from our WTOC Pooler Skycam. The Georgia 
Governor's Office of Highway Safety is participating in a nationwide enforcement 
effort for "Distracted Driving Awareness Month." Law enforcement agencies across 
the state - including the Savannah Police Department - will be out in force all month 
long. Handing out tickets to drivers who violate the state's hands- free law. Officers 
say the goal is to make sure you and your passengers get to your destination safely. 0:00:29

4/17/2019 6AM DAYBREAK BCSO BUDGET

Beaufort County Sheriff PJ Tanner held a meeting yesterday to tell county council 
more about his budget needs. The county's finance committee requested more 
information after reviewing the Sheriff's budget request at their April 10th meeting. 
The sheriff told council his office pays for many expenses for other county agencies 
such as operating the 911 center and the Emergency Management Division. 
Beaufort County Councilman and Chairman of Finance -- Joseph Passiment said the 
meeting was a good opportunity to review how things are done now and work on 
ideas for the future.Beaufort County Sheriff P-J Tanner hosting a meeting today to 
provide information about his budget needs to the county council. The county's 
finance committee requested more information after reviewing the Sheriff's budget 
request at their April 10th meeting. The sheriff wanted the council to understand that 
his office pays for many expenses for other agencies. 0:00:30



4/18/2019 The News at 5pm

HARLEY: 32ND 
LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
DINNER

â€‹VO: It's an event that we've shown you each April over the years. The annual 
event has been going on for over 30 years. It honors local, state, and federal law 
enforcement from all over our area. Organizers say you can find members of law 
enforcement and first responders from Atlanta all the way down to Florida. This year 
Governor Brian Kemp will also be making his way to the event to say his thank yous 
to law enforcement. Wayne Dasher, the local business man who started the event, 
tells us he got word from Governor Kemp yesterday that there would be a 
proclamation designating the 18th of April as law enforcement day in Georgia. He 
says that just gives them another reason to get together, celebrate and reunite with 
fellow law enforcement. 0:00:44

4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

LCSO DONATIONS 
FOR 
BLOODHOUND

The Liberty County Sheriff's Office wants your help to bring Project Lifesaver to a 
whole new level. They're asking for donations to help pay for a Bloodhound tracking 
dog. Deputies say a bloodhound could help them find missing people and lost 
children more quickly. The cost of the dog and the handler training is about 15-
hundred dollars. Donations can be mailed or dropped off at the Sheriff's Office on 
South Main Street in Hinesville.The Liberty County Sheriff's Office is asking for your 
help to bring Project Lifesaver to a whole new level. They're asking for donations to 
help with the purchase of a Bloodhound tracking dog. Recently, they had to search 
for a mentally ill and suicidal teenager. Deputies say a bloodhound could help them 
find missing people and lost children quicker. The cost of the dog and the handler 
training is about 15-hundred dollars. Donations can be mailed or dropped at the 
Sheriff's office. 0:00:44

4/25/2019 6AM DAYBREAK SPD ASST CHIEF

"I'm still learning and evaluating differnt things on the police department working with 
Chief Minter and he and I are establishing our priorities for the department so for 
right now I'm his assistant and I help him do all those kind of things set goals and 
strategies but again I'm still learning and excited though to be here and he's a really 
great man I'm excited to work with him." Price is the second woman to ever hold the 
position of assistant police chief in Savannah. 0:00:28



4/29/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
7AM ZACH: CCSO 
STAFFING ISSUE

The Chatham County Sheriff crunched the numbers, and he says he needs more 
deputies. Right now - the office is short 80 people. And he's doing everything he can 
to adequately staff his jail. Zach Logan spoke to the sheriff about the employment 
issue. Zach, what's being done to keep that facility running? This month - the 
Chatham County Sheriff's Office released its annual report which includes a large 
amount of data. I asked the sheriff about his thoughts on the report. He says it's no 
surprise that the report shows this agency needs more officers. 0:01:11

5/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SEAN:CHATHAM 
MENTAL HEALTH

"They lose their ability to have their federal aids, their Social Security, their Medicaid, 
Medicare...and even veterans will lose their benefits." Chatham County 
Commissioner Helen Stone says roughly twenty percent of inmates at the Chatham 
County Detention Center suffer from some kind of mental illness. Stone says she 
hopes the workshops promote more collaboration, networking,data sharing. And help 
improve services for those suffering from mental health and substance use 
disorders. 0:00:30

5/5/2019 WKEND 6:30PM

SPD SOCIAL 
MEDIA 
ALLEGATION OF 
FORCE

WTOC confirmed this afternoon that the Savannah Police Department is 
investigating if an officer was too forceful during a recent arrest after allegations 
spread on social media. The department says that they are looking into this incident. 
Of course we will update you as they release more information. 0:00:18



5/6/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SPD SOCIAL 
MEDIA 
ALLEGATION OF 
FORCE

A social media post made this weekend accuses the Savannah Police Department of 
using excessive force during a recent arrest. Chief Roy Minter stated via social 
media that the department is looking into the incident. He says they have informed 
the family of the man arrested that the info that is being reported regarding the man's 
injuries are NOT consistent with what occurred during his arrest. The department is 
expected to give a formal response on the incident some time today. 0:00:29

5/6/2019 NOON

CCSO DETENTION 
CENTER 
DISTURBANCE

New at noon - The Chatham County Sheriff's Office had to use force overnight at the 
jail after responding to inmates refusing to lockdown for the night. The sheriff's office 
reports inmates in three wings during three separate occasions refused orders from 
officers to lockdown in their cells. Teams of officers responded, forcing inmates to 
lockdown and cooperate. No officers or inmates were injured. 0:00:24

5/8/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HINESVILLE SAFE 
KIDS DAY

Hinesville Police want to make sure your kids stay safe this summer. This Saturday, 
they're hosting "Safe Kids Day." The event will include presentations from first 
responders on bicycle safety, gun safety, and drunk driving. Police hope the festival 
helps them build strong relationships with the community. it's happening at 9 a-m in 
Bryant Commons Park. Hinesville police are making children a priority for the 
summer ! This Saturday is being called Safe Kids Day. WTOC Crystal Howard 
explains what will go on this weekend and why the department is focused on 
community policing. LOOKLIVE This festival includes all first responders and it 
focuses on their jobs so they can build strong relationships with all members of the 
community. VO They will spend the day talking to families about bicycle safety, gun 
safety, and even drunk driving. The Hinesville police department says education is 
key 0:00:54



5/8/2019 The News at 5pm
AMANDA: CCPD 
STRATEGIC PLAN

Amanda: You have a chance to talk directly with the Chatham County Department 
next Tuesday about what you'd like to see from officers in the coming years. The 
department wants to know what needs you see in the community and how you'd like 
the Chatham County Police Department to function. There's no set agenda. It's 
strictly a brainstorming meeting with the topics discussed totally up to you. Police 
Chief Jeff Hadley says that kind of community input is essential. Chief Jeff 
Hadley/Chatham County Police Department:" "we would be remiss if we went 
forward thinking I know what they want. I know what they expect of us and not even 
ask them, so this is an inclusive process. It's meant to be transparent and 
demonstrate to the greater community that we're serious about building the best 
police department that we can." Amanda: If you can't make it to the meeting next 
week, an online survey wil be available afterward. At the Chatham County Police He 0:00:47

5/9/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
GDC UNVEILS 
NEW UNIFORMS

55-hundred Correctional Officers at prisons across the state of Georgia have a new 
look. The Georgia Department of Corrections unveiled new uniforms yesterday - as it 
celebrates "National Correctional Officers Week." The department says the new 
uniforms will help enhance security efforts. They are also designed to be cooler and 
to provide a more streamlined process for Officers as they enter the facilities. 0:00:36

5/10/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
JOSEPHSON BILL 
PASSES

Another bill on Governor McMaster's desk -- one designed to make ridesharing less 
dangerous. The Senate passed a bill that would require drivers for companies like 
Uber and Lyft to display their license tag numbers on a sign on the front of their 
vehicles. It was proposed after the death of USC student Samantha Josephson who 
got into a car that she thought was her Uber in the Five Points area. 0:00:56



5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SEAN: LICENSE 
PLATE READERS

Savannah Police will recieve more equipment to help them fight crime. Yesterday, 
Savannah city council approved the use of new neighborhood cameras with license 
plate reading technology. Those cameras will be set on power poles around the city. 
They're similar to the plate readers you see on police cars. SPD leaders say the 13 
new cameras will cover public safety uses, like monitoring pedestrian and traffic 
safety, making sure people have up-to-date registration, and helpting to catch violent 
offenders.â€‹ The City of Savannah approved the use of new neighborhood cameras 
- they say will help fight crime. â€‹Itâ€™s a license plate reading technology set on 
power poles around the city. Itâ€™s much like the plate readers you see on police 
cars. SPD leaders say the 13 new cameras will cover public safety uses, like 
pedestrian and traffic safety, making sure people have up-to-date registration 0:00:54

5/12/2019 WKEND 11PM

SEAN: 200 CLUB 
AND ANSARI 
FAMILY

It's not only Sgt. Kelvin Ansari's Police family mourning right now, he's also survived 
by his wife, and four children ranging in age from 5 to 25. When first responders lay 
down their lives protecting the community they serve, like Sgt. Ansari did last night, 
community groups like the Two Hundred Club of the Coastal Empire step up to take 
care of their families. "He led the charge, he was a hero. He put himself between 
danger and the community and gave his life doing that. And I know, and we all know 
in our heart of hearts, that the thing that he was thinking about most when he 
realized that he was going to be with God, was please, somebody take care of my 
family." The Two Hundred Club President says the organization is ready to help Sgt. 
Ansari's family in any way they can, including things in the future like putting the 
fallen officer's younger children through college. Sgt. Ansari's death comes just two 
weeks before the non-profits Savannah Mile event,  0:00:56

5/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
RECENT SPD 
OFFICER DEATHS

Sergeant Ansari's Death is the third death within the Savannah Police department 
since May of last year. Officer Anthony Christie died last May. Police say He was 
responding to an accident on I-16 when his police car was hit by a semi-truck. On 
your right, you see Corporal Luis Molina and his wife Akia. They were both killed last 
September. Police say Akia's brother stabbed the couple. Sergeant Ansari's Death is 
the third death within the Savannah Police department since --- AVANNAH, GA 
(WTOC) -A Chatham County Grand Jury indicted a man on Wednesday in the death 
of a Savannah Police officer last year on I-16. (died may 25, 2018) Robert Brawner is 
facing several charges, including homicide by vehicle and DUI. The indictment says 
that Brawner caused the head-on crash last year that Officer Anthony Christie 
responded to. The GSP incident report states Officer Christie was then struck and 
killed by a truck 0:00:53



5/13/2019 4:00 PM
KEN: SGT ANSARI 
PROCESSION

The Savannah Police Department has to find a way to get past this, and the healing 
process may begin this morning at the Transport with honors. "We have a large 
family and when something happens to one of us, one of the officers, something 
happens to all of them, so it's very tough." At 7:01â€¦the body of the fallen sergeant 
is brought out of the emergency room entrance, as fellow officers salute the 
coffinâ€¦draped with the flag. The Army veteran served his country for 21 years. Nine 
long minutes after being put in to the hearse, it begins the journey southward. Some 
estimate nearly eighty vehicles were part of the processionâ€¦mostly from the 
Savannah Police Department, but others as well, Chatham County, Georgia. State 
Patrol, Pooler PD, and Savannah State, all assisting in the procession. Some 
hospital employees paused to pay their respects. After traveling Southward down 
Waters, and East on Derenne, the processi 0:01:27

5/13/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

ANSARI SPD 
OFFICERS 
FEELINGS

"Times like these when we need each other and times not like this when we need 
each other and we work together constantly, the thing is divided we are together we 
stand and that's what we do." While it may be the end of watch for Sgt. Ansari, flags 
sit at half staff throughout the community to show respect and honor a man who's 
mission was keep his community safe. 0:00:21

5/13/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

ANSARI RINCON 
PD REAX

We also spoke with the Rincon Police Department today as well. They also 
expressed their sorrow for the loss of a brother in blue. The department's chief 
worked with Sgt. Ansari in 2008 at the Savannah Chatham Metro Police Department. 
He said they didn't work closely but he remembers him and it is crushing to him that 
this happened. 0:00:20



5/14/2019 NOON
ZACH: CCPD 
INPUT SESSION

The first meeting just wrapped up with business owners in unincorporated Chatham 
County. The next meeting begins at 5:30 and is open to all community members. I 
spoke with people in both the Georgetown and Southbridge communities and they 
say they're satisfied with the work of the Chatham County Police Department. I also 
drove through Berwick yesterday to speak with Arnoldo Gomez - the owner of 
Mexicali Fresh. Gomez owns this Berwick restaurant as well as another restaurant 
on Wilmington Island. Both locations are set in unincorporated Chatham County 
covered by CCPD. Gomez says as his restaurants close at night, he often sees a 
Chatham County Police car patrolling nearby streets. He says he and his employees 
feel safe - even after a violent armed robbery which happened just a few yards away 
from his Berwick business. In March - witnesses at the Brewer's Sports Bar and Grill 
say two men entered through a back door and demanded money. One customer was 
even shot during that time 0:01:26

5/14/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

MEREDITH: BULL 
ST AND OTHER 
REAX

"Everyone rushed inside I said is it it Raining? And they said it's raining bullets." 
TRACK: Saturday night The starland district was a completely different scene. "I was 
thinking shows over with all of a sudden 3 more shots went over, everybody just 
scattered and ran." TRACK: Today, Bull street was much quieter but still uneasy. 
Lester Anthony - the owner of Lester's florist - says his family owned business has 
been on bull street for more than 44 years. Well, being a business owner it kind of 
frightens you every once in a while." TRACK: Lester says Sgt. Ansari came in from 
time to time to order flowers for his wife. Today, they've spent most of their day 
putting out orders for the fallen officer at the headquarters memorial. "I'm going to do 
all that we can to make it easier and make it a memorial type thing, so they can 
remember the flowers as they remember him and his hard work serving our country 
and serving our Savannah community." 0:00:55

5/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

DC: LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
VIGIL

national Police week continues today, honoring those who serve across the country. 
yesterday, The National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund held a vigil 
honoring those killed in the line of duty. The names of those officers are read, and 
candles are held up. About 30 thousand people attended. Two of the newest names 
belong to local law enforcement. Savannah officer Anthony Christie died last May in 
a car wreck. You can find his name in section 35-F. Ludowici Chief Frank McLelland 
was killed in September during a chase. His name is under 16-E. 0:00:33



5/14/2019 4:00 PM

AMANDA: T2T 
PAYING OFF 
ANSARI'S 
MORTGAGE

Chief Roy Minter/Savanah Police: "when we lose a hero, there are a lot of holes that 
occur that have to be filled. There are emotional holes. There are psychological 
holes, but the financial holes that are caused by the deaths are something anything 
that we can do to help them out they should not have to worry deal with." Less than a 
week ago, the foundation gave a mortgage-free home to the wife and daughter of 
Sergeant First Class Christopher Celiz, who was killed in Afghanistan last July. CEO 
Frank Siller says he didn't expect to be back for a tragedy like this so soon. 0:00:34

5/14/2019 4:00 PM TRIBUTE WALL

The family of Sgt. Ansari is still finalizing funeral arrangements. We have heard it will 
happen some time this week. We will pass that along as soon as we learn the 
details, in accordance to the family's wishes. In the meantime - the Campbell and 
Sons Funeral Home has a page dedicated to Sgt. Ansari. There you can leave a 
message for his family. Just click on the Tribute Wall. We have a link on our website - 
wtoc.com as well as much more. 0:00:21

5/14/2019 The News at 5pm

AMANDA: TUNNEL 
TO TOWERS SGT. 
ANSARI

As the Ansari family sat hand in hand in front of a memorial to their husband and dad 
â€“ some seeing the outpouring of flowers and photos for the first time today â€“ they 
heard Tunnel to Towers Foundation CEO Frank Siller announce a 100-thousand 
dollar donation to help pay for their home. Frank Siller/chairman and CEO, Stephen 
Siller Tunnel to Towers Foundation: "they paid a tremendous sacrifice. Kelvin made 
the ultimate sacrifice. I think it is up to us let's make a commitment, let's make a 
commitment that when an officer gives their kids or their wife a kiss goodbye and 
they go to protect their community and they don't come home that we're going to take 
care of their family." Siller says the initial 100-thousand dollars is about a third of 
what the foundation hopes to raise for the Ansaris, and he wants Savannah to step 
up to cover the rest. He knows personally how much community support means after 
a loss like this. Frank Siller/chairman 0:01:53



5/14/2019 5:30pm

SEAN: CCPD 
STRATEGIC 
PLANNING MTGS

â€‹Theyâ€™ve had meetings already internally with their officers and staff, other law 
enforcement and government agencies, and one this morning with reps from the 
business community. It was a small group, but the department made clear every 
opinion matters with this effort. Communication was a key priority moving forward, 
along with community education and diversity. Whatâ€™s floated around in these 
meetings will form what kind of Chatham County Police Department we have in the 
future, thatâ€™s why your opinion matters. 0:00:33

5/15/2019 7:00 PM

DAL: POLICE 
MEMORIAL WEEK 
WALK FINALE

(sot) cg- Dal Organizers of this memorial service say they're encouraged to see more 
people paying tribute to those who protect this community and others around the 
nation. (vo) (nat - bell toll) Officers from local agencies and their supporters 
remembered the Georgia officers killed in the line of duty of the past year. That 
included Ludowici police chief Frank McClellan and Savannah police SGT Kelvin 
Ansari. The ceremony grew from the annual law enforcement walk by Statesboro's 
John Long, who finished this year's trek right outside. He thanked the officers for 
their service on behalf of the community and said he's glad to see the support 
growing. (sot) cg- John Long / Organizer I had people last night and today talking to 
me about what we're going to do next year, and we hadn't even finished the walk. 
(vo) He presented the thin blue line flags he's carried from each of his three annual 
walks. He says he does it to show his appreciation for officers 0:01:03

5/15/2019 5:30pm

DC: FALLEN 
GEORGIA 
OFFICERS 
HONORED

NATS POP A tribute to the fallen in the nation's capitalâ€¦ Cindy McClelland, widow 
SOT: "He was a man of integrity." This National Police Week, Chief Francis 
McClelland is remembered by his widow, Cindy, and his buddy, Assistant Chief 
Woodrow Mugrauer in Washington D-C. (0:18 â€“ 0:22) McClelland SOT: "He was a 
good husband, a good daddy and a good granddaddyâ€¦" Last September, a high-
speed chase was underway in South Georgia â€“ and McClelland rushed to an 
intersection in Ludowici to help. The suspect struck and killed McClelland, and 
another man on a motorcycle, in the close-knit community. (0:37 â€“ 0:39) Woodrow 
Mugrauer, Ludowici Assistant Chief: "He was an awesome man. We â€“ to me, he 
will always be chief." Officers like McClelland are remembered this week â€“ from 
candlelight vigils, to this annual peace officers' memorial service at the U.S. Capitol. 
(0:49 â€“ 1:00) REPORTER STAND-UP: Alana Austin, Washington, D.C. (Twitter: 
@alana_ 0:00:25



5/15/2019 11:00 PM

LYNDSEY:YEMAS
SEE POLICE RIDE 
ALONG

NAT SOUND Cpl. Mike Strauss/ Yemassee PD: "I love my community. Just being 
there for other people. There are people in the world who just don't have anybody 
there and I'm the one who bridges that gap." NAT SOUND Corporal Mike Strauss 
has lived a life of public service. After a career with the United States Marine Corps, 
he felt becoming a police officer was the best way he could make a difference. 
STRAUSS: "We make decisions, a lot of times based off limited informaton. We 
apply the best common sense that we have. Do we get it right every time? No. 99 
percent of the time? Yeah." After the death of Savannah Police Officer Sergeant 
Kelvin Ansari ... he said it makes him think about the dangers of the job a little more. 
STRAUSS: " It raises your conciousness a little bit. Ok, who's in this car that I'm 
dealing with? Or, who is this person? So you're a little more cautious.... you get that 
little tingle in the back of your neck 0:02:39

5/15/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

GRAY: NATL 
POLICE 
MEMORIAL DAY

-NAT- The names are engraved into the National Law Enforcement Officers 
Memorialâ€¦ -nat- "Each person has a story." -nat- The next chapter of that story 
begins with a somber Wednesday in front of the U.S. Capitol. Where tears are 
certain as names that are freshly carved into the memorial, are spoken for thousands 
to hear. -nat- President Donald Trump is expected to speak to the nearly 40-
thousand officers and family members. Hundreds of officers will be honoredâ€¦ 
including the 158 who died in the line of duty in 2018. In Washingtonâ€¦ I'm David 
Ade. 0:00:59

5/15/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
CHATHAM DFACS 
EXPANSION

For the past few weeks WTOC has brought you stories from our national 
investigative unit about child abuse and neglect, and major holes in the system. 
WTOC's Romney Smith investigated and found that Chatham County's child 
protective service unit will grow by 50 percent. The regional budget was increased 
and Chatham County was flagged to add 9 more staff members with a goal to reduce 
the case load size which is far above the national average. Right now, 18 staff 
members take care of 30-40 cases each on a monthly rolling basis. The national 
average for the 42 states with reportable dataâ€¦ is 6.7 cases a month. 0:00:36



5/16/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

GA: GOV KEMP 
OFFICERS 
MEMORIAL DAY

As Savannah remembers Sergeant Ansari - the nation remembers all of the fallen for 
national police week. Georgia Governor Brian Kemp took time Wednesday to 
remember the men and women who put themselves on the front lines to serve and 
protect our communities. Governor Brian Kemp / (R) Georgia: "We are eternally 
grateful for our local, state, and federal peace officers who have paid the ultimate 
price in the line of duty, and our hearts go out to the families and loved ones of these 
fallen heroes." 0:00:36

5/16/2019 5:30pm

CRYSTAL: 
MCINTOSH CO 
EMS PROPOSAL

LOOKLIVE McIntosh county actually awarded a bid to a private company out of 
Atlanta for over 300 thousand dollars a year. PKG Before privatizing emergency 
medical services in McIntosh County, research showed taxpayers were spending 
over 7 hundred thousand dollars for EMS services such as ambulances and 
paramedics. SOT "One of the main reasons for the research was our EMS expenses 
were going up every year and our revenue was going down and currently we are 
spending about a million dollars every year in expenses and only receiving 275 
thousand dollars back in revenue." County manager, Patrick zoucks says they 
decided to hire Grady as their private company after consulting with other counties 
first. SOT We went and met with them and everything with them went really well. The 
transition. They are loving the service so far and they've only had the services for 
about a month. He says they have met with Grady, the new service, and none of 
their employees in Atlanta 0:00:58

5/16/2019 7:00 PM

MOTORCADE 
PROCESSION 
ROAD CLOSURES

A motorcade procession for Ansari will start right after his funeral. You'll have a 
chance to honor him and his family along that route. It will begin at the Calvary 
Baptist Temple on Waters Avenue It will head north on Waters Avenue to Victory 
Drive, then east on Victory Drive to Skidaway Road. It will then turn on 36th Street to 
Bonaventure Road and on to Greenwich Cemetery. Roads will be blocked while the 
procession moves from the church to the cemetery. We have a full list of all the 
closures on our website WTOC dot com. 0:00:28



5/16/2019 7:00 PM

DAL: BAXLEY 
POLICE 
MEMORIAL

Sgt. Ansari's death comes during Police week as communities remember officers 
killed in the line of duty. Law enforcement officers in Baxley gathered for their 35th 
annual memorial service. They gather to remember local deputy Woodrow Simmons, 
killed in the line of duty in 1978. They also read the names of Georgia officers killed 
during 2018. Organizers say this type of ceremony helps remind the community of 
the sacrifices some officers and their families make to protect others. 0:00:29

5/17/2019 The News at 5pm

HARLEY: SGT 
ANSARI ART 
TRIBUTES

"A large painting of Sgt. Ansari now sits outside of Pooler Police Department and it's 
all because of students here at Pooler Elementary School." Elizabeth Harper, the 
school's art teacher, came up with the idea. It quickly spread, and more classes 
joined in. Music teacher Mckenzie Gallant says it gave the kids an opportunity to pay 
their respects. SOT: Mckenzie Gallant, Pooler Elementary School Music Teacher "It 
really gave them a chance to do something memorable and honorable for someone 
in our community that did so much and gave his life for our community." The 
students worked on the project for a few daysâ€¦piecing it together bit by bit and 
painting the project that now sits outside police headquarters. SOT: Laura Sims, 
Student "It was really important to our school and it was important to the officer and I 
think doing it was â€“ it really took a toll on all of us." Teachers say this tragedy gave 
the students an understanding of just how brave our men in uniform are. 0:01:30

5/17/2019 11:00 PM

RETIRED POOLER 
SGT PASSES 
AWAY

Pooler police paying their respects to one of their own sergeants. They posted on 
their facebook page that retired Sergeant Al Askew passed away. Police say he 
served with pooler from May 2002 until 20-17. They say in the post quote, He was a 
gentle soul and always kind to everyone. He will be missed dearly." 0:00:18



5/19/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

LIBERTY COUNTY 
DEPUTY INJURED 
IN WRECK

Sunday morning - a Liberty County deputy was injured when his patrol car was rear 
ended. K-9 deputy Jack Baker parked on East Oglethorpe Highway several feet off 
the shoulder of the westbound lane to run radar. A vehicle approaching from behind 
had speeds reaching 90 miles per hour. That car swerved before it crashed into 
Baker's car. Baker was taken to the hospital with neck and back injuries but has 
been released. His canine was not injured. The driver - Ryan Dukes - has been 
charged with driving under the influence, disorderly conduct, obstructing officers, 
speeding and weaving over the highway. 0:00:36

5/19/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

HARLEY: OFFICER 
HELPS DELIVER 
BABY

Amber Wood was 37 weeks pregnant at the time. When she went to bed she had 
started having contractions, but she didn't think she was close to having her baby 
boy. Around 1:45 early Thursday morning she woke up and knew it was time to go to 
the hospital. SOT: Amber Wood, Mother "I changed my clothes and I said Efrain we 
need to go to the hospital. So, we took my other babies to their grandmother's house 
and when we took them to their grandmother's house we went to Flash Foods to put 
in gas." While her fiancé went inside to pay, Amber's water broke. She started 
screaming for Efrain to call 911. That call is what Officer Macy Deen heard while she 
was eating at a local restaurant in town. SOT: Officer Macy Deen, Hazlehurst Police 
Department "They came back over the radio and said contractions were a minute a 
part and this was her third child. I said this baby is coming." Officer Deen knew she 
could make it to the Flash Foods before EMS. 0:02:04

5/20/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
ANSARI BURIED 
THIS WEEKEND

"iN THE END ITS ABOUT THE MISSINO ITS ABOUT HONORING THE FALLEN 
AND BEING HERE TO SHOW HIM THAT HIS EXTENDED FAMILY EXISTS 
ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND ALSO SHOWING THE AGENCY, SAVANNAH PD 
THAT WE'RE HERE FOR THEM AS WELL. " Sgt. Ansari leaves behind a wife and 6 
children. 0:01:01



5/20/2019 5AM DAYBREAK

OUT OF STATE 
LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
AGENCIES

"I'd like people to know that he was a fine officer, he was a great family man, great 
police officer. He dedicated 21 years of his life to the military, he dedicated time and 
service fro the community he served. And i'd just like the citizens to know that we lost 
a great sheep dog." Other groups came from as far away as Portland, Oregon to 
support Sgt. Ansari, his family, and fellow officers. 0:00:22

5/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BULLOCH CO 
DEPUTY 
MEMORIAL

In Bulloch County, the community gathered yesterday for an annual memorial to 
honor Sgt. Wilber Berry. 18 years ago The Bulloch County deputy was shot and 
killed in a struggle with a suspect he was trying to arrest. Sheriff Noel Brown says he 
shares Berry's story with young deputies. As Savannah remembered a fallen police 
officer over the weekend - many in Bulloch County paused today to remember a 
deputy lost almost two decades ago. WTOC Bureau Chief Dal Cannady covered the 
tragedy back then and shows us why the community will never forget. (sot) cg- Dal 
The annual memorial brought together Sgt. Berry's two families - his relatives from 
home and his law enforcement family. (vo) They packed the sheriff's office, even 18 
yrs later. His widow listened as Sheriff Noel Brown and others retold memories of 
working with him (sot) cg- Judy Berry / Widow Sometimes it feels like its only been a 
year or two and some times in feels like forever. 0:00:55

5/21/2019 5:30pm

RHPD RETIRED 
MAJOR PASSES 
AWAY

The Richmond Hill Police Department is yet again mourning the loss of one of its 
own... The department says 75-year-old *retired* Major - Gary Lee - passed away 
Saturday at Memorial Health. Major Lee lived most of his life in Richmond Hill and 
worked for the Bryan County Sheriff's Office before working for the Police 
Department until his retirement. A Visitation will be held tomorrow night from six to 
eight and the funeral will be Thursday morning at 11 - both at Carter Funeral Home. 0:00:29



5/24/2019 5:30pm
ECSO DEPUTY 
PASSES AWAY

The Effingham County Sheriff's Office is mourning the loss of one of its own. The 
Sheriff's Office announced today - the passing of Corporal James Wilkinson. 
Corporal Wilkinson died this morning after battling cancer. The sheriff's office asks 
that you keep his wife Sonya and his family in your thoughts and prayers. Corporal 
Wilkinson - a veteran deputy - was wounded in the line of duty back in November 
2015. 0:00:56

5/24/2019 5:30pm

MIKE: SAVANNAH 
POLICE 
MEMORIAL

Each year, law enforcement in Chatham County gather to honor officers who lost 
their lives. Chief Roy Minter: But there is no worse feeling for us than when you hear 
the word officer down. More than 50 fallen officers who died over the years while 
protecting and serving in Chatham County were honored today including the most 
recent from the Savannah Police Department.... Officer Anthony Christie who was hit 
and killed last May at the scene of an accident and just two weeks ago, Sgt. Kelvin 
Ansari, was shot and killed by a suspect. Chief Roy Minter: Today's service honors 
all of our fallen heroes, who paid the Ultimate Sacrifice We thank them all for ther 
service. their committment and their sacrifice. May they rest in peace, and may God 
continue to bless their families. and the enitre law enforcement family. As their 
names were read out loud, fellow officers placed a red rose at the base of the police 
memorial in Downtown Savannah to remember these fallen heroes. 0:01:38

5/28/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BREAKOUT: WCL 
SHELF LIFE

Weapons Carry Licenses in Georgia are valid for five years unless revoked by Court 
order. All permits will be sent to you by mail to the address you provide on the 
application. the Chatham County Probate Court's website also wants to warn you 
there are fake websites circulating information that you can pay for and get 
discounted weapons carry permits online. You can only get a Georgia Weapons 
Carry License by appearing in person at Probate Court. 0:00:27



5/28/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CHATHAM CO 
WEAPONS 
PERMITS

"Over the last year we've added staff, we've added space, we've added 
equipment...because in the years past, and last two years we had developed about a 
four to five year backlog." At 84-dollars an application, the new weapons-carry 
applications alone will generate nearly 60-thousand dollars in extra revenue. 0:00:18

5/28/2019 5:30pm

CRYSTAL: 
HINESVILLE BODY 
CAMS

The Hinesville police department says After issues like long term data storage and 
not being able to redact names and faces from footage with the cameras the 
department has now, this called for newer cameras. PKG SOT Captain Tracey 
Howard HINESVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT "A lot of those older cameras don't 
provide that type of opportunity. Of course, we were trying to redact issues that 
involve children in certain types of victims." Captain Howard says the new cameras 
will provide resilience, more functionality and he says the biggest thing is that they 
will provide a huge ability to store videos. The cameras could also protect victim's. 
Here in this body cam video, if the person would have come to the door for the 
officer, Hinesville police department would have to withhold the video or release it in 
its entirety showing the victim's name or face. The cameras also hold every officer 
accountable for their actions. SOT "It's beneficial. It creates transparency. 0:02:10

5/29/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
EFFINGHAM 
DEPUTY FUNERAL

A retired Effingham County deputy who died last week will be laid to rest today. 
Corporal James Wilkinson lost his life in a battle with cancer. Years ago Wilkinson 
was awarded a purple heart after being shot in the line of duty. The sheriff's 
department posted this photo of Wilkinson with his wife - asking all to keep them in 
your thoughts during this time. You can the route for today's procession, which will 
begin at Strickland's Funeral home on Highway 21 at 9:15 this morning. Wilkinson 
will be taken from Stricklands Funeral Home on Highway 21 at 9:15 this morning. It 
will pass the sheriff's office and end in Rincon for the funeral at Rincon First Baptist 
on 6th street and Richland Avenue. Anyone wishing to see the procession should be 
on the route no later than 9:20 A.M. the funeral begins at 11 A.M. A retired Effingham 
County deputy who died last week will be laid to rest today. Corporal James Wilki 0:00:53



5/29/2019 7:00 PM

BREAKING:BACO
N CO SHERIFF 
ARRESTED

(***STINGER***) Breaking news just into our newsroom. Bacon County Sheriff - 
Mark Cothren is behind bars tonight. According to Georgia Bureau of Investigation, 
Sheriff Cothren is being charged with Elder abuse, Battery and violation of oath of 
office. We're told the Waycross Judicial Circuit District Attorney asked the GBI to 
investigate allegations that Sheriff Cothren assaulted a 75-year old man, in front of 
the Bacon County Sheriff's Office last week. Sheriff Cothren turned himself into the 
bacon county jail. The investigation is ongoing. 0:00:32

5/30/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

BREAKOUT: 
SHERIFF 
WILCHER

Chatham County Sheriff John Wilcher says people with mental illnesses often end up 
booked into local jails. He says it costs taxpayers 70-dollars a day to house an 
inmate, and these non-violent offenders often spend about 30 days in jail before they 
go to court. Sheriff Wilcher thinks the new mental health center will help solve this 
recurring problem. Chatham County Sheriff John Wilcher has been advocating for 
this facility almost a decade. The sheriff has long said the Chatham County 
Detention Center isn't a mental health hospital or a homeless shelter, but these 
people often end up booked into jail. He says it costs taxpayers 70-dollars a day to 
house an inmate, and these non-violent offenders often spend about 30 days in jail 
before they go to court. That's 21-hundred dollars to keep someone there, who 
Sheriff Wilcher shouldn't be there in the first place. 0:00:41

5/30/2019 7:00 PM

CHATHAM CO 
POLICE 
UNLOCKED 
VEHICLES 
WARNING

Chatham County Police warning residents when it comes to leaving your cars 
unlocked. Police say so far this year-- 27 guns have been stolen from unlocked cars 
in the unincorporated Chatham County. They posted this on their facebook. They say 
guns that get left in unlock cars can wind up in the hands of a criminal or a child--
which can lead to a tragedy. They say to secure your guns and lock your doors. 0:00:24



5/31/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

HCSO OFFICER 
PASSES AWAY

The Hampton County Sheriff's Office says Hampton County Sgt. Charles Peeples, 
Sr., of Estill has passed away. The sheriff's office says Sgt. Peeples worked with 
Hampton County for 19 years and was assigned to the HCSO Civil Division. He will 
be laid to rest Sunday, June 2. The visitation will be from 2 to 4 pm at Open Arms 
Fellowship. A funeral service will then be held at 4 the same church located on 
Hoover Street. Burial will follow at Live Oak Cemetery in Varnville. The Hampton 
County Sheriff's Office tells WTOC Hampton County Sgt. Charles Peeples, Sr., of 
Estill has passed away. The sheriff's office says Sgt. Peeples worked with Hampton 
County for 19 years and was assigned to the HCSO Civil Division. He will be laid to 
rest Sunday, June 2. The visitation will be from 2 to 4 pm at Open Arms Fellowship. 
A funeral service will then be held at 4 the smae church located on Hoover Street. 0:00:52

5/31/2019 11:00 PM
CCPD INCLUSION 
TRAINING

"Folks sharing their ideas, perspectives, beliefs on community and policing. Who 
they are as people what they're about, where they come from and how can we the 
Chatham County police department police them in the manner that they expect". It 
was also a chance for the community to get to know the people who serve and 
protect them. 0:00:19

6/1/2019 WKEND 11PM

LEE 
CORRECTIONAL 
SPECIAL TEAM

New details in an investigation into the deadly riot last year at a South Carolina 
prison. A special team has been hired to prosecute cases stemming from the deaths 
of 7 people who died in a riot at Lee Correctional Institution. Since then - the prison is 
changing the entire lock system in that unit from air-powered locks to electric. The 
Department of Corrections has also put in higher netting, body scanners, and drone 
detection technology to cut down on contraband cell phones. 0:00:31



6/4/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BLOOMINGDALE 
PD MOST 
WANTED

With social media... communities can help law enforcement find and capture wanted 
people faster and more efficiently in some cases. The Bloomingdale Police 
Department says more than half of the warrants posted on its facebook page have 
been cleared within about a year. Everyone with a picture on the segment has an 
active bench warrant through the Bloomingdale Municipal Court. The initiative 
launched last july. Since then, Chief A.B. Jeffcoat says they've posted 200 warrants 
to the page. He says this has freed up valuable time for officers in the field. With 
social media... communities can help law enforcement find and capture wanted 
people faster and more efficiently in some cases. Our Sean Evans spoke to the 
leader of one police department in Chatham County that's had a lot of luck with what 
they call a warrant segment on their Facebook page. The warrant segment on the 
Bloomingdale Police Department's Facebook page 0:00:58

6/4/2019 5:30pm

BACON CO 
SHERIFF MUG 
RELEASED

Several days after his arrest - the booking photo of Bacon County Sheriff Mark 
Cothren - has been released. The sheriff was arrested last week after a 75-year-old 
man reported being assaulted by the sheriff outside the sheriff's office. Cothren is 
charged with elder abuse - battery and violating his oath of office. The Georgia 
Bureau of Investigation is still investigating the incident and will turn over its findings 
to the Attorney General's Office for prosecution. 0:00:28

6/7/2019 5:30pm

HINESVILLE PD 
COMMUNITY 
COOKOUTS

The Hinesville Police Department is hosting summer Community Cookouts this 
month. You are invited to join officers from 10 a.m. to noon each Saturday this 
month. Here's a look at the schedule. Tomorrow's cookout will be at the Pines at 
Willowbrook Apartments. Next Saturday's will be at the Governor's Quarters 
Apartments. Then the Forest Lake Subdivision and Berkshire Terrace Apartments. 
You can grab a FREE hot dog - chips and a drink - visit with the officers and other 
vendors - play games and more. 0:00:30



6/8/2019 WKEND 6PM
PW COFFEE WITH 
A COP

"We brought several officers in who work the street, go to the people's homes when 
people call for service, or those assigned to the traffic unit. They're out here stopping 
the cars for the traffic violations and they've been able to see a different side of the 
people." "To just have people greet me and thank me for my service and show kids 
my cop car, it's very different. It's a new experience and it shows they really 
appreciate the police and they want us to be out here for them." The department 
says today's event allowed them to answer questions, like why some neighborhoods 
were seeing more patrols than others. They plan to do another Coffee with a Cop 
event next year. 0:00:49

6/10/2019 5:30pm
BRYAN COUNTY 
WELCOMES K9

There's a new top dog in Bryan County. Meet K9 "Jasper." Bryan Country 
Emergency Services says the 1-year-old German Shepherd will be trained for live air 
scent tracking. He has been paired up with his Handler who will take care of him both 
on and off duty. He has already completed his first initial basic training and is ready 
for his Canine Good Citizen and Community Canine test. He will continue his daily 
training with his handler and in time advance to off leash training, agility, helicopter 
training and search and rescue. 0:00:31

6/11/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
TYBEE MEDICAL 
RESCUE

Tybee Island Police are being praised for how they responded to a call about a drunk 
driver yesterday morning. When officers tried to make a traffic stop, the driver kept 
going. Take a look at this body-cam video. Lt. Emory Randolph says the driver was 
driving on the wrong side of the road and driving into the median. When officers 
managed to stop the car near Lazaretto creek, he and another officer drew their guns 
and issued verbal commands for their safety. That's when Lt. Randolph realized this 
was not a drunk driver. Some Tybee Island police officers are being praised today for 
going above and beyond the call of duty. (***STINGER***) This morning what was 
thought to be a police chase, actually turned into officers helping a member of the 
community instead. WTOC's Briana Collier has more on the story. 0:00:55



6/11/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

MEREDITH: 
RICHMOND HILL 
SEARCH & 
RESCUE K9

TRACK: Meet K-9 Jasper. Bryan Country Emergency Services says the 1-year-old 
German Shepherd will be trained for live air scent tracking. SARAH SIMON BRYAN 
COUNTY FIREFIGHTER/EMT "We're going to be looking for little kids that might 
have wondered off into the woods Alzheimer's patients that might have wondered off 
and any natural disaster where we are looking to find someone still alive." TRACK: 
SARAH SIMON is Jasper's 24/7 handler. They'll work side by side together and then 
he'll live with Simon, too. "The fire department has always been a DREAM of mine. I 
started volunteering when I was 18, so to be able to combine my love of animals with 
the fire department was fantastic - a dream come true." TRACK: Simon says it is also 
a dream come true for Jasper. He was rescued on the side of the road in North 
Georgia. "He does look a little bit intimidating. But I want them to look at him and see 
him as an ally and an asset and someone they can be safe with. 0:01:21

6/12/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SPD OFFICER 
CHILD CRUELTY 
CHARGE

A Savannah Police officer charged with cruelty to children has been released from 
jail. Savannah police have confirmed that Andrew Inglett has been arrested, and is 
now on administrative leave. The corporal is facing battery and cruelty to children 
charges. The Chatham County Police Department is investigating. We are waiting for 
a copy of the police report. A Savannah Police officer charged with cruelty to children 
has been denied bond and remains behind bars. Savannah police have confirmed 
that Andrew Inglett has been arrested, and is now on administrative leave. The 
corporal is facing battery and cruelty to children charges. 0:00:38

6/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

MEREDITH:SPD 
TASK FORCE 
UPDATE

SPD's Task Force recently went from a part time division to a 7 days a week full time 
division, and that's impacted the number of arrests. In just six months, the task force 
has arrested more than 500 people, taken nearly 200 guns and countless drugs off 
the streets. The Savannah Police Task Force has had a busy six months. Not too 
long ago, they went from a part time division to seven days a week full time. The 
numbers are showing for it, too. In just six months, the task force has arrested more 
than 500 people, taken nearly 200 guns and countless drugs off the streets. Criminal 
Investigations Division Captain says this is a direct result of Chief Minter's plan. 0:00:39



6/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
ROY MINTER ON 
SHOOTINGS

Those are just two shootings out of five that have happened since Sunday in 
Savannah . Yesterday, Chief Roy Minter spoke to members of Savannah's 
Downtown Business Association about the recent gun violence. Chief Minter says 
the department is taking these crimes seriously, but says Savannah isn't the only city 
battling gun and gang violence. He also added nationally, gang recruitment is at an 
all-time high. Savannah Police have had a busy week .. investigating four shootings 
in the past three days. The deadliest happening last night on Damascus Road ... 
where four people were shot, two of them dying from their wounds. The head of the 
Savannah Police Department, Chief Roy Minter, spoke to members of the Savannah 
Downtown Business Association today as their featured guest. (***STINGER***) 0:00:47

6/18/2019 4:00 PM

CCPD CRIME 
ACTIVITY 
WEBSITE

Residents in Chatham County now have a new online tool to keep them informed 
about police activity in their neighborhood. The Chatham County Police Department 
now sends all of their police reports to Crime Reports. The website allows users to 
search for information about incidents that require a police response. The website is 
updated several times a day. Residents even have the ability to set up alerts for their 
area. 0:00:24

6/18/2019 4:00 PM
JASPER 
MANHUNT ON I95

A manhunt is over in Jasper County. The Jasper County Sheriff's Office, Bluffton 
police, and the Beaufort County Sheriff's Office helping Hardeeville Police 
Department search for an armed and dangerous suspect on Interstate 95 this 
afternoon. Hardeeville police say two teens were taken into custody. This all started 
after Hardeeville Police responded to a carjacking at gunpoint near the I-95 overpass 
at Coburg Road. Officers spotted the car and a chase started, the car eventually 
crashed. One of the teens was taken into custody quickly. The other ran into the 
woods. He was arrested this afternoon. 0:00:43



6/18/2019 5:30pm

CCSO ACTIVE 
SHOOTER 
TRAINING

the Downtown Business Association and The Chatham County Sheriff's Office 
hosted an "Active Shooter Lunch 'n' Learn" at its Range Facility today. Chatham 
County Sheriff John Wilcher led the training - based on the "Civilian Response to 
Active Shooter Events" course. It provided attendees with strategies - guidance - and 
a plan for surviving an active shooter event. 0:00:43

6/18/2019 6:00 PM

JASON: SC 
RIDESHARE LAW 
IN EFFECT

john knapp drives for lyft. he says when lawmakers proposed changes after the 
death of samantha josephson, he was concerned. john knapp/drives for lyft when it 
first happened, i thought, 'oh boy, there's going to be a bunch of regulations that 
come down that cost drivers money,' the governor signed the samantha l. josephson 
ridesharing safety act into law earlier this month and it went into effect this past 
weekend. anyone driving for a ridesharing company must display their license plate 
number on the front of their vehicle. john knapp/drives for lyft i have absolutely no 
problem with any of it. i think it's good. the more we can do make things safe for 
passengers and drivers, the better off we are. the display can be put on the 
passenger side of the windshield and the numbers and letters must be bigger than 
two inches. john knapp/drives for lyft it prevents people from having to walk around to 
the back of your car to doublecheck which is what they were doing. 0:00:57

6/19/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

CCSO ACTIVE 
SHOOTER 
TRAINING

The Downtown Business Association and The Chatham County Sheriff's Office 
hosted an "Active Shooter Lunch 'n' Learn" at its Range Facility. Sheriff John Wilcher 
led the training - based on the "Civilian Response to Active Shooter Events" course. 
They offered strategies - guidance - and a plan for surviving an active shooter event. 0:00:20



6/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
OIS:BULLOCH 
COUNTY

The Georgia Bureau of Investigation is investigating an officer-involved shooting in 
Bulloch County. Agents and deputies say the suspect was shot in the Dollar General 
parking lot in Portal around 2 yesterday afternoon. The person shot is being treated 
at Memorial Health in Savannah. There were warrants out for that person's arrest. 
The deputy involved is on administrative leave. That's the procedure whenever 
there's a shooting involving a deputy. Very few details tonight about a shooting in 
Bulloch County today involving a deputy. The case has been turned over to the 
Georgia Bureau of Investigation. Agents and deputies aren't releasing many details, 
but we have learned that the suspect was shot in the Dollar General parking lot in 
Portal around 2 this afternoon. The person shot is being treated at Memorial Health 
in Savannah. There were warrants out for that person's arrest. The deputy involved is 
on administration leave 0:00:56

6/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
RINCON COFFEE 
WITH A COP

Today, you have the chance to grab an afternoon coffee and get to know local law 
enforcement. Rincon Police Chief Gerbino and his staff will be hosting their 1st 
Coffee with a Cop. They'll be meeting with the community and even working the drive 
through. For the kids, officers will be hosting cookie with a cop at the same time and 
place. Officers are encouraging people to bring their children to color, have a cookie 
and meet with law enforcement. That's happening at the Starbucks in Rincon near 
Kroger at 1 p-m. Tomorrow Rincon Police are inviting you to a Starbucks meet and 
greet. Chief Gerbino and his staff will be hosting their 1st Coffee with a Cop. They'll 
be meeting with the community and even working the drive through. For the kids, 
officers will be hosting cookie with a cop at the same time and place. Officers are 
encouraging people to bring their children to color, have a cookie 0:00:53

6/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BREAKOUT: SC 
RIDESHARE LAW

South Carolina's rideshare safety law recently went into effect. Rideshare drivers in 
the state are now required to have license plate cards visible on the front of their 
cars. This will allow passengers to more easily match the plate number to the one 
shown on your app. South Carolina's rideshare safety law recently just went into 
effect. Ride share drivers in the state are now required to have license plate cards 
visible on the front of their cars. This will allow passengers to more easily match the 
plate number to the one shown on your app. 0:00:32



6/25/2019 4:00 PM

CRYSTAL: 
LIBERTY CO. 
PROJECT 
LIFESAVER

So what project lifesaver does is help families and law enforcement keep track of 
their loved ones living with cognitive disorders like autism or dementia. PKG Project 
Lifesaver launched in Liberty County back in 2011 and it is designed to protect. 
Liberty County sheriff's deputy, Sergeant Christina Tuten, says a project like this hits 
close to home. SOT "Alzheimer's runs in my family. My grandfather lived with us for a 
few years and it's just really something I'm passionate about." Tuten now turns her 
passion for helping people with cognitive disorders into purpose. SOT "I love 
interacting with the children especially the younger ones. They are super excited to 
see me every month and I'm eager to see them." Here's how project lifesaver works. 
A qualified family member gets signed up and wears a bracelet that can be tracked 
by satellites. Every thirty days, deputies, like Sgt. Tuten, go out to the patient's 
homes to change the bracelet's batteries an 0:00:57

6/27/2019 The News at 5pm

BRIANA: NEW 
BRYAN CO 
RESCUE BOAT

Briana intro(@brianacolliertv) "This is the department's third boat and it will not only 
allow them to conduct search and rescues, but with the fire pump here on the boat as 
well, it will allow them to provide limited water supply to certain areas." ((Michael Dick-
Bryan County EMS Deputy chief)) "Already this summer, we've been on 3 or 4 
incidents that I know of on the water and it's something we would not have been able 
to respond to in the past." Bryan County EMS deputy chief Michael Dick says the 
new rescue boat will them stand out from other departments. "One thing we bring to 
the table that the other ones don't as much is we can have the paramedics on board, 
so if we have an emergency out on the water ways, then we have the capabilities of 
going out and actually treating the patient on the scene instead of waiting for them to 
come all the way back in by a personal boat." 0:01:51

6/27/2019 6:00 PM

LYNDSEY: 
HAMPTON 
TROOPER 
FUNERAL

It was a somber afternoon in the Lowcountry as South Carolina Highway Patrol laid 
one of their own to rest. Patrol Lance Corporal A. David Cook passed away on 
Monday following a battle with a rare cancer. He leaves behind a daughter and son. 
Corporal Cook not only served as a patrolman ... but also as a paramedic ... a 
firefighter and a coroner all throughout the Lowcountry during his career. 0:00:25



6/27/2019 6:00 PM

KRISTEN: 
BLUFFTON PD 
HIRING

The town of Bluffton is growing. Standup: In fact in the last year over 600 residency 
permits were given out by the town. Now the police are trying to keep up. Take a look 
at these numbers I got from the city manager... in 2010 Bluffton had a population of 
around 13 thousand people. Eight years later they had 23 Thousand Bluffton is 
growing... and according to Bluffton police Lieutenant Christian Gonzales... it has 
been for a long time. LIEUTENANT CHRISTIAN GONZALES BLUFFTON POLICE 
DEPT. "When I first started we had 23 officers... were close to 60 now." Gonzalez 
says the police need to keep up with growth to keep a city safe. "as you start taking 
on more growth and businesses, you have to have the infrastructure for security and 
policing, and security is a paramount for the city- I mean the town of Bluffton. Laura 
Marks has been here for 12 years, and she wishes the town's growth would slow 
down. 0:00:53

6/30/2019 WKEND 11PM
APPLING JAIL 
EXPANSION

"Since 2017 our numbers have been down but it's just because we are releasing 
them as fast as we can. We take in a hundred a month at least. There's lots that we 
could hold but we're just trying to get our jail numbers down until we can get the new 
facility operating." They hope to hire the new staff in October - which is the beginning 
of their fiscal year. The U-S Marshals office is working with them to get federal 
inmates in. They pay more than state and Appling County can become a holding 
ground for inmates who need to be transfered to other facilities. 0:00:44

ISSUE3-ROAD SAFETY AND OTHER HAZARDS AND PRECAUTIONS-ALERTING
THE COMMUNITY ABOUT ROAD HAZARDS.  ALSO LETTING THE COMMUNITY 
KNOW ABOUT WEATHER.  THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR HOME SAFETY AND 
SECURITY RANKED THE PALMETTO STATE SECOND-FOR FEMALE 
WORKPLACE  HOMICIDES.   THE RETURN OF MEASLES AND WHAT YOU 
SHOULD DO TO PROTECT YOURSELF AND OTHERS.  FDA SAYS ITS 
INVESTIGATING REPORTS OF PEOPLE SUFFERING SEIZURES AFTER USING 
E-CIGARETTES.  CATERPILLARS THAT STING, THE FLU, INFORMATION ON 
MEASLES AND WHY ITS IMPORTANT TO GET THE VACCINE AFTER SEVERAL 
HUNDRED CONFIRM CASES IN THE US.  WARNINGS ABOUT SNAKES AND 
ALLIGATORS. PLUS, PROTECTING YOURSELF DURING THE HEAT AND 
OTHER WEATHER ELEMENTS. I-95 DEADLY CRASHES AND WHY,
SOURCE: SCMPD,EFFINGHAM COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT, STATE OF 
GEORGIA AND SC CDC, etc.



4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
MORE MEASLES 
CASES

The Measles appear to be coming back. The Centers for Disease Control reports 
we've seen 387 cases in the first 3 months of 2019. That's more cases than almost 
any year since 2000, when measles was eradicated in the U-S. Most people who get 
measles have not been vaccinated, and recent outbreaks have been caused by 
people traveling to Europe. 0:00:43

4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
OPIOID REPORT 
CONCERNS

South Carolina Attorney General Alan Wilson is concerned about a new federal 
report on opioids. He signed a letter along with attorneys general from 36 other 
states. They sent the letter to the U-S Health Department -- about its newest report 
on best practices for pain management providers across the country. They say the 
report moves away from C-D-C guidelines... and suggests those providers can just 
rely on their judgment when prescribing -- rather than evidence-based 
recommendations. In part, they wrote that since tens of thousands of Americans die 
every year from overdoses, the government needs to limit opioid prescriptions, or 
else Americans will suffer quote "immense harm." Georgia Attorney General Chris 
Carr has not signed onto the letter. AG Alan Wilson joins 36 other AGs expressing 
concern over HHS draft report on opioids (WASHINGTON, D.C.) â€“ 0:00:50

4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
WOMEN KILLED IN 
THE WORKPLACE

A recent study ranks South Carolina as one of the deadliest places for women to 
work. The National Council for Home Safety and Security ranked the Palmetto State 
second -- for female workplace homicides. South Carolina had a score of 27 point 
zero-seven between 2011 and 2017. Women were murdered on the job every year in 
that period, with most of them happening in 2017. Georgia ranked 20th in the 
country, with a score of 10 point 79. Arkansas had the highest score in the country -- 
Arizona had the lowest. The study says most workplace homicides are committed by 
former spouses or partners. 0:00:36



4/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

JUULS, vapes, and e-cigarettes are being used all across the United States, 
including here in the Lowcountry and Coastal Empire. The age to purchase these 
products is 18 and older, but that doesn't mean those under the age of 18 aren't 
finding ways to get them. Those with the Lowcountry Alliance for Healthy Youth says 
those under the age of 18 can find ways to buy the products online or they may just 
ask an older coworker at their part time job to buy one for them. That's why the group 
is asking business owners who employ young people to attend one of the upcoming 
forums they have planned this week so that they can help fix the problem. The group 
says these nicotine products can be dangerous, especially for students 0:00:42

4/3/2019 5:30pm

HARLEY: 
CATERPILLARS 
THAT STING

SOT: Tim Davis, Chatham County Extension Coordinator "The way they sting they 
have what they call arlicating hairs or hairs that have venom with it. When you stroke 
it those hairs break off and inject the venom into your skin." Davis says most of the 
stings are caused from children picking up a fuzzy caterpillar thinking it is harmless 
or from someone rubbing up against plant life while they are outside. "If you get 
stung by a yellow jacket or a honey bee, that tends to hurt in a small area. What 
happens with caterpillar, because you tend to scrape it when you are reaching for 
something, it may be over a larger area. It does burn and it is fairly painful. Most 
people will recover with no real treatment or anything like that." Dr. Tom McKee at 
Memorial Health says they don't really see many people put in the hospital from 
caterpillar stings, but the pain can be bad. SOT: Dr. Tom McKee, Memorial Health "A 
few species are really toxic in the sense that 0:01:37

4/4/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

FDA 
INVESTIGATING 
LINK OF 
SEIZURES TO E 
CIGS

The FDA says it's investigating reports of people suffering seizures after using E-
cigarettes. They've identified 35 cases of seizures after vaping in the last 9 years. 
Most of the seizures involved young people. The FDA emphasizes that it has not 
determined a definitive link between seizures and vaping. A lot of the efforts against 
the vape industry have been led by FDA administrator Scott Gottlieb. This is his last 
week in the position. He's being succeeded by Dr. Ned Sharpless, who currently 
leads the National Cancer Institute. He plans to follow Gottlieb's lead. 0:00:52



4/4/2019 The News at 5pm
HARLEY: FLU 
SEASON UPDATE

HARLEY: "I spoke to doctors and nurses today and they all tell me last year was way 
worse than this year, but they did see their fair share of cases this flu season." SOT: 
Dr. Sanjay Iyer, Emergency Physician, Memorial Health "Last year was the worst flu 
season that I can remember in terms of volume." SOT: Tammi Brown, Chatham Co. 
Health Department Nurse Manager "We had over 20 deaths statewide last year. This 
year it's been a lot less within our eight county district. We have had five flu 
associated deaths." Brown says even though the season is over, the flu hasn't quite 
gone away. SOT: Tammi Brown, Chatham Co. Health Department Nurse Manager 
"We are past our peak; however, there is still flu activity in Georgia." Monday 
Memorial Health lifted their flu restrictions which were put into place for added safety 
for patients. It's never too early to start thinking ahead as this flu season comes to an 
end.. "We recommend that you get 0:01:16

4/4/2019 5:30pm

DAL: CANDLER 
CO ANIMAL 
ORDINANCE

(sot) cg- Dal The ordinance passed by Candler County tries to define what 
constitutes good and bad treatment of animals and what the county can do to 
enforce it. (vo) In January, county investigators and animal rescue teams helped 
move more than 150 dogs from a property in Candler County. The owner, Angela 
Powell, still faces animal cruelty charges here and in Montgomery County for roughly 
the same number of dogs at her home. County leaders say they were already 
drafting an animal control ordinance then - due to this case and others. (sot) ( cg- 
Kendall Gross / County Attorney) It's shocking for me to hear what passes for "taking 
care" of your pet. (vo) The ordinance addresses adequate food, water, and shelter 
for animals. It also regulates tethering for outside pets. One provision limits dog 
owners to 20 animals or less without a county permit. Gross says owners can apply 
for a permit at no cost. (sot) (Gross) The commission wanted to be able to take a 
look a 0:01:30

4/9/2019 5:30pm
DAL: HWY 80 
ROADWORK

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal This widening project is supposed to help keep traffic flowing even 
as folks turn in and out of busy neighborhoods and businesses. (vo) (nat - equipment 
backing up.) Road crews continue work along U.S. Highway 80. They're adding a 
third lane in strategic spots to help traffic get around drivers waiting to turn. They've 
been working since last fall to clear right of ways then add dirt and paving. People 
who live or work along the road say the crews have helped them to keep driveways 
open as much as possible. But they've still felt some impact. (sot) cg- Tray Davis / 
The Groundsmen When that side is coming, you might sit there five or six minutes 
when they're holding up the traffic. It can be a little aggravating because I've seen 
traffic backed up almost to Brooklet before. (vo) The next step will be final 
resurfacing. Georgia DOT tells me the crews will have 60 days to complete that 
phase. 0:00:50



4/10/2019 11:00 PM ECOLI IN GA

The Georgia Department of Public Health and the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention have confirmed 17 cases of E-coli in Georgia. State health officials say 
this is an ongoing investigation and the number of cases is expected to increase. 
These illnesses are part of an E-coli outbreak thaT made nearly 100 people sick in 
five states. There are no reports of deaths. A specific food item, grocery store, or 
restaurant chain has not been identified as the source of these infections. WTOC 
reached out to the Coastal Health district - they say there are no reported cases of E-
coli in the eight counties in the district. 0:00:37

4/11/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

This week is National Work Zone Awareness Week and Chatham County Police say 
they want you to be more aware of one of the county's work zones. Right now - 
barrels and signs are posted along the Islands Expressway near the Sam Vardedoe 
Bridge as crews work on a new one. Zach Logan joins us live near the work zone this 
morning with why police want to make you more aware.. Chatham County Police say 
work zones are dangerous. You have lane changes, road construction equipment, 
and workers moving in and out of lanes. 0:01:43

4/13/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

MEASLES 
OUTBREAK 
CONTINUES

(SOT Dr. Alanna Levine/ Pediatrician, Orangetown Pediatrics) it's probably one of 
the most contagious viruses out there. If you've been in a room with somebody who's 
had the measles, you have a 90% chance of getting the measles if you haven't been 
properly immunized. BUTT TO (SOT Benjamin Bodenheim/Getting MMR vaccine) I 
am going away for Passover so as a precaution I am actually just getting another 
shot even though I may have gotten the second shot The two doses of the MMR 
vaccine are 97 percent effective against measles. 0:00:33



4/17/2019 11:00 PM
JAMIE: JELLYFISH 
ON TYBEE ISLAND

Not a pretty sight - but not completely unusual to see sea life beached along our 
coasts. Take a look at these pictures. Glenda Bland says she was walking on 
Tybee's North Beach on Sunday when she spotted hundreds of dead Cannonball 
Jellyfish. The Tybee Island Marine Science Center tells WTOC - it happens when 
water temperatures increase and jellies are spawning. That with the onshore winds 
and a large storm system off the coast. The science center says cannonball jellyfish 
can not swim against the waves, winds, currents, and tides. With that said - our First 
Alert Weather team is tracking another strong storm system this Friday that could 
bring more sea life to the beach this Easter Weekend. 0:00:42

4/18/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

RINCON PD 
PARTICIPATES IN 
DEA DRUG TAKE 
BACK

The Rincon Police department now has a prescription drug drop off site. You can 
safely get rid of unused medications during business hours all year at Police 
headquarters. This is all part of the DEA's Drug Take Back program. The DEA says 
its Take Back Day on April 27th is a chance for you to prevent drug addiction and 
overdose deaths. The Rincon Police department now has a prescription drug drop off 
site for the community. You can safley get rid of unused medications during business 
hours all year at Police headquarters. This is all part of the DEA's Drug Take Back 
program. National Prescription Drug Take Back Day is April 27th. The DEA says its 
Take Back Day is a chance for you to prevent drug addiction and overdose deaths by 
disposing unused medications. 0:00:24

4/21/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SUNDAY

SC: STD 
INCIDENCE 
RISING

The number of cases of sexually transmitted diseases is on the rise in South 
Carolina. That's according to a new study from the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention. The study shows the number of chlamydia, gonorrhea and syphilis cases 
in South Carolina are the third highest in the country. The state ranks 5th for 
chlamydia cases and 4th for gonorrhea. The study found both infections especially 
high among women. 0:00:23



4/21/2019 WKEND 11PM

CDC:THIS FLU 
SEASON IS THE 
LONGEST IN 
DECADES

Last year's Flu Season broke records as one of the deadliest - but this years Flu 
Season is breaking records as well. The centers for disease control and prevention 
report this flu season is the longest in a decade. The C-D-C says there have been 21 
weeks of elevated flu activity reported in the U-S. That's one week longer than the 
previous 10 year high, which happened during the 2014 and 2015 season. That 
lasted 20 weeks. Based on rates of illness and hospitalizations - the c-d-c says this 
season is considered to be moderately severe. Friday's report showed that flu activity 
is now beginning to decline. 0:00:43

4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BEAUFORT CO 
DRUG TAKE BACK 
EVENTS

A drug take back event is happening at two locations in the Lowcountry this 
Saturday. You can return any prescription drugs you have - legal or illegal. 
However... the D-E-A will not be accepting any liquid medications. The two drop- off 
locations are Beaufort County Sheriff's Office on Duke Street in Beaufort... and the 
Beaufort County Convenience Center on Simmonsville Road in Bluffton. According 
to the 2015 National Survey on Drug Use and Health, an estimated 6.4 million 
people reported misusing psychotherapeutic drugsâ€”prescription pain relievers, 
tranquilizers, stimulants and sedativesâ€”in the past month. The majority of these 
prescription drugs were obtained from family and friends, oftentimes from home 
medicine cabinets. A drug take back event is happening at two locations in the 
Lowcountry this Saturday. You can return any prescription drugs you have - legal or 
illegal. 0:00:19

4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
ECSO 
ROBOTRIPPING

The Effingham county sheriff's office is encouraging parents to be on the look out for 
certain symptoms associated with the abuse of over-the -counter cough syrups. 
Hallucinating, feeling dizzy, vomiting, confusion , rapid heartbeat are all signs 
someone may be drinking cough syrup in large amounts in order to get high. The 
Sheriff's office says your kids may be using terms like rojo - skittles - poor mans z - 
and robo tripping to refer to cough syrup. Officials say if you've heard your kids 
mention any of these terms it's a good idea to have a conversation with them about 
the dangers of drug abuse. A new warning about a continuing problem in the nation... 
Kids and teens abusing over-the-counter cough syrup. The Effingham county 
sheriff's office is encouraging parents to be on the look out for certain symptoms 
associated with the abuse. Halluc 0:00:32



4/24/2019 The News at 5pm

AMANDA: 
EFFINGHAM 
ROBOTRIPPING

Amanda: Even with codeine cough syrup behind the counter now, pharmacists here 
at Richmond Hill Pharmacy say the stuff you pick up right off the shelf can still be 
dangerous if it's overused. It can be a lifesaver if you're battling a cold and cough, 
but pharmacist John Mark Carter says cough syrup, specifically dextromethorphan, 
can be exactly the opposite when it's abused. John Mark Carter/pharmacist, 
Richmond Hill Pharmacy: "In normal doses, it works great at suppressing a cough. At 
high doses, it can an increase in blood pressure, sedation and even psychosis." The 
Effingham county sheriff's office says it had a problem lately with kids Robotripping 
or getting high from taking too much cough medicine. Carter says, unfortunately, the 
trend is nothing new. John Mark Carter/pharmacist, Richmond Hill Pharmacy: "the 
last study I saw on it was in 2009. It said about 6 percent of high school seniors had 
abused dextromethorphan, which 0:01:16

4/25/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
MISSING TYBEE 
SWIMMER

The search continues for a swimmer on Tybee Island 5 days after he went missing. 
Crews stopped searching for the night around 8:30, and they'll pick back up this 
morning around sunrise. It's now a recovery mission. Je'Aarian Belin and his two 
friends got trapped on a sandbar off the south end of the beach as the tide came in 
Sunday. Belin's friends made it back. he did not. Belin was a 17-year-old who was 
set to graduate from new Hampstead High School next month. The teenager 
disappeared in the water after going back to help his friends get out safely. His family 
is devastated, but not surprised by his actions. It's been four days since a swimmer 
on Tybee Island went missing. Crews have been searching every day since 
Sunday...tonight's search ended around 8:30... the teen still not found. Our Lyndsey 
Gough spoke with his family member 0:00:50

4/25/2019 11:00 PM

3 NEW CASES OF 
THE MEASLES 
REPORTED IN GA

There are now 3 news cases of the Measles in Georgia - bring the total to 6 in the 
state. The Georgia Department of Public Health tells WTOC these cases are in the 
metro Atlanta area. The 3 people diagnosed are all from the same family and none of 
them were vaccinated. Measles is a highly contagious and serious respiratory 
disease. It is particularly dangerous for infants who cannot be immunized until they 
are at least 1 year old and young children who have only received one dose of the 
measles vaccine. 2 doses of the M- M -R vaccine are about 97 percent effective at 
preventing measles. One dose is about 93 percent effective. 0:00:37



4/29/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
TYBEE SWIMMER 
FOUND

Looking live over the beach from our WTOC Fast Fit Tybee Island skycam. City 
officials are working to make those beaches more safe, after another person went 
missing in high tide last week. That swimmer was Jay Belin. His body was found on 
Friday. Police and safety officials say Belin got caught up in the tide after walking out 
to the sandbar on South Beach. Since then, they've been working on ways to keep 
people away from that sandbar, including more signs and more people enforcing the 
rules. 0:00:53

4/30/2019 5:30pm
HARLEY: 
SWIMMING TIPS

HARLEY: "After speaking to life guards today I learned that kids can start swimming 
lessons as young as six months old. The most common age is around three years 
old." SOT: Kirby Southerland, Aquatics & Youth Sports Director "We want to make 
sure they can at least hold themselves above the water in a supportive float and then 
they can get to safety either on the wall or a ladder." Kirby Southerland says that's 
the goal for the smallest swimmers in the pool. Its more of a survival technique they 
teach them in case they were to fall into a pool. When they start getting older, around 
three, is when they really get the hang of swimming. She says it's also important for 
parents to look into different safety steps. "That does include making sure your life 
jacket fits appropriately, that its US Coast Guard approved, that if you are swimming 
somewhere where lifeguards are present or if you aren't going to have lifeguards 
around your pool, then making sure it's fenced off so kids don't fall in 0:00:58

5/1/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
TYBEE SEA 
TURTLE SEASON

Tammy Smith, Coordinator, Tybee Island Sea Turtle Project: "We like to say they're 
making a comeback. They're still listed as endangered species under the 
endangered species act, so we're doing what we can to keep increasing the 
population of nesting females." They also say to avoid interfering with the turtles. If 
you really want to get up close, you can visit the Marine Science Center. Volunteers 
with the Tybee Island Sea Turtle Project will be out bright and early every morning, 
making sure the turtles are okay and looking for crawl lines in the sand. 0:00:26



5/1/2019 5:30pm

HARLEY: TEGUS 
LIZARD 
CAPTURED

HARLEY: "Since last month, DNR says one of these lizards has been hit by a car, 
one has been trapped and several have been killed." Last week a Tattnall County 
woman posted this on social media. She found a Tegu in the road in Collins. It had 
been hit by a car but was still alive when she found it. SOT: John Jensen, Senior 
Wildlife Biologist, Georgia DNR "We've gotten quite a few records from Toombs, 
starting to get more from Tattnall, We really aren't completely sure where all they 
range to right now and that's part of what we are trying to find out." Jensen says the 
animals are inactive from fall to early spring. Since itâ€™s warming up outside, the 
lizards are starting to come out more. SOT: Jim Gillis, Georgia DNR "We are 
definitely trying to get a handle on it. We are using 'have a heart traps' which are live 
traps. We are setting them with chicken eggs. We are trying to get into locations 
where we have recent sightings, where we have seen signs. 0:02:04

5/2/2019 7:00 PM

NOAA 
HURRICANE 
AWARENESS 
TOUR

Next week is Hurricane Preparedness Week... And the 2019 National Oceanic And 
Atmospheric Administration's Hurricane Awareness Tour will be going to Brunswick 
on Friday - May 10th - with a stop at the Brunswick Golden Isles Airport. You will be 
able to tour Hurricane Hunter aircraft - meet the pilots and crew - and meet members 
of the First Alert Weather team. 0:00:25

5/3/2019 The News at 5pm

HARLEY: 
MEASLES 
VACCINATIONS

"When we think about measles we usually think about children coming to the doctor 
to get the vaccine, but now the question has come up about adults and if they need 
an extra dose of the vaccine." SOT: Dr. Ame Wilder, Memorial Health "There is this 
question am I immune enough from my old vaccines? Do I need additional 
immunity? So, I think that's what people are worried about. As an adult could I 
potentially get it?" Dr. Ame Wilder says people born before 1989 may need an extra 
dose of the vaccine. She says before that year you didn't have to get the two-dose 
series. "You get one shot and you actually have a 93% chance of being immune." 
Wilder says around 1989 is when the second dose was introduced and that dose 
gives you a 97% chance of immunity. "93% is good. 97% is better. Because that 
system didn't change until 1989 those that got vaccinated beforehand so if you were 
less than four years old beforehand, you could potentially need an extra dose." 0:01:52



5/6/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

HARLEY:MEASLE
S BOOSTER 
SHOTS

The Centers for Disease Control has confirmed more than 700 measles cases 
nationwide-- including the state of Georgia. That's the largest number since it was 
declared "eradicated" in the U-S in 2000. Health experts say most of the cases are 
being diagnosed in unvaccinated people. Even if you are vaccinated for measles, 
you may be UNDER-vaccinated. Doctor Ame Wilder says if you were born before 
1989, you might need an extra dose of the vaccine since back then, doctors only 
gave one shot. The Measles outbreak continues. The CDC has confirmed more than 
700 cases nationwide-- including the state of Georgia. That's the largest number 
since it was declared "eradicated" in the U-S in 2000. Health experts say most of the 
cases are being diagnosed in unvaccinated people. However ...Even if you are 
vaccinated, you may be UNDER-vaccinated. Dr. Ame Wilder says if you were born 
before 1989, you might need an extra dose 0:00:54

5/8/2019 4:00 PM

HARLEY: 
MELANOMA 
AWARENESS 
MONTH

â€‹HARLEY: "Doctors tell me there are actually a few different types of skin cancer 
that we need to look out for and protect our skin from." VO: As people start heading 
to the beach and pool this summer it's always important to grab sunscreen, but 
doctors are saying to take that a step further. Dr. Letty Peterson says make sure your 
sunscreen isn't out of date. She says it's best to throw out sunscreen from last year 
and buy new sunscreen. She suggests 30 SPF or higher and to make sure you put a 
think coat or it on and re apply often. Dr. Peterson also says sun protective clothing 
is just as important. She says loose clothing with long sleeves along with a hat can 
protect you from dangerous skin cancers. SHe says there are three common skin 
cancers: Basal Cell Carcinoma, Squamous Cell carcinoma and melanoma. With any 
of these cancers, early detection is important. SOT: Dr. Letty Peterson, Peterson 
Dermatology "We often educate patients to look for places on their skin that are 
suspicious looking. 0:01:18

5/8/2019 6:00 PM
ROMNEY: 
NARCAN USE

Track 1: Whether prescribed from a doctor or obtained illegally, opioids are being 
abused daily by tens of thousands of people leading to Emergency room visits. When 
Bryan County firefighter and paramedic Jayne Riddle get a call, she knows 
immediately what to look forâ€¦. Jayne Riddle, Firefighter/Paramedic, Bryan County 
Emergency Services 48:27-48:33 When they're non-reactive, um, pinpoint 
pupilsâ€¦you know right then. Their breathing, their color Track 2: Then she gives a 
slow dose of Narcan to try and revive the patient Jayne Riddle, 
Firefighter/Paramedic, Bryan County Emergency Services 52:43-52:54 when she 
saves someone We don't like to lose people, it's not every day that we get them 
back. So when we get them back it's a great sigh of relief, and it's a great feeling 
knowing that were taking somebody to the hospital knowing that they're going to be 
okay. Track 3: Of the local first responders who use Narcan, Bryan Co 0:01:58



5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

Flea and tick season is among us! Exterminators say warmer months often bring 
more fleas and ticks. And while many people begin to spend more time outdoors, you 
need to take certain precautions while outside. Zach Logan caught up with a group of 
exterminators. He joins us live in Savannah this morning with the steps you should 
take.. Fleas and ticks can leave bites and possible diseases. Those with Arrow 
Exterminators say it's important to take certain precautions while you're outside. 0:01:19

5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BRYAN CO OPIOID 
FORUM

The City of Richmond Hill and the Bryan County chamber of commerce held a forum 
yesterday to discuss ways to resolve the Opioid crisis. Bryan County has the highest 
opioid prescribing rate compared to other surrounding counties. Officials yesterday 
said the community needs resources like crisis intervention teams, mental health 
services, and medical services to work together and find a solution. Bryan County 
detective Mike Fordham says opioid addiction needs to be attacked from both 
sides..prevention education AND enforcement. The City of Richmond Hill and the 
Bryan County chamber of commerce, held an opioid education forum this morning. 
Bryan County has the highest opioid prescribing rate compared to other surrounding 
counties. WTOC's Briana Collier has more on what needs to be done to help 
eliminate the opioid epidemic.Briana intro(@brianacolliertv) "One concern that came 
up during today's forum was better access 0:00:55

5/16/2019 7:00 PM

SEAN: MOSQUITO 
SEASON UPON 
US

As the days get longer and hotter, mosquitoes will become more and more 
noticeable. NAT: And that's where the couple dozen or so staff, equipped with 
helicopters to spray from the sky and traps to monitor mosquito populations on the 
ground come in. "We count them, identify them to the species and we keep track of 
population trends over time. And the numbers obviously dictate how we do our 
control." Ture Carlson is the Director over Chatham County Mosquito Control, a 
service that's constantly looking at improving their response efforts to any spike in 
mosquito population. "Mosquito population is always driven by water, how much 
waters around and standing is going to dictate mosquito populations. So depending 
on how the weather goes for a season is going to really decide how the populations 
go." This time of year, pop-up showers may leave standing water in pots, old tires, or 
any other receptacles in your yard, creating a mosquito breeding gr 0:01:40



5/20/2019 The News at 5pm
BRIANA: SNAKES 
IN THE HEAT

((Eric Swanson-Oatland Wildlife Center naturalist)) "We do have venomous snakes 
here in the state of Georgia especially in Chatham county we have two main ones 
that you can run into we have our rattle snakes and we do have our copper heads." 
As temperatures climb into the high 90's and even triple digits, Oatland Wildlife 
center naturalist Eric Swanson says snakes might be on the prowl more often looking 
for cooler areas just as people are. However, he says if you can see THESE specific 
features on a snake..you're too close. "Based on looking they're going to be thicker in 
body length and in body width, they're going to be shorter, typically they're not long 
and skinny, they're bulkier, they also have more diamond shaped head, they're more 
triangular shaped head that's where the venom glands are located on the side of the 
head just behind the eyes, they also have slits on their eyes instead of having a 
round pupil it's a elongated slit eye like a cat eye." 0:01:48

5/20/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

I spoke to Patti Lyons, the executive director for Senior Citizens Inc. about this trend 
and the data from report. She says she's not surprised that more seniors are turning 
to drinking and smoking. She says seniors, especially in rural areas, can often find 
themselves alone. Some seniors even tend to separate themselves from others. And 
when they do, they're likely to find happiness with activities like drinking. Lyons says 
it's important for seniors to stay active and if you're noticing maybe your parent or 
grandparents starting to become isolated, it could be a red flag. 0:00:34

5/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HHI MAN O WAR 
SIGHTING

Taking a live look outside with our WTOC Hilton Head Island Skycam. The Shore 
Beach Service there wants you to watch where you step. They posted this picture of 
a Portuguese Man O war that washed up on the beach yesterday. Man O Wars are 
related to jellyfish, and can deliver a painful sting. The post says that this was the 
only one they've seen. BUT where there's one, more are usually in the same area. If 
you see one, tell beach services and DON'T touch it! (***STINGER***) Watch where 
you're stepping while on the beach. Hilton Head Island Shore Beach Service posted 
this picture of a Portuguese Man O war that washed up on the beach today. Man O 
Wars are related to jellyfish, and can deliver a painful sting. The post says that this 
was the only one they've seen. BUT where there's one more are usually in the same 
area. If you see one tell beach services and DON'T touch it. 0:00:50



5/21/2019 5:30pm
100 DAYS OF 
SUMMER HEAT

Speaking of *heat* - the "100 Days of Summer H.E.A.T" began yesterday. This is a 
live look at traffic on Interstate 95 from our WTOC Pooler Skycam. The "100 Days of 
Summer H.E.A.T" campaign focuses on getting unsafe drivers off the roads during 
the busy travel season between Memorial Day and Labor Day. So wherever you go... 
slow down and drive sober... or expect to get pulled over. 0:00:22

5/21/2019 5:30pm

SEA CREATURES 
GENERAL 
PREVENTION

I â€ƒThe National Institutes of Health offers this general advice... to avoid 
encounters with dangerous sea creatures at the beach... â€ƒ-- Swim near a 
lifeguard. â€ƒ-- know they warnings posted on. signs and beach flags. While some 
deal with currents, others deal with marine life â€ƒ Purple flags usually indicate 
dangerous marine life. â€ƒ-- Do not touch unfamiliar marine life. â€ƒ Again - even 
dead animals or severed tentacles may contain poisonous venom. 0:00:22

5/22/2019 The News at 5pm

DAL: HEAT 
SAFETY 
OUTDOOR 
WORKERS

(sot) cg- Dal People who work outside in the sunshine and heat of summer say hats 
and shades are a must this time of year. With temperatures threatening to reach 100 
before we even get out of May, many worry what the summer will hold. (vo) James 
Edwards checks irrigation and landscapes all over town. He's felt the days get hotter 
lately and pays attention to the forecast and plans for the heat. (sot) cg- James 
Edwards / Landscaper You really have to once you get into the 90's. You say you get 
used to it, acclimated to it, but you never get totally used to it. (vo) He says the heat 
dictates almost everything about his day - from wearing shorts and breathable UVA 
blocking shirts to leaving his truck running on short jobs to keep the cab cooler when 
he needs a place to escape the sun. He's been doing this 26 years and has seen 
coworkers suffer heat stroke or heat exhaustion because they ignored symptoms like 
headaches or dizziness and didn't handle 0:01:14



5/22/2019 11:00 PM
LYNDSEY:TYBEE 
BEACH SAFETY

SHAWN GILLEN/ TYBEE ISLAND CITY MANAGER: "We're also going to have 
lifeguards on that end of the beach up until dark when the tide change calls for it. We 
find in that dangerous time when the tide gets to its low point and then starts to shift 
back in is when we really find a lot of people get in trouble." The funding will come 
from the increased parking rates during tourism season. That council meeting is 
happening tomorrow. City Manager Shawn Gillen also said they are looking at arial 
drone technology for the future with cameras and loudspeakers to warn people out of 
the water or assist with search and rescue- but it does require a license. 0:00:38

5/22/2019 11:00 PM
MEREDITH:TYBEE 
TURTLE SAVIORS

TRACK: Solomon and Reese Cohen woke up this morning wondering how they 
would spend on of their first full days of Summer. an incredible turtle rescue wasn't 
exactly on their agenda. "Around 10:30 we were just hanging out on the pier and we 
were just looking at the jelly fish in the water and heard a bunch of noise and a bunch 
of people gathering around." TRACK: That's when they saw this nearly 200 pound 
loggerhead sea turtle sitting on the Tybee Pier. "It had come just straight through the 
area, because there were jelly fish around and just looking for a mate and got caught 
in a line." "I think he was just fishing to see if he could catch anything. He saw this 
shadow in the water thinking it was a stingray, because of how heavy it was. But he 
pulled it up and it was this huge turtle." TRACK: The two professionals in the photo 
are with the Tybee Marine Science center. The fisherman called them in as soon as 
the turtle got tangled in his fishing line. 0:02:20

5/23/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

HEAT SAFETY 
FOR WORKING 
OUTSIDE

The abnormally warm weather we've been seeing here means you need to take 
some precautions before you head outside. James Edwards has checked irrigation 
and landscapes all over Statesboro for more than two decades, but he says you 
never fully get acclimated to working in the heat. He says the heat dictates almost 
everything about his day, from what he wears to how he schedules his day. He's 
seen coworkers suffer heat stroke or heat exhaustion because they ignored 
symptoms like headaches or dizziness and didn't handle it before it got worse. If you 
work outside, this weather can be brutal.. even dangerous. Bureau Chief Dal 
Cannady caught up with one Statesboro man who has been dealing with South 
Georgia summers for a quarter century and offered up some tips for staying safe 
even in scorching heat. (sot) cg- Dal People who work outside in the sunshine and 
heat of summer say hats and shades are a must this time of year. 0:00:41



5/23/2019 The News at 5pm

DAL: MEASLES 
OLDER 
GENERATIONS

Say the word "measles" to seniors who had them before vaccinations started and the 
memories come rushing back. (sot) cg- Joan Mills / Childhood Measles patient I was 
12 or 13 at the time and I remember everything because it was horrible...absolutely 
horrible. (sot) ( cg- Armenda Barnes / Childhood Measles patient) ..lasted about two 
weeks, had a rash..high fever. Just felt horrible. (vo) An upsurge in modern measles 
cases has many people concerned if they're suseptible to getting them again. Dr. 
Jeffrey Dockery from Southeast Health District says seniors who've had them once 
should be safe. (sot) cg- Dr. Jeffrey Dockery / Physician The immune system is a 
robust part of our body and it remembers well. So if we've been exposed to measles, 
for the most part, the immunity is there. (vo) Dockery says one group that could be at 
a slightly higher risk would be people a little younger than those seniors who might 
have gotten only one of two measles 0:01:36

5/23/2019 The News at 5pm
SEAN: CAR HEAT 
REPAIR

Fluid levels are big, from oil to coolant. You want to make sure your oil is relatively 
fresh before big road trips, and at the proper level. You can easily spot your coolant 
through a transparent reservoir, and it's usually a green or orange color. If it's low, fill 
it up to the fill line and make sure it looks clear and there's not debris floating around. 
Tire pressure is another big item on the hot weather checklist. In extreme heat, tires 
inflate an extra two to three pounds, which increases the risk of over-inflation and 
blowouts. So make sure you're checking the pressure and putting air in after your 
car's been sitting for awhile. If you notice your air conditioning isn't working well, or 
cutting off altogether, check your temperature gauge...because it could mean your 
engine is overheating. I asked the owner of RPM Autoworx on Chatham Parkway 
about vehicle fires, and if the extreme heat puts your vehicle more at risk than in 
normal temps. 0:01:11

5/23/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HWY 80 
CONCERNS

Taking a live look at Tybee Island with our WTOC Fast Fit Body Sculpting Skycam. 
Highway 80 has been even more of a concern for residents there because of 
frequent delays caused by road construction. crews are repaving highway 80 
between the Bull River and Lazaretto Creek bridges. Tuesday night, Tybee Island 
Mayor Jason Buelterman posted on Facebook about a major traffic backup at the 
foot of one of the bridges ... causing massive frustration. Mayor Buelterman says a 
DOT contractor was out there, but didn't let the city know. He says he's bothered by 
the lack of communication. Our Lyndsey Gough has the details. CAR NATS Highway 
80 has been a problem to those living on and visiting Tybee Island for some time 
now. JOEY GORALCZYK/ TYBEE RESIDENT AND OWNER OF BREEZY RIDERS 
CABS: "I've lived here 11 years and this has always been a problem." There are two 
projects happening in that area ... rep 0:00:28



5/24/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

BEACH FLAGS 
MEMORIAL DAY 
WEEKEND

If you're heading to Tybee Island or another local beach this weekend - be sure to 
know your beach warning flags and what the different colors mean. Green is for calm 
water conditions. Yellow means moderate surf or currents. Red indicates high surf or 
strong currents. Two red flags means the beach is closed. And a purple flag means 
dangerous marine life - such as jellyfish or stingrays - have been spotted. If you're 
heading to Tybee Island or another local beach this weekend - be sure to know your 
beach warning flags and what the different colors mean. Green is for calm water 
conditions. Yellow means moderate surf or currents. Red indicates high surf or 
strong currents. Two red flags means the beach is closed. And a purple flag means 
dangerous marine life - such as jellyfish or stingrays - have been spotted. 0:00:48

5/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

WTOC 
HURRICANE 
EXPO COMING UP

WTOC's annual HurricaneExpo is coming up on Friday - May 31st. â€ƒIt will be from 
3:30 to 7:30 at the Lowe's on Pooler Parkway . â€ƒif you plan to stop by -youâ€™ll 
be able to meet our meteorologists - and get valuable information ahead of this 
year's hurricane season. 0:00:17

5/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BEACH FLAGS 
MEMORIAL DAY 
WEEKEND

If you're heading to Tybee Island or another local beach this weekend - be sure to 
know your beach warning flags and what the different colors mean. Green is for calm 
water conditions. Yellow means moderate surf or currents. Red indicates high surf or 
strong currents. Two red flags means the beach is closed. And a purple flag means 
dangerous marine life - such as jellyfish or stingrays - have been spotted. If you're 
heading to Tybee Island or another local beach this weekend - be sure to know your 
beach warning flags and what the different colors mean. Green is for calm water 
conditions. Yellow means moderate surf or currents. Red indicates high surf or 
strong currents. Two red flags means the beach is closed. And a purple flag means 
dangerous marine life - such as jellyfish or stingrays - have been spotted. 0:01:28



5/27/2019 6:00 PM
CRYSTAL: LIVE 
ON TYBEE

Lifeguards are watching the waters and the beaches closely on this busy, hot 
holiday. They say it's important that people hydrate because people have been 
overheating. Not only will the heat dehydrate you, but they also say alcohol plays a 
major role in dehydration as well. As Tybee lifeguards have already rescued people 
today from the water...this is a reminder to watch your kids and make sure they aren't 
going too far into the water. If you lose sight of them, contact a lifeguard for help. 
Some beachgoers drove in from other places to enjoy the beach today, but say they 
are doing what they need to do to stay safe. 0:00:00

5/28/2019 7:00 PM
DAL: DISTRACTED 
DRIVING

(sot) cg- Dal You'd only have to sit at this intersection a few minutes before you saw 
a driver or two holding their phone and talking *like this* or up to their ear *like this*. 
Troopers and others in law enforcement say they're still trying to drive home the 
message that distracted driving can get you or someone else killed. (vo) (sot) cg- 
Sgt. Chris Rodewolt / Ga. State Patrol We're constantly working these crashes with 
people rear-ending, people merging on top of each other single vehicle crashes 
where people go off the road for no apparent reason. (vo) Officers say some drivers 
simply try to hide the phone instead of follow the hands free law. (sot) cg- Sgt. Jody 
Deal / Bulloch Co. Deputy ..they're holding it in their lap or holding it on their leg while 
they're talking, we're still seeing a lot of that. (vo) With Georgia's Hands-free law 
going into affect last summer, officers say drivers have had plenty of time to find 
something to hold the phone. 0:01:29

6/1/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

HURRICANE 
SEASON START

Today is the Start of the Atlantic Hurricane Season. Government forecasters are 
predicting 9 to 15 named storms with 4 to 8 hurricanes. tonight our weather team is 
geting you prepared with our hurricane special- "WTOC First Alert Storm Ready" It 
airs at 7:30 - right here on WTOC. 0:00:39



6/3/2019 The News at 5pm
SEAN: HOT WX 
AND LAWNS

Professional lawn care and landscaping companies are changing their tactics in the 
heat and dry weather, that means you should too. And I got some good tips for you 
to make sure your lawn stays healthy. NAT: "When you say pretty dry weather, it's 
actually obscene weather." Lynn Tootle says there's a reason he uses such strong 
language to describe the recent weather and how it's affecting yards across the 
region. "This is my 22nd year doing this. I've gone and looked at all of our weather 
records. It has never been this hot, for this long, this early with this little rain in my 22-
year history of records." So if you want to keep your grass greener, Tootle says you 
basically have to do whatever you have to do to keep it alive. That includes keeping 
the deck on your mower high. "If you cut too low, not only will the grass cook out 
quicker, but then you get direct sunlight penetration on your runners, and that's never 
good." Another cru 0:01:22

6/3/2019 11:00 PM

MEREDITH: 
EQUIPMENT 
STUCK IN TYBEE 
MARSH

A Tybee police officer drove an ATV on unchartered marshes Friday leading to 
vehicle after vehicle getting stuck in a sensitive beach environment. NOW, the 
Department of Natural Resources is investigating. Meredith Parker joins us to go 
over how they are working through this issue. Meredith -- it might not seem like a 
huge deal, but this is ruining habitats and impacting the tides. Exactly. Take a look at 
this drone video, Dawn. You can see the truck and ATV stuck in the marsh earlier 
today. Since then, they've been able to remove the ATV but there is still a lot of work 
for the city of Tybee to do. 0:00:35

6/7/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

SAVANNAH 
FLOODING 
ISSUES

All this recent rain drawing attention to some infrastructure projects in the city. This is 
video of an area on the eastern edge of Savannah's Historic District. Work is 
underway on an old storm line along East Bolton street. Savannah city staff says the 
problem is water is not flowing through it the way it should. We spoke with a nearby 
business owner who says her business is being flooded because of the 
construction.Savannah city staff says that's likely the cause of some flooding along 
East Bolton Street. 0:00:30



6/11/2019 6AM DAYBREAK GSP RAIN SAFETY

With rain in the forecast, georgia state patrol is also giving tips on what drivers can 
do to prevent accidents. sergeant seller says speeding is one of the main causes of 
accidents when driving in inclement weather. w ith heavy rain in the forecast for the 
next few days across the south---- georgia state patrol is also giving tips on what 
drivers can do to prevent accidents. sergeant seller says speeding is one of the main 
causes of accidents when driving in inclement weather. 0:00:28

6/11/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BLUFFTON 
POTHOLES

A heads up for your morning commute, you can expect some delays in the 
lowcountry this week. Crews will be working along Buckwalter Parkway and Bluffton 
Parkway. The two busy roads will be re-paved and potholes there will be filled in. 
You can expect some single lane closures from around 7 a-m to 7 p-m every day 
through Saturday. A Traffic alert for Bluffton drivers There will be some delays this 
week as crews work on Buckwalter Parkway and Bluffton Parkway. The two main 
stretches in Beaufort County are receiving new pavements. Construction also calls 
for filling in potholes along these busy roads. wtoc crystal howard has how long this 
construction is set to last. Traffic is flowing pretty smoothly out here in bluffton even 
though some roads are closed. Drivers should also expect traffic delays up until 
Saturday 0:00:49

6/12/2019 NOON

ZACH: FORSYTH 
PEDESTRIAN 
SAFETY

Downtown Savannah has several busy one way streets including this one, Drayton 
Street. It's a popular road for those traveling from midtown to downtown. And it also 
happens to be a Street that many people have to cross in order to get to Forsyth 
Park. Savannah City Alderman Bill Durrence says the city is working to get permits 
from the state to allow the Savannah Police Department to run radar down these one 
way streets which would be one way of enforcing the speed limits along streets like 
Drayton, Whitaker, Henry, and Anderson. The city has also purchased several radar 
signs which will alert drivers as to how fast they're going. City council members have 
agreed to lower the speed limit along certain one way streets like Drayton, Whitaker, 
Henry, and Anderson, On the streets where the speed limit was 35, the speed limit is 
now 30. And where the speed limit was 30, it's now 25. But city officials say they 
know that's not going to keep all drivers from speeding 0:01:18



6/12/2019 NOON

AMANDA: 
FLOODING 
ISSUES

Amanda:These small pools of standing water are all that's left after yesterdya's 
flooding, but Chatham County crews are out in the area again making sure they're 
ready for today's rain. This is what Mark Circle looked like yesterday, and thankfully, 
most of that water had receeded by this afternoon. Chatham COunty says their crews 
were out today making sure that drains were cleared, so hopefully, this doesn't 
happen again today. People who have lived on this street for decades say they've 
never seen anything like the flooding yesterday, and they hope it doesn't happen 
again today. Amanda:We drove around several of the areas the public works 
department says are hot spots for flooding, and didn't see any debris in those drains 
and all of the water had pretty much receeded. In Chatham County Amanda LaBrot 
WTOC News. 0:00:48

6/13/2019 4:00 PM
DAL: CANDLER 
COUNTY DETOUR

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal For the next six weeks or so, getting from that side of Canoochee 
Road to *that* side will take about ten minutes longer and mean going back around 
all the way through Metter. (vo) The detour signs wait on the side of the road, ready 
to block traffic come Monday. Contractors will tear up the pavement and the broken 
pipe underneath to make their repairs. Drivers like Jerry Holloway face a 10 minute 
detour. (sot) cg- Jerry Holloway / Neighbor Oh, I go up and down it about 8-10 times 
a day, if not more. ... (vo) County leaders say they've patched the pavement for 
years, but it's time to do the long-term work needed to replace and upgrade the drain 
pipes to face anything. (sot) cg- Brian Aasheim / County Mgr We feel like this will be 
a 100 year fix, so we're doing this right. We're gonna do it to D.O.T. specs and it will 
be a short term inconvenience but a long term benefit. (vo) 0:01:46

6/13/2019 The News at 5pm
SEAN: MCINTOSH 
WRECK FOLO

Over the past few years an alarming trend has been developing for Troop I's region 
which covers counties in Southeast and Coastal Georgia, when it comes to serious 
crashes. "This year in Troop I, in this region, we're still on an increase. And if 
everything goes on pace as it is now, we'll see a pretty severe increase in the 
number of prosecutable fatalities in our area." Georgia State Patrol's Specialized 
Collision Reconstruction Team worked about forty or so serious crashes two years 
ago in the Troop I region. Last year, that number nearly doubled. This year, the 
Troop's Specialized Collision Reconstruction Team has already work about forty 
crashes, including this morning's...and we're only halfway through the year. Troopers 
here say the main causes behind serious crashes this year in our region are either 
distracted driving or driving under the influence. "I would say a large portion of 
people that we arrest for driving under the influen 0:01:32



6/26/2019 NOON

ZACH: I95 
RECENT DEADLY 
CRASHES

So far this year Georgia state patrol has worked nine deadly accidents within 
Chatham Bryan and Effingham Counties. Resulting in 10 deaths. That was just one 
of several major crashes along interstate 95 within the last month. Gsp says 
interstates are always busy, but they see even more drivers during the summer 
season when kids are out of school and families want to go on vacation. When you're 
driving along the interstate, GSP says to always stay alert, make sure you're not 
distracted by anything inside your car. If for some reason you have to pull over along 
the side of the interstate, make sure you stay far away from the road. "Make sure you 
keep a visible track of traffic, because you will have people who are not paying 
attention." The Georgia Department of Transportation says more than 680 people 
have died on Georgia roads so far this year. Reporting near I-95 in Port Wentworth, 
Zach Logan, WTOC News. 0:01:32

ISSUE 4-FIRE SAFETY-ALERTING THE COMMUNITY OF FIRES IN THE AREA 
MAKING THEM MORE AWARE OF PREVENTING FIRE IN THEIR HOMES AND 
BUSINESSES. IMPORTANCE OF SMOKE DETECTORS, NEW STATIONS AND 
TRAINING.  FIRE BUDGET, WARNINGS ABOUT BRUSH FIRES IN BURTON, SC, 
HINESVILLE BUSINESS DAMAGED BY ARSONIST, EFFINGHAM FIRE SCAM, 
BULLOCH CO.  FIRE RESPONSE TIME,RED CROSS VOLUNTEERS AT FIRES, 
NEW SAVANNAH FIRE CHIEF, RICHMOND HILL FIRE FEE VOTE, VOLUNTEER 
FIREFIGHTERS  NEEDED IN CHATHAM COUNTY. A TROLLEY IN FORSYTH 
PARK CAUGHT FIRE FROM AN ENGINE COMPONENT CAUSING AN 
ELECTRICAL FIRE.  ALL PEOPLE ON BOARD WERE ABLE TO GET  OUT 
SAFELY.  NEW SAVANNAH FIRE CHIEF, STATESBORO NEW ISO RATING. 
MORE LIBERTY COUNTY FIRE PROTECTION. SFD GRADUATES OF EMT 
TRAINING.
SOURCE: FIRE FIGHTER, SAV. FIRE DEPT AND OTHER AREA DEPTS.

4/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BURTON FIRES 
INCREASE

The Burton Fire district is sending out another warning about brush fires in Beaufort 
County. Officials there say they extinguished 16 brush fires in March alone. That's a 
78 % increase from March of last year. Firefighters needed over 15-hundred gallons 
of water to extinguish a brush fire Friday caused by unattended burning inside a brick 
fire pit. Properties have been damaged five times this month by brush fires. 
firefighters want you to pay attention to any yard debris fires. If you're in 
unincorpoarated Beaufort County, you have to call the state's forestry commission 
before you burn yard debris. Residents in unincorporated areas of Beaufort County 
are also required by state law to call South Carolina Forestry Commission at 1-800-
895-7062 before burning yard Debris. (Burton) Brush fires continue to plague the 
Burton Fire District with a 78% increase for the month of March, with two properties 
being damaged 0:00:54



4/1/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

RH FIRE FEE 
COUNCIL VOTE 
TUESDAY

Richmond Hill City Council says they'll decide on a fire fee at this week's meeting. 
They've heard from the community, and plan to vote tomorrow. The annual fee would 
charge all households 185 dollars. It would charge all businesses and commercial 
properties 250 dollars. That money would go to the fire department and help them 
respond to emergencies even faster. Remember, people living in Bryan County 
outside of Richmond Hill already pay a fire fee. 0:00:24

4/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
FIRE FEE VOTE IS 
TOMORROW

tomorrow, Richmond Hill city council will vote on a proposed fire fee. The annual fee 
would charge all households 185 dollars. It would charge all businesses and 
commercial properties 250. Remember, people living in Bryan County outside of 
Richmond Hill already pay a fire fee. Happening today, you can learn more about a 
proposed fire fee in Richmond Hill and give your feedback. The annual fee would 
charge all households 185 dollars. It would charge all businesses and commercial 
properties 250. Remember, people living in Bryan County outside of Richmond Hill 
already pay a fire fee. The meetings will happen today at 6:15 p-m and tomorrow at 
8:30 a-m at the city's chamber of commerce. council will vote on the fee April 2nd. 0:00:43

4/2/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

HINESVILLE 
JUNGLE JAKES 
FIRE FOLO

The Fire Department says its looking for whoever set a Hinesville business on fire 
last week. The Fire Department says they believe the fire at Jungle Jake's was 
intentionally set. The gaming store on Main Street caught fire around 2:30 am last 
Wednesday. A $10-thousand dollar reward is being offered for information leading to 
arrest and conviction for persons responsible. A WTOC update on a fire in Hinesville 
last week. The Fire Department says they believe the fire at Jungle Jake's was 
intentionally set. The gaming store on Main Street caught fire around 2:30 am last 
Wednesday. The Fire Department is asking anyone who may have information on 
the fire to come forward. A $10-thousand dollar reward is being offered for 
information leading to arrest and conviction for persons responsible. 0:00:47



4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
RAMSEY RUN 
APARTMENT FIRE

It was a busy night for firefighters. A *second fire broke out just minutes after that. 
This one started inside a stairwell of Ramsey Run Apartments near Middleground 
Road. Savannah Fire Rescue says it was started by a lit cigarette. Thankfully, they 
were able to prevent any units from getting damaged. They want to remind the public 
-- never discard cigarettes near plants or other flammables. AND douse in sand or 
water to make sure they are completely out. 0:01:48

4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

HINESVILLE 
JUNGLE JAKES 
FIRE FOLO

A WTOC update on a fire in Hinesville last week. The Fire Department says they 
believe the fire at Jungle Jake's was intentionally set. The gaming store on Main 
Street caught fire around 2:30 am last Wednesday. The Fire Department is asking 
anyone who may have information on the fire to come forward. A 10-thousand dollar 
reward is being offered for information leading to arrest and conviction for persons 
responsible. 0:00:24

4/2/2019 NOON
RAMSEY RUN 
APARTMENT FIRE

It was a busy night for firefighters. A *second fire broke out just minutes after that. 
This one started inside a stairwell of Ramsey Run Apartments near Middleground 
Road. Savannah Fire Rescue says it was started by a lit cigarette. Thankfully, they 
were able to prevent any units from getting damaged. They want to remind the public 
-- never discard cigarettes near plants or other flammables. AND douse in sand or 
water to make sure they are completely out. 0:00:31



4/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

RICHMOND 
FIREFIGHTER 
HONORED

Also last night, Richmond Hill Firefighter recognized for saving the life of an 84-year-
old woman last week. Alex Powell was able to respond to the call in just one minute 
to a woman choking and perform the himelec*** maneuver. Council and the fire 
department presented him with a life safety award for his actions in the line of duty. 0:00:20

4/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
RICHMOND HILL 
FIRE FEE

Those of you in Richmond Hill will have to pay more in property taxes now. City 
council unanimously passed a fire fee last night. all households will be charged 185 
dollars. all businesses and commercial properties will be charged 250. According to 
national standards, the Richmond Hill fire department is lacking man power. This fire 
fee would more than double the department size. 5-year Richmond Hill resident 
Lavetris Singleton says she wants her department to be properly staffed. Happening 
tonight - Richmond Hill residents will now get an extra fee on their yearly property 
taxes... a fire fee. This comes after city council unanimously passed the ordinance 
with practically no opposition. Meredith Parker joins us LIVE from Richmond Hill 
tonight after following this story for weeks. Meredith -- it's suprising that there were 
little to no opponents at tonight's meeting. 0:00:53

4/9/2019 The News at 5pm

BRIANA: 
EFFINGHAM FIRE 
AND RESCUE 
SCAM

Effingham County fire and rescue put out a facebook post warning people living in 
the area about a possible scam This comes after a citizen alerted the department 
saying someone claiming to be with the department called them asking for 
donations. The departments fire and rescue captain Hannah Jenkins says they do 
not call or go door to door to solicit donations for the department. If anything they 
may ask for donations for charities such as boot drives or public events, but they will 
never ask citizens for money for their department. Jenkins says it's important for 
people to know not to fall for scams like this one. 0:00:55



4/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SEAN: 
VOLUNTEER 
FIREFIGHTERS 
NEEDED

"I would like to think as a volunteer that Chatham Emergency Services can't do their 
job without us, but we are fully integrated into the department. It's probably the most 
gratifying job that you could have as a volunteer. You could work in any number of 
different jobs as a volunteer, but I feel, when I decided to volunteer, that it's 
something where you really are contributing to the community, contributing to your 
neighbors, contributing to your family and possibly protecting your own home." If you 
want to learn more about the National Volunteer Week, and about becoming a 
volunteer with Chatham Fire, we'll have links attached to this story on WTOC dot 
com. 0:00:40

4/11/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SEAN: SAVANNAH 
FIRE RESCUE 
AWARDS

Three firefighters who exemplify Savannah Fire Rescue's commitment to serve the 
community were recognized yesterday. Awards were handed out for the city's "fire 
officer of the year" - "firefighter of the year" - and "rookie firefighter of the year." 
Captain Sam Coppola, a 20-year veteran firefighter assigned to Engine eight earned 
the Fire Officer of the Year award. The Firefighter of the Year award went to 
Advanced Firefighter Benjamin Hankins of Truck one. Rookie Firefighter of the Year 
went to Advanced Firefighter Hector Melecio . the award was accepted by a fellow 
firefighter. Three firefighters who exemplify Savannah Fire Rescue's commitment to 
serve the community with the utmost level of professionalism and efficiency.... were 
recognized today. Awards were handed out for the city's "fire officer of the year" - 
"firefighter of the year" - and "rookie firefighter of the year." Captain Sam Coppola, 0:01:05

4/16/2019 7:00 PM

DAL: BULLOCH CO 
FIRE RESPONSE 
TIME

(sot) cg- Dal The folks who lost their home in this fire last week say the firefighters 
who came rushed here as fast as they could and did all they could when they got 
here. They wonder if another crew closer by could have gotten here sooner. (vo) I 
showed you those firefighters in action last Wednesday morning. Russ Sanders says 
the fire started in the wall of the home they'd moved into and started remodeling. He 
says that fire ignited propane tanks on the porch. He and his wife woke up, got out 
and called 911 for help...then waited. (sot) cg- Russ Sanders / Fire Victim They sent 
a fire truck from 25 miles away when they could have sent one from 4.2 miles away. 
(vo) Sanders thinks Bulloch County should have requested help from a Bryan County 
station that's closer. Bulloch County lists the 911 call coming at 8:23 that morning. 
They dispatched fire units at 8:25 and the first one started that way at 8:26, but took 
26 minutes to get to the house in that part of the county. 0:01:35



4/17/2019 5:30pm

HINESVILLE 
GAMING STORE 
ARSON AWARD

The search continues for a suspected arsonist after a Hinesville gaming store was 
destroyed by fire - last month. The Hinesville Fire Department and Georgia Arson 
Control believes this fire at Jungle Jake's Hobbies and Games on South Main Street 
on March 27th was intentionally set. Georgia Arson Control is offering a reward up to 
10-thousand dollars for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the person 
or persons responsible. If you have any information - call the Georgia Arson Control 
hotline. The number is on your screen and online on WTOC.com. Just look for this 
story on the crime page under the news tab. All reports made to Georgia Arson 
Control are confidential. 0:00:41

4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
DAL: BULLOCH CO 
FATAL FIRE

Investigators are waiting on autopsy results for a person found in after a house fire in 
Bulloch County over the weekend. On Saturday, firefighters say they disovered a 
body inside a home on Clipinreeka Road, North of Statesboro, and it was too badly 
burned to identify without lab tests. The state fire marshal's office posted a photo of 
the house after the fire and identified the victim as the homeowner, 61 year old Ray 
Beasley. Investigators say the crime lab results will provide them with a confirmed 
identification as well as possibly the cause of death. 0:00:32

4/26/2019 The News at 5pm

BRIANA: 
RICHMOND HILL 
FIRE CHIEF

((Briana intro)) "With over 170 applicants, the city of Richmond Hill decided to chief 
Brendon Greene who has been with the department already for nearly 5 years, 
Greene says he's looking forward to leading an already growing department, while 
keeping citizens a top priority." Chief Greene says his previous experience in 
management will allow him to continue to lead the department in the right direction. 
He says he's excited to add to the growth the department has already seen. Chief 
Greene says when he first came to Richmond Hill they were a department with one 
station and just two people on shift..now the department has two stations with 6 
people on shift. Greene says he wants the community to know he has its best 
interest at heart and he's looking forward to continuing to serve the people of 
Richmond Hill. ((Brendon Greene-New fire chief)) "The people are our greatest 
assett, we have the greatest people that anybody could possibly ask for, not onl 0:01:10



4/27/2019 WKEND 6PM
37TH STREET 
FIRE

Good evening and thank you for joining us for THE News at 6. We have an update to 
a fatal fire we first told you about this morning. The fire broke out around 2 this 
morning at a duplex on 37th Street. According to Savannah Fire - the victim has 
been identified as 33 year old Brandon Williams. The residents of the upstairs 
apartment saw heavy smoke and made it out safely. They tried to alert Williams - but 
he never answered the door. Firefighters forced their way in and found him dead on 
his couch. The Chief Fire Investigator believes Williams fell asleep while smoking. 
The fire was contained to the couch and only heavy smoke spread. The upstairs 
residents were not displaced. 0:00:40

4/28/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
FRIDAY 34TH ST 
FIRE UPDATE

Savannah Fire now says an extension cord likely caused the fire to start Friday 
morning. The fire displaced 2 families. It happened around 3 on east 34th Street. 
When firefighters arrrived on scene - the 2 story home was already fully engulfed in 
flames. You can see that in the pictures they shared on the left side of your screen. 
The flames jumped over to the house next door. Crews got both fires out and a total 
of 5 people were displaced between the 2 homes. And an update to a fire that 
displaced 2 families early Friday morning. Savannah Fire says an extension cord 
likely caused the fire to start. It happened around 3 on east 34th Street. When 
firefighters arrrived on scene - the 2 story home was already fully engulfed in flames. 
You can see that in the pictures they shared on the left side of your screen. The 
flames jumped over to the house next door. Crews got both fir 0:01:13

4/29/2019 NOON
ALL WEEKEND 
FIRES

In all Savannah Fire responded to 8 calls between Saturday and Sunday. The first 
call was at 2 a-m Saturday morning. One person died when a duplex on 37th Street 
caught fire. Another fire at Shady's Laundromat caused one injury. And one other fire 
left 2 people displaced. 0:00:18



4/29/2019 The News at 5pm

BRIANA: 
WEEKEND FIRES 
FOLO

((Connie Lang-Red Cross volunteer)) "It can be absolutely chaotic when you show 
up." Connie Lang is one volunteer who was on scene at the series of fires that broke 
out this weekend. "When I arrive I try to just offer a listening ear and comfort, it's just 
absolutely amazing what a hug, a bottle of water and just somebody to listen to 
what's going on can do to calm people down." With nearly 13 people now homeless 
and one person left dead because of those fires, Lang says when a fire first starts, 
people usually have two minutes to get out..however in some cases two minutes is 
too late which is when they step in to lend a hand. "I can't tell you how many times 
people have said if it wasn't for the Red Cross or volunteers, I don't know where we 
would be right now, it is so important to give back to the community and that's what I 
think Red Cross volunteers do, we want to give back to the community." She says 
during the winter months, the Red Cross 0:02:05

4/29/2019 NOON NEW 57TH FIRE

A busy weekend for Savannah Firefighters. They responded to 8 fires in just 48 
hours. The latest was a cooking fire -- where 11 people were displaced. The fire 
started around 9 last night at the Montgomery Landings Apartments on 57th Street. 
That fire set off sprinklers and flooded that apartment, and the unit one floor under it. 
The Red Cross has started helping all 11 people. 0:00:25

4/29/2019 11:00 PM

MEREDITH: 
ASHES 
THREATEN 
APARTMENTS

TRACK: It all started with a plastic ashtray and the fire burned through not one but 
two balconies. "If you look at that type of decking for that to burn through two types of 
deckings like that, it was burning for quite some period of time." TRACK: Burton Fire 
Department Captain Dan Byrne says these smoldering flames burned for nearly 24 
hours without anyone noticing. He says its a miracle that a wind gust didn't ignite the 
smoldering ashes into flames and quickly spread them to the apartments. This is the 
sixth fire starting from ashes in just one week. "We had a very bad stretch of brush 
fires here in Burton over a one to two week period just about a month ago. We were 
losing structures and homes were being damaged. We did a good press release or 
public outreach and it dropped off for a while and now its picking back up and its time 
for a reminder." TRACK: Byrne says there is no rhyme nor a reason for an uptick in 
fires. Today's fire could have ended a 0:01:45



4/30/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
BURTON ASHES 
APARTMENT FIRE

"They are afraid of shootings. They are afraid of terrorism. They are afraid of natural 
disasters. They are afraid of crime, but they aren't afraid of the one thing that can get 
you in your home tonight. Every 18 seconds a fire department responds to a fire, so 
start the clock." There was minimal damage and no one was hurt or evacuated from 
their homes. This is the sixth fire starting from ashes in just one week. 0:00:24

4/30/2019 4:00 PM FIRE PRESSER

"One of the things that we see electrically is people using improper connections and 
plugs. They overload circuits. They don't use a GFI, breaker-type circuit. So you see 
that, we've even seen that commonly in the string of fires that we've recently had." 
Savannah Fire Rescue fire investigators say an extension cord was the likely cause 
of the first weekend fire they worked on East 34th Street last Friday. No one was 
hurt, but five people from two homes were displaced. 0:00:30

4/30/2019 4:00 PM
LIVE DESK: SAV 
NEW FIRE CHIEF

This just in - Savannah City Manager Rob Hernandez announced today he's 
selected a new fire chief for Savannah Fire Rescue. Derek Minard comes from 
Colorado where he served as Deputy Fire Chief of Operations for the City of 
Westminster. Minard has served in various administrative and operational roles there 
for the past 21 years. As Deputy Fire Chief, Minard commanded a full-service 
department responding to fires, handling advanced life support and EMS response 
and transport, as well as water and technical rescues. 0:00:56



4/30/2019 The News at 5pm
SEAN: SAVANNAH 
FIRES NEWSER

For the second time this year, a fire turned fatal, when a man died inside this duplex 
on East 37th early Saturday morning. From Friday to Sunday, Savannah Fire Rescue 
responded to nine fires total caused by anything from an extension cords to bug 
spray being sprayed behind a gas water heater with an open flame. Savannah Fire 
Rescue found smoke alarms in only some of the homes and properties affected. "A 
lot of people think it's never going to happen to me. Smoke alarms are probably the 
single most important thing you can have in your house, they save lives. And so 
many times we have fire fatalities that there's no smoke alarm, and that could've 
been the difference." Savannah Fire Rescue leaders also wanted to stress another 
point, one that could potentially save your life in a fire, and keep those coming to 
your rescue safe as well. "If you have a fire, please don't ever go back into that 
structure to find somebody, or look...give that to us. 0:00:56

5/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SAV FIRE 
PRESSER

"A lot of people think it's never going to happen to me. Smoke alarms are probably 
the single most important thing you can have in your house, they save lives. And so 
many times we have fire fatalities that there's no smoke alarm, and that could've 
been the difference." Savannah Fire also wants to remind you that once you leave a 
building that's on fire, DON'T go back in. Instead, they advise you call 9-1-1 and 
leave the rescuing to trained first responders. 0:00:27

5/2/2019 NOON

CITY MANAGER 
ON NEW FIRE 
CHIEF

The new Savannah fire chief will take over June 3rd. Savannah City Manager Rob 
Hernandez talked to WTOC about this four month long process. The city selected 
Derek Minard from Colorado where he served as Deputy Fire Chief of Operations for 
the City of Westminster. Hernandez says Minnard brings a passion to run and build 
up one of the oldest fire departments in the United States. 0:00:23



5/3/2019 4:00 PM
TROLLEY FIRE 
LATEST

An officials with Old Savannah Tours says the fire on a trolley today in Forsyth Park 
was likely caused by an electrical fire in the engine compartment. The fire started 
before 11:30 this morning on Hall street near Drayton Street. You can see the fire 
badly damaged the trolley. Luckily the driver and all of the people on board were able 
to get off the trolley safely. 0:00:26

5/3/2019 5:30pm

WAYCROSS 
HISTORIC 
BUILDING FIRE

A historic building in southeast Georgia caught fire - yesterday afternoon. One 
firefighter was treated for heat exhaustion, but we're told theyre okay. The Waycross 
Downtown Development Authority says the roof of the Bunn Building caught fire 
Nearly 60 firefighters battled the fire - and worked most of the day and into the night 
to put out hot spots. The five story building - located on Elizabeth Street - was built in 
1912 and is on the National Register of Historic Places. It once housed a theatre - 
pharmacy and other businesses. Firefighters are still investigating the cause of the 
fire. At this time its thoguht to be related to renovation work. 0:00:39

5/5/2019 WKEND 6:30PM

SAVANNAH 
SUMMIT 
APARTMENT FIRE

Sonja Clements/lives at Savannah Summit Apartments: "I'd seen all the water 
coming down, so I ran and got my neighbor and told her about it. We all ran to the 
other side, and we all came downstairs. We found out that a friend of ours - well, a 
girl that lives here that I consider as a friend - she got burned." This was the second 
serious fire caused by smoking in Savannah in eight days. One man died in a fire 
caused by smoking last weekend. 0:00:25



5/5/2019 WKEND 6:30PM DS LONG CO FIRE

Several people are now homeless after a trailer caught fire in northern Long County 
Saturday night. The fire started around 9:30 p.m. on Richard Blocker Road just off of 
Joe Kennedy Road. Volunteer fire crews arrived to heavy smoke and flames coming 
from the mobile home and immediately called Tattnall County Fire & Rescue, along 
with the Long State Prison Fire Team for mutual aid. No one was home at the time of 
the fire and no injuries were reported. The cause of the fire is under investigation. 0:00:29

5/6/2019 6AM DAYBREAK SAV TROLLY FIRE

a trolley tour bus with people on board caught fire near Forsyth Park Friday. 
Witnesses say as people got off the bus, the flames grew bigger and another tour 
guide grabbed a fire extinguisher and started putting out the fire. Everyone on the 
trolley made it off safe and no injuries were reported. A representative with Old 
Savannah Tours gave us this statement. "It was an electrical fire and we're glad 
everyone is safe and it wasn't any worse than what it was. But again we're just glad 
everyone is safe." Quite a scare in downtown Savannah today when a trolley tour 
bus with people on board caught fire near Forsyth Park. Witnesses say as people got 
off the bus, the flames got bigger and another tour guide grabbed a fire extinguisher 
and started putting out the fire. Everyone on the trolley made it off safe and no 
injuries were reported. 0:00:49

5/6/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SAVANNAH 
SUMMIT 
APARTMENT FIRE

Happening this morning - Savannah Alderwoman Estella Shabazz plans to give a 
news conference about complaints from residents about living conditions at the 
Savannah Summit Apartments. That's happening at 10:30 this morning. Savannah 
Fire responded to a fire at that aparment building around 6 a-m yesterday morning. A 
mother and daugther were burned in the fire. 25 people are now without a home. The 
sprinkler system also went off and flooded ten apartments. Two cats were in the 
apartment but Savannah Fire says they were only able to save one. Savannah Fire 
says the fire appears to have been caused by smoking. PRESS CONFERENCE-
Complaints from constituents about living conditions WHEN: Monday, May 6, 2019 at 
10:30 am WHERE: In front of the Savannah Summit Apartment On the sidewalks 
135 Hampstead Avenue, Savannah, GA. 31405 0:00:49



5/6/2019 6AM DAYBREAK DS LONG CO FIRE

Several people are now without a home after a mobile home caught fire in northern 
Long County Saturday night. The fire started around 9:30 p.m. on Richard Blocker 
Road just off of Joe Kennedy Road. Volunteer fire crews arrived to heavy smoke and 
flames coming from the mobile home and immediately called Tattnall County Fire & 
Rescue, along with the Long State Prison Fire Team. No one was home at the time 
of the fire. no injuries were reported. The cause of the fire is under investigation. 
Several people are now homeless after a trailer caught fire in northern Long County 
Saturday night. The fire started around 9:30 p.m. on Richard Blocker Road just off of 
Joe Kennedy Road. Volunteer fire crews arrived to heavy smoke and flames coming 
from the mobile home and immediately called Tattnall County Fire & Rescue, along 
with the Long State Prison Fire Team for mutual aid. No one was home at the time of 
the fire and no injuries were reported. 0:00:46

5/6/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
stateboro apt 
clubhouse fire

The morning started early for fire crews in Statesboro. Just before 3:00 this morning, 
they got a call of smoke in the clubhouse of The Connection apartments on Stambuk 
Lane off Veterans Memorial Parkway. Firefighters found the fitness room full of 
smoke, coming from two treadmills. They cleared out the smoke and extinguished 
the treadmills and kept the fire from spreading to any apartments. The morning 
started early for fire crews in Statesboro. Just before 3:00 this morning, they got a 
call of smoke in the clubhouse of Connections apartments on Stambuk Lane off 
Veterans Memorial Parkway. They found the fitness room full of smoke, coming from 
two treadmills. They cleared out the smoke and extinguished the treadmills and kept 
the fire from spreading to any apartments. 0:01:17

5/6/2019 5:30pm
STATESBORO 
FIRE DEPT INPUT

Statesboro firefighters are asking for your input when it comes to how they share 
information... The department says it is evaluating how it presents Emergency 
Incidents and Calls for Service data to the public. If youre interested....there will be 
polls on the department's Facebook page 0:00:12



5/8/2019 The News at 5pm

CRYSTAL: WAYNE 
COUNTY GREASE 
FIRE FOLO

LOOKLIVE A two-story home, that is now rubble and ashes is all that is left for this 
family of five in Wayne county... the family told me it only took minutes from that 
grease fire for the home to look like this... PKG Not much is left of the family's home. 
They built it ten years ago, and they couldn't save one item from the fire. But they're 
staying positive. Everyone is alive. I spoke with the dad today. Danny Bryant told me 
he was the only one home at the time. He didn't want to go on camera but asked the 
Wayne county Emergency Management Agency to speak for him. SOT RICHARD 
JOHNSON WAYNE COUNTY EMA "He was able to navigate his way out the back 
door through the pool entrance. That's the only exit he could get out of." Bryant was 
in the kitchen cooking and quickly, the grease caught fire on the stove. SOT "He 
attempted to use towels to extinguish the flames, but it was just too much for that to 
work." But Bryant says his fam 0:01:55

5/9/2019 6AM DAYBREAK JESUP FIRE FOLO

Fire officials want you to be careful after a destructive grease fire. It happened earlier 
this week on Big Creek Church Road in Jesup, when a fire on the stove spread to the 
entire home. The family couldn't save anything from the home. Danny Bryant was the 
only person in the house, and managed to escape. He was in the kitchen cooking 
and the grease caught fire. Bryant tried to use towels to put out the flames. The 
Jesup Fire department wants to remind you that using water to put out a grease fire 
only makes it worse. They say you NEED to have a fire extinguisher, and don't 
directly spray the liquid from the extinguisher. Instead, remember PASS - pull, aim, 
squeeze, sweep. SOT "He attempted to use towels to extinguish the flames, but it 
was just too much for that to work." The Bryant family live on Big Creek Church Road 
in Jesup. A grease f 0:00:42

5/9/2019 NOON
ROBERT SMALLS 
PARKWAY CRASH

A two vehicle crash yesterday evening in Beaufort County sent one driver to the 
hospital in critical condition. The Burton Fire District, Beaufort/Port Royal FD, 
Beaufort County EMS - and several law enforcement agencies responded to the 
scene on Robert Smalls Parkway by W-K Allston Drive. Firefighters worked to free 
the driver of the minivan who was heavily entrapped. It took crews more than 40 
minutes to free the woman - who then had to be life-flighted to the hospital. Four 
others were also inside the van - including a 3-year-old child. Their conditions are not 
known. The cause of the crash remains under investigation. 0:00:42



5/9/2019 5:30pm

HARLEY: 
PRESCRIBED 
BURN SEASON

HARLEY: "This land was only burnt two weeks ago and you can already see the new 
growth coming back." Ashley Sikes has worked for the Georgia Forestry Commission 
for almost twenty years. Sot: Ashley Sikes, Ranger III, Georgia Forestry Commission 
"When I came to work I never thought I would get the job but I got the job and I love 
it." Even on his off days, he is out enjoying the woods or working outdoors. NATS: 
"These are the oaks we wanted to take out." And he is passionate about protecting 
Georgia's wildlife. He works with the control burn side of the forestry commission to 
keep the forest floor clean and help prevent wildfires. "Your bad wildfires are from 
spring to summer because when the humidity gets low you can have a fire in a split 
second." He says if the land is maintained, the wildfire may not even start. "A good 
control burn, prevents a bad wildfire." He helps land owners with controlled burns 
and there is a method to the process to protect 0:03:26

5/10/2019 11:00 PM

BREAKOUT: 
OTHER SMOKING 
FIRES

According to Savannah fire this is the third fire-releated death this year. The first 
happening in January on Mohawk street. The second happened last month in an 
apartment on East 37th. Fire investigators believe all three victims fell asleep while 
smoking. 0:00:16

5/11/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

SAV SUMMIT 
INJURED MOTHER 
DIES

A mother has died after a fire at Savannah Summit apartments last Sunday. The 
tragedy brings up even more issues about the living conditions at the building. city 
council members toured the fire damage and saw other problems with the complex 
Alderwoman Estella Shabazz and Alderman Van Johnson promised to bring in the 
people who can help those living there. Locally they'll work with the fire department, 
health department and city code enforcement. the building is federally subsidized 
with HUD money, so they're also calling Congressman Buddy Carter asking him to 
see it for himself. 0:01:40



5/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
FIRE DISPLACES 
5

Breaking overnight, 5 people are without a home, after a fire started in their car, and 
spread to their house. That fire started around 1 a-m on Strickland Road in 
Allenhurst. Liberty County deputies responded quickly, and were able to save 
everyone who was inside. Volunteer firefighters from Walthourville got there second, 
and say the car was fully engulfed in flamed. Those flames spread to the outside of 
the home. Firefighters say it only damaged the outer walls of the house, but the 
family won't be able to stay there because there's smoke damage inside. The Red 
Cross has been called to assist them. 0:02:10

5/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
DAL:SWAINSBOR
O FIRE

a massive fire in Swainsboro burned down a warehouse that housed a long list of 
businesses through the years. It started around 4:30 yesterday afternoon on Highway 
80. Fire crews said the smoke began billowing within minutes. a company that 
produced lawn mower parts is currently located in the building. City leaders say 
losing the building takes decades of history with it. Our top story tonight. a fire 
massive fire in Swainsboro burning down a warehouse that was home to a long list of 
businesses through the years. It started around 4:30 on Highway 80. Fire crews said 
the smoke was already billowing within minutes. a company that produced lawn 
mower parts is currently located in the building. City leaders say losing the building 
takes decades of history with it. 0:00:51

5/15/2019 7:00 PM

HARLEY: 
GLENNVILLE NEW 
FIRE DEPT

â€‹HARLEY: "After renovations are complete the new building will house the public 
works department on one side and the fire department on the other." VO: This design 
will somewhat be like the building from before but the new renovations will bring 
many advancements for each department. SOT: Mayor Chris Roessler, City of 
Glennville "We have adapted it and made it more useful going forward so the change 
has really benefited the city." The volunteer fire department is made up of around 15 
people. They will have half the building for meeting space, a training area, a break 
room and a special room to wash their firefighting gear at. There will also be two 
small bedrooms which can be used by firefighters if they become a full time 
department down the road. The mayor says the sleeping area can also be used 
during hurricanes. Some of the city staff has to stay at the office if a hurricane 
comes. Now instead of sleeping in an office they can have a bed while staying in 
town 0:01:28



5/16/2019 5:30pm

RIDGELAND FIRE 
DEPT OPEN 
HOUSE

The Ridgeland Fire Department is hosting a grand opening ceremony and public 
open house of its new Headquarters - tomorrow. The new facility is located on South 
Railroad Avenue. City leaders say it will serve as a hub for the community. It includes 
a public bathroom - medical exam room - and living quarters for crews who are on-
duty 24-hours a day. The building will also serve as the town's Municipal Emergency 
Operations Center in the event of a disaster - like a hurricane. The ceremony will 
begin at 11 a.m. - followed by tours of the station until one p.m. 0:00:33

5/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BRIANA: DRY FIRE 
DANGER

((Michelle Meacham-Richmond Hill fire department operations chief)) "With it so dry, 
i tdoesn't take much for it to spread or to move and especially in southeast georgia 
we have a sea breeze all the time, so that wind carries that fire quickly." Meacham 
says if you're going to begin a burn, contact the Georgia forestry to make sure you're 
following all state and local ordiances and that conditons are safe to burn. 0:00:58

5/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BRIANA: DRY FIRE 
DANGER

As temperatures continue to climb into the 90's, the chances of wildfires begin to 
increase. Some of the most common fire starters include fireworks, camp fires, 
cookouts, and cigarettes. Richmond Hill fire department operations chief MIchelle 
Meacham says the sea breeze here can cause fires to spread more quickly. Small 
steps, like being careful with combustible items and cigarette butts, can make a big 
difference in fire safety. As temperatures continue to climb into the 90's, the chances 
of wildfires begin to increase. Some of the most common fire starters include 
fireworks, camp fires, cookouts, and cigarettes. Richmond Hill fire department 
operations chief MIchelle Meacham says with the sea breeze here, it has the 
potential to carry fires much quicker. When it comes to fire safety - little things can 
make a big difference like being careful with combustible items and cigarette butts. 0:00:43



5/24/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

ELEVATED FIRE 
DANGER THIS 
WEEKEND

There's also an elevated wildfire danger in our area through the Memorial Day 
weekend and into early next week - due to hot temperatures - low humidity - and little 
to rainfall. Potential starters include... fireworks - camping - cookouts - and 
cigarettes. 0:00:15

5/30/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

GA PACIFIC FIRE 
BURNING UNTIL 
ITS OUT

Firefighters say they are just going to have to let a major fire just burn out on it's own 
at the Georgia-Pacific building in Thomson. Crews said last night they could not get 
the fire under control and were running low on water. Company officials don't know 
how the fire started, but said it began in their raw material storage building. That 
building holds sawdust, wood chips, and other materials that go into particle board. 
We're told there's been a partial collapse of the plant. Luckily, all employees are 
accounted for. 0:01:03

5/30/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
SC FORESTRY 
ALERT

A heads up for those of you in the lowcountry, South Carolina officials want to you 
avoid outdoor burning right now. The South Carolina Forestry Commission has 
issued a statewide Red Flag Alert. Officials there say the recent hot and dry weather 
is increasing the risk of fires. A large brush fire in Aiken County, South Carolina 
forced evacuations earlier this week. And a reminder.... Effective immediately -- the 
South Carolina Forestry Commission is issuing a statewide Red Flag Fire Alert. 
Officials are asking everyone to postpone any outdoor burning until this alert is lifted. 
They say the current weather conditions are increasing the risk of wildfires. 0:00:40



5/30/2019 4:00 PM

HARLEY: 
HARDEEVILLE 
FIRE EMT 
TRAINING

"The fire department tells me they usually get to incidents before EMS does. Now 
that they have this certification, they can immediately start helping people as soon as 
they get there." SOT: Joey Rowell, Assistant Chief "Because we have our fire 
stations strategically placed around the city, we can offer aid to those folks a lot 
quicker." That quick response is needed throughout Hardeeville â€“ especially with 
the interstate running through the area. SOT: Joey Rowell, Assistant Chief "Currently 
there are only four ambulances housed in the county for 9-1-1 transport. So, there 
may be a time when it's 10 or 15 minutes before an ambulance arrives so having 
those folks trained and on these calls rapidly makes the difference between life and 
death." The assistant chief says around 70 percent of their calls are for vehicle 
crashes and medical calls. Now that all firemen are trained on the basic life support 
level, they have a number of things they can do before an ambulance is called 0:01:47

5/30/2019 5:30pm
HARLEY: RED 
FLAG FIRE ALERT

Joey Rowell / assistant chief, hardeeville fire department: "You can kind of see with 
the heat wave we have been having lately, the vegetation is decaying. Grass as well 
as some of the bushes are drying up and it makes conditions there waiting for a 
spark to happen for a rapidly moving grass fire or brush fire." 0:00:20

5/30/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
NEW BLUFFTON 
FIRE STATION

A new fire station and emergency operations center could be coming to Bluffton. It 
would be located near River Ridge Academy. The estimated cost is around 3 million 
dollars. The Beaufort county council is hoping to fund the entire project using money 
from impact fees and other funds. On May 13th a proposal was made to the 
executive committee for the County Council of Beaufort County to build a new fire 
station and Emergency Operations Center ... the proposed cost? Over three-million 
dollars. It will be called Station 38 and it's near River Ridge Academy. The committee 
decided that with the --quote-- intense growth in the Bluffton area-- they believe that 
will bring additional impact fees that offer additional funds to complete the entire 
project without county assistance. As of today, no contract has been signed ... so the 
three-million estimate is subject to change ... but they're hoping to have a contractor 
officially hired 0:00:50



5/31/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HARDEEVILLE 
HEADQUARTERS

SOT: Mayor Harry Williams, City of Hardeeville "This is a state of the art â€“ it's a fifty-
year building. This is something that is going to take the city into the future. We are 
going to be able to use it as an operations center. Our guys are going to be able to 
stay there because we're 100 percent on call 24-7." They are also in the planning 
process of a fourth fire station in River Port.That would add additional personnel and 
more fire coverage. 0:00:28

5/31/2019 11:00 PM

BRIANA:PORT 
WENTWORTH 
FIRE FOLO

What started out as a house fire, turned into a family mourning the loss of their loved 
one, while watching helplessly. Port Wentworth fire chief Lance Moore says when 
responding to house fires, they never know what to expect. ((Lance Moore-Port 
Wentworh fire chief)) "Unfortunately by the time we got there it was pretty heavily 
involved with fire, guys went in and did a search the best they could, had to pull back 
because of the fire, we went on the offensive just working the fire, we went in an did 
an additional search, unfortunately there was a fatality involved." Through it all, chief 
Moore says his guys did what they were trained to do. "We did have one firefighter 
that was treated on scene for a mild case of dehydration, got him in the AC, got 
some fluids in him, he was fine and returned to duty." 0:01:20

6/1/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

PORTWENT 
WORTH FIRE

one person has died after a house caught fire in Port Wentworth. Highway 21 was 
backed up for a while because of the heavy police and EMS presence. Port 
Wentworth fire chief Lance Moore also said a firefighter had to be treated at the 
scene for dehydration. He says when they got to the house, the fire was already out 
of control. 0:00:19



6/1/2019 WKEND 7PM

LYNDSEY: 
PEMBROKE FIRE 
FUNDRAISER

Thank you for joining us for THE News at 7. Six families are now left without a home, 
after a fire completely destroyed an apartment complex in Pembroke late Thursday 
night. Tonight, neighbors are gathering to help the families left without a place to 
stay. Our Lyndsey Gough joins us from Pembroke with more. Lyndsey? Neighbors 
felt like they needed to do something to help these families ... so a few people that 
live here got together to plan the "Neighbor to Neighbor" fundraiser. 0:00:20

6/2/2019 WKEND 6:30PM

FORMER 
SOUTHSIDE 
CHIEF PASSES 
AWAY

Chatham Fire announced the passing of former Southside Fire Chief James 
Robertson. Chatham Emergency Service posted this picture to their facebook page 
with the caption "His legacy and impact spans generations of firefighters and will live 
on." The visitation for Robertson will be Tuesday from 5 to 6:30 at Fox and Weeks, 
Hodgson Chapel. His Funeral Mass will be Wednesday at 10:30 am at St. Peter the 
Apostle Catholic Church followed by burial in Greenwich section of Bonaventure. 0:00:40

6/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
STONEBRIDGE 
HOUSE FIRE

The state fire marshal will head out to Whitemarsh island today to investigate the 
cause of a fire there. That fire left 8 people without a home yesterday. Chatham 
County fire and EMS say the home was fully engulfed when they arrived. That fire 
also damaged two homes next to it. Nobody was injured. Fidelia fowler says she and 
her husband were driving on highway 80 when they saw the smoke in the air. A fire 
on Whitemarsh island today displaced eight people. Chatham County fire and EMS 
says the home was fully engulfed when they arrived... it also damaged two homes 
next to it. There were no injuries and no firefighters were injured. WTOC's Crystal 
Howard was there as they controlled the fire. Fire caution tape is still up at this home 
that you see is completely damaged..what we know right now is that 8 people were 
displaced and we do not know the cause. 0:00:50



6/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
GLYNN COUNTY 
FIRE

We have an update on a hotel fire in Glynn County over the weekend. It happened at 
the Microtell Inn and Suites on Gateway Center Boulevard. On the left, you can see 
pictures from a viewer of smoke rising from that fire. On the right, you can see a 
picture from the Glynn County Fire Rescue of flames bursting through the hotel roof. 
We now know only minor injuries were reported, according to a post by the 
department's facebook page yesterday. The fire department also says two firefighters 
found an elderly disabled couple and carried them down three flights of stairs to 
safety. Emergency crews in Glynn County battling a fire at the Microtel Inn and 
Suites. These pictures were sent to us by a viewer and show a large plume of dark 
smoke. We're working to find out more on how the fire started and what condition the 
hotel is in this morning. 0:00:32

6/3/2019 The News at 5pm

AMANDA: 
WHITEMARSH 
FIRE FOLO

Matt Clubine/neighbor and product development, Nine Line Apparel: "That's where 
Nine Line started." And this is what's left of it after Sunday's fire tore through it and all 
the memories it housed. Matt Clubine/neighbor and product development, Nine Line 
Apparel: "Definitely hits home. It was really kind of crushing to see that house 
burning because there's a lot of history there." Tyler Merritt/homeowner and CEO, 
Nine Line Apparel: "this is the birth place of nine line, so I go back to those first 
thanksgivings. I have my wife, my kids and a bunch of packages and craziness." 
Nine Line CEO Tyler Merritt still owns the home where his company was founded 
and says he got a text yesterday from a former neighbor and employee that it was 
burning. Matt Clubine/neighbor and product development, Nine Line Apparel: "I was 
leaving the house with my wife and daughter to go to Kroger to get some groceries 
for the week and saw a big plum 0:01:47

6/3/2019 5:30pm

BRUNSWICK 
HOTEL FIRE 
LATEST

An update now on a massive fire at a hotel in Brunswick, Glynn County - over the 
weekend. This fire broke out at this Microtel Inn and Suites on Gateway Center 
Boulevard off Interstate 95 - Saturday afternoon. Several local fire departments 
responded... According to the Camden Firefighters Association - "a single cigarette" 
that was "improperly disposed of in the mulch" caused the blaze. The McIntosh and 
Darien Fire Departments also assisted Glynn County Fire Rescue and the Brunswick 
Fire Department. This is a new picture they posted - showing the damage. 
Firefighters rescued several people and say only minor injuries were reported. They 
urge you to be careful in these dry conditions. 0:00:41



6/3/2019 5:30pm

GA & SC 
WILDFIRE 
DANGER

Hot temperatures and low rainfall are pushing up wildfire activity in Georgia. The 
Georgia Forestry Commission reports more than 182 wildfires have occurred in the 
state since May 8. It is urging people to be extremely cautious about the use of fire 
outdoors, especially with campfires and outdoor cooking devices. A red flag fire alert 
has also been issued in South Carolina - discourgaing people from burning outdoors 
until further notice. 0:00:26

6/4/2019 5:30pm

GA: JUNE 
WILDFIRE 
POTENTIAL 
OUTLOOK

We told you yesterday - The Georgia Forestry Commission says there have been 
more than 182 wildfires in the state since May 8. They are expecting that number to 
to rise even more this month and next. The map for July looks very similar to this 
June map for Georgia. It is extremely dry out there, folks. Please be careful with 
anything that could create a spark! 0:01:58

6/4/2019 5:30pm

CUMBERLAND 
ISLAND BURN 
BAN

Even though we need the rain... still not enough to end wildfire concerns. â€ƒThe 
high temperatures and severe lack of rainfall is prompting the Cumberland Island 
National Seashore in south Georgia to issue a temporary ban. â€ƒIt prohibits 
smoking outside of an enclosed car and developed recreation sites. Gas camp 
stoves are still allowed - but must be watched closely. 0:00:22



6/4/2019 5:30pm LEWIS: FIRE

Breaking news - a massive church fire in Liberty County is now under control. Take a 
look at this video -- you can see the flames and smoke. The church on fire is the 
Trinity Missionary Baptist temple in Hinesville. There's no information yet on how it 
started or if there were any injuries. we'll update you as soon as we get more 
information. 0:02:17

6/4/2019 5:30pm
HINESVILLE BIZ 
FIRE DONATION

One of two family-owned Hinesville businesses - damaged by this massive fire that 
was intentionally-set back in March is now giving back to the community. 
â€ƒHowe2Run on Main Street in downtown Hinesville had only been open for three 
weeks when the fire happened on March 27th. â€ƒSmoke damaged everything 
inside, but insurance allowed them to help the local community by donating the 
useable, yet unsellable, inventory items to charity. â€ƒOwners Pam and Phillip Howe 
donated the items to the United Way of the Coastal Empire Liberty County office - 
today. 0:00:33

6/4/2019 5:30pm

HINESVILLE 
ARSON & 
BURGLARY 
ARRESTS

The arson happened at "Jungle Jake's" gaming store and Howe2Run on Main Street 
two weeks before a burglary at the "Gamers Only" store on West General Screven 
Way in Hinesville. â€ƒPolice say thousands of dollars worth of merchandise was 
taken... The city of Hinesville says seven people have been arrested in connection to 
both crimes. 0:00:20



6/5/2019 5AM DAYBREAK

GA: JUNE 
WILDFIRE 
POTENTIAL 
OUTLOOK

The Georgia Forestry Commission says there have been more than 182 wildfires in 
the state since May 8. They are expecting that number to to rise even more this 
month and next. The map for July looks very similar to this June map for Georgia. It 
is extremely dry out there, folks. Please be careful with anything that could create a 
spark! 0:00:14

6/5/2019 6AM DAYBREAK STATESBORO ISO

If you live just outside of Statesboro, you could soon see a drop in your insurance 
bill. the ISO for the 5 mile radius outside Statesboro wil drop from an 8 to a 2. That's 
what the ISO rating already was for the rest of the city. a lack of water hydrants has 
kept home insurance rates higher in some of those areas - costing some people 
hundreds or thousands of dollars more a year. To fix that problem, the fire 
department worked with neighborhoods and water companies to upgrade water lines. 
Homeowners could start seeing the savings as soon as september. Good news for 
people who live near Statesboro, but just outside the city limits. You could soon see 
a drop in your insurance costs, due to upgrades in the water lines used to fight fires. 
Bureau Chief Dal Cannady was at the announcement this morning and explains it. 
â€‹(sot) cg- Dal Statesboro's fire chief says they've worked for months with 
neighborhoods just outside the city 0:00:54

6/5/2019 6AM DAYBREAK STATESBORO ISO

If you live just outside of Statesboro, you could soon see a drop in your insurance 
bill. the ISO for the 5 mile radius outside Statesboro wil drop from an 8 to a 2. That's 
what the ISO rating already was for the rest of the city. a lack of water hydrants has 
kept home insurance rates higher in some of those areas - costing some people 
hundreds or thousands of dollars more a year. To fix that problem, the fire 
department worked with neighborhoods and water companies to upgrade water lines. 
Homeowners could start seeing the savings as soon as september. Good news for 
people who live near Statesboro, but just outside the city limits. You could soon see 
a drop in your insurance costs, due to upgrades in the water lines used to fight fires. 
Bureau Chief Dal Cannady was at the announcement this morning and explains it. 
â€‹(sot) cg- Dal Statesboro's fire chief says they've worked for months with 
neighborhoods just outside the city 0:00:54



6/7/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

GRAY FOX WAY 
FIRE

One person is without a home after Savannah Fire says yesterdays storms caused a 
house to catch on fire. Savannah Fire Rescue discovered a fire in the attic of a home 
in the 10- thousand block of Gray Fox Way. That's in Colonial Village on Savannah's 
Southside. It happened just after 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon. Firefighters believe 
lighting struck the garage roof, damaged electrical wiring and caused the fire. ((( 
several releases. crystal dumped vo and sot. if the video doesn't show up for you, 
she left her video card just in case on her desk. the video wasn't opening on my 
computer but opened on her computer and Wright's too so idk. ))) From flooding to 
fires. Today's storms are being blamed for yet another house fire this time on 
Savannah's southside. Savannah Fire Rescue discovered a fire in the attic of a home 
in Colonial Village in the 10- thousand block of Gray Fox Way. 0:00:40

6/7/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BURTON FIRE 
TRAINING 
UPGRADES

Capt. Daniel Byrne/ Burton Fire District Fire Marshal: "So we're upgrading 17 of our 
firefighters to emergency medical technicians and hopefully we're going to have 5 
more paramedics staffed in our stations. And what that will allow us to do is when we 
go on an emergency vehicle call- whether it's an accident or a shooting or or just an 
emergency medical situation, our firefighters will be able to start more advanced 
skills and tratment in the field, bring in the patient a little bit more relieved but also 
stabalize them and hopefully we'll give them better outcomes in the long run." The 
District has already budgeted for the certifications and it won't cost anything 
additional for taxpayers . 0:00:40

6/7/2019 4:00 PM
SEAN: SAV FIRE 
ISO RATING

It's not just the fire department that gets the glory...the water department and 911 
dispatch also played vital roles in bringing the Class-1 ISO rating to the City...now 
entering the fifth year with that elite status. Savannah Fire Rescue ranks in the top 
one percent of the nation's 48-thousand fire departments, and is just one of 74 fire 
departments with international accreditation and an ISO-1 rating. To earn the class-1 
status, an independent company has to come in and evaluate all aspects of the fire 
department, from training to vehicles and personnel. The department is constantly 
internally evaluating, though, looking at response times and performance. "Our whole 
goal is to use our data to improve us. Look for inefficiencies, look for cost savings, 
look for the ability to provide that service even in times of tight budget, which we've 
been successful in over the last couple years. It's been tight for Savannah Fire. 0:01:21



6/7/2019 5:30pm
DAL: SCREVEN 
CO FATAL FIRE

(sot) cg- Dal This fire started Thursday morning here on Savannah Highway between 
Sylvania and Newington. (vo) A wooden statue stands on the porch with much of the 
house destroyed. William Bradley lives across the road and says he was in his 
woods when he heard a loud bang. (sot) cg- William Bradley / Neighbor It didn't really 
alert me. But the second bang got me thinking "something's amiss here". (vo) He 
looked out to see smoke, then his neighbors house on fire. He ran toward the front 
door but the fire was too hot to reach the door. (sot) (Bradley) ...so I went around the 
back way and as I was proceeding around the back, I heard some loud popping 
noise like ammunition going off. (vo) He flagged down a driver and had them call for 
help. The longer Bradley didn't see his neighbor, Mike Nichols, the more he worried. 
(sot) I hoped that he wasn't in there, that he was awake and that he got out. (vo) 
After fire crews put out the flames, they found a body 0:03:33

6/7/2019 5:30pm

BRIANA: W 49TH 
ST LIGHTNING 
STRIKE FIRE

This house is one two houses in Savannah that were struck by lightning and caught 
fire this week. Briana intro(@brianacolliertv) "The homeowner stresses the 
importance of having home owners or renters insurance in case of a fire." Alvin Mack 
has been living in Savannah for years. This is just some of the damage his house 
suffered after lightning hit it. He says the lightning hit a cable wire and ran down and 
hit a generator in the back of his house and caught fire. Mack luckily wasn't home at 
the time, but he says lightning can strike and cause a fire very quickly so being 
prepared is very important. Unfortunately, he told me he didn't have renters or 
homeowners insurance and that's a lesson he wants to pass on to others. ((Alvin 
Mack-homeowner)) "We came in through the back door and I opened the back door 
and smoke and gas hit me and we noticed that it was a fire in the unit in the back, we 
didn't really have any structural damage, but other than that I just rec 0:00:54

6/9/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

HHI 
SMOKEHOUSE 
FIRE

"We are looking at an area on the outside of the building where all of the electrical 
comes into the building. we have a service that we use to look at lightning strikes." 
An insurance company will investigate and determine whether or not the owners will 
tear the restaurant down and rebuild or fix the building as-is. 0:00:30



6/10/2019 6:00 PM
BURTON FIRE 
WATER TRAINING

Water survival training for firefighters? We'll show you what happens when a 
firefighter with full gear, get's into a swimming pool. And why this training is so 
important. 0:00:10

6/11/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BURTON FIRE 
WATER TRAINING

In the Lowcountry, Burton firefighters are training to make sure they can do their job 
no matter the conditions. The fire district is doing it's annual water survival training in 
the pool. The training gives firefighters the confidence and skill to survive if they ever 
fall into water. The average weight of gear on a firefighters is around 45 pounds, but 
thankfully the equipment floats. The average weight of gear on a firefighters is 
around 45 pounds. Which could be a disaster if they were to ever fall into water. But, 
it turns out -- that equipment floats! (***STINGER***) Check out this new video of 
Burton firefighters training in a pool! The fire district is doing it's annual water survival 
training. The training gives firefighters the confidence and skill to survive if they ever 
fall into water. The Burton Fire District wrote in a Facebook post - "The gear is heavy, 
bulky, hot... but it floats." 0:00:52

6/12/2019 6AM DAYBREAK BRKING: SAV FIRE

Investigators are still trying to figure out what caused a fire at a Savannah hotel set 
to be demolished today. The fire began a at the abandoned Travel Inn Hotel on 
Gateway Boulevard a little before 8:45 last night, according to Savannah Fire 
Rescue. Chatham Firefighters discovered a homeless woman inside and helped her 
to safety. She was not injured. Savannah and Chatham County Firefighters worked 
together to put out the fire 0:00:43



6/12/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SAV FIRE NEW 
CHIEF DERIK 
MINARD

You can see Derik Minard on the scene of last night's fire here. He responded to the 
massive hotel fire during his FIRST day out on the job. Before tat, he met with 
firefighters and staff yesterday Minard is coming from the Westminster Fire 
Department in Colorado. He has 28 years of firefighting experience. Minard will be 
officially sworn in as chief next week. Speaking of Savannah Fire, their new fire Chief 
spending the day meeting with firefighters and staff. This is Chief Derik Minard's first 
week on the job. Mindard is coming from the Westminster Fire Department in 
Colorado. He has 28 years of firefighting experience. Minard will be officially sworn in 
as chief next week. 0:00:40

6/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK HOTEL FIRE FOLO

"We made it almost all the way there, but fire conditions started getting really bad. 
The ceiling started coming down and we weren't able to finish are search due to due 
to that. There was a slight fear that in the rooms we couldn't check that there might 
have been people in there. When we didn't find anybody, it was definitely a relief." 
The fire is still being investigated by Savannah Fire. Local business owners say the 
hotel has been abandoned for years they've seen nothing but trouble since. No word 
yet on how this impacts demolitions scheduled by the city. 0:00:33

6/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
ABANDONED 
HOTEL FIRE FOLO

Savannah's Chief Fire investigator says a lightning strike is the most likely cause of a 
massive fire at an abandoned motel. The fire happened Tuesday night at the Travel 
Inn Hotel on West Gate Boulevard. Savannah Fire says Chatham firefighters 
discovered a homeless woman in another section of the building. They were able to 
help her to safety. Savannah Fire arrived on scene shortly after. Both Chatham Fire 
and Savannah Fire worked together to put out the flames. A WTOC update on a 
massive fire at an abandoned hotel earlier this week.... The Savannah Fire chief Fire 
investigator determined a lightning strike was the most likely cause. The fire 
happened Tuesday night at the Travel Inn Hotel on West Gate Boulevard. Savannah 
Fire says Chatham firefighters discovered a homeless woman in another section of 
the building. They were able to help her to safety. Savannah Fire arrived on scene 
shortly 0:00:54



6/17/2019 The News at 5pm

AMANDA: NEW 
SAV FIRE CHIEF 
SWORN IN

Amanda: Dozens of Savannah Firefighters on hand to watch their new chief be 
sworn in today at city hall. He says to make the jump from Colorado, it had to be the 
right city and the right job. NATS: "I, Derik Minard" Savannah Fire Chief Derik Minard 
says he accepts this new role with "a servant's heart and humility." After 28 years 
with the Westminster, Colorado fire department â€“ working his way up from 
firefighter to deputy chief of operations â€“ the Hostess City becomes his first home 
as a head of a department. He got a crash course on how Savannah firefighters 
respond to disasters last week when a hotel went up in flames. He says it's surreal a 
fire that big happened so quickly after he got into town, but said he "could not be 
more proud of the leadership, situational awarenessâ€¦and attention to firefighter 
safety" he saw that night. Chief Derik Minard/Savannah Fire Rescue: "It's a desire to 
serve. It's a desire to serve the community 0:01:12

6/17/2019 11:00 PM
WAYNE CO FIRE 
RULED ARSON

A fire investigator says a house fire in Wayne County is arson. The fire happened 
around 5 yesterday morning. The mobile home on Old Screven Road in Jesup had 
major fire damage. Investigators believe the fire started on the front porch. 5 adults 
were inside the home at the time. They all got out without being injured. Anyone with 
information is asked to call the Arson Hotline. Rewards up to 10 thousand dollars are 
being offered. You can remain anonymous. 0:00:33

6/17/2019 11:00 PM

AMANDA: NEW 
SAV FIRE CHIEF 
SWORN IN

Chief Derik Minard/Savannah Fire Rescue: "It really demonstrates that this is a 
passion and a love that they would be willing to put their lives on the line not just in 
the immediate moment, but perhaps in the long term aspect. So it really talks a lot 
about their character and value." He says one of the things he appreciates the most 
about Savannah Fire Rescue is the history this department has with the city over 
more than 200 years. 0:00:23



6/19/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
GLENNVILLE 
MARKET FIRE

Visit Glennville's downtown on a Tuesday afternoon and you find a new farmers 
market growing. This comes after a fire almost brought the neighborhood to its 
knees. Investigators charged a teenager with setting the fire that burned an entire 
block of the city that was home to several businesses. But from the ashes a new 
downtown is thriving. Dozens of sellers fill the block and help bring something new to 
the area. Organizers say they've talked about this for years, but never put it in place. 
Visit Glennville's downtown on a Tuesday afternoon and you find a new farmers 
market growing. This comes after a fire almost brought the neighborhood to its 
knees. Investigators charged a teenager with setting the fire that burned an entire 
block of the city that was home to several businesses. But from the ashes a new 
downtown is thriving. Dozens of sellers fill the block and help bring something new to 0:00:53

6/19/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
TZ GLENVILLE 
FIRE

The Glenville Community is recovering after an arson that destroyed an entire city 
block.We'll tell you about the new downtown farmer's market. 0:00:09

6/19/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
LIBERTY CO FIRE 
GROWTH

Those of you in Liberty County will soon have more protection. Fire and emergency 
services will add two new fire stations. One fire station will be near joseph miller 
park. The other will be in Sunbury. county commissioner, marion stevens, says this is 
just another step closer to implementing their countywide fire protection plan. he says 
the engineer has started some of the drawings for these sites as well. An update this 
evening on fire protection in Liberty County. Fire and emergency services will be 
adding two new buildings. Both will serve as their main headquarters. WTOC Crystal 
Howard explains. commissioner stevens told me today that one fire station will be 
somewhere in this area here near joseph miller park and the other will be in sunbury. 
sot "the land down here in sunbury was about 80 thousand and the land here was 
about 69 thousand for about 6.4 acres and was about 2...close to three acres 0:00:54



6/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SAV FIREFIGHTER 
HONORED

â€‹Ofc. Nicholas Peterson, SPD â€œI was just trying to focus, going room by room 
in the apartment, trying to do a methodical search so I could make sure I checked 
each room, to make sure no one was still in there since she had just told me 
someone was still in there. I was trying to make sure I could get them out. It actually 
turned out her daughter had already got out of the apartment, but the lady, she 
didnâ€™t know that.â€  Officer Peterson carried the woman down 11 flights of stairs 
on his back to safety while firefighters worked to put the fire out. The womanâ€™s 
injuries were too severe, though. According to Savannah Fire, she later died. 0:00:38

6/23/2019 WKEND 11PM
JASPER CO FIRE 
RESCUE DEATH

Sad news from Jasper County Fire and Rescue tonight. One of their own has passed 
away. Firefighter - EMT Coleman Loadholt suffered a medical emergency while on 
duty at the fire station this past Monday. He was taken to the hospital where he died 
on Friday. Coleman was with Jasper County and Hampton County for 14 years. This 
is video of him from a previous hometown hero story we did on him in 2007. He is 
being described as a human being of love, compassion, and humility. Last year - 
Coleman received the Jasper County Fire-Rescue Life Save award for his actions in 
rescuing a resident from a residential structure fire. A visitation will be held tomorrow 
night at Peeples and Rhoden Funeral Home. The funeral service will be on Tuesday 
at Saint Nicholas Lutheran Church. 0:00:51

6/24/2019 5AM DAYBREAK
JASPER CO FIRE 
RESCUE DEATH

Today, the community will be remmebring a Jasper COunty Firefighter. Firefighter - 
EMT Coleman Loadholt suffered a medical emergency while on duty at the fire 
station last Monday. He was taken to the hospital where he died on Friday. Coleman 
was with Jasper County and Hampton County for 14 years. This is video of him from 
a previous hometown hero story we did on him in 2007. He is being described as a 
human being of love, compassion, and humility. Last year - Coleman received the 
Jasper County Fire-Rescue Life Save award for his actions in rescuing a resident 
from a residential structure fire. A visitation will be held tonight at Peeples and 
Rhoden Funeral Home. The funeral service will be on Tuesday at Saint Nicholas 
Lutheran Church. 0:00:46



6/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SATURDAY 
STORM DAMAGE

here in southeast Georgia, storms on Saturday left some vactioners without a place 
to stay. Lightning hit this home on Tybee Island and caused it to catch fire. Luckily no 
one was home. In Ludowici - a tree fell on to a mobile home. That owner is now 
without a home. Saturday's storms left some vactioners without a place to stay. 
Lightning hit this home on Tybee Island and caused it to catch fire yesterday 
afternoon. Luckily no one was home. In Ludowici - a tree fell on to a mobile home. 
That owner is now homeless. 0:00:30

6/25/2019 6AM DAYBREAK BURTON FIRE

Breaking overnight, five people are now homeless after a fire in the lowcountry. The 
Burton Fire Department says Two adults, and three children are now homeless. The 
fire broke out on Bonaire Circle, that's on the Southside near shell point. The Fire 
Department says no one was injured. The red cross has been notified to help the 
family. Breaking overnight, five people are now homeless after a Lowcountry Fire. 
The Burton Fire Department says Two adults, and three children are now homeless. 
The fire broke out on Bonaire Circle, that's on the Southside near shell point. The 
Fire Department says no one was injured. The red cross has been notified to help 
the family. 0:00:40

6/25/2019 4:00 PM
TRAIN FIRE 
BLOCKS TRAFFIC

Good afternoon and thanks for watching WTOC, I'm Romney SMith in for Mike Cihla. 
As we first told you in a digital update.... A train caught fire this afternoon in 
downtown Savannah - blocking traffic at 40th and Abercorn streets for several hours. 
The 52-car cargo train was blocking northbound lanes along Abercorn, Habersham, 
Price, Lincoln, and East Broad Street north of 40th Street. Savannah Fire responded 
to extinguish the fire. But it took officials nearly two hours to move the train. WTOC 
spoke with a witness who called 911 about the fire.... 0:00:32



6/27/2019 6:00 PM
SEAN: SAV FIRE 
FD

22 graduates...the first class of the year, spent 20 weeks learning their craft, 
preparing to become part of the city's lifeline in an emergency. NAT: "You now, are 
911." This is the first class to graduate under new fire Chief Derik Minard, who 
shared with the room full of graduates' family and friends a few instances where the 
department's new EMT training came in handy. New firefighter Makenzie Sullivan 
described one of those. "We were at Lake Mayer, doing, every Monday we go, we 
run there. So we were just doing a run and this lady came up to us and was like, can 
you help us. There's a man over there, he has a fish hook stuck in his mouth. So we 
grabbed our medical equipment and we ran down there and helped him." While 
firefighters will have that new added layer of training, the department will not be 
taking patients to the hospital. Chief Minard says the goal is to have EMT-trained 
firefighters at the scene within five minutes on 90-percent of their calls 0:01:31

6/28/2019 NOON

UHAUL FIRE 
TRUMAN 
PARKWAY

Right now - Truman Parkway is closed in both directions because of a fire this 
morning involving a U-Haul. Take a look at this new video. The Truman is closed 
between DeRenne and Delesseps Avenues. The fire was put out quickly - but it is 
taking crews some time to remove the truck from the roadway. Officials say one of 
the overhead signs was damaged by the fire. No one was injured. The cause of the 
fire is being investigated. 0:00:28
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“A Radical Solution” – a report on NYU Langone Medical School, which has become the first tuition free 
medical school in an attempt to address the problem of debt taken on by new doctors. The medical 
community believes the costs associated with medical school deters people from middle class and lower 
income families from becoming doctors, and students and medical educators agree that the NYU program 
will provide a better medical education, increase access to medical education in poorer communities, and 
begin to address the growing shortage of primary care doctors and medical care in rural and inner city 
communities. Includes interviews with Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel, Chair of Medical Ethics and Health Policy at 
the University of Pennsylvania; Dr. Rafael Rivera, Dean of Admissions at New York University Medical 
School; Ken Langone, a philanthropist who donated to the tuition-free initiative; and students Joe Babinski 
and Elaine DeLeon. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Rome Hartman) 
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ISSUE 5-SCHOOL SAFETY-HOW SCHOOLS ARE PROTECTING 
THEIR STUDENTS AND WHAT MEASURES ADMINS HAVE TAKEN. 
FOREST HILLS ELEMENTARY STUDENT, RANIYA WRIGHT DIED 
WHEN A FIGHT BROKE OUT WITH HER AND ANOTHER STUDENT 
IN 5TH GRADE. FORUM TO  DISCUSS DANGERS OF TEEN VAPING
IN BEAUFORT COUNTY, FORT VALLEY PROSTITUTION RING 
THAT INCLUDED HINESVILLE CITY MANAGER, GSU HOUSING 
STRUCTURE PROBLEMS DUE TO DAMAGE FORCING STUDENTS 
TO MOVE OUT. MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES IN SC SCHOOLS,  
TRAINING SCHOOL NURSES FOR MEASLES, STOPPING SCHOOL 
BUS VIOLATORS IN EFFINGHAM COUNTY, ALLEGATIONS OF 
ABUSE ON TWO BULLOCH COUNTY SCHOOL BUSES, HOW 
GOVERNOR KEMP IS PROTECTING STUDENTS IN CLASSROOMS 
WITH AN APP THE TEACHER CAN USE. INFORMING KIDS ABOUT 
THE DANGERS OF DRINKING ON PROM NIGHT. RICHMOND HILL 
POLICE TRAINING FOR SCHOOL ACTIVE SHOOTERS SITUATIONS 
SSU SHOOTING WITH SUSPECT ON THE LOOSE.  HELPING 
OFFICERS COMMUNICATE WITH SOMEONE THEY 
TRUST.SWAINSBORO JUVENILE CURFEW.
SOURCE: CAMPUS POLICE,  DR. aNN lEVETT BEAUFORT AND 
OTHER CO. SCHOOLS, GSU ETC

4/1/2019 NOON

RANIYA 
WRIGHT NEWS 
CONF

New at noon ... The father of the 10-year-old elementary student killed 
after a school fight, wants answers. In the last 30 minutes.. the father of 
RaNiya Wright alongside his attorneys wrapped up a news conference 
about the investigation into his daughters death. Raniya's father had a 
simple messageâ€¦ He is looking for justice for his daughterâ€¦and he 

wants to find out what lead to his daughter's death and who was 
involved. South Carolina State representative marvin pendarvis was 
also at today's press conferenceâ€¦he talked about the broader issues 

of bullying in the state's schools. 0:00:35

4/3/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

RANIYA 
PRINCIPAL 
STATEMENT

The principal of Forest Hills Elementary sent a letter home to parents 
yesterday. It outlines instructions for students attending today's service. 
It also announces a Remembrance Day for RaNiya on Friday. A 
schoolwide moment of silence will be held at 9:45 a-m that day, and 
students will have a chance to create poster cards for the family. 0:00:34



4/3/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

7AM ZACH: 
TEEN VAPING 
FORUM

The numbers don't look good on teen vaping. A recent study shows it's 
only becoming more common. A CDC report from last year found a 78 
percent increase in high school students using e-cigaretes in one year. 
That brings the number of middle and high school users to almost 5 
million. One Lowcountry group wants to warn parents about the dangers 
of teen vaping. Zach Logan is live in the Lowcountry this morning. Zach, 
this group has a couple of forums taking place this week. The 
Lowcountry Alliance for Healthy Youth started in 20-12 with the goal of 
addressing the concerns that put our youth in risk. 0:00:25

4/4/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HILTON HEAD:E 
CIG FORUM

Happening today, there will be another community forum to discuss the 
dangers of teen vaping in Beuafort County. Members of the Lowcountry 
alliance of healthy youth held the first forum last night. They say 
students as young as ten years old are getting their hands on the 
nicotine products in Beaufort County. The group says most JUULS and 
e-cigarettes, look like small flash drives, so they're not noticeable to 
parents or teachers.New Tonight... the first of several community 
forums in Beaufort County to discuss the dangers of teenagers vaping. 
Members of the Lowcountry Alliance of Healthy Youth say students as 
young as ten years old are getting their hands on the nicotine products 
in Beaufort County. The group says most JUULS, e-cigarettes, look like 
small flash drives, so they're not noticeable to parents or teachers. 0:00:53

4/7/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SUNDAY

FORT VALLEY 
PROST. RING

7 people, inculding Hinesville's city manager, have been indicted in a 
prostitution case tied to Fort Valley State University. Hinesville City 
Manager Kenneth Howard is one of six men facing charges of 
pandering and solicitation. The others are also community leaders with 
ties to the university - A recently charged child rape suspect, who used 
to work at a state-contracted youth facility, A middle school assistant 
principal, A county commissioner who doubles as a pastor and 
mortician, The university's chief legal counsel, who was fired from fort 
valley state right before he was charged. And a 32-year-old Albany man. 
Alecia Johnson is the accused pimp. She was the executive assistant to 
the university president. One of the alleged prostitutes worked on the 
campus at some point, and may have been enrolled as a student in 
recent years. 0:00:50



4/9/2019 11:00 PM

BEAUFORT CO 
STUDENT 
DEATH

No charges have been filed after a college student died at a fraternity 
event on Hilton Head Island - over the weekend. The Beaufort County 
Sheriff's Office says Caroline Smith, a Furman University sophomore 
from Atlanta, was drinking alcohol when she told her boyfriend she 
didn't feel well. She collapsed and died. An autopsy has been 
performed but the results could take weeks to get back. 0:00:23

4/12/2019 11:00 PM

DAL: GSU 
HOUSING 
STRUCTURE 
PROBLEMS

Georgia Southern University will move hundreds of students out of an 
apartment complex on its Statesboro campus. The university started 
this afternoon helping students load up their belongings and haul them 
to empty units on and off campus. The University's housing director 
says test results concluded a few days ago that there's structure 
damage from termites years ago and some other concerns. Southern 
bought the complex from a private owner more than a decade ago and 
said the results gave them enough concern to order the move now. 0:01:42

4/12/2019 6:00 PM
DAL: GSU 
HOUSING ISSUE

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal It's less than a month from the end of the school year. 

But University Village looks like the beginning of the year as many 
students found out they're moving and moving now. (vo) A caravan of 
moving trucks sat in the parking lot to get students from here to their 
temporary homes. Matthew Hunter hurriedly packed his things after 
getting notice this week his building would close due to structural 
concerns. (sot) cg- Matthew Hunter / GSU Student The days they gave 
us...Friday and Saturday...to move.. Really?? You're telling us this on 
Wednesday. it was just...(groans). (vo) University staff met with 
students this week to explain how they would move them to vacant units 
- either on campus or off-campus - at university expense. (sot) ( cg- 
Patrick Hodell / GSU Student) They started explaining how they were 
going to do this and promised to make it as least complicated as 
possible for us. (vo) Georgia Southern bought these units from a private 
owner 0:00:53



4/12/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
EFFINGHAM CO 
BUS SIGNS

(sot) ( Sheriff Jimmy McDuffie / Effingham County) "We'd had to put 
somebody on the bus, put a plain car following the bus then have 
somebody down the road to stop the violators." A deputy will review 
each violation reported by the company before the ticket gets mailed. 
According to Bus Patrol, school districts with the cameras see violations 
drop by a third in the first year and only a handful of people get cited a 
second time. They'll start this limited number of bus cameras on the bus 
routes with the most violations. 0:00:31

4/13/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

DAL: GSU 
HOUSING 
STRUCTURE 
PROBLEMS

Pete Bluetreich / Housing Director They'll put about 80 students in 
vacant on- campus space. They'll move another 130 to off -campus 
housing the university will rent. 0:00:21

4/21/2019 WKEND 11PM

NO CHARGES 
FILED IN SC 5TH 
GRADER DEATH

Officials say ten year old Raniya Wright died of natual causes after a 
fight at school in south carolina Solicitor duffie stone says no criminal 
charges will be filed because a coroner's examination shows wright's 
death was caused by a birth defect. Wright suffered tangled abnormal 
blood vessels in the brain. She lost consciousness, then died at a 
hospital on march 27th after a fight with another student. 0:00:27



4/24/2019 NOON

SCHOOL 
NURSES 
MEASLES 
TRAINING

Tonight, local school nurses will get a debriefing on the measles. They 
asked for an update as a nation-wide outbreak gets even worse. Nurses 
will hear from an infectious disease specialist from Memorial Health. 
More than 40 nurses are set to attend. The number of measles cases 
nationwide this year has passed 600. The Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention has confirmed 626 cases, up from 555 as of a week 
ago. Most of them are centered in New York City. 0:00:11

4/24/2019 NOON

SCHOOL 
NURSES 
MEASLES 
TRAINING

Tonight, local school nurses will get a debriefing on the measles. They 
asked for an update as a nation-wide outbreak gets even worse. Nurses 
will hear from an infectious disease specialist from Memorial Health. 
More than 40 nurses are set to attend. The number of measles cases 
nationwide this year has passed 600. The Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention has confirmed 626 cases, up from 555 as of a week 
ago. Most of them are centered in New York City. 0:00:11

4/25/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

MEASLES 
OUTBREAK 
SCCPSS

"Vaccine hesitancy tends to increase if you are not as aware of the 
benefits of the vaccine that you are getting then you are probably going 
to be less likely to receive it." In the state of Georgia, people are allowed 
vaccine exemptions for religious and medical reasons, but not personal 
reasons. The school systems has yearly immunization audits. The CDC 
recommends all children get the first Dose of the MMR vaccine around 
one year. The second dose is given at 4-6 years old. Out of the 38,000 
kids in 56 Savannah-Chatham County public schools, Wilson guesses 
around 3 to 8 kids per school aren't vaccinated. 0:00:36



4/26/2019 The News at 5pm

HARLEY: 
CLAXTON HIGH 
SCHOOL THEFT 
SUSPECT

â€‹HARLEY: "Police say Hall made his first stop here at Claxton High 

School where he entered through a door using a crow bar." VO: Once 
inside, Police say Rodney Hall damaged and stole from one drink 
vending machine and two snack vending machines. From security 
footage, police say he left and went to Claxton Elementary School. He 
used a crow bar to open that metal door just like he did at the high 
school. When he got inside he wandered around. He then damaged and 
stole money out of a snack machine there. Police say Hall also stole a 
camera and other media center items. Superintendent MartyWaters 
says he's happy nothing else was damaged. He says this is another 
reason the security features of the new high school that is in the works 
are so important. Lieutenant Chris Moser says after investigating the 
break ins they arrested Rodney Hall and found out he was currently on 
active parole from similar charges in the past. SOT: Lt Chris Moser, 
Claxton Police Depart 0:01:28

4/29/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

SC: MENTAL 
HEALTH IN 
SCHOOLS

"By having access to comprehensive mental health services in schools 
we are helping to decrease the stigma in getting mental health 
treatment." Teachers say they believe the culture of testing and focus 
on grades has led to anxiety among students. according to the us 
department of health and human services 2017 survey 19% of high 
schoolers in south carolina reported having suicidal thoughts within the 
last 12 months. ((SOT)) Margaret Meriwether/Director, School Mental 
Health Programs By having access to comprehensive mental health 
services in schools we are helping to decrease the stigma in getting 
mental health treatment. ((JASON)) TEACHERS SAY THEY BELIEVE 
THE CULTURE OF TESTING AND FOCUS ON GRADES HAS LED TO 
ANXIETY AMONG STUDENTS. IN COLUMBIA JR BACK TO YOU. 
((TAG)) THE AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR SUICIED PREVENTION 
SAYS SUICIDE IS THE SECOND LEADING CAUSE OF DEATH FOR 
PEOPLE AGES 15 TO 34. 0:00:52

5/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

COLUMBINE 
THREAT 
WOMAN 
UPDATE

New information about the woman who police say wanted to carry out 
another "Columbine-style" attack. A coroner says she was dead before 
law enforcement ever started looking for her. The FBI says 18-year-old 
Sol Pais called in threats to several schools in the Denver area, in the 
days leading up to Columbine's anniversary last month. They say she 
was "obsessed" with the original attack. After a day-long manhunt, they 
found her dead in a hotel room. A Colorado coroner now says she likely 
shot her self shortly after making the original calls. 0:00:44



5/2/2019 4:00 PM
MAY RIVER 
PROM PROMISE

Emergency Services from all over South Carolina want to make sure 
students stay safe in vehicles during prom season. Today they came 
together at May River High School to start a conversation with students 
about the dangers of impaired driving. South Carolina State Troopers 
used their Auto Rollover Simulator to emphasis the value of good 
choices. 0:01:01

5/2/2019 11:00 PM

PARKER:ASSIST
ED SUICIDE 
ASSIGNMENT

Parents, we are about to talk a tough topic, so if you have children in 
the room, you might want to make them leave. Assisted suicide is a 
polarizing issue that many politicians and doctors are debating around 
the country. Well, now they are talking about it in sixth grade english 
classes at Savannah Chatham County Public Schools. A recent school 
assignment has many parents asking if this is too soon. Meredith 
Parker joins us LIVE from West Chatham Middle School where this 
assignment was given out to 11 year olds. (***STINGER***) Meredith - 
So not only are these students learning about this tough topic, but 
they're also having to form an opinion and write an essay about it? 
Dawn, that's right. I've got the assignment right here. It says decide 
whether you think euthanasia should be legal in the united states. Write 
a 5 paragraph paper persuading the reader to agree with your position. 0:00:52

5/5/2019 WKEND 6:30PM SSU ROBBERY

The Savannah State University Police Department is investigating 
ANOTHER report of an armed robbery that took place in the University 
Commons today. An armed robbery was reported in the same location 
just a few weeks ago. If you have any information, please contact the 
Savannah State University Campus Police. 0:00:19



5/6/2019 6AM DAYBREAK SSU ROBBERY

The Savannah State University Police Department is investigating a 
report of an armed robbery that took place in the University Commons 
yesterday. An armed robbery was reported in the same location just a 
few weeks ago. If you have any information, please contact the 
Savannah State University Campus Police. The Savannah State 
University Police Department is investigating ANOTHER report of an 
armed robbery that took place in the University Commons today. An 
armed robbery was reported in the same location just a few weeks ago. 
If you have any information, please contact the Savannah State 
University Campus Police. 0:00:43

5/7/2019 4:00 PM
MEREDITH: SSU 
STUDENT SHOT

This is the car that appears to be the focus of the police investigation. 
You can see the window is completely busted out. Campus police say 
this happened around 1:15 at the university commons building 32. 
WTOC crews saw a huge police presence here and the school was 
even placed on lockdown for about thirty minutes. A sophomore at 
Savannah state tells us her final was interrupted only to find out her 
friend was shot right outside where she lives. 0:00:13

5/8/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

CNN: CO 
SCHOOL 
SHOOTING

REPORTER STAND UP INTRO 911 DISPATCH: "Attention all units 
getting information on a shooting STEM schoolâ€¦again getting reports 

of shots fired in the schoolâ€¦" AN ALL TOO FAMILIAR EMERGENCY 

CALL WENT OUT TUESDAY... 911 DISPATCH: "we have a shooter in 
room 107â€¦" "we are trying to get a suspect info we do have one 

person shot in the lower back at least three people are injured school is 
on lockdownâ€¦" WITH POLICE RUSHING TO STOP A SHOOTING AT 

A SCHOOL NEAR DENVER AUTHORITIES SAY TWO GUNMEN 
ENTERED SEPARATE CLASSROOMS AT STEM SCHOOL 
HIGHLANDS RANCH AROUND 2PM... KILLING ONE STUDENT AND 
INJURING EIGHT OTHERS QUICK ACTING DOUGLAS COUNTY 
SHERIFF'S DEPUTIES RESPONDED TO THE CALL WITHIN TWO 
MINUTES OF BEING ALERTED Sheriff Tony Spurlock/ Douglas 
County: we did struggle with the suspects to take them into custody and 
they are in custody right now. BOTH SUSPECTS ARE BELIEVED TO 
BE STUDENTS. PARENTS RUSHED TO THE area, WAITING 
ANXIOUSLY TO BE REUNITED WITH THEIR CHILDREN Ta 0:02:07



5/8/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SOUTHERN 
EAGLE ALERT

This morning around 1 AM an Eagle Alert was issued by Georgia 
Southern that Statesboro police were investigating an OFF campus 
incident. It did not give any details about what that incident was. WTOC 
has reached out to Statesboro police for more information. It happened 
off of Lanier Drive -- next to an apartment complex, Cambrige at 
Southern: The Pines. That is right across the street from many student 
housing complexes. 0:00:25

5/9/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

SCHOOL BUS 
MONITOR 
ABUSE

We're following new developments in the arrest of a Bulloch County bus 
monitor. The arrest happened late last month, but we're just now 
learning the details. The school board spokesperson says a bus driver 
saw the bus monitor slap the student and told the transportation 
director. The spokesperson says Surveillance video shows the incident 
as well. This happened on a special needs bus, but the student is *not 
special needs, according to the school system. The school system 
notified DFCS and the local law enforcement, who arrested the bus 
monitor. We aren't sure what charges he or she faces. The school 
system fired the monitor. 0:00:56

5/9/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

FL GOV SIGNS 
ARMING 
TEACHERS

Florida teachers will soon be able to carry guns on campus. Governor 
Ron DeSantis made it official, signing the bill into law yesterday. 
Lawmakers passed the measure last week. It allows more teachers to 
voluntarily carry guns on campus. But local school boards have to agree 
to allow teachers to be armed. Several school districts say they won't 
comply with the bill. 0:00:37



5/11/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

SAV TECH NEW 
POLICE CHIEF

Savannah Technical College has selected a chief of police. â€ƒThe 

college says Chief Wayne Willcox will direct planning, development, 
scheduling and implementation of the school's police department. 
â€ƒWillcox previously served as the director of special programs in the 

Center for Applied Cyber Education at Armstrong State university. He 
was the chief of police at Armstrong for more than nine years. â€ƒPrior 

to that worked almost 37 years at a police department in Ohio. 0:00:29

5/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BULLOCH BUS 
LAWSUIT

Two Bulloch county mothers are demanding answers after allegations of 
abuse on two school buses. The mothers and their attorney say two 
assault investigations in consecutive years is too many and they want to 
see the school district do something. Donna Crawford got a call last 
month from her son's principal that a bus monitor had struck him. Last 
school year, Consuela Jones-Hodges rushed her son to the emergency 
room for blacking out. She says an investigation revealed a bus monitor 
had pushed her son against a window and he suffered head injuries. 
Bulloch County Schools say both monitors were fired, and one was 
arrested. Jones-Hodges says her son is still affected by the event. 
Allegations of abuse on two Bulloch County buses have mothers 
demanding answers. Bureau Chief Dal Cannady spoke with them and 
their attorney today as they say its time to hold the school district 
accountable. â€‹(sot) cg 0:01:04

5/16/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

GA NEW 
DEVICE FOR 
SCHOOL WIDE 
ALERT

Schools in Georgia are upping their game when it comes to safety 
technology. Governor Brian Kemp was at Chapel Hill High School in 
Douglas County for a demonstration of a new crisis alert technology. 
The superintendent explained how it empowers teacher to be in control 
of the safety of their own rooms. It gives them the ability to notify a 
principal or law enforcement at the push of a button. 0:00:23



5/16/2019 NOON

BEAUFORT BUS 
CRASH WITH 
INJURIES

A crash this morning in the lowcountry involving a school bus sent 
seven Bluffton High students to the hospital. The Beaufort County 
School District tells us the crash happened shortly before 8 a.m. on 
Simmonsville Road. They say the bus was hit from behind by another 
vehicle. Four students reported some pain and were transported to the 
hospital by EMS. The other three students were transported by bus to 
Bluffton High but later said they also were experiencing pain. They were 
picked up by their parents and transported to the hospital. We are 
working to learn more about the extent of their injuries. 0:00:27

5/23/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

WAYNE CO 
CRUISE SCAM

The woman accused of stealing senior trip money in Wayne County 
pleaded guilty yesterday. Investigators say Jackie Dean collected 
payments from high school seniors for a cruise, but took some of the 
money for her personal use. Dean faces two charges of theft by 
conversion and one count of racketeering. She has been sentenced to 
serve up to 270 days in jail. She will then be on probation for up to ten 
years and have to pay restitution. The chief assistant District attorney of 
Brunswick says some of the money from a bank account frozen by the 
Georgia Bureau of Investigations will go towards that restitution. New 
this evening, Jackie Dean, the Wayne county woman accused of 
stealing senior trip money was back in court today. Dean pleaded guilty 
to two charges of theft by conversion and one count of racketeering. 
WTOC's Crystal Howard explains the charges and her sentence. 0:00:52

5/28/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM AMANDA

Chris Starks was a 22-year-old Savannah State junior when he was 
shot and killed at the student union. Despite GBI agents saying lots of 
people witnesses the shooting, they just arrested Justin Stephens at 
work last year. Stephens faces 10 charges in the case, including malice 
and felony murder, aggravated assault and gun charges. He was not an 
SSU shooting when the crime happened. Separate from today's case, 
Starks' family filed a civil lawsuit against the SSU student union 
management company, saying it knew about hundreds of violent crimes 
happening on its property between 2010 and 2015, but did not take 
appropriate action to stop them or warn students. 0:00:40



5/28/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BRKOUT: 
RECENT SSU 
VIOLENCE

Crime has continued to be a concern for students at Savannah State. 
Earlier this month, a student was shot right outside University 
Commons, a student housing complex on campus. The victim is 
expected to be ok. The suspect, De'Ante Lamont Scott, has been 
arrested and charged with aggravated assault. He's not a student. In the 
two weeks before that shooting, two armed robberies were reported at 
the same housing complex. SAVANNAH, GA (WTOC) - A Savannah 
State University student was shot in the area of University Commons on 
Tuesday. The victim was transported to the hospital. School officials are 
not releasing any information about the victim's condition. The suspect, 
who is not a student, has been arrested and identified as De'Ante 
Lamont Scott. According to school officials, the incident occurred at 
University Commons Building 32. University Commons is listed as one 
of six residential facilities on campus 0:00:54

6/6/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SSU SHOOTING 
SUSPECT

Savannah State police are still searching for this man. They believe he 
is the second suspect in a shooting last month that injured a student 
near University Commons Building 32. They've already arrested another 
suspect a day after the shooting. 25-year-old De'Ante Scott is charged 
with Aggravated Assault. The GBI and Savannah State Police are still 
investigating the cause of the shooting. If you have any information on 
the suspect youâ€™re asked to call police . On the campus of 

Savannah State, police are still searching for this man. They believe he 
is the second suspect in a shooting last month that injured a student 
near University Commons Building 32. They've already arrested another 
suspect on May 8th - a day after the shooting. 25-year-old De'Ante 
Scott is charged with Aggravated Assault. The GBI is helping Savannah 
State Police with the investigation. 0:00:52

6/7/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

RH:SCHOOL 
SHOOTING 
SIMULATION

Here in Southeast Georgia, Richmond Hill police are training to make 
sure they're prepared in case an active shooter ever enters a school. 
Officers are trying to create the most realistic scenario possible during 
their two days of training. That includes searching the school hallways 
with their guns drawn, And enlisting the help of some residents. 
Richmond Hill police officers are training so they can be prepared in 
case of an active shooter is inside a school. It's 2 days of, hands on 
training. Officers are trying to create the most realistic scenario 
possible. It includes searching the school hallways with their guns 
drawn. And enlisting the help of some residents. 0:00:40



6/19/2019 4:00 PM

DAL: BULLOCH 
DARE 
CONFERENCE

Officers get updates on emerging drug trends - or older drugs that might 
be making a comeback. The 20 credit hours of training help officers 
stay current on things besides drugs. That can help them stay 
approachable and help communicate with students who might need 
someone to trust. DARE Officers from Bulloch County say the insight 
doesnt' come from the instructors alone. 0:00:22

6/26/2019 5:30pm

SWAINSBORO 
JUVENILE 
CURFEW

The City of Swainsboro has re-imposed its juvenile curfew within city 
limits - effective immediately. The curfew makes it illegal for any person 
under the age of 17 to be on or at a public street - or other public place - 
from the hours of ten p-m until six a-m daily. The curfew is in place until 
further notice. The city says exceptions will be made for those in route 
to and from work - school - or other verifiable excused activities. Those 
who violate the ordinance will be subject to fines and punishment - as 
well as their parents or guardians. 0:00:32

ISSUE 6–STATE AND LOCAL BUDGETS FOR SCHOOL SYSTEMS 

IN GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLINA.  NEW MULTI-MILLION 
PROJECT FOR SAVANNAH CHATTHAM COUNTY SCHOOLS, SC 
SCHOOL CHOICE, SCCPSS WANTS TO RAISE  LUNCH PRICES, 
RAISING TUITION PRICES IN GEORGIA FOR COLLEGES, SC 
TEACHERS PROTESTING FOR HIGHER SALARIES, 
INVESTIGATION INTO THE HOPE SCHOLARSHIP AND HOW THE 
GEORGIA LOTTERY IS WITHHOLDING MONEY FOR STUDENTS, 
SCCPSS INCREASE OF LUNCH PRICES, CUTS AT SSU, HIRING 
FOR SCCPSS BUS DRIVERS, BEAUFORT REFERENDUM, SCCPSS 
MILLAGE RATE, BRYAN COUNTY SCHOOL BUDGET.
SOURCE: STATE LEGISLATORS OF GEORGIA AND SOUTH 
CAROLINA, CHATHAM CO., SCCPS, AND LIBERTY BOE, ETC



4/2/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BRYAN CO 
SCHOOL 
BUDGET

the Bryan county school board is in the early stages of figuring out a 
budget for the upcoming school year. Bryan county schools 
superintendent Dr. Paul Brooksher says a new elementary school 
coming to the district means increased operational expenses. Dr. 
Brooksher says A millage rate increase for next year *could* be an 
option depending on enrollment and the school system's final budget, 
but the board is trying not to lean in that direction. The board will vote on 
an initial budget in May. there will be two public hearings before a final 
budget review in June. If approved the budget will start July 1st. *** New 
tonight---the Bryan county school board is in the early stages of figuring 
out a budget for the upcoming school year. WTOC's Briana Collier has 
a breakdown of what that could mean for a new elementary school 
coming to the area in 20-20. Briana: Bryan coun 0:00:36

4/2/2019 7:00 PM
ISLANDS 
ACADEMY

Happening now the Beaufort county school board is discussing what to 
do with Islands Academy. Interim Superintendent Dr. Herb Berg wanted 
to close the alternative school because of poor scores, but then decided 
to wait for legal advice. Dr. Berg asked the South Carolina Attorney 
General's office whether he overstepped his authority by announcing 
the closure of the school without approval from the Board of Education. 
The Attorney General's Office says the school board can only close a 
school "by taking collective action with a majority vote in a public 
session with the presence of a quorum." Meaning the Attorney 
General's office believes the superintendent cannot close a school 
without approval from the Beaufort Board of Education. The board and 
iterim superintendent are discussing the attorney general's opinion 
during their meeting tonight. We have a crew inside and will have an 
update t 0:00:41

4/2/2019 11:00 PM

BEAUFORT 
BOE: ISLANDS 
ACADEMY

We are learning Beaufort county Interim Superintendent Dr. Herb Berg 
is going to continue with plans to close Islands Academy. The school 
closed because of low test scores. We're told the students have been 
placed in their district schools and are being monitored. This after the 
school board voted to develop a closure policy that could be used in the 
future. 0:00:21



4/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

WOODVILLE 
THOMPKINS 
GYM ESPLOST

parents at Savannah Chatham County schools learned more last night 
about a multi-million dollar project funded by ESPLOST. Woodville 
Thompkins high school will get a new gym and auditoruim. The gym will 
most likely seat up to 12-hundred, according to the district's deputy 
superintedent and chief operations officer Vanessa Miller-Kaigler. She 
says because Woodville-Tompkins was originally a middle school the 
upgraded, bigger gym will bring the campus up to high school 
standards. Right now, it doesn't have an auditorium at all. Happening 
now - you have a chance to learn about the muli-million dollar projects 
your tax dollars are funding at a Savannah- Chatham High School. 
Woodville-Tompkins is slated to get a new gym and auditorium, thanks 
to voter-approved E-SPLOT funding. 0:00:47

4/5/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
UGA 
PARTNERSHIP

Students at the University of Georgia are getting some hands-on 
experience and helping Richmond Hill at the same time. The Richmond 
Hill Downtown Development Authority is figuring out what to do with 100 
acres of undeveloped land at the intersection of highway 144 and 
highway 17. right now, it has not one but five owners. The city brought 
the students on board to see if they could come up with some ideas for 
how the land could develop all together. The students and city officials 
created a plan for a mixed-use center that they can now market as 
possible ideas. City leaders say they want to keep working with UGA 
students. Richmond Hill leaders are pairing up with Georgia college 
students to come up with new ideas when it comes to developing land in 
the city. The focus is 100 acres of untouched land. The land is at the 
intersection of highway 144 and highway 17. 0:00:51

4/5/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
SC SCHOOL 
CHOICE

South Carolina lawmakers hearing support for a bill that would 
incentivize parents to use private schools. The bill gives public funds to 
parents who take their students OUT of public schools That money 
could be used for educational purposes. Including paying for tuition and 
text books. It could also go toward accessibility features for students 
with physical or learning disabilities. Lawmakers say it's designed to 
give opportunities families who wouldn't otherwise have the money to 
enroll in private schools. "School choice" advocates packed a senate 
meeting yesterday, saying this will improve education in South Carolina. 0:00:59



4/5/2019 7:00 PM
DAL: GSU 
BUDGET

â€‹(vo) Departments across Georgia Southern must turn in leaner 

budgets than last year as the university braces for less state funding 
due to a drop in enrollment. University president Kyle Marrero explained 
the state calculates funding for the future based on numbers from more 
than a year before. (sot) cg- Dr. Kyle Marrero / GSU President The 
allocation we'll receive July 1 for fiscal year 2020 will actually be from 
our credit hour generation from year 2017 to 2018. (vo) In December, 
we told you the university had seen Fall numbers drop in the wake of 
consolidation. Enrollment decreased more on the Armstrong campus 
than in Statesboro. Those numbers will dictate roughly a $2.57 million 
reduction for a year. But Marrero says preliminary data for enrollment 
this fall has him hopeful. (sot) (Marrero) The good news with the 
trajectory is, if we can hold enrollment and increase over this fiscal year, 
we can grow our way out of that cycle. (vo) He says the budget cut 0:01:03

4/11/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SCCPSS 
LUNCHES

Savannah Chatham County Public School wants to raise the price of 
student lunches to $3 next year. Public schools are required to provide 
the same level of food service whether the lunch is paid for, free or 
reduced. The school system says they have Lost just more than $286-
thousand in revenue on school lunches for the 2018, 2019 school year 
as of January. They way the price raise would keep them from losing 
more money and allow them to maintain the quality of food. The school 
board will make a decision on the price increase in May. Savannah 
Chatham County Public School students may pay a higher price for 
school lunches next school year. Public schools are required to provide 
the same level of food service to all students whether the lunch is paid 
for, free or reduced. The school system says they have Lost just more 
than $286,000 in revenue on school lunches for the 2018, 2019 school 
year as of January of this year. Th 0:00:27

4/12/2019 6:00 PM

HARLEY: EVANS 
CO HIGH 
SCHOOL PLANS 
APPROVED

â€‹HARLEY: "The school board tells me a big advantage of the new 

school is location. If you take a look behind me you can see Claxton 
Middle School. It's already located on this property. Now, the new 
Claxton High School will be right beside it on this empty lot. They say it 
will not only benefit the students but also the opportunity to share 
resources between the middle school and the high school." For the past 
eight months the school board has been working with an architectural 
group creating a functional design for the new school. SOT: Dr. Marty 
Waters, Superintendent, Evans County School System "The board 
approved the concept so the next phase now begins meeting with civil 
engineers, electrical engineers to get the technical drawings in place. 
We'll get that approved by the state and hopefully the first shovel of dirt 
around August of this year." Dr. Waters says the current high school is 
almost 50 years old. When they looked at the facility plan four years 
ago, they 0:00:02



4/12/2019 11:00 PM

MEREDITH: 
UPATE ON 
SCAD DORM

We've got an update for you on story we've been following since last 
fall. You can see it from this video... The fences are up on Victory Drive. 
Savannah college of art and design is building a new dorm from 
Barnard to Montgomery, but a few buildings will soon be torn down to do 
so including a church. Planning and Zoning and City Council approved 
this last year. Officials tell WTOC the project is starting this spring. 0:00:24

4/17/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
AMANDA: USG 
MTG

You'll soon have to pay more to attend most colleges in Georgia. the 
Board of Regents approved raising tuition prices at all 26 schools in the 
University system of Georgia yesterday. Students will pay 2-point-5 
percent more to come to classes next year. Georgia Southern's 
President says student will pay about 68 dollars more per semester. He 
called the increase a sound and practical decision. It's getting more 
expensive to go to college at most schools in Georgia. In a meeting on 
Georgia Southern's Armstong Campus today, the Board of Regents 
approved raising tuition prices at all 26 schools in the University system 
of Georgia. Students will pay 2-point-5 percent more to come to classes 
next year. Georgia Southern's President says student will pay about 68 
dollar more per semester. He calls the increase a sound and practical 
decision. 0:00:50

4/17/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
WRIGHT: 
ENROLLMENT

(***STINGER***) Our Wright Gazaway took a look at just how much 
impact student enrollment has on finances. Savannah State financial 
reports show they collected in tuition fees was way down in 2018, 
almost 2 million dollars from the previous year. Student enrollment is 
also way down. The school lost about 500 students between 2017 and 
2018. The number of students enrolled in 2018 is the lowest at S-S-U 
since 2011. Amanda just mentioned that intiative to boost student 
enrollment and here's why it's so important. These numbers are from 
Savannah State financial reports. You can see the money they collected 
in tuition fees was way down in 2018, almost 2 million dollars from the 
previous year. Student enrollment is also way down. The school lost 
about 500 students between 2017 and 2018. The number of students 
enrolled in 2018 is the lowes 0:00:39



4/27/2019 WKEND 11PM

PAULA 
WALLACE KEY 
TO THE CITY

"The economic impact, you can't measure. The impact they've had on 
just the name Savannah is synonumus with SCAD. And everybody 
knows if you talk about SCAD you know Savannah, Savannah you know 
SCAD. So we benefitted off their name and I feel like the two together is 
much stronger than one each." SCAD now operates 80 buildings 
throughout downtown and midtown Savannah. Many of them were 
abandoned and were brought back to life by the university. SCAD also 
offers more than 100 degree programs. 0:00:34

4/29/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
SC TEACHER 
RALLY

Looking ahead, teachers from across South Carolina will head to the 
state house for a protest on Wednesday. A few school districts have 
already changed plans to accomodate them. Dorchester 2 and Chester 
County have announced they'll close on Wednesday. A charter school 
in North Charleston is doing the same. The lowcountry districts we've 
talked to say they plan to let teachers take a personal day, but won't 
cancel class. The group South Carolina for Education will hold a rally at 
the statehouse to advocate for change. Teachers want a 10 percent 
raise, smaller class sizes, and a guaranteed break from students for 30 
minutes. One of the founding members says there are 2-thousand 
people who have already rsvp'd for the rally. 0:00:44

4/30/2019 NOON

SC SCHOOLS 
CLOSING 
TOMORROW

More South Carolina schools are calling off class tomorrow -- because 
they won't have enough teachers to work. That's because so many will 
be in Colubmia, rallying for better working conditions. So far, four 
districts have canceled school on Wednesday. Colleton County is the 
latest to make that call. They join a district in Lexington-Ridgeland, 
Chester County, and a district in Dorchester. South Carolina's state 
superintendent says she does not support the teachers rally. She says 
teachers should advocate for themselves, but not at the expense of 
students. 0:00:34



4/30/2019 NOON

SC: SEN 
KAMALA 
HARRIS 
TEACHER 
ROUNDTABLE

Senator and presidential hopeful Kamala Harris is also set to hold a 
roundtable on teacher pay today in the Palmetto State. Harris will join 
educators and community leaders in West Columbia for a discussion 
focused on the importance of raising teacher pay. Her recent proposal 
increases the average pay for a South Carolina teacher by 19 percent in 
order to fully close the pay gap between teachers and comparable 
professionals. 0:00:48

4/30/2019 4:00 PM METTER TURF

(sot) The field here at Metter High will look distinctively different this fall 
as the natural grass gives way to something more modern. (vo) The 
bulldozer blade scraped the grass and inches of soil to make way for an 
artificial turf. School leaders say they started looking at this upgrade 
when they built a school for middle schoolers next to the high school. 
They now have three football teams and two soccer teams playing on 
this field and upkeep for the grass gets more and more expensive. The 
school board chairman tells me artificial turf and the hardware 
underneath will cost $800,000. But resodding the field to try and get a 
better surface would have cost $400,000 by itself. He thinks the turf will 
be safer and cheaper to maintain in the long run. (sot) cg- Craig Lanier / 
Candler Co. BOE Chair The saying is...this is not your father's artificial 
turf. Tremendous improvements have been made. They play on it with a 
3/4 inch cleat, same as they would on natural turf. 0:01:15

5/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

HARLEY: 
HABERSHAM 
SCHOOL 
CHATHAM 
PKWY

The Habersham School is thinking about purchasing a commercial site 
on Chatham Parkway for a new campus. If the plans go through, this 
would be the schools third campus. Habersham School eventually plans 
to consolidate the three campuses to this one location. The school is 
looking at the 30 acres on Chatham Parkway because of its size for 
long term growth and because of its environment. New at 6... The 
Habersham School is currently thinking about purchasing a commercial 
site on Chatham Parkway for a new campus. Our Harley Strickland met 
with school leaders today about the plan. "If the plans go through, this 
would be the third campus for the school. The Habersham School 
currently has two locations in Savannah, one on East 54th street and 
another location here on Habersham Street." VO: The school hopes to 
ultimately consolidate the three campuses to this one location. 0:00:52



5/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK METTER TURF

One high school is spending a lot of money on their football stadium to 
save money in the long run. metter high school is replacing the grass on 
its football field with artificial turf. School leaders say five teams are 
playing on this field and upkeep for the grass is growing more 
expensive. The school board chairman says artificial turf and the 
hardware underneath will cost $800-thousand dollars, But resodding the 
field would have cost $400-thousand. High school football season may 
be months away, but one local school is spending a lot of money on 
their stadium to save money in the long run. The field at Metter High 
School will look different this fall as youll see artificial turf instead of 
natural grass. School leaders say they now have three football teams 
and two soccer teams playing on this field and upkeep for the grass is 
growing more expensive. 0:00:46

5/1/2019 5:30pm

BEAUFORT CO 
BOE PUBLIC 
FORUMS

Two public forums have been scheduled for parents and community 
members to learn more the Beaufort County Board of Education's 
budget - being developed for the 2019-20 school year. The first forum 
will be tomorrow night at six in Bluffton High School's media center. The 
second will be in Battery Creek High School's media center on 
Thursday, May 9th at six p.m. 0:00:21

5/6/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

7AM ZACH: 
GEORGIA 
HOSPITAL 
NURSING 
SHORTAGE

Most of America's hospitals are short-staffed. There just aren't enough 
nurses to go around. It's an issue that's especially bad in the South. But 
area universities say they're working to get educated graduates out into 
the workforce. Zach Logan joins us live from Georgia Southern 
University's Waters College of Health Professions. Zach, the chair of 
GSU's School of Nursing says this shortage isn't ending anytime soon. 
The program's leader says the average age of a nurse working in the 
United States is 57 years old. That means even more nurses will soon 
be retiring which will increase vacancies. 0:02:01



5/8/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

BEAUFORT BOE 
SCHOOL 
EXPANSION

Beaufort County Schools could be getting some major upgrades soon. 
The choice will be in your hands. The Board of Education heard a 
proposal last night -- about the plan to move forward with facility 
improvements. A committee studied the schools' assets and presented 
their list to interim Superintendent Herb Berg. Some of the projects they 
say are needed include renovations at several schools, athletic 
improvements and overall safety and security projects. Doctor Berg now 
says the projects should be voted on in November in a public 
referendum. If voters approve those projects -- there would be another 
referendum in 2022 for more projects. The board will consider his 
proposal for 2 weeks and vote on it at their next meeting. 0:01:21

5/9/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

7AM ZACH: 
BEAUFORT 
SCHOOL 
BUDGET 
FORUMS

Beaufort County taxpayers will soon learn more about where their 
money is going when it comes to public education. Tonight - the 
Beaufort County School Board is inviting the community for an open 
discussion on next school year's budget. It's taking place at Battery 
Creek High School. Our Zach Logan is live outside the school this 
morning with a look at what we could see with this next budget. 
Tonight's meeting is one of two open discussions concerning next year's 
school budget. 0:00:28

5/9/2019 11:00 PM

WRIGHT: GA 
LOTTERY AND 
HOPE

Ishin Baniya is set to graduate college in a year. He is one of thousands 
of students who chose to come to what-was-Armstrong for a cheaper 
education. "The education that you receive at like a private college and 
public, it's not much of a difference but the loans you have and the 
interest and the years that it takes to pay it back later on, that's makes a 
lot of difference." Of course, Armstrong is now part of Georgia Southern, 
but the affordability is the same. The state's merit-based HOPE 
scholarship is funded by the lottery. However, despite increasing 
revenue, it covers less tuition for students than it did just a few years 
ago. One possible reason is that the university system of Georgia has 
added almost 30-thousand students in ten years, meaning more people 
are taking advantage of HOPE. Rep. Jesse Petrea // (R) District 166 "All 
of that is a good thing, but all of that demand has made it more difficult 
for us to keep up. 0:00:55



5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

LYNDSEY:BEAU
FORT BOE 
BUDGET

Tonya Crosby/ Beaufort Co. Schools CFO: "The biggest challenge for 
us, I believe, is the revenues. Revenues are- we're really expeirenceing 
a major shortfall this year, almost eight million dollars and it is 
preventing us from making some decisions about things that we need to 
do in the district- some priorities that we have, achievement gap is one 
of them and safety and security is another." If you missed this meeting, 
there's another one scheduled for next Tuesday. That's happening at 
Bluffton High School at 6 p-m. The board hopes to certify the budget at 
its May 21st meeting and have the final reading on June 10th at County 
Council. Another meeting is set for Tuesday at Bluffton High School at 
six p.m. The board hopes to certify the budget at its May 21st meeting 
and have the final reading on June 10th at County Council. 0:00:49

5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

WRIGHT: GA 
LOTTERY AND 
HOPE

Is the Georgia lottery withholding hundreds of millions of dollars for the 
HOPE scholarship? A WTOC investigation reveals they're contributing 
significantly less than the 35 percent recommended by state law. In 
fact, the last 5 years, they've only contributed about 25 percent to the 
education fund. The 10 percent difference is worth almost 2 billion 
dollars over 5 years. The lottery commission says they pay that 10 
percent in prizes, commission, and marketing to attract more players. At 
least one lawmaker wants them to pay closer to 35 percent. 0:00:33

5/10/2019 7:00 PM

GA STATE 
BUDGET 
SIGNED

Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp has signed a record $27.5 billion budget for 
fiscal year 2020. Teachers and other certified public school employees 
will each see a $3-thousand dollar raise. Other state employees will 
receive a 2-percent wage increase. The budget also includes funding for 
public schools to improve school safety and funding for the state- wide 
purchase of new touchscreen voting machines. The 2020 budget begins 
July 1. 0:00:30



5/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
KEMP SIGNS 
STATE BUDGET

Governor Brian Kemp has signed the 2020 fiscal budget. That budget 
includes a 3 thousand dollar raise for Georgia teachers. Education 
leaders attended the signing in Camilla, voicing their concerns to the 
governor about education, especially in rural areas. Governor Kemp 
says he supports them. Georgia's governor brian kemp had a busy day 
signing several bills yesterday. One of the bills being the 2020 fiscal 
year budget. In that budget was a three thousand dollar pay raise for 
georgia teachers. Education leaders were at the signing in Camilla, 
voicing their concerns to the governor, about education in the state of 
georgia, especially rural areas. Governor Kemp made it clear he 
supports bettering educations. 0:00:43

5/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BEAUFORT 
SCHOOL 
BUDGET 
FORUM

"It was mentioned last week and again tonight that many areas are 
asking for resources and we understand that- and that the critical areas 
have to be considered. I submit to you that nurses are critical, we're the 
first responders in your building, protecting you as staff members and 
your children." The board hopes to certify the budget at its May 21st 
meeting and have the final reading on June 10th at County Council. 0:00:25

5/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK HBCU FORUM

"We see the consolidation efforts across the nation, Maryland and 
Mississippi which has decreased funding for HBCUs, decreased 
resources, decreased recruitment and the admissions for students that 
need the history and culture of HBCUs." This bill started as a resolution 
to study the progress of HBCUs in South Georgia Pratt says he would 
be open to the original study and to seeing the results. 0:01:37



5/15/2019 The News at 5pm
SEAN: SCCPSS 
2020 BUDGET

The proposed budget supports a few initiatives set by Governor Brian 
Kemp when he took office, including making teacher salaries more 
competitive in Georgia to attract and keep quality teachers. That 
included a three-thousand dollar hike in certified teacher salaries, which 
is included in the Savannah-Chatham County Public School System's 
preliminary budget, as well as the Governor's recommendation of a two-
percent increase for classified staff. After getting public feedback on the 
budget last year, another initiative receiving more funding support is 
school security. Funds coming into the District from the increased 
millage rate are helping add school resource officers and counselors, 
too. The District's budget director says the majority of the budget is 
personnel costs, and explains why. 0:00:49

5/15/2019 11:00 PM

MEREDITH:SCC
PSS COST OF 
LUNCH 
INCREASE

"This will not cover the deficit. It's just that we are six years behind." 
TRACK: This school lunch raise will generate about 1.1 million in 
additional revenue for the Savannah Chatham County school district's 
nutritional program. "The hurricane cost us about two million dollars the 
first year, extra. Then, we had another hurricane. Then, we had an 
icestorm. So now, we are almost six million dollars behind." TRACK: 
The district will charge high school and elementary school students the 
same price for lunch - $3.00. Board members weighed the pros and 
cons for nearly 30 minutes. Despite the fact that this measure will not 
make up for the shortfall, supporters say something needs to be done. 
"We have talked about it for every single year since I've been on the 
board and its time for us to do something instead of kick the can down 
the road. Next time it might be a dollar." "This is an additional expense. 
It is an optional expense. 0:02:32

5/16/2019 7:00 PM
BRIANA: SSU 
CUTS

For two consecutive years, Savannah State university has been 
experiencing declining enrollment, making it hard to maintain a 
balanced budget. The university's graduation rate is also below 
average, which forced the university to make necessary staff cuts. 
((Kareem McMichael-Journalism and mass communications online 
content manager)) "If the university doesn't reach a certain number of 
enrollment that could effect their budget because they didn't reach their 
projected number, it's a bit alarming because no one really knows who 
is going to get cut until it happens, so unfortunately department heads 
and some other people were blindsided by who was going to be cut out 
until it actually happens." Journalism and mass communications online 
content manager, Kareem McMichael says, staff employees are non 
teaching employees who do not teach courses, which includes 
administrative assistants and department chairs. Are all the cuts non-
teaching positions or is that hi 0:02:00



5/16/2019 11:00 PM

BRYAN CO 
SCHOOL 
BUDGET 
MEETING

"Here's the bottom line everyone in... so we were able to work the 
budget so every single employee will get a raise." The superintendent 
also said under this proposal, he doesn't expect property taxes to 
increase next year. The community will have a chance to weigh in on 
the proposed budget in upcoming forums. 0:00:18

5/31/2019 4:00 PM

DAL: NEW 
BULLOCH 
ATHLETIC 
FACILITIES

(sot) cg- Dal A ballgame at your child's middle school once meant 
nothing more than an empty lot and a place for a few parents to stand 
and watch. But more school districts now want better facilities for their 
middle schools. In Bulloch County, the issue now is what kind of facility 
do you want, and what can you afford. (vo) Voters approved a local 
option sales tax that included money for athletics complexes at William 
James, Langston Chapel and Southeast Bulloch middle schools. The 
school board let coaches, parents and community members come up 
with what they wanted to see at these complexes. An architect brought 
drawings to the board Thursday night, with price tags. Each one ran at 
least one million dollars over the three million allocated per school. (sot) 
cg- Charles Wilson / Superintendent Once you understand that, you 
have to backtrack and ask yourself "whose responsibility is it going to 
be to build these facilities, what's the cost sharing arrangement 0:01:18

5/22/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

BRITT: 
BEAUFORT 
BOE 
MEETING

The Beaufort County Board of Education decided to table the budget 
during last night's meeting. The board also decided it needs to decrease 
the budget by 2 percent. The career and technology education program 
was also discussed. Board members were presented 6 different 
resolutions that included program. Only the chair voted against the item. 
The board decided to table the resolution. The Beaufort County Board 
of Education's burning the midnight oil tonight. In just the last few 
minutes, the meeting ended. Board members spent a lot of time talking 
about the career and technology education program. They were 
presented 6 different resolutions that included program. Only the chair 
voted against the item. The board decided to table the resolution. After 
a long discussion, they also tabled the budget , but agreed they needed 
to decrease it by 2 percent. 0:00:51



6/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BULLOCH CO 
MOBILE 
LIBRARY

(sot) cg- Sherry Jordan / Family Engagement Specialist It helps 
increase their readling ability. It helps keep what they learned during the 
school year "up front" and having those books in their hands is very 
important. Bulloch County schools hope to distribute 3-thousand books 
over the summer at daycare centers and neighborhoods. They're taking 
the bus to daycare centers and neighborhoods each week. They hope 
to distribute 3,000 books over the summer. (sot) ( Dal) Bulloch County 
Schools will post locations and dates where you can find the bus during 
the summer. In Brooklet, Dal Cannady WTOC news. 0:00:49

6/14/2019 5:30pm

CARDBOARD 
REGATTA ON 
HHI

Speaking of pool parties... check this out! About 25 kids paddled to stay 
afloat at the 3rd Annual Cardboard Regatta on Hilton Head Island. The 
regatta is part of a four-day STEAM - science, technology, engineering, 
arts, math - summer camp for rising 4th through 6th graders. The teams 
took turns racing their boats from one end of the pool to the other. The 
kids built their boats using cardboard, duct tape and other recycled 
materials - earlier this week. 0:00:27

6/19/2019 7:00 PM

LIFSEY: 
SCCPSS BUS 
JOBS

The Savannah Chatham County Public school system is hiring bus 
drivers - and more. That's not it though. They're looking to hire 35 to 40 
people for several open positions â€“ including bus drivers, bus driver 

interns and bus monitors. The system hosted a Transportation Job Fair 
today. There's no experience required to be hired as a driver. However, 
there are a few requirements you must meet in order to be considered. 0:00:25



6/19/2019 11:00 PM

SEAN:SCCPSS 
2019 MILLIAGE 
RATE

Jane Bunn was one of the handful of residents who spoke in front of the 
board about the millage rate, and how it affects her. "We paid our dues. 
Children have graduated school, college, and gone on. So I think after a 
certain age, a person should get some kind of discount." Bunn says the 
school district portion of all the local tax she pays is the bulk of her 
taxes. "Tax-payers are bearing a whole lot of burden. You got SPLOST, 
you've got ESPLOST. You got property taxes, you got property 
increases...you got taxes coming out of income." Money raised by the 
18.881 millage rate will support increased costs associated with teacher 
retirement benefits, increasing cash flow reserves, and salary increases 
mandated by the state. "What the public does not understand 
sometimes, is in order to give the three thousand dollar raise, there's 
about an additional one thousand dollars per person in benefits that's 
coming out of the school district. 0:00:56

6/20/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BEAUFORT 
REFERUNDUM 
FAILURE

"If the referendum passes it will amount to about 9 dollars a month, 
about the price of a movie ticket, for the life of the bonds, and the bonds 
are 20 year bonds." Foster says it has been 11 years since the last 
bond referendum was passed. He says normally counties pass them 
every four to five years. "The Beaufort county board identified 600 
Million dollars in projects that need to be done, but the bond referendum 
only accounts for about 300 Million. For WTOC, I'm Kristen Rary." 0:00:28

6/28/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

MEREDITH:BRY
AN CO SCHOOL 
BUDGET 2020

The Bryan County Board of Education now has a budget for 2020. It 
was approved unanimously yesterday, and includes EIGHT MILLION 
DOLLARS more than last year's budget. That extra money comes from 
the state's Quality Basic Education funds, which increase as enrollment 
rises. We also learned yesterday that teachers will get 3-thousand dollar 
raises next year. "This is still the heat of hiring season. Everyone is still 
fighting for some great math and science and special ed teachers as 
you know those are still hard to come by. We are getting very close. Our 
principals do a great job hiring." We got a hold of a budget, but it's not 
itemized, meaning we dont' know exactly how this increased funding will 
be spent other than the categories you see here. 0:01:18



ISSUE 7 – SCHOOL SYSTEM PROPOSALS AND POLICIES-THIS 

ISSUE REFLECTS ON PROPOSALS IN SCHOOL SYSTEMS IN THE 
COMMUNITY. THIS ISSUE ALSO INCLUDES MEETINGS, TESTING, 
TEST SCORES, SCHOOL AND PROGRAMS TO BETTER EDUCATE 
A STUDENT AND EDUCATION STANDARDS. NEW GEORGIA 
SOUTHERN PRESIDENT, RATING DROPS FOR THE SCCPSS, 
PUBLIC FORUM FOR BEAUFORT FINAL SUPERINTENDENT 
CANDIDATES, TEACHERS TAKE DAY OFF FROM SCHOOL TO 
PROTEST HIGHER WAGES IN SC.    A LONGTIME PRINCIPAL AT A 
HIGH SCHOOL ON HILTON HEAD ISLAND HAS RESIGNED.  
AMANDA O'NAN WAS PLACED ON ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE IN 
JANUARY OVER SEXUAL ACTIVITY AT THE SCHOOL IN 2016 BY 
THE BEAUFORT COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPT. DELAY IN VOTE TO 
INCREASE SCHOOL LUNCHES,  RESPONSE OVER GSU 
GRADUATION CHANGES,  TEACHER RECRUITMENT,  SSU NCAA 
INFRACTIONS, NEW JENKINS HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING.

4/1/2019 NOON
GSU NEW PRES 
TAKES OVER

SOURCE: CHATHAM COUNTY SCHOOLs SUPERINTENDENT ANN 
LEVETT, CHATHAM, Beaufort ,  Schools, SC, GA, ETC 0:00:52

4/4/2019 6AM DAYBREAK HBCU BILL

"They have a history there that's important. each one fo the locals that 
they're in they provide the leadership and the role models in their 
communities. Each one has their own identity thats important. We're 
told the urban affairs committee will most likely have a hearing this 
summer about the proposed bill. If approved, changes would be made 
in 20-23. Savannah State says they never heard about the bill, saying in 
a statement, quote: "As we were not consulted on this legislation, we 
were unware of the proposal and surprised by it. We support the current 
structure of Georgia's higher education system, which serves our 
students best." 0:00:34



4/6/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

TEACHER 
INCENTIVE 
PROGRAM

A program in South Carolina is hoping to reduce the number of teachers 
who leave the classroom after their first year on he job. Several schools 
are part of a Teacher Induction Program - a partnership with the 
University of South Carolina's College of Education. The program is 
known as Carolina Tip and serves as a bridge of support for new 
teachers. It's a three-year program that helps recent graduates make 
the transition from college student to successful classroom teacher. 
Last year - all 15 participants in the Carolina Tip returned to the 
classroom after their first year. 0:00:31

4/7/2019 WKEND 6:30PM

BEAUFORT CO 
SUPERINTENDE
NT FINALISTS

The Beaufort County Board of Education has selected 2 finalists in its 
search for the district's next superintendent. They are Terry (DAY-D) 
Dade - a regional assistant superintendent in Fairfax County - and Frank 
Rodriguez - a regional superintendent in Palm Beach County. The 
district says independent, third-party investigators will conduct in-depth 
background checks on both finalists. The board hopes to announce its 
selection April 16 and have the new superintendent begin work by July 
1. This person will replace Interim Superintendent Herb Berg, who has 
led the district during the search process and took over after Jeff Moss 
resigned in July. 0:00:36

4/8/2019 11:00 PM
MEREDITH: 
BEAUFORT BOE

TRACK: beaufort county board of education Chairwoman Christina 
Gwozdz says her biggest priority is pretty simple when hiring their 
newest superintendent. "Number one is integrity." TRACK: The 
superintendent is the sole employer of the beaufort county board of 
education. This search comes with Jeff Moss resigning last summer 
after a controversial five-year tenure with the district. The new 
superintendent will take over in July replacing interim Herb Berg. "We 
need an experienced and well-qualified candidate. Since this is a big 
district with a lot of diversity, we need someone who has had that 
experience already." TRACK: The board narrowed down nearly 50 
candidates to Terry Dade of Fairfax, Virginia and Frank Rodriguez of 
Palm Beach Florida. GPX: In Dade's application, he says the rich 
diversity in the Beaufort County School District is why he applied for the 
role. He believes he is a good match for moving a diverse school 
system forward to achieve 0:01:31



4/9/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

BREAKOUT: 
SINCE MOSS 
HAS BEEN 
GONE

The last superintendent, Jeffrey Moss, resigned after 5 years in the 
position. The state Ethics Commission fined him for hiring his wife for a 
newly created, high paying position with the schools. His tenure also 
included two failed bond referendums. Taking look back at who held this 
position. Jeffrey Moss resigned after a rocky 5-years as superintendent. 
The state Ethics Commission fined him for hiring his wife for a newly 
created, high paying position with the schools. His tenure also included 
two failed bond referendums. 0:00:19

4/9/2019 7:00 PM
DAL: GSU SITE 
SYNC

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal This pilot project allows some students to take a class 

even when the professor and other students meet on a different 
campus. (vo) Dustin Anderson stands in a classroom that connects him 
to his students at the Liberty campus in Hinesville. He serves as 
president of the faculty senate and says they first used the technology 
to connect professors for discussion. But he and the university's 
technology staff figured out it could help connect faculty and students - 
especially in the face of budget cuts where time and money are 
precious commodities. (sot) cg- Dr. Dustin Anderson / GSU Professor 
We knew this would have some ways to soften the impact of what we 
were looking at from the dip in enrollment that's picking back up now. 
(vo) He's part of the test to see if instructors can work with the students 
equally and if the classes can interact as well as they would around the 
same table. (sot) cg- Madison Garcia / GSU Student We worked out 
some bugs t 0:01:25

4/10/2019 6:00 PM

HARLEY: 
SCCPSS ON 
RATING DROPS

The school climate refers to the quality, character and culture of the 
school. The rating system has four domain areas: School climate 
surveys, student discipline, safe and substance free learning 
environment and school wide attendance. These domains provide data 
for the ratings. At Gadsden Elementary the discipline domain had the 
greatest impact in the schools overall score. It dropped from a 5 to a 
one rating. The school system says there were a lot of factors that 
played a part in the declining score... a new principal, teacher turn over 
and challenging behaviors. She says they are already improving and 
adding resources. 0:00:28



4/12/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BEAUFORT 
SCHOOLS 
SUPERINTENDE
NT PUBLIC 
FORUM

You have the chance to tell Beaufort County Board of Education what 
you want them to ask the two finalists for superintendent. Those two 
finalists are Terry Dade - a regional assistant superintendent from 
Fairfax County and Frank Rodriguez, from Palm Beach County. 
Tomorrow at 10 a-m the two will appear at a public forum including a Q 
& A. They'll be asked questions you submit, but you have to submit 
them by 10 p-m using the email on your screen. The forum will also be 
livestreamed on the county's website. The board plans to announce the 
selection April 16. The Beaufort County Board of Education today 
selected two finalists for the position of district superintendent and also 
announced an April 13 public forum where parents, students, district 
employees and community members can meet the candidates. The two 
finalists are Terry Dade, currently a regional assistant superintendent in 
the 187,000-student 0:00:25

4/12/2019 11:00 PM

BEAUFORT 
SCHOOLS 
SUPERINTENDE
NT PUBLIC 
FORUM

The two finalists for the Beaufort County School District's 
superintendent position will appear at a public forum tomorrow. Those 
two finalists are Terry Dade - a regional assistant superintendent from 
Fairfax County, VA and Frank Rodriguez, from Palm Beach County, FL. 
the public forum is tomorrow at 10 a.am and includes a Question & 
Answer session. The forum will also be livestreamed on the county's 
website. The board plans to announce the selection April 16. 0:00:28

4/13/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

MEREDITH: 
UPATE ON 
SCAD DORM

an update for you this morning on story we've been following since last 
fall. SCAD fences are up on Victory Drive. The Savannah college of art 
and design is building a new dorm on a lot spanning from Barnard street 
to Montgomery street. a few buildings will soon be torn down to do so, 
including a church. Savannah Planning and Zoning, and City Council 
members approved this last year. Officials tell WTOC the project is 
starting this spring. 0:00:26



4/13/2019 WKEND 11PM

HARLEY: 
BEAUFORT BOE 
MEETING

One of the big questions that brought a lot of discussion today is what 
the finalists would do in the first 90 days in the position of 
superintendent. Rodriguez says he would organize a listening and 
learning tour across the community to hear what is working in the 
school system and what isn't. SOT: Frank Rodriguez "It will give me an 
opportunity to hear from you, our constituents, our students, our 
teachers, our staff, our non-instructional staff, members of our 
community." Dade says he wants to be on the ground listening and 
building up a relationship with the school board. SOT: Terry Dade 
"Meeting as many folks as I can, developing a close working 
relationship with our board of education, having them pout their eyes on 
the entry plan to make sure I have their support about the path forward 
and then being authentic to the listening and learning." Dade says 
seeing what isn't working in the community will help the next 
superintendent close the achievement gap. 0:02:53

4/16/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BEAUFORT 
SUPT TODAY

By the end of the day, we're supposed to know who the new Beaufort 
County Schools Superintendent is. The board of education is scheduled 
to make the announcement today. We already know the board 
narrowed down nearly 50 candidates to Terry Dade of Fairfax, Virginia 
and Frank Rodriguez of Palm Beach Florida. They answered the 
community's questions during a public forum over the weekend. 
Whoever is chosen will take over for interim superintendent Herbert 
Berg in July. He began working after Jeff Moss resigned last summer. 0:00:28

4/17/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BEAUFORT 
SUPERINTENDE
NT

richard bisi hilton head island "dr. rodriguez now knows that five board 
members didn't support him they supported the other guy, so i think 
that's unfortunate for him." The selection isn't official just yet. the job 
offer is contingent upon successful contract negotiations with rodriguez. 
If that happens, he'll start July 1st. 0:00:19



4/25/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
SC TEACHERS 
RALLYING

That reform bill already wasn't popular with South Carolina teachers. 
The group "S-C for Ed" is organizing a rally for May 1st at the capitol. 
They held a similar rally around this time last year. 0:00:13

5/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 630 ZACH:

The Beaufort County School District says they expect 388 teachers to 
be out of their classrooms today. This week - the school system has 
been working to fill those classrooms with substitutes. A spokesperson 
for the school district says the district is also loaning some of its staff 
members from one school to another in order to make sure all impacted 
classrooms have a supervisor. At last check, around 3 thousand 
teachers from across the state will be in Columbia today. They'll be 
rallying for higher pay, less testing, more school resources, and smaller 
classroom sizes. 0:00:34

5/1/2019 NOON

ZACH: 
TEACHERS 
LEAVING TO 
MARCH

All you can see in this parking lot are the cars of the teachers who are 
participating in today's teacher rally in Columbia. Forty seven Beaufort 
County teachers filled the bus this morning. They're now in Columbia 
with thousands of teachers and supporters rallying for education reform. 
"This is our personal day and we are taking it for a very personal reason 
for us. This is our livelihood. This is our passon." Angela Rossillo is one 
of the many teachers asking lawmakers to raise teacher pay, make 
classroom sizes smaller, and require less standarized testing. "We 
spend more time testing than we do teaching throughout the year. 
Students are paying the price and so are the school districts. It's very 
expensive to issue these tests." This morning - teachers marched from 
the South Carolina Department of Education Building to the state 
house. They say they want lawmakers to make several changes to the 
current education reform bill. 0:01:30



5/7/2019 11:00 PM

MCCRACKEN 
MIDDLE NEW 
PRINCIPAL

Beaufort county school board members approved a new permanent 
principal at H.E. McCracken Middle School. Lindsey Skirtich will be 
taking over. She's no stranger to the school, she has been serving as 
an assistant principal for four years, and was the interim principal since 
spring. 0:00:17

5/7/2019 11:00 PM

AMANDA ONAN 
RESIGNATION 
POST

A longtime principal at a high school on Hilton Head Island has 
resigned. The Beaufort county school district has confrimed with WTOC 
that Amanda O'nan resigned as principal of Hilton Head Island High 
School this afternoon. O'nan was placed on administrative leave back in 
January after accusations of sexual activity at the school in 2016 with 
and a Beaufort County sheriff's deputy. In a Facbook message, 
Amanda O'nan said in part. "My biggest thank you goes to the students 
and their parents! I love and care about you. We are family. It hurts me 
to say good-bye, but the next principal is the luckiest person on earth 
because of you." The Beaufort county school district has no comment at 
this time. 0:00:41

5/9/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

MEREDITH: 
SCCPSS 
SCHOOL 
LUNCHES

Savannah Chatham County Schools still haven't decided whether to 
increase the cost of full-price lunches to offset revenue shortfalls. 
School board president Joe Buck chose to delay a vote on the 
resolution last night. It would raise the cost of lunches at elementary 
and high schools from $2.25 to $3. School board member Julie Wade 
pointed out federal statute requires fairness between the cost of 
reduced lunch and full-price lunch. It's called paid lunch equity. It 
essentially makes sure that schools aren't overcharging students who 
pay full price for the same meal students who pay reduced lunch are 
getting. Savannah - Chatham County School board was set to vote on a 
big topic tonight, but it didn't happen. The board is deciding whether to 
increase full -price lunches to off set revenue shortfalls. It would make 
all of those lunches 3 dollars for both elementary and high school 0:01:22



5/13/2019 5:30pm

DAL: 
COMMENCEME
NT CHANGES 
RESPONSE

Jennifer Wise / University spokesperson "We had cards with a survey 
code on it so participants could fill out a survey that's also on our 
website. We really are looking for the feedback so we can make 
informed decisions on how we handle commencement moving forward." 
Leading up to the weekend, we spoke to students who're disappointed 
they would not receive their diploma on their home campus or in a large 
ceremony at Paulson Stadium. Some voiced their frustration on social 
media that Hanner Field House did not have enough seating to 
accommodate all the ceremonies and some loved ones were turned 
away. 0:00:36

5/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

DAL: 
COMMENCEME
NT CHANGES 
RESPONSE

Georgia Southern made some changes to its graduation this year. 
Some families had to watch commencment on TV from another 
building. Others had to choose between graduates marching in two 
different cities. They held 9 commencement programs in Savannah and 
Statesboro Friday and Saturday. This marked the first time ceremonies 
were divided among the university's different colleges. University 
leaders say they've heard from dissatisfied students, graduates, and 
parents. They say this new format isn't set in stone. Georgia Southern 
had some changes to their graduation this year. Some families had to 
watch their graduate on TV from another building. Others had to choose 
between graduates marching in two different cities. Meanwhile 
university leaders say this new format isn't set in stone. They held 9 
commencement programs in Savannah and Statesboro Friday and 
Saturday. 0:00:33

5/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 7A RECESS

(TEASE MUSIC PLZ!) Still ahead in the next hour of the news at 
daybreak. Georgia's governor using he veto pen to strike down a recess 
bill. Why the governor says this law would have gone too far. 0:00:12



5/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

JASON: SC 
EDUCATION 
FUNDING

Lawmakers in South Carolina still haven't decided on a budget. They 
met yesterday to discuss the final details of that budget, including 
education funding. â€ƒSome money is being allocated for more mental 

health counselors and new public school buses. â€ƒteachers say they 

would like to see more money set aside to improve public education in 
south carolina. â€ƒA grassroots teacher advocacy group called SC FOR 

ED put out a call for action to the educators on their social media 
accounts to ask lawmakers to fully fund the base student cost. â€ƒA 

grassroots teacher advocacy group is still hard at work trying to improve 
education in South Carolina. â€ƒThis comes about two weeks after a 

historic rally at the state house. â€ƒToday lawmakers met to discuss 

the final details of the budget. â€ƒSome money is being allocated for 

more mental health counselors and new public school buses. 0:01:02

5/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BCSD SUPT. 
CONTRACT 
APPROVED

We now know how much the Beaufort County Board of Education wants 
to pay its new superintendent. The contract for the new superintendent, 
Frank Rodriguez, has been approved by the board, but still needs to be 
signed by both parties. Under that contract, Rodriguez will be paid about 
$210-thousand dollars a year. It's a four year contract. Rodriguez was 
selected from a pool of over 100 applicants last month. Right now, he 
serves as the regional superintendent for the palm beach county school 
district in Florida. He'll replace Interim Superintendent Herb Berg July 1. 
BEAUFORT â€“ The Beaufort County Board of Education today 

approved a four-year contract with Frank Rodriguez, the veteran 
educator selected to lead the district. A statement from the Board said 
its members are looking forward to working with Rodriguez, who is 
currently a regional superintendent in the 193,000-student School 
District of Palm 0:00:55

5/28/2019 11:00 PM

MEREDITH:EFFI
NGHAM 
SCHOOL 
ENROLLMENT

TRACK: The Effingham County School District is trying to get control of 
its growing student population. Schools are at full capacity. In the near 
future, they are planning to build on 12 additional classrooms to South 
Effingham Elementary. This will not be the final fix. "It's just to help with 
the overcrowding that will help us gain a year or two years, but we really 
need to look at building an elementary school and then a middle 
school." TRACK: Dr. Shearouse says they are welcoming nearly 400 
new students each year . Parents like Adrian Webber moved to 
Effingham county for the good school district. She's pleased the school 
district is thinking ahead. "We have not experienced any issues with 
overcrowding yet, but I can definitely see that coming with the growth." 
TRACK: 1,000 students are enjoying their summer after finishing their 
first year at Rincon Elementary. The 21 million dollar school funded by 
E- SPLOST opened in August. 0:02:20



5/29/2019 4:00 PM
BUS DRIVER 
JOB FAIR

Savannah-Chatham County Public Schools holding their annual 
transportation job fair today. It was at the district's Transportation facility 
in Savannah. There are openings for positions as Bus Drivers, Bus 
Driver Interns and Bus Monitors. Organizers say experience is required 
to be hired as a driver. The district will provide paid training. You are 
required have a valid Georgia Driver's License to be a driver. The Job 
Fair ended at 1pm this afternoon but there is information on how you 
can apply on wtoc.com - just click on this story. 0:00:35

6/4/2019 5:30pm

DAL: GSU 
GRADUATION 
SURVEY 
RESULTS

â€‹(vo) The university held nine ceremonies in two cities in a period of 

36 hours. Leading into the weekend, new president Dr. Kyle Marrero 
asked students and their guests for feedback. More than 2,000 people 
responded. According to the university, 96 percent of the surveys 
reported a negative experience. (sot) cg- Dr. Scot Lingrell / V.P. 
Enrollment Management ....capacity issues with some of the venues 
were some of the pieces that people were concerned about and 
certainly that concerns us too. (vo) Since Georgia Southern and 
Armstrong State consolidated, this was the first commencement to 
combine graduates from different campuses and split up ceremonies by 
fields of study. Forty percent of the survey feedback came from 
graduating students, another 25 from family members. Many noted 
parking or seating issues at venues. Others didn't like simultaneous 
ceremonies in Savannah and Statesboro that split up some families to 
see loved ones march. 0:00:56

6/5/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

6A ZACH: 
SCCPSS 
TEACHERS

The district says one way to fill those spots is by recruiting teachers 
from other countries. The school system has actually selected a 
recruitment company to do just that. If board members approve the 
contract, the company could find up to 35 international teachers for the 
next school year. The school system says it already employs more than 
40 international teachers who primarily teach secondary math and 
science, special education, and foreign language. 0:00:28



6/5/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BRKOUT: SC 
TEACHER 
RECRUITMENT

School districts in South Carolina also considering unique ways to 
recruit teachers. The superintendent of one florence county school 
district is proposing students go to school an extra 90 minutes Monday 
through Thursday. That means no school on Fridays and a shorter work 
week for teachers. Students could come to class some Fridays and get 
extra help with schoolwork. The superintendent is asking the school 
board to let her survey parents, teachers and staff on the plan. One 
school leader is considering a new tactic to recruit teachers to her 
school district - a shorter work week. Florence County School District 
Three Superintendent Laura Hickson is proposing students go to school 
an extra 90 minutes Monday through Thursday. That means no school 
on Fridays! Students behind academically could come to class some 
Fridays and get extra help. 0:00:51

6/6/2019 5:30pm

SSU PREZ 
RECOGNIZED 
CITY COUNCIL

A special recognition today for outgoing Savannah State University 
president Doctor Cheryl Dozier. Now therefor I, Eddie Deloach, Mayor of 
the City of Savannah, do hereby proclaim June 6, 2019 as Cheryl 
Davenport Dozier Day. Members of the Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority and 
Savannah State alumni surrounded Doctor Dozier at savannah's city 
council meeting. They watched as Mayor DeLoach presented her with a 
special proclamation. Doctor Dozier announced her retirement earlier 
this year. She leaves the university at the end of this month. 0:00:32

6/10/2019 11:00 PM
JASPER BOE 
MEETING

The Jasper County Board of Education held their monthly meeting 
tonight. One of the big topics tonight was their M-T-S-S district plan. 
Jasper County is on the state's priority list for their multi tiered system of 
support. That means the state wants to make sure students are being 
provided the education they need - at every level. 0:00:20



6/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SSU NCAA 
INFRACTIONS

Savannah State Athletics will be placed on probation for two years 
because of NCAA infractions. The violations between 2013 and 2018 
involve ten programs, including both basketball teams and the football 
program. Infractions include failure to certify progress toward degree 
requirements, and allowing student athletes who'd already maxed out 
their college eligiblity to compete according to the NCAA report. Now 
the tigers will pay a $5-thousand dollar fine and undergo 2 years 
probation. They'll also have to vacate any wins and records involving 
those ineligible student athletes. Savannah State's stint as a Division 
One program is coming to an end, but the Tigers had some business to 
handle before they left... And it's not the good kind... Savannah State 
has acknowledged several student-athlete eligibility violations to the 
NCAA's Infractions Committee...relate 0:00:52

6/26/2019 The News at 5pm

AMANDA: 
JENKINS 
SCHOOL PLAN

Amanda: Former Jenkins High School students recognize the need for 
that new school building, but the current one holds a lot of memories for 
them. They hope some of those are carried into the new construction. 
Kathleen Kautz/Chairman, Jenkins class of 1968 reunion committee: 
"It's our school and always will be." Kathleen Kautz has carried that 
attitude with her since she graduated from Jenkins High School 51 
years ago. The building houses physical momentos... Kathleen 
Kautz/Chairman, Jenkins class of 1968 reunion committee: "our warrior 
and all of the trophies throughout the years" and memories for the 1968 
graduate. Kathleen Kautz/Chairman, Jenkins class of 1968 reunion 
committee: "I was very athletic in the sports department. Track and you 
name it, I did it." For alumna Lynn Eaton, these classrooms introduced 
her to the love of her life. Lynn Eaton/ communications chair, Jenkins 
class of 1968 reunion committee: "This coming Saturday we will be 
celebrating. 0:00:58

ISSUE 8- SPECIAL PROGRAMS ENLIGHTENING A STUDENT'S 
FUTURE IINCLUDING SCHOLARSHIPS. HELPING KIDS WITH 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NEW UNIQUE CLASSES FOR STUDENTS, 
COASTAL HERITAGE SOCIETY GETTING KIDS INTERESTED IN 
FUTURE CAREERS WITH A FUN EVENT SATURDAY.  STEAMFEST 
IS DESIGNED TO SHOWCASE  SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY 
ENGINEERING, ART AND MATH FOR KIDS AND FAMILIES.  P  
WOODVILLE THOMPKIN HIGH SCHOOL WILL GET A NEW GYM 
AND AUDITORIUM.  SUMMER 500 AND LIBERTY COUNTY YOUTH 
SUMMER JOBS, BULLOCH COUNTY EXPLORERS PROGRAM, SSU 
DNA SAMPLE MACHINE, TOOMBS COUNTY STUDENT MAKES IT 
TO THE NATIONAL SPELLING BEE. HOW GSU IS HONORING 
NURSES KILLED ON I-16. HOW WTOC IS HONORING ALL THE 
TOP TEACHERS THROUGH THE YEAR. HOW THE CITY IS 
HELPING STUDENTS STAY OFF THE STREETS BY 
PARTICIPATING WITH COMPANIES TO  HIRE THEM. SUMMER 
READING PROGRAM, WTOC'S DAWN BAKER'S DAWN'S 
DAUGHTER LEADERSHIP ACADEMY, CITY OF HINESVILLE 
HELPING STUDENTS WITH JOBS IN THE SUMMER, MEMORIAL 
REMEMBERING GSU NURSES KILLED ON I-16. HELPING KIDS 
READ THIS SUMMER, WTOC'S DAWN BAKER'S DAWN'S 
DAUGHTER LEADERSHIP ACADEMY, 

SOURCE: LOCAL COLLEGES,  LOCAL SCHOOL SYSTEMS. CITY 
OF SAVANNAH,  ETC



4/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK STEAM FEST

the Coastal Heritage Society getting kids interested in future careers 
with a fun event Saturday. STEAM Fest is designed to showcase 
science, technology, engineering, art and math activities for kids and 
families. The Oatland Island Wildlife Center and representatives from 
NASA also participated in the event, teaching children about animal 
biology, astronomy, and space science. the Coastal Heritage Society 
getting kids interested in future careers with a fun event Saturday. 
STEAM Fest is designed to showcase science, technology, 
engineering, art and math activities for kids and families. The Oatland 
Island Wildlife Center and representatives from NASA also participated 
in the event, teaching children about animal biology, astronomy, and 
space science. One mom says events like this are important for young 
minds. 0:00:50

4/3/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
HARDEEVILLE 
SCHOLARSHIP

Some good news to share this morning... WTOC was in the classroom 
as a senior at Royal Live Oaks Academy in Hardeeville received one of 
the first Amazon Future Engineer Scholarships. "Jailyn Primus Amazon 
Future Engineer Scholarship recipient.. cheering!!!" Jailyn Primus gets 
a $40,000 scholarship to study computer science at a university of her 
choosing. *AND receive a paid internship at Amazon after their 
freshmen year of college. We asked Jailyn what comes next. 0:00:34

4/9/2019 The News at 5pm

CRYSTAL: 
LIBERTY CO 
YOUTH 
SUMMER JOBS

These kids will have the opportunity to work with tax accessors, the 
District attorneys office, the clerk of court and other government jobs 
like these. VO So for four hours a day and four days a week, the kids 
selected will have the opportunity to step into the workforce for four 
weeks in liberty county. They told today that they treat this experience 
for these students like a training exercise from beginning to end. They 
fill out the application, go through an interview process and go to work 
within their field of work they are placed in. Bob SPRINKEL with the 
liberty county commissioners office says their goal is for these kids to 
learn how to conduct themselves in the real world of work. SOT BOB 
SPRINKEL LIBERTY COUNTY COMMISSION "It really takes the youth 
and gives them an opportunity to learn how to look somebody in the eye 
and take somebody's hand and how to approach an employer and how 
to interview with someone and stand t 0:01:25



4/10/2019 6:00 PM

DAL: BULLOCH 
CO EXPLORERS 
PROGRAM

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal The Explorer group here at the Bulloch County Sheriff's 

Office will give these young people an early look into a career in law 
enforcement. (vo) Eli Davis listened to every word during the orientation 
meeting as deputies outlined what the students will see and do as part 
of the program. (sot) ( Eli Davis / Explorer Cadet) Just the hands on 
experience this program can give you made me interested in it. (vo) The 
group of 16 students learned they'll ride along on patrols and see first 
hand what deputies do. Leaders say they selected these students for a 
reason. (sot) cg- Sgt. Jimmy Billings / Bulloch County Sheriff's Office 
We're focused on building good character, people who're involved in the 
community and willing to help people.. (vo) The students already know 
some of the officers who'll work with them. (Billings) ...we already have 
SRO's in our schools through DARE and GREAT. So this is something 
on top of that. (vo) Deputies have

4/11/2019 6:00 PM
SCAD COKE 
COMMERCIAL

Devon Solwold, Director- It's thousand of screens, it's awesome. 
Shayain Lakhani, Producer- they're really making Hollywood here and 
it's becoming, with projects like this, closer to real Hollywood and I think 
that's something most schools don't have. SCAD's team was the only 
one in the competition that had students leading every part of 
production.

4/12/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SCCPSS BOOKS 
BLANKETS 
FAMILY FUN

Savannah Chatham Schools will hold its annual family enagement day 
tomorrow. There will be music, games, reading activities, food trucks 
and much more That's from 10 a-m to 3 p-m in Daffin Park. Our Zach 
Logan will be live with more within the next half hour. TZ TO ZACH IN 7 
On Saturday, April 13, 2019, Savannah-Chatham County Public 
Schools will take over Daffin Park for our annual Family Engagement 
Day event. There will be food trucks on site, music and games, reading 
activities and special guests! The top 3 schools with the most parent 
attendance will receive prizes. Students must register at the event 
information table by 2:30pm in order to be counted for the attendance 
competition. The event runs from 10am to 3pm. We hope to see you 
there! WHAT: "Books, Blankets & Family Fun!" FREE Family Event 
WHEN: Saturday, April 13, 2019 â€“ 10am to 3pm WHERE: Daffin 

Park, 1500 E. Victory Drive, Sava 0:00:19



4/12/2019 6:00 PM

13TH TRIBUTE 
TO COMMUNITY 
STARS

Gail Eubanks/Savannah Technical College: (03:03:55:11) "when you 
live in a community as giving as Savannah is...to be recognized for the 
value you add is really special." The keynote address - "Why Giving 
Back to Your Community is Important - " was given by Roger Moss, the 
artistic director of Savannah Children's Choir ...and I was honored to 
serve as the host. 0:00:20

4/12/2019 6:00 PM

DAWN BAKER 
COMMUNITY 
STAR AWARD

We want to say a special congratulations to one of those stars... today's 
host and our very own Dawn Baker! Dawn was recognized for her 
mentoring and leadership through her Dawn's Daughter Leadership 
Academy. 0:00:12

4/15/2019 5:30pm

CRAIG: ST. 
VINCENT'S 
ALUMNI 
AWARDS

"I am a St. Vincent's girlâ€¦" Two St. Vincent's girls were honored 

Saturday in Our Lady's Chapel at the Cathedral "alma mater" which also 
celebrated the 50th reunion of the class of 1969. Lisa Scarborough, 
class of 1997 was recognized for founding Coastal Pet Rescue a non-
profit organization that has saved the lives of thousands of neglected 
and abandoned pets. Applause And Vaughnette Goode - Walker, class 
of 1971, who is now the executive director of the Ralph Mark Gilbert 
Civil Rights museum. Vaughnette was also a pioneer in the early days 
of integration at St. Vincent's where she found an atmosphere that 
swam against the tide of popular opinion. 16:58 Being a woman of color 
we were one girl Vaughnette would continue on into journalism where 
she has held positions in major news outlets before answering a call to 
return to St. Vincent's 25 years ago â€“ this time as teacher. 18:36 So 

inspiredâ€¦. 0:00:53



4/17/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SEAN:SSU DNA 
SAMPLE 
MACHINE

Savannah State University has access to an advanced DNA machine. 
It's called RapidHIT , and SSU students are now benefitting from 
learning from the cutting edge technology. The grant-funded tech is able 
to take a DNA sample from a single source and create a DNA profile in 
90 minutes. That profile can then be compared to those in a federal 
database to see if the subject matches any crimes around the 
country.Savannah State University has the most advanced DNA 
machine in the state. It's called RapidHIT , and SSU students are now 
benefitting from learning from the cutting edge technology. The grant-
funded tech is able to take a DNA sample from a single source, like a 
cheek swab, and create a DNA profile in 90 minutes. That profile can 
then be compared to those in a federal database to see if the subject 
matches any crimes around the country. 0:00:50

4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

AMANDA: ARTS 
LITERACY 
GRANT

Three Savannah- Chatham Elementary Schools are getting federal 
funding for a new SMART literacy program. Garrison School for the 
Arts, Heard Elementary School and Marshpoint Elementary School Will 
receive nearly 2-point-3 million dollars to use the arts to help kids read 
and write . They hope using creative ways of teaching helps 
kindergarten through 5th grade students become better learners.Three 
Savannah- Chatham Elementary Schools are getting federal funding for 
a new SMART literacy program. Garrison School for the Arts, Heard 
Elementary School and Marshpoint Elementary School Will receive 
nearly 2-point-3 million dollars to use the arts to help kids read and write 
. Atlanta-based ArtsNow Learning is one of just 22 organizations across 
the country to receive the grant and selected Savannah-Chatham 
schools to receive it. They hope using creative ways of teaching helps 
kindergarten through 5th grade students become better learners. 0:00:31

4/26/2019 NOON

ZACH: SCAD 
40TH ANNIV 
CELEBRATION

It's sure to be a fun weekend for SCAD and organizers want you to be a 
part of the celebration. You can't walk around downtown Savannah 
without seeing a sign or building that says SCAD. SCAD President 
Paula Wallace started the school in 1979 with just 71 students. Today, 
SCAD can be found in 4 locations with around 15 thousand students. 
Many of those students decide to stay right here in Savannah to invest 
in the community. In fact, there's around 50 SCAD Alumni owned 
businesses here in Savannah. Another great benefit of SCAD is the 
restoration of old buildings, something the college has done for many 
years. "They had boarded or broken windows and SCAD helped to bring 
those buildings back to life. Now they're filled with students and faculty 
and its helped create that creative community." And if you want to 
celebrate with SCAD - here's a look at some of the events happening 
this weekend. Tonight is the block party in Madison Square with art 
demonstrations and foo 0:01:24



4/26/2019 The News at 5pm

BEAUFORT CO 
NAME THAT 
ROBOT 
CONTEST

A fourth grader from Hilton Head Elementary has won Hilton Head 
Regional Healthcare's "Name the Robot" contest. This is the new 
medical robot named Baxter! Baxter is used for spinal surgeries. The 
hospital awarded the winner--Emma Magnin-- with a $500 dollar savings 
bond. They also gave the school $500 dollars to go towards science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics education. Emma explained 
where the inspiration from the name is from 0:00:27

5/1/2019 4:00 PM

DAL SCREVEN 
CO TRUCK 
DRIVING 
SCHOOL

â€‹(sot) This classroom and driving course mean new job opportunities 

here in Screven County. (vo) Assignments look like this for students in 
Ogeechee Tech's Commercial Truck Driving program. The seven week 
course gets them ready for a field which has roughly 60,000 openings 
nationwide. City and county leaders praised Ogeechee Tech for bringing 
the program here so local students can take all their courses right here. 
The school's president praised the community for supplying the land to 
house this. Ogeechee Tech already has a similar campus in Evans 
County. Opening a second site helps them keep up with the student 
demand. (sot) cg- Lori Durden / OTC President The port of Savannah 
continues to expand. The economy keeps going strong. The demand for 
commercial truck drivers will only increase. (vo) After this inaugural 
class, OTC leaders expect even more students to roll in from Screven 
and surrounding counties. (sot) ( Dal) 0:01:00

5/8/2019 6:00 PM

HARLEY: 
SCRIPSS 
CONTESTANT

VO: Cole Masterman-Smith is a 7th grader at Robert Toombs Christian 
Academy. He enjoys soccer, playing on his phone and reading. But 
some may not know he has another talent. He's a spelling bee 
champion who just advanced to the national level. SOT: Sue Brewton, 
Spelling Bee Coordinator "He is a wonderful student. He is a very sharp 
young man. Very intelligent and very diligent." He won his first spelling 
bee in 2nd grade and has competed at the regional and state level ever 
since. SOT: Caryn Masterman-Smith, Cole's Mom "We do a little bit 
everyday and I quiz him and we look it up on dictionary dot com and we 
just make it fun but I think his love of reading has really helped him as 
well." SOT: Cole Masterman-Smith "I just have to study it all. Memorize 
it, learn definitions, spelling, pronunciations - you can't just go in there 
winging it." His hard work paid off this year at the state competition. 
SOT: Sue Brewton, Spelling Bee Coordinator 0:02:13



5/8/2019 5:30pm

DAL: EAGLE 
CREEK SPRING 
BAPTISM

Normally, freshman football players and new coaches and university 
presidents wade into this water to join the Southern family. But this 
week, a graduating senior Tweeted Coach Chad Lunsford to ask if he 
could use the ceremonial waters made famous by Coach Erk Russell. 
Lunsford agreed to help and offered to do the same for any seniors 
graduating this weekend. 0:00:22

5/10/2019 The News at 5pm

DAL: GSU 
POSTHUMOUS 
NURSE 
DEGREES

(vo) Families of five nursing students walked to the stage to receive 
their posthumous degrees to show they may be gone, but never 
forgotten. (sot) cg- Kathy & Craig Clark / Emily's Parents It really runs 
the gammit of all of your emotions. You're excited to see Emily and 
them recognized. (vo) But the bittersweet moment also brought back a 
touch of the pain... (sot) cg- Linda & Ricky Baggett/ Caitlyn's Parents 
...especially when the nursing students came in, that was tough, 
because our daughter should have been there too. (vo) They were on 
their way to hospitals in Savannah to observe nurses as part of their 
education for their future careers. (sot) cg- Jimmy DeLoach / Abbie's 
Father The new president really understood the pain of the families and 
concerns of the families and wanted us to have some closure as quickly 
as possible. (vo) The families and the entire university mourned their 
deaths after the horrific crash on Interstate 0:01:15

5/15/2019 7:00 PM

TZ: MIKE:WTOC 
TOP TEACHER~ 
LUNCHEON 
2019

It's the end of the school year.. and we are bringing our Top Teachers 
together.. "it's made 21 years of teaching worthwhile. I love these kids 
more than. They are the reason I get up everyday" Coming up, you'll 
hear more from our WTOC Top Teacher Luncheon as teachers reflect 
on what winning the award has meant to them. 0:00:16



5/17/2019 7:00 PM

MC: 
BLANDFORD 
ELEM. 
INTERNATIONAL 
DAY

Lindsey Gerow/Art Teacher: I am so proud of my students. They work 
so hard every year, we start in January making the artwork, they start 
practicing their artwork in April. It takes so much to make this happen 
and I am so proud of what they put on. Some of the countries 
represented today included Mexico, Italy, Brazil, Kenya and the U.S.A. 0:00:21

5/20/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

SCAD FASHION 
SHOW

The Savannah College of Art and Design held its 2019 fashion show 
this weeken. It was a celebration of original collections made by SCAD's 
senior and graduate designers. Each year, students have their designs 
critiqued by fashion industry leaders. That puts them direct contact with 
established designers. 40 students presented collections and nearly a 
thousand people attended the show. 0:00:23

5/20/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SCCPSS 
GRADUATIONS 
TUESDAY

Savannah- Chatham Students will begin celebrating a major milestone 
tomorrow. The first High School Graduation for the district happens 
Tuesday. Each School has a different graduation time at the Savannah 
Civic Center, so people won't be stuck waiting for other schools. There 
are nearly a dozen high schools in The Savannah Chatham County 
Public School System. The final Graduation Ceremony will be held 
Friday. Graduations for Effingham County schools begin this weekend. 
We will post the times, and dates for each school on our website WTOC 
dot com. Savannah- Chatham Students will soon walk into the next 
chapter of their lives. The first High School Graduation for the district is 
on Tuesday. All of this year's graduation ceremonies will be happening 
at the Savannah Civic Center. Each School has a different gradation 
time, so people won't be stuck waiting for other schools. 0:00:53



5/20/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

MOREHOUSE 
COMMENCEME
NT GRANT

The newest alumni of Morehouse College have even more than a 
degree to celebrate. billionaire investor robert f. smith is paying off the 
student loan debt for the historically black college's ENTIRE graduating 
class. He made an annoucement yesterday morning during his 
commencement speech. Morehouse president david a. thomas says the 
396 students' grand total adds up to about 40 MILLION dollars The 
announcement was met with a standing ovation and chants of "m-v-p!" 
Morehouse college graduating seniors were in for a suprise this morning 
when billionaire investor robert f. smith made an annoucement during 
his commencement speech. He said that he is paying off the student 
loan debt for the historically black college's ENTIRE graduating class. 
Morehouse president david a. thomas says the 396 students grand total 
adds up to about 40 MILLION dollars The announcement was met with 
a standing ovation and chants of "m-v-p!" 0:00:55

5/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

Savannah Arts Academy, Savannah Early College, and Liberal Studies 
at Savannah High are the 3 groups that will graduate today here at the 
civic center. If you're planning to attend a graduation ceremony, the 
school district says you should plan to be in your seat at least 30 
minutes before the ceremony - that way you are already to watch your 
graduate during this very special moment. And there's definitely been a 
lot of special moments for this school system. Over the last several 
years, the graduation rate has continued to increase. The latest rate set 
at 86.6 percent 0:00:34

5/23/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BLUFFTON 
STUDENT WINS 
NATIONAL 
HANDWRITING 
COMP

If you have bad handwriting, you might want to take some lessons from 
this first grader at Bluffton Elementary School. Atticus Enfinger won the 
Zaner -Bloser National Handwriting Contest. His perfect penmanship 
helped him beat out more than 250,000 students from across the United 
States. The Zaner -Bloser National Handwriting Contest promotes good 
penmanshipâ€” and how handwriting can help develop literacy skills. 0:00:25



5/27/2019 6:00 PM

NATL SPELLING 
BEE 
CONTESTANT

The 2019 Scripps National Spelling Bee Preliminaries test started today 
and we have a local student that we're rooting for. Earlier this month we 
introduced you to Cole Masterman- Smith. He's a 7th grader at Robert 
Toombs Christian Academy. He won his first spelling bee in 2nd grade 
and has competed at the regional and GISA level ever since. This year 
he qualified to go to Washington DC to compete on the National stage. 
Finals are this Thursday. 0:00:26

5/31/2019 7:00 PM
SEAN: SUMMER 
500 KICKOFF

About 1200 students here in Savannah have enrolled in this program 
over the past four years, more than 350 this year. This morning kicked 
off Summer 500 orientation. Is experience Savannah Mayor Eddie 
DeLoach says these teens canâ€™t get in the classroom. Mayor 

DeLoach says heâ€™s heard the success stories, not only from 

students, but also employers who hire the once paid interns after they 
graduate. Eddie DeLoach, Savannah Mayor âs the success that we look 
for. We want those kids to have that opportunity. We want to build on 
this relationship with these different companies and be able to put on 
their resume and say...hey call them, talk about how good Iâ€™ve 

done.â€• Civil engineering and architecture firm, Hussey Gay Bell, is 
participating for a fourth year. Mary Katherine Finnerty, Hussey Gay Bell 
â€œWe Iâ€™ve seven departments within our company, and weâ€™ll 

make sure our intern can view all the different areas and really figure 
out what their skill sets are 0:01:11

6/2/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SUNDAY

LIBRARY 
SUMMER 
READING 
KICKOFF

Jennifer Taylor-Pack/pooler library manager: "we want to inspire a love 
of the library, a lifetime of learning, so starting that from the beginning, 
even with early literacy, making sure that babies are read to and sung to 
to have that foundation to build on." Rebecca Wade/mom and middle 
school teacher: "students can lose close to two months of reading depth 
every summer for every two weeks they're out of school, so it makes it a 
little easier to keep them reading and keep them happy. And it makes it 
easier to go back into school. Patrick's going to be in Pre-K this year, so 
he has to work on some sight words. So I might as well get him happy 
with books." These parties are happening at community libraries across 
the live oak public library system until june 8. 0:00:45



6/5/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SCCPSS 
SCHOOL 
READINESS 
CAMP

School is out, but Savannah Chatham Schools want to make sure its 
students are still learning. It's holding the Young Males School 
readiness camp right now. About 60 boys in the 3rd through 5th grades 
are involved in the program. Yesterday, representatives from Bank of 
America came to East Broad Elementary school to teach students 
about financial literacy. 0:00:21

6/8/2019 WKEND 6PM
GARDEN CITY 
BIKE RODEO

Garden city police and safety experts made sure kids had the right tools 
to ride their bikes. Officers and sponsors shared safety tips and gave 
away helmets at today's bike rodeo. Kids could practice signals, starting 
and stopping in an obstacle course. They also had the chance to be 
fitted for and taught about what kind of helmet is right for them. The 
school outreach coordinator for Georgia Safe Routes to School says 
there are some easy tips to follow. 0:00:27

6/10/2019 6:00 PM

DAWNS 
DAUGHTERS 
2019

Our Dawn Baker has a lot of advice and guidance to offer young ladies -- 
and she does so every summer at her Dawn's Daughter Leadership 
Academy. Everyday this week Dawn will be working with young ladies at 
a pivotal time in their lives. Today is the first day of this year's 
leadership academy. The program not only helps these young women 
learn more about career opportunities, but also teaches them life 
lessons. 0:00:23



6/11/2019 4:00 PM

CRYSTAL: 
HINESVILLE 
TEENS SUMMER 
JOBS

After a couple of months and extensive application process, 35 students 
are spending their summer with the city of Hinesville. VO The students 
selected are getting experience working with tax accessors, the district 
attorney's office, the clerk of court and other government jobs. They 
work four days each week. Bob Sprinkel with the liberty county 
commissioners office says their goal is for the students to learn how to 
conduct themselves in the working world. This five week paid program 
is expected to mold the working students into what employers are 
looking for. SOT BOB SPRINKEL LIBERTY COUNTY 
COMMISSIONERS OFFICE We've had a great response from our 
community and we continue to work with them in placing the youth. 
SOT LARRY MURRAY YOUTH COORDINATOR "I'm excited about 
being here and being given the opportunity to inspire these kids and I 
was brought here to really help them and motivate them to be 
successful in the business world and I just take it as an honor." 0:00:58

6/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
GSU NURSES 
MEMORIAL

a memorial sits on the side of i-16 to honor the lives of 5 georgia 
southern nursing students who lost their lives in a car crash there just 
over 4 years ago. Over the weekend, a good samaritan made sure the 
memorial was in its best condition. Jessie Keith was on his way into 
Savannah on I-16, when he passed by the memorialand noticed 
something was off, so he walked back to the display. Two of the coats 
had fallen into the rain-filled ditch, likely knocked down by weekend 
storms. So Jessie Keith propped the two back up, so all five posts with 
nursing jackets were upright again. It was an act of kindness and 
respect for the lives of five Georgia Southern nursing students who lost 
their lives in a crash on Interstate 16 just over four years ago. Here's a 
picture of the women, all on their way at the time to Savannah from 
Statesboro when the crash happened. A memorial now sits on the side 
of I-16 for them. 0:00:53

6/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BREAKOUT:SAV 
TECH 
GRADUATIONS 
2019

Savannah Tech now has more than 250 new alumni. Graduation 
ceremonies happened last night. Major General Thomas M. Carden of 
the Georgia Army National Guard gave the commencement speech to 
graduates. Savannah Technical College has more than 200 programs 
for students to earn a degree or diploma. Vice President of Student 
Affairs says the diversity of Savannah Tech is what makes graduation 
night so special. Along with Otero, 250 others graduated from Savannah 
Tech tonight. Major General Thomas M. Carden of the Georgia Army 
National Guard gave the commencement speech to graduates tonight. 
Savannah Technical College has more than 200 programs for students 
to earn a degree or diploma. Vice President of Student Affairs says the 
diversity of Savannah Tech is what makes graduation night so special. 0:00:48



6/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SAV TECH 
GRAD 
SURPRISE

"CHEERING" One lucky graduate has two big dates on the calendar for 
this month. Graduation and -- her due date! Yesterday, her husband 
made a surprise visit home for both at Savannah Technical College's 
graduation. Brian Gonzalez was serving a 12 month deployment to 
South Korea. About a month ago, he was approved to come home a 
few days early to see his wife Yadimar graduate. She says it means so 
much for him to celebrate her hard work. And now they're expecting 
their first little one any day. Brian has been deployed for most of 
Yadimar's pregnancy. 0:00:33

6/14/2019 4:00 PM

SEAN: 
CHATHAM CO 
YOUTH 
COMISSION

The Chatham County Youth Commission graduates another class .. and 
were recognized by Chatham County Commissioners at today's 
meeting. Since 1992, the Chatham County Youth Commission has 
introduced young people to the governmental process, as well as 
develop their leadership skills. At today's meeting, each graduating 
member shared with Commissioners where they will attend college in 
the fall and the concentration of their studies. The groups director, Van 
Johnson, also spoke about the group. 0:00:30

6/17/2019 4:00 PM

DAL: BULLOCH 
CO SCHOOLS 
FED FUNDING

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal Bulloch County and other school districts can get 

millions of dollars in federal aid to help different groups of students. But 
they have to show their progress and get input from parents and the 
public. (vo) They hold an open meeting each June for anyone to discuss 
concerns and ways to help students in a host of categories. School 
district leaders use the input when they ask for federal funds and report 
back their progress. Georgi Darsey helps oversee the project and says 
the funding helps the district provide extra services for students who 
need them. (sot) cg- Georgi Darsey/ Bulloch Co. Schools Our Title 1C 
funds help our migrant students. We have funds designated for Foster 
children, children that are homeless, as well as students that are in 
facilities for neglected and delinquent (vo) She says and says their 
goals for those students mirror ones for the district - increasing literacy, 
raising graduation rates, and improving social and emotional lives 0:01:08



6/20/2019 4:00 PM DAL: GSU CAMP

(sot) cg- Dal These teachers get selected to spend the summer as 
students to pick up on technology they can take back to their 
classrooms in the Fall. (vo) Teachers worked on the components of a 
solar tracker. It's just one of the renewable energy sources they 
examine during the session in the Georgia Southern College of 
Engineering. Ten teachers get time in one of the state's best labs to 
learn new innovations in the STEM disciplines that they can teach in 
their own schools. (sot) cg- Katrina Vaughn / Middle School Teacher 
Being able to see the teamwork in the department is a good model to 
take back to school. also seeing the teamwork of the groups working 
together. (sot) cg- M'bonya Myers / High School Teacher If we as adults 
and teachers cease learning then we cease to keep up with a learning 
environment. (vo) The teachers also spend time in the field at places 
like JCB and Briggs & Stratton (sot) cg- 0:00:52

6/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

FAITH 
EQUESTRIAN 
CAMP

"It really impacts how they do in their day to day lives as far as even 
their balance and posture, physically it's just a great physical thing for 
them as well, so lots of benefits, it meets a lot of their goals, helps them 
in school as well as at home." Faith Equestrian Therapeutic center is 
always looking for volunteers, if you're interested, call them directly. 0:00:28

6/29/2019 WKEND 11PM
SUMMER 
BONANZA

It was a Summer Bonanza for students today! Summer Bonanaza is a 
combination of summer camp and summer school - continued with their 
anual event where they mix fun with education. Today students were 
able to meet with many of our community leaders including elected 
officials, business leaders, judges, and members of the clergy as part of 
Summer Bonanza Mentor For A Day. 0:00:26



ISSUE 9: HELPING KIKDS WITH NUTRITION. INCLUDES 
ENCOURAGING PARENTS TO HELP KIDS WITH BETTER EATING 
HABITS.  HELPING KIDS IN NEED STAYING FED DURING THE 
SUMMER DUE TO THE HELP OF SECOND HARVEST AND SCHOOL 
SYSTEMS. 
SOURCE: SCHOOLS, NON-PROFITS

4/5/2019 The News at 5pm
SCCPSS CHEF 
CHILD DAY

Brittany Lightsey, Dietition at Memorial Health "I encourage parents at 
home to try an adventure bite or what I call a no thank you bite. 
Meaning you try one bite of a food and then you're allowed to assess 
kind of whether or not you like it and say no thank you and you're 
allowed to not have anymore at that sitting." She says having kids start 
early with healthy eating habits will help them prevent a lot of chronic 
diseases and it will also help set them up for a good healthy and long 
life. 0:00:26

5/3/2019 4:00 PM
DAL: RUN, 
JUMP, THROW

Hundreds of Bulloch County students got an active morning of exercise. 
It's a program called Run, Jump, Throw. A class of Georgia Southern 
University students took students through a series of drills that could 
include students with or without physical challenges. Organizers say the 
focus is getting students involved to their own ability levels. 0:00:21



6/2/2019 WKEND 6:30PM

SUMMER 
FEEDING 
PROGRAM 
BEGINS

Kid's are out for summer which means the cafeteria is closed for 
business. America's second harvest is gearing up to help feed those in 
need starting tomorrow. Every summer america's second harvest of 
coastal georgia steps up to provide more than 7-thousand lunches a 
day. More than 62 percent of students in the coastal empire qualify for 
free or reduced cost lunch. They still need volunteers to help prepare 
the meals from 6:30 to 8:30 every morning. Go to WTOC.com to find 
out how you can help this summer. America's Second Harvest of 
Coastal Georgia is participating in the Summer Food Service Program. 
Meals will be provided to all eligible children free of charge. (To be 
eligible to receive free meals at a residential camp, children must meet 
the income guidelines for reduced price meals in the National School 
Lunch Program. The income guidelines for reduced price meals by 
family size are listed on the next page.) 0:00:40

6/3/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

BEAUFORT 
COUNTY FREE 
MEALS

If you live in the Lowcountry, the Beaufort County School District is also 
working to make sure students have access to free meals. It's 
parterning up with the Beaufort County Library System to provide meals 
to anyone 18 and younger or anyone, 21 and younger with a disability. 
The meals are on a first come, first serve basis. The program runs 
today through July 31st. Here's a look at some of the locations and 
times. You can see meals extend through August 16th at the Beaufort 
County YMCA. 0:00:29

6/7/2019 6:00 PM

MEREDITH: 
HOMELESS 
STUDENTS

"Kids probably have the most trauma sometimes with the lowest voice 
to be heard." TRACK: The Chatham - Savannah Authority for the 
Homeless says more than 1,000 students were homeless in the 2017-
2018 school year. It's a 30 percent increase from the previous year. 
Sharon Hill, the homeless liaison for the Savannah - Chatham County 
School District, is working with these students day in and day out. "I've 
been working in this position for 12 years. I promise you I have never 
heard the same story twice." TRACK: Hill says there's no way of 
knowing exactly why this number spiked, but three hurricanes in 2017 
could be a serious reason with families moving into our area to get back 
on their feet. Other resources in the coastal empire are helping these 
students like America's Second Harvest. "I think a lot of people just 
don't want to think that these problems are existing right here in our 
community, but they are and we see it everyday." 0:02:03
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FACE THE NATION 
 
 
04/28/19 Guests: Jonathan Vigliotti, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Judiciary 

Committee Chairman (2); Representative Cedric Richmond (D-LA) (3); Brad Parscale, Trump Campaign 
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Adam Smith (D-WA), Chairman, Armed Services Committee (4); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), 
Ranking Member, Foreign Affairs Committee (5); Jamal Simmons, Hill.TV, Democratic strategist (6); 
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places. Rainbow Railroad’s largest and most notable operation was relocating 31 Chechens. The 
increased donations they have received as a result of that accomplishment has allowed them to expand 
operations into other LGBT-hostile countries such as Jamaica and Egypt. Includes interviews with 
Rainbow Road clients Ahmed Alaa, Elton McDuffus, and others who wished to remain anonymous; well-
known LGBT rights worker in Cairo Farida Abo Aouf; and Rainbow Road employee Kimahli Powell. (C: 
Jon Wertheim – P: Nathalie Sommer, Vanessa Fica) 
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ISSUE 10- HOW MINORITIES AND WOMEN ARE AFFECTED IN THE 
COMMUNITY AND HOW COMPANIES AND ORGANIZATIONS ARE 
HELPING THEM THROUGH ENCOURAGEMENT AND MENTORING. 
A COMMUNITY MEETING IS SCHEDULED FOR THIS WEEKEND IN 
THUNDERBOLT TO DISCUSS RACE RELATIONS.  ORGANIZERS 
SAY THEY'LL DISCUSS THE STATE OF RACE RELATIONS IN 
SAVANNAH, CHATHAM COUNTY AND THE LOWCOUNTRY. ACTOR
JESSIE SMOLLETT HAD UNTIL THURSDAY  TO REIMBURSE THE 
CITY OF CHICAGO FOR THE INVESTIGATION INTO WHA5T 
AUTHORITIES SAY ENDED UP BEING A STAGED ATTACK ON 
HIMSELF.   THREE DIFFERENT BLACK CHURCHES HAVE BEEN 
BURNED IN THE SAME PARRISH.  THE BUREAU OF FIREARMS 
AND EXPLOSIVES AND FBI ARE  INVOLVED IN THE 
INVESTIGATION.  MOREHOUSE COLLEGE IN ATLANTA WILL 
BEGIN ACCEPTING TRANSGENDER MEN AS STUDENTS NEXT 
YEAR.   THE SCHOOL'S BOARD OF TRUSTEES APPROVED THE 
POLICY YESTERDAY.  A GEORGIA SENATE BILL WANTS TO 
CREATE A NEW GOVERNING BOARD FOR THE STATE'S 
HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES TO GIVE 
HBCUS, LIKE SAVANNAH  STATE, A BIGGER SAY IN HOW THEY 
ARE RUN.  THE US HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES PASSING AN 
ACT TO MAKE REFORMS  TO THE CIVIL REPORTS INCLUDING  
PROTECTIONS FOR THE LGBT BILL WOULD INCLUDE SEXUAL 
ORIENTATION AND IDENTITY AS PROTECTED 
CHARACTERISTICS. MURDER AND OBSTRUCTION OF RELIGIOUS 
BELIEFS RESULTING IN DEATH OR BODILY HARM WHICH CAN 
LEAD TO THE DEATH  PENALTY.  HE WAS ACCUSED OF KILLING 
ONE WOMEN AND INJURING THREE OTHERS.  LGBT RIGHTS 
ADVOCATES ARE SUING  THE  TRUMP ADMINISTRATION AND 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA SAME-SEX COUPLE'S 
APPLICVATION TO BECOME FOSTER PARENT WERE REJECTED. 
SOURCE: STATE OF S.C, GA, PROTESTORS, NAACP, SAV. CITY 
COUNCIL,  

4/5/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
RACE ISSUES SAV 
MEETING

A community meeting is scheduled for this weekend in Thunderbolt to 
discuss race relations. The local non-profit, L-B-4 & After, will host the 
meeting. Organizers say they'll discuss the state of race relations in 
savannah, chatham county and the lowcountry. They say their hope is 
to have civil conversations and discuss any issues. The meeting will be 
this Sunday at 5 O'clock at Litway Missionary Baptist Church. Seating is 
first come- first served. 0:00:10



4/5/2019 NOON

JUSSIE SMOLLETT 
REFUSES TO 
REIMBURSE CITY 
OF CHICA

Actor Jussie Smollett had until Thursday to reimburse the city of 
Chicago for the investigation into what authorities say ended up being a 
staged attack on himself. The city says he did not pay that 130-
thousand-dollar bill. The city's law department is preparing a civil 
complaint that it will file against Smollett soon. In a letter to Smollett, the 
city gave him seven days to pay, and said if he didn't, he might be 
prosecuted. The letter came after a prosecutor unexpectedly dropped 
16 felony disorderly conduct charges against Smollett. 0:00:29

4/6/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

LA: 3 BLACK 
CHURCHES 
BURNED SAME 
PARISH

(14;10;00;17) OV BASED ON WHAT YOU'VE SEEN HERE - IS THIS A 
CRIME SCENE? (14;10;03;07) YES WE DO BELIEVE THAT THIS 
FIRE IS SUSPICIOUS. WE DO BELIEVE A CRIME HAS OCCURRED 
BUTT TO WE CAN'T LET THIS SET BACK STOP US FROM DOING 
WHAT GOD INITIALLY CALLED US TO DO The Bureau of Firearms 
and Explosives and FBI are involved in the investigation. But the fire 
marshal says it's too early to categorize any of the fires as hate crimes. 0:00:14

4/14/2019 WKEND 11PM

MOREHOUSE TO 
ADMIT 
TRANSGENDER 
MEN

Morehouse college in atlanta will begin accepting transgender men as 
students next year. The school's board of trustees approved the policy 
yesterday. Students who self identify as men can enroll at the all male 
school, beginning in the fall of 2020. Trans women will not be allowed. 
And anyone who transitions or begins to self-identify as female during 
their time at morehouse will not be eligible to get a degree from the 
college. Morehouse is the only all male historically black college in the u-
s. Famous alumni include: martin luther king junior and spike lee. The 
move comes after spelman college, a private historically black all-
women's school in atlanta, adopted a similar gender identity policy in 
2017. 0:00:49



4/29/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

VIGIL FOR 
SYNAGOGUE 
SHOOTING

Goldstein: "And I'm thinking to myself, this is not supposed to happen. 
This isn't Nazi Germany. This isn't a pogrom. This is right here in 
Poway. This is our home. This building that we built is supposed to be 
full of love. This building that we built was supposed to be able to share 
kindness and love with each other. What is happening?" Authorities said 
the 19-year-old gunman opened fire as about 100 people were 
worshipping Saturday. 0:00:28

5/17/2019 11:00 PM

U.S. HOUSE 
PASSES EQUALITY 
ACT

The U-S House of representatives passing the equality act. It makes 
sweeping reforms to the civil rights act to include protections for the L-G-
B-T-Q community. The bill would include sexual orientation and gender 
identity as protected characteristics. Critics argue it threatens freedom 
of speech, religion and women's rights. The bill passed today with 
unanimous support from democrats. At this time, it's unclear if it will 
receive a floor vote in the senate. 0:00:29

5/29/2019 NOON

CA: ACCUSED 
SYNAGOGUE 
GUNMAN PLEADS 
NOT GUILTY

The suspect in last month's deadly synagogue shooting in Poway, 
California, pleaded not guilty. Prosecutors say John Earnest entered not 
guilty pleas to more than a-hundred counts he's facing. They include 
attempted murder - and obstruction of religious beliefs resulting in death 
or bodily injury, which can lead to the death penalty. earnest is accused 
of opening fire at the chabad of poway synagogue last month, killing 
one woman and leaving three others injured. Prosecutors said his 
motive boils down to pure hatred of jews and muslims. 0:00:31



5/31/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
JASON:LGBTQ 
LAWSUIT

LGBT rights advocates are suing the trump administration and state of 
south carolina after a same-sex couple's application to become foster 
parents was rejected. the u.s. department of health and human services 
granted Miracle Hill Ministries in greenville a relgious exemption to 
continue their faith-based foster care program. that exemption allows 
the ministry to turn down potential foster parents if they don't fit their 
religious requirements, including same-sex couples. eden rogers and 
brandy welch say a few days after they sent an application to mircale hill 
in april, they were rejected based on their sexual orientation. 
ADVOCATES FOR THE LGBT MOVEMENT ARE SUING THE TRUMP 
ADMINISTRATION AND STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AFTER A 
SAME-SEX COUPLE'S APPLICATION TO BECOME FOSTER 
PARENTS WAS REJECTED.. OUR JASON RAVEN IS IN 
GREENVILLE TODAY WHERE A PRESS CONFERENCE WAS HELD 
AHEAD OF THE FILING OF THE SUIT. ((TAKE 0:00:59

6/2/2019 WKEND 6:30PM
HATE CRIMES IN 
GA

Georgia and South Carolina remain two of only four states without an 
official hate crimes law. In Georgia - bills that would have brought the 
state in line with federal law failed to pass over the past two legislative 
sessions. A similar scenario has left South Carolina without an official 
hate crimes law as well. 0:00:19

6/19/2019 11:00 PM

POLICE OFF THE 
STREETS OVER 
RACIST 
COMMENTS

Protests in the streets of Philadelphia as police confirm more than 70 
officers have been taken off the streets and placed on desk duty while 
authorities investigate hundreds of officers' alleged racist and violent 
social media posts. The Plain View Project, an initiative started in 2017 
by a group of Philadelphia attorneys found the posts. The group 
maintains a database of about 5,000 Facebook posts and comments 
that include sexist, racist and and bigoted language and images, along 
with calls for violence. Ten officers were initially placed on desk duty 
when the findings were first revealed earlier this month. 0:00:37



ISSUE 11- HOW MINORITIES AND WOMEN HAVE MADE A 
DIFFERENCE IN THE COMMUNITY. CASIMIR PULASKI MIGHT 
HAVE BEEN A WOMEN AFTER DISCOVERING THE SKELETON 
HAD FEMALE PARTS. ANNIVERSARY OF GIVING WOMEN VOTING 
RIGHTS, AND CELEBRATING JUNETEENTH DAY. LOWCOUNTRY 
PRIDE DAY
SOURCE: MLK ORGANIZATIONS, 100 BLACK MEN, ETC.

4/9/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

MEREDITH: 
PULASKI MAY 
HAVE BEEN A 
WOMAN

a new documentary on the smithsonian channel says Casimir Pulaski, 
the Savannah war hero, was most likely born with both male and female 
physical traits. Also known as Intersex. Nearly 20 years ago, 
researchers believed Pulaski could have had female traits from studying 
his remains, but the DNA testing was not advanced enough to tell. Until 
now. History buffs and residents alike in Savannah are responding.a 
new documentary airing tonight on the smithsonian channel says 
Casimir Pulaski, the Savannah war hero, was most likely born with both 
male and female parts. Also known as Intersex. Nearly 20 years ago, 
researchers believed Pulaski could have had female parts from studying 
his remains, but the DNA testing was not advanced enough to tell. Until 
now. History buffs and residents alike in Savannah are responding. 0:00:30

5/8/2019 5:30pm

TIM: B&G CLUB 
COMMUNITY 
CHAMPIONS

"By having opportunities and things for youth to do, the community wins 
... For 100 years, Savannah youth have been getting those 
opportunities to do those things at the Frank Callen Boys and Girls 
Club, which helps the community win through much more than sports. 
"we offer youth development programs, academic success programs, 
provide kids with a hot meal five days a week ... Helping kids with 
school work is a main focus of the after-school program for boys and 
girls from 5-18. "I learn stuff different ways here than at school. "most of 
my friends come here and they help me with my homework. We learn a 
lot of stuff here like black history and gang prevention. And, whether on 
the computer, on the court or in the club -- an area where teenagers can 
get away from and talk about potential problems -- the WTOC 
Community Champions at the Frank Callen Boys and Girls Club provide 
a place for kids to be kids -- and be safe. "if you have an organization 
that's 0:01:33



5/15/2019 NOON

WALB: LEADERS 
HOLD HBCU 
FORUM

NAT SOT: No, no, we ain't ask how you wanna do it, WE DON'T WANT 
IT... and you gotta be vocal. A call to action at Tueday's forum on the 
potential consolidation of several South Georgia Historically Black 
Colleges and Universities. Community leaders say they believe Senate 
Bill 2-78 is threatening the future of Albany State, Savannah State, and 
Fort Valley State University as the three would become Georgia 
Agricultural & Mechanical University. Many Alumni and faculty alike--
simply don't want it. SOT: A lot of people say we don't need HBCU's 
anymore, that's over, racism is done, and that's not accurate, that's not 
true, we see it around the country. Senate Bill 2-78 seemed to blindside 
the community. What started as a resolution to study the progress of 
HBCUs in South Georgia shifted into a bill in what seemed like an 
overnight process. SOT: A lot of people were caught off guard by this 
bill, they were unfamiliar with this collaboration between HBCUs and 
this consolidation 0:01:45

5/6/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
LESTER JACKSON 
SB278

A Georgia senate bill wants to create a new governing board for the 
state's Historically Black Colleges and Universities. Savannah Senator 
Lester Jackson spoke about the idea with Savannah State University 
alumni. Jackson says the point of this bill is to give HBCUs, like 
Savannah State, a bigger say in how they're run. Jackson says having a 
board dedicated solely to the interests of HBCUs would give them a 
better chance for more funding and hopefully an opportunity to set up 
professional programs - like veterinary and law schools. 0:00:59

6/4/2019 5:30pm

DACA RENEWAL 
CLINIC 
REGISTRATION

Do you need to renew your DACA - or Deferred Action for Childhood 
Arrivals - status? The Savannah Undocumented Youth Alliance and the 
Latino Community Fund Georgia will be holding a FREE DACA 
Renewal Clinic on June 15th -from nine until two on Gamble Road in 
Savannah. *But* you must register to attend by tomorrow - June 5th. 
You can find a link to do so on Step Up Savannah's Facebook page. 0:00:23



6/4/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

100 YEARS OF 
WOMENS 
SUFFRAGE

100 years ago today -- the senate passed what would become the 19th 
amendment -- giving men and women equal voting rights. To celebrate --
the library of congress has a new exhibition. It's called "Shall Not Be 
Denied: Women Fight for the Vote." The exhibit tells the story of the 
largest reform movement in american history. It traces the movement 
from before 1848 -- until the 19th amendment was ratified in 1920. And 
features handwritten letters -- speeches -- and scrapbooks created by 
american suffragists. 0:00:30

6/7/2019 The News at 5pm

CYREIA: 
SAVANNAH 
WEEKEND

 This weekend there is *so* much going on, especially if you want to do 
something indoors with the little ones! On Saturday head over to the 
Jepson Center for the Telfair Museums 12th annual Juneteenth 
observance and free family day. "It's out jumpin' juneteenth at the 
Jepson Center, our 12th year. We're dedicating this year to the children. 
Our biggest surprise will be the UNited Hous eof Prayer shout band. 
They'll be here performing. We'll also have other special guests. When 
the American civil war ended the enslaved people in TX didn't find out 
about their freedom until the soldiers arrived on June 19th, 1865, so 
Juneteenth is a broken word for June 19th 1865 and it's a celebration of 
freedom. " - Vaughnette Goode-Walker TRACK: After Juneteenth, walk 
on over to the Savannah Civic Center for the 6th Annual Savannah 
Mega Comic Con. This is one of the biggest pop culture events in the 
Southeast! This comic book and toy convention features of all things 
comic books.... 0:02:02

6/19/2019 11:00 PM
TZ:CBS:REPARATI
ONS HEARING

the topic of reparations for slavery is being discussed on capitol hill for 
the first time in more than a decade. We'll take you to the hearing that 
drew crowds and star power. 0:00:10



6/20/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
TYBEE 
JUNETEENTH

Yesterday marked Juneteenth. That's The unofficial holiday celebrating 
when the last slaves were told they were free 2 years after the 
emancipation proclamation. a large crowd gathered at the North Beach 
Bar and Grill on Tybee Island for the 4th annual Juneteenth Wade-In - 
In celebration of that day of freedom. Today is known as Juneteenth... 
The unofficial holiday celebrating when the last slaves were told they 
were free 2 years after the emancipation proclamation. Of course life 
was still incredibly difficult for newly freed slaves, but they had at least 
had hope. Today a large crowd gathered at the North Beach Bar and 
Grill on Tybee Island for the 4th annual Juneteenth Wade-In - In 
celebration of that day of freedom. 0:00:43

6/23/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SUNDAY

LOWCOUNTRY 
PRIDE PARADE

In the Lowcountry - yesterday was the inaugural Lowcountry PRIDE 
Parade and Celebration. The parade went through downtown Bluffton 
and onto May River Road before returning to Oscar Frazier Park's Field 
of Dreams for an afternoon of celebration. We spoke to the reverand of 
a church that joined in on the event for the LGBTQ. 0:00:19



 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF WTOC (TV) PROGRAMS PROVIDING THE MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY 
ISSUES. 

 
                      ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

APRIL 1ST, 2019– JUNE 30TH, 2019 
 
FACE THE NATION 
 
04/07/19 Guests: Representative Jerry Nadler (D-NY), Judiciary Committee Chairman (1); Rudy Giuliani, attorney to 

President Trump (2); Representative Tim Ryan (D-OH), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (3); Larry 
Kudlow, director, National Economic Council (4); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (5); Ben Domenech, The 
Federalist (5); Molly Ball, Time magazine (5); David Nakamura, The Washington Post (5) 
explaining his support for single-payer healthcare and the Affordable Care Act 
 

05/12/19 Guests: Representative Kevin McCarthy (R-CA), House Minority Leader (1); Senator Michael Bennet (D-
CO), Senate Intelligence Committee, 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (2); Robert Gates, former 
Secretary of Defense, former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Chancellor, College of William & 
Mary (3); David Nakamura, The Washington Post (4); Susan Glasser, The New Yorker (4); Henry 
Paulson, former Secretary, Treasury Department, George W. Bush administration, Chairman, Paulson 
Institute (5) 
5) Topics include: stalling of the trade talks with China / fear of “an economic curtain” / Mr. Paulson’s dislike of 
tariffs / need to work with allies to put pressure on China 
 

05/26/19 Guests: Beto O’Rourke, 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (1); Representative Will Hurd (R-TX) (2); 
Senator Ron Johnson (R-WI), chairman, Homeland Security Committee (3); Senator Jon Tester (D-MT), 
ranking member, Veterans’ Affairs Committee; Molly Ball, Time magazine (4); Joel Payne, Democratic 
strategist (5); Ed O’Keefe, CBS News Political Correspondent (5) 
4) Topics include: Trump administration’s bailout for farmers; need for Democrats to connect with rural 
America 
 

06/09/19 Guests: Senator Roy Blunt (R-MO) (1); Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-MN), 2020 Democratic presidential 
candidate (2); Governor Steve Bullock (D-MT), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (3); Martha 
Barcena Coqui, Mexican Ambassador to the United States (4); Mark Landler, The New York Times (5); 
Karen Tumulty, The Washington Post (5); David Nakamura, The Washington Post (5); Kelsey Snell, 
National Public Radio (NPR) (5) 
1) Topics include: agreement reached with Mexico, averting President Trump’s threat to impose steep 
tariffs on Mexican imports / support for more aid to Central America / ambiguity surrounding the 
agreement / President’s willingness to use tariffs / unaccompanied minor program 
4) Topics include: but not included in, the declaration / trade in agricultural goods 
 

06/30/19 Guests: Weijia Jiang, CBS News White House Correspondent (1); Jean Lee, director, Korea Center, The 
Wilson Center (2); Michael Morell, former CIA Deputy Director, CBS News Senior National Security 
Contributor (2); Larry Kudlow, director, National Economic Council (3); Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-MN), 
2020 Democratic presidential candidate (4); Beto O’Rourke, 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (5); 
Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC); Edward Wong, The New York Times (7); Shannon Pettypiece, 
Bloomberg News (7); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review, Bloomberg Opinion (7); Antjuan Seawright, 
political strategist (7) 
3) Topics include: temporary cease-fire in the U.S. trade war with China / President’s decision to allow 
U.S. companies to do business with Huawei / hope that China will begin to purchase American farm 
products / unbalanced trading relationship between the United States and China / expressed security 
concerns about Huawei from members of Congress 
 

 
 
60 MINUTES  
 
04/07/19 “The Principles of Ray Dalio” – an interview with Ray Dalio, the billionaire founder of the investment firm 



 

 

Bridgewater Associates, and his belief that income and wealth inequality is a national emergency. Dalio is 
guided by a principle “radical truth,” filming all company meetings so employees can observe and critique each 
other, and in the “redistribution of opportunities” through higher taxes on wealthy people. He hopes to “move 
the probabilities” towards a constructive solution to the wealth inequality problem. Includes an interview with 
Ray Dalio’s wife Barbara. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Guy Campanile, Lucy Hatcher, LaCrai Mitchell) 

 
04/21/19  

“Easter Island” – a report on the Moai, the giant, human-like statues built hundreds of years ago on 
Easter Island, detailing the efforts to preserve the slowly disintegrating statues and the effects of tourism 
on the relationship the indigenous people, whose ancestors built the Moai, have with the statues. Includes 
interviews with Pedro Edmunds Paoa, the mayor of the only town on Easter Island; Jo Anne Van Tilburg, a 
professor of archaeology at the University of California, Los Angeles; and Cristan Moreno Pakarati, a 
historian and tour guide on the island. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Keith Sharman) 
 

05/12/19 “The Price of Generics” – a report on the State of Connecticut’s lawsuit alleging major competitors in the 
generic pharmaceutical drug industry are engaged in a broad conspiracy to overcharge consumers. 
Connecticut Attorney General William Tong chronicles the way that multiple generic drug manufacturers 
systemically raised prices and divided up customers and markets to ensure maximum profit, a practice 
which is outlawed in the United States. Includes interviews with Connecticut Attorney General William 
Tong; Michael Cole, head of the antitrust division in the Connecticut Attorney General’s office; prosecutor 
Joe Nielsen; and Dr. Thomas Pliura, who runs a clinic serving rural southern Illinois. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: 
Marc Lieberman, Ali Rawaf)  
 “Mark Bradford” – a report on Mark Bradford, one of the world’s most popular abstract artists. Bradford 
uses layers of paper that he tears, sands, and power washes to create his final work. Since selling his first 
work for $5000 while working as a hairdresser in 2001, he has become one of the world’s premiere artists 
and now sells works for as much as $10 Million. Bradford says his motto is “if they don’t sell it at Home 
Depot, Mark Bradford doesn’t use it,” with regard to his materials and discusses his attempts to stay true 
to himself while tackling serious social and political issues with his art. Includes interviews with Cleo 
Jackson, Danielle Wright, and Lynette Powell, who are longtime friends and hair clients of Bradford.  (C: 
Anderson Cooper – P: Ruth Streeter, Kaylee Tully) 
 

05/19/19  
 “Bitcoin’s Wild Ride” – a report on Bitcoin, the virtual currency created in the 2000s that has seen 
massive fluctuations in value over the years, but whose success has led to the growth of the 
cryptocurrency industry. Bitcoin was created by a still unknown student who believed in creating a peer-to-
peer network over which money could be exchanged internationally. Without the need for a big bank or 
money transfer company, this had the potential to revolutionize the way money changes hands worldwide. 
Some of bitcoin’s earliest investors tell their stories of a meteoric rise and subsequent crash as they rode 
the Bitcoin rollercoaster. Includes interviews with Charlie Shrem, founder of BitInstant; Neha Narula, 
director of the Digital Currency Initiative at the MIT Media Lab; Laszlo Hanyecz, who made what is 
believed to be the first real-world transaction involving cryptocurrency; Marco Streng, the CEO of Genesis 
Mining; and Lael Brainard, one of the governors of the Federal Reserve. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Andy 
Court, Evie Salomon) 
 

06/02/19 “The Chairman” – an interview with Jerome Powell, chairman of the Federal Reserve. Topics include: 
U.S. economy, interest rates, the 2008 financial crisis, whether President Trump can fire him and the 
greatest threats to prosperity. Also includes comments from former chairs of the Federal Reserve Ben 
Bernanke and Janet Yellen. (See also: “The Chairman”, OAD: 03/15/09 and “The Chairman”, OAD: 
12/05/10) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster) (OAD: 03/10/19) 

 
06/09/19 “Rare Earth Elements” – a report on how China has become the world leader of rare earth metals, 

essential ingredients used in everything from smart phones and computers, to cars and missiles. The U.S. 
began the cultivation of these materials at Molycorp, Inc.’s mine in Mountain Pass, California after 
geologists identified rare earth elements in the Mojave Desert, but it was shut down in 1998 due to 
environmental concerns. Meanwhile, China took over the industry since they have less environmental 
constraints around mining and lower labor costs, which translates into lower pricing. Molycorp Inc.’s 
Mountain Pass mine reopened in 2010. Includes interviews with: Constantine Karayannopoulos, chairman 
of Molycorp, Inc.; Daniel McGroarty, principal of Carmot Strategic Group; and Ed Richardson, president of 
the U.S. Magnetic Materials Association. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Graham Messick, Kevin Livelli) (OAD: 
03/22/15; 1st rebroadcast: 07/19/15 - includes an update.) 



 

 

“Jerry and Marge Selbee” – a report on a retired couple from Michigan who figured out a legal way to 
win the state lottery with simple math. Includes interviews with: James White, Dave Huff, Loren Gerber, 
and Ray Gerber, members of backers of the Selbee’s corporation; Scott Allen, Boston Globe investigative 
reporter; Greg Sullivan, former Massachusetts Inspector General. (C: Jon Wertheim – P: Katherine Davis, 
Jennifer Marz) (OAD: 01/27/19) 

 
 
 

 
CBS NEWS SPECIALS 
 
05/17/19 CBS SUNDAY MORNING: “No Exit!” - a report on America’s love/hate relationship with the automobile, 

highlighting: (1) freedom on the road, how automobiles have created the gridlock the country experiences to 
today, and what engineers are doing to remedy it; (2) self-driving cars; (3) drive-time radio and its role in 
American pop culture; (4) different ways of commuting to work; (5) a ride with comedian and car collector Jay 
Leno around Washington, D.C. in a 1909 Ford Model T; (6) how manhole covers are being turned into art in 
Japan; (7) flying cars; (8) Oregon’s Columbia River highway, the first scenic route created in the country; and 
(9) comedian Jim Gaffigan on why he enjoys traffic. (Anchor: Jane Pauley. Correspondents/Contributors: (1) 
Lee Cowen; (2) David Pogue; (3) Nancy Giles; (4) Susan Spencer; (5) Ted Koppel; (6) Ben Tracy; (7) Richard 
Schlesinger; (8) Conner Knight; and (9) Jim Gaffigan. Executive Producer: Rand Morrison.) 
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ISSUE 12-HOW THE ECONOMY AND OTHER SOURCES 
SUCH AS WEATHER ARE AFFECTING  BUSINESSES. 
PROPOSED AMENDMENT IN SC DCOULD ADD TOLLS TO I-
95.GAS PRICES RISING, HOW THE HEARTBEAT BILL 
COULD IMPACT FUTURE FILMING IN GEORGIA IF PASSED. 
FILMING AFFECTING TRAFFIC DOWNTOWN,  HOW THE 
DEMOLITION OF A DOWNTOWN FEDERAL BUILDING IS 
AFFECTING BUSINESSES. HOW BLACK GILL IS HURTING 
THE SHRIMP INDUSTRY.

SOURCE: CITY OF SAVANNAH,  US GOVERNMENT ,  
BUSINESS OWNERS,  ETC

4/5/2019 7AM DAYBREAK PINK HOUSE REOPENS

The Olde Pink House is planning to reopen some of its dining 
areas very soon! The restaurant has been closed since a fire just 
after Christmas. The fire broke out in the upstairs ballroom of the 
building that's been around since the 18th century. On Monday, 
they'll reopen the first-floor dining rooms, Planter's Tavern and 
Arches Bar. Over the next few weeks, they'll open more and 
more of the home. SAVANNAH, Ga. (March 20, 2019) â€“ The 
Olde Pink House, a legendary restaurant and architectural 
treasure located at 23 Abercorn Street in the heart of Savannah's 
National Historic Landmark District, plans to re-open the first-floor 
dining rooms, Planter's Tavern and Arches Bar on Monday, April 
8, 2019. The iconic restaurant, which was originally built in 1771, 
has been temporarily closed following a fire in the upstairs 
ballroom in late December. Since January, The Pinyan Company 
has been meticulously restoring the restaurant's classic Georgian 
place. 0:00:49

4/25/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
JASPER COUNCIL 
REACTION I95

Soon, you might have to pay a little more to get where you want 
to go. A proposed amendment moving through the south carolina 
state house could add tolls to I-95. If that amendment passes, the 
first toll could be in Jasper County. four toll booths would be 
created and cost $2 each. the chairman of the Jasper County 
Council says he worries about traffic coming off of 95 and using 
other roads. He says the increase in traffic on those alternate 
roads could damage the roads. Tom Johnson is also concerned 
about how tolls will affect locals trying to get to work. 
â€‹HARLEY: If the proposed amendment is passed the first toll 
could possibly be in Jasper County. Other tolls would then follow 
up the interstate. VO: The amendment proposed by four 
senators, would tell the South Carolina Department of 
Transportation to move forward with implementing a plan to put 
tolls on I-95. 0:00:51



4/29/2019 NOON GAS PRICES UPDATE

Gas prices show no signs of improvement this week. In Georgia, 
the price has gone up about SIX cents a gallon in the last week, 
while South Carolina has seen a 3 cent increase. Triple A blames 
the rising costs on high demand, something that's normal as the 
weather warms up. Savannah's gas prices have only gone up 2 
cents in the last week, and you can fill up for about 2 dollars, 73 
cents at most places. You can find the best deal in the area on 
our Gas Prices page on WTOC dot com. 0:00:29

5/1/2019 7:00 PM
TZ: ROMNEY: SAV HOTEL 
OCCUPANCY

With hotels popping up all over Savannah, we're looking into if 
our tourism numbers justify all the construction... and how it 
impacts locals in a WTOC investigation. 0:00:11

5/3/2019 5:30pm
DAL: SOUTH GA 
FARMERS NEED RAIN

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal Farmers need some rain out of these clouds as 
this system passes through, otherwise some crops could be in 
trouble before they ever start. (vo) Hal Cromley will take storm 
clouds over dust clouds this weekend. He can't hold off any 
longer to plant peanuts to wait for rain. He's putting seed in 
shallow dirt and hoping for a shower. (sot) cg- Hal Cromley / 
Farmer These high temperatures and windy days have really 
dried out the soil. We're planting peanuts only three inches deep! 
(vo) He's only a week or so from the timeline to plant cotton so 
that it's harvested before frost in the Fall. But he and others need 
more moisture and less dust for the seed to grow. They all say 
South Georgia soil drains moisture in no time. (sot) ( Bill Tyson / 
UGA Extension Agent) We were as wet as we could be, even in 
January, February, and March. But once we started drying out, it 
got gone and got gone quickly. (vo) 0:03:06



5/9/2019 7:00 PM
WILMINGTON ISLAND 
GOODWILL REOPENS

The Goodwill store on Wilmington Island is now back open 
following the tornado this past weekend. The tornado Saturday 
afternoon ripped through parts of Whitemarsh and Wilmington 
islands. The Goodwill store was one of a number of places 
damaged by the storm. Today the store reopened with normal 
business hours. They thank the community for the support and 
donations while it was closed. 0:00:22

5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
WILMINGTON ISLAND 
GOODWILL REOPENS

Welcome back and thanks for watching the news at Daybreak. 
I'm Cyreia Sandlin. The Goodwill store on Wilmington Island is 
now back open following the tornado this past weekend. The 
tornado Saturday afternoon ripped through parts of Whitemarsh 
and Wilmington islands. The Goodwill store was one of a number 
of places damaged by the storm. Yesterday the store reopened 
with normal business hours. They thank the community for the 
support and donations while it was closed. The Goodwill store on 
Wilmington Island is now back open following the tornado this 
past weekend. The tornado Saturday afternoon ripped through 
parts of Whitemarsh and Wilmington islands. The Goodwill store 
was one of a number of places damaged by the storm. Today the 
store reopened with normal business hours. They thank the 
community for the support and donations while it was closed. 0:00:51

5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK FLORIST MOTHERS DAY

Mother's day also means big business for local flower shps. 
Ramell's florist says this is one of their busiest times of the year, 
and phones have been ringing off the hook since Wednesday. 
Florist designers they work on bouquets from 8 in the morning to 
as late as 10 p-m. They say tulips are some of the most popular 
flowers this holiday. Mother's Day is right around the corner, and 
many people are preparing for the big day to make sure it's extra 
special. WTOC's Briana Collier has more about how local florists 
are preparing for the big rush. Briana intro(@brianacolliertv) 
"With Mother's Day Sunday and many families looking for that 
perfect bouquet, some local businesses such as Ramell's florist 
says it's one of their busiest times of the year." Starting at 7am, 
Ramell florist says their phones have been ringing off the hook 
since Wednesday. Manager Nanci mims says it's all hands on 
deck when it comes to preparing for the big Mother's Day 0:00:54



5/28/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HUNTING ISLAND 
SUMMER

Many people spent Memorial Day at Hunting Island State Park. It 
closed after damage from past hurricanes, and many people 
couldn't wait to head back to the park now that it has reopened. A 
lot of people spent the day at Hunting Island state park on this 
memorial day. Many also remember the damage the park 
suffered when recent hurricanes came through the last three 
years. WTOC's Briana Collier tells us why people decided to kick 
off the summer season at the park. "Many people here at Hunting 
Island state park say, they came out to soak up some sun and 
enjoy the gorgeous view at the beach. Whether you're laying out, 
or in the water, Hunting Island state park for a popular destination 
for many people this memorial day. After the park closed due to 
damage from past hurricanes, many people couldn't wait to get 
back to enjoy everything it has to offer. People from near and far 
made the trip to officially kick off the summer 0:00:54

5/28/2019 6AM DAYBREAK HURRICANE RECOVERY

Hurricane Matthew was the most powerful storm of the 2016 
hurricane season. One Hilton Head Island family says they had 
to rebuild their home after the storm. Kristin Keller works for 
Palmetto Electric. She stayed behind for work during the 
hurricane while her family evacuated to North Carolina. She says 
their home had two feet of water and two trees in it. One of the 
children had to go to crisis counseling after the hurricane. After 
six months, the family was able to return to their newly rebuilt 
home. They say the community support is something that will 
stick with them for a lifetime. Hurricane Matthew was the most 
powerful storm of the 2016 hurricane season. Hurricane force 
winds were felt along our coast and still some people have not 
yet recovered. WTOC's Lyndsey Gough visited one Lowcountry 
family who was forever impacted by the storm. 0:00:48

5/29/2019 4:00 PM
LIVE: DAL FARMERS AND 
DROUGHT

Spend a few minutes outside and you'll want to go inside pretty 
quick. South Georgia's crops haven't gotten that escape, and it 
shows. Farmers are starting to worry that their season could be 
over before it starts. Bureau Chief Dal Cannady joins us live from 
a field in Bulloch County. Dal, we've seen record temperatures 
over the past week. What's that done to the fields? It's like 
turning on an oven and baking plants at a critical time for water. 0:00:26



5/30/2019 The News at 5pm
SEAN: HEARTBEAT BILL 
DISNEY FILM IMPACT

When feature film productions come to Savannah, they bring a 
need for a variety of services, from catering to accounting. They 
also need space to do work, and that's where a company called 
Film Buildings comes in. "Like a lot of people I didn't know that 
film was so big until I really dug in down here." Gooch says his 
business offers up space for feature film productions. One 
building his business helps manage is Savannah's St. John 
Baptist Church, "The Mighty Fortress." The possibility of more 
productions pulling out of Georgia is leaving business operators 
who depend on film production dollars to wonder how much of an 
impact they'll feel. "The people that are vocal about it, and most 
of the industry isn't, right? But the people that are, it's about 
women's rights, but at the same time there's probably more 
women working in film now than ever. 0:01:13

5/31/2019 7:00 PM
MEREDITH: SAV WATER 
RESTRICTIONS PROCESS

IN: When the temps start rising and there's no relief in sight, it's 
not hard to spot these water bottles. "Whew, it is hot. We were 
not expecting this much heat and humidity." TRACK: Girl scout 
troop mom, Kristi Jones says they are watching this heat very 
closely as their girl scouts visit Savannah. "Just making sure we 
give the girls lots of shade, lots of water breaks, just trying to 
keep them cool." TRACK: Other visitors are following the same 
advice... "I'm just drinking a lot of water and staying hydrated and 
cooling off every chance I get." TRACK: If this hot and dry 
weather continues, Savannah has a chance to rise into a drought 
level. Right now, water resources administrator Laura Walker 
says our water supply isn't going anywhere. "Our levels in the 
aquifer are pretty stable. It would take something catastrophic to 
change that." TRACK: A drought wouldn't change much for our 
ground water supply, but Salt water intrusion is 0:02:04

6/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
FILMING TO AFFECT 
DOWNTOWN TRAFFIC

Several roads in downtown Savannah will be closed this week 
because of movie filming. The filming is scheduled for Tuesday, 
tomorrow through Thursday, June 6. Lincoln Street between 
Broughton Street and Oglethorpe Avenue will be closed for the 
production. State Street between Abercorn and Habersham 
streets, as well as President Street between Abercorn and 
Habersham streets will also be closed. Several roads in 
downtown Savannah will be closed this week because of movie 
filming. The filming is scheduled for Tuesday, June 4 through 
Thursday, June 6. Lincoln Street between Broughton Street and 
Oglethorpe Avenue will be closed for the production. State Street 
between Abercorn and Habersham streets, as well as President 
Street between Abercorn and Habersham streets will also be 
closed. 0:00:48



6/3/2019 NOON
BJWSA WATER 
RESTIRCTIONS

Record heat and little rain are causing low water pressure for 
some people living in Beaufort and Jasper counties. The Beaufort 
Jasper Water and Sewer Authority says water demand is very 
high in the mornings. They are asking customers to use less 
water from 4 to 9 A-M until it rains. They also say some water 
could be a different color. The water and sewer authority says 
running cold water for a few minutes usually clears up the 
discoloration. It says tests show the water is safe to drink.Record 
heat and little rain are causing low water pressure for some living 
in Beaufort and Jasper counties. The Beaufort Jasper Water and 
Sewer Authority says water demand is very high in the mornings. 
They are asking customers to use less water from 4 to 9 AM until 
it rains. They also say some water could be a different color. The 
water and sewer authority says running cold water for a few 
minutes usually clears up the discoloration 0:00:55

6/4/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
BRKOUT: DISNEY 
BOYCOTT

As we've been reporting, this could be one of the last projects 
Disney films in Georgia. Disney's CEO recently said the company 
may "re-think" its relationship with the state if the new abortion 
laws take effect in January. Disney joins, Sony, AMC, Netflix and 
Warner Media in taking that stance. Several productions have 
already pulled out of Georgia since the law was signed last 
month. Only one of those was in Savanah. 0:01:40

6/5/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
COCKSPUR LIGHTHOUSE 
MARKER TOMORROW

A little over two years after an EF-2 tornado tore through the 
islands of Chatham County and Fort Pulaski National 
Monument... the Cockspur Island Lighthouse will get a new 
historical marker today. â€ƒThe tornado in May 2017 bent the 
lighthouse's old bronze marker and dropped it in a nearby field. 
â€ƒThe National Monument was closed for several months to 
clear debris and make repairs. â€ƒThe new replacement marker 
will be dedicated at 10 a-m at Fort Pulaski's Visitor's Center. 
â€ƒadmission to the park will be free for the ceremony. A little 
over two years after an EF-2 tornado tore through the islands of 
Chatham County and Fort Pulaski National Monument... the 
Cockspur Island Lighthouse will finally get a new historical 
marker today. â€ƒThe tornado in May 2017 bent the lighthouse's 
old bronze marker and dropped it in a nearby field. â€ƒThe 
National Monument was closed for several months 0:00:53



6/5/2019 The News at 5pm AMANDA: FARMERS RAIN

Some local farmers say they're on the verge of disaster if we 
don't get a significant amount of rain soon. Pete Waller is a third 
generation farmer and owns Ottawa Farms in Bloomingdale. He 
says his blackberries are half the size they should be because it's 
been so dry. Even with some rain, the drought is still cutting 
some crops short. 0:00:37

6/6/2019 6AM DAYBREAK SE GA FARMER AID

We also spoke to Pete Waller about a disaster aid package that 
passed the house earlier this week. Out of the $19 billion dollars 
included in that legislation, about 1 billion would help farmers 
across the state bounce back from bad weather over the past few 
years. That includes farmers in South georgia recovering from 
Hurricane Michael as well as blueberry farmers whose crops 
suffered from a freeze. Waller says he's grateful to see the 
federal support for farmers, but doesn't believe the funding will 
stretch as far as some think it will. Billions of dollars are headed 
to disaster -hit communities across the U.S., including Georgia. A 
just -passed $19- point- 1 billion will help farmers across our 
state bounce back from bad weather over the last couple of 
years. Amanda LaBrot spoke to lawmakers and local farmers 
about what this means for our community. Amanda: Local 
farmers like those here at Ottawa Farms 0:00:56

6/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
TRUMAN BIKE PATH 
UPDATE

A bike trail that runs from Daffin Park in Savannah all the way to 
Lake Mayer is in the works. Phase 1 of the Truman Linear Park 
trail is already done. That part goes from Daffin park to the 
intersection of 52nd street and Bee road. Now construciton for 
phase 2 has started. Phase 2 will stretch the trail all the way to 
Lake Mayer. The city and county agreed to split the cost of 
construction. The County will build from Lake Mayer to DeRenne 
Ave. The city is responsible for construction from DeRenne to 
Bee road. 0:01:04



6/1/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

SAV: WATER 
RESTRICTIONS

"Our levels in the aquifer are pretty stable. It would take 
something catastrophic to change that." The lack of rain isn't 
impacting Savannah's water supply, but if it continues the city 
could increase the watering restrictions. Walker says it's a good 
reminder to try to conserve water. These current water 
restrictions are making a huge difference. the city of savannah 
has decreased water usage from around 65 million gallons a day 
back in the 1980s to 24 million today. 0:00:36

6/3/2019 11:00 PM MOVIE ROAD CLOSURES

Several roads in downtown Savannah will be closed this week 
because of movie filming. The filming is scheduled for tomorrow 
through Thursday. Lincoln Street between Broughton Street and 
Oglethorpe Avenue will be closed for the production. State Street 
between Abercorn and Habersham streets, as well as President 
Street between Abercorn and Habersham streets will also be 
closed. 0:00:19

6/13/2019 7AM DAYBREAK SCEG RETURNS MONEY

If you get your energy through SCE and G, you can expect a 
check in the mail soon. The company is splitting 146 million 
dollars between its current and former ratepayers in a massive 
settlement. More than 1 million customers were involved in a 
lawsuit against SCE and G over the failed V-C Summer Nuclear 
Project. They were already forced to pay out, but a judge just 
made the pot bigger by reducing how much of the money will go 
toward legal fees. Dominion Energy took over the power 
company in January. It's not clear when or how much each 
customer will get paid. 0:00:41



6/13/2019 7AM DAYBREAK GOOD GAS NEWS

Good news for your summer road trip. Triple A is expecting gas 
prices to drop way down low soon. The current national average 
is around 2 dollars and 72 cents a gallon. And they predict that 
average could drop by another 50 cents over the next few 
months. That means states with lower gas prices could be paying 
*less than two dollars a gallon! Georgia and South Carolina are 
both states with favorable gas prices. As the prices drop, you can 
find the cheapest gas in town on our website. Just click on the 
link under the Traffic tab on WTOC dot Com. 0:00:32

6/17/2019 11:00 PM
DAL: BLUEBERRY 
FARMERS

Blueberry growers in South Georgia will get help from 
Washington after losing crops two straight years. A dozen 
growers met with Congressman Buddy Carter this afternoon in 
Alma to talk about the 19 billion dollar relief package. It will help 
them and others. Carter said Washington politics slowed down 
the process to get the one billion dollar Georgia Blueberry crop 
included in the disaster relief. Carter says the crop is now crucial 
to many local economies in his district. 0:00:30

6/18/2019 4:00 PM
CRYSTAL: CSX LIBERTY 
CO CLOSURES

You can see railroad construction happening here behind me on 
pate rogers road... liberty county says after some inspection, 
there was a need for some improvement. VO Liberty county says 
the company contracted to do the work on the railroads is 
southern commercial development. Liberty county says the 
crossings were worn out and the road was uneven. They wanted 
to make the crossings smoother for drivers. Larry Logan with 
liberty county EMA says it will be a little inconvenient for some 
people, but the crews are doing the work in a way that won't 
disrupt too many people. Logan says after a couple of complaints 
about people not being able to get to some areas...they decided 
to work on railroad crossings at Dunlevie road at later date. SOT 
LARRY LOGAN LIBERTY COUNTY EMA "All the crossings in 
liberty county were looked at and they decided that a lot of them 
needed repairs and they prepared a cycle or method that would 
work to get all those crossings repaired. 0:01:08



6/19/2019 6AM DAYBREAK SHELDON RUINS FENCE

A fence now surrounds one of the nation's oldest churches. The 
ruins of the Old Sheldon Church are in Beaufort county. It's a site 
that sees thousands of visitors, dozens of weddings and even a 
special church service each year.. but most recently, the Old 
Sheldon Church has seen vandals and thieves. Now a metal 
fence surrounds the ruins. The fence is part of a preservation 
effort that began in 2016 to help restore the area. And keep 
unwanted vandals out. 0:00:28

6/19/2019 7:00 PM
MEREDITH: FED BLDG BIZ 
IMPACT

Take IN: Foot traffic is low on York street these days. Business 
owners say they've lost close to 50 percent of revenue over the 
last 8 weeks and who's to blame? Owners are pointing the finger 
at this demolition. "It's like a dead zone right now." TRACK:The 
federal government is tearing down the old courthouse annex to 
build a brand new one to accommodate for more space. Local 
business owners say they are facing the brunt of this project. 
"Literally two hours can go buy and we don't have a person walk 
through the door." TRACK: Right now, York Street is closed from 
Barnard Street to Whitaker Street as the old building is 
demolished. The city has placed signs out to help move traffic to 
their street, but owners are getting their hands dirty, too. "We 
actually started just going and putting sidewalk chalk everywhere. 
Trying to direct people this way. listing all of the shops that are 
around here to get people coming so they know 'we're here!'" 
TRACK: Wi 0:00:55

6/25/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
OZARK SHOOTING ROAD 
CLOSURE

Your commute may be affected because of filming for a Netflix 
show dontown. They're filming for the next season of the show - 
"Ozark" - this week. The filming will affect River Street traffic 
today through Friday. River Street will be closed from the 
Abercorn street ramp and Morrell park to where the waving girl 
statue sits. Heads up if you will be downtown this week, because 
Netflix crews are setting up near Joe's Crab Shack downtown. 
They're filming for the next season of the show - "Ozark" - this 
week. The filming will affect River Street traffic. River Street will 
be closed from the Abercorn street ramp and Morrell park to 
where the waving girl statue sits Tuesday through Friday. A film 
production will affect vehicular traffic on River Street next week. 
Filming of the Netflix series Ozark will be affecting River Street 
from the Abercorn Street ramp 0:00:51



6/26/2019 7:00 PM
SEAN: BLACK GILL IN 
SHRIMP

As the Research Vessel Savannah set out for yet another Black 
Gill cruise, the scientists, interns, shrimping industry advocates 
and other stakeholders aboard are looking for answers. "It's kind 
of like forensics, for me, and I think that's exciting. And if we 
answer the question that would be really awesome." The 
question is what are the causes and impacts of black gill in 
shrimp. "It's really a symptom of a parasite that infects the 
shrimp. And when you see shrimp that have black gills, that is 
actually the shrimp defending itself from the parasite." While 
black gill is harmless to humans, it can have devastating effects 
on the shrimp. A shrimp that has black gill has about half the 
endurance than one that doesn't. "We've also done experiments 
with predators, we've put predators in the presence of shrimp 
with or without visible black gill. And the ones with visible black 
gill get consumed almost twice as much as the ones without." 0:00:55

6/27/2019 The News at 5pm ANDREW: BLUEBERRIES

Blueberries have taken a hard hit due to cold weather the last 
two growing seasons. BUT this year-- farmers have had to deal 
with the heat. The growing season typically begins during the first 
part of June and lasts through the middle of July. In Paschal 
Brewer's nearly 40 years of growing blueberries in Liberty 
County, he has never seen so many blueberries on his bushes at 
the start of a season. Brewer even had to prop up his bushes 
since they were being weighed down by the fruit. Brewer says the 
extreme heat led to the early growing season and cut his growing 
season short. 0:00:34

6/27/2019 6:00 PM
ANDREW: PROUD TO BE 
A FARMER

"I love all the farmers that I work with, they are so amazing," said 
Produce manager, Jessica Trevett. Jessica Trevett has spent the 
last 8 years working with local farmers at Brighter Day, making 
sure they have an outlet to get their crops directly into the 
community. "I think it is definitely a mutually beneficial 
connection. Whenever they come in to drop off, I love being able 
to see them and catch up with them. You know, see how they are 
doing, how are their families doing, how are the fields doing, what 
are the conditions like right now, what is going to be coming 
next," said Trevett. One of those local farmers Shirley Daughtry, 
the first organic farmer in the state of Georgia. "The quality is just 
paramount. Everything that she grows is just delicious and fresh 
and beautiful," In addition to the food grown on Daughtry's farm in 
Guyton, Brighter Day offers produce from a handful of farms, all 
in the state of Georgia. "We also work with seaport mushroo 0:00:56



6/28/2019 The News at 5pm
BRIANA: BUSY BEACH 
WEEKEND PREPS

PKG: Tybee City manager Shawn Gillen says as they gear up for 
the 4th of July festivities, they want people to understand the 
importance of safety and preparation. Gillen says they're biggest 
concern is making sure there is emergency access to all parts of 
the island at all times. "We do have some concerns of people 
once they get past Lazaretto Creek bridge, they have now taken 
away the passing lanes on 80 even today and yesterday we've 
seen people passing in those lanes that's illegal, it's dangerous." 
Gillen also says their new sandbar signage just came in 
yesterday so they are hoping to put some up in time for the big 
crowds. He says they will have ocean rescue, fire and police 
presence out by the sandbar for safety. Some beachgoers I 
talked to today have no worries and are just here to enjoy a long 
holiday.. ((Ken Callahan-visiting for the holiday)) "Game on let's 
have some fun, that's what independence day is all about right." 0:01:00
ECONOMY AND WHAT THE GOVERNMENT IS TRYING TO 
DO ABOUT IT. NATIONAL BUDGET: CIGNA INSURANCE 
HELPING FAMILIES WITH LOWER COSTS OF INSULIN,  
COMPANY OYGENATING THE RIVER, HELPING COTTON 
FARMERS WITH FUNDING, WHY PEOPLE RECEIVED 
LOWER TAX REFUNDS, SAVANNAH HARBOR EXPANSION 
PROJECT, INPUT ON CITY PARKING CHANGES INCLUDING 
DECREASING PRICES, CHINA TARIFFS ON US ECONOMY, 
HELPING FARMERS, HOW FORT PULASKI IS HELPING 
LOCAL ECONOMY, PORTS EXPANSION, MEDICAID BENEFIT
LOSSES, TYBEE MAYOR DISCUSSES NEED FOR BEACH 
RENOURISHMENT AND REPLACEMENT OF BRIDGES. HOW 
NEW CRANES WILL HELP THE PORT OF SAVANNAH 
THRIVE, CHATHAM COUNTY 2020 BUDGET.

SOURCE: STATE OF GEORGIA, STATE OF SOUTH 
CAROLINA, US CONGRESS, SENATE , PRESIDENT DONALD 
TRUMP

4/2/2019 11:00 PM
HB 48: OFF SHORE 
DRILLING RESOLUTION

For the first time ever, Georgia lawmakers are officially saying - 
we don't want offshore drilling on our coasts. The house 
overwhelmingly passed a resolution today opposing the testing in 
an effort to preserve the coastline. Several representatives from 
the coastal empire sponsored the bill. It heads to the governor's 
desk for a signature. It's important to note, the federal 
government can still test in the waters against the wishes of 
individual states. 0:00:38



4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
SAV REPS IN 
DELEGATION TO JAPAN

Two members from the Savannah City Council will represent the 
state in Japan! Mayor Pro Tem Carol Bell and District 4 Alderman 
Julian Miller join other Georgia leaders on the GEN-J Community 
& Business Trip. The Japan America Society of Georgia's 
executive director says the trip plays an important part to bridge 
Japan and Georgia's business as well as their culture. The state 
is considered the center of Japanese industry in the 
Southeastern United States with over 547 Japanese-affiliated 
companies investing over $10.4 billion dollars creating over 35 
thousand jobs. 0:00:34

4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
US TRANSPORTAION 
AWARDS $2.5 M TO GA

Georgia has received a 2.5 million dollar grant from the US 
Department of Transportation. GDOT will use the money for 
roadside infrastructure that supports connected vehicle 
technology -- such as -- traffic signals and metered ramps in the 
Atlanta-metro area. The federal grant is awarded for cutting-edge 
technologies that can serve as national models. GDOT also 
plans to develop a portal for delevopers to share infomation and 
real time data to improve products and services. 0:00:29

4/2/2019 NOON

AMAZON CUTS MORE 
PRICES AT WHOLE 
FOODS

Amazon is cutting prices on hundreds of products at Whole 
Foods for third time since it bought the premium grocery chain 
two years ago. The cuts -- mostly focused on produce -- go into 
effect Wednesday. Amazon and Whole Foods expect customers 
to save an average of 20 percent on select items -- including 
greens, tomatoes, and fruits. The company will also double the 
number of weekly deals for Prime members -- and give them 
another 10 percent off hundreds of sale items throughout the 
store. 0:00:30



4/4/2019 7AM DAYBREAK INSULIN PLANS

A health insurer says a new program will help families who have 
to pay for a lifesaving drug. Cigna announced it's launching the 
patient assurance program. According to the company -- the plan 
will cap out-of-pocket expenses for a 30-day supply of insulin at 
25-dollars. Diabetics need insulin because their bodies either do 
not produce or use it properly. On average -- Cigna says patients 
paid nearly 42-dollars a month in out-of-pocket expenses for the 
drug last year. 0:00:51

4/4/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

AMANDA: SAV HHI 
AIRPORT 
ANNOUNCEMENT

Taking a live look outside with our WTOC Savannah International 
Airport Skycam. Allegiant airlines says will establish a base in 
Savannah, bringing more planes, visitors and jobs. Starting June 
6, the Savannah Hilton Head international Airport will be the 17th 
in the country where the airline will base planes. The hub brings 
a 50 million dollar investment and at least 66 new jobs to the city. 
There will also be more flights to more destinations. Allegiant 
airlines says will establish a base in Savannah, bringing more 
planes, visitors and jobs. The company announced today the 
Savannah Hilton Head international Airport will be just the 17th in 
the country where the airline will base planes. The hub brings a 
50 million dollar investment and at least 66 new jobs to 
Savannah. There will also be more flights to more destinations, 
giving more people more chances to fly in and out. 0:00:53

4/4/2019 7:00 PM
WRIGHT: SHEP OXYGEN 
INJECTORS

NATS at port The everyday hustle and bustle at the Georgia 
Ports is evidence of its massive impact on the region and 
country. But across the river sits a much smaller facility, that 
could be equally as important. "Those pump moves roughly 
10,000 gallons a minute. the plant moves about 30,000 gallons a 
minute." This is the Army Corps's 100-million-dollar solution to 
oxygenating a river that will be 5 feet deeper once the project is 
done. Together, the sites will cost about 3-million dollars to run 
each year. The project combines oxygen generators normally 
found in hospitals or mines with something called Speece Cones. 
The cones are normally found in wastewater treatment plants. 
Jonathan Broadie // Army Corps Chief of Operations "Each 
component in this plant exists somewhere in the world. they're 
not combined in this fashion anywhere else. It really is unique." 
The facility produces 15-thousand pounds of oxygen per day. It 
must inject 1 0:02:34



4/5/2019 NOON
ECONOMY ADDED 
196,000 JOBS IN MARCH

New at noon - The economy added almost 200-thousand new 
jobs in March. It marks a strong recovery from February -- when 
just 33-thousand jobs were created. The unemployment rate has 
remained flat at three-point-eight per cent. 0:00:40

4/7/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SUNDAY

BOEING CUTS 737 MAX 
PRODUCTION RATES

Boeing is cutting back on making anymore 737 max airplanes for 
now. The manufacturer says the move is only temporary. It will 
start putting out 42-airplanes, instead oF 52, every month that 
are a part of the max series. Boeing's 737 max airplanes... 
grounded after 346 people died in two crashes. The change in 
production rate is expected to happen in mid April. 0:00:31

4/8/2019 5:30pm
DAL: GA COTTON 
COMMISSION FUNDING

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal Cotton farmers won't put seed in the ground for 
another month or so. But they've already done one thing that 
could help them for the next three seasons to come. (vo) 
Farmers like Lee Cromley and others voted to continue funding 
the Georgia Cotton Commission for another three years. (sot) cg- 
Lee Cromley / Cotton Farmer It's always interesting to see what 
the affirmation will be. But we were really pleased with it - 92 
percent - that's as high as we've had it...maybe ever! (vo) 
Cromley serves on the commission's board. Growers pay in to 
the commision - one dollar from every bale of cotton they sell in a 
season - to fund the commission that serves as a lobbying voice 
in Atlanta and Washington. It also helps promote Georgia cotton 
to buyers worldwide. It also helps fund agriculture research with 
the University of Georgia. Cromley says that helps growers deal 
with insects and disease as well as help increase yields per acre 
and help make them more pr 0:01:36



4/9/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

DAL: COTTON 
COMMISSION FUNDING

Georgia farmers have voted to continue funding the Georgia 
Cotton Commission for another three years. Growers pay in to 
the commision - one dollar from every bale of cotton they sell in a 
season - to fund the commission that serves as a lobbying voice 
in Atlanta and Washington. It also helps promote Georgia cotton 
to buyers worldwide. It also helps fund agriculture research with 
the University of Georgia. Comission board Member Lee Cromley 
says that helps growers deal with insects and disease as well as 
help increase yields per acre and help make them more 
productive. When it comes to clothing, many people think about 
shopping instead of farms. But Georgia cotton farmers help 
provide the raw materials. WTOC Bureau chief Dal Cannady 
talked to one grower and industry leader about a state group that 
helps them improve their crop and find new markets. â€‹(sot) cg- 
Dal 0:00:52

4/13/2019 WKEND 7PM
CNN: IRS PAYING LESS IN 
REFUNDS

if you haven't submitted your taxes yet - heads up - you may be 
in for a smaller refund. the government's early filing data shows 
the irs has paid six-billion dollars less in refunds this tax season, 
a three percent drop over last year. the data shows the average 
refund paid out through the end of march was about 28-hundred 
bucks -- roughly $20 less than 2018 blame the new tax law that 
adjusted irs withholding tables in early 2018. the result was uncle 
sam taking a little less out of some people's paychecks during 
most of last year. the brookings institute estimates 80% of 
americans paid an average of 21-hundred dollars less in taxes in 
2018. the reduction was applied to paychecks throughout the 
year versus a large single lump-sum refund check. meaning 
taxpayers may feel a bigger pinch this refund season, explains 
financial planner tim steffen. tim steffen/director of advanced 
planning, baird "obviously it doesn't feel the same, but it works 
the same ultimately. 0:00:57

4/14/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SUNDAY

SC: BUDGET SPENDING 
PLANS

The South Carolina Senate is getting ready to have its say on 
how the state should spend its nearly $9 billion dollar budget. 
Plans include teacher raises and freezing on college tuition costs 
for in-state students. Senators will begin their debate 
Wednesday. The plan allows for nearly $1 billion dollars more in 
spending than the last budget. 0:00:22



4/18/2019 NOON
RETAIL SALES SURGE IN 
MARCH

In consumer news - US retail sales surged in March at the fastest 
pace since late 2017. The Commerce Department says that 
sales increased 1 point 6-percent from February. The increase in 
sales includes spending on autos, gasoline, furniture and 
clothing. During the past year, retail spending has grown 3 point 
6-percent. 0:00:22

4/24/2019 7:00 PM
BREAKOUT: SAV HARBOR 
EXPANSION PROJECT

Last month, Congressman Buddy Carter announced funding was 
secured to keep the Savannah harbor Expansion project on 
track. The U-S army corps of engineers recommended more than 
$130 million in federal funds for the project. That was released in 
their proposed 2020 fiscal year budget. This the 3rd straight year 
the project has received full funding from President Trump's 
administration. 0:00:54

4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
WRIGHT: JOBS 
ANNOUNCEMENT GPA

"So to bring 25,000 new lifts to the port with the potential to grow 
to double that is incredible." "166 jobs is great. $172 million 
investment, but the amount of port traffic this company in the first 
year will be one of the top 5 folks doing business in the port so 
this is going to be incredible for us." This is Governor Brian Kemp 
with the company's CEO. Kemp says this announcement proves 
Georgia is still great for business. 0:00:25



4/25/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BREAKOUT: SAV HARBOR 
EXPANSION PROJECT

Last month, Congressman Buddy Carter announced funding was 
secured to keep the Savannah harbor Expansion project on 
track. The U-S army corps of engineers recommended more than 
$130 million in federal funds for the project. That was released in 
their proposed 2020 fiscal year budget. This the 3rd straight year 
the project has received full funding from President Trump's 
administration. Last month, Congressman Buddy Carter 
announced funding was secured to keep the Savannah harbor 
Expansion project on track. The U-S army corps of engineers 
recommended more than $130 million in federal funds for the 
project. That was released in their proposed 2020 fiscal year 
budget. This the 3rd straight year the project has received full 
funding from President Trump's administration. 0:00:47

4/26/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BRKOUT: PARKS 
MAINTENANCE IN GA

Georgia's national parks have a total of over $240 -million in 
deferred maintenance, according to the NPS. That includes over 
$15 million at Fort Pulaski, which you see here. There's more 
than $2 million in defferred maintenance of Fort Frederica and 
over $7 million at Cumberland Island. Defferred maintenance 
totals over 900 thousand dollars at South Carolina's national 
parks. https://www.nps.gov/subjects/infrastructure/upload/NPS-
Deferred-Maintenance-FY18-State_and_Park_2018.pdf NPS 
DEFERRED MAINTENANCE BY STATE GEORGIA TOTAL: 
$240,016,539 CUMBERLAND ISLAND NATIONAL SEASHORE 
$7,146,825 FORT FREDERICA NATIONAL MONUMENT 
$2,396,742 FORT PULASKI NATIONAL MONUMENT 
$15,312,148 SC TOTAL: $900,107 FORT SUMTER NATIONAL 
MONUMENT $9,071,437 0:00:54

5/2/2019 NOON
CITY WANTS INPUT ON 
PARKING CHANGES

Right now - the city of Savannah wants your input on current 
parking rates. The city is considering lowering the parking rate 
from $2 per hour to $1 per hour on blocks between Oglethorpe 
Avenue and Bay Street contained by Habersham Street and 
Lincoln Street. They say a survey to give your input on the 
proposed change will be available for 30 days. The change is 
scheduled to begin July 1 with pay stations reflecting the new 
rate. For a link to the survey - head to our website at wtoc.com. 0:00:46



5/3/2019 7:00 PM
ECONOMY ADDS 263K 
JOBS IN APRIL

Great news on the job front! 263-thousand jobs were added last 
month. The unemployment rate fell to 3.6 percent. That's the 
lowest number since December of 1969. Wages are up too. The 
average hourly worker makes 3.2 percent more than a year ago. 
The strongest sectors of job growth in april were construction, 
and healthcare. April marked the 103rd straight month of overall 
job growth. 0:00:23

5/5/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SUNDAY

CONSUMER: SUBWAY 
STORE CLOSINGS

Speaking of closings.. Subway reports it closed one thousand 
restaurants in the u-s last year. â€ƒNot only is that more than it 
planned... the number may actually be higher than that. 
â€ƒThat's because subway did not disclose how many new 
stores it opened -- and some of the closed restaurants include 
locations that opened during the same year. 0:00:29

5/8/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
GDOL: COASTAL GA 
UNEMPLOYMENT

Thanks Zach. Georgia is seeing unemployment rates go down 
right now. The Unemployment rate in coastal Georgia is at about 
3.6%, according to the latest report for the department of labor. 
They released march's numbers last week. That's compared to 
3.9% in March of last year. But the labor force and the number of 
unemployed residents also decreased over that same period. 
The unemployment rate stays at around 3% in our lowcountry 
counties. 0:00:24



5/8/2019 4:00 PM
CHATHAM CO STATE OF 
SMALL BUSINESS

The 7th Annual State of Small Business in Chatham County was 
presented during an event held at Savannah Technical College - 
today. Five area experts presented reports on measurable 
benchmarks relating to the health of Savannah's small business 
community. Speakers also held a round-table to discuss the 
implications of the data with the small business owners who 
attended the event, The goal is to help small business owners 
make informed decisions. 0:00:28

5/8/2019 6AM DAYBREAK CAT PUBLIC MEETING

Chatham Area Transit wants your opinion on the upcoming 
budget. It's holding a budget hearing for the proposed 2020 fiscal 
year budget today. That's happening at 5:30 p-m at the Joe 
Murray Rivers Junior Intermodal Transit center on west 
oglethorpe. Listed below is the monthly schedule of public 
meetings for the Chatham Area Transit Authority that will take 
place during the month of May 2019. Budget Hearing for the 
proposed FY2020 Budget Date: May 8, 2019 Time: 10 a.m. 
Location: Joe Murray Rivers, Jr. Intermodal Transit Center 610 
West Oglethorpe Avenue Public Meeting & Budget Hearing for 
the proposed FY2020 Budget Date: May 8, 2019 Time: 5:30 p.m. 
Location: Joe Murray Rivers, Jr. Intermodal Transit Center 610 
West Oglethorpe Avenue Board of Directors High-Impact 
Governing Work Session Date: May 14, 2019 Time: 11 a.m. 
Location: 900 East Gwinnett Street Board of Directors Executive 
Com 0:00:53

5/8/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SEAN:WASTE WATER 
SMELL

The odor coming from the Bio-Solid facility at the City of 
Savannah's Water Reclamation plant on President Street has 
gotten so bad .. city staff is recommending emergency funds to 
put in a temporary odor control system. The smell is the result of 
waste sludge being heated and turned into a dry product .. which 
costs less to haul off than wet waste. The city started this method 
this year. The staff knew there could be an issue with the smell.. 
but didn't plan on it being this bad so soon. 0:00:30



5/9/2019 7AM DAYBREAK CHINA TRADE TALKS

Today, the president will start a new round of trade negotiations 
with China, and the talks are expected to be tense. They have a 
midnight deadline to make peace before a new round of tarrifs 
goes into effect. President Trump threatened to raise taxes on 
billions of dollars worth of Chinese imports. China has warned it 
willr etaliate with quote "necessary countermeasures." The 
president says there's no reason to worry. 0:00:25

5/10/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
NEW CHINA TARIFFS 
TAKE EFFECT

Breaking overnight, President Trump has increased tariffs on 200 
billion dollars worth of Chinese imports. This after a day of tense 
trade talks made little progress in Washington. Those 
negotiations aren't over just yet, but the two countries had a 
midnight deadline to reach some sort of agreement before these 
new tariffs took effect. So at 12:01 this morning, the tax went 
from 10 percent to 25 percent. This is the latest step in a months-
long trade war between President Trump and China's President 
Xi. So far, we've imposed taxes on almost half of all goods 
imported from China. It's mostly affecting industrial components 
like steel and aluminum. China has retaliated by taxing 91 
percent of American imports. China's leaders say they have no 
plans to back down. 0:00:48

5/13/2019 NOON BLUEBERRY FREEZE AID

A disaster relief bill passed by congress will help millions of 
Amercians still recovering from natural disasters like hurricanes, 
wildfires, and even blueberry farmers in the Costal Empire. 
Representative Buddy Carter made sure some of that money will 
go to those blueberry growers who lost crops to a harsh freeze in 
2017. The bill provides 17 point 2 billion dollars for disaster relief 
across America. 0:00:26



5/14/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

CHINA HITS BACK; 
TRUMP ASSURES 
FARMERS

Trump: "Out of the billions of dollars that we are taking in, a small 
portion of that will be going to our farmers because China will 
probably be retaliating to a certain extent against our farmers." 
The president didn't say how much he'll set aside for farmers, but 
he says they'll be quote "very happy." Some of them aren't so 
sure. 0:00:19

5/14/2019 NOON
NASA FIRST WOMAN ON 
THE MOON 2024

In a surprise announcement, NASA revealed the new name for 
its moon programâ€“ "Artemis." She is a Greek Goddess of the 
moon and twin sister of Apollo. The space agency picked the 
name because NASA's planning to land the first woman on the 
moon in just five years. To make it happen, the Trump 
administration is asking Congress to approve an additional $1.6 
billion above NASA's $21 billion budget. Humans haven't walked 
on the moon since the 1972. 0:00:26

5/17/2019 11:00 PM
LYNDSEY: PERDUE ON 
PORTS

U.S. Georgia Senator David Perdue in the hostess city today. He 
toured the Port of Savannah and got a briefing on the progress of 
the Savannah Harbor Expansion Project. The Port of Savannah 
is home to the largest single- terminal container facility in North 
America. As it continues to grow, thanks to full funding for SHEP 
from President Trump, Perdue says when it's complete next year, 
it will be a huge asset not just to this area, but the entire country. 
"Its a critical part, not just for the Southeast, but the entire 
country. If we're going to continue to compete with the rest of the 
world, we've got to grow exports. This is the only port in the 
country that actually exports more than it imports." 0:00:45



5/28/2019 The News at 5pm
DAL: SCREVEN CO 
LANDFILL MEETING

Earlier this month, I showed you the dairy farm off Louie Newton 
Road that developer Ben Wall wants to use at least part of the 
property. He's pointed to the money his company would pay the 
county as well as the number of jobs the landfill would generate. 
But opposition has already rallied against it, pointing at the 
environmental threat and how the traffic would harm their 
property. 0:00:23

5/30/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
FORT PULASKI NEW NPS 
REPORT

A new National Park Service report shows Fort Pulaski is 
bringing money to the local economy. more than 419-thousand 
people visited the monument last year and spent more than 27-
million dollars in communities near the park. The reports 
suggests that spending supported 355 jobs in the local area and 
had a cumulative benefit to the local economy of more than 33-
million-dollars. A new National Park Service report shows more 
than 419-thousand people visited Fort Pulaski National 
Monument in Chatham County last year and spent more than 27-
million dollars in communities near the park. The reports 
suggests that spending supported 355 jobs in the local area and 
had a cumulative benefit to the local economy of more than 33-
million-dollars. 0:02:04

5/31/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
DISASTER BILL BLOCKED 
AGAIN

For a third time, a Republican congressman has blocked the 
federal disaster relief bill. Some the 19 billion dollars in federal 
funds would have gone to help South Georgia farmers affected 
by Hurricane Michael. Representative John Rose of Tennessee 
cast a no vote yesterday while the House was out of session. 
This is the third time in recent weeks the disaster bill has been 
blocked by a single vote. Rose said he blocked the bill because 
of concerns over the nation's growing deficit , and the fact that 
the vote was held during a congressional break. For a third time, 
a Republican congressman has blocked the disaster relief bill, 
stopping federal funds to help South Georgia farmers hurt by 
Hurricane Michael. This afternoon, Representative John Rose of 
Tennessee cast a no vote on the $19.1-billion legislation, while 
the House was out of session. This is the third time in recent 
weeks the disaster bill has been blocked a single vote 0:00:56



6/5/2019 5:30pm
SHEP PROJECT 
BREAKOUT

The harbor expansion project will benefit the American economy 
by a ratio of 7.3 to 1. That means for each $1 spent on 
deepening the harbor, the U.S. economy will see a net benefit of 
$7.30, or a net benefit of $282 million per year. 0:00:13

6/14/2019 4:00 PM
SEAN: CHATHAM CO 
YOUTH COMISSION

The Chatham County Youth Commission graduates another 
class .. and were recognized by Chatham County Commissioners 
at today's meeting. Since 1992, the Chatham County Youth 
Commission has introduced young people to the governmental 
process, as well as develop their leadership skills. At today's 
meeting, each graduating member shared with Commissioners 
where they will attend college in the fall and the concentration of 
their studies. The groups director, Van Johnson, also spoke 
about the group. 0:00:30

6/16/2019 WKEND 11PM
RETURN TO HARDWICK 
SCREENING

The National Museum of the Mighty Eighth Air Force held a 
screening of the documentary "Return to Hardwick" this 
afternoon. The film focuses on the 93rd Bomb Group and their 
accomplishments. They were the most decorated, most traveled 
and most effective bomber group of World War 2. A forum was 
also held today with the filmmaker - Michel Sellers - and the 
documentarys narrator Michael Cudlitz - who you may recognize 
from the shows Band of Brothers and The Walking Dead. Cudlitz 
says the most important part of documentarys like this is to keep 
the veterans stories alive. 0:00:30



6/18/2019 7:00 PM
GOV. KEMP VISIT ON 
EMPLOYABILITY

Georgia Governor Brian Kemp got a tour of Employability today. 
Employability helps adults looking for a job who have 
developmental disabilities. The organization works with local 
businesses in Chatham, Effingham, and Bryan Counties. They 
say their vision is to empower adults with developmental 
disabilities to live full and meaningful lives. Governor Kemp met 
with some of the employees and employers today and spoke with 
them about the work they do. 0:00:27

6/19/2019 NOON
GA MEDICAID BENEFIT 
LOSSES

A new investigation has revealed thousands more Georgians are 
at risk of losing Medicaid benefits than previously thought. The 
Atlanta Journal Constitution reported earlier this month that 17 
thousand people would lose coverage. State officials now say 
that number is 30 thousand. Lawyers representing some of those 
patients say it's likely that the state didn't notify a large number of 
their clients. State health officials say the patients could lose 
coverage because they haven't proven they're still eligible. Those 
patients have until the end of August to renew their benefits. 0:00:35

6/20/2019 4:00 PM
COST OF 
HOMEOWNERSHIP

Habitat for Humanity says 1 out of 8 families in Georgia spend 
more than half of their income on a place to live. The group 
hopes voters can help them change that. Habitat for Humanity of 
Georgia launched the Cost of Home Campaign here in 
Savannah. The mission is simple...access to affordable housing. 
Governor Kemp signed a bill this year to help groups associated 
with Habitat for Humanity. The bill would exempt those groups 
from paying property taxes on donated vacant lots. State 
Representative Matthew Gambill explains. 0:00:31



6/20/2019 5:30pm
TYBEE MAYOR ISSUES 
DISCUSSED IN D.C.

And speaking of Tybee Island... Mayor Jason Buelterman says 
he met with officials in Washington, D.C. yesterday to discuss 
some of the major issues the city is facing. He posted this picture 
with Senator Johnny Isakson to his Facebook page. The mayor 
says he also met with Senator David Perdue and Congressman 
Buddy Carter - as well as the Army Corp. Some of the topics 
discussed included the city's efforts to extend its beach 
renourishment agreement - permits needed to replace the Bull 
and Lazaretto Creek bridges - and a hazard mitigation grant to lift 
homes out of a flood zone. 0:00:34

6/24/2019 The News at 5pm AMANDA: PORT CRANES

Amanda: The addition of the five new cranes here at the Port of 
Savannah gives it a bigger fleet than any other port in the 
country. These new Rubber-Tired Gantry cranes or RTGs 
expand the total number of them here to 151. The Georgia Port 
Authority says the growing amount of equipment is just a sign of 
the growing number of containers coming through. Ed 
McCarthy/Chief Operating Officer, Georgia Port Authority: "The 
Georgia Port Authority has been growing dramatically for the past 
decade. We need to sustain that growth, keep up with that 
growth." Chief Operating officer Ed McCarthy says this is one 
way to do that. He says these cranes are more efficient than 
those currently at the port, and they'll help Savannah handle tens 
of thousands more containers. Along with bringing in cargo, 
they're bringing in jobs. Ed McCarthy/Chief Operating Officer, 
Georgia Port Authority: "We're up over 600 operators here at the 
port right now, and our books are open 0:00:56

6/26/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HARDEEVILLE PARKS & 
RECS INPUT SESSION

Leaders in Hardeeville say their population could more than triple 
within the next 10 years and they want to be ready for the 
possible growth. The city held a public input meeting for the 
enhancement of Richard Gray Complex park to make sure it has 
what residents want. It's just west of I-95. The community looked 
at pictures of parks from all over and put stickers on the features 
that they would most like to see at the new Gray complex. 
Leaders in Hardeeville say their population could more than triple 
within the next 10 years and they want to be ready for the 
possible growth. In an effort to make sure their green space has 
what people want. The city held a interactive public input meeting 
for the enhancement of Richard Gray Complex park. The 
community looked at pictures of parks from all over and put 
stickers on the features that they would most like to see at the 
new Gray complex. 0:01:19



6/29/2019 WKEND 6PM TAX MARCH

"Thanks to the tax cuts and jobs bill, we've got the booming 
economy right now. We've got one of the lowest unemployment 
rates ever on record. For certain segments of our population, 
certain groups, we've got the lowest unemployment rate that 
they've ever had. Listen, if you want a job right now, they are out 
there." 0:00:21

6/30/2019 WKEND 11PM
CRYSTAL: CHATHAM CO 
2020 BUDGET

The millage rate for the Chatham area transit authority will be the 
same as last year with a rate of 1.15 mills. Commissioners also 
approved a rollback rate for the unincorporated areas of the 
county. But the talker is the public defenders office and the 
district attorneys budget. SOT "It's very important that we 
consider the public defenders office whenever we're talking about 
adding more prosecutorial DAs BUTT TO "And we did add in the 
budget an additional assistant public defender so we did put that 
in there." The 203 million dollar budget was revised from its 
original presentation including adding 15,000 dollars for the 
district attorneys office and 54,364 thousand dollars for the public 
defenders office. Commissioners say after the budget workshop 
days before, they decided more manpower was needed for the 
district attorneys office and the public defenders office. SOT 0:00:53

ISSUE 14-HOW CHARITBATBLE AND FEDERAL 
ORGANIZATIONS ARE HELPING THE COMMUNITY. NON-
PROFITS HELPING COMMUNITY NEEDS, JOB FAIRS, 
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS, WTOC'S FOCUS ON THE 
COMMUNITY, LOCAL CHARITY FUNDRAISERS INCLUDING 
HOW WTOC IS HELPING THEM
SOURCE: NON-PROFITS, 



4/1/2019 7AM DAYBREAK HOOPS FOR HORIZONS

Closer to home, kids and adults shot some hoops to give low-
income kids the opportunity to attend summer programs. About 
20 teams competed in the Annual Hoops for Horizons basketball 
tournament yesterday. It raises money for Horizons Savannah, 
which provides a 6-week program in the summer and extra 
support throughout the year for 1st through 12th graders. The 
program is free for the nearly 300 students enrolled, thanks to 
funding from events like this. 0:01:01

4/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
OLD SAV CITY MISSION 
5K

Hundreds of runners raced Saturday to raise money for the Old 
Savannah City Mission. The inaugural Friends, Students and 
Athletes 5k raced through downtown, ending at the mission on 
Bull Street. Local high schools and supporters raised more than 
50-thousand dollars for the organization that helps to feed the 
hungry, shelter the homeless, and rehabilitate those with 
addictions and criminal records. Hundreds of runners raced 
yesterday morning to raise money for the Old Savannah City 
Mission. The Inaugural Friends, Students and Athletes 5k raced 
through downtown, ending at the mission on Bull Street. Local 
high schools and supporters raised more than 50-thousand 
dollars for the organization that helps to feed the hungry, shelter 
the homeless, and rehabilitate those with addictions and criminal 
records. Organizers say that money is essential to keep their 
work going. 0:00:25

4/1/2019 NOON
GOODWILL JOB FAIR 
TUESDAY

Goodwill of Southeast Georgia willl host a hiring event tomorrow 
with Savannah Technical college. The multi-employer career fair 
will feature more than 100 job opportunities. Full time and part 
time positions will be available with starting wages as high as $17 
an hour. That's happening tomorrow from 10 a-m to 2 p-m at the 
Learning Enrichment Center at Savannah Technical College. 0:00:24



4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK PARKERS JOB FAIR

And Parkers is looking to hire more than 30 people for its new 
Pooler location. They're hosting open interviews tomorrow from 
10 a-m to 4 p-m. They prefer that you apply ahead of time online. 
Just head to the link you see on your screen. 0:00:14

4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
GOODWILL JOB FAIR 
TUESDAY

Goodwill of Southeast Georgia willl host a hiring event TODAY 
with Savannah Technical college. The multi-employer career fair 
will feature more than 100 job opportunities. Full time and part 
time positions will be available with starting wages as high as $17 
an hour. That's happening from 10 a-m to 2 p-m at the Learning 
Enrichment Center at Savannah Technical College. 0:03:25

4/2/2019 The News at 5pm

RONALD MCDONALD 
HOUSE ROYAL FLUSH 
CHECK

New tonight--the Ronald McDonald House of the Coastal Empire 
receiving a big check today. The Roto-Rooter Plumbers of 
Savannah presented a check worth more than 78-hundred 
dollars to the Ronald McDonald House. The funds were raised 
during the inaugural Royal Flush Casino Night back in February. 
If you don't know, the ronald mcdonald house provides a place to 
stay for the families of children recieving treatment at local 
hospitals. 0:00:31



4/3/2019 5:30pm
TIM: COMMUNITY 
CHAMPIONS

This is not the menu for one of Savannah's fine dining 
establishments. Just one of its finer establishments. "a lot of 
people who are freshly homeless, never been homeless before, 
what's the first thing you need? I'm homeless, I need to get a 
meal ... And every weekday for 37 years -- hundreds of 
individuals in Savannah have gotten that meal at Emmaus House 
-- a respite for the homeless in the heart of Savannah's Historic 
District. Emmaus House serves 250 hot meals per day, has a 
laundry drop-off service and provides a place to get clean and 
warm. "the whole idea is those things that we all take for granted 
when you wake up in the morning like brushing your teeth, eating 
a hot meal, taking a shower, putting on some clean clothes and 
then going out in to the community to be productive? Those 
things are hard to do when you've been sleeping in a tent. 
Commonly referred to as a soup kitchen, Emmaus House 
provides much more than soup at 8:30 every mornin 0:01:47

4/4/2019 11:00 PM
AMERICAN LEGION 
DONATION 200 CLUB

Mark Dana/ President, 200 Club of the Coastal Empire TC 1:06 
"It's a real show engagement a financial commitment to what we 
do and why we do it." The American Legion also made donations 
to Honor Flights and the Savannah Center for the Blind and Low 
Vision. 0:00:12

4/5/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
7AM ZACH: BOTANICAL 
GARDENS CENTENNIAL

A popular Savannah location is about to celebrate a BIG 
birthday. The Bamboo Farm, which is now known as the Coastal 
Georgia Botanical Gardens is gearing up for its Centennial 
Celebration. The Friends of the Coastal Gardens have several 
events planned this weekend. Zach Logan joins us live from the 
botanical gardens this morning with a look at some of the 
activities. The Coastal Georgia Botanical Gardens is celebrating 
its 100th birthday this weekend. There are two events taking 
place on Saturday. 0:00:30



4/13/2019 WKEND 7PM
HARLEY: EVANS CO 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS

HARLEY: "The Evans County Special Olympics has been going 
on for 15 years. Organizers tell me it's the athletes and their 
supporters that keep this event going every year." *NATS* SOT: 
Amanda Locke, Coordinator, Special Olympics of Evans County 
"We are all here because the athletes get this opportunity to 
shine. This is their stage. This is their playing field." Around 25 
special athletes hit the Tiger Town Athletic Field today to show 
off their talents. They participated in a variety of jumps, running 
events, and throwing competitions. Each event was tailored to 
their ability, so everyone could enjoy. The Evans County program 
is for children eight years old and older. Once they graduate high 
school, they are then called hall of famers. "Special Olympics, 
while it is for our athletes, it benefits so many people. It benefits 
the athletes, it benefits their families. This is a day for families 
just to relax and enjoy each other and enjoy their children." 
Parents sa 0:01:52

4/24/2019 7:00 PM
COMMUNITY CHAMPION: 
2ND HARVEST

They move a lot of food at America's Second Harvest. "overall, 
last year we provided 15.1 million pounds of food to people living 
in coastal Georgia and we touched over 141,000 lives last year. 
Purchased through grants at grocery stores and farms or 
donated through community food drives, the food that comes 
through Second Harvest is distributed to many people in many 
ways. "we provide the food to 285 non-profit organizations, faith-
based organizations. different shelters, pantry programs so that 
they can use this food for their low-income feeding programs. It is 
not just canned goods .... "we have a freezer that holds about six 
tractor trailer loads of frozen product and we distribute chicken 
and all sorts of things that way ... this year, we'll distribute close 
to three million pounds of produce. And while most of that food 
goes through a different organization, Second Harvest also 
operates direct-service programs to provide meals to the elderly 
... 0:01:53

4/27/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

DAWN: 65TH 
ANNIVERSARY

From the parades and festivals to just about every major non- 
profit and civic organization, WTOC has been there, done that 
and will continue to lead the way in our community. We pride 
ourselves in being known as the community station. Legendary 
news anchor Doug Weathers was here when WTOC was first 
developing that reputation. SOT Doug Weathers :28 "The station 
of the people we did people stories. Every story we did had a 
meaning to a lot of people./ :47 some TV stations this day and 
time totally overlook that and we never did." Under Doug's 
leadership we all learned a valuable lesson. If there were more 
than 50 people in a room, WTOC needed to be there. SOT Craig 
Harney Subclip 10) TC13:45 "Doug's famous statement was our 
flag flies in every event and it did and it does Now under Larry. 
Larry has picked that back up probably more recently than 
anybody else. He has brought back that standard . 0:02:32



4/29/2019 4:00 PM
CRYSTAL: BEAUFORT 
ANIMAL CAMPUS

Hilton head animal services say since they have opened that new 
campus, they've had plenty of visitors and adoptions have risen. 
VO Franny Gerthoffer with Hilton head animal services says 
opening this new campus allows them to do more with them 
having the Beaufort county location, a clinic, and an adoption 
center. So she says it is convenient now having three buildings 
that are working together. Gerthoffer says it allows them to 
handle so many more animals more efficiently and get them out 
so much more efficiently. Hilton head animal services say the 
new facility was something that was really needed because they 
have been partnered with Beaufort county animal services for 
seven years and it was as difficult having to go to so many 
different locations. SOT FRANNY GERTHOFFER HILTON HEAD 
HUMANE SOCIETY "This was a much-needed improvement 
because of how the animals...there was no other choice because 
the animals really lived in conditions that were subpar so the ani 0:01:06

5/2/2019 The News at 5pm SCI FAN DONATIONS

Laura Wiggins, chapter president of Delta sigma theta sorority inc 
savannah alumni chapter " It makes me feel goos that we can 
come together to help the community. Everybody needs help in 
some form or fashion at some point of your life. And so, for us to 
be able to do just a little bit, to help someone in need, it really 
makes us feel good." The sorority donated close to 200 fans 
today. 0:00:20

5/3/2019 5AM DAYBREAK DOGGIE CARNIVAL

Check this out! 4 legged friends will be taking over Forsyth Park 
this weekend for the annual doggie carnival. the Humane Society 
for Greater Savannah puts on the event each year. There have 
been events in the past like a doggie derby, paw print art, and 
doggie and me photo booths. Admission is free. All money raised 
during the event benefits the Humane Society and stays right 
here in the community to help local pets. 0:00:35



5/3/2019 5AM DAYBREAK
WINE WOMEN AND 
SHOES 2019

There was an incredible turnout for the Wine, Women and Shoes 
event in Savannah! Hundreds of people poured into the Hyatt 
Regency downtown. It's the sixth year for the event. There was a 
fashion show, shopping and more than 50 wines to taste! 100- 
percent of the proceeds raised tonight benefit Ronald McDonald 
House Charities of Savannah. Organizers say this event is huge 
for them every year. WTOC's Wright Gazaway and Dal Cannady 
competed to be the king of Sole. They raised almost a thousand 
dollars for the Ronald McDonald house. Great Job GUYS! 0:00:32

5/3/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
CARL GILLIARD 
EMPOWERMENT SUMMIT

Also this weekend, you'll have access to multiple career 
development resources at an annual summit in Savannah. State 
Representative Carl Gilliard will host the Georgia Economic 
Empowerment Summit at Savannah Technical College. 
Representatives from the state department of labor will offer help 
with career and resume building. Free health and dental 
screenings will also be available. That's from 9 a-m to 5 p-m. 0:00:34

5/8/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
630 ZACH: GOODWILL 
JOB FAIR

Despite Saturday's events, those with Goodwill are focusing on 
celebrating Goodwill Industries Week. The Goodwill of Southeast 
Georgia currently employs more than 800 individuals who focus 
on all types of work. These individuals are able to work thanks to 
your donations and purchases at the various Goodwill stores. 
Several cities have Goodwill Job Connection Centers which help 
people apply for jobs so they can find other work rather than at 
Goodwill. 0:00:27



5/10/2019 The News at 5pm
MIKE: 65TH 
ANNIVERSARY Rock Band

If you don't believe in miracles listen to this... It was a standing 
room only concert at Wild Wings in downtown Savannah on May 
15th 2009, and it all started from a joke. Nats: Despite the fact, I 
couldn't sing or play a note, everybody on our daybreak show 
said they wanted to try, and when our news director said we were 
going to put on an actual concert to raise money for the Childrens 
Hospital, I reluctantly agreed. Dave Turley: I was very nervous I 
don't think I have ever been that nervous in my 20 plus years in 
TV. We had 3 weeks to train, with the help of Portman's Music, 
and it was coming along slowly. While we were practicing after 
hours, I was putting together stories for the morning show on the 
progress we were making, we had viewers come up with the 
name of the band, Yesterday's News, we put together actually 
videos, and also we included you in on the joke, putting together 
tongue and cheek behind the music type videos. 0:03:54

5/11/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

STAMP OUT HUNGER 
TODAY

The largest single day food drive in the United States happens 
this weekend.The 27th Annual Letter Carriers' "Stamp Out 
Hunger" Food Drive is today.  easy to help. â€ƒst fill up a bag 
with non-perishable food items and leave the bag near your mail 
box. â€ƒPostal workers will come and pick it up and donate the 
food to local pantries. 0:00:20

5/13/2019 NOON WORKSOURCE JOB FAIR

If you or someone you know is looking for a job, there's an event 
for you in Sylvania tomorrow. Worksource Coastal is hosting a 
job fair for Interfor's Meldrim Division. They're hiring for 
maintenance and other positions on second shift. There will be 
on-site interviews. You're asked to bring professional references 
and an email address. The job fair will be from 10 a-m to 2 p-m at 
the Screven Job Center. 0:00:49



5/14/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

911 FOUNDATION PAYS 
OFF ANSARI FAMILY 
MORTGAGE

The Stephen Siller Tunnel to Towers Foundation plans to pay off 
the mortgage on Sgt. Ansari's home for his family. They will make 
an announcement todayon how they will be raising the money 
needed to pay off the mortgage. The foundation was setup in 
memory of a fallen 9/11 firefighter. 0:00:17

5/14/2019 7AM DAYBREAK WORKSOURCE JOB FAIR

If you or someone you know is looking for a job, there's an event 
for you in Sylvania today. Worksource Coastal is hosting a job 
fair for Interfor's Meldrim Division. They're hiring for maintenance 
and other positions on second shift. There will be on-site 
interviews. You're asked to bring professional references and an 
email address. The job fair will be from 10 a-m to 2 p-m at the 
Screven Job Center. 0:00:24

5/20/2019 4:00 PM
THE LANDINGS CLUB JOB 
FAIR

The Landings Club is holding a Job Fair tomorrow from 10 a.m. 
to two p.m. at The Clyde Venue on Martin Luther King Jr. 
Boulevard in Savannah and another on Wednesday from one 
p.m. to four p.m. at the Georgia Department of Labor on White 
Bluff Road. On-the-spot interviews will be conducted for positions 
in food and beverage, fitness, aquatics, golf tennis and 
maintenance with an average salary range of 20 to 60-thousand 
dollars. Working at the luxury golf club includes benefits like... 
Free daily lunches - Three weeks of paid time off - a Holiday 
bonus - and more. 0:00:34



5/29/2019 NOON RICEBORO HEALTH FAIR

A health fair is happening now in Riceboro.The city is partnering 
with the Diversity Health Center to host the health fair from now 
until 4 p-m at the Riceboro City Hall. It includes free screenings in 
the mobile health unit - giveaways - and more. Free lunch will 
also be provided from now to 1:30. The City of Riceboro and 
Diversity Health Center will be holding a health fair May 29 from 
10 a.m. to four p.m. at Riceboro City Hall. The health fair will 
include free screenings in the mobile health unit - giveaways - 
and more. Free lunch will also be provided from noon to 1:30. 0:00:34

5/29/2019 5:30pm
AMANDA: CURTIS 
COOPER HEALTH GRANT

Amanda: The new funding will ensure the hundreds of pregnant 
women who are coming here for healthcare are getting screened 
just like their kids are. Curtis V. Cooper Primary Health Care's 
medical director says their clinics see 600 to 700 pregnant 
women every year. A 44-thousand dollar grant from the March of 
Dimes and Amerigroup Foundation is giving their pre and 
postnatal care a new focus. Right now, check ups focus largely 
on children, with new moms asked just a few questions about 
things like breastfeeding. The grant allows doctors look at the 
mom and child as a unit, screening them for smoking, 
depression, multivitamin use and birth spacing. Doctors say that 
benefits the whole community. Dr. Fariborz Zaer/medical director, 
curtis v. cooper primary health care: "Most of our patients are 
uninsured or underinsured, and they are the most vulnerable 
population. As you know, poverty is a big factor, a social 
determinate, of health that affects every aspect 0:01:12

5/29/2019 11:00 PM
BULLOCH CO SUMMER 
FEEDING PROGRAM

Kids in Bulloch county will be able to get a bite to eat this 
summer for free. Starting June 3rd any student registered at 
Bulloch County schools will be able to get a free meal. It's part of 
the districts Seamless Summer Nutrition Program. Students will 
be able to get both Breakfast and Lunch. Here's a look at the 
schools where students can get those free meals. We've posted 
all this information to our website WTOC.com 0:00:25



5/29/2019 11:00 PM
MEREDITH:CHATHAM CO 
DEFACS

TRACK: After becoming a foster parent with her husband 9 years 
ago, Lisa Ferguson has opened her home to more than 115 kids. 
It's a passion she can't keep to herself. "I'm in the doctor's office. 
I'm in the grocery store. I'm talking about wouldn't you like to 
foster?, because it has become a part of me." TRACK: According 
to the Division of Family and Child Services, Ferguson is one of 
38 current foster care homes in Chatham County with 475 kids in 
foster care. Shawn Brown the County Director for DFCS says 
more than half of the coastal georgia region's children placed in 
DFCS custody are moved hundreds of miles away. "When 
children come into foster care just the event of coming into foster 
care regardless of what their life experience might have been and 
prior to that, it is a traumatizing event." TRACK: As parents work 
through obstacles like drug abuse or affordable housing, Brown 
says keeping children in their hometown is crucial for the best 
outcomes. " 0:02:43

5/31/2019 5:30pm
TIM: GOOD NEWS 7 DAYS 
OF GIVING

At midnight tonight, the National Museum for the Mighty Eighth 
Air Force will go local for a day. "we figured the Savannah, 
Coastal Empire was the right size market to get this started ... 
Seven Days of Giving -- a unique fundraising endeavor getting its 
start in the Coastal Empire and Lowcountry -- will also start with 
the Mighty Eighth Museum, the first of seven local non-profit 
organizations that will benefit from the campaign that makes it 
possible for anyone to donate any amount. "we are asking for 
microdonations, a little bit to do a lot ... we're all busy, we're all on 
a budget but we all want to help, we all want to do good. And by 
giving just $3, you make a huge difference. At Seven Days of 
Giving .com, you can choose to give $1 or 3 or 5 to the Mighty 
8th or Employability or Pockets Full of Sunshine -- small 
denominations that could have a large impact on organizations 
that are all right here in the local community. 0:02:39

5/3/2019 5AM DAYBREAK
GILLIARD 
EMPOWERMENT SUMMIT

Georgia State Representative Carl Gilliard is holding an 
Economic Empowerment Summit this Saturday. He holds 
summits like this one each year. Gilliard brings resources to our 
community to help with career development and other 
opportunities. This year, you can get help starting a business, 
seeking college financial aid, AND expunging criminal records 
that may be hurting your career. You can attend at Savannah 
Technical College from 9 AM to 5 PM tommorrow. 0:00:28



5/1/2019 5:30pm
TIM: LIVESTRONG 
COMMUNITY CHAMPIONS

There is more than exercise taking place every Monday and 
Wednesday at the Effingham County YMCA. "we come in in the 
mornings and do inspirational talks, we motivate and inspire, we 
have prayer time if you believe in prayer, which I certainly do 
believe in prayer. Sarahlyn Phillips is part of a group also building 
belief in themselves - and their recovery - as they confront cancer 
head-on through the Effingham Y's Livestrong program. "it's a 
program that focuses on well-being, we focus on fellowship and 
we focus on fitness. And the various aspects are equally 
important to the participants who work out in the gym with four 
personal trainers for strength -- and work together for support. "it 
gives me a place to come to be around people who don't look at 
you like you're sick, don't treat you like you're sick. They treat you 
like you're strong and you have something to contribute 0:01:54

5/5/2019 WKEND 6:30PM
DOLLAR GENERAL 
CAREER FAIR

If you're a lowcountry resident looking for a job, get out your 
pencils-Dollar General is hosting career events in Beaufort 
County on Monday and Tuesday. Applicants can go to the Dollar 
General in Beaufort on Monday or the Dollar General in Hilton 
Head on Tuesday to find out more information. Both sessions will 
be held between 11:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Current careers are 
posted on dollar general's career page. 0:00:24

6/3/2019 5:30pm
CRITZ CHECK 
PRESENTATION

A nonprofit received a lot of help today from a local auto group. 
Critz Auto Group President Dale Critz, Jr. presented the 
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society with a check for ten-thousand 
dollars! The auto dealer raised the money during its charity golf 
tournament - last month. Critz says it was natural to work with the 
organization and give back to those who could use it. 0:00:22



6/4/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

INPUT NEEDED 
BROWNFIELD 
ASSESSMENT PROJECT

Savannah officials are trying to figure out which properties will 
receive funding from the Brownfield Clean Up Grant - and they 
want your input. The City intends to focus on inactive, blighted 
properties that may be along the MLK - Montgomery corridor 
between Bay Street and 52nd Street. A community- wide 
Brownfield Assessment project meeting will be held this 
Thursday at 6 p.m. at the Habitat for Humanity located on Martin 
Luther King Jr. Blvd. The city of Savannah is trying to figure out 
which properties will receive funding from the Brownfield Clean 
Up Grant - and they want your input. The City intends to focus on 
inactive, blighted properties that may be along the MLK - 
Montgomery corridor between Bay Street and 52nd Street. A 
community- wide Brownfield Assessment project meeting will be 
held this Thursday at 6 p.m. at the Habitat for Humanity located 
on Martin luther king blvd. 0:00:52

6/7/2019 7:00 PM
TIM: GOOD NEWS URBAN 
HOPE

There a lot of possibilities for how to spend the summer ... "field 
trips, field trips ... The beach, the beach, the beach, the beach ... 
... some more exciting than others. "we're going to be going on a 
lot of field trips and playing games over the summer and having 
fun and learning. Learning is actually a little higher on the list of 
goals at the Urban Hope Summer Camp -- a program where 
classwork, projects and revisiting studies are never far behind the 
fun and games. Many Savannah kids are spending their summer 
mixing math and science -- as well as art, gardening and other 
educational experiences -- with weekly day trips and play days. 
"by having the reading and math program, it keeps their mind 
focused on the schoolwork so when they go back to school it's 
not like, oh man, i haven't done this all summer long. It's like 
we're there, we never stopped, but I had fun at the same time 
doing what I'm doing. 0:02:10

6/7/2019 5:30pm SEVEN DAYS OF GIVING

The 7-Days of giving campaign we told you about last week.. is 
down to it's final two days - but the giving will be going on past 
the first week of June. Organizers want to make sure people 
know this unique fundraiser is still open, and they are asking for 
small amounts of money, just two or three dollars. "We can't all 
strike huge checks, right, we're all average Americans, we want 
to help, we want to do good things, and if we all come together, 
give a little bit, we can do a lot for these charites." The 7-Days of 
Giving campaign benefits seven local non-profit organizations. If 
you want to donate this month - jusy go to seven days of charity 
dot com. 0:00:38



6/8/2019 WKEND 11PM
MIDTOWN PICKERS 
HOSPICE FUNDRAISER

Hospice Savannah and the Midtown Pickers teamed up to host 
their 4th Annual Summer Nights party this evening. The block 
party was a fundraiser in Habersham Village that benefits music 
and massage therapy for Hospice patients right here in 
Savannah. There was live music in AND around the habersham 
street businesses and a silent auction. The best part of the 
fundraiser- it was free and open to the public. 0:00:23

6/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

New Adult Day Health Center New Learning Center Second 
Kitchen Multi-purpose space Here's what it's going to look like 
when it's done. SCI has spent the last several years working to 
get this new addition. In fact, in the 60 years that SCI has been 
around, this is their first capital project. And it comes with a pretty 
hefty price tag. The project is set to cost around 5.8 million 
dollars. The group has been able to raise several million, but they 
are still accepting any additional donations. 0:00:29

6/11/2019 5:30pm
DAL: BULLOCH CO FERAL 
CATS GRANT

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal Leaders here at the Animal Shelter tell me they 
rarely get 100 percent of the money they ask for in a grant. That 
makes this, and their partnership with the local Humane Society, 
even better. (vo) You can find feral cats almost anywhere in the 
community, some places more than others. A $30,000 grant from 
the Rachel Ray Foundation helps cover the cost to 
Trap/Neuter/Vaccinate/Return them. They work with the Bulloch 
County Humane Society, which operates out of their thrift store, 
to trap, treat, and release the cats instead of euthanizing. The 
shelter director tells me they average 1,000 to 1,500 stray cats 
per year and it's a larger problem than many realize. (sot) cg- 
Wendy Ivey / Animal Shelter director "You have a lot of 
restaurants and business owners that complain a lot because 
they're constantly recreating themselves, breeding left and right 
and multiplying. They're a nuisance with trash, a nuisance around 
the front door of businesses." ( 0:01:41



6/16/2019 WKEND 11PM

CRYSTAL: WALK 
SUPPORTING THE 
HOMELESS

PKG Eric Bailey with Shine, a community organization has done 
this event before, but says he wants this year to be bigger and 
better, which is why he is getting the word out early. SOT ERIC 
BAILEY "I see a lot of homelessness everyday. I work downtown 
so I see it a lot and I figured we kind of needed to do something 
like that to raise awareness for homelessness." Bailey says he 
found out last year that a significant number of people who are 
homeless are a part of the working class. He says for the last 
four years, he has participated in feed the hungry...worked with 
churches and the city mission to care for the homeless. SOT "I 
spoke with Sydney over at the homeless authority in Savannah 
and she said that those things help but the biggest thing you can 
do to cure homelessness is affordable housing." So he says 
proceeds from this event will go to benefit the Tiny homes in 
Savannah. 0:01:04

6/17/2019 11:00 PM
LYNDSEY: AMBUCS 
GIVEAWAY

It's a great time of the year for bike riding and today Savannah 
Ambcus gave four lucky special needs children the chance to 
ride their own bike. The unique bikes ... called amtrykes ... are 
made overseas and fitted specifically for the child receiving it. 
They are for people who are unable to ride a typical bicycle or 
trike. The kids were referred to the organization by their 
therapists to receive them. Therapists were on hand to make 
sure everything fit the kids perfectly ... and Jadin, Georgia, 
Brianna and Rebecca were having a blast riding ... which also 
doubles as physical thearpy for them. 0:00:35

6/19/2019 11:00 PM HUNTER HIRING FAIR

If you're transitioning out of the military, there's help for that. 
Hunter Army Air Field is hosting a mini job fair tomorrow from 10 
until 1. There will be employement opportunities for vets, retirees 
and spouses. Here are just a few of the employers that will be 
there. Georgia department of labor, Gulfstream, Nine-Line 
Apparel, South Carolina Corrections and more. It's recommended 
that you register before the event. We have that information on 
our website WTOC.comThe Soldier for Life â€“ Transition 
Assistance Program (SFL-TAP) will host, "Hunter Mini Hiring Fair 
on Thursday, June 20, 2019" at The Hunter SFL-TAP Center, 41 
Rocky Road, Bldg. 1289 from 10:00-1:00 p.m. The event features 
national, state and local employment opportunities for our 
Transitioning Military Members, National Guard and Reserve 
Members, Veterans, Retirees and Spouses. ALL are welcome to 
attend. Please register for the event by calling: Hunter 912-315-
5854 or Ft. Stewart 912 0:00:58



6/23/2019 WKEND 11PM
MEREDITH: TINY HOUSES 
FUNDRAISER

TRACK: The Tiny house tiny carnival isn't raising tiny funds. They 
are trying to donate nearly 2,000 dollars to this local project. "100 
percent of the proceeds are going to the tiny homes foundation 
which is of course on Wheaton street. They are building these 
tiny homes for homeless veterans." TRACK: Supporters coming 
out for an initiative catching attention in Savannah. More than 70 
veterans will be calling these tiny houses... a home. And it's not 
slowing down the community for doing more. "A huge obstacle 
course that's an inflatable. We've got zorf ball which is this clear 
balls that you race. We've got speed pitch. We've got a giant 
sized dart board. All kinds of stuff, we've got local vendors on site 
as well." TRACK: The Chatham Savannah Authority for the 
Homeless is in the final building of stages of developing the 
community - named "The Cove at Dundee." When the project is 
complete - each veteran will have their own tiny home and 
access to such 0:00:56

6/23/2019 WKEND 11PM
GREENBRIAR 70TH 
ANNIVERSARY

The Greenbriar Children's Center is celebrating 70 years of 
helping kids in Chatham County. The center provides emergency 
housing for abused, neglected, runaway and homeless children 
Today - the Gamma Sigma Omega chapter of Alpha Kappa 
Alpha sorority incorporated hosted their kick off reception. Two 
children who stayed at GreenBriar nearly 20 years ago came 
back and told their story. 0:00:21

6/24/2019 5AM DAYBREAK
GREENBRIAR 70TH 
ANNIVERSARY

"Because I can go out and share the story everyday, but until you 
hear from the people who have actually been impacted by the 
services who can actually come back and tell you what the 
organization meant to them. That's what makes it real to you." 
The focus for the children's center events over this 70th year is to 
raise money to move the center into its next stages with 
upgrades and renovations. 0:00:23



6/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK FREE MAMMOGRAMS

This week, women in need will be able to get free Mammograms. 
The screenings will start at 8:30 tomorrow morning at the 
Chatham County Health Department on Eisenhower Drive. It's a 
part of the county's Breast Cancer Program. Saint 
Joseph's/Candler nurses and doctors will be there to help. 
Women from 40-65 without insurance are welcome. 
Appointments are preferered but walk-ins will be accepted. This 
week, women in need will be able to get free Mammograms. The 
screenings will start at 8:30 Tuesday morning at the Chatham 
County Health Department on Eisenhower Drive. It's a part of the 
county's Breast Cancer Program. Saint Joseph's/Candler nurses 
and doctors will be there to help. Women from 40-65 without 
insurance are welcome. Appointments are preferered but walk-
ins will be accepted. Again that's happening on Tuesday. WHO: 
Chatham County Health Department's Breast and Cervical 
Cancer Program (BCCP) and S 0:00:54

6/26/2019 7:00 PM

TIM: COMMUNITY 
CHAMPIONS HERITAGE 
LIBRARY

"his mother and his wife and I've already researched the one On 
Hilton Head, the Heritage Library is the place families go to find 
out about themselves. BARBARA CATENACI / EXEC. 
DIRECTOR, HERITAGE LIBRARY FOUNDATION "we are one of 
the 10 best places in the world to do ancestry research according 
to USA Today. Hilton Head's history lives at this small private 
library that allows public access -- through books and journals -- 
documents that cannot be found anywhere else. "we have a 
number of data bases, obviously books, periodicals, all of the 
things you need to do the history research on Hilton Head. 
Thousands of Islanders every year will visit the Heritage Library 
for help researching their genealogy ... "Daily. Absolutely daily, 
Yes. But the library foundation also preserves and promotes the 
history of its hometown. "we teach classes, we have the research 
center here and we also own two historical sites that we manage 
and give tours 0:00:56

6/27/2019 7:00 PM
KRISTEN: TIDEWATCH ER 
HIRING

STANDUP: A hiring event here at Coastal Carolina Hospital had 
dozens of people flocking here in hope of working at the new 
emergency room. Officials tell me the emergency room will be 
vital for the community. VO: Hilton Head Regional Healthcare is 
expanding it's reach. The hospital held a hiring event in 
Hardeeville today for it's new emergency department opening in 
August. The healthcare facility is looking for experienced people 
who will be able to help open up the department this fall. The 
Freestanding departments allow for lower weight times and 
provide in an underserved area. The emergency department, 
which will help people in the Bluffton and Hilton Head area 
access health care, is the only one of its kind in the area 
according to Chief Nursing Officer Christina Brzezinski who says 
that the hiring wont stop after today. SOT The freestanding 
emergency department is just that- it is an emergency 
department it's just not connected to a hospital. 0:00:59



6/27/2019 7:00 PM
CRYSTAL: TINY HOUSES 
MOVE IN PREP

LOOKLIVE The Chatham Savannah authority for the homeless 
says there about 233 veterans who are homeless living in 
Chatham County. So tiny homes like this one you see here will 
decrease that number in just a couple of days... PKG "This is a 
community effort. Helping here veterans... I drive by here every 
day going to and from work so I'll see it and it reminds me that I 
made an impact along with my friends helped out." Gene Maria 
and Hansen Architects are one of the masterminds behind the 
tiny house project that has been a long time coming. "That's what 
spoke to me on this project. It was a community effort to help 
those that just need another hand up and they've already done 
that for us and our freedom and our safety." These veterans 
served our country and are now provided a safety net to help 
them not just survive but thrive. SOT "Just having the shelter is a 
preventative maintenance approach to their health. They are out 
of the elements 0:01:40

6/29/2019 WKEND 11PM
HEALTHY LAUGHTER 
COMEDY TOUR

Using laughs to raise awareness to your health. That is what the 
Healthy Laughter Comedy show is all about. They use family-
friendly stand-up comedy to draw awareness to health issues and 
disparities facing every day Americans. They target some of the 
most health-challenged regions - offering a good time in 
exchange for participation in free health care screenings. And 
today they brought that show to Savannah. 0:00:23

6/29/2019 WKEND 11PM
BRIANA: A TOWN GET 
DOWN FUNDRAISER

Dozens of people got down on the dance floor tonight for a great 
cause. A-Town Get Down was held at the American Legio Post 
135 in Savannah It's a fundraiser that was started in 2010 in 
memory of a former SCAD student, who was tragically killed in a 
car accident. Alex Townsend was not only a student at SCAD, 
but he was also an artist and a musician. After he passed away 
his parents decided to hold a music and art festival in his honor. 
Alex's parents both say the reason the fundraiser is called A town 
get down is because that was Alex's nickname. They say each 
year the fundraiser only gets bigger and bigger. 0:00:35



ISSUE 15-HOW VOLUNTEERS ARE A GREAT ASSET TO 
NON PROFITS AND THE COMMUNITY.  VOLUNTEERS 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN COMMUNITY.  VOLUNTEERING 
AT HOSPICE, FREE DAY OF DENISTRY, CLEANING UP AND 
VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS NEEDED IN CHATHAM 
COUNTY. HELPING THOSE WITH MEDICAL AND BASIC 
NEEDS LIKE CLOTHING, MIDDLE SCHOOLERS HELPING 
WITH SENIOR CITIZENS, HELPING CLEANUP DOWNTOWN 
SAVANNAH.

SOURCE: VOLUNTEERS, ETC.

4/5/2019 7:00 PM HOSPICE AWARD

Betsy Kammerud / Manager, Full Circle: "It's difficult to find ways 
to cope and it really helps to have someone to talk to, to help 
mobilize and validate what's happening, so that's what we do we 
support people in their grief journey." Nearly 100 staff members, 
school counselors, social workers and volunteers have been 
trained to provide support. 0:00:20

4/10/2019 The News at 5pm
SEAN: VOLUNTEER 
FIREFIGHTERS NEEDED

"I would like to think as a volunteer that Chatham Emergency 
Services can't do their job without us, but we are fully integrated 
into the department. It's probably the most gratifying job that you 
could have as a volunteer. You could work in any number of 
different jobs as a volunteer, but I feel, when I decided to 
volunteer, that it's something where you really are contributing to 
the community, contributing to your neighbors, contributing to 
your family and possibly protecting your own home." If you want 
to learn more about the National Volunteer Week, and about 
becoming a volunteer with Chatham Fire, we'll have links 
attached to this story on WTOC dot com. 0:00:40



4/25/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
FREE DAY OF DENTISTRY 
FRIDAY

Godley Station Dental in Pooler is hosting its "7th Annual Free 
Day of Dentistry" with Dentistry from the Heart tomorrow. This is 
video from past years. Starting at seven a.m. - the Godley Station 
team and a group of volunteers will treat more than 100 people in 
need of fillings - extractions - and cleanings. They'll treat as many 
patients as they can by 3:30 p.m. Godley Station Dental in Pooler 
is hosting its "7th Annual Free Day of Dentistry" with Dentistry 
from the Heart - this Friday. This is video from past years. 
Starting at seven a.m. - the Godley Station team and a group of 
volunteers will treat more than 100 people in need of fillings - 
extractions - and cleanings. They'll get in as many patients as 
they can by 3:30 p.m. 0:00:23

4/29/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

WELLS FARGO TEAM 
DONATION AND CLEANUP

A big company took time to give back to the Savannah 
community as part of a day of service on Saturday. Wells Fargo 
team members spent time with the Habitat for Humanity of the 
Coastal Empire to rehab two Savannah homes for low-income 
families. Workers pressure washed floors, painted, cleaned up 
the front yard. The interior was cleaned and painted, and new 
flooring was installed. Two $15,000 grants were also awarded to 
Habitat for Humanity and the Community Housing Services 
Agency. 0:03:49

5/7/2019 5:30pm
ENMARKET ENCOURAGE 
SERVICE DAY

As part of the 2019 Enmarket Encourage Health Series - 
representatives from Enmarket and Healthy Savannah presented 
a $1,000 grant to Park Place Outreach - Youth Emergency 
Services - today. The nonprofit in Savannah supports runaway, 
homeless, and at-risk young people - through residential and 
after-school programs. The check presentation was followed with 
a volunteer day. Volunteers worked in the house's sun garden - 
planting fresh herbs and vegetable - and even did some painting 
inside. This marked the sixth year for the Series. 0:01:13



6/5/2019 5:30pm
TIM: BAXLEY COMMUNITY 
CHAMPIONS

The record highs might have stopped ... "through the day, I can 
turn it back up to high cool and it blows higher ... but not the need 
for relief from the heat. "it was like the answer to a prayer in order 
to get this air conditioner and just sit down and not worry about it 
being hot outside. Linda Mitchell said she felt like she was getting 
sunburn inside last week, before she got a visit - and a brand 
new air conditioning unit -- from Called to Love -- a non-profit 
organization that is spreading help widelly and quickly in Appling 
County. "Oct. 22nd, 2018, this was empty. January 22nd, we 
were already full And already helping families in need in many 
different ways. "we do food boxes, we have a blessing box out 
front that people can come in the middle of the night and get 
items they need, we have clothing , we have the foster children, 
we do whatever we can to support DEFACS ... we found that 
when there's children in need, there's normally a family in need 0:02:41

6/12/2019 7:00 PM

TIM: COMMUNITY 
CHAMPS VOLUNTEERS IN 
MED

"many people just fall through the cracks and they may get their 
immediate care at some emergency facility because they have to 
provide that, but then they get dropped. And in Jasper and 
Bluffton, they get picked back up by Volunteers in Medicine -- a 
free clinic that provides medical attention to residents who cannot 
otherwise afford it.. "we always think of this beautiful area as 
being such an affluent area, but we also have people who are 
also in need. Over 50 percent of our patients do work, so this is a 
working poor that is just not able to get health insurance at the 
moment. But they are able to get their medical needs met 
because dozens of doctors and nurses volunteer thousands of 
hours every year to provide much needed services. "it takes 67 
volunteers each week to operate our clinic, which is amazing ... 
we have primary care services, endocrinology, gynecology, 
cardiology and then we have a pharmacy.'' 0:01:48

6/21/2019 5:30pm
TIM: GOOD NEWS HOOFS 
4 HEALING

Karen and Ken Stewart wouldn't have been able to move the 
Hoofs 4 Healing therapeutic riding program to their Bloomingdale 
property without a little help moving stuff. "wow, i bet that was 
probably about 500 pounds. So that was pretty tough for these 
young students to help us with that. The Stewarts got the extra 
hands they needed to reassemble the ramp handicapped riders 
will use to mount horses from Youth Works. And the high school 
students from Minnesota volunteering for the summer service 
program got a taste of the Savannah summer. "oh, it's really hot. 
Yeah ... Youth Works will have a different group travel to the 
Coastal Empire every week this summer to volunteer at and offer 
assistance to local non-profit organizations. And this group that 
drove 24 hours from the Midwest to be here has set a high bar 
for the work to be done. "we've been working at Union Mission, 
the Salvation Army, the Port Wentworth Neighborhood Center 
and there also are some work programs 0:00:57



6/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
DTWN SAV CLEAN UP 
PLOGGING

Gina Peper/president, Savannah Downtown Business 
Association: "You're supposed to run and pick up trash. Most of 
us decided to walk and pick up trash, but either which way, it was 
something fun, and certainly, an opportunity for even us to bring 
our families out and get kids out here as well." Volunteers also 
picked up trash in Yamacraw Village, Daffin Park, the Victorian 
District, and Factors Walk. Gina Peper/president, Savannah 
Downtown Business Association: "We partnered with a 
gentleman , Dan Pavlin, that did it last year, and thought it was a 
great opportunity. There again, plogging, it kind of stands out. 
People wonder what it is. It was formed in Sweden in 2016. 
You're supposed to run and pick up trash. Most of us decided to 
walk and pick up trash, but either which way, it was something 
fun, and certainly, an opportunity for even us to bring our families 
out and get kids out here as well." 0:00:25
ISSUE16  DELEVOPMENT AND GROWTH OF 
ORGANIZATIONS, BUSINESSES AND TOURISM AND HOW IT 
WILL AFFECT PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY.  
DEVELOPMENT: THE HILTON HEAD ISLAND AIRPORT IS 
CELEBRATING EXTENDING ITS REACH ACROSS
AMERICA.  THEY ALREADY GAVE A WARM WELCOME TO 
THE FIRST UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT, WHICH ARRIVED 
YESTERDAY, TYBEE ISLAND  REPAVING PART OF 
HIGHWAY 80 BETWEEN THE BRIDGES ON BULL RIVER 
AND LAZARETTO CREEK THE CITY OF SAVANNAH'S 
VISITOR'S CENTER CLOSED TODAY FOR RENOVATIONS 
AND WILL REMAIN CLOSED FOR ABOUT 2 MONTHS.  
CULTURAL ARTS CENTER IN SAVANNAH OPENS, EVANS 
COUNTY TOURISM DEVELOPMENT, BULLOCH COUNTY 
ARENA RIBBON CUTTING, FORSYTH CAFE BID, SYLVANIA 
THEATER RESTORATION, BEAUFORT AIR SHOW PREPS, 
VIDALIA ONION SEASON. I-16 AT I-95 IMPROVEMENTS. 
MOVEMENT TO SAVE THE JOHNNY MERCER THEATER.
Source: City of Savannah, Chamber of Commerce, 
GULFSTREAM, , MEMORIAL HEALTH, SAVANNAH CITY 
COUNCIL,   etc

4/1/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
7AM ZACH: HHI NEW 
FLIGHTS

Happening today, the Hilton Head Island Airport is celebrating 
extending its reach across America. They already gave a warm 
welcome to the first United Airlines flight, which arrived 
yesterday. Zach Logan joins us live in the studio this morning 
with the details. Zach, how will these flights help the island? 
You're taking a look at the traditional water canon salute to 
welcome United Airlines to Hilton Head Island. Those on board 
say there were a lot of passengers cheering as they touched 
down at the airport. 0:00:54



4/1/2019 7AM DAYBREAK HWY 80 PAVING TONIGHT

A traffic alert starting tonight. Tybee Island will start repaving part 
of Highway 80 TONIGHT. The work is happening between the 
bridges on Bull River and Lazaretto Creek every everning. This 
work is a long time coming. It was scheduled for last year, but 
had to wait until now. The section of 80 has to be repaved, and 
the Department of Transportation is raising lower areas to help 
prevent the flooding that closes down 80 after a heavy rain. 
They'll also be removing the passing lanes near Fort Pulaski. The 
work will last tonight through Thursday. You'll still be able to take 
80 on and off the island, but traffic will be down to one lane at 
times. Crews will only be out AFTER 7 p-m each night, to cut 
down on the traffic impact. Tybee Mayor Jason Buelterman says 
this isn't a permanent fix, but it will help. He eventually wants to 
replace both bridges, and 0:00:57

4/1/2019 11:00 PM
VISITORS CENTER 
REPAIRS

The City of Savannah's visitor's center closed today for 
renovations - and will remain closed for about 2 months. The 
visitor's center is right behind City Hall on River Street. 
Renovations include a complete overhaul of the restrooms, 
ceiling tile and light fixture replacement, and repainting. Visitor 
information and public restrooms will still be available at Ellis 
Square, near the corner of Bryan and Barnard, and the M-L-K 
Visitor Center. 0:00:30

4/2/2019 7:00 PM
HHI BEHAVIORIAL 
HEALTH UNIT

We're taking a live look outside from our skycam on Hilton head 
A new geriatric behaviorial health unit opens at the Hilton Head 
Hospital next week. The Unit will be called "The Cove". The unit 
offers short-term care for older adults experiencing psychiatric 
symptoms requiring 24-hour inpatient treatment. The program is 
for adults 65 years and older who are experiencing emotional, 
behaviorial or mental health issues. The ribbon cutting ceremony 
for the cove is set for April 11th. 0:00:29



4/3/2019 NOON
ALLIGIANT 
ANNOUNCEMENT

New at noon - The Savannah Hilton Head International Airport 
and Allegiant Air announcing an exciting new partnership this 
morning. Allegiant announced plans to create a two-aircraft base 
at the airport. This will create at least 66 new, high-wage jobs for 
the area. Allegiant is investing $50 million to establish the new 
base of operations. 0:00:21

4/3/2019 5:30pm

AMANDA: SAV HHI 
AIRPORT 
ANNOUNCEMENT

AMANDA: The announcement means a $50 million investment 
and 66 new jobs coming here to the Savannah/Hilton Head 
International Airport. nats: airplane More Allegiant planes will 
soon be rumbling into Savannah. Today, the airline announced 
44 weekly, non-stop flights to 15 cities will take off from 
Savannah Hilton Head International. Joe Marinelli/president, Visit 
Savannah: "With the increase in air service and this base of 
operations, we'll have more people flying in and out of Savannah 
than ever before." That expanded service is thanks to the airline 
deciding to hub two planes at the airport permanently. Bill 
Miles/President andCEO, Hilton Head-Bluffton Chamber of 
Commerce: "A base is huge, and it's the first time we've ever 
been able to have a base here in Savannah. To show the 
confidence Allegiant has in the market and the confidence that 
Allegiant has in the airport will speak volumes for the years to 
come." Hilarie Grey/director, corporate co 0:01:34

4/4/2019 5:30pm
SEAN: PARC 
CONTRUCTION BEGINS

The PARC here on Pennsylvania Avenue is almost complete, 
and thanks to a donation of more than 20-thousand dollars, 
another component of what this resource will have to offer to 
citizens who live in the area, is being completed today. NAT: 
"There's going to be so many resources for the neighborhood 
here at the resource center..." NAT: "...but I'm especially excited 
about the garden." "Members of the Center will be able to harvest 
the fresh fruit and vegetables. We'll use some of the things we 
grow here in our culinary program as well. But to be able to have 
access to this for our neighborhoods, this is something that we 
really wanted to do. It's actually part of the City's strategic 
initiative to reduce food deserts in the community." "We thought 
hey, why not get all the community out, use all of our construction 
trade partners, ourselves and design professionals to get 
everyone here together for two days and knock it out." 0:01:12



4/4/2019 5:30pm
MEREDITH: RH BAKERY 
OPENING PREPS

IN: When they open these doors on Saturday, it won't be a 
bakery. It'll be the new Richmond Hill visitor center, giving 
tourism a place to thrive. But even long time residents told me 
this spot makes Richmond Hill feel even more like home. TAKE 
PKG: TRACK: With an almost 400 thousand dollar budget, this 
old bakery looks brand new but with the same floors and walls 
from 1941. A fellow bakery owner, Kimberley jardine says it only 
adds to the efforts the downtown development authority is doing 
to revitalize the ford avenue corridor. SOT: Kimberley jardine 
"We've watched the Ford bakery just be revamped and it's so 
cool to see it change every single day and it's asthetically so 
pleasing to us know when we look out our front door. It's 
beautiful." TRACK: In the beginning, executive director christy 
Sherman didn't know this day would ever get here. SOT: Christy 
Sherman Richmond Hill Convention & Visitors Bureau "It was a 
little contentious for a while. We we 0:02:44

4/5/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SAV CULTURAL ARTS 
CENTER GRAND 
OPENING

Another major project completed in Southeast Georgia -The 
Savannah Cultural Arts Center will officially open next weekend. 
Next Friday, the city of savannah will hold a ribbon-cutting 
ceremony and the theater dedication in honor of jazz icon Ben 
Tucker. Saturday, april 13th, the Grand Opening celebration will 
be held from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. It will include performances from 
local arts organizations, artist demonstrations and hands-on art 
sessions. The public is encouraged to attend both events. The 
facility is funded through voter-approved SPLOST dollars. A 
major projected also being completed here in Savannah this 
weekend. The Savannah Cultural Arts Center will officially open. 
This evening, the city of savannah will hold a ribbon-cutting 
ceremony and the theater dedication in honor of legendary 
musician Ben Tucker. Then Saturday - the Grand Opening 
celebration will be held from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The 0:00:43

4/5/2019 4:00 PM
SEAN: GAMBLE BUILDING 
SALE UPDATE

â€‹The historic building was to become a residential condo 
development with a rooftop garden. Had the sale gone through, 
the city stood to net more than 9-million dollars including sale 
proceeds and incremental tax revenues. So now the city will have 
to find a new buyer. And thanks to a new Georgia law, the city 
can hire a real estate company to help market properties. That 
company will be Colliers International, and the next step is for the 
broker to take over and submit the paperwork for the sale of the 
Thomas Gamble Building. According to city records, Savannah 
bought the building in the early 1940s for $25,000. Since then, it's 
housed a variety of municipal offices. City staff says the building 
is outdated for government operations, and in need of major 
renovations. 0:00:46



4/8/2019 6:00 PM
CRYSTAL: HHI 
APARTMENTS

LOOKLIVE The developer told me today that withdrawing their 
application simply gives them more time to be flexible with 
coming up with a new plan to reapply for rezoning in the future. 
PKG The town of Hilton Head says the apartments the 
developers wanted to build goes against affordable housing and 
workforce on Hilton Head but developers say the city needs to 
change what can and can't be built on the property. SOT 
WALTER NESTER SPANDREL DEVELOPER In order for us to 
get multifamily on this property, we have to ask the town in 
Hilton's head to rezone the property and rezoning it means 
hanging the type of use that's available. Adding in multi-family. 
Taking out commercial use and leaving the institutional use 
because it's still a school. He says the application wasn't 
accepted because of the high-density 55-foot high rise style of 
the buildings and the rent that goes against what the towns 
housing consultant says the town of Hilton head 0:01:28

4/8/2019 6:00 PM
BRIANA: RH AQUATIC 
CNTR

((Briana standup-@brianacolliertv)) "It's been at least 20 years 
since the city of Richmond Hill has been discussing a pool for its 
residents, and with the Richmond Hill school district expected to 
double its enrollment by 2028, many say it's finally time to fulfill 
that vision and get a pool to the city." ((Tura Sandt-Richmond Hill 
swim club Program manager)) "We're running out of space." 
Richmond Hill swim club program manager Tura Sandt is just 
one of many in the city of Richmond Hill, who will speak publicly 
at a Bryan County commissioners meeting in hopes of bringing a 
much needed pool and aquatic center to the area. ((Tura Sandt-
Richmond Hill swim club Program manager)) "It would really 
mean a lot if we could have a bigger pool, a 50 meter pool where 
we can practice long horse because when we go through long 
horse season, we actually have to go to Savannah to practice on 
Saturdays, we get one practice a week, because this is a short 
horse pool. " 0:01:50

4/11/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SAV CULTURAL ARTS 
CENTER GRAND 
OPENING

The Savannah Cultural Arts Center will officially open this 
weekend. tomorrow, the city of savannah will hold a ribbon-
cutting ceremony and dedicate the theatre in honor of jazz icon 
Ben Tucker. On Saturday, there will be a Grand Opening 
celebration from 10 to 3. It will include performances from local 
arts organizations, artist demonstrations and hands-on art 
sessions. The public is encouraged to attend both events. The 
facility was funded through your voter-approved SPLOST dollars. 
A major projected also being completed here in Savannah this 
weekend. The Savannah Cultural Arts Center will officially open. 
This evening, the city of savannah will hold a ribbon-cutting 
ceremony and the theater dedication in honor of legendary 
musician Ben Tucker. Then Saturday - the Grand Opening 
celebration will be held from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The grand opening 
will include live performances from local arts organ 0:00:25



4/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 630 ZACH:

The Old Pooler Revitilzation Project began several years ago 
when the city built a new city hall. Since then, several new 
businesses have moved in. The city also rebuilt an old home 
which burnt down several years ago. That home will soon be the 
new Pooler Chamber of Commerce building. Pooler Mayor Mike 
Lamb says the city is currently offering special incentives for 
those who choose to build in Old Pooler but they have to stick to 
a certain design plan. Mayor Lamb says the city has been 
wanting to spruce up this part of the city for a while.. 0:00:32

4/17/2019 5:30pm
HARLEY: EVANS CO 
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

â€‹HARLEY: "The group made it into town yesterday and began 
touring sites throughout Evans County. They continued those 
tours today and will wrap up tomorrow. They say some of these 
sites they are visiting are hidden jewels in Evans County." SOT: 
Cindy Eidson, Director of Tourism Product Development "Claxton 
is known for it's fruit cake but there are so many more assets that 
they have here so we are here to bring in professionals we have. 
" The Tourism Product Development Teams were formed in 20-
10. The teams are made up of around eight people who go 
around and tour different areas and give feedback on how they 
can improve tourism in their area. SOT: Cindy Eidson, Director of 
Tourism Product Development "We have someone from the 
Georgia River Keepers. We have different folks that are 
representatives that are consultants that bring in that wealth of 
information we need." That group of people will then work on a 
report to give to the county leaders about their findings. 0:00:57

4/18/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HARLEY:CLAXTON 
TOURISM

The Georgia Department of Economic Development is working to 
bring more tourism to Evans County. They're in the county 
looking at historic sites, the Canoochee River, and other 
downtown locations for ways to increase tourism. Two weeks 
after their tour, they will put together a report to give to city 
officials. Then Evans county can apply for a grant to get started 
on some of the projects.More tourism could be on the way for 
Evans County. Right now a team with the Georgia Department of 
Economic Development is in the county looking at different 
locations and will give feedback on how to improve tourism in the 
area. The group is looking at historic sites, the Canoochee River, 
and other downtown locations. Two weeks after their tour, they 
will lay out all their ideas and put together a report to give to city 
officials. Then Evans county can apply for a grant to get started 
on some of the projects. 0:00:53



4/18/2019 4:00 PM
LYNDSEY: RBC 
HERITAGE LIGHTHOUSE

Large Thursday Crowd At RBC Heritage/ Hilton Head Island, SC. 
NAT SOUND Joanne Schellgell/ Fan: "Today is a lot busier than 
I've seen in the past few years. I think the nice weather has 
helped and the fact that we could get rain tomorrow, it could be a 
big draw for people to come see their favorite players." There 
was no shortage of fans for the first round of the RBC Heritage. 
Manfred & Ursula Ziebis/ Fans: "We enjoy the sunshine, the 
walking- everything." Todd & Owen Cheney/ Fan & Volunteer: 
"We came down from Massachusetts to visit family and then we 
all came over to see the tournament and he actually did the 
standard bear for the tournament this morning." Tomorrow's 
forecast played a factor in some fans deciding to take in the 
action today. Ziebis': "Tomorrow it's supposed to rain and 
Saturday and Sunday we know it's very crowded- we wouldn't 
come and you see more on television than you would here as far 
as golf goes (laughs)." 0:01:11

4/22/2019 5:30pm
DAL: VIDALIA ONION 
SEASON STARTS

(sot) cg- Dal Onion farms across South Georgia got even busier 
this morning as they started shipping their crop to stores and 
customers across the US and beyond. (vo) The packing shed at 
McLain Farms was running full speed on the first day of packing 
and shipping. Rusty McLain says they get commercial and retail 
orders from one side of the nation to the other. (sot) cg - Rusty 
McLain / Onion Farmer Everywhere from Maine to California to 
Seattle, Washington and some of ours actually go into Canada. 
(vo) His family has one of only 65 farms in the region to grow 
onions under the trademarked Vidalia name. All of them started 
packing and shipping today because they all work with the 
Georgia Department of Agriculture in advance to set a date when 
onions will be ready. That way, nobody sends premature onions 
into the market and leave consumers with a bad taste in their 
mouth - literally. Growers pay into a group that helps set rules to 
protect the brand name. (sot) 0:01:38

4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
DAL:BULLOCH CO ARENA 
RIBBON CUTTING

Bulloch County has a new place to host outdoor events. They 
officially opened a new $6 million agriculture arena yesterday. 
Voters approved it in a local option sales tax. It took county 
leaders more than 20 years to move from an idea to actual 
construction. The center can host events ranging from rodeos 
and outdoor concerts to equipment shows and livestock 
competition. The recreation department will run it. Bulloch County 
has a new place to host outdoor events. They officially opened a 
new $6 million agriculture arena. Voters approved it in a local 
option sales tax. It took county leaders more than 20 years to 
move from an idea to actual construction. The center can host 
events ranging from rodeos and outdoor concerts to equipment 
shows and livestock competition. The recreation department will 
run it and hopes people will rent it almost every weekend of the 
year. 0:00:23



4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK SEAN:FORSYTH CAFE BID

In the middle of Savannah's Forsyth Park, a city-owned real 
estate location has been closed for about two years. Now a well-
known restaurant group in town wants to open a cafe. Tomorrow, 
Savannah City Council will decide if the lease agreement for the 
cafe will be recommended for approval with the Southern Cross 
Hospitality team - who already runs Collins Quarter and The 
Fitzroy downtown, as well as The Deck on Tybee. The 
agreement would bring $72-thousand in for the city annually, and 
expire in 2024. In the middle of Savannah's Forsyth Park a prime, 
city-owned real estate location has been closed for about two 
years. Now a well-known restaurant group in town wants to open 
a cafe. Thursday Savannah City Council will decide if the lease 
agreement for the cafe will be recommended for approval with 
the Southern Cross Hospitality team - who already runs Collins 
Quarter and The Fitzroy down 0:00:32

4/24/2019 5:30pm
DAL: BLUE MILE VENUE 
FUNDRAISER

The CVB has a range of artwork, trips, and gifts from a host of 
local businesses on the auction floor tonight. The money raised 
will help remodel a huge building and open land they bought late 
last year. It's been a warehouse for local hotels for decades. But 
they want to make it a venue for community events, a rental for 
private parties. It will be the only open area like this along the 
Blue Mile - a revitalization district between downtown and 
Georgia Southern University. The executive director tells me the 
location also helps them draw visitors to learn more about the 
city. 0:00:34

4/25/2019 5:30pm
DAL: SYLVANIA THEATER 
RESTORATION

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal This old building might not look like much now, 
but downtown leaders hope they can get it "in tune" with their 
other revitalization plans..starting with a concert tomorrow night. 
(vo) The old theater downtown hasn't shown movies in decades. 
But it could soon house plays, recitals, and occassional films. 
Members of the Downtown Development Authority say they're 
hoping to combine grants and donations to refurbish the building 
to be an anchor of Sylvania's downtown and draw more visitors 
and business downtown again. (sot) cg- Brooke Lawn / 
Downtown Development Authority We really hope to bring that 
back with The Marquis on Main and just open it up to so much 
more for everybody down here. ( nat) They'll kick off fundraising 
with a concert Friday night by Statesboro's Dark Desert Highway 
band. They'll bring their Eagles tribute show to the Screven 
County High auditorium. (sot) ( Dal) They say this concert is the 
very kind of thing they'd like to bring 0:00:55



4/25/2019 5:30pm
HARLEY: BEAUFORT AIR 
SHOW PREPS

â€‹HARLEY: "The Blue Angels are back in town getting ready for 
a big weekend that's ahead. You can hear them up above as 
they make their test rounds throughout getting ready for this 
weekend. This will be the first time they are back in Beaufort 
since 20-17." *NATS* The Blue Angels are already zipping 
through the sky as they do their test rounds. The air station is 
expecting around 100,000 people to come to the free event. It 
showcases the abilities of our military and serves as a thank you 
to people in the community for the support. I met Major Jeff 
Mullins with the Blue Angels. He comes from a family of pilots 
and says the Blue Angels inspired him to join the military. He was 
stationed in Beaufort for over six years and joined the Blue 
Angels in 20-17. SOT: Maj Jeff Mullins, Blue Angels "From the 
Blue Angels being an inspiration to me as a child, to getting to fly 
over where I served in the Marine Corps is going to be a great 
experience this weekend." He says They pe 0:03:00

4/26/2019 5:30pm
HARLEY: VIDALIA ONION 
FESTIVAL

â€‹HARLEY: "It is the sweetest weekend of the year here in 
Vidalia because the sweet onions are ready and it's time to have 
a festival." The Vidalia Onion Festival hosts events throughout 
the community for about two weeks. SOT: Andy Woodruff, 
Festival Chairman-elect "We had a lot of different things. We 
have had a softball tournament to a children's parade to an onion 
extravaganza where we had a twelve year old cook for us." But 
this week only gets busier. Starting this past Tuesday each night 
a different event was held and tonight is the big street dance 
that's been a tradition for many years. Then tomorrow around 4 
o'clock the concert will start with Randy Houser headling. SOT: 
Nick Overstreet, Vidalia City Manager "People come in to see the 
concert. They come to ride the rides at the carnival. The variety 
of events we have is just tremendous and people love coming 
here and we love having them here." Woodruff says each year 
they see the festival and crowds grow. 0:01:21

5/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
CRYSTAL: EASTERN 
WHARF TOUR

Progress continues on the Eastern Wharf Project in Savannah. 
The development near President Street and General Mcintosh 
Boulevard was previously called the Savannah River landing 
Project. developers say they expect phase one to be done by 
summer of 2020. They plan to break ground by early fall on a 
hotel and begin construction on an 80-thousand square foot 
office building late this year. The development will also include 
multi-family homes, parks, and shopping centers. to break 
ground late summer early fall this year on 193 key full-service 
hotel. The construction period for that is about 18 months. Then 
we have an 80 thousand foot office building that we hope to start 
construction in late this year." If you've recently driven near 
President Street and General McIntosh Boulevard, you've 
probably seen cranes and construction. (***STINGER***) What 
was once known as the Savannah river 0:00:42



5/8/2019 6:00 PM
DAL: SCREVEN LANDFILL 
FOLO

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal The developer who wants to bring this landfill to 
Screven County feels he's proposing something good for the 
community and the region, despite the objections from some of 
the neighbors. (vo) This pasture could house a landfill in a few 
years. Ben Wall answered questions in front of more than a 
hundred people concerned about what could be coming to their 
part of Screven County. Today, he showed me the property that 
he says could serve his company and communities like Screven, 
Bulloch, Chatham counties and others. (sot) cg- Ben Wall / 
Atlantic Waste This area is in need of a landfill. Currently, 
Screven County is hauling its waste 106 miles..one way. (vo) 
Wall says they've yet to file paperwork for any local state or 
federal permits or buy the property. They're still evaluating if the 
site would work. But that inquiry has drawn enough attention that 
opponents met to talk about the potential effects a landfill could 
have on their homes and health. 0:03:35

5/9/2019 5:30pm
CRAIG: SYLVANIA BIZ 
INT'L AWARD

1:32 Manufacturing may not be the first thing that comes to mind 
when you think of Sylvania Georgia, but don't tell that to the folks 
at Koyo. Music bridge :18 "We manufacture all the solid rear axle 
bearings for Ford and GM here in this plant for everyone that's 
manufactured in N. America" Koyo, which has Japanese 
ownership is global in scale with 30% of its products going to 
export through the facilities of the Georgia Ports Authority. But 
they started in southeast Georgia in 1973 as the Torrington 
Company. In the ensuing 46 years the bearing manufacturer has 
nearly doubled its physical space while lifting the payroll to 30 
million annually. "Because of our performance we've been able to 
win more and more customers. We have people from all over the 
world visit this plant every day." The secret to that performance, 
says Durrence, is the magic of Screven County. "We've got one 
of the most technical work forces possible in such a small, rural 
area." 1:00 "When 0:01:36

5/9/2019 7:00 PM

BRYAN COUNTY 
DEVELOPMENT 
BRINGING JOBS

New tonight--- new development is coming to Bryan County and 
will bring jobs to the area. The announcement was made today 
during the Prosperity Through Trade Luncheon at the World 
Trade Center in Savannah. It revealed CZM Foundation 
equipment will be relocating its headquarters to Bryan County. 
The headquarters is currently in Brazil.The plan is for a new 40-
thousand square foot facility that's expected to create around 75 
jobs.The company hopes to break ground in July and be 
operational by the end of this year. We have more information 
about the company on our website WTOC dot com. 0:00:36



5/9/2019 7:00 PM
SEAN: COUNCIL ARENA 
UPDATE

â€‹120-million In SPLOST 6 dollars is a conservative estimate 
set aside for the new arena. Itâ€™ll get project funding closer to 
where it needs to be, but still about 45-million short of the current 
165-million dollar price tag. To help fill the gap, city staff 
presented council with a solution, using auto rental tax dollars. 
Thatâ€™s money generated anytime a vehicle is rented within 
city limits, like at the airport. Auto rental tax is existing funding, 
already used for a variety of things around town, but a good 
chunk goes to help run the current Civic Center. At todayâ€™s 
work session, City Manager Rob Hernandez pointed out once the 
new arena is built...the City canâ€™t have both the new arena 
AND the Civic Center. Rob Hernandez, Savannah City Manager 
â€œIâ€™ve been saying this for awhile...as a community, we 
cannot afford a new arena plus the existing Civic Center. The 
new arena will be designed to accommodate Broadway-type 
productions. 0:01:58

5/9/2019 The News at 5pm

CRYSTAL: PORTS SAV 
CENTRAL AMERICA 
ROUTE

Not only will produce reach consumers faster but fresher and 
cheaper through the port of Savannah as well. "For the folks that 
live here and in close proximity, it's five to seven days less of 
transit. The goods that you buy and eat and consume are fresher 
and that's some benefit to everybody." So this new connection 
will be to service markets for the perishable goods being 
imported. SOT "This is something that we've been working on for 
several years now and what it does, Seaboard Marine is an 
ocean carrier and up till last week, they were not calling 
Savannah, which means bringing their ships to us." The new 
service also brings the opportunity to support and expand into 
other markets. SOT "This new service allows the mega rail to be 
used more than we had envisioned so seaboard marine is talking 
to customers in the Midwest and looking to make Savannah as 
the port of call for their goods." Georgia ports says the expansion 
of refrigerated produc 0:01:22

5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
GLENNVILLE ONION 
FESTIVAL & PARADE

If you're looking for something sweet this weekend, we've got you 
covered. Head over to Glennville, for the Sweet Onion Parade 
and Festival! The annual event kicks off tomorrow morning with a 
parade through downtown. Then there's a farmer's market 
packed with booths, all to celebrate the famous onion. The 
parade steps off at 10 a-m tomorrow. It will air in full on WTOC, 
and stream live on WTOC dot com. 0:00:24



5/10/2019 NOON

BRYAN COUNTY 
DEVELOPMENT 
BRINGING JOBS

A new development is coming to Bryan County and will bring jobs 
to the area. An announcement yesterday revealed CZM 
Foundation equipment will be relocating its headquarters to 
Bryan County. The headquarters is currently in Brazil.The plan is 
for a new 40-thousand square foot facility that's expected to 
create around 75 jobs.The company hopes to break ground in 
July and be operational by the end of this year. New tonight--- 
new development is coming to Bryan County and will bring jobs 
to the area. The announcement was made today during the 
Prosperity Through Trade Luncheon at the World Trade Center in 
Savannah. It revealed CZM Foundation equipment will be 
relocating its headquarters to Bryan County. The headquarters is 
currently in Brazil.The plan is for a new 40-thousand square foot 
facility that's expected to create around 75 jobs.The company 
hopes to break ground in July and be operational by the end of 
this year. 0:00:55

5/14/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
SC GROWING THAT 
COTTON

It's official -- the largest vaping company in the country is coming 
to South Carolina. Juul Labs, says it'll invest more than 125-
million dollars and create 500 new jobs in the Midlands. The 
company plans to build a factory in Lexington County to 
assemble and package JUUL products. Lexington County 
includes Columbia, which just outlawed vaping in places where 
cigarettes had already been banned. 
https://www.wltx.com/article/news/local/street-
squad/lexington/juul-to-bring-over-500-jobs-to-lexington/101-
e9b1db2d-fd49-40ca-916c-95d634e8aef7 0:00:26

5/14/2019 NOON
PARKERS 9 LOCATIONS 
IN CHARLESTON

Some big news for South Carolina...Parker's CEO Greg Parker is 
investing $50 million to open several new convenience stores in 
the Charleston area. The company plans to open nine locations 
across the area by the end of the year. Ultimately Parker hopes 
to have more than 40 locations in the Charleston region within 
the next four years. During the past 10 years, the company has 
expanded 32 percent each year. 0:00:24



5/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK GA GROWN AG TOUR

The Georgia Grown tour wraps up today. It's hosted by the 
economic development program of the states agriculture 
department and highlights the states food products. Dozens of 
writers and bloggers stopped in Metter yesterday to learn about 
several local operations including a blueberry farm. During that 
tour, metter announced that it has signed the first tenant for their 
business incubator with Georgia Southern. Better Fresh Farms is 
a hydroponic produce business. The city hopes the small 
businesses develop and eventually grow enough to move out on 
their own. The tenants say this was the perfect way for them to 
grow. Dozens of writers and bloggers get to taste Southeast 
Georgia's best crops and dishes as part of a Georgia Grown tour. 
They stopped in Metter today to learn about several local 
operations including a blueberry farm. The writers come from 
magazines and websites across the Southeastern US 0:00:54

5/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HUTCHINSON ISLAND 
DVLPT

developers are hoping to rezone a section of Hutchinson Island 
to use for a new development. you can see it's right across from 
the Westin. City Council members will decide two things during 
their next meeting: whether or not to approve an amendment to a 
zoning ordinance to create the Savannah Harbor Parcel 5 and to 
rezone part of resort drive. If approved, it will open the door for 
developers to begin realizing project goals on the nearly thirty 
acres of land, including residential, retail, and recreational space. 
A WTOC update tonight. You're taking a live look across the 
Savannah river at Hutchinson Island where developers are 
hoping to rezone a section of the island to be used for a new 
development. This is a look at the area where it would go. It sits 
right across from the Westin. And this is what developers hope to 
build there. A mix of residential and retail spaces, complete with 
a water 0:01:07

5/24/2019 The News at 5pm
SEAN: CHATHAM CO 
COMMISSION

Following the approval of the transfer, Chatham County 
Commission Chairman Al Scott reminded everyone for the record 
that purpose of the fund transfer and partnership is to build an 
industrial park to attract manufacturing jobs. Scott says the whole 
idea behind the Savannah Manufacturing Center is to attract 
higher paying jobs to the area. Today was all about approving the 
fund transfer to SEDA, but 5th District Commissioner Tabitha 
O'Dell asked about the effort going into bringing in smaller 
manufacturers to the site, and incentives for companies that 
commit to the site. 0:00:35



5/28/2019 6AM DAYBREAK FORSYTH SPLASH PAD

A place where many Savanniahans go to escape the heat still 
isn't open. A crew working on the splash pad at Forsyth Park told 
us the splash pad would be open this past weekend. We have 
reached out to the city for an update. We will tell you when we 
hear back from them. Last week we talked with a crew working 
on the splash pad at forsyth park to see when it would be open. 
They told us it would be open this past weekend - but as you can 
see from this video that was not the case. We have reached out 
to the city for an update. We will update you when we hear back. 0:00:38

5/29/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
MEMORIAL DAY AIRPORT 
TRAVEL

SOT: Lori Lynah, Director of Marketing, Savannah-Hilton Head 
International Airport "Holiday weekends for us are typically big on 
the in-bound traveler side. We had a lot of people coming in. 
Probably about five percent more than last year coming into the 
area to celebrate the holiday here and get their summer started 
off here in Savannah and in Hilton Head." Lynah says the airport 
is adding flights and will have up to 64 departing flights each 
Saturday. The available seat number is also climbing. Lynah 
says for the month of June the number of available seats is up 
around nine percent. 0:00:35

5/31/2019 11:00 PM
BRUNSWICK BRINGING IN 
GOATS

The City of Brunswick says it is bringing in goats to help with 
ongoing mitigation efforts in the city's College Park area. The city 
says the area was chosen for the goats because it is difficult for 
regular machinery such as mowers and weed eaters to properly 
clear it ...and goats thrive on poison ivy - poison oak - and other 
kinds of plants. The goats are expected to arrive Monday and 
begin working along the ditch that runs parallel to Spur 25. They 
will be contained in an electric fence and will be accompanied 
guardian dogs. The dogs are not aggressive but are trained to 
protect the goats - so the city says - don't approach them. 0:00:37



5/31/2019 6AM DAYBREAK KG MCQUEENS TRAIL

The McQueen's Trail, or what some call the "Rails to Trails" 
seems to be on track right now. Over the years, the six mile trail 
turned out to be a popular destination, but two hurricanes and 
general tide damage eroded the trail to where it was unsafe. Now 
they county is trying to get this popular and important destination 
back open. "We have limited public access to the marsh here in 
this part of the world, and I think it's important for people to be 
able to get out and see that resource, from a worm's eye view 
literally, you are right there in the marsh, the wildlife is great, the 
plant life is amazing and if you're lucky enough to catch a 
container ship, that can be interesting too." It's also a historical 
resource, it's the railroad bed for the Savannah Tybee Railroad, 
and completed in the late 1870's early 1880's. It's also where 
Union troops set up to cut off aid coming from Savannah to help 
out Confederate forces trapped at Fort Pulaski 0:01:41

6/1/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

BLUFFTON DISTILLERY 
GROUNDBREAKING

Many saying "Cheers" at a groundbreaking in the South Carolina 
Lowcountry. Burnt Church Distillery - founded by brothers Billy 
and Sean Watterson - broke ground off Bluffton Parkway in 
Bluffton. They say the distillery will invest 10-point- 3 million- 
dollars into the community and add 27 jobs. The mission of the 
future distillery is to be an historical and educational destination 
for locals and tourists. 0:00:24

6/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

I16 AT I95 
IMPROVEMENTS 
SHOWCASE

(***STINGER***) This is a live look from our WTOC Chatham 
Parkway Skycam looking at Interstate 16 - towards Interstate 95. 
The Georgia Department of Transportation wants your input on 
upcoming improvement projects for this busy section of I-16. It is 
holding two Public Information Open House sessions this week to 
address the improvement projects. Both will be held Thursday, 
June 6th at Garden City Hall on Central Avenue. The first is 
scheduled from 11 a.m. to one p.m. The second will be from 4pm 
to 7p.m. This is a live look from our WTOC Chatham Parkway 
Skycam looking at Interstate 16 - towards Interstate 95. The 
Georgia Department of Transportation wants your input on 
upcoming improvement projects for this busy section of I-16. It is 
holding two Public Information Open House sessions next week 
to address the improvement projects. Both will be held Thursday, 
June 6th at Garden City Hall 0:00:52



6/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

This neighborhood is close to DeRenne Avenue which is the 
subject of a major city project. Project DeRenne is a five phase 
process which will provide long term solutions in revitalizing the 
major corridor. 0:00:12

6/13/2019 NOON
ZACH: NEIGHBORHOOD 
REVITALIZATION

This park is located near the corner of Montgomery Street and 
Berkley Place. Savannah Mayor Eddie DeLoach and other 
council members have been big proponents of revitalizing parts 
of the city. Here's a look at there plan 2019 - City will meet or 
exceed its own standards for maintaining city-owned properties. 
2021 - 75% of Savannah residents and youth will have well 
maintained recreational facilities within 3/4 mile of their 
neighborhood. 2022 - City will reestablish and preserve area 
neighborhoods where residents live with pride. Over the last few 
years, the city has been working with neighborhood associations 
to spruce up different areas, from removing old, abandoned 
homes to revealing new neighborhood signs. Those in the 
Edgemere Sackville neighborhood have seen several 
improvements. And the city says it plans to continue revitalizing 
other parts of the city as well. "We're trying to spread these parks 
out and open as many as we can. 0:01:42

6/13/2019 5:30pm
KEN: SYLVAN TERRACE 
PARK

The City of Savannah has been making a push to improve its 
greenspaces and parks outside of the Historic District - in places 
like Windsor Forest and the Edgemere-Sackville Community. 
Now it's District Five's turn... as a ribbon cutting ceremony was 
held for the new "Sylvan Terrace Neighborhood Park." The park 
at the intersection of Montgomery Street and Berkley PLACE - 
includes a rubberized exercise track for low impact walking and 
running and five exercise stations. The park also drains quickly. 
The park is part of a revitalization effort, and serves many 
purposes. The City of Savannah will hold a media event 
Thursday, June 13 at 10:00 a.m. to celebrate the opening of a 
new park located in District 5 at the intersection of Montgomery 
Street and Berkley Place. The name of the park will be Sylvan 
Terrace Park. The park features five exercise stations and a 
rubberized exercise track. What: Sylvan Terrace Park Ribbon 
Cutting Ceremony. 0:00:56



6/13/2019 The News at 5pm
CYREIA: SAVANNAH 
WEEKEND

Get ready to get motivated on Friday at the TedXSavannah! This 
is a daylong event created to stimulate dialouge through 
engaging talks and sessions. The goal is to give individuals and 
organizations in Savannah a platform to meet, share ideas, and 
work together. Tickets are still available. Wake up bright and 
early Saturday morning for the 8th annual JCB Mud Fest! 
Participants will run an dsplash through 5 mile and 5 kilometer 
courses that wind through JCB's campus in Pooler. There's also 
a post-race party for the whole family with live music and 
barbecue. Proceeds from the event go to the Lady Bamford 
Center, helping local children from homeless and low income 
families. Lastly, also on Saturday, bring the family out to Wells 
Park for Juneteenth Savannah 2019, presented by the 
Daughter's of Mary Magdalene. Bridget Gordon ceo daughters of 
mary magdalene "this is an event that is free, that is educational, 
that is inclusive, that is a good way for everybody to enjoy 0:00:58

6/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BEAUFORT SHRIMP 
FESTIVAL UPDATE

Taking a live look outside with our WTOC Beaufort Memorial 
Skycam. A dispute over the beaufort Shrimp festival is now 
settled. The City of Beaufort and the Beaufort Regional Chamber 
of Commerce have amicably resolved the litigation related to 
ownership of the trade/service marks for the "Beaufort Shrimp 
Festival" and "A Taste of Beaufort." The City is returning the 
service marks it registered for both festivals to the Chamber, and 
the Chamber will continue to produce the festivals. Speaking of 
shrimp... an update on the future of the "Beaufort Shrimp 
Festival".... The City of Beaufort and the Beaufort Regional 
Chamber of Commerce have amicably resolved the litigation 
related to ownership of the trade/service marks for the "Beaufort 
Shrimp Festival" and "A Taste of Beaufort." The City is returning 
the service marks it registered for both festivals to the Chamber 0:00:49

6/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
77TH HAMPTON CO 
WATERMELON FESTIVAL

' South Carolina'S oldest continuing festival is underway in the 
lowcountry. We're talking about the 77th Hampton County 
Watermelon Festival... This is video from past festivals. It 
continues through June 23... with a street dance - fishing contest -
bands - and of course a big parade on Saturday the 22nd - 
hosted by our very own Jamie Ertle. 0:00:45



6/14/2019 5:30pm
TIM: GOOD NEWS 
SUMMER ANGELS

Bring music to a senior center and you'll see activity ... add kids 
and you've got a party. "everywhere they go, they are just a burst 
of sunshine and energy and it changes the dynamic anywhere 
they go. The Summer Angels program has had that type of effect 
at Senior Citizens Incorporated for 10 years -- middle schoolers 
spending a week of their summer to brighten the days of older 
adults through games, dancing or just spending time together 
"usually, they're really happy when we come in and excited and 
sometimes they're surprised when we're talking to them "the man 
I'm with now, we played chess and now we're coloring together. 
The shared activities are not just filling summer days. They're 
making lifelong memories. "the parents are always amazed when 
we tell them what they've done. They've mowed grass for older 
adults, they're delivering meals, they're making memory boxes for 
people and to give gifts for their families. 0:00:54

6/17/2019 11:00 PM CAT CEO RESIGNS

Chatham Area Transit Authority's CEO - Curtis Koleber - 
resigned. He accepted a leadership position in public transport in 
a bigger city. CAT's statement did not say where. Koleber has 
headed CAT for nearly six years. He will leave his position at the 
end of this month. 0:00:19

6/18/2019 6:00 PM KEN: SAVE THE MERCER

The Savannah Civic Center has served many purposes for more 
than four decades. It's destined to be torn down in the distant 
future, but one Savannian is trying to start a groundswell 
movement, to "Save the Mercer." "We've got so much art, so 
much culture, we've got so many things that depend on a venue 
that size, with theatre amenities, we just have to keep it." Paul 
Mazo has been in the entertainment industry in this area since 
1978. He's a local, and knows it will be a real struggle to save the 
Mercer, but is encouraged by what he's hearing. "I wanted to 
raise the flag because it needed to be raised, and the response 
I've gotten has been quite incredible. But I actually talked to 
someone higher up in the city a couple of days ago, and says it's 
a good thing because it's probably going to open the door to 
some good community discussion, and that's what we really 
need." For now the city is going with the recommendation to tear 
down both the arena 0:02:04



6/19/2019 7:00 PM
TIM: COMMUNITY 
CHAMPIONS

Kimberly Clark has gotten a real lift out of LIFE. KIMBERLY 
CLARK / LIFE CLIENT RECENTLY MOVED INTO HER OWN 
HOME: "the help from LIFE organization, they were wonderful. I 
don't know what I'd do without them, they got me to where I could 
live independently again in my own home. And that's what Living 
Independence For Everyone -- or LIFE -- has done in 11 counties 
for more than three decades, an organization operated by 
individuals FOR individuals with disabilities consistently sending 
people home. NEIL LIGON: "I think everybody from the age of 
probably 10 on wants to live independently and we provide the 
services and support to allow them to do so ... people with 
disabilities are no different than people without disabilities. They 
just have their goals and they want to achieve those goals. And 
sometimes they need a little help trying to figure out how to do 
that. Helping Clark transition from a nursing home was typical of 
LIFE's work -- arranging 0:00:56

6/19/2019 7:00 PM
OZARK SAV FILMING 
TRAFFIC

A heads up - next week, expect to see cameras on River Street. 
Netflix will be in Savannah filming. Filming for the next season of 
"Ozark" will affect River Street between the Abercorn street ramp 
and Morrell park, where the waving girl statue sits. The road will 
be closed to vehicle traffic most of the day Next Tuesday through 
Friday. All businesses and restaurants in the area will remain 
open -- except for joe's crab shack. The show is also looking for 
people to play the roles you see on your screen. they're also 
looking to cast some kids ages nine to 12. you can apply through 
rose locke casting savannah. June 25 â€“ 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
June 26 â€“ 5 a.m. to 11 p.m. June 27 â€“ 8 a.m. to midnight And 
11 a.m. June 28 to 2 a.m. June 29 0:00:48

6/20/2019 The News at 5pm
BRIANA: SPRINGFIELD 
REVITALIZATION

"The Local on Laurel is just one of the many businesses popping 
up here in downtown Springfield, the city's community 
development director says, their goal is to not only continue to 
revitalize the downtown area, but while doing so they're hoping to 
keep the city's rich history alive and that's exactly what the 
owners of The Local on Laurel are doing." "This used to be the 
Springfield motor company, it was actually the original Chevrolet 
dealership here in Effingham county." The local on Laurel owner 
James Carlson and his wife are in the rental and event company 
business. When they decided to open another business in the 
town they know so well, preserving a building that would've 
otherwise been torn down was their main goal. ((James Carlson-
Local on Laurel owner)) "We looked at the potential and the 
history that was behind it when we started uncovering and tearing 
down the actual ceilings, and uncovering stuff off of the walls 0:00:53



6/20/2019 5:30pm
SEAN: RIVER ST VISITOR 
CENTER

Two months and 125-thousand dollars later, the City of 
Savannah is able to re-open an upgraded visitor center on River 
Street. We are taking a live look now form our WTOC Riverfront 
Skycam. The center is located just behind city hall. It's the 
second most visited in the city - with the location on Martin Luther 
King Junior Boulevard being the first. The investment went into 
things like brand new bathrooms, which is the biggest 
improvement at the River Street facility. 0:00:28

6/25/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 630 ZACH:

But people and organizations in nearby cities like Bluffton and 
Hilton Head Island also use the facilities here at this complex. 
The complex and park currently hosts outside activities. But 
soon, the city wants to break ground on a 32 thousand square 
football recreation center which will host many indoor activities 
like racquetball and gymnastics. The new center will cost around 
8 million dollars. But that's not the only change coming to this 
area. Recreation Complex Input Meeting 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. 
Creative Church in Hardeeville. 0:00:32

6/25/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

The City of Hardeeville currently has around 6,000 residents. The 
recreation and tourism director says, in ten years, they could 
have as many as 20,000 people living here in the city. With 
nearby cities already planning to enhance their parks and 
recreation centers, the City of Hardeeville doesn't want to be left 
out. This fall - City leaders plan to break ground on a new rec 
center. They say with the new center and additional park 
features, they should be ready to accommodate their expected 
growth. 0:00:30



6/26/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

AMANDA: NEW WEST 
CHATHAM 
NEIGHBORHOOD

Here's a look at the site where the new subdivision will be. It's 
188 acres and will be split into 528 residential lots. Most of the 
single-family lots will be for single homes, but the plan also 
includes 167 townhomes. It will be built in nine phases, with most 
of the individual homes built first. This area sits in Savannah 
District 5, so Alderwoman Estella Shabazz's district. The master 
plan now heads to city council for a final decision. Live in 
Savannah Amanda LaBrot WTOC News. 0:00:28

6/28/2019
4:30AM 
DAYBREAK

LET FREEDOM RING 
TOMORROW

It's almost time to "let freedom ring!" The City of Rincon's 
"Freedom Rings Festival" is tonight starting at six in Freedom 
Park. The festival will include free parking - vendors - food trucks -
inflatables - a mechanical bull - and of course... fireworks! The 
fireworks will start at dark - so get there early to claim your spot. 0:00:19



 

 

DESCRIPTION OF WTOC (TV) PROGRAMS PROVIDING THE MOST SIGNIFICANT                                      
TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES. 

                                                  
                 TERRORISM/NATIONALSECURITY 

APRIL1, 2019 – JUNE 30TH, 2019 
 

CBS NETWORK PROGRAMMING 
 

FACE THE NATION 
 
04/07/19 Guests: Representative Jerry Nadler (D-NY), Judiciary Committee Chairman (1); Rudy Giuliani, attorney to 

President Trump (2); Representative Tim Ryan (D-OH), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (3); Larry 
Kudlow, director, National Economic Council (4); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (5); Ben Domenech, The 
Federalist (5); Molly Ball, Time magazine (5); David Nakamura, The Washington Post (5) 
4) Topics include: potential economic impact of closing the southern border / border security  

 
 
04/21/19 Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Senior Foreign Correspondent (1) Representative Elijah Cummings (D-

MD), House Oversight Committee Chairman (2); Senator Mike Lee (R-UT), author, “Our Lost Declaration: 
America’s Fight Against Tyranny from King George to the Deep State” (3); Senator Cory Booker (D-NJ), 2020 
Democratic presidential candidate (4); Evan Thomas, author, “First: Sandra Day O’Connor” (5); Lynne Olson, 
author, “Madame Fourcade’s Secret War” (5); Susan Page, USA Today, author, “The Matriarch: Barbara Bush 
and the Making of an American Dynasty” (5); Robert Caro, biographer of President Lyndon B. Johnson, 
author, “Working: Researching, Interviewing, Writing” (6) 

  Guest Moderator and Correspondent: Bob Schieffer (2) (3) (5) (6) 
Correspondent: Margaret Brennan, moderator, FACE THE NATION (4) 
1) a report from New Delhi, India on the eights bombings overnight in and around three cities in Sri Lanka 

 
04/28/19 Guests: Jonathan Vigliotti, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Judiciary 

Committee Chairman (2); Representative Cedric Richmond (D-LA) (3); Brad Parscale, Trump Campaign 
Manager (4); Jamal Simmons, Hill.TV (5); Lanchee Chen, Hoover Institution (5); Mark Landler, The New York 
Times (5); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (5); Mohammad Javad Zarif, Iranian Foreign Minister (6) 
6) Topics include: increased tensions between the United States and Iran / Trump administration’s designation 
of the IRGC (Iran’s military) as a foreign terrorist organization / deadline of May 2, set by the United States, for 
the rest of the world to stop buying oil from Iran / reaction to President Trump’s decision to keep troops in Iraq / 
claim of ties between Iran and al Qaeda by U.S. secretary of state 
 

05/05/19 Guests: Mike Pompeo, U.S. Secretary of State (1); Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL), Senate Democratic Whip 
(2); Representative Doug Collins (R-GA), Ranking Member, U.S. House Committee on the Judiciary (3); 
Representative Eric Swalwell (D-CA), U.S. House Committee on the Judiciary (4); Shawna Thomas, Vice 
News (5); Rachael Bade, The Washington Post (5); Michael Crowley, Politico (5); Byron York, The 
Washington Examiner (5) 
1) Topics include: last North Korea missile test / reaction to comments made about Kim Joung-un and 
diplomacy with North Korea by Cynthia Warmbier, the mother of college student Otto Warmbier; trade 
talks with China / human rights violations against Muslims in China; recent phone call between President 
Trump and Vladimir Putin / 2016 Russian election interference / Russia’s involvement in Venezuela / 
current situation in Venezuela 
 

 05/12/19 Guests: Representative Kevin McCarthy (R-CA), House Minority Leader (1); Senator Michael Bennet (D-
CO), Senate Intelligence Committee, 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (2); Robert Gates, former 
Secretary of Defense, former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Chancellor, College of William & 
Mary (3); David Nakamura, The Washington Post (4); Susan Glasser, The New Yorker (4); Henry 
Paulson, former Secretary, Treasury Department, George W. Bush administration, Chairman, Paulson 
Institute (5) 
3) Topics include: Russian meddling in the 2016 election / opinion that Russian President Vladimir Putin 
has not paid an adequate price for the election interference; 2020 presidential election / current state of 
the Republican Party / 2020 democratic Joe Biden / whether age should be taken into account when 
considering a candidate; trade talks between the United States and China; Iran / Trump administration 
misstep of walking away from the Iranian nuclear deal; reaction to President Trump saying that John Kerry 
should be prosecuted under the Logan Act for talking to foreign leaders; North Korea 



 

 

4) Topics include: North Korea / Iran / lack of a Trump doctrine in foreign policy / Joe Biden and the role of 
foreign policy in an election 

 
05/19/19 Guests: Kevin McAleenan, acting Secretary of Homeland Security (1); Representative Adam Schiff (D-

CA), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (2); Senator Kirsten Gillibrand (D-
NY), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (3); Jamelle Bouie, The New York Times, CBS News 
political analyst (4); Kristen Soltis Anderson, The Washington Examiner (4); Edward Wong, The New York 
Times (4); Peter Baker, The New York Times, author, “Obama: The Call of History” (4); David Maraniss, 
author, “A Good American Family” (5) 
1) Topics include: Trump administration’s plan to fly undocumented immigrants from the Mexican border to 
cities across the country for processing / border security / humanitarian crisis at the border / conditions at 
the facilities / factors driving the immigration wave / Mr. Trump’s suggestion of cutting foreign aid and 
sending migrants to sanctuary cities/ need for more funding from Congress; reaction to a report in The 
Washington Post about Mr. McAleenan’s conflicts with Stephen Miller 
2) Topics include: Representative Schiff’s agreement that there is a humanitarian crisis at the border, but 
that it is one of the Trump administration’s own making / request for more funding from the administration; 
policy decisions regarding Iran; Republican Congressman Justin Amash’s belief that the President has 
carried out impeachable behavior 
 

05/26/19 Guests: Beto O’Rourke, 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (1); Representative Will Hurd (R-TX) (2); 
Senator Ron Johnson (R-WI), chairman, Homeland Security Committee (3); Senator Jon Tester (D-MT), 
ranking member, Veterans’ Affairs Committee; Molly Ball, Time magazine (4); Joel Payne, Democratic 
strategist (5); Ed O’Keefe, CBS News Political Correspondent (5) 
1) Topics include: what should happen to migrants currently in U.S. detention centers / current state of his 
campaign / needs of the Democratic Party; reaction to the bailout for farmers; threat posed by Russia; 
President Trump; lack of support for the President’s decision to send troops to counter the Iran threat; 
Afghanistan 
2) Topics include: credible intelligence about the threat from Iran; President Trump’s decision to allow 
Attorney General William Barr access to some of the country’s top secrets in order to investigate the 
investigation of Russian meddling; Mr. Trump’s tweeting out an altered video of House Speaker Nancy 
Pelosi 
3) Topics include: overcrowded conditions at the border / lack of funding for the crisis; reaction the 
President saying he won’t work with Democrats until they stop their investigations; weapons sales to Saudi 
Arabia; President Trump’s tweet diminishing North Korea’s testing of short-range missiles 
4) Topics include: mental health issues for veterans;  
 

06/02/19 Guests: Senator Mark Warner (D-VA), Vice Chairman, Senate Intelligence Committee (1); Senator John 
Kennedy (R-LA) (2); Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV) (3); Jeremy Hunt, British Foreign Secretary (4); Jan 
Crawford, CBS News Chief Legal Correspondent (5); Jamal Simmons, Hill.TV (5); Ramesh Ponnuru, 
National Review, Bloomberg Opinion (5); Susan Page, USA Today (5) 
1) Topics include: reports that North Korea’s top negotiator was removed or executed for the failure of the 
Trump – Kim summit in Hanoi 
3) Topics include:threat posed by Iran; U.S. extradition request for WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange; 
U.S. concern about England possibly using the Chinese company Huawei to build their 5G network; the 
President’s suspicion that British intelligence worked with American intelligence on the “Russian hoax” / 
Russia’s growing strategy of interfering in the democratic process of other countries 
 

06/09/19 Guests: Senator Roy Blunt (R-MO) (1); Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-MN), 2020 Democratic presidential 
candidate (2); Governor Steve Bullock (D-MT), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (3); Martha 
Barcena Coqui, Mexican Ambassador to the United States (4); Mark Landler, The New York Times (5); 
Karen Tumulty, The Washington Post (5); David Nakamura, The Washington Post (5); Kelsey Snell, 
National Public Radio (NPR) (5) 
4) Topics include: The U.S. and Mexico’s joint declaration of principle on immigration / surge of migrants /  
 

06/16/19 Guests: Mike Pompeo, U.S. Secretary of State, Trump administration (1); Senator Tom Cotton (R-AR) (2); 
Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), Chairman, Senate Intelligence Committee (3); Pete Buttigieg, Mayor 
of South Bend, Indiana, 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (4); Anthony Salvanto, Director, CBS 
News Elections and Surveys (5); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (6); Antjuan Seawright, Democratic 
strategist, contributor, CBSN (6); Leslie Sanchez, CBS News Political Contributor (6) 
1) Topics include: U.S. accusations against Iran for attacking oil tankers and firing a missile at a U.S. 



 

 

drone / possible responses from the United States / sanctions against Iran / video evidence against the 
Iran Revolutionary Guard Corps / need to keep the waterways open / pledge that every option considered 
will be fully lawful / reaction from allies to the video evidence / Secretary Pompeo’s blaming of Iran for an 
attack the Taliban took responsibility for / Iran’s announcement that they are looking to increase 
production of nuclear fuel; Trump administration’s response to election interference / reaction to the 
President saying during an ABC interview that he would listen to a foreign government if they offered 
information on an opponent 
2) Topics include: belief that the “unprovoked attacks on commercial shipping warrant a retaliatory military 
strike”; comments made by the President during his ABC interview about accepting “dirt” on his opponents 
3) Topics include: strong evidence Iran is behind the attacks / belief that “Congressional approval is 
necessary to initiate hostilities against Iran” / U.S. withdrawal from the Iran nuclear agreement / Trump 
administration’s policy towards Iran; article in The New York Times about U.S. retaliatory efforts against 
Russia’s electrical grid; possibility of issuing a subpoena to FBI Director Chris Wray 
4) Topics include: Mayor Buttigieg’s recent speech faulting Democrats for not having a strategic foreign 
policy; reaction to the President saying he would accept help from a foreign government; possible 
obstruction of justice charges against President Trump; recent attacks on oil tankers / his foreign policy 
platform regarding Iran 
5) CBS News 2020 Battleground Tracker topic include: poll results on what Democratic voters are looking 
for regarding their party’s messaging / electability / swing voters / factors contributing to the crowded field 
of candidates 
 
 

06/23/19 Guests: Vice President Mike Pence (1); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), 2020 Democratic presidential 
candidate (2); Senator Kamala Harris (D-CA), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (3); Representative 
Adam Smith (D-WA), Chairman, Armed Services Committee (4); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), 
Ranking Member, Foreign Affairs Committee (5); Jamal Simmons, Hill.TV, Democratic strategist (6); 
Salena Zito, Washington Examiner (6) 

  Guest Correspondent: Ed O’Keefe, CBS News Political Correspondent (3) 
1) Topics include: President Trump’s announcement this morning that he has delayed the roundup and 
deportation of migrants / call on Congress to close the loopholes exploited by human traffickers / “crisis 
level” conditions at the U.S. run facilities / Vice President Pence’s defense of the lack of action on the 
crisis from the executive level / President’s focus on rounding people up versus the conditions at the 
detention centers; U.S. conducted cyber-attacks on facilities in Iran linked to missile and rocket launches / 
tomorrow’s expected announcement of an additional round of sanctions / U.S. strategy to continue to 
choke Iran’s economy / pledge to stand with the Iranian people 
2) Topics include: Senator Sanders’ reaction to Mr. Trump’s handling of the Iranian crisis” he helped 
create / view that attacking Iran without Congressional approval is unconstitutional;; opinion that the 
President’s proposed ICE raids are politically motivated 
3) Topics include: Senator Harris’ belief that the President created the current crisis with Iran / her views 
on Iran; her prerequisites as President for meeting with Vladimir Putin; 4) Topics include: President 
Trump’s decision to call off the strike against Iran / the nuclear accord; Mr. Pence’s blame of Democrats 
for the conditions at U.S. border facilities housing children / how the President’s policies have contributed 
to the border crisis / need to implement a better border policy 
5) Topics include: agreement with the Vice President regarding blame for the conditions at the detention 
facilities; President Trump’s decision to call off the strike against Iran / U.S. conducted cyber-attacks on 
facilities in Iran linked to missile and rocket launches / U.S. strategy to create a “more desperate” Iran 

 
06/30/19 Guests: Weijia Jiang, CBS News White House Correspondent (1); Jean Lee, director, Korea Center, The 

Wilson Center (2); Michael Morell, former CIA Deputy Director, CBS News Senior National Security 
Contributor (2); Larry Kudlow, director, National Economic Council (3); Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-MN), 
2020 Democratic presidential candidate (4); Beto O’Rourke, 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (5); 
Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC); Edward Wong, The New York Times (7); Shannon Pettypiece, 
Bloomberg News (7); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review, Bloomberg Opinion (7); Antjuan Seawright, 
political strategist (7) 
1) a report from Seoul, South Korea on President Trump’s historic visit to North Korea to meet with Kim 
Jong-un 
2) Topics include: President Trump’s meeting with dictator Kim Jong-un in North Korea, making Mr. Trump 
the first U.S. sitting President to step foot in that country / meeting’s impact on the United States’ position / 
how this meeting helps Kim Jong-un / North Korea’s nuclear program / North Korea’s friendship with 
Russia and China / opinion that containment is the best the United States can hope for 



 

 

 
 
60 MINUTES 
 
04/07/19  

“Attu” – a report on the Japanese invasion of Attu, a small island on the western end of Alaska, during 
World War II, and the death of Paul Tatsuguchi, a Japanese soldier who had been conscripted from his 
home in America with his wife. Dick Laird, the American soldier who killed Tatsuguchi, found Tatsuguchi’s 
diary on Attu and was haunted for years by killing a man who should not have been there until finally 
making peace with Tatsuguchi’s daughter many years later. Includes interviews with Mark Obmascik, 
author and journalist; Harry Sasser, a U.S. soldier who fought in the Attu conflict; and Laura Tatsuguchi, 
daughter of Paul Tatsuguchi. (C: John Wertheim – P: Draggan Mihailovich) 
 

04/21/19 “A Marriage Made in Hell” – a report on criminal Russian hackers, specifically the prolific Evgeniy 
Bogachev, and the role they play in Russian espionage. Bogachev, a master hacker who created a 
computer virus that has stolen over 100 million dollars for businesses and individuals, was turned into an 
intelligence asset by the Russian government and given cover to continue his cybercrime. According to 
former assistant attorney general for national security John Carlin, the Russian government’s treatment of 
Bogachev is just one of many examples of the way Russia and the Vladimir Putin regime decline to 
prosecute cyber criminals, instead using their skills to spy on other countries. Includes interviews with 
former assistant attorney general for national security, John Carlin; Dave Hickton, a former U.S. attorney 
who oversaw the Borgachev investigation; Tom Burt, vice president of cybersecurity at Microsoft; and 
Brett Stone-Gross, an analyst from the cybersecurity firm CrowdStrike. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Richard 
Bonin, Ayesha Siddiqi) 

 
04/28/19 “On the Border” – a report on the massive number of migrant families crossing the U.S. southern border 

and the Department of Homeland Security’s attempts to handle the large crowds. Kevin McAleenan, the 
acting Secretary of Homeland Security, who enforced the department’s now defunct policy of separating 
children from parents at the border as a way of deterring migrants from attempting to cross, explains how 
DHS facilities are overrun with families, which they are not equipped to handle. McAleenan also explains 
how U.S. law allows migrant families to remain in the country until they’ve seen a judge, which can take up 
to five years with the current case backlog. McAleenan calls the situation at the border “absolutely both” a 
humanitarian and national security crisis. Includes interviews with Marcelino Medina, a U.S. border patrol 
officer; Chief Patrol Agent Rudy Karisch; Sister Norma Pimental, who runs a Catholic Charities Respite 
Center in Texas; and migrant families. (See also: “Chaos on the Border”, OAD: 11/25/18) (C: Sharyn 
Alfonsi– P: Oriana Zill de Granados, Michael Rey) 
 “The High North” – a report on Norway, its role in NATO, and the border it shares with Russia. Norway 
is the northernmost country in NATO and plays a critical role in gathering intelligence on Russian naval 
operations. New Russian submarines make Norway’s role even more vital, and the U.S. recently staged a 
military demonstration in the arctic circle as a message to Russia that the U.S. will protect Norway. 
Includes interviews with Lieutenant General Rune Jakobsen, Norway’s joint force commander; Captain 
Carina Vinterdal, who guards Norway’s northern border; Admiral James Foggo, commander of U.S. naval 
forces in Europe; Major Leif Otterholm, a tactical flight coordinator; and Ine Erikson Soreide, Norway’s 
foreign minister. (C: David Martin– P: Mary Walsh) 
 

05/26/19              PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Under Fire” 
                 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Under Fire” 
                 "Friendly Fire" - an interview with three former U.S. soldiers: Brandon Branch, Army Paramedic; Henry 

Montalbano, Sergeant, Green Beret; and Derrick Anderson, team commander, Green Beret -- who dispute 
a classified report that blames human error for the death of six others, including two Green Berets in 
Afghanistan. On June 9th, 2014, an American B-1 bomber plane incapable of detecting soldier’s strobes 
killed its own forces after misidentifying them as Taliban. The surviving U.S. soldiers maintain that this 
faulty targeting system was responsible for the incident. Also includes interviews with: Woody 
Studenmund, father of Scott Studenmund, a Green Beret Staff Sergeant who was killed in the friendly fire 
attack; and Jeffrey Harrigian, former Air Force Major General. (C: Bill Whitaker – Producer listed at the 
beginning of Part I: Howard L. Rosenberg; Producers listed at the beginning of Part II: Howard L. 
Rosenberg, Julie Holstein) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 11/12/17; 1st rebroadcast: 05/27/18 – 
both on 60 MINUTES) 

                 “Attu” – a report on the Japanese invasion of Attu, a small island on the western end of Alaska, during 
World War II, and the death of Paul Tatsuguchi, a Japanese soldier who had been conscripted from his 



 

 

home in America with his wife. Dick Laird, the American soldier who killed Tatsuguchi, found Tatsuguchi’s 
diary on Attu and was haunted for years by killing a man who should not have been there until finally 
making peace with Tatsuguchi’s daughter many years later. Includes interviews with Mark Obmascik, 
author and journalist; Harry Sasser, a U.S. soldier who fought in the Attu conflict; and Laura Tatsuguchi, 
daughter of Paul Tatsuguchi. (C: John Wertheim – P: Draggan Mihailovich) (OAD: 04/07/19 on 60 
MINUTES) 

 
06/16/19 “SGB” - Stellate ganglion block, a procedure used to ease pain for decades, is now an experimental 

treatment for PTSD that veterans say is greatly easing their symptoms. Now the Army is testing it as a 
potential therapy. Some call for the procedure, commonly used since the 1920s for chronic pain treatment, 
to be made a part of all PTSD treatments. Includes interviews with PTSD sufferers Sergeant First Class 
Jonathan Zehring, Marine Sergeant Henry Coto, former Green Beret Don Bolduc; Bolduc’s wife Sharon; 
Dr. Sean Mulvaney; and Dr. Michael Alkire. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Heather Abbott) 

 
06/30/19  

“The Nuremberg Prosecutor” - an interview / profile of Ben Ferencz, the last living prosecutor from the 
Nuremberg trials after World War II.  Ferencz’s trial was of 22 commanders of the Nazi SS units called 
Einsatzgruppen, which murdered more than a million people, the largest killings outside the concentration 
camps.  The trials were the first international war crimes tribunals.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein, 
Nieves Zuberbuhler) (OAD: 05/07/17) 

 
 
CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT 
 
CBS News provided extensive coverage and live reporting on the 75th anniversary of D-Day. In 
addition to the reportage on the regularly scheduled news programs, the live coverage included the 
commemoration of D-Day and President Donald Trump’s live address from Normandy: 
 
06/06/19 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: D-DAY*75 (4:57 – 6:51a) – initial chyron ID: Soon: Commemorating The 

Storming Of Normandy / 156K + Allied Troops Fought In WWII Turning Point; 10,000 Est. Casualties On 
June 6, 1944 – live coverage of the ceremony commemorating the 75th anniversary of D-Day, including 
addresses from President Trump and French President Emmanuel Macron. Coverage of the ceremony 
includes: (1) the invocation by Col. Timothy Millard, U.S. Army Europe Chaplain; (2) the welcome address 
delivered by Maj. Gen. William M. Matz, Jr. (Ret.), American Battle Monuments Commission Sec’y; (3) 
address by President Macron, followed by the presentation of the Legion of Honor to five World War II 
veterans; (4) President Trump’s address; (5) the laying of a wreath, followed by a moment of silence; (6) 
Presidents Macron and Trump greeting World War II veterans; (7) President Trump, First Lady Melania 
Trump, President Macron, and France’s First Lady Brigitte Macron making their way to the Omaha Beach 
overlook; and (8) the 21-gun salute. Origination: The Normandy American Cemetery and Memorial, 
Colleville-Sur-Mer, Normandy, France. Coverage includes reporting and commentary from: Anthony 
Mason (anchor, Normandy, France); Mark Phillips (CBS News Senior Foreign Correspondent, Normandy, 
France); Robert Citino (senior historian, National World War II Museum, New Orleans, LA); and Paula 
Reid (CBS News White House Correspondent, Normandy, France). 

 
On June 30, 2019 President Donald Trump became the first sitting U.S. president to enter North 
Korea. CBS News provided live coverage of the event, in addition to the reportage on the regularly 
scheduled news programs. The live coverage included: 
 
06/30/19 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT (12:39 – 12:42a) – chyron ID: President Trump Remarks With South 

Korean President Moon Jae-in – just moments ago President Trump announced he will be meeting with 
North Korean dictator Kim Jong-un for the third time at the DMZ, the demilitarized border zone that 
separates North and South Korea. The meeting does not have a set agenda, but President Trump has 
said he has no problem stepping over the border line into North Korea -- something no American 
President has done before. Includes excerpts of remarks by President Trump and South Korean President 
Moon Jae-in. Preceded and followed by Correspondent’s commentary. Correspondent: Weijia Jiang, CBS 
News White House Correspondent (anchor, Seoul, South Korea). 

 
06/30/19 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT (2:39 – 2:45a) – chyron ID: President Trump Meets North Korean Leader 



 

 

Kim Jong Un At DMZ – President Trump and South Korean President Moon Jae-in arrived at the DMZ a 
short time ago. Includes images of the blue houses used for diplomatic talks at the DMZ, the demilitarized 
border zone between North and South Korea, where President Trump is expected to meet North Korean 
dictator Kim Jong-un at any moment. Also includes recorded excerpts of President Trump and President 
Jae-in at the overlook area at the DMZ and meeting with troops. Correspondent: Weijia Jiang, CBS News 
White House Correspondent (anchor, Seoul, South Korea). 

 
06/30/19 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT (2:45 – 2:56a) – initial chyron ID: President Trump Meets North Korean 

Leader Kim Jong Un At DMZ – live coverage of President Trump meeting North Korean dictator Kim Jong-
un at the DMZ. Mr. Trump is the first United States President to cross over into North Korea. During their 
meeting, President Trump invites Kim Jong-un to the White House. Weijia Jiang provides voiceover 
commentary and analysis throughout the report. Correspondent: Weijia Jiang, CBS News White House 
Correspondent (anchor, Seoul, South Korea). 

 
06/30/19 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT (3:08 – 3:12a) – chyron ID: President Trump Meets North Korean Leader 

Kim Jong Un At DMZ – continuing coverage of President Trump’s historic visit to the DMZ, the 
demilitarized zone separating North and South Korea. This is their third face-to-face meeting. Includes 
footage from a short time ago of remarks by President Trump as he meets with North Korean dictator Kim 
Jong-un. Includes analysis and commentary by Weijia Jiang, who anchors the report from Seoul, South 
Korea. 

 
06/30/19 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT (3:52 – 4:13a) – initial chyron ID: President Trump Meets North Korean 

Leader Kim Jong Un At DMZ – continuing coverage of President Donald Trump’s historic meeting with 
North Korean dictator Kim Jong-un at the DMZ, where they met for almost an hour. Includes a statement 
from President Trump, followed by remarks from South Korean President Moon Jae-in. Afterwards, Mr. 
Trump made additional remarks and took questions from the press. Includes commentary and analysis 
throughout by Weijia Jiang, who anchors the report from Seoul, South Korea. 

 
06/30/19 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT (8:00 – 8:10a) – initial chyron ID: President Trump In North Korea - 

earlier today, President Trump took his first step into North Korea and became the first sitting U.S. 
president to enter that country, where he was received by North Korean leader Kim Jong-un. This is their 
third meeting and another example of diplomacy via social media. Includes excerpts of earlier recorded 
footage from their meeting. Also includes commentary and analysis from: Correspondents: Margaret 
Brennan (anchor, CBS Washington); Weijia Jiang (Seoul, South Korea); and Contributor: Jean Lee, The 
Wilson Center (CBS Washington). 
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ISSUE 17-OUR MILITARY FIGHTING THE WAR ON TERRORISM.  
HAPPENINGS AT FORT STEWART, PARIS ISLAND AND HUNTER. 
INCLUDES DEFENSE SPENDING BUDGET AND CHANGE OF 
COMMANDS. NORTH KOREA TESTS NEW WEAPON. IN 
AFGHANISTAN, AN IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICE KILLED 3 
US SOLDIERS AND ONE CONTRACTOR NEAR BAGRAM AIR 
BASE TODAY. THREE OTHERS US SOLDIERS WERE WOUNDED 
IN THE INCIDENT.  THE TALIBAN CLAIMED CREDIT ON THE 
ATTACK.  FORT STEWART MEDICAL TRAINING CENTER, VET 
SUICIDE COMMITTEE OFFICIALS IN SOUTYH KOREA SAY NORTH 
KOREA LAUNCHED SEVERAL SHORT-RANGED MISSILES  OFF 
ITS EAST COAST THIS MORNING LOCAL TIME.    THE STATE 
DEPT. IS ASKING NON-ESSENTIAL, NON-EMERGENCY STAFF  
TO LEAVE IRAN AS TENSIONS ARE ESCALATING.   THE ALERT 
WAS PUBLISHED ON THE EMBASSY WEBSITE.  FORT STEWART 
SAYS MARIJUANA ACCOUNTED FOR 80 PEOPLES  SCREENINGS 
LAST YEAR.  30 PERCENT WERE REPEAT  OFFENDERS AND 
MEN. NIGER AMBUSH FOLO WHICH KILLED LOCAL SOLDIER, 
JROTIC CAMPAT HUNTER, SC HOUSE BILL TO BRING 37 
MILLION IN FOR MILITARY PROGRAMS AT PARIS ISLAND. 

SOURCE: PRESIDENT TRUMP, THIRD INFANTRY SOLDIERS, 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, ETC.

4/8/2019 11:00 PM

3 US SOLDIERS 
AND 
CONTRACTOR 
KILLED

In afghanistan, an improvised explosive device killed 3 u.s. soldiers 
and one contractor near bagram air base today, according to the u-s 
military. three other u-s soldiers were wounded in the incident. a 
statement from the military said the wounded service members have 
been evacuated and are receiving medical care. the taliban claimed 
credit for the attack, which involved a car bomb targeting a u.s. military 
convoy near one of america's largest military facilities in afghanistan. at 
least seven u-s service members have been killed in afghanistan this 
year. 0:00:35



4/17/2019 11:00 PM
N KOREA TESTS 
NEW WEAPON

North Korean Leader Kim Jong Un has reportedly overseen test- firing 
of a new weapon. That's according to a report from the state News 
Agency there. The report didn't say exactly what kind of weapon was 
tested -- or its potential range. The white house is aware of the report 
and has no comment. North Korea's last summitt with the U-S 
regarding weapons testing ended without a deal. 0:01:35

4/20/2019

7AM 
DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

FORT STEWART 
MEDICAL 
TRAINING CTR

MARC STRINGER NCOIC, Fort Stewart, GA "We give soldiers even if 
they are not medical personnel and the medical quality training that 
simulates battlefield conditions so that they can save more lives and 
bring them back home to their families." When they transition into the 
civilian world, he says it will help them transfer into medical careers. 
Stringer says they try to prevent the three most common losses of life: 
the loss of blood, airway blockage or trapped air. 0:00:16

4/25/2019 11:00 PM

NKOREA BILLS US 
FOR OTTO 
WAMBIER CARE

We're learning North Korea billed the United States $2 million for the 
medical care of Otto Warmbier. He was the American college student 
held prisoner there. A source says North Korea insisted the U-S sign a 
pledge to pay the bill before releasing him from custody. Another 
source says the u-s has not paid the bill and had made it clear to north 
korea it never would pay it. Warmbier was comatose when he was 
released in 2017 - and died six days after returning home. White House 
Press Secretary Sarah Sanders commented saying " we do not 
comment on hostage negotiations, which is why they have been so 
successful during this administration. 0:00:40



4/29/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

TS3 SRI LANKA 
MASS

Christians in Sri Lanka took a steps towards recovery yesterday, after a 
series of deadly attacks on Easter Sunday. Worshippers held mass 
and mourned the more than 250 people who died. The Archbishop 
there cancelled mass services in catholic churches over safety 
concerns following the attacks. 0:00:18

4/29/2019 11:00 PM
CBS: CA TERROR 
PLOT

(track) mark steven domingo, a u-s army veteran who once served in 
afghanistan, is now accused of turning against his country. (track) the 
26-year- old was arrested friday and charged with planning to attack a 
white nationalist rally in southern california. (sot ryan young, fbi special 
agent in charge) "sometimes we get asked - what keeps you up at 
night? this is a case that keeps us up at night." (track) prosecutors say 
domingo was a recent convert to islam who quickly became 
radicalized. (bridge) officials say the suspect initially considered attacks 
on several possible targets here in southern california, from churches 
to a military facility. (track) his disturbing online posts first attracted the 
attention of the f-b-i, which launched an investigation. (track) ((gfx)) on 
march 3rd, the former soldier allegedly wrote, "america needs another 
vegas event... to kick off civil unrest," referring to the october 2017 
mass shooting in las vegas that left 58 dead. 0:01:37

4/29/2019 7:00 PM
WRIGHT: C130 
ANNIVERSARY

PKG Major Jose Roman Rosadoâ€¦. First Lieutenant David 
Albandozâ€¦. Major Carlos Serraâ€¦ Flight Engineer Mario Bran~aâ€¦ 
Master Sergeant Eric Circunsâ€¦ Senior Master Sergeant Jan 
Paravisiniâ€¦. Master Sergeant Jean Audriffredâ€¦. Master Sergeant 
Victor Colonâ€¦. Senior Airmen Roberto Espada. These are the names 
and faces of the 9 Puerto Rican airmen who boarded their C-130 
headed for Arizona to retire the old plane. As nearby surveillance video 
shows, the plane didn't make it far before catastrophic engine failure 
sent the plane in a nosedive towards Highway 21 in Port Wentworth. 
There were no survivors. NATs 911 calls The days and weeks that 
followed are a blur to many in this military-heavy community. Flags flew 
near the site of the crash in honor of the victims. 2nd. Lt. Brandon 
Patterson // Public Affairs Officer, 165th Airwing The purpose of the 
memorial service on May 2 is to give people living here a chance to say 
thank you once again for the service of the 9 airmen. 0:01:45



4/30/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

CONGRESS VET 
SUICIDE 
COMMITTEE

Government data shows veterans commit suicide at a higher rate than 
any other group. The V-A reports more than 6 thousand suicides each 
year. Those numbers have congress demanding action. Pelosi: "This is 
an unconscionable urgent crisis requiring immediate action. This crisis 
is more than statistics. It is about stories." Yesterday, the House 
committee on Veteran's Affairs held a hearing on suicide prevention. 
Lawmakers want to know what extra steps they can take to prevent 
veteran suicide. A V-A official testified that mental conditions are 
worsening. He blamed that on service members spending more time 
on the front line. 0:00:41

5/4/2019 WKEND 6PM
N KOREA MISSLE 
LAUNCH

Officials in South Korea say North Korea launched several, short-
ranged missiles off its east coast this morning local time. That launch 
came just hours after President Donald Trump spoke to Russian 
President Vladimir Putin. They say the missiles flew up about 125 miles 
before landing in the water. Press Secretary Sarah Sanders says it is 
important for Russia to step in and help put pressure on North Korea to 
denuclearize. 0:00:26

5/7/2019 11:00 PM
HINESVILLE 
SOLDIER KILLED

We're following breaking news tonight from the SC Lowcountry to the 
Coastal Empire . We begin with some sad news from the Department 
of Defense. It's reporting that a soldier from Hinesville has been killed 
while supporting Operation Freedom's Sentinel in Afghanistan. The 
victim has been identified as 22 year old Spc. Miguel L. Holmes. He 
was wounded in a non-combat incident that is now under investigation. 
Holmes was assigned to 1st Battalion, 118th Field Artillery Regiment, 
48th Infantry Brigade Combat Team in Savannah. 0:00:32



5/9/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

N. KOREA 
PROJECTILE

Developing this morning, South Korea says North Korea has fired TWO 
short-ranged ballistic missiles. The North confirmed that news in a 
state t-v broadcast this morning. A military spokesperson released a 
statement through North Korean media -- it says the launch this 
morning was a "regular defensive military exercise." That's the same 
reasoning it gave for a short range ballistic missile launch on Saturday. 
Pyongyang has also criticized South Korean officials for raising 
concerns about the launches. 0:00:31

5/15/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

IRAQ STAFF 
WITHDRAWAL

New this morning -- the State Department has ordered all non-
essential, non-emergency government staff to leave Iraq right away, as 
tensions escalate with Iran. The alert was published on the U-S 
embassy's website this morning. The U-S has also issued a travel 
advisory for Iraq. President Trump has been increasing pressure on 
Iran over the last week. It plans to send another 100 thousand troops to 
the region soon. 0:00:24

5/15/2019 5:30pm

FORT STEWART 
DRUG CAMPAIGN 
BREAKOUT

Fort Stewart says marijuana accounted for 80 percent of all drug 
screenings last year. 30 percent were repeat offenders and eight out of 
10 were men. You can expect to see an increase in K-9 patrols at 
installation access points - unit health and welfare checks - and at 
random safety checkpoints across Fort Stewart and Hunter Army 
Airfield. 0:00:20



5/16/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK IRAN TENSIONS

the state department ordered non essential personnel at the u.s. 
embassy in baghdad to leave. u.s. officials say they have pictures of 
iranian boats carrying short range ballistic missiles, which are normally 
based on land, operating in and out of the persian gulf as if they were 
being readied for deployment. (sot wed0262 representative michael 
mccaul) "the threat is serious. there is a reason why he is evacuating 
out of the embassy." (track 2) pictures also show the four tankers 
anchored just outside the persian gulf, damaged earlier this week. u-s 
officials believe the shots show why iran's revolutionary guards may be 
responsible for those attacks. earlier in the week, a british general with 
the u.s. led military coalition in baghdad challenged reports iran is 
preparing an attack. (thu0041) ghika: "there's been no increased threat 
from iranian-backed forces in iraq and syria." (track3) the us military is 
refuting that report. still, it's led 0:02:17

6/2/2019 WKEND 11PM

FORT STEWART NEW 
COMMANDER 
CEREMONY

The 3rd Infantry Division is getting a new commander in the morning. Major 
General Lee Quintas will pass the command to Major General Antonio Aguto. 
The formal ceremony is tomorrow at 9 am. Major General Quintas is moving 
on to be the Deputy Commanding General at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. Maj. 
Gen. Lee Quintas, the outgoing commander of the 3rd Infantry Division and 
Fort Stewart/Hunter Army Airfield, passes command onto the incoming 
commander, Maj. Gen. Antonio A. Aguto. WHO: Maj. Gen. Quintas moves on 
to be the Deputy Commanding General, for U.S. Army Forces Command at 
Fort Bragg, North Carolina. Maj. Gen. Aguto was the Deputy Chief of Staff, G‐
3/5/7, for U.S. Army Forces Command at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. WHEN 
AND WHERE: News media will link up with their public affairs escort at 7:45 
a.m., Monday, June 3. Link‐up location is the back row of Fort Stewart's Sgt. 
1st Class Paul R. Smith Education Center parking lot.  0:00:55

6/3/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

WHITE HOUSE 
LOCKDOWN

Shortly after the president left the country, The White House went on lock 
down. The Secret Service says someone stopped their car at an intersection 
just blocks away from a White House gate and stepped out. Agents ordered 
the person back inside the vehicle. When they ignored those orders, they 
were arrested. The Secret Service says the car was not dangerous. 0:00:22



6/5/2019
The News at 
5pm

DAL: NIGER AMBUSH 
FOLO

â€‹(sot) cg‐ Dal Talking to Dustin Wright's brother‐he says the briefing his 
family got from Army leaders today at Fort Bragg offered no new insight into 
the tragedy that claimed his brother. (vo) Staff Sgt Wright's parents and other 
families met with military brass for their final briefing about the October 
2017 ambush in Niger that killed him and three others Green Berets. Dustin's 
brother, Will, told me there's no single factor that led to their deaths. (sot) cg‐ 
Will Wright / Brother It was a perfect storm of pre‐deployment and tactical 
decisions made on the ground or through the chain of command that led to 
the events. (vo) He says they were told the Army was in the middle of 
transitioning units in and out of the region when these four soldiers were 
sent to the area where they were outnumbered and attacked. (sot) ( Will) 
...the explanation is not going to change how we feel as a family or how we 
deal with our loss. (vo) (nat ‐ taps) 0:01:17

6/5/2019
The News at 
5pm

HAAF JROTC 
TRAINING

Hunter Army Airfield‐Fort Stewart is hosting its JROTC Summer Camp. More 
than 200 J‐R‐O‐T‐C high school cadets are participating in training events with 
the help of instructors... Some of the events include rappeling, ==first aid, 
==land navigation, ==rope briding obstacle courses ==and going up and down 
a rock wall. Army officials say the purpose of the camp is to build leadership 
skills, develop better at teamwork AND build confidence. 0:00:26

6/13/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

IRAN TENSION 
INCIDENT

Breaking overnight, dozens of crew members had to be rescued from ships 
off the coast of Iran after a reported attack and fire. This happened in the 
early hours of the morning, in the Gulf of Oman. A Japanese company says it 
owns one of the tankers, and that it was hit by quote "some sort of shell." 
They claim the ships were "targeted," but did not say by whom. Iranian news 
agencies say 44 sailors had to be rescued and taken to a nearby island. This is 
a developing story that we're following. 0:00:32



6/13/2019 4:00 PM
3RD CHANGE OF 
COMMAND

A change in leadership starting today for the third aviation brigade at Fort 
Stewart. The ceremony was this morning at Forsyth Park in Savannah. 
Commander Colonel Mark Johnson passed duties on to Colonel Michael 
Mcfadden during the traditional ceremony that represents the shift in a 
commander's authority. One soldier we talked to says it was important the 
ceremony was held somewhere accessible to the public. 0:00:30

6/19/2019 NOON

INVESTIGATION: 
MH17 DOWNED BY 
BUK MISSILE

Three Russians and one Ukrainian now face murder charges in the downing 
of Malaysia airlines flight 17. The plane was shot down on July 17, 2014 while 
flying over eastern Ukraine, killing all 283 passengers and 15 crew on board. 
In 2018 investigators reported that the flight had been brought down by a 
missile. According to officials, the plane was shot down by a BUK missile 
obtained by the suspects. 0:00:28
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6/20/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK IRAN DRONE ATTACK

We're following breaking news from the Middle East this morning. U‐S and 
Iranian officials are both reporting that Iran has shot down a United States 
drone. It happened in the Strait of Hormuz, which is between the Persian Gulf 
and the Gulf of Oman. The U‐S official says the drone was in international 
airspace ‐‐ but Iran says it was flying in Iranian territory. Iran certainly has the 
capability to shoot down a drone. Earlier this month, the defense ministry 
released video of their air defense system. They claim their missiles can hit 
"several targets" and detect targets with stealth shielding. These reports 
come as tensions between Iran and the United States are very high. The 
White House insists that Iran was behind an attack on two tankers. The 
Iranian government denies that. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo has said all 
options are on the table as a response, including 0:01:07

6/20/2019
7AM 
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6/26/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

Cunningham 
Military Priorities Bill

Tens of milllions of dollars could be coming to Parris Island. The house 
passed a bill yesterday that includes millions of dollars for lowcoutnry 
military programs. That includes $37 million towards modernizing a live-
fire training range on Parris Island. More than 33-million would go to 
Joint Base Charleston to help build a new Medical Consolidated and 
Distribution Center. Cunningham Secures over $70 Million in Funding 
for Important Lowcountry Military Priorities in House-Passed Bill 
Washington, D.C. â€“ Today, Rep. Joe Cunningham supported House 
passage of legislation that includes more than $70 million in funding he 
requested for important Lowcountry military priorities, including $37.2 
million to modernize an outdated live-fire training range on Parris 
Island. The bill also included $33.3 million towards constructing a new 
Medical Consolidated and Distribution Center on Joint Base 
Charleston. 0:00:55



ISSUE 18: HOW THE MILITARY IS HONORED AND REMEMBERED. 
HELPING TO TRANSITION SOLDIERS TO THE CIVILIAN WORLD, 
RANGER AWARDS CEREMONY, COAST GUARD BEING 
RECOGNIZED. REMEMBERING THOSE WHO GAVE IT ALL FOR 
THEIR COUNTRY, HONORING THOSE LOST IN A C-130 PLANE 
CRASH IN PORT WENTWORTH AT  THE STAND UP FOR AMERICA
PARADE, A FALLEN SOLDIER IS FINALLY HOME.  AFTER 
NEARLY 70 YEARS AFTER HE LOST HIS LIFE FIGHTING FOR 
OUR COUNTRY.  CPL. JAMES RIX WAS KILLED IN ACTION IN THE 
KOREAN CONFLICT ON NOVEMBER 30, 1950.  PLUS, 
REMEMBERING THOSE WHO MADE THE 
ULTIMATE SACRIFICE ON MEMORIAL DAY. REMEMBERING THE 
75TH ANNIVERSARY OF D-DAY WITH THE LIBERTY SHIPS AND 
THE MIGHTY EIGHTH 
AIR FORCE MUSEUM, NEW VA CENTER, IRAN TENSIONS.

SOURCE: PRESIDENT TRUMP, DEPT. OF HOMELAND SECURITY, 
TSA, NSA, FAA, ETC

4/9/2019 11:00 PM
SAVANNAH C130 
NAMING

A C-130 from the 165th Airlift Wing at the Savannah Air National Guard 
Base now carries with it the "spirit" of Savannah... with a special decal 
and dedication to the city the unit calls home. City and military leaders 
came together for a dedication ceremony today inside one of the 
hangars of the 165th. This 25-year-old C-130 Hercules is the only 
plane at the 165th with a special designation like this... and it's meant 
to commemorate and recognize the relationship between the City of 
Savannah and the 165th. The C-130 Hercules is a familiar sight for 
Savannahians... the hum of its four engines is constant in our skies. 
The "Spirit of Savannah" logo will remain on the side of the plane. The 
only time it will be taken off is if the plane is entered into wartime 
operations. 0:01:13

4/24/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

7AM ZACH: 
VETERANS 
FUNERAL 
CEREMONY

Today - the Beaufort Veterans Community will come together to honor 
three Veteran heroes. The remains of three former military members 
were found in Colleton County. But they couldn't find anyone to claim 
them. So today, they're calling on the community to give them a proper 
burial. Zach Logan joins us live from the Beaufort National Cemetery 
which is where these veterans will be laid to rest today. Everyone is 
invited to attend today's burials. The cemetery director says he'd be 
happy to see several hundred people paying respect to these heroes. 0:02:04



4/24/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

TRUCKER 
SCHOOL GRANT

Liberty County and Savannah Tech are parnerting up for a grant they 
say wil benefit members of the military community and the local 
economy. The County's board of commissioners, development 
authority and Savannah tech have secured a 60 thousand dollar grant 
to expand truck driving training for military members. The grant will 
fund additional staff to supervise student driving, which will increase 
enrollment by 64 students starting this summer. The development 
authority says this training incentivizes military members to work in 
Liberty County once they transition into the civilian world. The sixty 
thousand dollars allows Savannah tech to hire additional staff to 
supervise student driving, which will increase enrollment by 64 
additional students for the year starting in the summer of this year. 
Military Veteran and truck instructor, Tom Amacher, says he takes this 
grant personally because he served his country 0:00:32

4/15/2019 11:00 PM
DAWN: ARMY 
COMMUNITY DAY

(Natsound - gun shooting TC 4:06:05:46) Not bad for a civilian. He and 
many others are soldiers if only for a day at the 3rd Infantry Division's 
Army Day at Ft. Stewart. Col. Jason Wolter/ 3rd Infantry Division :14 " 
Army Day is a phenomenal day all about leaders and members to 
spend time with their soldiers and their army./ :25 Fort Stewart Hunter 
Army Air Field is surrounded by phenomenal people. It's vital for them 
to get a chance to see what their soldiers do and build those 
relationships. This was an opportunity for all of the leaders of these 
communities a chance to really understand what a soldier goes in for 
the day I experience it for themselves." (TC 3:42) Community leaders 
including Congressman from GA Buddy Carter took the challenge 
today learning what it takes to be a dog faced soldier. Mayor Allen 
Brown TC 4:01:09:17 "today's mission is to continue to build that 
relationship we have with the leaders . " 0:01:08

4/29/2019
5AM 
DAYBREAK

STAND UP FOR 
AMERICA DAY

The City of Port Wentworth celebrated the nation's military this 
weekend at the Stand up for America parade. 28 family members of 
the Puerto Rican Airmen who lost their lives last year in the deadly C-
130 plane crash rode as the grand marshals in the parade. They're in 
town to remember their loved ones as the one-year anniversary of the 
crash approaches. The mayor says it made sense to honor them here 
as the city honored all military service men and women This was the 
48th Stand Up for America event. This Thursday will mark one year 
since the deadly C-130 Crash on Highway 21 in Port Wentworth. 0:00:35



4/27/2019 WKEND 6PM

HARLEY: STAND 
UP FOR AMERICA 
PARADE

"Today is a big day in Port Wentworth as they honor America. It all 
started this morning with a parade that had a few special guests." 
Twenty-eight family members of the men who lost their life in the 
deadly C-130 plane crash last year rode as the grand marshals in the 
parade. They are in town to remember their loved ones as the one-year 
anniversary of the crash approaches next week. "We brought them 
here. They wanted to come. They wanted to be a part of this and it was 
good for them and it was good for us too." The mayor says this was a 
great time to bring them here as they honor all military at the Stand Up 
for America Event. This year marks the 48th year for the annual event 
which was started by a mayor. SOT: Gary Norton, Mayor of Port 
Wentworth "We had a mayor years back. He was in the battle of the 
bulge and he started this and it's been going ever since." The event 
honors America's service men and women, past and present. The 
streets of Port Wentwort 0:01:52

4/24/2019
The News at 
5pm

HARLEY: 
BEAUFORT 
VETERANS 
BURIED AT NATL 
CEMETERY

â€‹HARLEY: "The military says no man left behind and that's why 
many people came together today to honor these three veterans." 
*NATS* Today the three veterans were given a proper burial. They 
were found in Berkeley County by two men who helped make today 
possible. SOT: Kenneth Smith, Veteran " I read an article in the paper 
about a veteran who had been ignored for years. We read it on the 
same day. We talked to each other and decided we got to do 
something about it." He and Martin got in touch with the Berkeley 
County coroner. He gave them the information they needed to contact 
the V.A. The two men then found out three men were veterans who 
had no surviving family and had not received a proper burial. SOT: 
Kenneth Smith, Veteran "We had a motto when we joined up. Brother 
who signed up. No one would be left behind on the battle field and no 
veteran will ever go home alone." Two of the men were Vietnam War 
Veterans: Wesley Allen Jones who passed 0:02:05

4/9/2019 5:30pm
SEAN: SAVANNAH 
C 130 NAMING

It's the only plane here at the 165th with a special designation like this. 
And it's meant to commemorate and recognize the relationship 
between the City of Savannah and the 165th. The C-130 Hercules is a 
familiar sight for Savannanians, the hum of it's four engines a constant 
in the skies over the city. And now, this 25-year old C-130 bears this 
logo...Spirit of Savannah. Military and city leaders alike gathered next 
to the plane to say a few words about the partnership between the two, 
and the gratitude service members have for the community that they 
serve. "We appreciate not only them, but their families and what they 
stand for, and the standards they stand for. And we're just happy to be 
here and happy to have a plane named after us." That logo will remain 
on the side of the plane you see behind me. The only time it'll be taken 
off is if the plane is entered into war-time operations. In Savannah, 
Sean Evans, WTOC News. 0:03:04



5/2/2019 4:00 PM

UNKNOWN 
SOLDIER 
RETURNS TO GA

A fallen soldier is finally returning home - nearly 70 years after he lost 
his life fighting for our country. Cpl. James Rix was killed in action 
during the Korean Conflict on November 30, 1950. A brief military 
ceremony was held this morning at the Savannah Hilton Head 
International Airport. His body was then escorted to Dublin. A memorial 
service will be held this weekend in his hometown of Alamo, Georgia. 0:00:29

5/9/2019 5:30pm

TIM: CELIZ FAMILY 
HOUSE 
DEDICATION

10 months after burying her husband, Katie CelIz arrived at a place she 
wasn't sure would ever exist again ... when she went home. "it feels 
amazing. It still doesn't seem quite real yet. Katie and her young 
daughter Shannon took a look around their new home today -- the 
mortgage-free house presented to them through the Tunnel to Tower's 
Foundation's Gold Star Family Program - which provides homes to 
those who lose a family member in military service. Sergeant First 
Class Christopher Celiz was killed in Afghanistan last July. "The Tunnel 
to Towers Foundation is taking the lead and we are taking care of our 
veterans and first responders ... and we're going to be here for the rest 
of her life and Shannon's life as a foundation. That continue support 
will mean almost as much as the home to Katie, who said during 
today's dedication ceremony that she didn't know if she ever would be 
able to afford a home after losing her husband 0:00:54

5/15/2019
The News at 
5pm

MILITARY 
APPRECIATION 
LUNCH

"The greatest part of this assignment has been the engagement and 
the opportunity that I've had as the garrison commander to engage with 
as a community across all levels. From the city to the business 
community, to the county, private sector, across the board to be able to 
engage with so many great people around here in the coastal georgia 
empire, it's really been a blessing to have been assigned here." Dwyer 
is heading up to Fort Bragg, North Carolina where he will be the 
operations officer for the special warfare center. 0:00:32



5/30/2019 5:30pm
BRIANA: RH 
VETERAN HOME

NATS Starting with a processional with first responders, the Kinard 
family was escorted up to their new home, with the community and 
neighbors behind them. ((Cpl. Douglas Kinard&Britnee Kinard-received 
mortgage free home)) "Amazed and disbelief, we're used to trying to be 
the ones to help and it's not a position I'm used to." United states army 
veteran Douglas Kinard, or Hamilton as many would call him, served in 
the army for more than two decades, while serving he suffered 
numerous physical and psychological injuries. "It's humbling, it's 
overwhelming to know that people who don't know us volunteered their 
time and effort and it means even more for the people to who do know 
us that really helped out with the project that will forever change our 
lives." Walking into their house for the first time, with the help of several 
organizations and companies such as building homes for hereos, the 
Kinard felt like a huge burden was lifted off of their shoulders. 0:02:08

5/1/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

AMANDA: C130 
ONE YEAR LATER 
FAMILIES

Some of the children of the Puerto Rican airmen killed in last year's C-
130 plane crash are honoring their fathers this week. They shared 
memories with WTOC - remembering how helpful, loving and 
dedicated their fathers were to both their families and their military 
service. They will attend some private memorial services for their 
fathers before going to Thursday's public memorial service in Port 
Wentworth. They say it was a tough decision, but will get through it 
together.Some of the children of the Puerto Rican airmen killed in last 
year's C-130 plane crash are honoring their fathers this week. They 
shared memories only with WTOC this morning - remembering how 
helpful, loving and dedicated they were to both their families and their 
military service. They will attend some private memorial services for 
their fathers before going to Thursday's public memorial service in Port 
Wentworth. They say it was a tou 0:01:14

5/21/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

FUNERAL FOR 
SOLDIER KILLED

Today a soldier from Hinesville will be laid to rest. This is a picture of 
22-year-old Specialist Miguel Holmes. He was killed in Afghanistan on 
May 6th after being wounded in a non-combat incident supporting 
Operation Freedom's Sentinel. That incident is now under 
investigation. He's the fourth non-combat related casualty announced 
by the Department of Defense this year. He will be buried today at 
Anderson Cemetery in Hinesville directly after his funeral service at 11 
AM at the Dorchester Funeral Home. Today asoldier from Hinesville 
will be laid to rest. This is a picture of 22-year-old Specialist 
MiguelHolmes. He was killed in Afghanistan on May 6th after being 
wounded in a non-combat incident supporting Operation Freedom's 
Sentinel. That incident is now under investigation. He's the fourth non-
combat related casualty announced by the Department of Defense this 
year. 0:00:53



5/28/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

BONAVENTURE 
MEMORIAL DAY

veterans, their families and friends honored those who lost their lives 
protecting our nation yesterday at Bonaventure Cemetery. The 
American Legion Post 184 hosted its Memorial Day ceremony to 
celebrate the lives and sacrifice of service members. Those who 
attended yesterday's ceremony wanted to make sure the sacrifices of 
the service members buried at Bonaventure aren't forgotten. This 
morning at Bonaventure Cemetery, veterans, their families and friends 
honored those who lost their lives protecting our nation. The American 
Legion Post 184 hosted its Memorial Day ceremony to celebrate the 
lives and sacrifice of service members. Whether it was sharing a beer 
with a best friend who was more like a brother and feeling that loss, or 
singing God Bless America in an old uniform, people at today's 
ceremony made sure the sacrifices of the service members buried at 
Bonaventure aren't forgotten. 0:00:54

5/28/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

BEAUFORT 
NATIONAL 
CEMETERY 
MEMORIAL DAY

People lined the streets of Beaufort yesterday to pay tribute to those 
who gave the ultimate sacrifice fighting for our nation. A parade in town 
was followed by a memorial day ceremony at Beaufort National 
Cemetery. Many people came from near and far to show their 
appreciation. Benjamin Dupree retired from the air force and came all 
the way from forth worth Texas. He says distance will never stop him 
from remembering those who never made it home. Memorial day 
celebrations are happening across the nation - and in the Lowcountry - 
people of all ages lined the streets of Beaufort to pay tribute during the 
annual Memorial Day parade. The parade was followed by a memorial 
day ceremony at Beaufort national cemetery. WTOC's Briana Collier 
has more on what this holiday means for those who attended. 
Briana(@brianacolliertv) "Despite the heat, many people came out to 
honor and show their support for those who gave their lives for our 
liberties. 0:01:03

5/27/2019 6:00 PM
GA PORTS 
MEMORIAL DAY

The Georgia Ports Authority also honored the fallen this Memorial Day. 
They posted this video on their Facebook page - showing a massive 
American Flag they hoisted in the air. They also shared the message - 
"Today and every day, we honor the ultimate sacrifice given by so 
many for our country." 0:00:46



5/20/2019
5AM 
DAYBREAK

RUN FOR THE 
WOUNDED

Nine Line Apparel and nine line foundation held the 6th annual run for 
the wounded at Grayson Stadium last night. Proceeds from this race 
have benefited wounded veterans every year. The money is used by 
nine line foundation to build homes for veterans. Now, they're aiming to 
build a Veteran's Village for homeless veterans right here in Savannah. 0:00:21

5/20/2019 4:00 PM

AMANDA: 
WOUNDED 
HEROES GOLF 
CLASSIC

Amanda: since the golf tournament started here nine years ago, the 
lowcountry foundation for wounded military heroes has raised more 
than a million dollars for veterans in our community. NATS: "oh say can 
you see..." As the national anthem played, and parachute jumpers 
glided through the sky, golfers and supporters of the Lowcountry 
foundation for wounded military heroes recognized Monday's golf game 
was about more than a score. The fundraiser helps support a number 
of programs for Lowcountry veterans, like giving service dogs to those 
with PTSD, mortgage free homes to wounded warriors' families, and 
funding college scholarships. Peter Doukas/board member and 
solicitations chair, lowcountry foundation for wounded military heroes: 
"It is 100 percent volunteer. there are no administrative costs, no 
pensions, no perks, no benefits. it's just a tremendous community of 
military-friendly, lowcountry individuals who decided nine years ago 
starting here at Hampton Hall 0:01:56

5/24/2019 5:30pm
VFW POPPY 
DISTRIBUTION

Steve Busbee, Commander, VFW 4392: "It's up to us to educate the 
young, take care of our vets, widows and orphans, and keep the spirit 
of America alive." The poppy is a symbol of remembrance. It's been 
used since 1921 to commemorate those who have died in war. 0:00:15



5/22/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

MIDWAY SOLDIER 
FUNERAL

A soldier from Hinesville who lost his life earlier this month in 
Afghanistan was laid to rest yesterday. 22-year-old Army Specialist 
Miguel Holmes was killed in a non-combat incident. His funeral service 
was held at the Dorchester Funeral Home. Holmes was buried at 
Anderson Cemetery in Hinesville. While enjoying the holiday weekend, 
don't forget what Memorial day is about... remembering and horning 
the brave men and women who have died while serving our country. A 
soldier from Hinesville who lost his life earlier this month in Afghanistan 
was laid to rest today. 22-year-old Army Specialist Miguel Holmes was 
killed in a non-combat incident. His funeral service was held this 
morning at the Dorchester Funeral Home. Following the service, he 
was buried at Anderson Cemetery in Hinesville. 0:00:48

5/29/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK FT STEWART

Fort Stewart has won the Army's community of excellence gold award 
for the seventh year. Yesterday, they held a ceremony to celebrate the 
award. It's based on qualities like training, power projection, combat 
readiness, maintenance of equipment and the capabilities of soldiers. 
Fort Stewart says community support both on and off post makes their 
continued sucess possible. A big celebration this afternoon on Fort 
Stewart as the Army recognizes the post with a high honor. We told 
you last month that Fort Stewart and Hunter Army Air Field have been 
awarded the community of excellence gold winner. Crystal Howard 
explains how today's award focuses on the services provided to 
soldiers and their neighbors. LOOKLIVE Fort Stewart says they are 
proud to say this is the seventh year they have received this award and 
they say they couldn't have done it without the community support. 0:00:50

6/17/2019 6:00 PM
GOV KEMP HAAF 
WELCOME HOME

Georgia Governor Brian Kemp was at Hunter Army Airfield in Savannah this 
morning to welcome home the first flight of the Georgia Guard 48th Infantry 
Brigade from Afghanistan. The governor shared this video on Twitter. â€ He 
thanked these men and women ‐ and their families ‐ for all they have 
sacrificed for our country and the state of Georgia. 0:00:20



6/6/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

WORLD WAR II 
MONUMENT

On this 75th Anniversary of the Landing at Normandy, we take time to reflect 
on those who lost their lives at Normandy, and World War Two. Ships from 
around the world continue to come in to Savannah, each passing this globe 
split in two. The Monument is in honor of the 527 men and boys from 
Chatham County who lost their lives in World War Two, from all branches of 
armed forces. 30 of those names on this wall come from those who were 
involved in the D‐Day invasion. It was the ultimate maneuver, by what's 
called 'The Greatest Generation, also fought for future generations. On this 
75th Anniversary of the Landing at Normandy, we take time to reflect on 
those who lost their lives at Normandy, and World War Two. Ships from 
around the world continue to come in to Savannah, each passing this globe 
split in two. The Monument is in honor of the 527 men and boys from 
Chatham County who lost their lives in World War Two, 0:00:54

6/6/2019
The News at 
5pm CRAIG: DDAY LOCALS

On June 6, 1944 â€“ 75 years ago today â€“ president Roosevelt called 
America to prayer for "our sons, the pride of our nation". In places like 
Blessed Sacrament church the faithful gathered call was answered. :20 Msgr. 
Daniel Bourke Blessed Sacrament "petitioning the Lord for the sake of their 
relatives who they believed were engaged in the undertaking. 4,000 miles 
away on the beaches of Normandy France young americans were wading, 
parachuting, running directly into the german fire known as Hitler's Atlantic 
Wall. Savannah's Mitch Miltiades, Whilden Parker, Doc Harley were there. : 
46 Whilden Parker D‐Day Veteran It was the first time I'd ever â€“ we'd ever 
been in combat. When you're 22 years old you don't scare too easy, you 
know. :53 Mitch Miltiades D‐Day Veteran Bite It was horribleâ€¦you had to 
keep going you couldn't just sit there and feel sorry 'cause you could be the 
next one. 1:03 Doc Harley D‐Day Veteran Without the foot soldier â€“ 0:02:37

6/18/2019
6AM 
DAYBREAK

CRYSTAL: CANDLER 
VA

St. Joseph's Candler says the new V‐A Mission act allows them to better‐serve 
veterans. The US Department of Veteran Affairs launched the â€œV‐A 
Mission Actâ€  this month. That means veterans won't have to book an 
appointment at a VA facility for minor medical conditions anymore...they can 
walk in and be seen immediately at some local health facilities. Starting in 
July, all St. Joseph's Candler locations will treat veterans on a walk‐in basis, 
and appointments won't be necessary. Good evening and thanks for watching 
WTOC at 530, Iâ€™m Romney Smith. The US Department of Veteran Affairs 
launched the new â€œV‐A Mission Actâ€  this month. The act gives veterans 
more health care options. locally, St. Joseph's Candler says the act let's them 
serve veterans too. WTOC Crystal Howard reports. LOOKLIVE The Mission Act 
means veterans won't have to book an appointment at a VA facility for minor 
medical conditions. 0:00:54



6/30/2019
WKEND 
11PM

41ST ANNUAL 
PATRIOTIC 
CONCERT

Today the Savannah Wind Symphony honored active military members 
and veterans at their 41st annual Patriotic Concert. It was held at the 
Fine Arts Auditorium at Georgia Southern's Armstrong Campus. The 
Master of Ceremonies is someone you MAY recognize if you're a long 
time WTOC viewer - Bill Cathcart. His favorite part of the patriotic 
concert is the concluding number, "Stars and Stripes Forever." We 
caught up with a veteran and asked him how it feels to be honored. 0:00:28

ISSUE 19: HOW THE GOVERNMENT IS PROTECTING OUR 
NATIONAL SECURITY IN THE UNITED STATES AND AMERICAN 
CITIZENS IN OTHER COUNTRIES., POLITICIANS, BUSINESS 
LEADERS AND ECONOMISTS ARE WARNING THAT PRESIDENT 
TRUMP'S THREAT TO SHUT DOWN THE BORDER WITH MEXICO  
COULD  WREAK HAVOC WITH THE ECONOMY. FACEBOOK IS 
DEALING WITH ANOTHER MAJOR DATA LEAK TODAY.  A 
SECURITY FIRM IS REPORTING THAT HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS 
OF POSTS, USER NAMES AND PASSWORDS WERE MINED BY 
HACKERS.  THE COMPANY CALLED UPGUARD SAYS THE DATA 
CAME FROM A PAIR OF FACEBOOK APPS. PRESIDENT TRUMP 
PLANS TO VISIT US BORDER WITH MEXICO TO SEE 
REPLACEMENT FENCING OF BORDER. 9/11 VICTIMS FUND. 
THREATS ON MEXICO TARIFFS.
SOURCE: PRESIDENT OBAMA, DEPT. OF HOMELAND SECURITY, 
TSA, NSA, FAA, ETC



4/1/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

CNN: 
IMMIGRATION 
CHALLENGES

AREL GARCIA CAN'T REMEMBER WHICH DAY HE GOT TO THE U-
S. IT'S BEEN A BLUR. U-S AUTHORITIES GAVE HIM AN ANKLE 
BRACELET - AND HE'S TRYING TO GET TO A RELATIVE IN 
KANSAS - ALL TO ESCAPE THE DIRE ECONOMY AND VIOLENCE 
IN GUATEMALA. HE'S ONE OF AT LEAST TWO THOUSAND 
MIGRANTS WHO HAVE ALREADY BEEN DROPPED OFF BY 
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION...INTO MCALLEN, 
BROWNSVILLE AND HARLINGEN...BECAUSE OFFICIALS SAY 
THERE'S JUST NO ROOM TO HOLD THEM. IN MCALLEN - C-B-P 
DROPS MIGRANTS OFF AT CATHOLIC CHARITIES. IF THEIR U-S 
RELATIVES CAN BUY THEM A BUS TICKET, THEY ARE THEN 
TAKEN TO THE CENTRAL BUS STATION. THEIR LONG JOURNEY 
TO THE U-S... Marco Castellon/ Migrant from Honduras: "We jumped 
in the river and immigration (officials) caught us." ...IS NOW 
FOLLOWED BY CONFUSION - A RELEASE, WITH NOTICES TO 
APPEAR IN COURT - WHICH MANY OF THEM DON'T 
UNDERSTAND. LUIS GUERRERO IS A VOLUNTEER - WHO'S SEEN 
AND HEARD ALL THEIR STORIES, INCLUDING THAT OF A FOUR-
YEAR-OLD GIRL WHOSE FAMILY WAS ROBBED BY M 0:01:24

4/2/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

BORDER CRISIS 
WORSENING

Politicians, business leaders and economists are warning that 
President Trump's threat to shut down the border with Mexico could 
wreak havoc with the economy. They say such a move would block 
shipments of fruits and vegetables, TVs, medical devices and other 
products. Trump administration officials say the influx of immigrants 
from Central America is straining the system. Meanwhile, border patrol 
agents and aid workers say they're strained, trying to keep up with an 
increase in border crossings this year. 0:00:31

4/4/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

FACEBOOK DATA 
LEAK AGAIN

Facebook is dealing with another major data leak today. This time, a 
security firm is reporting that hundreds of millions of posts, user names 
and passwords were mined by hackers. The company called UpGuard 
say the data came from a pair of Facebook apps. The apps left their 
data publicly on Amazon's cloud services. Security experts say the leak 
was possible because of a feature allowing third party groups to 
integrate with Facebook. Facebook says the databases have been 
taken down. 0:02:19



4/4/2019 NOON

TRUMP TO VISIT 
US MEXICO 
BORDER FRIDAY

New at noon - president Trump plans to visit U-S border with Mexico 
tomorrow. While there, he is expected to see a 30-foot section of 
replacement fencing that was installed last year. The white house says 
president Trump will also participate in a roundtable discussion with 
law enforcement. Last week, he threatened to close the southern 
border amid the growing debate over undocumented immigrants. 0:00:23

4/6/2019
WKEND 
11PM

2 YEARS TO 
REUNITE 
SEPARATED 
FAMS

The government says it could take up to two years to identify additional 
immigrant families authorities separated at the southern border. That 
timeline was revealed for the first time in documents filed last night. In 
January - a government watch-dog report revealed there could be 
thousands of additional families not previously acknowledged by 
officials. A federal judge ruled last month this group should be included 
in a class-action lawsuit over family separations. The government's 
plan says finding them is difficult because none of the children are in 
government custody anymore and tracking didn't begin until last April. 
Officials plan to use a combination of data analysis and painstaking 
manual case reviews to identify the families. 0:00:43

4/12/2019 11:00 PM

LYNDSEY: BETO 
O'ROURKE 
BEAUFORT VISIT

BETO ON STAGE: "How's everyone doing tonight?" The Texas 
Representative visited Bluffton tonight, addressing a crowd of more 
than 700 at McCracken Middle School. BETO: "We had not got to visit 
this part of the state yet. We got to stop briefly in Hilton Head to have a 
conversation about immigration... we just wanted to be here and 
answer questions and have a chance to introduce myself." In his 
second visit to South Carolina, he addressed his supporters in both 
English and Spanish BETO ON STAGE SPEAKING SPANISH He also 
took a variety of questions from the audience. AUDIENCE MEMBER: "I 
was wondering what your plan is for gun control" BETO ON STAGE: 
"Those states that have adopted universial background checks for 
every firearm purchase have seen a near fifty percent reduction in gun 
violence." O'Rourke also addressed border security, immigration, 
relations with Israel and plenty of other topics in his nearly hour-and-a-
half long Town Hall. 0:00:56



4/18/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

FACEBOOK DATA 
SHARRING 
QUELLE SUPRISE

Facebook is admitting to another scandal this morning. The social 
network says it collected one-and-a-half million users' email contacts 
without their consent. Facebook says users' contact lists had been 
uploaded accidentally, after a design change two years ago. A 
Facebook spokesperson said the firm did not realize this was 
happening until april of this year. The company said they are now in the 
process of deleting the contact lists -- and that they HAD NOT been 
shared with anyone outside of Facebook. 0:00:21

4/29/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

ASSANGE DUE IN 
COURT 
THURSDAY

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange has a big hearing scheduled this 
week. He's facing extradition to the U-S on hacking charges. Assange 
is due to appear via video before a U-K judge on Thursday. That will be 
the first of two hearings related to his charges. U-S agencies accuse 
Assange of stealing emails from top-ranking Democrats during the 
2016 election. He's been in jail since Ecuador withdrew his asylum this 
month and allowed British police to haul him out of its embassy in 
London. WikiLeaks founder faces a hearing. Julian Assange is due to 
appear via video link before a UK judge for the first of two hearings 
related to the US request to extradite him to face hacking charges. 
He's been jailed since Ecuador withdrew his asylum this month and 
allowed British police to haul him out of its embassy in London. 
https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/28/world/five-things-april-28-trnd/ 0:00:33

5/1/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

ASSANGE 
SENTENCED

Breaking news this morning -- Wikileaks founder Julian Assange has 
been sentenced for missing bail. Julian Assange appeared in a British 
court this morning. The judge gave him the maximum sentence in this 
case -- 50 weeks. He had asked for leniency since he spent the last 
seven years hiding in the Ecuadorian Embassy in Britain. Assange is 
also facing extradition to the United States, where he's accused of 
hacking the democratic party in 2016. 0:00:26



5/1/2019 11:00 PM

MEREDITH:CYBER 
SECURITY 
NUMBERS

TRACK: Technology is changing by the day. Its a double edge sword - 
hurting and helping the cyber crime industry. "Basically a constant cat 
and mouse game. They are finding new ways to stay anonymous and 
to stay hidden and we're constantly finding new techniques that allow 
us to track them down." TRACK: Special Agent in Charge Debbie 
Garner with the Child Exploitation and Computer Crimes Unit says she 
started fighting cyber crime five years ago specializing in crimes 
against children. Then, they maybe averaged 150 tips a month. Today, 
they average 500. That doesn't necessarily mean there's more crime, 
but there's a new way the crime is being reported. "One of the reasons 
for this increase is that the internet service providers are getting better 
at finding the content on their platforms, so technology is helping us 
find more of this content." TRACK: internet crime is any illegal activity 
on the internet. and there's more than 30 categories of offenses 0:02:28

5/15/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

FACEBOOK NEW 
ZEALAND 
LIVESTREAM

Facebook is taking new steps this morning to combat the rise and 
spread of online extremism. The site is changing some of its rules after 
the mass shooting at two New Zealand Mosques. Starting today, 
anyone who breaks Facebook's "most serious policies" concerning 
violence and extremism, will be immediately banned from using 
Facebook Live. The shooting in Christchurch was streamed on 
Facebook live -- and the suspecteded shooter had a history of anti-
Muslim posting beforehand. Social media extremism is seen as a 
widespread global threat, which a United Nations offical pointed out 
when he visited Christchurch overnight. 0:00:33

5/16/2019 NOON
NEW MIGRANT 
DEATH

A Guatemalan official says a migrant toddler has died after crossing 
the border into the United States. The official says the boy entered the 
U-S with his parent early last month. They say the boy had a high fever 
and difficulty breathing -- and authorities took him to a children's 
hospital where he was diagnosed with pneumonia. The boy remained 
hospitalized for about a month before dying Tuesday. That boy is the 
fourth minor known to have died after being detained by the Border 
Patrol in the last 6 months. 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/05/15/migrant-child-
dies-us-border-patrol-guatemala/3689261002/ 0:00:27



5/28/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK

JAPAN KNIFE 
ATTACK

Breaking overnight -- 2 people were killed in a knife attack in a town 
just outside of Tokyo. This was in the city of Kawasaki. A group of 
school girls were waiting for a bus, when police say a man came up 
and threatened to kill them. Local media reports 19 people were 
stabbed, and most of them were young girls attending a nearby 
Catholic school. Police have confirmed 2 people were killed, but 
haven't said if they were also students. They also say the attacker 
killed himself. Japan's Prime Minister says he plans to take measures 
to improve children's safety in response. 0:00:34

6/3/2019 11:00 PM
CBS: TRUMP MEXICO 
TARIFFS

Meanwhile ‐ President Trump is threatening new tariffs against mexico in an 
attempt to slow down the flow of migrants coming to the united states. 
Today the President tweeted "Mexico should immediately stop the flow of 
people and drugs through their country and to our southern border." 0:00:17

6/13/2019
7AM 
DAYBREAK 911 VICTIMS FUND

One day after facing criticism for not taking action ‐‐ Congress is promising 
additional funding for victims of the September 11th victims attack. Rep. 
Jerry Nadler: "Every sick responder and survivor should be treated with the 
same dignity and compassion." The fund was set to expire this year, which 
inspired comedian Jon Stewart to give an emotional testimony on Tuesday. 
This bill passed yesterday without opposition. It will extend the funding for 
the victims' compensation fund through 2090. 0:00:30



 

 

DESCRIPTION OF WTOC (TV) PROGRAMS PROVIDING THE MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY 
ISSUES. 

 
                                  GOVERNMENT 

APRIL 1, 2019– JUNE 30TH, 2019 
 

FACE THE NATION 
 
04/07/19 Guests: Representative Jerry Nadler (D-NY), Judiciary Committee Chairman (1); Rudy Giuliani, attorney to 

President Trump (2); Representative Tim Ryan (D-OH), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (3); Larry 
Kudlow, director, National Economic Council (4); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (5); Ben Domenech, The 
Federalist (5); Molly Ball, Time magazine (5); David Nakamura, The Washington Post (5) 
1) Topics include: anticipated release of Attorney General William Barr’s redacted version of the Mueller report 
/ leaks from the Mueller team indicating their unhappiness with Mr. Barr’s summary letter / Representative 
Nadler’s view that Mr. Barr is “a biased defender of the administration” / public disclosure / possibility of 
grounds for impeachment in the Mueller report disclosure / reasons behind Mr. Nadler’s current support for the 
release of grand jury material, as opposed to during the investigation into then-President Clinton; offer from 
President Trump’s former personal attorney Michael Cohen for additional information on Mr. Trump in 
exchange for an adjustment in his sentence 
2) Topics include: Mueller report / Attorney General Barr’s summary / support for Mr. Barr / anticipated release 
of Mr. Barr’s redacted version of the Mueller report / criticism of Representative Nadler / President Trump and 
Mr. Giuliani’s support of “maximum transparency” / opinion that the Mueller team has been leaking information 
all during the investigation / assertion that the President is not considering pardons / offer from President 
Trump’s former personal attorney Michael Cohen for additional information on Mr. Trump in exchange for an 
adjustment in his sentence 
3) Topics include: reaction to Representative Nadler’s comments on impeachment; Representative Ryan’s 
presidential bid and political platform; recent comments from President Obama, expressing concern about 
“rigidity” hurting the Democratic Party /  
4) Topics include: / threat of tariffs on cars produced in Mexico; President Trump’s new NAFTA – the USMCA; 
trade deal negotiations with China; potential Federal Reserve Board member Herman Cain 
5) Topics include: crowded field of 2020 Democratic presidential candidates / allegations against former Vice 
President Joe Biden for inappropriate touching / recent comments from President Obama, expressing concern 
about “rigidity” hurting the Democratic Party; reaction from Democrats to the Mueller report and impeachment; 
President Trump’s characterization of the Democratic Party as anti-Jewish / Jared Kushner’s Middle East plan; 
President’s habit of talking “about whatever he wants to talk about” 

 
 
04/21/19 Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Senior Foreign Correspondent (1) Representative Elijah Cummings (D-

MD), House Oversight Committee Chairman (2); Senator Mike Lee (R-UT), author, “Our Lost Declaration: 
America’s Fight Against Tyranny from King George to the Deep State” (3); Senator Cory Booker (D-NJ), 2020 
Democratic presidential candidate (4); Evan Thomas, author, “First: Sandra Day O’Connor” (5); Lynne Olson, 
author, “Madame Fourcade’s Secret War” (5); Susan Page, USA Today, author, “The Matriarch: Barbara Bush 
and the Making of an American Dynasty” (5); Robert Caro, biographer of President Lyndon B. Johnson, 
author, “Working: Researching, Interviewing, Writing” (6) 

  Guest Moderator and Correspondent: Bob Schieffer (2) (3) (5) (6) 
Correspondent: Margaret Brennan, moderator, FACE THE NATION (4) 
2) Topics include: next steps in Congress after the release of the redacted Mueller report / takeaways from the 
Mueller Report / thoughts on former White House Counsel Don McGahn and Attorney General William Barr / 
initial reaction to the efficacy of Mr. Mueller / an appeal to whistleblowers 
3) Topics include: Senator Lee’s reaction to the findings of the Mueller Report / fellow Republican Utah 
Senator Mitt Romney’s criticism of President Trump after the release of the report / thoughts on the fairness of 
Mr. Mueller; Senator Lee’s book on “the great truths expressed in the Declaration of Independence” 
4) Ms. Brennan’s interview with Senator Booker, recorded last week. Topics include: infighting in the 
Democratic Party / Senator Booker’s version of the “Medicare For All” proposal / his immigration plan; reaction 
to Attorney General William Barr’s claim of spying on the Trump campaign 
5) a book panel discussion with authors Evan Thomas, Lynne Olson, and Susan Page on their books about 
their respective subjects: former Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, Marie-Madeleine Fourcade, 
who led the largest intelligence service in occupied France, and former First Lady Barbara Bush 
6) an interview with Mr. Caro at his New York City office on his latest book, “Working: Researching, 



 

 

Interviewing, Writing” and writing his final book on Lyndon Baines Johnson 
 
04/28/19 Guests: Jonathan Vigliotti, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Judiciary 

Committee Chairman (2); Representative Cedric Richmond (D-LA) (3); Brad Parscale, Trump Campaign 
Manager (4); Jamal Simmons, Hill.TV (5); Lanchee Chen, Hoover Institution (5); Mark Landler, The New York 
Times (5); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (5); Mohammad Javad Zarif, Iranian Foreign Minister (6) 
2) Topics include: Attorney General William Barr’s upcoming testimony before the House and Senate Judiciary 
Committees about the Mueller Report / President Trump’s different version of events and contradictions to 
sworn testimony / Russian interference / reaction to Jared Kushner’s minimization of Russian interference in 
the 2016 election / call for more sanctions against Russia / Senator Graham’s 1999 statement on 
impeachment regarding then-President Clinton / how the standard of impeachment differs when compared to 
President Clinton and President Trump; 2020 Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden 
3) Topics include: Representative Richmond’s endorsement of Joe Biden for president; disagreement with 
Senator Graham’s opinion that it is absurd to accuse the President of obstruction of justice / Mr. Barr’s 
upcoming testimony before the House and Senate Judiciary Committees about the Mueller Report / belief that 
impeachment should be considered 
4) Topics include: 2020 campaign strategy / key battleground states / “ground game” / use of technology / 
small-dollar donors / President Trump’s involvement in the campaign / decision to seek advice from former 
campaign managers 
5) Topics include: Joe Biden’s video launch of his campaign, where he states that President Trump’s reaction 
to the events in Charlottesville was a motivating principle in running for president / Mr. Biden’s candidacy / 
President Trump’s rally, where he focused on economic numbers / Democratic strategy against President 
Trump / Mr. Trump’s attack on Mr. Biden’s age 
 

05/05/19 Guests: Mike Pompeo, U.S. Secretary of State (1); Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL), Senate Democratic Whip 
(2); Representative Doug Collins (R-GA), Ranking Member, U.S. House Committee on the Judiciary (3); 
Representative Eric Swalwell (D-CA), U.S. House Committee on the Judiciary (4); Shawna Thomas, Vice 
News (5); Rachael Bade, The Washington Post (5); Michael Crowley, Politico (5); Byron York, The 
Washington Examiner (5) 
2) Topics include: Venezuela / reaction to Mr. Pompeo’s description of Mr. Trump’s telephone 
conversation with Vladimir Putin; Russian interference in the 2016 election / Attorney General William 
Barr’s testimony to Congress about his summary of the Mueller Report and whether or not he received 
any type of reaction from Mr. Mueller, which questioned Mr. Barr’s portrayal of the report’s findings / 
possible testimony from Robert Mueller / Senator Durbin’s recent op-ed, calling on Mr. Barr to recuse 
himself from certain investigations 
3) Topics include: Mueller Report / Attorney General Barr’s refusal to come before the U.S. House 
Committee on the Judiciary / criticism of that committee’s chairman / criticism threat from Democrats of 
holding Mr. Barr in contempt / Mr. Barr’s portrayal of the report’s findings / clash between Congress and 
the White House 
4) Topics include: Attorney General Barr’s refusal to come before the U.S. House Committee on the 
Judiciary / reaction from Democrats to Mr. Barr’s no-show at the hearing / agreement with House Speaker 
Pelosi that Attorney General Barr lied to Congress / Representative Swalwell’s continued belief that 
President Trump acts on the behalf of Russia / support for impeaching Attorney General Barr / call for 
more sanctions on Russia 
5) Topics include: whether or not Attorney General Barr lied to Congress / Attorney General Barr’s refusal 
to come before the U.S. House Committee on the Judiciary / Mueller Report / impeachment of President 
Trump or Mr. Barr / President Trump’s lack of confrontation with Mr. Putin / Speaker Pelosi’s approach to 
impeachment and the 2020 election 
 

 05/12/19 Guests: Representative Kevin McCarthy (R-CA), House Minority Leader (1); Senator Michael Bennet (D-
CO), Senate Intelligence Committee, 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (2); Robert Gates, former 
Secretary of Defense, former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Chancellor, College of William & 
Mary (3); David Nakamura, The Washington Post (4); Susan Glasser, The New Yorker (4); Henry 
Paulson, former Secretary, Treasury Department, George W. Bush administration, Chairman, Paulson 
Institute (5) 
1) Topics include: decision by the Republican-led Senate Intelligence Committee to ask Donald Trump Jr. 
to come back and answer questions related to his previous testimony / Representative McCarthy’s belief 
that “we should move on” / investigations in the House of Representatives / criticism of House Chairman 
Jerry Nadler for trying to hold Attorney General William Barr in contempt; USMCA; “crisis on the southern 
border” 



 

 

2) Topics include: Senate Intelligence Committee’s decision to subpoena the President’s son / desire 
amongst Republicans to move on / Mueller report / thoughts on impeachment; trade talks with China / 
impact of the Trump administration’s policies on farmers 

 
05/19/19 Guests: Kevin McAleenan, acting Secretary of Homeland Security (1); Representative Adam Schiff (D-

CA), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (2); Senator Kirsten Gillibrand (D-
NY), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (3); Jamelle Bouie, The New York Times, CBS News 
political analyst (4); Kristen Soltis Anderson, The Washington Examiner (4); Edward Wong, The New York 
Times (4); Peter Baker, The New York Times, author, “Obama: The Call of History” (4); David Maraniss, 
author, “A Good American Family” (5) 
3) Topics Include: state-implemented restrictions on abortion / promise to codify Roe v. Wade if elected 
President / abortion as a litmus test for the Democratic Party; immigration policy / Trump administration’s 
request for more funding from Congress; impact of the large number of Democratic candidates for 
president on Senator Gillibrand’s campaign 
4) Topics include: impact of the large number of Democratic candidates for president on a campaign like 
Senator Gillibrand’s / Joe Biden’s challenge of President Trump’s economic message / Mr. Trump’s use of 
Twitter for campaign issues, such as the economy and other “culture war” issues / Alabama abortion bill / 
abortion as a litmus test for the Democratic Party; threat posed by Iran / military response by the Trump 
administration / role of former President Obama’s foreign policy legacy of the Iranian nuclear deal for 
Democratic presidential candidates 
5) an interview with Mr. Maraniss about his latest book, “A Good American Family”, which tells the story of 
his father Elliott Maraniss and how the Red Scare of the 1940s and 1950s impacted his family and his 
future  
 

05/26/19 Guests: Beto O’Rourke, 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (1); Representative Will Hurd (R-TX) (2); 
Senator Ron Johnson (R-WI), chairman, Homeland Security Committee (3); Senator Jon Tester (D-MT), 
ranking member, Veterans’ Affairs Committee; Molly Ball, Time magazine (4); Joel Payne, Democratic 
strategist (5); Ed O’Keefe, CBS News Political Correspondent (5) 
5) Topics include: Beto O’Rourke’s campaign; “proxy war” between President Trump and Speaker Pelosi / 
Mr. Trump’s tweeting out an altered video of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi 
 

06/02/19 Guests: Senator Mark Warner (D-VA), Vice Chairman, Senate Intelligence Committee (1); Senator John 
Kennedy (R-LA) (2); Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV) (3); Jeremy Hunt, British Foreign Secretary (4); Jan 
Crawford, CBS News Chief Legal Correspondent (5); Jamal Simmons, Hill.TV (5); Ramesh Ponnuru, 
National Review, Bloomberg Opinion (5); Susan Page, USA Today (5) 
1) Topics include: reaction to claims that the counterintelligence probe involving the Trump campaign was 
not legitimate / steps to protect the United States from the ongoing threat of election interference / reaction 
to comments made by Attorney General William Barr during his interview with Jan Crawford, where he 
talked about President Trump’s characterization of some of the investigators; 2) Topics include: reaction to 
Robert Mueller’s statement on his investigation / Senator Kennedy’s confidence that President Trump did 
not commit a crime / opinion that Mr. Mueller should not testify before Congress / impeachment / belief 
that some of the intelligence agencies “acted on their political beliefs”; Mr. Trump’s Mexican tariff threat 
3) Topics include: Russia and China’s increased activity in the region; reaction to statements made during 
Attorney General Barr’s interview with Ms. Crawford / support for Mr. Mueller; opposition to the President’s 
tariffs on Mexico 
4) Topics include: President Trump’s comments about the upcoming election for prime minister; Mr. 
Trump’s criticism of Meghan Markle; importance of the British – American partnership 
5) Topics include: Ms. Crawford’s interview with Mr. Barr / Mr. Mueller’s first public statement on the 
investigation / instances of possible obstruction of justice by the President / criticism that Attorney general 
Barr speaks as the President’s lawyer / increasing Democratic calls for impeachment / growing calls for 
impeachment from the 2020 Democratic presidential candidates 

 
06/09/19 Guests: Senator Roy Blunt (R-MO) (1); Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-MN), 2020 Democratic presidential 

candidate (2); Governor Steve Bullock (D-MT), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (3); Martha 
Barcena Coqui, Mexican Ambassador to the United States (4); Mark Landler, The New York Times (5); 
Karen Tumulty, The Washington Post (5); David Nakamura, The Washington Post (5); Kelsey Snell, 
National Public Radio (NPR) (5) 
2) Topics include: numerous 2020 Democratic presidential candidates / case for Senator Klobuchar’s 
candidacy / abortion rights; belief that the President is treating farmers “like they’re poker chips” 
3) Topics include: Governor Bullock’s low poll numbers / case for his candidacy / possibility of not 



 

 

qualifying for the upcoming Democratic debates / need for a candidate that can beat Donald Trump / 
criticism of DNC rules / the Governor’s campaign issues / support from Montana Senator Jon Tester 
4) Topics include:  
5) Topics include: President Trump’s use of tariffs as his chief negotiating tool / aid to Central America / 
legislative link between immigration reform and the trade agreement with Mexico and Canada / impact of 
tariffs on the U.S. economy / support for the President from American farmers / need to approve funding to 
care for unaccompanied migrant children; issue of abortion rights in the 2020 election / Joe Biden’s “flip-
flop” on the Hyde Amendment 
 

06/16/19 Guests: Mike Pompeo, U.S. Secretary of State, Trump administration (1); Senator Tom Cotton (R-AR) (2); 
Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), Chairman, Senate Intelligence Committee (3); Pete Buttigieg, Mayor 
of South Bend, Indiana, 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (4); Anthony Salvanto, Director, CBS 
News Elections and Surveys (5); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (6); Antjuan Seawright, Democratic 
strategist, contributor, CBSN (6); Leslie Sanchez, CBS News Political Contributor (6) 
6) Topics include: fight for the direction of the Democratic Party / “revolution versus restoration” / 
upcoming Democratic debates / poll results indicating the President’s vulnerability in the Heartland / Mr. 
Biden’s appeal to rust belt voters / issue of healthcare in the 2020 election / use of the term ‘socialism’ as 
a slur 
 

 
06/23/19 Guests: Vice President Mike Pence (1); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), 2020 Democratic presidential 

candidate (2); Senator Kamala Harris (D-CA), 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (3); Representative 
Adam Smith (D-WA), Chairman, Armed Services Committee (4); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), 
Ranking Member, Foreign Affairs Committee (5); Jamal Simmons, Hill.TV, Democratic strategist (6); 
Salena Zito, Washington Examiner (6) 

   
how the Senator plans to appeal to voters beyond his base / Democratic socialism / fellow presidential 
candidate Joe Biden;  
6) Topics include: South Carolina voters’ thoughts on the Democratic candidates  how Senators sanders 
and Harris are doing in South Carolina; impact of Mr. Trump’s stand-down with Iran and migrants on his 
reelection 
 

06/30/19 Guests: Weijia Jiang, CBS News White House Correspondent (1); Jean Lee, director, Korea Center, The 
Wilson Center (2); Michael Morell, former CIA Deputy Director, CBS News Senior National Security 
Contributor (2); Larry Kudlow, director, National Economic Council (3); Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-MN), 
2020 Democratic presidential candidate (4); Beto O’Rourke, 2020 Democratic presidential candidate (5); 
Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC); Edward Wong, The New York Times (7); Shannon Pettypiece, 
Bloomberg News (7); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review, Bloomberg Opinion (7); Antjuan Seawright, 
political strategist (7) 
4) Topics include: reaction to the President’s meeting with Kim Jong-un; how Senator Klobuchar would 
handle trade talks with China / shared security concerns about Huawei; Senator Klobuchar’s health care 
plan coverage for undocumented immigrants / need for comprehensive immigration reform; direction of the 
Democratic Party / her position on free college for all / room in the Democratic Party for debate 
5) Topics include: position on North Korea; purpose of today’s trip to Ciudad Juarez, Mexico / asylum 
seekers; strategy for the next debate 
6) Topics include: President’s decision to allow U.S. companies to do business with Huawei; conflicting 
reports on possible sanctions against Turkey if they purchase Russian-made weapons systems; reaction 
to President Trump joking with Vladimir Putin about election interference; Mr. Trump’s embrace of Saudi 
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman; U.S. asylum laws; how Democratic candidate Joe Biden in the 
Democratic debate 
7) Topics include: takeaways from the first round of Democratic debates / direction of the Democratic 
Party / Trump reelection campaign’s thoughts on the debates; foreign policy regarding Iran and North 
Korea; Joe Biden’s performance in the debate; Donald Trump Jr.’s tweet questioning whether Kamala 
Harris is “an American black” 

 
 
60 MINUTES 
 
04/14/19 “The Leader” – an interview with Nancy Pelosi, the first female speaker of the house and most powerful 



 

 

woman in U.S. political history, who began her second term as speaker three months ago. Pelosi 
discusses the different obstacles she must navigate as the leader of congressional Democrats including 
factions within her party, a divisive President Trump, and partisan gridlock. Includes interviews with Rep. 
Anna Eshoo (D-CA); Rep. Karen Bass (D-CA; Rep. Suzanne Bonamici (D-OR); Rep. Primila Jayapa (D-
WA); Rep. Ann McLane Kuster (D-NH); and Rep. Jim Wright (D-TX), who was Speaker of the House from 
1987-89. (See also: “Two Heartbeats Away,” OAD: 10/22/06; “The Bailout,” OAD: 09/28/08; “Insiders,” 
OAD: 11/13/11; “The Capitol Dome,” OAD: 12/01/13) (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Ruth Streeter, Kaylee Tully) 

 
06/23/19  60 MINUTES SPECIAL EDITION (8:00-09:00p) 

“Congresswoman Ocasio-Cortez” – a profile/interview of 29-year-old Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez, the 
youngest woman ever elected to Congress. The 29-year-old Democratic Socialist and Representative of 
New York’s 14th district discusses her progressive views and her upbringing in the Bronx. (C: Anderson 
Cooper – P: Andy Court, Evie Salomon) (OAD: 01/06/19 on 60 MINUTES) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
CBS SPECIAL NEWS REPORT 
 
 
On Thursday, April 18, a CBS News Special Report (Mueller Report) aired for 47:44 from 9:32:42-10:20:26am cnyt and for 

53:41 from 11:06:19am-12:00:00noon cnyt, both live to all stations. 
 
 
05/01/19 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: The Mueller Report (10:00 – 11:22am) – initial chyron ID: Attorney General 

Barr To Testify On Russia Probe Findings Before Senate Judiciary Committee – live coverage of Attorney 
General William Barr’s testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee. This is the first time Mr. Barr will be 
answering questions from Congress since he released Robert Mueller’s report on Russian election 
interference. Coverage includes: (1) Correspondents’ commentary; (2) South Carolina Republican Senator 
and chairman Lindsey Graham’s statement, opening the hearing; (3) California Democratic Senator and 
ranking member Dianne Feinstein’s statement; (4) Attorney General William Barr’s swearing in and statement; 
(5) followed by questions from members of the Senate Judiciary Committee: Senators Graham, Feinstein, 
Chuck Grassley (R-IA), and Patrick Leahy (D-VT); (6) Commentary from CBS correspondents and analysts. 
Correspondents/Analysts: John Dickerson (co-anchor, NY); Margaret Brennan (co-anchor, NY); Paula Reid 
(White House); Nancy Cordes (Capitol Hill); Jonathan Turley (CBS News legal analyst, CBS News 
Washington); Kim Wehle (CBS News legal analyst, CBS News Washington). 

 
05/29/19 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: The Mueller Report (11:00 – 11:19am) – initial chyron ID: Special Counsel 

To Make First Statement On Russia Investigation – live coverage of Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s first 
public statement on the Russia investigation. Origination: Department of Justice, Washington. Followed by 
Correspondents’ commentary. Correspondents: Margaret Brennan (anchor, NY); Paula Reid (Department of 
Justice); Major Garrett (White House); Jonathan Turley (CBS News legal analyst, CBS News Washington); 
Nancy Cordes (Capitol Hill). 

 
 
 
 

WTOC NEWSCASTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ISSUE 20 ALERTING THE PUBLIC ON  LOCAL, STATE 
AND NATIONAL GOVERNMENT AND NEW BILLS.  
TRUMP ADMINISTRATION, BILLS SIGNED BY 
GEORGIA GOVERNOR BRIAN KEMP INCLUDING A 
BILL IN GEORGIA WAS DESIGNED TO CUT DOWN ON 
CHILD ABUSE INSPIRED BY THE CASE OF THE 
CROCKER CHILDREN IN EFFINGHAM COUNTY.  
ALSO, INCLUDES FEDERAL BILLS. GA HEARTBEAT 
BILL IS SIGNED UPSETTING FILM  PRODUCTION 
COMPANIES IN GEORGIA IN WHICH THEY ARE 
THREATENING TO PULL OUT OF GEORGIA. ALSO, 
INCLUDES SC BILLS. STATE LAWMAKERS ARE 
WORKING ON A EDUCATION BILL THAT ADDRESSES 
THE TEACHER'S CONCERN.  
 THE DEPT. OF JUSTICE WANTS TO DO AWAY WITH 
OBAMACARE COMPLETELY. GOVERNOR BRIAN 
KEMP HAS SIGNED LEGISLATION FOR 
REQUIREMENTS FOR MAMMOGRAMS INTO LAW 
TODAY.  IT REQUIRES A HEALTHCARE FACILITY 
THAT PROVIDES A MAMMOGRAMS TO TELL A 
PATIENTS  IF THEY HAVE DETECTED DENSE TISSUE, 
WHICH CAN MAKE IT HARDER TO DETECT BREAST 
CANCER. BRIAN KEMP HAS ALSO SIGNED  "THE 
BLIND BILL".  WHICH WILL PREVENT GOVERNMENT 
AUTHORITIES FROM  DISCRIMINATING AGAINST 
PARENTS THAT ARE BLIND. NEW SC VOTING 
SYSTEM,  REGULATIONS ON CAMPAIGN SIGNS.
SOURCE: PRESIDENT TRUMP, CBS, CONGRESS, 
SENATE GOV. KEMP,  GOV. MCMASTER, BUDDY 
CARTER,  ETC



4/1/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

DEMS HOLDING 
MUELLER 
DEADLINE

Attorney General William Barr says it will take him "weeks" 
to release the full report on the Special Counsel's Russia 
Investigation. But Congress wants it sooner than that. 
Democrats on the House Judiciary Committee set a 
deadline of April 2nd for him to turn over the report. That's 
tomorrow. Barr has already released a 4 page summary, 
but the full document is reportedly almost 400 pages long. 
In that summary, Barr says the investigation found no 
evidence of collusion between Donald Trump's campaign 
and the Russian government, but did not clear the 
president of obstructing justice. 0:00:35

4/1/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

BIDEN 
ALLEGATIONS 
AND RESPONSE

Former Vice President Joe Biden hasn't officially 
announced if he's running for president in 2020. But if he 
does, his campaign is already under scrutiny. Biden was 
accused of inappropriate conduct over the weekend. A 
former political candidate from Nevada named Lucy Flores 
says he came up behind her, kissed her and made her feel 
"uneasy" at a campaign event in 2014. Those allegations 
were made Friday. Biden responded on Sunday. He says 
he remembers getting close to people at campaign events, 
but doesn't remember acting inappropriately. Flores 
appeared on CNN minutes after that statement, and said 
the former V-P missed the point. 0:00:41

4/1/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

HEARTBEAT BILL 
LIKELY BECOMING 
LAW

Jen Jordan/ (D) Georgia State Senate: "What gives this 
body the right to substitute it's choices for those of the 
women who will no doubt bear the scars, the 
consequences and who will face death and now likely 
prison. It is not for the government or the men of this 
chamber to insert itself into the most personal, private and 
wrenching decisions." The bill has also drawn protests 
from Hollywood stars, who say they don't want to do 
business in Georgia if the law passes. Several business 
leaders have also spoken out about it, including officials 
with Coca-Cola. And the ACLU says it wil take legal action. 
But when we sat down with Governor Kemp last week, he 
told us he isn't worried about the fallout. 0:00:41



4/1/2019 NOON

GA: TOMORROW 
LAST DAY OF 
LEGISLATIVE 
SESSION

(nats voting) shame! shame! (track 1) protesters rallied at 
the georgia statehouse, as opponents came up just 2 
votes short of defeating the controversial abortion ban. the 
bill is now headed to the desk of georgia's governor, brian 
kemp. (track 2) (gfx 1 in) it makes abortions illegal once a 
fetal heartbeat is detectable... as early as 6 weeks after 
conception... before many women even know they're 
pregnant. (gfx 1 out) (track 3) state representative ed 
setzler is the bill's main sponsor. (sot setzler) we've 
established that a child in utero, that has a beating heart, 
is a living distinct person, that it gets full legal rights under 
georgia law. (track 4) (gfx 2 in) the bill gives a fetus 
"natural person" status... which allows the fetus to be 
entitled to child support... claimed as a dependent on tax 
returns... and included in georgia's population. (gfx 2 out) 
(track 5) (gfx 3 in) abortions will be allowed only if the fetus 
has a fatal deformity.. 0:02:00

4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

TS3 DEMS 
SUBPOENAING 
BARR

House democrats are moving forward with plans to 
authorize a subpoena to get Robert Mueller's full, 
unredacted report. Chair Jerry Nadler says a vote is 
planned for tomorrow. The committee will also vote to 
authorize subpoenas for 5 former white house staffers. 0:00:17

4/2/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CONFEDERATE 
MONUMENTS BILL 
TO GOVERNOR

Today is the last day of Georgia's legislative session, and 
A bill to protect monuments in Georgia is waiting on 
Governor Kemp's signature. The bill would create hefty 
fines for damaging monuments, including confederate 
monuments. This is video of a confederate monument that 
was damaged at a cemetary in Screven county last year. 
Those responsible Could pay three times the cost of 
repairs. It would also add restrictions for where and why a 
monument can be moved. NEw at 11, A Controversial Bill 
Protecting monuments in the State of Georgia is moving 
forward and now awaits to be signed by Governor Brian 
Kemp. Gray New's Emma Wheeler explains why the 
measure is stirring up mixed opinions. 0:00:21



4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
CROCKER CASE 
AND BILL

In Georgia, a bill designed to cut down on child abuse is 
sitting on Governor Brian Kemp's desk. It was inspired by 
the case of the Crocker children in Effingham County. 
Mary and Elwyn Crocker Junior were found buried behind 
their family's home late last year. Investigators say their 
parents pulled them out of the school system to avoid 
being held responsible. House Bill 530 passed through the 
state senate unanimously last Thursday. It prevents any 
parents from removing their children from the school 
system without a good reason. We'll let you know if the 
governor signs it. 0:00:50

4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
LAST DAY OF GA 
LEGISLATURE

Today is the last day Georgia's lawmakers can pass a bill. 
So far more than 20 bills have been passed through the 
State Senate and House. Lawmakers recently passed bills 
protecting monuments, allowing hemp cultivation and the 
sale of CBD oil, and the "heartbeat" abortion bill. Those 
bills now await Governor Brian Kemp's signature. 0:00:20

4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
DISASTER BILL 
STALLS

A disaster aid bill won't go any further, after the Senate 
voted against it overnight. Republicans now say farmers in 
the Southeast will suffer without it. But Democrats blocked 
the bill because they wanted more funding for Puerto 
Rico's recovery. The U-S territory is still crippled after 
Hurricane Maria in 2017. President Trump offered 600 
million dollars in this bill. Democrats are asking to double 
that number. In all the bill would have given more than 13 
billion dollars to disaster zones, including south Georgia. 
Senator David Perdue blames Democrats for hurting 
farmers who are struggling after Hurricane Michael. 0:00:36



4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
SC RIDESHARE 
BILL

Today in Columbia, a South Carolina representative will 
file a bill designed to make rideshare services safer. It was 
inspired by the death of a University of South Carolina 
student. The bill would require Uber and Lyft drivers to 
display easy-to-see stickers on their windshields. Right 
now, laws only require a reflective sticker. This bill would 
require those stickers to be lit up. The lawmaker was 
inspired by Samantha Josephson, who got into a car that 
she THOUGHT was her Uber last Friday morning. She 
was found dead that afternoon. 
http://www.live5news.com/2019/04/02/governor-
lawmakers-react-kidnapping-murder-uofsc-student/ 0:00:34

4/2/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
CBS: VA FAIRFAX 
ACCUSERS

Two women who accuse virginia's lieutenant governor 
justin fairfax of sexual assault are calling for a public 
hearing, and for fairfax to lose his job. GK: what do you 
want to happen to justin fairfax? VT: i'd want him to resign. 
the voters of virginia, have a right to know Vanessa Tyson 
also says Fairfax's response to her allegations has been 
"disgraceful, irresponsible and manipulative." She and 
Meredith Watson sat down with CBS This Morning 
yesterday. Tyson says Fairfax forced her to perform oral 
sex in 2004. Watson says she was raped in 2000. Fairfax 
says both encounters were consensual. 0:00:40

4/2/2019 The News at 5pm
DAL: LAST DAY OF 
GA LEGISLATURE

Lawmakers from both chambers and both parties have 
spent the day -so far- voting on amendments to bills and 
trying to reach resolution on the remaining bills. Some bills 
won't get out of their committee debates and could be 
brought back up next January. The remaining bills range 
from medical marijuana, rural broadband, taxation on 
rideshares like Uber drivers, and a unified authority over 
airports in Georgia. The later it gets this evening, the more 
last minute revisions can get thrown into a bill that's 
already been debated. 0:00:32



4/2/2019 7:00 PM

WRIGHT: GOV 
KEMP FIRST 
SESSION

This wraps up Governor Brian Kemp's first legislative 
session as governor. He sat down with me last week to 
discuss how it went. Kemp highlights passage of the 
Heartbeat bill and the teacher pay raises as two campaign 
promises delivered. He says they also focused on school 
security and healthcare in this session. 0:00:18

4/2/2019 11:00 PM
HBCU REACT IN 
THE CAPITOL

"My first reaction was one I would've rather heard about 
this bill from my institution. Secondly to hear about this bill 
through social media rather than from my alumni 
association, I was a little bit disappointed." WTOC caught 
up with Senator Lester Jackson who was the author of the 
previous 273 bill and the new author of the 278 bill "Bill 
278 allows for each university to keep their identity allows 
for them to be under a different umbrella other than the 
traditional university board of regents." Senator Jackson 
says this will not pass anytime. We will contine to follow 
this story as it develops. 0:00:35

4/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

WRIGHT: GOV 
KEMP FIRST 
SESSION

This wraps up Governor Brian Kemp's first legislative 
session as governor. He sat down with our Wright 
Gazaway last week to discuss how it went. Kemp 
highlights passage of the Heartbeat bill and the teacher 
pay raises as two campaign promises delivered. He says 
they also focused on school security and healthcare in this 
session. 0:00:20



4/3/2019 7AM DAYBREAK BROADBAND BILL

One of the last bills to pass is supposed to help Georgia 
farmers. It expands access to broadband internet in rural 
areas of the state. Senate Bill 2 passed unanimously in its 
final vote. If Governor Kemp signs it, electric co-ops will be 
able to sell internet service along with power. The 
governing body for Georgia's co-ops tweeted that this bill 
is an "important step" to helping farmers, and gives 
companies a wider variety of options to provide service. 0:00:27

4/3/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

BREAKOUT: FMR 
FDA ADMIN 
CRACKED DOWN

FDA commissioner Scott Gottlieb will resign from his 
position soon. He made that announcement about a month 
ago. Gottlieb led the administration's efforts to tighten 
restrictions on e-cigarette companies and their marketing. 
He especially targeted JUUL, and banned them from 
selling most flavored products because that was 
considered to be targeting children. He sat down with CBS 
News to discuss his campaign against teen vaping. You'll 
be able to watch that interview this morning right after 
Daybreak. 0:00:27

4/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

HB 48: OFF SHORE 
DRILLING 
RESOLUTION

Georgia lawmakers officially taking a stand against 
offshore drilling in state waters. The house overwhelmingly 
passed a resolution yesterday opposing the testing in an 
effort to preserve the coastline. Several representatives 
from the coastal empire sponsored the bill. It heads to the 
governor's desk for a signature. It's important to note, the 
federal government can still test in the waters against the 
wishes of individual states. We have a more in depth look 
at yesterday's developments in the state house at 
WTOC.com. For the first time ever, Georgia lawmakers 
are officially saying - we don't want offshore drilling on our 
coasts. The house overwhelmingly passed a resolution 
today opposing the testing in an effort to preserve the 
coastline. Several representatives from the coastal empire 
sponsored the bill. It heads to the governor's desk for a 
signature. It's important to note, the federal government ca 0:00:23



4/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK CHILD MARRIAGE

Another passed bill aims to give new protection to 
children. House Bill 228 would raise the minimum 
marriage age from 16 to 17 years old. Anyone who marries 
at 17 would have to be emanicpated first, and wouldnt' be 
able to marry anyone more than 4 years older than them. 
A bill in the South Carolina state house would close a 
loophole that allows girls to be married at as young as 12 
years old. Right now, there's a provision in the law that 
says marriage licenses can be issued to a pregnant 
female younger than 18. You can get married at 16 with 
parent permission. Right now that bill is in the Senate 
judiciary committee. Apr/02/2019 - House Vote 
#366Yea(155)Nay(14)NV(3) Exc(8) 0:01:16

4/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK RAPE KITS

One bill headed to the Governors Desk after Sign Die Day 
would extend the amount of time rape kits are stored. 
Current law requires rape kits to be stored for 10 years. 
The proposal would require Georgia to preserve the 
evidence 30 years after the arrest date or seven years 
from the completion of a prison sentence, whichever 
occurs later. If there are no arrests, the kit must be stored 
for 50 years. 0:00:38

4/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

MEDICAL 
MARIJUANA 
LATEST

One of the latest proposals awaiting the governor's 
approval is the legalization of medical marijauna. Breaking 
overnight - The House approved an agreement to give 
patients access to low THC-oil with a vote of 147 -16, 
following senate approval. The sponsor of the bill in the 
House said the industry will be tightly regulated by a 7-
person commission. UGA and Fort Valley State will be 
allowed to grow the marijuana and produce the low-THC 
oil. There is an opportunity for private-sector companies to 
get involved in the cultivation We have more details on 
that agreement on WTOC dot com. A bill that would allow 
farmers to grow hemp already passed state legislature. 
around 11:45 last night 0:00:39



4/3/2019 NOON

HOUSE 
SUBPOENA VOTE 
MUELLER

In the past few hours on Capitol Hill -- The House Judiciary 
Committee approved subpoenas for special counsel 
Robert Mueller's full report on his Russia investigation. 
The committee voted to issue subpoenas to the Justice 
Department for the final report. House Democrats had 
given Attorney General William Barr until Tuesday to 
produce the full report to Congress. The Justice 
Department ignored that deadline, with Barr telling 
committee chairmen last week that a redacted version of 
the full 300-page report would be released by mid-April. 0:00:31

4/3/2019 The News at 5pm
GA: BLIND BILL 
PASSES

REP. CARL GILLIARD/ D- GARDEN CITY: "We had some 
incidents where parents were actually having their children 
taken away because they were blind, so we were able to 
pass a very strong bill that allows them not to be 
discriminated against as parents. They can be parents, 
caretakers and foster parents." Rep. Gilliard says Georgia 
is only the 22nd state to have a law like this to benefit the 
blind community. 0:00:24

4/3/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
MEDICAL 
MARIJUANA

Another bill passing at the wire -- lawmakers are allowing 
some entities to grow and distribute CBD oil. The list 
includes UGA and Fort Valley State, and private growers 
can get involved if they apply. The sponsor of this bill says 
growth will be tightly regulated by a state commission. 
Governor Brian Kemp says he supports the agreement. 0:00:20



4/4/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

CARTER 
OFFSHORE 
DRILLING 
REQUEST

Representative Buddy Carter is taking the concerns of 
Georgia's lawmakers -- to the White House. The state 
legislature passed a bill on Tuesday that opposes offshore 
drilling and seismic testing. Carter responded by senting a 
letter to acting secretary of the Interior Department, asking 
that Georgia be EXCLUDED from offshore energy plans 
until the concerns of that bill are heard. He wrote in part 
that he understands why the administration is pushing for 
offshore drilling, but says quote "the federal government 
should respect the people of Georgia to make this critical 
decision themselves." 0:00:00

4/4/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
PLASTICS BAN 
BAG BILL

South Carolina State Senators will hear from community 
members today, on a bill that would BAN local 
governments from creating bans on plastic bags. The bill 
would make it so ONLY the general assembly could 
regulate paper, plastic, foam, or other types of containers. 
It would also supersede or nullify any bans already in 
place--- like the one recently passed in Beaufort County. 
Citizens will give input at a subcommittee meeting this 
morning at the statehouse. 0:00:53

4/5/2019 7:00 PM
SC FENTANYL 
TRAFFICKING BILL

State lawmakers in South Carolina want to crack down on 
a potent and deadly substance-- by taking aim at fentanyl 
traffickers. One sponsor of this bill says right now there are 
laws for possession of fentanyl... but not trafficking 
fentanyl. This bill puts the threshold for trafficking at four 
grams. The overall goal is to make sure South Carolina 
has a mechanism to put drug dealers behind bars. 0:00:24



4/6/2019 WKEND 11PM
FOM SEN ERNEST 
HOLLINGS DIES

Former South Carolina Senator Ernest Hollings died this 
morning. The democrat - who went by the nickname "Fritz" 
- served the senate for 38 years. During that time - he was 
credited with creating the National Ocean and 
Atmospheric Administration and helping revamp airport 
security following the September 11th terrorist attacks. The 
97 year old was first elected to the senate in 1966. Prior to 
that - he served as South Carolina's governor. According 
to a statement from his 3 children - he died of natural 
causes. (TEXTWALL) After playing a major role in the 
establishment of NOAA - he was instrumental in the 
enactment of the Coastal Zone Management Act, the 
Marine Mammal Protection Act, the Oceans Dumping Act, 
and the Sustainable Fisheries Act. 0:01:02

4/7/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SUNDAY

TAX DEADLINE 
NEXT WEEK

The deadline to file federal income tax returns is - april 
15th - just 8 days away. The IRS says about 40 percent of 
americans haven't filed yet. Many small business owners 
are struggling to understand the changes in last year's tax 
overhaul. And the i-r-s estimates a record 14-point-six 
million individuals are requesting extensions this year, 
along with nearly 8 million companies. Many small 
business owners are not even sure if the extra time will 
help much. 0:00:11

4/7/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SUNDAY

SCOTUS:BUMP 
STOCK 
REGULATION

The Supreme Court will not stop the nationwide ban on 
bump stocks. For the third time - Justices denied requests 
from gun rights groups to delay the regulation while legal 
challenges continue to play out in lower courts. Bump 
stocks can increase the firing speed of semi-automatic 
weapons. They gained national attention in 2017 when a 
gunman in las vegas used bump stocks to modify his 
weapons before killing 58 concertgoers. 0:00:25



4/7/2019 WKEND 6:30PM
KRISTJEN 
NIELSEN OUT

We're following some breaking news out of the white 
house. Homeland Security Secretary Kristjen Nielsen has 
resigned. President Trump tweeting that just moments 
ago. The president also announced that current U-S 
customs and border protection commissioner Kevin 
McAleenan will become acting secretary. Presiden Trump 
thanked Nielsen for her service. 0:00:20

4/8/2019 NOON

NUNES SENDING 8 
CRIMINAL 
REFERRALS TO 
BARR

INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE WANTS CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATIONS INTO AT LEAST EIGHT PEOPLE FOR 
ALLEGEDLY LYING AND MISLEADING CONGRESS. --
VO SCRIPT-- CONGRESSMAN DEVIN NUNES TOLD 
FOX NEWS SUNDAY HE WAS PLANNING TO SEND 
THE CRIMINAL REFERRALS TO ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WILLIAM BARR THIS WEEK. THE REFERRALS ARE 
REQUESTS FOR CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS FROM 
THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT AND THE F-B-I. FIVE OF 
THE REFERRALS ARE RELATED TO LYING TO 
CONGRESS, MISLEADING CONGRESS AND LEAKING 
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION. THE OTHER REFERRALS 
INCLUDE ALLEGATIONS OF LYING TO THE FISA 
COURT THAT APPROVES FOREIGN SURVEILLANCE 
WARRANTS AND MANIPULATING INTELLIGENCE. 
NUNES DID NOT SAY WHO HE WAS TARGETING, BUT 
SAID THERE COULD BE EVEN MORE REFERRALS ON 
THE WAY. -----END-----CNN.SCRIPT----- 0:00:48

4/8/2019 NOON
TRUMP FILLS GA 
JUDGE SEAT

President Donald Trump is filling a vacant judge position in 
Georgia. The White House says the plan is to nominate 
federal lawyer - Steven Grimberg of Atlanta - to serve as a 
U-S District Court judge in the Northern District of Georgia. 
However, Grimberg's nomination must be confirmed by the 
U.S. Senate. Republican Senator David Perdue of Georgia 
praised the nomination as "an excellent choice." 0:00:24



4/8/2019 NOON
SC FENTANYL 
TRAFFICKING BILL

Lawmakers in South Carolina want to crack down on a 
potent and deadly substance by taking aim at fentanyl 
traffickers. One sponsor of a new bill says right now there 
are laws for possession of fentanyl, but not trafficking it. 
This bill puts the threshold for trafficking at four grams. 
The overall goal is to make sure South Carolina has a a 
way to put drug dealers behind bars. 0:00:16

4/8/2019 11:00 PM
GA: REP LEWIS 
HONORED

Atlanta's hartsfield- jackson international airport honored 
civil rights icon and congressman john lewis today. A wall 
exhibit was unveiled in the domestic terminal atrium called 
"good trouble." It highlights some of Lewis' most 
memorable moments and features artifacts including his 
presidential medal of freedom, which he was awarded in 
2011 . Lewis is the u.s. representative for georgia's 5th 
congressional district, currently serving his 17th term in the 
house. 0:00:27

4/8/2019 NOON

BARR TO TESTIFY 
ON CAPITOL HILL 
TODAY

Attorney General William Barr is expected to testify 
tomorrow in front of lawmakers. He's scheduled to appear 
before the house appropriations committee regarding the 
justice department's fiscal 2020 budget request. The 
testimony comes as Barr continues to face questions 
about if he will publicly release special counsel Robert 
Mueller's completed report on the Russia probe. Barr's 
testimony is scheduled for 9:30 tomorrow morning. 0:00:25



4/10/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
NEW TAX BILL IN 
CONGRESS

Thanks, Zach. With just 5 days left in tax season, 
Congress is looking like it will pass some new restrictions 
on how you file. The House passed a bipartisan bill that 
would permanently prevent the IRS from creating a 
completely free tax preparation software. The IRS 
currently partners with private tax prep firms who sell you 
services. The Senate is likely to pass that bill soon. 0:00:24

4/10/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
MNUCHIN ON TAX 
RETURNS

Right now, Congress is also trying to see President 
Trump's tax returns. The House formally requested those 
documents from the Treasury, but it's not clear if they'll get 
their wish. "As I said before we will follow the law. We are 
reviewing it with our internal legal department. And I would 
leave it at that." Secretary Steven Mnuchin didn't rule out 
releasing the president's returns. He also denied having 
any communication with the president on the matter. But 
he told hem his department had spoken with White House 
lawyers. 0:00:34

4/10/2019 NOON
IS ANYONE STILL 
WORKING AT DHS

g p y y p
department of homeland security. claire grady's 
resignation is effective today. it was announced last night. 
grady was next in line to take charge of the department, 
following secretary kirstjen nielsen's resignation over the 
weekend. that clears the way for president trump's pick for 
acting secretary, kevin mcaleenan, to take over. secret 
service director randolph alles was fired monday. THE 
ACTING DEPUTY SECRETARY IS THE LATEST 
PERSON OUT IN WHAT SOME CALL A PURGE AT THE 
HOMELAND SECURITY DEPARTMENT. --VO SCRIPT-- 
CLAIRE GRADY'S RESIGNATION WAS ANNOUNCED 
TUESDAY NIGHT - AND WILL BE EFFECTIVE 
WEDNESDAY. GRADY WAS NEXT IN LINE TO TAKE 
CHARGE OF THE DEPARTMENT, FOLLOWING 
SECRETARY KIRSTJEN NIELSEN'S RESIGNATION 
OVER THE WEEKEND. BUT GRADY'S DEPARTURE 
CLEARS THE WAY FOR PRESIDENT TRUMP'S PICK 
FOR ACTING SECRETARY, KEVIN MCALEENAN, TO 0:01:03



4/10/2019 11:00 PM
SC:CROSS OVER 
DEADLINE

any bill that wants to crossover to the other chamber will 
need a supermajority vote or two-thirds vote in their 
chamber. while its not impossible it does make things 
tougher for more controversial bills. ((vo)) some of the 
legislation that beat deadline this week include a bill that 
would change the way mentally ill patients are transported 
across the state. this was filed after the drowning deaths of 
two mental health patients during hurricane florence. 
another bill filed after a tragedy in south carolina â€“ the 
samantha l josephson ridesharing safety act passed in the 
house and is headed to the senate. some legislation that 
didn't meet the deadline include the fetal heartbeat bill in 
the house, various gun reform and constiutional carry bills 
and the compassionate care act over in the senate. 
senator tom davis of beaufort county filed the bill earlier 
this session. he says he's optimistic this bill will pass this 
year. ((sot)) sen. tom davis/(r)-beaufort 0:01:14

4/12/2019 11:00 PM

ELIZABETH 
WARREN EVENT 
ON MONDAY

Democratic presidential candidate Elizabeth Warren 
....also visiting Beaufort County. Warren will be hosting a 
campaign event Monday night at seven ...at Whale Branch 
Middle School in Seabrook. The doors will open at six. The 
free event is open to the public. 0:00:16

4/13/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

SENTENCING 
REFORM BILL

"We have mandatory minimum drug sentences and some 
people are getting them with no prior record. 25-year 
mandatory minimum sentence.. that sentence is going to 
run between 300 and 400 thousand dollars by the time that 
person is done. That is a ridiculous sentence." The 
proposal did NOT meet the crossover deadline--- meaning 
it needs a two-thirds vote in the HOUSE to move to the 
senate this year. 0:00:22



4/13/2019 WKEND 7PM

KIM JONG UN 
WANTS TO MEET 
AGAIN

North korean leader kim jong un says he is open to a third 
summit with the united states - but stresses the u-s must 
change its attitude. Kim says he'll give the u-s until the end 
of the year to decide if it wants another summit. The last 
one, in Hanoi, ended abruptly in failure. The president also 
Tweeted about North Korea on Saturday, saying his 
relationship with Kim Jong Un remains 'very good'', or 
''excellent'', and calling for a third summit. 0:00:27

4/14/2019
6AM DAYBREAK 
SUNDAY

KEMP ON 
DISASTER RELIEF 
DISASTER

Governor Brian Kemp and other state leaders are blasting 
Congress for its failure to approve a disaster relief 
package. Gov. Kemp said farmers desperately need the 
$14 billion dollar aid package to recover from Hurricane 
Michael, which hit last October Some may have to declare 
bankruptcy, sit out the upcoming planting season, sell off 
land or leave agriculture altogether. Members of Congress 
have been feuding over funding for Puerto Rico as they 
consider the federal aid package. The political fight is seen 
as a reason a bipartisan deal hasn't been approved. Kemp 
says the gridlock highlights "the brokenness" in 
Washington. 0:00:39

4/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK Plastic Bag Ban Bill

A bill to stop local governments from banning plastic bags 
and foam containers is on it's way to the South Carolina 
Senate floor. The ban has little chance of passing this year 
due to missing the deadline on Crossover Day. But the 
bill's advancement means the discussion will continue next 
year. It would effectively cancel 15 local bans that already 
exist - mostly in coastal towns. Beaufort County put a 
plastic bag ban in place last year. A bill to stop local 
governments from banning plastic bags and foam 
containers is on it's way to the South Carolina Senate 
floor. The ban has little chance of passing this year due to 
missing the deadline on Crossover Day. But the bill's 
advancement means the discussion will at least continue 
next year. The bill would effectively cancel 15 local bans 
that already exist - mostly in coastal towns. 0:00:49



4/15/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
TS1 MUELLER 
REPORT

Taking a look at some of this morning's top stories-- 
Sometime in the next 72 hours, the public will have its 
hands on a redacted version of the special counsel's 
Russia report. The full document is said to be almost 400 
pages. Attorney General William Barr initially released a 
four paragraph summary. 0:00:18

4/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
TOMORROW IS 
TAX DEADLINE

You have until midnight tonight to turn in your tax returns 
for 2018. the i-r-s says as many as 50-million taxpayers 
have yet to file. if you're unable to get everything in order 
on time, the internal revenue service recommends filing for 
an extension. that will prevent taxpayers from paying late 
penalties, but it won't provide more time to pay taxes 
money that is owed. If you still haven't filed, H&R block 
has extended hours today to help you out. They'll be open 
from 8 a-m to 11 p-m to accept walk-ins. That's only the 
office on Eisenhower. -- File --VO SCRIPT-- IF YOU 
HAVEN'T FINISHED FILING YOUR TAXES.....CHOP, 
CHOP. IT'S APRIL 15-TH.....THE DEADLINE TO TURN IN 
YOUR TAX RETURNS FOR 20-18. IF YOU LIVE IN 
MAINE OR MASSACHUSETTS, YOU HAVE TWO MORE 
DAYS BECAUSE OF THE PATRIOT'S DAY HOLIDAY. 
BUT FOR EVERYONE ELSE...THE PAPERWORK IS 
DUE...AND THE I-R-S SAYS AS MANY AS 50-MILLION 
TAX 0:00:53

4/17/2019 5:30pm

SAV ALDERMAN 
ON OPPORTUNITY 
ZONES

The plans target 9,000 economically-stressed 
neighborhoods. ' The White House hosted 150 state and 
local leaders from around the nation in D-C today to talk 
about the opportunity zones. Among them ... Savannah 
Alderman Brian Foster. 0:00:14



4/18/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
DC: MUELLER 
REPORT COMING

Thank you for watching The News at Daybreak. I'm Ken 
Griner. It's a matter of hours, maybe minutes, before the 
Special Counsel's report on Russian election interference 
is released. Congress and the American public has been 
waiting for this document for almost 2 years. For this story 
we turn to Gray TV's Chief National Political Analyst, Greta 
Van Susteren. questions: - what could we learn that we 
don't already know from the ag's summary - what can we 
expect from the president? - two versions: what would be 
the difference between what we see and what congress 
sees? end with ? on historical context: - does this morning 
feel any different than it did before other special counsel 
reports? - how has this day gone in the past? additional ?s 
if time: - what is the ag expected to say in his news 
conference before releasing - what will be read? 0:03:35

4/19/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

GA: GOV KEMP 
SIGNS SEX 
TRAFFICKING BILL

Governor Kemp signed several bills taking on sex 
trafficking in Georgia. The senate legislation - called the 
anti-human trafficking protective response act - gives 
victims of human trafficking additional protections under 
the law. The 2 house bills increase penalties for those 
involved in sex work and add sex crimes into the category 
of criminal gang activity. Governor Kemp held a bill signing 
ceremony for all three pieces of legislation yesterday. 0:00:27

4/19/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
PERDUE AND 
GRAHAM

Lawmakers represenating our area continue to respond to 
the Mueller report. WTOC caught up with Senator David 
Perdue yesterday. He says what the president has been 
saying all along has been verified by the report. "I'm glad it 
finally got out, we've been calling for its release for the last 
year. it's time to move on. the question of the year is are 
we going to see the house start to legislate or are they 
going to continue to investigate." Senator and Chairman of 
the Judiciary COmmittee Lindsey Graham also released a 
statement, saying in part " I applaud Attorney General Barr 
for his commitment to transparency and keeping the 
American people informed, consistent with the law and our 
national security interests." Chairman Graham Statement 
on Receipt of Mueller Report WASHINGTON â€“ Senate 
Judiciary Committee Chairman Lindsey Graham (R-South 
Carolina) today made this statement after Attorney 
General Barr 0:00:53



4/24/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
#METOO ON 
CAPITOL HILL

Williams SOT: "Never have we seen this many 
government officials who are being fired and who are 
resigning and retiring in the middle of their termsâ€¦" 
Professor Jamillah Williams says 138 political officials 
have faced accusations of sexual assault in the last 3 
years. High-ranking officials like Al Franken, John Conyers 
and Blake Farenthold have all had to resign. Congress 
also changed a law, so lawmakers now have to cover legal 
costs defending themselves against assault claims. The 
next stage of Professor Williams' research will focus on 
how the MeToo movement is impacting STATE laws. 0:00:38

4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

According to Wreaths Across America Beaufort, two of 
these service members were with the Army, the third 
served in the Navy. Sadly, these heroes do not have any 
family to be a part of today's ceremony. So several 
organizations will be here for today's burial service, like 
groups associated with the American Legion and veterans 
committees. The cemetery director says it would also be 
nice for the general public to attend today's ceremony. 
You're invited to help honor these heroes. The service 
begins at noon here at the Beaufort National Cemetery, 
but organizers suggest you get here early. 0:00:35

4/24/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
TS1 TRUMP NO 
TAX RETURNS

Taking a look at some of this morning's top stories-- The I-
R-S DID NOT turn over President Trump's tax information 
by their deadline last night. But we will get an answer 
soon. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin says to expect 
a decision by May 6th. Democrats have requested 6 years 
of tax returns from the president. 0:00:19



4/24/2019 NOON
TRUMP IN ATL 
TODAY

President Donald Trump and First Lady Melania are in 
Georgia today. The pair are in Atlanta for a summit on 
drug abuse and heroin. Organizers say it's the largest 
national collaboration of federal, state, and local agencies 
working to address the prescription drug abuse epidemic. 
The four-day summit is expected to draw about three-
thousand participants. The president is expected to 
introduce new initiatives during his remarks. It will be 
Trump's first visit to Georgia this year. 0:00:29

4/24/2019 NOON
TRUMP VS 
CONGRESS

DEMOCRAT LED INVESTIGATIONS ON CAPITOL HILL. 
(SOT: President Trump) "I say it's enough." (track 2) (gfx) 
THE PRESIDENT TOLD THE WASHINGTON POST HIS 
STAFFERS SHOULD *NOT* TESTIFY ON CAPITOL 
HILL, HE SAYS THEY COOPERATED *FULLY* WITH 
SPECIAL COUNSEL ROBERT MUELLER AND QUOTE, 
"THERE IS NO REASON TO GO ANY FURTHER, 
ESPECIALLY IN CONGRESS WHERE IT'S VERY 
PARTISAN." (/wipe gfx) THIS FOLLOWS A HOUSE 
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE SUBPOENA OF FORMER 
WHITE HOUSE COUNSEL DON MCGAHN WHO WAS 
QUOTED IN MUELLER'S REPORT MORE THAN 150 
TIMES. (SOT: President Trump) "We're fighting all of the 
subpoenas. Look, these aren't impartial like people. The 
Democrats are trying to win 2020." (track 3) HOUSE 
SPEAKER NANCY PELOSI SAYS CONGRESS HAS THE 
CONSTITUTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY OF OVERSIGHT 
AND SHE DENIES THE INVESTIGATIONS ARE PURELY 0:01:47

4/24/2019 The News at 5pm

CRYSTAL: 278 
CORRIDOR 
MEETING

The committee says today's meeting was to come up with 
three things to do better...communication going forward, 
how to communicate plans to the public and plans going 
forward for their idea of the 278 corridor. Committee 
member David Johnson says they have been meeting 
every single week as they continue to smooth out the plan. 
Johnson says how they communicate among one another 
and communicating with the public is up for discussion 
moving forward. They say they are talking to the 
department of transportation to get tips on getting input 
from citizens and how to give input back to the state. While 
the bulk of the meeting today was about improving 
communication, they also went over possible alternative 
plans for the corridor like different plans for upgrading a 
bridge along the route. DAVID JOHNSON 278 
CORRIDOR COMMITTEE The aesthetics of the bridge. 
Everybody wants to know what's it going to look like. We're 
not going to determine that but we can start 0:01:17



4/24/2019 The News at 5pm

WRIGHT: GOV 
KEMP PORTS 
AUTHORITY

He also says it may be the biggest announcement for a 
single company in port history. â€‹ Plastic express will 
build two manufacturing logistics centers in Pooler. The 
CEO says they are one of the largest exporters of 
american goods in the US. He also says - they're hiring 
now and will start day 1 with 100 employees. The 
California based company was founded in 1970. Here's 
Governor Kemp and the ports director on the 
announcement and why this company chose Georgia. 0:00:27

4/25/2019 NOON
CBS: BIDEN 2020 
CAMPAIGN

OFFICIAL THIS MORNING... (nats) "I'm announcing my 
candidacy for the President of the United States." (track 2) 
MUCH OF THE VIDEO FOCUSED ON THE RACE RIOTS 
IN CHARLOTTESVILLE WHICH A SOURCE CLOSE TO 
BIDEN TELLS CBS NEWSâ€¦. WAS WHEN HE DECIDED 
TO RUN. (SOT: Vice President Biden) "The president of 
the United States assigned a moral equivalence between 
those spreading hate and those with the courage to stand 
against it. In that moment, I knew the threat to this nation 
was unlike any I had ever seen in my lifetime." 
(STANDUP: Nikole Killion/CBS News/The White House) 
BIDEN'S VIDEO APEARED MORE LIKE A GENERAL 
ELECTION CAMPAIGN THAN A RACE FOR THE 
PRIMARY. HE WENT AFTER PRESIDENT TRUMP - 
NOT ANY OTHER DEMOCRAT. (SOT: Vice President 
Biden) "If we give Donald Trump eight years in the White 
House, he will forever and fundamentally alter the 
character of this nation, who we are. And I cannot stand by 0:01:30

4/25/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
BIDEN 
ANNOUNCES

"Everything that makes America America is at stake. 
That's why today I'm announcing my candidacy for 
President of the United States." Joe Biden has officially 
announced his candidcy for president. He released his 
campaign video on twitter just one hour ago. Biden's 
message focuses on the divide in American politics, 
beginning with the deadly white nationalist rally in 
Charlottesville. He frames this election as a quote "battle 
for the soul of this nation." The 76-year-old is the 20th 
democrat in the presidential field. 0:00:36



4/29/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
CONGRESS 
WANTS BARR

Rep. Jerry Nadler, (D) House Judiciary Chair: "That's a 
standard methods of doing things, sometimes it's here 
sometimes it's not, in my judgement an effective way of 
doing things. The witness is not going to tell the committee 
how to conduct its hearing. Period." On the other side of 
the aisle, most republicans continue to insist they don't 
need to hear any more about Russia, and they're ready to 
move on. 0:00:22

4/29/2019 NOON
BRIAN KEMP 
SIGNS NEW LAWS

Governor Brian Kemp was at the Savannah Trade and 
Convention Center Sunday to sign several bills into law. 
Many of the new bills are aimed at strengthening public 
safety. Federal Agents and Georgia state agents will now 
be sharing more information. State wide DNA testing is 
changing for 1st time offenders. And it's now a felony to 
use drones to attempt to deliver contraband to prisoners. 
We have a break down of each of the new laws on our 
website WTOC dot com. 0:00:27

4/29/2019 4:00 PM
GA SUPREME 
COURT

Most of my congressional district for all the time that I 
served was South of the fall line. And no one serving on 
the court has represented as many folks south of the fall 
line in any capacity as long as I have. According to the 
Georgia Government Transparency and Campaign 
Finance Commission, two other candidates have filed for 
state supreme court election in 2020. Sara L. Doyle and 
Sarah Hawkins Warren will also be running for Justice 
Benham's seat. That election will be held on May 19th in 
2020. 0:00:31



4/29/2019 11:00 PM

GEORGIA 
ELECTION 
LAWSUIT

A federal judge heard arguments today for a lawsuit 
centered on Georgia's elections. Fair Fight Action, an 
organization co-founded by Stacey Abrams, filed the 
lawsuit after she lost the governor's race in November. 
The suit accuses state elections officials of mismanaging 
the 2018 election. It calls for major reforms and asks that a 
federal judge approve any changes to Georgia's voting 
rules. Lawyers for the state argue local officials are to 
blame. Governor Kemp - who was the state's top election 
official during the race - denies any wrong doing. He 
signed legislation this month for a new voting system that 
the Secretary of state says will be implemented before 
next year's elections.ATLANTA (AP) - A federal judge is 
scheduled to hear arguments Monday on a request by 
state election officials to toss a lawsuit challenging how 
Georgia elections are run. The lawsuit was filed weeks 
after Republican Brian Kemp narrowly beat Democrat 
Stacey Abrams. 0:00:25

4/29/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

GDOT TYBEE 
ISLAND PROJECT 
MEETING

Tomorrow, you'll have a chance to discuss some of the 
proposed projects on highway 80 with officials from the 
Georgia department of transportation. The Georgia 
Department of Transportation will hold a meeting Tuesday 
April 30th from 4 PM to 6 PM at the Tybee Island Public 
Safety Building. They will discuss project updates on the 
proposed plans necessary to replace bridges over Bull 
River and Lazaretto Creek on the Tybee Island causeway. 
On Tuesday, you'll have a chance to discuss some of the 
proposed projects on highway 80 with officials from the 
Georgia department of transportation. The Georgia 
Department of Transportation will hold a meeting Tuesday 
April 30th from 4 PM to 6 PM at the Tybee Island Public 
Safety Building. They will discuss project updates on the 
proposed plans necessary to replace bridges over Bull 
River and Lazaretto Creek on the Tybee Island 0:00:52

4/30/2019 5AM DAYBREAK
GA SUPREME 
COURT

Most of my congressional district for all the time that I 
served was South of the fall line. And no one serving on 
the court has represented as many folks south of the fall 
line in any capacity as long as I have. Two other 
candidates have filed for state supreme court election in 
2020. Sara L. Doyle and Sarah Hawkins Warren will also 
be running for Justice Benham's seat. That election will be 
held on May 19th in 2020. 0:00:24



4/30/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

ABRAMS NOT 
RUNNING FOR 
SENATE

In election news, Stacey Abrams appears to be out of the 
running. A democratic official says she doesn't want to 
campaign in 2020. Abrams got national attention during 
the 2018 race for Georgia governor. She performed well 
above expectations, but still lost to now-governor Brian 
Kemp. Party leaders had been recruiting her to run against 
Senator David Perdue of Georgia this cycle. But she 
reportedly told minority leader Chuck Schumer that she 
wasts to focus on voting rights activism for now. 0:00:31

5/1/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
EDUCATION BILL 
NOT LIKELY

State lawmakers have been working on a bill that would 
address some of the teachers' concerns. But that bill isn't 
likely to pass by the end of session. Senators recently 
made major changes to the bill in committee. It still has to 
make it to the Senate floor, be debated and survive a vote. 
Then it has to go BACK to the house. The legislative 
session ends next Thursday. 0:00:22

5/1/2019 6AM DAYBREAK GA HWY 80 MTG

"We provide them with fuel, water and bathrooms and we 
would be shut down we would be gone Despite the Bull 
River Marina's objection on the placement of the new 
bridge, they agree islanders deserve a new bridge. GDOT 
officials say minimizes the environmental impact of these 
bridges remains a top priority. 0:00:18



5/1/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

BARR SUPPOSED 
TO TESTIFY 
TODAY

Attorney General William Barr is expected in front of a 
Senate committee today. He'll be answering questions 
about the special counsel's Russia probe. Senators have a 
lot of questions, as new reports suggest Robert Mueller 
was unhappy with how Barr framed his investigation. Karin 
Cayfuh has the latest from Capitol Hill. 0:00:23

5/2/2019 NOON
DOJ OBAMACARE 
UPDATE

The Department of Justice wants to do away with the 
Affordable Care Act completely. In new court filings, the 
Trump administration called the Affordable Care Act 
'unconstitutional.' Government lawyers say -- instead of 
picking and choosing which provisions to invalidate-- the 
entire law should go. The fifth circuit court of appeals will 
hear arguments on the issue in July -- which could tee-up 
a supreme court case. 0:00:24

5/2/2019 NOON
MUELLER REPORT 
A BEST SELLER

A redacted version of Robert Mueller's report on Russia's 
20-16 election interference debuted at number one on the 
New York Times' nonfiction best sellers list. That version 
was produced by the Washington Post and Scribner, with 
analysis by post reporters and editors. But if you want to 
read the report it's available for free online. A REDACTED 
VERSION OF ROBERT MUELLER'S REPORT ON 
RUSSIA'S 20-16 ELECTION INTERFERENCE. A 
REDACTED VERSION OF THE REPORT DEBUTED AT 
NUMBER ONE ON THE NEW YORK TIMES' 
NONFICTION BEST SELLERS LIST. THAT VERSION 
WAS PRODUCED BY THE WASHINGTON POST AND 
SCRIBNER, WITH ANALYSIS BY POST REPORTERS 
AND EDITORS. BUT IF YOU WANT TO READ THE 
REPORT -- YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND A PENNY. 
IT'S AVAILABLE FOR FREE ONLINE. 0:00:44



5/3/2019 5AM DAYBREAK
KEMP SIGNS 
MARGIES LAW

Georgia Governor Brian Kemp has signed legislation 
aimed at changing requirements for mammograms into law 
today. Margie's law is inspired by a Savannah woman. It 
requires a healthcare facility doing mammograms to tell a 
patient if they have dense breast tissue. The dense tissue 
can make it harder to detect cancer. 0:00:19

5/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
DANIEL MERRITT 
FOR CONGRESS

A local business owner and army veteran is challenging 
Representative Buddy Carter for Congress. Daniel Merritt 
made his announcement to run against the Republican in 
the primaries last week. He's the founder and co-owner of 
Nine-Line Apparel as well as the owner of A Southern 
Lifestyle Company. In a video posted to his twitter, Merritt 
says he will fight for the second ammendment. Carter has 
served as a congressman since 2015. 0:00:43

5/3/2019 NOON

CBS: PRESIDENT 
TRUMP VS 
DEMOCRATS

President Trump says he cooperated fully with Special 
Counsel Robert Mueller's Russia investigation â€“ and 
that's as far as he's willing to go. Natalie Brand has more 
details from Capitol Hill. 0:00:11



5/3/2019 7:00 PM

BRIANA: NINE LINE 
RUNNING 
AGAINST CARTER

"With more than a year until the general election, two 
Georgia 1st congressional district candidates say they 
believe they have what it takes to keep the state of 
Georgia and the country moving forward." Republican 
Daniel Merritt says it's not about running against Carter, 
rather, about running for the 1st district and supporting the 
people within the district. As a military veteran, Merritt says 
he plans to focus on improving the VA system as well as 
border security. Meanwhile, one of the issues Democratic 
candidate Lisa Ring says she plans to tackle is affordable 
healthcare, making it accessible for everyone. While both 
Ring and Merritt may be from two different parties, both 
have military backgrounds and seem to agree on building 
strong teams. (R) Daniel Merritt-congressional candidate 
for congress "I understand how to create jobs, I 
understand how to boost the economy, I understand the 
significance that small businesses bring 0:01:19

5/4/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

SANTEE COOPER 
BILL

After weeks of debate, South Carolina lawmakers agreed 
to seek official bids for utility company Santee Cooper. 
Senators voted 42 to 1. It would require the Department of 
Administration to establish a competitive bidding process 
of the utility's sale. Santee Cooper will also have the 
opportunity to submit future operation plans in case 
lawmakers decide not to approve the seal under the 
proposed legislation. A final recommendation would be 
given to members of the General Assembly after the 
department evaluates all offers. 0:00:34

5/4/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

VETERANS 
AFFAIRS 
BECOMES 
CABINET LEVEL

South Carolina has also officially created a Department of 
Veterans Affairs. Governor Henry McMaster signed 
legislation this week to create the now cabinet-level 
agency. That agency was previously located under the 
Department of Administration. Since the bill has been 
signed into law -- the Governor can appoint a director with 
approval from the General Assembly. It incorporates the 
South Carolina Military Base Task Force -- originally 
established by former governor Nikki Haley. There are 
more than 400-thousand military veterans in South 
Carolina.https://www.apnews.com/e987c6b482fc4c14b357
c8f2698f8a69 0:00:33



5/4/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

THE BLIND BILL 
SIGNED

In Georgia, Governor Brian Kemp has signed House Bill 
79 - also know as the "Blind Bill" - into law. The bill 
sponsored by State Representative for Garden City Carl 
Gilliard will prevent government agencies and local 
authorities from discriminating against parents and legal 
guardians who are blind. 0:00:18

5/6/2019 NOON

KEMP TO SIGN 
HEARTBEAT BILL 
TOMORROW

Georgia Governor Brian Kemp will sign the Heartbeat bill 
into law tomorrow. The bill will ban all abortions at the first 
sign of a fetal heartbeat. For most woman that is at about 
six weeks into a pregnancy. Opponents argued that most 
women don't know they're pregnant that soon. Supporters 
said the bill protects the lives of unborn children, and they 
applauded it when it passed both houses of the General 
Assembly. The governor will sign the bill at the state 
capitol tomorrow morning. 0:00:31

5/7/2019 NOON
TZ CBS: TRUMP 
VS CONGRESS

Congressional republicans and democrats are digging in 
over the Mueller report. The new negotiations today and 
were this fight could go next. 0:00:15



5/7/2019 The News at 5pm

HARLEY: GA 
MARGIES LAW 
SIGNED

"In August of 2017 Margie Singleton went in to have her 
3D mammogram. It was clear. Six months later she found 
a lump in her breast that was sore to the touch. She went 
back to the doctor and had an ultrasound and found out 
she had breast cancer." We've told you Margie's story - 
that same day she got her diagnosis - she also had two 3D 
mammograms and they didn't detect the cancer because 
she had dense breast tissue. SOT: Dr. William Burak, 
Memorial Health "Mammograms are great if they find 
something but a lot of times when the tissue is very dense 
it's difficult to see through that tissue and see if there is a 
small cancer." Dr. Burak at Memorial Health is Margie's 
breast surgeon. Margie says he's been with her every step 
of the wayâ€¦in her recovery and in getting the law passed. 
SOT: Margie Singleton, Margie's Army "To know that we 
are now empowering other women to have that knowledge 
to make those decisions to help protect herself and to 
save lives 0:02:14

5/7/2019 7:00 PM
GOV KEMP SIGNS 
CROCKER BILL

Rep. Bill Hitchens/ R- Rincon, bill sponsor: "I dealt with the 
National Homeschooling Association on some issues and 
read a couple of research papers from other states that 
have had similar problems and had a two or three year 
academic study. I was surprised to find out that most kids 
out of school in this situation about a third of them likely 
have some form of interaction with the equivalent state 
agency of DFACS in their home state. So it was obvious 
we needed to do something." 0:00:44

5/8/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

SC STATE 
BUDGET TIME 
RUNNING OUT

South Carolina lawmakers are running out of time to tackle 
some big projects. The 2019 legislative session ends 
tomorrow night. One thing still on the table is the state's 
nearly 9 billion dollar budget. The House passed a version 
of the plan already, then the senate made changes. State 
Representatives are still tweaking the bill right now. They 
just added 5 million dollars to hire someone to evaluate 
bids to buy a state-owned utility. They also included a limit 
on student-to-teacher ratios. Some of the money tied up in 
this budget will help farmers impacted by Hurricane 
Florence. Some of it will go toward giving teachers a raise. 
If the House and Senate can't agree -- it goes to a 
separate committee. Governor Henry McMaster plans to 
call a special session if the massive education bill isn't 
passed tomorrow. No word if has a similar plan for the 
budget. 0:00:44



5/8/2019 7AM DAYBREAK GA RAPE KIT BILL

Georgia's law enforcement will have to preserve rape kits 
for much longer than they used to. Governor Brian Kemp 
signed a new law yesterday. It used to be that rape kits 
were stored for 10 years. Now, the state must preserve 
evidence for 30 years after the arrest date, or seven years 
after a prison sentence is completed. If there are no 
arrests, the kit must be stored for 50 years. 0:01:05

5/9/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
SOLAR BILL 
PASSES

Lawmakers were able to pass a bill that could lower your 
utility bills. The Senate approved the Energy Freedom Act 
yesterday. It lifts the cap on how much solar users can 
send back to the state -- and extends contracts for big 
solar producers. That bill is now on Governor McMaster's 
desk. 0:00:32

5/9/2019 7:00 PM

JASON: SC 
LEGISLATIVE 
SESSION LAST 
DAY

South Carolina lawmakers threw up a hail mary in the last 
minutes of the legislative session in hopes to lure the 
Carolina Panthers to the state. In a 27-15 vote, senators 
moved forward with the professional sports team act. The 
bill took a good chunk of debate time in the senate all this 
week. yesterday â€“ team owner David Tepper said he 
wouldn't move the team if lawmakers didn't move forward 
with the bill. The bill would open the door for the panthers 
to get about 120- million dollars in tax breaks to get their 
team operations to move to york county. Governor Henry 
McMaster says a team coming to south carolina like the 
Panthers would have a 3 billion dollar economic impact to 
the state. Senator Dick Harpootlian from Richland county 
slowed down the vote asking for more information before 
he made up his mind on the bill. He says more questions 
needed to be asked before lawmakers move forward with 
legislation like this. 0:00:59



5/10/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

SC LAWMAKERS 
CANT GET THINGS 
DONE

Another year is in the books for South Carolina lawmakers. 
The legislative session ended at 5 p.m. yesterday. Dozens 
of bills ended up passing this year, and heading to 
Governor Henry McMaster's desk. But there's still a lot of 
work to do. There are three big ticket items that didn't 
pass, and the governor is calling a special session to get 
them done. Those include the sale of the utility company 
Santee Cooper... the massive education overhaul bill that 
would raise teacher salaries and limit class sizes... and a 
budget for the next fiscal year. They'll also address any 
bills that Governor McMaster vetoed during the general 
session. That special session is scheduled to start May 
20th. 0:00:39

5/10/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

7TZ WE DIDNT 
PASS THE 
BUDGET

Time ran out in Columbia, and lawmakers still have a lot 
on their plates. We'll look at what they have to clean up in 
a special session, and a few last-minute bills that did pass. 
"China is fully prepared, determined and capable to 
safeguard its legitimate rights and interests." This morning, 
China promising "necessary countermeasures" after the U-
S hits them with another round of tariffs. The latest 
escalation in a trade war. Plus, Amazon under fire for 
selling dangrous school supplies. What the website will do 
now to protect your children. And looking live outside from 
our WTOC Beaufort Memorial Hospital Skycam. The skies 
are clear this morning, but if we look ahead on the radar, 
there's a chance for some storms ahead. 0:00:45

5/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BUDDY CARTER 
VETERANS 
FORUM

Congressman buddy carter will be in town today to host 
his annual Veterans Forum. This is video from last year - 
The event aims to address issues impacting veterans and 
offer assistance. Experts from veterans services and 
organizations as well as officials from the Department of 
Veterans Affairs will be there, and all veterans are 
welcome to attend as well. Today will be the 5th forum, 
and Carter says he's seen event lead to positive changes 
every year. The event aims to address issues impacting 
veterans and offer assistance. Experts from veterans 
services and organizations as well as officials from the 
Department of Veterans Affairs will be there, and all 
veterans are welcome to attend as well. That begins at 9 a-
m at Georgia Southern's Armstrong Center Ballroom in 
Savannah. MEDIA AVAILABILITY: CONGRESSMAN 
CARTER TO HOST VETERANS FORUM SAVANNAH - 0:00:51



5/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
GA DISASTER 
RELIEF AID

The U-S house has passed a multi-billion-dollar disaster 
relief bill. The vote was 257 to 150 on Friday. Most 
Republicans who opposed the bill said it SHOULD include 
the 4-point-5 billion dollar request for humanitarian aid and 
border enforcement. An earlier version of the bill passed in 
January beame stuck in the Senate during a fight between 
the President and Democrats over aid to Puerto Rico. 
Congressman Buddy Carter secured funding in this latest 
disaster relief bill to help Georgia blueberry growers. A 
record setting freeze and warm winter weather dropped 
Georgia's expected blueberry production from 90 million 
pounds to 30 million pounds. The U-S house passed a 
multi-billion-dollar disaster relief bill yesterday. The vote 
was 257 to 150. Most Republicans who opposed it said it 
SHOULD include the 4-point-5 billion dollar request for 
humanitarian aid and border enforcement. 0:00:54

5/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
GA HEMP LAW 
SIGNED

Farmers can soon begin growing hemp in Georgia. Gov. 
Brian Kemp signed a bill into law Friday allowing hemp 
crops, which can be used to make CBD oil, rope and other 
items. Once state officials create regulations, CBD can be 
manufactured in-state by farmers who receive a hemp 
growing license, which costs $50 per acre annually. 
Besides Georgia, 41 states already have hemp programs. 
South Carolina legalized hemp farming in 2017. Farmers 
can soon begin growing hemp in Georgia. Gov. Brian 
Kemp signed a bill into law Friday allowing hemp crops, 
which can be used to make CBD oil, rope and other items. 
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution reports CBD oil is already 
sold in Georgia, but it's currently imported. Once state 
officials create regulations, CBD can be manufactured in-
state by farmers who receive a hemp growing license, 
which costs $50 per acre annually. Besides Georgia, 41 
states already have hemp programs. 0:00:42

5/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

PROD COMPANIES 
WONT FILM DUE 
TO ABORTION 
LAW

p g p
new Georgia law. The life act bans most abortions after 
doctors can detect a heartbeat. the heads of three 
production companies say they won't shoot in georgia 
while the law is in place. one production company also 
asked others to committ to boycotting georgia. the motion 
picture association of america is waiting to see if the law is 
reversed before taking a stance. according to the 
governor's office, film and video production has brought 
two-point-seven billion dollars into the state. . File --LEAD 
IN-- GEORGIA LAWMAKERS KNOW THEY'LL HAVE TO 
SPEND MONEY TO LEGALLY DEFENDING THE 
STATE'S NEW ABORTION BAN -- BUT IT COULD COST 
THE STATE PLENTY MORE THAN THAT. --VO SCRIPT-- 
THE HEADS OF THREE PRODUCTION COMPANIES 
SAY THEY WON'T SHOOT IN GEORGIA WHILE THE 
LAW IS IN PLACE. KILLER FILMS C-E-O CHRISTINE 
VACHON AND DAVID SIMON -- WHO CREATED "THE 
WIRE" AND "THE DEUCE" PLEDGED ON TWITTER 0:00:56



5/13/2019 11:00 PM
JASON: VOTING 
SYSTEM UPDATE

((take pkg)) **nats** the league of women voters of south 
carolina say they are pleased south carolina is finally 
replacing its old voting system. lynn teague says this is a 
change they have been wanting to see for years. lynn 
teague/league of women voters of south carolina the 
integrity of our democracy depends on voters being able to 
be confident that their vote was counted the way they 
intended. teague says our current system isn't doing that.. 
earlier this year duncan buel with the university of south 
carolina said he found multiple instances of votes being 
miscounted or not counted at all in the 2018 midterm 
elections. the state election commission told us they 
attribute those issues to human error. lynn teague/league 
of women voters of south carolina i think every body in the 
state understands we need a new system. the state 
election commission says the procurement process is 
ongoing and the department of administration and state 
fiscal accoutabilit 0:01:56

5/14/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

JASON: SC 
VOTING 
MACHINES

(SOT) Lynn Teague/League of Women Voters of South 
Carolina We are pleased to see this moving forward. We 
believe the General Assembly is taking the necessary 
steps to make sure our elections are taken care of. the 
state election commission says the evaluation process will 
come to a close over the next few weeks and they'll be 
closer to selecting a new system. THE STATE ELECTION 
COMMISSION TELLS ME THE EVALUATION PROCESS 
WILL COME TO A CLOSE OVER THE NEXT FEW 
WEEKS AND THEY'LL BE CLOSER TO SELECTING A 
NEW SYSTEM. IN DOWNTOWN COLUMBIA JR BACK 
TO YOU ((TAG)) THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEMOCRATIC 
PRIMARY IS SCHEDULED FOR FEBRUARY 29, 2020 0:00:37

5/16/2019 NOON
CBS: ABORTION 
BILLS

,
REPUBLICAN-LED SENATE PASSED A HEARTBEAT 
BILL THAT BANS ABORTION AT 8 WEEKS.. 
SUPPORTERS SAY THE BILL WILL SAVE THE LIVES 
OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN. (SOT MARY ELIZABETH 
COLEMAN/ REPRESENTATIVE ) WE'RE SEEING THE 
RESULTS OF COUNTLESS WOMEN ENTERING IN TO 
POLITICS AND SAYING WE WANT TO PROTECT 
WOMEN, WE WANT TO PROTECT BABIES, WE WANT 
TO MAKE ABORTION NOT JUST ILLEGAL BUT 
UNTHINKABLE." THE BILL *DOES NOT* MAKE 
EXCEPTIONS FOR PREGNANCIES CAUSED BY RAPE 
OR INCEST, MISSOURI'S GOVERNOR SUPPORTS THE 
BAN. (SOT â€“ KMOV GOV ABORTION BILL MO 
REM84) we can make a bold stand for life. (TRACK3) THE 
pro-life LEGISLATION COMES JUST HOURS AFTER 
ALABAMA'S GOVERNOR KAY IVEY SIGNED 
CONTROVERSIAL LEGISLATION THAT NEARLY BANS 
ALL FORMS OF ABORTION. DOCTORS WHO 0:01:35



5/17/2019 11:00 PM

SEAN: 
REPUBLICAN 
CONVENTION IN 
SAV

Republican leaders and delegates from across the state 
are in Savannah this weekend for the state Republican 
Convention. It's the first time in ten years the convention 
has come to the Hostess City, and it's the last before the 
next presidential election next year. Five GOP members 
are running to become the next party chairman this 
weekend. We spoke to one candidate about the recent 
news of Insurance Commissioner Jim Beck self-
suspending after being indicted by the federal government. 
Scott Johnson says he stands with Governor Kemp's call 
for Beck to step aside. 0:00:33

5/20/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
GOP GA 
CONVENTION

Georgia's Republican party held its convention over the 
weekend here in Savannah. During the convention, David 
Shafer was elected chairman of the Georgia GOP. he's a 
former state senator and the excutive of the state's party. 
He also lost a runoff for lieutenant governor a few months 
ago. Shafer succeeds John Watson, who didn't seek 
another term. Former state senator and executive director 
of the state Republican Party David Shafer has been 
elected chairman of the Georgia GOP. Shafer was elected 
Saturday at the party's state convention in Savannah. His 
victory comes just months after losing a bruising runoff for 
lieutenant governor. The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 
reports that the election puts Shafer in charge of an 
apparatus that will coordinate millions in spending and 
plan campaign strategy ahead of the 2020 presidential 
race. 0:00:50

5/20/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
SC: GOP STATE 
CONVENTION

South Carolina Senator Lindsey Graham and Governor 
Henry McMaster were both at the States Republican 
Convention. â€ƒThe state party officers were elected at 
the event, including the chairman and vice chairman. â€ƒ 
Senator Graham spoke saying the president's success are 
speaking to voters. And that he is confident President 
Trump will be re-elected. 0:00:21



5/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
ABORTION 
PROTESTS HERE

Happening today, a group of demonstrators will gather in 
downtown Savannah to protest the abortion ban signed 
into law by Governor Brian Kemp. The Life Act, known as 
the heartbeat bill, would ban most abortions after a fetal 
heartbeat can be detected. this can happen as early as 6 
weeks. That protest will begin at noon in Johnson Square. 
Dozens of abortion groups have planned rallies across the 
country today in response to a number of abortion bans 
and restrictions passed in multiple states. In Georgia the 
Heartbeat Law goes into effect January first. The bill was 
signed into law may 7. Right now there is no date set for 
when federal courts will hear the state's arguments A 
group of protesters against the laws will be protesting in 
Savannah later on today. They will be in Johnson Square 
at noon. 0:00:48

5/22/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

AMANDA: SAV 
PROTEST PRO 
LIFE REACTION

Starla Darnell/director, Bound4Life Savannah: "I don't 
believe you should have the right to murder, and that's 
where the problem is and the whole debate. I am very 
passionate about women's rights, and I'm passionate 
about the rights of a woman who is in the womb of another 
woman. I think we overlook the rights of that child a lot of 
times." 0:00:20

5/22/2019 6AM DAYBREAK SC BUDGET

Lawmakers in South Carolina have approved the state's 9 
billion dollar budget. It includes $160 million for teacher 
raises. All state employees will recieve a 2% raise. State 
employees making less than $50-thousand will get a $500 
bonus. Each income tax return will get a $50 rebate. That's 
possible because a South Carolina gas station sold the 
winning Mega Millions lottery jackpot ticket last year. 
Governor Henry Mcmaster sitll has to sign off on the 
budget. COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - Lawmakers have 
approved South Carolina's $9 billion budget that includes 
raises for teachers and almost all state employees. The 
budget approved Tuesday by the House and the Senate 
gives $160 million to raises for teachers. It has a 2% raise 
for all state employees and a $500 bonus for state workers 
who make less than $50,000. The budget sets aside the 
state income tax windfall from last year's $1.5 0:00:51



5/28/2019 NOON
SUPREME COURT 
IN DECISION

The Supreme Court has issued a compromise on an 
Indiana abortion law. The Supreme Court is upholding the 
law that requires abortion providers to dispose of aborted 
fetuses in the same way as human remains. But the 
justices are staying out of the debate over a broader 
provision that would prevent a woman in Indiana from 
having an abortion based on gender, race or disability. 0:00:23

5/30/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

SC: ASSOC DNC 
CHAIR 
CHALLENGING 
SEN GRAHAM

A South Carolina democrat is challenging Senator Lindsey 
Graham in the 2020 election. Jaime Harrison released a 
campaign video. Harrison is the former chariman of the 
South Carolina democratic party. He says he's running to 
quote, "bring the spirit of helping... back." Graham has said 
in the past he's optimistic about winning reelection 
regardless of who he's up against. 0:00:22

5/31/2019 NOON
CBS: BARR 
INTERVIEW

Attorney General William Barr is defending his summary of 
the special counsel's report on the Russia investigation. 
WILLIAM BARR: "I was trying to state the bottom line, and 
the bottom line was that Bob Mueller identified some 
episodes. He did not reach a conclusion." In an interview 
with "CBS This Morning," Barr said his summary still 
captured the spirit of Robert Mueller's report. Barr's 
summary was 4 pages. The full report is more than 400. 
After it was released, Mueller sent a letter to the Attorney 
General saying he was missing "context, nature and 
substance" of the report. Barr also says he interpreted 
evidence differently than Mueller. 0:00:38



6/2/2019 WKEND 11PM

GA VOTER 
REGISTRATION 
REMINDER

Georgia election officials are warning voters who recently 
*moved* to update their voter registration information. The 
mailed notices they're sending are the first step toward 
canceling outdated registrations. Secretary of State Brad 
Raffensperger says that updated records ensure safer 
elections. The Atlanta Journal-Constitution reports that 
voters who've moved to a new county BUT haven't 
updated their address will be considered "inactive" and 
could be canceled after four years. More than 1 point 4 
million Georgia voter registrations have been cancelled 
since 2012. 0:00:37

6/3/2019 11:00 PM

TZ: CBS: 
CONGRESS 
IMPEACHMENT

As President Trump is on a state trip in the U-K - 
Congress is returning to Capitol Hill after a 10 day recess 
with talks of impeachment. We have the latest from 
Washington after the break. 0:00:11

6/4/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BUDDY CARTER 
ON DISASTER AID

"There's no question about it there is money in here for our 
blueberry farmers. Blueberries are the number one fruit in 
the state of Georgia now. A billion dollar industry. It's vital 
that we get this relief for a blueberry farmers." "As well as 
the relief that it will bring those that suffered from hurricane 
michael. Georgia is the number one forestry state. 
foresters will benefit from this as well." Senator David 
Perdue called the delay on this legislation "embarassing" 
in an opinion piece he wrote for The Hill yesterday, saying 
in part "Self-interested politicians have made a mockery of 
one of their primary responsibilities." 0:00:37



6/4/2019 NOON
TRUMP GETS 
WALL MONEY

Meanwhile - The Trump administration scoring a win on 
border defense. A judge is allowing the president to take 
money from the Defense Department, to pay for his border 
wall. Democrats in the House had tried to block that 
request. Even with this funding, the president is still 
blocked from building some sections of the wall, thanks to 
a judge in California. 0:00:21

6/6/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

LYNDSEY:SC 
STATE REP 
NEWTON

One South Carolina representative took time to meet with 
his consituents in the lowcountry over pizza last night. A 
group of Bluffton residents, local elected officials and State 
Representative Weston Newton gathered to discuss state 
and local politics. Newton gave a legislative update at the 
event hosted by the Greater Bluffton Republican Club. 
This was part of the group's June meeting. Newton said 
some good things were accomplished at the State House 
during the session, but there is still work to be done. This 
evening in the Lowcountry, one State Representative met 
with his constituents... over pizza. A group of Bluffton 
residents, local elected officials and State Representative 
Weston Newton gathered, not just to share a slice, but to 
discuss state and local politics. Newton gave a legislative 
update at the event hosted by the Greater Bluffton 
Republican Club. This was part of the group's June 
meeting. Newton said 0:02:11

6/7/2019 4:30AM DAYBREAK
MCMASTER IN 
BEAUFORT TODAY

Happening today, Governor Henry Mcmaster will join 
those hurricane preparations in the lowcountry. He's in 
Beaufort to meet with state, county and local officials. This 
afternoon, he'll give a news conference from the 
Emergency Operations Center there. Good Afternoon, 
Please see the below announcement from the South 
Carolina Governor's Press Office regarding Governor 
Henry McMaster's statewide hurricane preparedness 
meeting schedule for tomorrow, June 7, 2019. According 
to the announcement, and following his meeting with state, 
county and municipal officials in Beaufort, Governor 
McMaster's will brief the media at 3:15 p.m. The media 
briefing will be held in the Emergency Operations Center 
located on the second floor of the Beaufort County 
Sheriff's Office Law Enforcement Center, 2001 Duke 
Street, Beaufort. We look forward to seeing you there. 
Regards, Major Bob Bromage Public Information 
Officer/Col 0:00:35



6/7/2019 4:30AM DAYBREAK
GA HEMP LAW 
SIGNED

hemp farming is now legal in Georgia as well. Governor 
Brian Kemp signed a bill into law last month allowing hemp 
crops. Once state officials create regulations, CBD can be 
manufactured in-state by farmers who receive a hemp 
growing license, which costs $50 per acre annually. 
Farmers can soon begin growing hemp in Georgia. Gov. 
Brian Kemp signed a bill into law Friday allowing hemp 
crops, which can be used to make CBD oil, rope and other 
items. The Atlanta Journal-Constitution reports CBD oil is 
already sold in Georgia, but it's currently imported. Once 
state officials create regulations, CBD can be 
manufactured in-state by farmers who receive a hemp 
growing license, which costs $50 per acre annually. 
Besides Georgia, 41 states already have hemp programs. 0:00:46

6/11/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
JASON: SC NEW 
VOTING SYSTEM

We now know what the polls will look like for South 
Carolina voters in 2020. The state's eleciton commission 
office unvieled the new voting system yesterday. With the 
express vote ballot marking system, you'll vote with a 
touch screen, and a paper ballot will be printed. the paper 
ballot is saved in a locked ballot box and can be used to 
audit elections. Images of scanned ballots will be posted 
after elections so anyone can also go back and recount 
them. When you head to the polls in 2020 in South 
Carolina â€“ things are going to be a little different. A new 
voting system for the state was unveiled today at the state 
election commission's office. This is the express vote 
ballot marking system. You make your selections on a 
touch screen and the device prints your paper ballot. You 
then take your ballot to the tabulator for your vote to be 
counted and the paper ballot is saved in a locked ballot 
box. 0:00:53

6/13/2019 7AM DAYBREAK
ABRAMS IN LA LA 
LAND

Stacey Abrams says she's trying to keep Hollywood's ties 
with Georgia. She just wrapped a trip to Los Angeles to 
talk about the state's new abortion ban. She met with 
producers and leaders of the film industry, to argue 
*against a boycott of the state. Governor Brian Kemp 
signed the "heartbeat bill" into law last month. It bans most 
abortions after a fetal heartbeat can be detected. Several 
powerful players -- including Netflix, Warner and Disney -- 
have threatened to stop filming in Georgia if the law takes 
effect in January. 0:00:31



6/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

GOV. KEMP 
HEADED TO 
SOUTH KOREA

Right now, Korean facilities host more than 9-thousand 
jobs in Georgia. Governor Brian Kemp is hoping to 
improve that. Governor Kemp will head to South Korea for 
an economic development trip at the end of the month. It's 
four days of business meetings with existing partners and 
companies considering investing in Georgia. One of 
Georgia's most high profile Korean Company is automaker 
KIA in West Point. State Department of Economic 
Development representattives will join Kemp on the trip. 0:00:28

6/18/2019 The News at 5pm

MEREDITH: 
TRUMP WATCH 
PARTY 
DOWNTOWN

Aaron Whitely First Vice Chair of Chatham County 
Democratic Committee "The primary will determine who 
we will support as a committee at large, but up until then 
all we can do is register to vote and get out to vote and 
make sure they are doing research on each of the 
candidates to make sure they are aware or that they are 
making a well-informed choice." 0:00:21

6/19/2019 7:00 PM

DEMOCRATIC 
CANDIDATES IN 
SC

The President is up against more than 20 democratic 
presidential candidates in 2020. All but 2 of those 
candidates will be in Columbia, South Carolina later this 
week for a variety of events. This in preparation for the 
South Carolina Democratic Party Convention. The 
weekend kicks off this Friday with south carolina 
representative Jim Clyburn's "World Famous Fish Fry." 
The the convention takes place Saturday at the 
Convention Center. 0:00:26



6/19/2019 7:00 PM
MCMASTER 
INTERNET SAFETY

Gov. Henry McMaster/(R)-South Carolina "We want to 
make people aware that it is dangerous. It's not just ugly. 
It's not just nasty. It's dangerous. Physically and mentally 
dangerous for what these children are exposed to. Most of 
us don't even know it's happening." Coming up on The 
News at 5 â€“ Jason Raven shows us what the state is 
doing to protect children online. 0:00:21

6/19/2019 7:00 PM

GA PRIMARY 
ELECTIONS 
ANNOUNCED

A date has been set for Georgia's presidential primary 
election. The Georgia Secretary of State's office 
announced the election will be held Tuesday, March 24th. 
That's 3 weeks after the group of states that vote on Super 
Tuesday. Georgia has been in that group in past election 
cycles. Political experts say the move could result in 
Georgia voters having a less influential position in deciding 
each party's nominee. The South Carolina Republican 
Primary will be held February 15th. The state's Democratic 
primary will be February 29th. Secretary of State Brad 
Raffensperger Sets Presidential Preference Primary Date, 
Tuesday, March 24th (ATLANTA) -- The 2020 Presidential 
Preference Primary (PPP) will be held on Tuesday, March 
24th. 0:00:43

6/20/2019 7AM DAYBREAK ISAAKSON GI BILL

Senator Johnny Isaakson is pushing the Senate to 
recognize the anniversary of a bill important to many 
veterans. He introduced introduced a Senate resolution 
designating the week of June 17 as "National G.I. Bill 
Commemoration Week" to celebrate the 75th anniversary 
of the bill. It has provided veterans and their families 
education benefits, financial assistance, and home loan 
guarantees and was most recently expanded in 2017. A 
companion resolution was introduced in the House. 
Isakson Introduces Resolution to Commemorate 75th 
Anniversary of G.I. Bill Joined by Senate, House veterans' 
affairs leaders WASHINGTON â€“ U.S. Senator Johnny 
Isakson, R-Ga., chairman of the Senate Committee on 
Veterans' Affairs, today introduced a Senate resolution 
designating the week of June 17, 2019, as "National G.I. 
Bill Commemoration Week" to celebrate the 75th 
anniversary of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944 0:01:07



6/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK LINDSEY GRAHAM

A group of lowcountry residents say they want more 
involvement from Senator Lindsey Graham. They 
delivered a petition of 850 signatures wednesday, hoping 
to get Graham to hold a meeting in Beaufort County this 
august. the group says Graham hasn't held a town hall for 
people in our veiewing area quote "in recent memory." 
Mitch Seigel says the people who organized the petition 
says the group doesn't represent a particular group or side 
of the aisle ... they just want to meet with Senator Graham 
and get a chance to ask questions before the election. US 
Senator Lindsey Graham has served the people of South 
Carolina since 2003. But, A group of Lowcountry citizens 
claim that he hasn't held a town hall for the consituents in 
our viewing area --quote-- in recent memory. The group 
has created a petition in hopes of getting Graham to hold a 
meeting in Beaufort County ... and our Lyndsey Gough has 
the story. 0:00:53

6/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
PERDUE HEALTHY 
LIFESTYLE BILL

One of Georgia's senators wants to make it easier to live 
healthy. Senator David Perdue submitted the Personal 
Health Investment Today Act -- also known as "PHIT." It 
allows Americans to use part of their health savings 
accounts to pay for things like gym memberships, fitness 
equipment and youth sports fees. The idea is helping low-
income citizens get access to healthy lifestyle options that 
can cost a lot of money. Senator Perdue said in a 
statement that the cost of physical *inactivity is "alarming." 
He called his bill a quote "good, bipartisan step toward 
preventing chronic diseases" and limit health care costs. 
Georgia's other Senator, Johnny Isakson, is a co-sponsor. 0:00:40

6/21/2019 5:30pm
SEAN: SAVANNAH 
CAMPAIGN SIGNS

You'll find them in every district, with several incumbents 
on council being challenged in the upcoming election this 
November, including the Mayor. Some are your standard 
size, some a little larger. The city does have some 
regulation when campaign signs get to a certain size, 
typically four-by-four feet and four-by-eight feet according 
to a council member I spoke to. Signs do have to be on 
private property, and not cause blight. But in the past few 
weeks, some candidates with signs on private property, 
with permission, were cited by the city and told they need 
to apply for permits for each sign. Council asked city staff 
to amend the zoning pertaining to campaign signs, and 
present a motion at Thursday's meeting for them to 
consider. But the motion was canceled soon after the 
regular meeting started. Alderman Van Johnson also 
wanted to set one thing straight on the record, asking the 
acting city manager about the citations already handed out 
for the signs. 0:00:58



6/22/2019 WKEND 11PM

MEREDITH: 
ABORTION BAN 
PROTEST

Madison Square was full of people protesting Georgia's 
new abortion ban this afternoon. "I should be allowed to 
make the decisions that I want to make about my body and 
about my future. Its not just about the procedure. Its 
literally about what my life looks like I can choose or not 
choose." TRACK: Rally goers say if they had different 
legislators this law would not have passed. "If there were 
women in the senate, in the house, in the judgeships, our 
state would look more like the people who live here. We 
live in a state that is young, diverse, progressive and up 
and coming. Our senators should represent that. Our 
governor should represent that." TRACK: Governor Brian 
Kemp signed the bill into law just last month. The bill bans 
abortions as early as six weeks - or when you can hear a 
heartbeat. Those not in favor... say anyone can support 
their cause even if you would never personally get an 
abortion. "You can be pro life and support pro life. 0:00:56

ISSUE 21- ALERTING THE PUBLIC ON  LOCAL CITY 
AND COUNTY ORDINANCES AND STAFF CHANGES.   
THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE ARE EXPECTED IN TYBEE 
ISLAND THIS WEEKEND FOR ORANGE CRUSH.  
MULTIPLE AGENCIES WILL BE AT HAND TO HELP 
PREPARE.  MAJOR JASON BUELTERMAN 
SAYS THAT COMES WITH A FINANCIAL COST THAT 
ORANGE CRUSH MAY SOON HAVE TO PAY.  CITY 
OFFICIALS ARE UNSURE HOW MANY TO EXPECT 
SINCE ORGANIZERS HAVE NOT RECEIVED
A SPECIAL EVENT PERMIT. UPDATE ON 
DEVELOPMENT OF OLD FAIRGROUNDS, SHORT 
TERM RENTALS AND MAYORAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.  
THE TYBEE COUNCIL IS HAVING A MEETING ABOUT 
SHORT TERM VACATION RENTALS.... THEY WANT TO 
SET NEW GUIDE  LINES.  BETWEEN PROTECTING  
THE CITIZENS AND THE TOURISTS THAT HELP 
BUSINESSES   MAKE MORE MONEY.  NEW WAY OF 
INFORMING CITIZENS ABOUT PROJECTS THROUGH 
APP. LOOKING AT OGLETHORPE PLAN FOR 
REPLACEMENT OF SAV. CIVIC CTR.  SAV. POLICE 
CHIEF ROY MINTER ON PARTNERING WITH 
COMMUNITY GROUPS TO MAKE SAVANNAH SAFER. 
RAISING PARKING FEES IN JEKYLL ISLAND STATE 
PARK TO PAY FOR CONSERVATION EFFORTS,  NEW 
ELECTRIC VEHICLES FOR SAVANNAH.
SOURCE: CHATHAM CO. COMMISSION,, SAVANNAH 
CITY COUNCIL,   ETC



4/2/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6A ZACH SETUP

new this morning - Richmond Hill's city manager tells us 
the city should have five finalists for fire cheif by the end of 
today. Over a hundred candidates have now been 
narrowed down to 20. In two weeks, city council will begin 
interviews for the position. Chief Ralph Catlett announced 
his retirement in Decemeber. John Cook serves as interim 
cheif right now. New at Daybreak -- Richmond Hill has 
narrowed down their search for a fire chief. Receiving over 
100 applications - City Council cuts down the search to 
five this week. The city manager got it down to 20 as of 
Thursday night. City Council will start interviews for the 
position in 2 weeks after cutting down the search to 5. This 
follows former Chief Ralph Catlett announcing his 
retirement in Decemeber. Currently -- John Cook is 
serving as interim chief. 0:00:24

4/2/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SPRINGFIELD 
GRANT DVLPT

Here in Southeast Georgia, some businesses in 
Springfield will get a face lift thanks to the city's facade 
grant program. The downtown development authority 
started the program in 2017 to reward businesses for 
investing in the city. The maximum amount of money a 
business can get for the facade program is 25-hundred 
dollars. The grant will be for improvements like painting, 
landscaping, doors, windows and roof repairs. Grants are 
issued once a year. Applications for 2020 will open in the 
fall. Phillips says it's important For the city to have 
programs like this, because they are trying to create the 
best environment for businesses to become economically 
successful. She says they only issue the grants once a 
year and qualified businesses are approved through a 
predetermined criteria which usually takes 3-4 months. 
Some businesses in Springfield will be getting a face lift 
with the city's assistance. That's all thanks 0:00:35

4/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BREAKOUT:COX 
FIRST MEETING

And Richmond Hill's newest city council member was 
sworn in last night. Kristi Cox won the majority of the vote 
in a special election two weeks ago, Beating five other 
candidates. This is the first time every seat on council has 
been filled since December. Something else new at 
tonight's Richmond Hill city council meeting... Kristi Cox, 
council's newest member was sworn in tonight. She won 
the majority of the vote in a special election two weeks 
ago. Beating out five other candidates. This is the first time 
every seat on council has been filled since December. 0:00:33



4/4/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
GREEN BIKE LANE 
RIBBON CUTTING

Tomorrow, the City of Savannah will celebrate a measure 
they hope will keep everyone on the road safer. They're 
holding a ribbon cutting for the Lincoln Street bike lane 
improvement project. You're looking at video now of crews 
working on that project. Bike lanes have been restriped 
and painted green to make them more visible and 
identifiable for drivers. That's happening outside of Bike-
Walk Savannah's office on lincoln street at 8:30 a-m. The 
City of Savannah will hold a ribbon cutting on Friday, April 
5 at 8:30 a.m. to celebrate the painting and restriping of 
the Lincoln Street Bike Lane. Bike Walk Savannah will join 
the City in the ribbon cutting outside their office at 1301 
Lincoln St. What: Green Bike Lane Ribbon Cutting 
Ceremony When: Friday, April 5 at 8:30 a.m. Where: 1301 
Lincoln Street ### 0:00:15

4/4/2019 11:00 PM

LYNDSEY:HARDEE
VILLE COUNCIL 
MEETING

STANDUP: "The Hardeeville City Council met earlier this 
evening and three items on the agenda involved the 
contract between the city and Jasper County surrounding 
the rural fire district. The mayor of Hardeeville did not 
mince his words when he came time to discuss the topic." 
Harry Williams/ Mayor of Hardeeville (at the podium) : 
"This plan is way over budget. The Stiney Road location 
hasn't even begun. Both of those locations are absolutely 
bad locations and yet they persist on this plan." That plan 
Mayor Williams mentions includes Jasper County voting to 
build two fire stations on Stiney and Mead Roads to serve 
the Hardeeville Rural Fire District and unincorporated 
Cherry Point Fire Districts. The city had served those 
areas since 2005 and the new stations are supposed to 
cost one-point-eight million dollars to build. Carolyn 
Kassel/ Council Member: "They have said on many 
occasions that they are prepared now, and are ready now 
to go ahead and take over th 0:02:45

4/5/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

RICHMOND HILL 
MEDIATION 
MONDAY

Looking ahead - Richmond Hill and Bryan COunty will start 
looking at a resolution to months of disagreements on 
Monday. Leaders from the town and county plan to begin 
mediation on a lawsuit. That lawsuit began after Bryan 
County commissioners approved a tax hike, but only for 
Richmond Hill taxpayers. At the same time, those 
commissioners lowered taxes for unincorporated county 
and Pembroke residents. Mediation between Bryan county 
and city of Richmond Hill lawsuit is Monday, April 
8th.Richmond Hill leaders say the increase forced city 
residents to pay more for county services they don't benefit 
from, such as trash pickup and fire service. RICHMOND 
HILL, GA (WTOC) - After months of disagreements, Bryan 
County and the City of Richmond Hill might be looking at 
the light at the end of tunnel. Both groups announced 
Monday they will start mediation in April. The lawsuit came 
about after Bryan County commissioners approved a t 0:00:20



4/5/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HARDEEVILLE 
COUNCIL MTG

Harry Williams/ Mayor of Hardeeville (at the podium) : 
"This plan is way over budget. The Stiney Road location 
hasn't even begun. Both of those locations are absolutely 
bad locations and yet they persist on this plan." The city 
had served those areas since 2005 and the new stations 
are supposed to cost one-point-eight million dollars to 
build. The county still has to accept the changes passed 
by city council last night. The contract between the county 
and city expires June 30th, 2019. 0:00:28

4/8/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BILL DURRENCE 
TOWN HALL 
MEETING

District 2 Alderman Bill Durrence will hold a town hall 
meeting in Savannah tomorrow. He will give members of 
the community an opportunity to learn more about 
SPLOST, Newzo, and event ordinances. That's happening 
at 6:30 p-m at the Civic Center Ballroom on oglethorpe 
avenue. SAVANNAH, GA (MARCH 25, 2019) â€” CITY 
ALDERMEN ARE SCHEDULING DISTRICT TOWN HALL 
MEETINGS TO DISCUSS SPLOST, NEWZO, AN EVENT 
ORDINANCE. DISTRICT 2 ALDERMAN BILL 
DURRENCE WILL HOLD A TOWN HALL MEETING AT 
6:30 P.M. ON TUESDAY, APRIL 9 AT THE CIVIC 
CENTER BALLROOM LOCATED AT 301 W. 
OGLETHORPE AVE. DISTRICT 2 ALDERMAN BILL 
DURRENCE TOWN HALL MEETING WHO: DISTRICT 2 
RESIDENTS WHEN: TUESDAY, APRIL 9 FROM 6:30 
P.M. â€“ 8:30 P.M. WHERE: CIVIC CENTER BALLROOM, 
301 W. OGLETHORPE AVE. 0:00:43

4/8/2019 The News at 5pm

DAL: 
STATESBORO 
CITY MANAGER 
RETIRING

â€‹(sot) cg- Dal The council member I spoke to says the 
selection of the next city manager is crucial as Statesboro 
reaches a crossroads while it continues to grow. (vo) 
Randy Wetmore will retire in late May and the city began 
looking for his successor months ago. The search has 
come down to four finalists and council members will meet 
with each one in executive session this week. Council 
member Jeff Yawn says Statesboro's growth in retail and 
other businesses will make the new person a crucial piece 
of city hall and the city's future. (sot) cg- Jeff Yawn / City 
Council ..understanding all the components and the way 
the city runs and the magnitude of what our city does for 
people who live here and people who're here day in and 
day out. (vo) He says he's been satisfied with the search 
firm they used and the applicants they've gotten. (sot) ( 
Dal) They'll hold the interviews this week and Yawn says 
they hope to have a selection as soon as possible. 0:00:48



4/8/2019 7:00 PM
SEAN: PW GBI 
INVESTIGATION

The Georgia Bureau of Investigation confirms they did 
receive a request from the Chatham County District 
Attorney's Office to investigate possible forgery and 
blackmail in Port Wentworth involving city elected and 
appointed leaders. The GBI's director of public affairs says 
the investigation is active and ongoing, and adds there's 
no additional information they can reveal at this time. 
We've reached out to Port Wentworth's mayor and city 
attorney and have yet to hear back. 0:00:26

4/8/2019 11:00 PM

DAL: 
STATESBORO 
CITY MANAGER 
RETIRES

Statesboro will soon have a major change at city hall. City 
manager Randy Wetmore will retire in May after about 3 
years on the job. The mayor and council have been 
working on his replacement for several months. Council 
member Jeff Yawn told WTOC the search and selection 
will be critical because Statesboro continues to grow and 
the city will need someone who can help spur new growth 
but also lead everyone at city hall. 0:00:25

4/9/2019 4:30AM DAYBREAK
SEAN: PW GBI 
INVESTIGATION

The Georgia Bureau of Investigation confirms they did 
receive a request from the Chatham County District 
Attorney's Office to investigate possible forgery and 
blackmail in Port Wentworth involving city elected and 
appointed leaders. The GBI's director of public affairs says 
the investigation is active and ongoing, and adds there's 
no additional information they can reveal at this time. 
We've reached out to Port Wentworth's mayor and city 
attorney and have yet to hear from either one. The 
Georgia Bureau of Investigation confirms they did receive 
a request from the Chatham County District Attorney's 
Office to investigate possible forgery and blackmail in Port 
Wentworth involving city elected and appointed leaders. 
The GBI's director of public affairs says the investigation is 
active and ongoing, and adds there's no additional 
information they can reveal at this time. We've reached out 
to Port Wentworth 0:00:30



4/9/2019 4:30AM DAYBREAK

STATUS OF 
HINESVILLE CITY 
MGR

((Whitney Morris-Hinesville public relations manager)) 
"The allegations that have come out are not exemplary, 
but his behavior here at work, the way that he carries 
himself here in the office and the way that he's led our 
employees through the years kind of bolsters our resolve 
in supporting him through this time." Morris says Howard 
will remain employed until the city decides if and when to 
call a special meeting to determine otherwise. 0:00:21

4/9/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

Alderman Bill Durrence says the city is still putting a final 
list together when it comes to the projects they'd like to 
see funded through the next SPLOST cycle. Alderman 
Durrence says when it comes to District 2, primarily the 
downtown Savannah area, he'd like to see the city make 
some infrastructure improvements and work on the city's 
stormwater and drainage issues. He'd also like to see 
something be done about the several one way two lane 
streets. The Alderman says these types of streets can be 
dangerous.. 0:00:30

4/9/2019 6AM DAYBREAK TZ HINESVILLE

Hinesville's city manager has been indicted in connection 
to a prostitution case with ties to Fort Valley State 
University. We'll tell you how the city is responding. 0:00:10



4/9/2019 11:00 PM

MEREDITH: RH 
BRYAN CO 
MEDIATION 
UPDATE

We are continuing to follow up on the lawsuit between the 
city of Richmond Hill and Bryan County. The city and 
county entered mediation yesterday and are scheduled to 
finish up tomorrow. The lawsuit was filed last year by the 
city. The city claimed the county was taxing Richmond Hill 
residents and the money was funding services they don't 
use like county fire services. 0:00:22

4/9/2019 11:00 PM

MEREDITH: S 
BRYAN CO 
AQUATIC CENTER 
PUSH

IN: Commissioners agreed with the group - these Bryan 
county swimmers need an adequate facility to practice. But 
some aren't offering their full support until they see full 
plans. TRACK: If you want your kids in Richmond Hill to be 
on swim team, it comes with some costs. Either send them 
to a local 4 lane swimming pool that's struggling to 
accomodate everyone's needs or spend most of your 
afternoon carpooling to Savannah. "To sit in a carpool for 
30 minutes so they can get their kids drive forty five 
minutes in traffic sit there for two hours while the kids are 
swimming drive back 45 minutes to an hour." TRACK: The 
sport is simply growing in Bryan County. swim lessons 
have tripled, swim teams have doubled, business is 
growing, and they're simply running out of space. The 
parents were not the only active group at tonight's 
commissioner's meeting. Richmond Hill swimmers sitting 
through the two hour meeting to show support for the 
facility they need. 0:02:09

4/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
LIBERTY CO 
SUMMER JOBS

"It really takes the youth and gives them an opportunity to 
learn how to look somebody in the eye and take 
somebody's hand and how to approach an employer and 
how to interview with someone and stand the best 
opportunity to get a job and get a head start on life." If you 
want to apply, just go to the liberty county Georgia website 
and click employment. 0:00:42



4/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

RICHMOND HILL 
ANIMAL 
ORDINANCE

Also in Bryan County, the county commission had its first 
reading for a new Animal Control Ordinance. Earlier this 
year, advocates called for the county to pass an anti-
tethering law. The new ordinance includes tethering 
limitations, but doesn't completely restrict it. Chairman 
Carter Infinger says the updated ordinance also talks 
about shelter requirements and animal cruelty 
additions.Last night -- Bryan County Commission had their 
first reading for a new Animal Control Ordinance. Earlier 
this year, advocates called for the county to pass an anti-
tethering law. The new ordinance includes tethering 
limitations, but doesn't completely restrict it. Chairman 
Carter Infinger says the updated ordinance also talks 
about shelter requirements and animal cruelty additions. 0:00:16

4/10/2019 6:00 PM

BREAKOUT: PAST 
SAV CITY 
MANAGERS

The resignation of Rob Hernandez is just another chapter 
in what has been a long and sometimes controversial 
history for Savannah's city manager position. A total of 
eight people have held the position over the past 65 years. 
Four of them in just the past eight years. --Savannah's 5th 
city manager - Michael Brown - resigned in 2010 after 
holding the position for 15 years. --In 2011 - Assistant city 
manager Rochelle Small-Toney was named the city's first 
black female city manager. A year and a half later -- 
accusations and protests about her hiring and spending 
practices - led to her forced resignation. That's when 
Stephanie Cutter was named acting city manager. --Cutter 
was named permanent city manager in 2013 -- after the 
city decided not search for any other candidates. She 
retired in January 2016. Mayor Eddie DeLoach hired a 
private firm to search for her replacement and in August 
2016 --City 0:00:57

4/12/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SEAN: CITY 
COUNCIL 
HERNANDEZ 
FOLO

The City of Fort Lauderdale in Florida has extended a job 
offer to outgoing Savannah City Manager Rob Hernandez. 
Fort Lauderdale's strategic communications office says 
Hernandez has received an offer to become the Deputy 
City Manager... contingent upon approval from its City 
Commission. Hernandez says he has not officially 
tendered his resignation or discussed the matter with all of 
Savannah city council. Mayor Eddie Deloach says he has 
approached former assistant chatham county manager Pat 
monahan about replacing Hernandez on an interim basis. 
The City of Fort Lauderdale in Florida has extended a job 
offer to outgoing Savannah City Manager Rob Hernandez. 
Fort Lauderdale's strategic communications office says 
Hernandez has received an offer to become the Deputy 
City Manager... contingent upon approval from its City 
Commission. Hernandez says he has not officially 
tendered his resignation or discussed the matter w 0:00:33



4/12/2019 11:00 PM

SEAN: SPLOST 
EARLY LEARNING 
CENTER

Savannah City council is considering what to narrow down 
from a list of capital improvement projects that span each 
district... and they are hearing about yet another way to 
possibly spend tax dollars... and thatâ€™s to build an 
early learning center tailored to children three years old 
and younger on the cityâ€™s east side. 0:00:20

4/12/2019 6:00 PM

SEAN: 
HERNANDEZ 
STATEMENT AND 
TIMELINE

Savannah City Manager Rob Hernandez officially tendered 
his resignation today.... informing city council of his intent 
to step down from his duties on June 30th. The city 
released his resignation letter.... In it - Hernandez says - 
quote - "I am proud to have played a role in moving 
Savannah Forward. I thank you for the opportunity to serve 
as your city manager. I wish you, our employees and the 
City nothing but success in its journey Forward." WTOC's 
Sean Evans joins us now live outside Savannah City Hall. 
Sean - what's next when it comes to the city manager's 
resignation? The next step is appointing an interim city 
manager. And we know yesterday, Savannah Mayor Eddie 
DeLoach said heâ€™s already spoken to retired assistant 
Chatham county manager Pat Monahan, and said heâ€™s 
on board to fill in.â€‹ 0:00:48

4/13/2019
7AM DAYBREAK 
SATURDAY

SEAN: SPLOST 
EARLY LEARNING 
CENTER

Savannah City council is considering how to spend tax 
dollars on capital improvement projects across the city. 
Aldermen have to decide how to narrow and prioritize a list 
of options. One plan is to build an early learning center for 
children three years old and younger on the cityâ€™s east 
side. 0:00:15



4/14/2019 WKEND 11PM

HWY 80 
PROPERTY 
PURCHASE 
PASSED

Savannah City Council has approved the purchase of a 
Waste Management property on West U-S Highway 80. 
The reason for the purchase is to relocate a city lot from 
West gwinnett street - to the newly purchased property in 
preparation for the Arena and Canal District development. 
The city lot on Gwinett, houses operations for sanitation. 
Originally - they planned to purchase the Dean Forest land 
fill - which would have cost the city around 10 million 
dollars. 0:00:29

4/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CITY COUNCIL 
MTG FOR 
HERNANDEZ

Today, city council will be meeting to figure out the next 
steps after City manager Rob Hernandez resigned. They'll 
be discussing appointing an interim to fill the position. 
Hernandez officially tendered his resignation Friday. It will 
become effective June 30th. Mayor Eddie Deloach told 
WTOC he's reached out to Pat Monahan about the 
possibility of taking that interim job. Monahan worked for 
27 years in local government, and retired from Chatham 
County in 2017 as the Assistant County Manager. Council 
will also discuss the continuation of SPLOST Seven. 
That's happening this evening at 6 p-m. This is video of 
Monahan in 2012 at his retirement party from Chatham 
County. Monahan worked for 27 years in local 
government, retiring from the county as the Assistant 
County Manager. DeLoach: "I've spoken to Pat Monahan 
about the possibility of taking the interim job for us, and 
he's agreed that he would 0:00:54

4/17/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
LIBERTY CO: 
COUNCIL RUNOFF

Karl Riles has won the Hinesville District 5 council seat. 
He ran against Bobby Ryon in last night's runoff election. 
We're told it was a very tight race. Riles won by 9 votes. 
New at 11, we have learned Karl Riles has won the 
Hinesville District 5 city council seat. Riles beat out Bobby 
Ryon in tonights runoff election. We're told it was a very 
tight race. Riles won by 9 votes! 0:00:22



4/17/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
LIBERTY CO: 
COUNCIL RUNOFF

Karl Riles has won the Hinesville District 5 council seat. 
He ran against Bobby Ryon in last night's runoff election. 
We're told it was a very tight race. Riles won by 9 votes. 
New at 11, we have learned Karl Riles has won the 
Hinesville District 5 city council seat. Riles beat out Bobby 
Ryon in tonights runoff election. We're told it was a very 
tight race. Riles won by 9 votes! 0:00:22

4/17/2019 5:30pm

SAV ALDERMAN 
ON OPPORTUNITY 
ZONES

The plans target 9,000 economically-stressed 
neighborhoods. ' The White House hosted 150 state and 
local leaders from around the nation in D-C today to talk 
about the opportunity zones. Among them ... Savannah 
Alderman Brian Foster. 0:00:14

4/17/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

STATESBORO 
MARIJUANA 
CITATIONS

Three months have passed since a new marijauana 
ordinance went into effect in statesboro. That ordinance 
keeps some misdemeanor marijuana possession suspects 
from going to jail. Let's take a look at the numbers. As of 
March 31, Statesboro police had seen 82 cases of 
misdemeanor marijuana possession -that's less than an 
ounce. 26 of those got a citation alone and 56 got 
arrested. The chief says those 56 either had additional 
charges or outstanding warrants. He says the ordinance is 
working as the mayor and city council intended. 
Statesboro police just finished their first three months 
under a new ordinance that allows keeps *some* 
misdemeanor marijuana possession suspects from going 
to jail. Bureau chief Dal Cannady crunched numbers with 
police and shows us what they think the numbers mean. 
â€‹(sot) cg- Dal Three months in to this new policy, 
Statesboro's police chief says it's accomplishing what 
mayor and cou 0:00:34



4/17/2019 11:00 PM
SEAN:STARLAND 
DEVELOPMENT

"So we're also actively working with the parking services, 
the City's parking and mobility department, to bring parking 
restrictions down into the Starland District, that open up, 
that allow residents to apply for permits that they'll be able 
to park really wherever they want in Starland, but will also 
both allow for business transactions and for customers to 
get into stores, but mainly protect residential parking as 
well." Edminster says they're also keeping an eye on any 
noise issues and impact on the tree canopy. 0:01:21

4/18/2019 7AM DAYBREAK

7AM ZACH: SAV 
CITY BUDGET 
WORKSHOP

Savannah City Council is gearing up to crunch some 
numbers this morning.. A budget retreat will be held today 
to look at current expenditure and revenue sources. Zach 
Logan caught up with the mayor pro tem to get a little 
more insight on what will be taking place during today's 
budget retreat. Zach? Ken, it's time to get that checkbook 
out and look at the city's finances. Today, the City of 
Savannah's Budget Department will address the City 
Council. 0:01:28

4/18/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

Savannah Mayor Pro-Tem Carol Bell says instead of 
talking about next year's budget, city council members 
have been focusing on FUTURE capital investments. This 
November, Chatham County voters will vote on whether or 
not to continue SPLOST - the special purpose local 
options sales tax. Right now, city leaders are looking at the 
types of projects they'd like to use that possible money for. 
The mayor pro-tem says the city needs to look at 
infrastructure improvements, which are needed throughout 
Savannah. 0:00:30



4/18/2019 The News at 5pm

DAL: 
STATESBORO 
CITY MGR 
FINALIST

( ) g p
and other city leaders took several factors into account in 
naming Charles Penny as their sole finalist - the biggest 
one being experience. (vo) Penny served 23 years with the 
City of Rocky Mount North Carolina before he retired in 
2017. He has 35 years of experience total. City 
councilman Phil Boyum says they combed through 50 
candidates brought to them by a search firm and narrowed 
the list from there. He says mayor and council approached 
their search wanting someone who'd managed a large 
staff and overseen the local government of a growing 
community. (sot) (cg- Phil Boyum / Council member) 
..hopefully somebody, if we went with someone outside, 
who'd worked in a city slightly larger than Statesboro 
because we're experiencing growth and we wanted 
somebody who could manage that. (vo) That growth 
includes the Creek on the Blue Mile, the Tormenta 
Stadium development and more. Boyum said he feels 
Penny will be able 0:00:54

4/18/2019 11:00 PM

MEREDITH:SAV 
ALCOHOL 
ORDINANCE

TRACK: Director of Planning and Urban Design Bridget 
Lidy says they've been working non-stop over the last four 
months to update the city's Alcohol Beverage Ordinance. 
When going over their major updates with residents, the 
biggest focus actually comes from years of resident 
feedback. "The convenience store issue has come up from 
many of the neighborhoods many of the urban 
neighborhoods that are out there that are concerned with 
litter, loitering, quality of life issues that are impacting their 
neighborhoods negatively." TRACK: Rose McGuire, a 
savannah resident on the southside, says she came to 
hear more on targetting convenience stores. She says it 
will change the dynamic of her neighborhood. "I think 
limiting the number of convenience stores will cut down on 
crime especially if they sell alcohol." TRACK: The new 
ABO would define convenience stores as a retail 
establishment up to 5,000 square feet and it would 
primarily sell food, tobacco items and possib 0:02:31

4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

BREAKOUT: 
EFFINGHAM 
PKWAY 
CONNECTION

The proposed Effingham Parkway will eventually tie into 
this Chatham County project. While it is a separate project, 
the parkway will connect to State Route 30 at the same 
intersection as the Benton Boulevard extension - 
connecting Effingham and Chatham Counties. 0:00:16



4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

MEREDITH:BEAUF
ORT COUNCIL 
LADY'S ISLAND

Lady's Island now has a plan in place to control the impact 
of development. Beaufort City council passed the plan last 
night. They've been working on this for more than a year. It 
came about after residents saw more people moving to the 
island. The plan includes limitations to certain 
development on low lying areas that would impact their 
sea level rising. Beaufort city council passed a plan tonight 
to control development impact on Lady's Island. They've 
been working on this for more than a year. It came about 
after residents saw more people moving to the island. The 
plan includes limitations to certain development on low 
lying areas that would impact their sea level rising. City 
council members even added that some of these new 
initiatives should be considered county wide. 0:00:46

4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SAV ARENA 
PROJECT

City council is hoping to complete its project team for the 
Savannah Arena with a vote on a management company 
scheduled for tomorrow. The city has recommended the 
Oak View Group to handle the arena's maintenance and 
operations. Assistant to the city manager, Brett Bell says 
the Oak View Group would pay the city to operate the 
arena. So far, the city has a design architect, contruction 
manager and project manager lined up for the Westside 
Savananh site. City council is hoping to complete its 
project team for the Savannah Arena this week, with a 
vote on a management company scheduled for Thursday. 
Ahead of that vote, a rejected management company is 
making accusations that there were quote "legal 
deficiencies" in the city council's selection process. The 
assistant to the city manager, Brett Bell, says these 
protests 0:00:26

4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BREAKOUT: 
FORSYTH

Another plan is in the works to make changes to Forsyth 
Park. the Trusteesâ€™ Garden Club of Savannah 
presented City Council with their proposal last month of 
guidelines to follow when the city is considering any 
changes or additions to the park. At that meeting, city 
leaders brought up issues including panhandling and a 
need for more restrooms, especially at the south end. The 
city manager said that a restroom project could be part of 
the next SPLOST cycle. Another plan is in the works that 
may also shape Forsyth Park. You may remember us 
telling you - the Trusteesâ€™ Garden Club of Savannah 
presented City Council with their proposal last month. The 
club said their intent is to provide guidelines to follow when 
the city is considering any changes to, or additions to the 
park. At that meeting, city leaders brought up other issues 
including panhandling and a need for more restrooms, 
especially at the south end. The city manager said that 
rest 0:00:27



4/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BLUFFTON SEE 
CLICK FIX LAUNCH

The Town of Bluffton is providing you with a faster way to 
request services or file a complaint. its launching a new 
reporting tool and program using a mobile app called 
"SeeClickFix." On the app you can request services and 
report issues using pictures, and video. The app will 
launch on May first on Google Play and the Apple App 
store. You'll have to enter "Bluffton, South Carolina." The 
app will link directly to a system linked to the Town of 
Bluffton so they can manage all reports from start to finish. 0:00:30

4/24/2019 7:00 PM

DAL: BAXLEY 
MAYOR FOR A 
DAY

(sot) cg- Dal Baxley's Mayor for a Day is about more than 
just dressing up and hanging out at City Hall with 
grownups. It's getting a "grown up" look at how local 
government works, even in a small town. (vo) Carsen 
Morris and Cait Fowler traded a day at Appling County 
High for city hall to serve - one as mayor and the other as 
city manager. (sot) ( cg- Carsen Morris / Mayor for a Day) 
In the very beginning, I was getting information overload 
because I didn't know what was going on. I didn't know all 
the responsibilities of the mayor. (sot) cg- Cait Fowler / 
City Mgr for a Day I didn't know what all went into our city. 
There's so many responsibilities and things you don't 
realize take place. (vo) They went to meetings, met city 
employees and saw all the things the city keeps running. 
Both said it opened their eyes to appreciate those who 
work here and those who serve. (sot) cg- Tim Varnadore / 
Mayor of Baxley They may ride by city hall or see a city 
truck 0:01:18

4/25/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
EFFINGHAM 
PARKWAY

Effingham County Commissioners say they're millions of 
dollars short on the new Effingham Parkway project. The 
new two lane highway would give drivers an alternate 
route to highway 21. Effingham County commission 
chairman at large Wesley Corbitt says the cost of 
insfrastructure materials has increased over time. 
Commissioners learned this month the total project is 
estimated to cost about $58 million, meaning they're more 
than $17 million short. Corbitt says commissioners are 
trying to find out if the state would provide extra funds to 
cover increased cost. otherwise the county would be on 
the hook for the additional expense. 0:01:14



4/25/2019 11:00 PM

CRYSTAL: 
HINESVILLE 
MAYOR STATE OF 
THE CITY

Hinesville holding its state of the city address today. Mayor 
Allen Brown discussed goals moving forward and the city's 
top priorities. Some of the main topics in today's address 
were growth, traffic issues, and partnerships with the 
military. He says they are also focusing on the 2020 
census. 0:00:18

4/25/2019 11:00 PM

MEREDITH: 
SVANNAH CITY 
COUNCIL

"I think this is a mess. I think this is a real mess." TRACK: 
SMG Venue Services lost the bid to oversee operations 
and management at Savannah's new arena to the OVG 
team. In Thursday's city council meetings, attorneys and 
leaders from the group asked for an appeal on the 
decision citing unfairness and gross inconsistencies. "The 
failings in OVG proposal and the manner in which they 
have partcipated in this process has fatally, fatally 
compromised this RFP process." TRACK: SMG claims 
council held an unlawful closed door meeting by inviting 
the OVG team before the contract was approved. City 
Manager Rob Hernandez says the meeting was lawful 
because they did not negotiate with them. "I can tell you 
that has not taken place, we have not entertained any 
negotiations with OVG and won't do so until this board 
directs staff to do that by awarding a contract." TRACK: 
The city of savannah also required financial statements in 
applications, but the OVG team 0:02:55

4/26/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
EAST SAVANNAH 
TRAINS

Savannah city council also looking at trains blocking traffic 
in East savannah. The city is looking at some short term 
solutions, including working with companies that use and 
manage the rail line crossing President Street to reduce 
train crossings during rush hour traffic and recording data 
on the impact the train crossing has on traffic. Leaders 
with the city of Savannah will also meet with rail company 
representatives in May. One rail company's lease of the 
CSX rail is up at the end of this year. Savannah city 
council also looking at train issues in East savannah. The 
main issue discussed was trains blocking traffic, especially 
on President Street. Our Sean Evans reports. â€‹LL in: As 
businesses that rely on this stretch of rail at President 
Street continue to grow, the city says the backups by 
stopped trains are only going to become more frequent. So 
theyâ€™re looking at short and long term solutions to this 
problem. Vo: 0:00:56



4/26/2019 6AM DAYBREAK ORANGE CRUSH

Taking a live look outside at Tybee island with our WTOC 
Fast Fit Body Sculpting Tybee island Skycam. Thousands 
of people are expected there this weekend for Orange 
Crush. event organizers have not gotten a special events 
permit, so city officials are unsure of how many to expect 
... but they're confident they're prepared. Multiple agencies 
will be on hand , including the Chatham County Police, 
Savannah State Police and the GSP. Mayor Jason 
Buelterman says that comes with a financial cost that 
Orange Crush may soon have to pay. Thousands are 
expected to descend upon Tybee Island this weekend for 
a contraversial spring break event. Our Lyndsey Gough 
attended Tybee Island's City Council meeting tonight 
ahead of this weekend to see what city officials are 
planning to prepare for the crowds. STANDUP INTRO: 
"Tonight Tybee Island held their City Council meeting and I 
was able to speak with the mayor beforehand 0:00:54

4/29/2019 5:30pm
DISTRICT 5 TOWN 
HALL TOMORROW

Savannah City Council Member Dr. Estella Shabazz is 
inviting you to a Town Hall meeting tomorrow night at 6:30. 
It's at the Liberty City Community Center on Mills B Lane 
Boulevard. Topics to be discussed include proposed 
SPLOST projects - and other issues in her district. District 
Five makes up much of southwestern Savannah. 0:00:21

4/29/2019 7:00 PM

SEAN:SAVANNAH 
CONVENTION 
CENTER

The general manager of the Savannah Convention Center 
says a lot of visitors to downtown Savannah don't realize 
there's a very nice convention center just across the 
Savannah River. The hope is a name change and new 
signage will draw some attention. "From the other side of 
the River, people either don't know what this building is, or 
think we're part of the Westin. And so we wanted everyone 
to know, we're the Savannah Convention Center and we're 
here to host their events." About 20-million dollars have 
already been set aside through state and local efforts to 
keep the design phase of the convention expansion on 
track. Space additions include a 100-thousand square foot 
exhibit hall, 42-thousand square foot ballroom, 15 new 
meeting rooms and more than 900 new parking spaces. 
"We expect to have 100-percent design documents 
completed by July or August. The construction team is 
working closely with the design team, and when we have 
enough money, of how we can phase it 0:01:42



4/29/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
ORANGE CRUSH 
FOLO

The orange Crush celebration wrapped up on tybee island 
yesterday. Tybee police said all events associated with 
Orange Crush and its promoter George "Mikey" Turner 
were cancelled after turner's arrest Friday, but that didn't 
stop those planning on attending those events from 
heading to the beach. Many people helped clean up any 
trash left behind after the event Sunday. Some residents 
also told WTOC that Orange Crush was calm this year. 
People who attended over the weekend said they felt 
welcomed by Tybee island residents. Partygoers this 
weekend spent their time on Tybee even after the Tybee 
police department posted that all orange crush events 
were canceled, after the arrest of the promoter. Today was 
the last day of that celebration and our Crystal Howard 
spoke with some orange crushers who stuck around for 
the last day.LOOKLIVE Now normally the third day of 
orange crush is really a talker because of the trash left and 
all the mess. 0:00:56

4/29/2019 6AM DAYBREAK NAACP MEETING

Georgia State Senator Lester Jackson attended the 
Savannah Branch NAACP meeting yesterday to give a 
legislative wrap up. State House Representative Craig 
Gordon was also in attendance. They talked about the 
Fiscal year 2020 budget and legislation of interest, 
including rural broadband access and the heart beat bill. 
Jackson also talked about medical marijuana. Georgia 
State Senator Lester Jackson attended the Savannah 
Branch NAACP meeting today to give a legislative wrap 
up. State House Representative Craig Gordon was also in 
attendance. They talked about the Fiscal year 2020 budget 
and legislation of interest. Those include rural broadband 
access, the heart beat bill, and more. One of local interest 
is funding for the Savannah Convention Center. Jackson 
also talked to us about medical marijuana. 0:00:44

4/30/2019 5AM DAYBREAK
DISTRICT 5 TOWN 
HALL TODAY

Savannah City Council Member Dr. Estella Shabazz is 
inviting you to a Town Hall meeting tonight at 6:30. It's at 
the Liberty City Community Center on Mills B Lane 
Boulevard. Topics to be discussed include proposed 
SPLOST projects - and other issues in her district. District 
Five makes up much of southwestern Savannah. 0:00:19



4/30/2019 5:30pm

CRYSTAL: 
HINESVILLE 
YOUTH COUNCIL

LOOKLIVE People have been appointed to the youth 
advisory council board and within the coming weeks, they 
will focus on evaluating and qualifying candidates. VO The 
mayor of Hinesville, Allen brown, says they will pick kids 
from the three high schools in liberty county. The board 
appointed will interview them and they will form their own 
council. Members of the board who will select the 
candidates will serve a term of two years and will be 
available to review applications and complete interviews. 
The mayor says the youth selected will have the 
opportunity to practice the way the government is ran by 
electing a mayor, a mayor pro tem and even have a clerk 
of their council. SOT ALLEN BROWN MAYOR, 
HINESVILLE "They will come to us and discuss things and 
bring ideas to the council. They will probably go to the 
Georgia municipal association meeting as least once a 
year and we are just trying to prepare them for future 
leadership." TAG Those students have until May 0:00:52

4/30/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

HOULIHAN 
BRIDGE UP FOR 
SALE

"The bridge has historical value, so it would be interesting 
for the local community to know where this bridge finally 
ends up. Hopefully, it can end up in the care of individuals 
that can use it, preserve it and try to maintain its historical 
value." Georgia DOT needs someone to take ownership 
and responsibility for the bridge in its new capacity or else 
it could be up for demolition. 0:00:24

5/1/2019 5:30pm

BLUFFTON 
SEECLICKFIX 
STARTS TODAY

The Town of Bluffton's new reporting tool and program 
using a mobile app called "SeeClickFix" - launched today. 
On the app you can request services as well as report 
issues using pictures, and video. The app is now available 
on Google Play and the Apple App store. You'll have to 
enter "Bluffton, South Carolina." The app will link directly to 
a system linked to the Town of Bluffton so they can 
manage all reports from start to finish. 0:00:25



5/1/2019 The News at 5pm

AMANDA: 
BEAUFORT CO 
SALES TAX

Robert McFee/Division Director Construction, Engineering 
and Facilities Beaufort County: "Oh it'd be extremely 
difficult if not impossible. Beaufort County in past 
referenda in 06 and then 1998, Beaufort County has a 
wonderful relationship with the department of 
transportation in South Carolina as well the state 
infrastructure bank, so these funds will really help us 
leverage other funds from state and federal sources." He 
says environmental assessments are already happening 
for the bridge projects along US 278 to Hilton Head. 
They've already hosted the first meeting about the first 
Lady's Island project. 0:00:31

5/1/2019 5:30pm

JANE WAY 
DRAINAGE 
CLEANOUT

The City of Beaufort says its taking on a multi-million dollar 
drainage improvement project to alleviate flooding in the 
Mossy Oaks area. As part of the project - the Department 
of Health and Environmental Control has issued a permit 
allowing maintenance & repair of portions of the Jane Way 
drainage area - near Beaufort Middle School. The city says 
the work will take about two weeks. 0:00:23

5/2/2019 The News at 5pm

CRYSTAL: 
DELOACH 
ANNOUNCEMENT

Mayor Eddie Deloach says crime and pushing the summer 
500 program forward are the two main things he is 
prioritizing with this re-election. VO Deloach says while 
crime is down overall in Savannah, it's still an issue of 
importance to him. Looking back on his years as mayor, 
he spoke about some of the things he has done to tackle 
crime in the hostess city -- like creating a cold case unit 
and a domestic violence unit. Deloach also discussed 
youth crime - he say he will continue his work to bring 
down the number of kids going into the criminal justice 
system. SOT EDDIE DELOACH "Our Savannah is safer 
and stronger than ever before. Why would we ever want to 
return to where we were just four years ago. Let's continue 
positive change and move Savannah forward" Deloach 
also says standing up for the community and growing 
Savannah is something he will always stand behind. He 
says he is looking forward to rest of this year, re-elections 0:01:15



5/3/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
BRIANA: SAV 
PARKING

Soon, it might cost you a little less to spend the day in 
downtwon Savannah. City leaders are considering 
lowering the parking rate from $2 an hour to $1 an hour on 
the cross streets from Habersham to Lincoln between Bay 
and Oglethorpe. You can see the area highlighted on your 
screen. parking services officialls say the roughly 6 to 7 
blocks were chosen based on paid occupancy and daily 
meter readings. City leaders say hope less expensive 
parking would encourage more people to spend time 
downtown. Most people living in Savannah told WTOC 
they're in favor of the proposed change. The city of 
Savannah wants your input as leaders consider lowering 
the parking rate downtown from $2 per hour to just a $1 an 
hour, on blocks between Lincoln and Habersham. WTOC's 
Briana Collier has more about how people visiting and 
living downtown feel about the proposed decrease. 
Briana(@brianacolliertv) 0:00:55

5/3/2019 5AM DAYBREAK

KILKENNY CREEK 
WATERWAYS 
SEWAGE

Bryan County officials are working to clear information 
concerning (kill-kaney) Kilkenny Creek. According to the 
county - a flyer with incorrect information is circulating. The 
flyer is for a public forum - and while the county says a 
public forum was scheduled for last night- The purpose of 
the meeting is not to discuss potential sewage discharge 
to Kilkenny Creek. The purpose of the public forum was to 
receive input from residents about revisions to the 
County's subdivision and zoning codes. Again - the county 
says there is NO Bryan County Planning and Zoning 
Commission or Board of Commissioners' public meeting, 
hearing, etc. scheduled to discuss Kilkenny Creek. 0:00:39

5/7/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

6A ZACH: 
CHATHAM CO 
SPLOST

The City of Savannah says the city would like to work on 
various projects to improve the quality of life. City Manager 
Rob Hernandez stood in front of Chatham County 
commissioners and read the city's list. It includes restoring 
city hall - a city treasure built in the early 1900s. 
Hernandez says the city would also like to build new 
eastside and southside precints for Savannah Police. The 
city manager says the projects make up a total of 225, but 
some county commissioners aren't happy with that 
outcome. 0:00:30



5/7/2019 11:00 PM

MEREDITH:TYBEE 
WATER QUALITY 
MEETING

"Interested in things like water which people just turn on 
the faucet and take for granted so now we are going to talk 
about what happens when you turn on that faucet and you 
don't have clean water to drink. What are the choices?" 
Back in August 2018, the attorney general filed a lawsuit 
against the parties involved in the design and construction 
of the failed well. 0:01:37

5/8/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

MEREDITH:TYBEE 
WATER QUALITY 
MEETING

Taking a live look at Tybee Island with the WTOC Fast Fit 
Body Sculpting Skycam. Residents there are still waiting 
on a new drinking well. nearly three years ago, the 
company building a new well said the casing around the 
well collapsed about 3-thousand feet underground, 
bringing that project to a halt. Until a new well comes, 
residents are using water from the Floridan Aquifer. But 
there are state- imposed limits on how much can be drawn 
from that source and the possibility of saltwater intrusion. 
Now, the city is trying to figure out other options. Taking a 
live look at Tybee Island with the WTOC Fast Fit Body 
Sculpting Skycam. Residents there are still waiting on a 
new drinking well. The city of Tybee still waits for a new 
drinking well. You might remember nearly three years ago 
the company building a new well said the casing around 
the well collapsed about 3,000 feet underground, 0:00:53

5/8/2019 7:00 PM

SEAN: FORMER 
FAIRGROUNDS 
SALE UPDATE

Aside from leasing out the property to the Savannah 
Exchange Club for the annual Coastal Empire Fair, and a 
few other events, little has been done with the site since 
the city bought it about three years ago. In 2017, a local 
state representative offered to buy 15-acres to put in a full-
service studio complex for film production, but the city 
ultimately shot that down. Thursday's agenda item reveals 
some detail about what vision the city does have for at 
least a portion of the property. If the go-ahead is given by 
Council, staff will vet interested non-profits and award the 
project based on the highest responsible proposer for the 
development, operation and management of a world-class 
multi-functional recreational facility. The idea is that facility 
will provide low-cost recreation services and amenities to 
the public, especially the area's youth. "We're just trying to 
work together with the County and with a non-profit to put 
a facility that can give kids somethin 0:01:25



5/9/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CITY COUNCIL 
THURSDAY SPD 
LICENSE PLATE 
READERS

Today, City council will also vote on a leasing agreement 
for some additional equipment for police. The agreement 
with Georgia Power lighting services would provide SPD 
with 13 more license plate readers. The agenda item says 
that the department has a limited amount of mobile license 
plate reader cameras on patrol units right now. The 
readers would cost around 91-thousand dollars, which 
would come from the Grant fund. May 9, 2019 City Council 
Regular Meeting Title 30. Motion to Approve a Leasing 
Agreement with Georgia Power Lighting Services for 13 
License Plate Readers (Event No. 7074) Strategic Priority 
Public Safety Description Recommend approval of a 
leasing with SiteViewâ„¢, offered by Georgia Power 
Lighting Services for 13 license plate readers in the 
amount of $91,368.18. This lease will be used by the 
Savannah Police Department to improve its intelligence 
gathering and tracking of criminal offenders, fixed license 
plate reade 0:00:36

5/9/2019 11:00 PM

PARKER:TYBEE 
COUNCIL SHORT 
TERM RENTALS

In: when we heard from the community tonight about this 
ordinance- we really saw two sides - the locals and owners 
of short term vacation rentals. TRACK: Residents alike say 
enforcing noise violations on the island is a huge problem. 
"The truth is we have a noise ordinance but there hasnt 
been a penalty for it. I thought the purpose of this was to 
establish the penalty but to penalize the people performing 
the disobedience." TRACK: This new ordinance would set 
stricter guidelines on how exactly to hold people 
accountable. City Council has decided to put the 
responsibility on the homeowners which mainly included 
owners of short term rentals. "I think that this ordinance to 
catch the outlyers, the bad behavior people." "Between 
what protects the citizens that live here year round and the 
tourists that come and the businesses and I think we 
accomplished that with this." TRACK: After three violations 
in one year, the owner would be required to have a 
meeting w 0:02:36

5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

PARKER: TYBEE 
COUNCIL 
DISTURBANCES & 
RENTALS

Tybee island is trying to crack down on loud and 
rambunctious vacationers staying on the island. City 
council passed an ordinance outlining how property 
owners will be cited for disturbances. After three "strikes", 
a short term vacation rental could lose their license. 
Residents say enforcing noise violations on the island is a 
huge problem. Council decided to put the responsibility on 
the homeowners. They would be required to meet with a 
city official about their violations after three in one year. 
Tybee island is trying to crack down on loud and 
rambunctious vacationers staying on the island. City 
council passed an ordinance outlining how property 
owners will be cited for disturbances. After three "strikes", 
a short term vacation rental could lose their license. 
Residents say enforcing noise violations on the island is a 
huge problem. 0:00:51



5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CRYSTAL: PORTS 
SAV CENTRAL 
AMERICA ROUTE

A major service expansion is coming to the Georgia Ports 
Authority. A new vessel now has services to Central 
America, Latin America, and the Caribbean. This means 
produce will reach Savannah more quickly and for a lower 
cost. The new service will let the ports support and expand 
into other markets. Georgia Ports says This new service 
allows the mega rail to be used more than they had 
envisioned as well. The Georgia Ports Authority 
announced a major service expansion today. A new vessel 
now has services to Central America, Latin America, and 
the Caribbean. The Georgia Ports authority says they have 
been working on this project for years. The new service 
also brings the opportunity to support and expand into 
other markets. Georgia Ports says This new service allows 
the mega rail to be used more than they had envisioned as 
well. 0:02:03

5/10/2019 5AM DAYBREAK
SEAN:WASTE 
WATER SMELL

City council passed a request for 118 -thousand dollars to 
fix the odor coming from the Bio-Solid facility at the City of 
Savannah's Water Reclamation plant on President Street. 
City staff is recommended the emergency funds to put in a 
temporary odor control system. The smell is the result of 
waste sludge being heated and turned into a dry product .. 
which costs less to haul off than wet waste. The city 
started this method this year. The staff knew there could 
be an issue with the smell.. but didn't plan on it being this 
bad so soon. The money for the temporary fix will come 
from the Water and Sewer Fund. 0:01:44

5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SEAN:CITY 
COUNCIL ARENA 
MONEY

Savannah City Council has decided to issue 45- million 
dollars in bonds to help fill a funding gap for the new arena 
project. The SPLOST -funded arena budget is currently 
165-million dollars, but only 120-million is expected to 
come out of SPLOST 6 for the project. City staff suggested 
council issue the bonds, and then pay off the debt by using 
auto rental tax money that's generated yearly by vehicles 
rented in the city. Some members of council questioned 
the move during the regular meeting, but City Manager 
Rob Hernandez argued yesterday that it's too late to 
hesitate on the project. In a majority vote Savannah City 
Council decides to issue 45- million dollars in bonds to 
help fill a funding gap for the new arena project. The 
SPLOST -funded arena budget is currently 165-million 
dollars, but only 120-million is expected to come out of 
SPLOST 6 for the project 0:00:51



5/10/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

DOWNTOWN 
WORKER 
RIDESHARE PILOT 
PROGRAM

Happening today- those of you who work downtown will 
have another way to get to work. The City of Savannah is 
launching an app called "downtowner" which offers on-
demand rides within downtown. Rides will be available 
between 5 p-m and 5 a-m to help late-night workers get 
around safely. rides must begin and end within the borders 
of MLK Boulevard, Broad Street., Park Avenue and the 
Savannah River. The new app is a result of the "Parking 
Matters Study" conducted by the city, and will be evaluated 
after a 6 month trial period. The pilot program will be 
evaluated after the six-month trial period to determine 
whether the service successfully addresses transportation 
disadvantages for late night downtown workers. The City 
of Savannah is offering downtown workers a flexible form 
of transportation through the use of the iPhone and 
Android app "Downtowner" which offers on demand rides 
within the downtown 0:00:54

5/14/2019 5:30pm

DAL: BROOKLET 
BEEKEEPER 
FIGHT

â€‹(sot) Cg- Dal These beehives have much of Brooklet 
buzzing, in more ways than one. The owner says he isn't 
sure how his long-time hobby turned into a city zoning 
violation almost overnight. (vo) Ed DiNello checks on the 
hives that sit in his family's back yard and another set of 
boxes sit in a neighbor's yard down the street. He says he 
hasn't hidden them since he started keeping bees to 
produce honey and lease out his bees for pollination. (sot) 
cg- Ed DiNello / Beekeeper The city's known about our 
bees the whole time we've had them because we've 
politely asked them not to spray this section of road. (vo) 
He says the city's traditionally skipped the 40 plus feet 
along their property so they don't poison these insects. 
Then last week, they got a letter that said the city wouldn't 
skip over them anymore. When they contacted the city to 
object, they got another letter... (sot) cg- Hannah-Joy 
DiNello / Beekeeper It went, in just a matter of days 0:00:54

5/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SEAN: MPC 
SKIDAWAY

A general development plan and several variance change 
requests were tabled at yesterday's Metropolitan Planning 
Commission meeting in Savannah. The development plan 
is for a mixed residential project that includes an assisted 
living and memory care facility. The project is off Skidaway 
Island's Green Island Road, across from the South Harbor 
neighborhood. Many island residents say they're 
concerned about increased traffic, environmental impacts 
and effects on property value. A general development plan 
and several variance change requests were tabled at 
today's Metropolitan Planning Commission meeting in 
Savannah. The development plan is for a mixed residential 
project that includes an assisted living and memory care 
facility. The project is off Skidaway Island's Green Island 
Road, across from the South Harbor neighborhood. Many 
island residents say they're concerned about increased 
traffic, environmental impacts and effectiveness 0:00:59



5/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HHI BICYCLE 
FRIENDLY

Hilton head Island has been named a GOLD- level Bicycle 
Friendly community. The title is awarded to communities 
that improve conditions for bicycling, like building bike 
lanes and providing education programs. More than 800 
communities applied for recognition, and only about half 
were awarded. There are five levels of the award â€“ 
diamond, platinum, gold, silver and bronze. This is the 
second time Hilton Head has earned the gold award! 
Hilton head Island has been named a GOLD- level Bicycle 
Friendly community. The title is awarded to communities 
that improve conditions for bicycling, like building bike 
lanes and providing education programs. More than 800 
communities applied for recognition, and only about half 
were awarded. There are five levels of the award â€“ 
diamond, platinum, gold, silver and bronze. This is the 
second time Hilton Head has earned the gold award! 0:00:53

5/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
6A ZACH: POOLER 
POLLING

The chair says the City of Pooler has a lot of residential 
and commercial areas, but not too many places suitable to 
serve as a voting precinct. Polling locations are required to 
be handicap accessible and must be able to serve a large 
amount of people. Typically, churches, schools, and 
community centers serve as polling locations and that's 
what the staff is looking for when it comes to adding more 
locations in Pooler. During the governor's race last year, 
people waited for hours at several different Pooler 
locations. The chair says the board realizes the population 
of Pooler is growing which is why they want to see more 
polling locations there. 0:00:39

5/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CHATHAM 
COUNTY TOWN 
HALL

Chatham county Commisioner Jay Jones hosted a town 
hall to hear from his residents. CCPD officers were there 
talking with neighbors. CEMA, E-911 and voter registration 
were all on hand to answer questions. Jones is hosting to 
more meetings for residents in the 6th district. They're 
happening Saturday morning at the Southwest Chatham 
Library, and next Tuesday at Bamboo Farms. in Chatham 
county, Commisioner Jay Jones hosting a town hall to 
connect with his residents. CCPD officers were there 
talking with neighbors. CEMA, E-911 and voter registration 
were all on hand to answer questions. Jones says social 
media is a great communicator but these townhalls can 
get more people in the loop with Chatham County 
services. 0:00:32



5/15/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

GA INSURANCE 
COMMISSIONER 
INDICTED

Georgia's insurance and Safety Fire Commissioner has 
been indicted. The 38-count federal indictment was 
unsealed yesterday against Jim Beck. The charges stem 
from his time as general manager of operations for the 
Georgia Underwriting Association, which was created to 
provide high-risk property insurance to Georgia 
homeowners. He's accused of devising a scheme to 
defraud the association of millions of dollars. Beck is also 
accused of involving the Georgia Christian Coalition in the 
fraud scheme. Beck's lawyer released a statement saying 
Beck "strongly denies" the allegations. Georgia's 
insurance and Safety Fire Commissioner--Jim Beck-- has 
been indicted The 38-count federal indictment was 
unsealed today against Beck. The charges stem from his 
time as general manager of operations for the Georgia 
Underwriting Association 0:00:35

5/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

DOWNTOWN 
WATER COMPANY 
OFFICE MOVING

A heads up for those of you living in Savannah - starting 
next Wednesday, you'll need to go somewhere new to pay 
your city utility bill. The City of Savannah Revune 
Department is about to temporarily move from the 
Broughton Municipal Building to the Savannah Civic 
Center. The Revenue Department's services include the 
city's utilities, property tax, business tax, and alcohol 
licenses. That means you'll need to head to the Civic 
Center to pay your bills. The City of Savannah Revune 
Department is about to temporarily move from the 
Broughton Municipal Building to the Savannah Civic 
Center. The Revenue Department's services include the 
city's utilities, property tax, business tax, and alcohol 
licenses. If you pay your city utility bills - you will need to 
go to the Civic Center to pay them starting next 
Wednesday. 0:00:49

5/22/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 7A TOURS

(TEASE MUSIC PLZ!) Still ahead in the next hour of the 
news at daybreak. A federal judge deciding an old 
argument in Savannah. Should tour guides have to get a 
license? We'll explain how the Hostess City's issue could 
affect tourism around the country. 0:00:12



5/22/2019 5:30pm

TYBEE STATE OF 
THE CITY 
ADDRESS

Tybee Island Mayor Jason Buelterman will deliver his 
annual "State of the City Address" during the City Council 
Meeting - tomorrow night at seven. Mayor Buelterman will 
update the community on several important topics - 
including the current financial report - infrastructure and 
park projects - road improvements - beach re-nourishment 
and dune restoration - and hurricane planning - among 
others. The meeting will be held at the Public Safety 
Building on Van Horne Avenue. 0:00:32

5/22/2019 11:00 PM

HWY 80 
CONSTRUCTION 
CONCERNS

CAR NATS Highway 80 has been a problem to those living 
on and visiting Tybee Island for some time now. JOEY 
GORALCZYK/ TYBEE RESIDENT AND OWNER OF 
BREEZY RIDERS CABS: "I've lived here 11 years and this 
has always been a problem." There are two projects 
happening in that area ... repaving highway 80 and adding 
height to stop the flooding ... and preparations for the 
bridges at Lazaretoo Creek and Bull River to be replaced. 
Residents and local business owners have accepted 
highway 80 delays as part of living on an island. Breezy 
Riders Cabs tell us they've even had to go from three 
drivers to two because off-island runs have been limited by 
the road work. GORALCZYK: "You either can not get on 
the island, or you can't get off the island... if you think 
you're going to make it to work when there's an accident, 
you have no shot at all." Tuesday night, Tybee Island 
Mayor Jason Buelterman took to Facebook to let residents 
know that both the City Ma 0:02:43

5/22/2019 4:30AM DAYBREAK
MIDWAY NEW 
CITY HALL

LEVERN CLANCY, Jr. MAYOR, MIDWAY, GA "We are 
really excited because right now we are in the mall area of 
midway some actually need our own building. Midway is 
growing and we are looking for more businesses to come 
and we welcome anyone to come to midway that wants to 
open businesses." Mayor Clancy says they hope to start 
moving in by October. 0:00:43



5/23/2019 4:30AM DAYBREAK

SEAN:SKIDAWAY 
SENIOR LIVING 
UPDATE

"I just feel like our particular use, and the way that we've 
carefully planned it, we'll have far less impact than any of 
the other possible uses that could be for the property." The 
proposed project includes single and multi -family homes, 
assisted living and memory care facilities. The general 
development plan will be back up for consideration at the 
June 4th MPC meeting. 0:00:41

5/23/2019 4:30AM DAYBREAK

SEAN:SKIDAWAY 
SENIOR LIVING 
UPDATE

The petitioner for a proposed mixed- residential 
development on Skidaway Island is working to address a 
number of concerns brought up by island residents about 
the project. A development team wants to build on roughly 
30 -acres of land off Green Island Road. Opponents of the 
project brought up traffic and environmental concerns, 
along with the overall need for another assisted living 
facility on the Island at last week's Metropolitan Planning 
Commission meeting. the proposal was ultimately tabled 
until the next meeting. The petitioner for a proposed mixed-
residential development on Skidaway Island is working to 
address a number of concerns brought up by island 
residents about the project. A development team wants to 
build on roughly 30 -acres of land off Green Island Road. 
Opponents of the project brought up traffic and 
environmental concerns, along with the overall need for 
another assisted living 0:00:28

5/23/2019 4:30AM DAYBREAK
MIDWAY NEW 
CITY HALL

Construction on a new city hall in Midway is underway. It's 
being built along highway 84 and Charlie butler road. Right 
now, the city shares office space in the Midway mall. And 
council meetings are held in the courtroom of the police 
station. Mayor Levern Clancy Junior says a new city hall 
has been a top priority for midway since 2011. 
Construction for a new city hall in Midway is underway. It's 
being built along highway 84 and Charlie butler road. Right 
now, the city shares office space in the Midway mall. And 
council meetings are held in the courtroom of the police 
station. Mayor Levern Clancy Junior says a new city hall 
has been a top priority for midway since 2011. 0:00:40



5/23/2019 5AM DAYBREAK

TYBEE STATE OF 
THE CITY 
ADDRESS

Today on Tybee Mayor Jason Buelterman will deliver his 
annual "State of the City Address" during the Council 
Meeting. He will update the community on topics like the 
current financial report as well as infrastructure and park 
projects - council will also be voting on increased saftey 
measures. 0:00:12

5/23/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SAV 
DOWNTOWNER 
APP FOLO

We're learning more about how much the new downtowner 
app is being used in Savannah. City Alderman Van 
Johnson posted the latest data for the free ride service 
app on his page. The data says from May 10th to the 19th, 
there have been a total of 767 passengers and 379 rides. 
the amount of accounts created for the app are just over 1-
thousand. For the next 6 months, anyone who wants to get 
around Savannah's Historic district can do so for free by 
using the app. They can request a ride as long as it's 
between the hours of 5 p.m. -5 a.m. The app aims to help 
workers downtown get around with out having to worry 
about parking. A WTOC update on the new downtowner 
app pilot program in Savannah. City Alderman Van 
Johnson posted the latest data for the free ride service 
app on his page. The data says from May 10th to the 19th, 
there have been a total of 767 passengers 0:00:50

5/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SPEAK UP 
SAVANNAH 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
APP

The City of Savannah is creating a new website for locals 
to be more involved when it comes to decisions for the 
city. They posted the news on their facebook page. The 
new site is called speak up savannah dot com, and it 
allows you to participate in community decisions, suggest 
ideas, and provide feedback. The city says through the 
new site, it will listen to responses and report back to the 
community about how your feedback has contributed to 
decisions. Again that website is "speakupsavannah.com." 
The City of Savannah is creating a new website for locals 
to be more involved when it comes to decisions for the 
city. They posted the news on their facebook page. The 
new site...speakupsavannah.com allows you to participate 
in community decisions ==suggest ideas == and provide 
feedback. The city says through the new site, it will listen 
to responses == 0:00:50



5/27/2019 6:00 PM
SEAN: WEAPON 
PERMITS UP

The chief clerk of Chatham County's Probate Court says 
the County is bringing in much more revenue than last 
year, mainly because they brought the whole application 
process in house. That includes things like fingerprinting 
for background checks. "Over the last year we've added 
staff, we've added space, we've added 
equipment...because in the years past, and last two years 
we had developed about a four to five year backlog." Not 
wanting to put up with the wait, Williamson says that likely 
led to fewer applicants coming down to the courthouse to 
submit the paperwork. "Weapons carry is now a one-week 
turnaround, unless something shows up on the 
background that prohibits or requires a hearing." The Chief 
Clerk for the Probate Court says they're projecting 
processing more than 5000 applications this year, 
compared to the 43-hundred they did in all of 2018. At 84-
dollars an application, that's nearly 60-thousand dollars in 
extra revenue in new applications 0:01:19

5/28/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
HERNANDEZ 
MEDICAL LEAVE

Savannah City Manager Rob Hernandez is out indefinitely 
on medical leave, according to a city spokesperson. 
There's no word yet on whether the leave will affect the 
City Manager's last day on the job in Savannah . That's 
scheduled for June 30th. Pat Monahan will serve as the 
interim city manager. Monahan was announced as 
Hernandez's temporary replacement following the 
announcement that Hernandez was stepping down last 
month. We have confirmed today from a city spokesperson 
that Savannah City Manager Rob Hernandez is out 
indefinitely on medical leave. There's no word yet on 
whether the leave will affect the City Manager's last day on 
the job in Savannah - set for June 30th. Pat Monahan will 
serve as the interim city manager. Monahan was 
announced as Hernandez's temporary replacement 
following the announcement that Hernandez was stepping 
down last month. 0:00:51

5/28/2019 11:00 PM

DAL:SCREVEN CO 
LANDFILL 
MEETING

CG- Ben Wall / Developer When you want to build a 
landfill, opposition comes from everwhere. That comes 
with the territory, that's the nature of the business. (sot) cg- 
John McAfee / Land owner When it comes to waste, I don't 
want an 80 acre landfill next to or on my friend's land. 
Trash has to be dealt with but there have to be better 
avenues. Wall says they'll submit the plans to county early 
next month. 0:00:23



5/29/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SAV REVENUE 
DEPARTMENT 
MOVE

Starting today, you'll need to go to a new location to pay 
your utility bills in Savannah. The City revenue department 
on Broughton Street closed yesterday and will move to the 
Savannah Civic Center for a while. You'll need to head to 
the civic center if you plan to pay your bills in person. 
Ultimately, the revenue department will move to a new 
office at the Coastal Georgia Center on Fahm Street. 
People with the department say the new building will be 
more accessible. If you pay your Savannah utility bills 
downtown, you'll soon be dropping them off at a new 
location. The City revenue department on Broughton 
Street closed today and will move to the Savannah Civic 
Center for a while. After that, they'll have a new office at 
the Coastal Georgia Center on Fahm Street. People with 
the department say the new building will be more 
accessible, since you don't have to find parking like you do 
on Broughton Street 0:00:54

5/30/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
TYBEE MAYOR 
ANNOUNCEMENT

Tybee Councilwoman Shirley Sessions is announcing her 
run for Mayor today. Last week current Mayor Jason 
Buelterman said he will not seek reelection -- choosing to 
run for chairman of Chatham County council. Sessions 
has served four terms on city coucil, twice as mayor pro 
tem and has made one former run for mayor back in 2011. 
She will make her announcement this morning at 10 A.M. 
at the Tybee Post Theater. Tybee Councilwoman Shirley 
Sessions To Officially Announce Run for Mayor WHAT: 
Shirley Sessions, Councilwoman for the City of Tybee 
Island, to officially announce her run for Mayor following 
last weeks announcement that current Mayor Jason 
Buelterman will not seek reelection. WHERE: Tybee Post 
Theatre 10 Van Horne Street Tybee Island, Georgia 
WHEN: Thursday, May 30 10 a.m. MORE: Sessions will 
be available for onsite interviews 0:00:50

5/30/2019 4:00 PM

BRIANA: FUTURE 
OF RICHMOND 
HILL WEBSITE

Briana intro(@brianacolliertv) Richmond Hill mayor Russ 
Carpenter says their new "future of Richmond Hill" series 
will feature upcoming projects, he says it's also a platform 
that helps the city connect with the community. He says 
while they are already good about getting information out 
to the public, this will allow them to ramp that effort up. 
Along with the new series, Carpenter says it will also 
feature videos as well as their youtube channel. He says 
they already have one series up and running about the 
new towne center property they purchased, but that's just 
the beginning. ((Russ Carpenter-Richmond Hill mayor)) 
"This series will tell a lot of what we are trying to do in the 
city as far as bringing businesses in, why some 
businesses aren't here that we really want and what we're 
doing to try to attract that those, we'll have an article about 
our parks system, a series of articles are sterling creek 
park, which is a newer park that we're having brought 
online." 0:00:53



5/30/2019 4:00 PM

TYBEE MAYORAL 
CANDIDATE 
ANNOUNCEMENT

"I know that I have the skill set, and I have the passion. I 
have the experience, and I love Tybee, and I love this 
community. And when you love something, and when you 
love people, you'd want to do everything you can to protect 
them, to make it better, to work together." Last week - 
current Mayor Jason Buelterman announced he will not 
seek re-election. 0:00:20

6/4/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
5AM ZACH SPEAK 
UP APP

The city recently launched Speak Up Savannah dot com. 
It's another platform that the city plans to use to discuss 
different projects happening within Savannah. You can use 
the website to read and learn about different projects. You 
can also provide your input in various ways, like taking a 
poll or submitting feedback/ A project manager is assigned 
to each project, so you'll be able to send the project 
manager questions or feedback. The project manager will 
then be able to read your message and reply back. The 
city says with more people turning to digital devices, it was 
important for the city to launch a website like this one. 0:00:37

6/5/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

HHI TOWN 
COUNCIL 
MEETING

Hilton head Town council has passed its 2020 budget. 
Last night was the second reading of the proposed 
ordinance to adopt a budget for the town. This budget will 
establish a Property Tax rate and a policy for Acquisition of 
Rights of Way and Easements. The council also passed a 
resolution that encourages state lawmakers to pass a Hate 
Crime Bill. Right now South Carolina and Georgia are two 
of only 4 states in the nation without hate crime laws. 
Happening tonight, Hilton head Town council passed the 
2020 budget. Tonight was the second reading of the 
proposed ordinance to raise revenue and adopt a budget 
for the town. This budget will establish a Property Tax 
Levy, Funds and a policy for Acquisition of Rights of Way 
and Easements. 0:00:44



6/6/2019 NOON
BREAKOUT:HOW 
THEY GOT THERE

The Georgia Department of Natural Resources says this 
all started Friday, when a Tybee police officer drove a 4 
wheeler into the marsh. Then, a city truck that was sent to 
retrieve the 4-wheeler also got stuck. Then city workers 
tried to use two backhoes to remove the truck and ended 
up getting those stuck in the marsh as well. all but two of 
the vehicles have been removed.Here's how the vehicles 
got stuck on Tybee Island. According to the Georgia 
Department of Natural resources, it started Friday with a 
Tybee police officer driving a 4-wheeler into the marsh. 
That 4- wheeler got stuck, so they used a city truck to try 
and pull it out... That truck got stuck. Then city workers 
tried to use two backhoes to remove the truck and ended 
up getting those stuck in the marsh as well. Again, all but 
two of the vehicles have been removed. 0:00:49

6/6/2019 The News at 5pm
SEAN: SAVANNAH 
CITY COUNCIL

The goal over the next few years will be to move all of the 
city staff and services at this site at Gwinnett and Stiles...to 
this spot at Interchange Drive. Today we got a look at what 
the new facility could look like, and how much it will cost. 
Bids for the project to build a new public works 
administrative complex came into the city about two weeks 
ago, and are right about where the city thought theyâ€™d 
be for a project this size...around 40-million dollars. City 
staff says there is enough funding to support the new 
complex, and it will come from a combination of the 
general fund, enterprise funds and SPLOST. The new 
facility aims to provide space for the Greenscapes 
Division, street sweepers, parking and utilities and a 
fueling station, among a number of other assets. The 
timeline right now put project completion in the Spring of 
2021. Heath Lloyd, Chief Development Officer - Savannah 
â€œThat complex is one of our drives to make permitting 
easy. 0:00:57

6/6/2019 5:30pm

CARTER TINY 
HOUSE PROJECT 
VISIT

A Tiny House community will soon serve 72 homeless 
veterans in Savannah. The Chatham Savannah Authority 
for the Homeless is in the final building of stages of 
developing the community - named "The Cove at Dundee." 
â€ƒU.S. Congressman Buddy Carter visited the Tiny 
House Project site - located off Savannah's Dundee Street 
- today. 0:00:20



6/7/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

CITY WANTS 
OGLETHORPE 
PLAN

Savannah City Council has decided how it will move 
forward with the Savannah Civic Center. Yesterday, they 
voted to get rid of the center and re-establish the square 
and street patterns of the Oglethorpe plan. That's what 
was recommended by the Urban Land Institute, a panel of 
experts the city contracted out of Atlanta. Lori 
Collingsworth says her coffee shop, which sits just across 
the street, caters more to locals than crowds from the Civic 
Center. So sheâ€™d like to see more of a residential 
development on the site. Savannah City Council moves a 
step closer to determining the fate of the current Civic 
Center downtown. To give them some options, council 
contracted the expertise of a panel from the Urban Land 
Institute out of Atlanta. (***STINGER***) Sean Evans joins 
us live from the Savannah Civic Center with the highlights 
from todayâ€™s presentation. 0:00:51

6/7/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

TYBEE ISLAND 
MARSH EQUIP 
REMOVAL

All of the city vehicles and equipment stuck in the marsh 
on the north end of Tybee Island have been removed. This 
video from earlier this week shows the vehicles stuck in 
the marsh near Lazaretto Creek. This all started when a 
Tybee police officer drove an ATV into the federally 
protected marshlands last Friday afternoon. A city truck 
and two backhoes then got stuck trying to pull the ATV. 
The city is paying a company nearly 20-thousand dollars 
for the removal. That doesn't include other fees and the 
cost to replace the vehicles. 0:00:32

6/7/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

DENSLER 
CEMETERY 
UPDATE

A developer gets the green light from Savannah City 
Council for a permit that will allow construction at the site 
of an old cemetery. Last September, work was halted at 
this property on White Bluff Road after grave markers were 
found. The developer hired a company to do an 
archaeological investigation, and found four burial sites 
dating back to the 1780's. The builder will be able to 
develop the land once the remains are moved from the 
site, and relocated to a family plot at Laurel Grove 
Cemetery. A developer gets the green light from Savannah 
City Council for a permit that will allow construction at the 
site of an old cemetery. (***STINGER***) Last September, 
work was halted at this property on White Bluff Road after 
grave markers were found. The developer hired a 
company to do an archaeological investigation, and found 
four burial sites dating back to the 1780's. 0:00:51



6/7/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

6AM ZACH 
INTERCHANGE 
IMPROVEMENT 
MEETING

This is a look at the new configuration. This is what's 
called a turbine configuration interchange. Hear me out 
because this is what's going to change: Drivers heading 
north on I95 who want to travel west on i16 and drivers 
traveling east on I-16 who want to go north on I-95 will use 
a new pattern. GDOT says this project will address 
concerns with mobility, congestion, and safety. GDOT 
says the current interchange requires drivers to weave and 
merge in different directions which can be dangerous: 0:00:29

6/7/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

PARKER:SAV 
CONTAMINATED 
PROPERTY

"So that we hear what the needs are of the community and 
we work with the community members who really are the 
experts in their own community right what sites they think 
are at risk what sites they want to see redeveloped and 
what they want them to be redeveloped into." The city 
plans to hold more public meetings and get more input. 
After that, they'll send a proposal to City Council of which 
properties to fund. 0:00:23

6/7/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

SAV CITY 
COUNCIL: CITY 
SERVICES 
RELOCATION

City leaders are also working on a new home services 
currently located where the new Savannah Arena will be 
built. That includes offices like street and fleet 
maintenance as well as storm water supervision. The goal 
over the next few years will be to move city staff and 
services to a spot at Interchange Drive. City staff says 
there is enough funding to support the new complex, and it 
will come from a combination of the general fund, 
enterprise funds and SPLOST. The timeline right now put 
project completion in the Spring of 2021. When the new 
arena and all that will go in around it starts to take shape, 
the city of Savannah will have to relocate city services 
currently llocated on that lot. Right now a number are 
housed there, anything from street and fleet maintenance 
to storm water supervision. Sean Evans shows us what 
plans the city has to relocate all those services. 0:00:52



6/7/2019 NOON

TYBEE MAYORAL 
CANDIDATE 
ANNOUNCEMENT

Another member of Tybee Island City Council throwing her 
hat into the ring to run for mayor. Wanda Doyle has been a 
long time member of city council for Tybee - serving 
citizens on the island for the last 14 years. Doyle says 
infrastructure and water and beach re nourishment will be 
some of the main priorities that she will focus if elected. 0:00:24

6/12/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
6A ZACH: SAV 
SPEEDERS

Savannah Mayor Eddie DeLoach says the city has set 
aside around 50 thousand dollars to improve area 
crosswalks Improvements include adding signage and 
repainting the older crosswalks. Now, some crosswalks 
are even getting flashing lights to alert drivers when a 
person is crossing the street. Last year, the city installed 
several of these flashing lights at nearby crosswalks along 
Whitaker and Drayton Street. A crew completed around 
345 crosswalks last year and they hope to do more this 
year. 0:00:30

6/13/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

MOBILITY 2045 
COMMENTS & 
OPEN HOUSES

Happening today-The Coastal Region Metropolitan 
Planning Organization - the transportation planning agency 
for Savannah- is asking for your feedback. The 
organization want you to weigh in on its "Mobility 2045" 
draft. Mobility 2045 is a "blueprint" for area transportation 
services aimed at meeting the area's needs for the next 20 
plus years. There will be an open house today 4:30 to 6:30 
p.m. at the Armstrong Center on Abercorn Street. Other 
open houses are planned for June 25th 27th. you can also 
submit your comments on the Coastal Region M-P-O's 
website through July 16th. The organization want you to 
weigh in on its "Mobility 2045" draft. Mobility 2045 is a 
"blueprint" for area transportation services - aimed at 
meeting the area's needs for the next 20 plus years. There 
will be several open houses... The first is tomorrow from 
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the Armstrong Center on Abercorn 
Street. 0:00:53



6/14/2019 The News at 5pm

SEAN: CHATHAM 
CO JUVENILE 
COURT

Chatham County Commission had to approve accepting 
the grants that were given by the Criminal Justice 
Coordinating Council to Juvenile Court here in Chatham 
County. Now that that's through that money will go a long 
way, just over 150-thousand dollars toward their 
operations here. It was a formality, and one that passed 
easily on the Chatham County Commission action 
calendar. The funds will benefit two components of 
Chatham County Juvenile Court: the Specialized 
Probation and Rehabilitation Court, known as SPARC, and 
the Family Treatment Court. SPARC's mission is to 
improve community safety through specialized probation 
by collaborating and connecting families with services in 
the community. Family Treatment Court's goal is to secure 
safe and permanent families for children by addressing 
drug abuse of a parent or caregiver. "So I think the 
misconception for juvenile court for a lot of the community 
is that it is meant for punitive and punishment reasons. 0:00:58

6/17/2019 11:00 PM
HHI GULLAH TASK 
FORCE

"An engaged community working with us in designing and 
developing what would be the comprehensive plan. This is 
very important... It's an official planning document for the 
town." We will keep you updated as that plan comes 
together. 0:00:15

6/18/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

5AM ZACH SAV 
EVENTS 
ORDINANCE FOLO

Members of the Downtown Neighborhood Association are 
helping to write this draft. I spoke with the President of the 
DNA this week. He says city council could soon be voting 
on the proposed ordinance soon. Members of the DNA say 
Savannah, specifically downtown, has become THE spot 
to host events from races that block off streets to movie 
crews impacting different neighborhoods. The DNA says 
they're happy to see so much interest in this part of the 
city, but believe these special events should be managed 
properly. The DNA President says he hopes the ordinance 
will help to spread these events out into other parts of the 
city. 0:00:37



6/18/2019 6:00 PM
AMANDA: 
CHATHAM VOTING

After Pooler precincts looked like this during last year's 
governor's race, chatham county election supervisor 
Russell Bridges knew something needed to change. 
Russell Bridges/supervisor of elections, chatham county: 
"We don't want a repeat of the lines that occurred in the 
polling places last year, and we certainly don't want the 
voters to have to stand in line for two or three hours." 
Bridges says Pooler's had three voting locations for about 
the last 10 years, but with more people moving into the 
city, the number of people voting in each precinct is 
increasing too. Bridges proposed and city council is 
considering adding two more ahead of November's 
municipal election. Russell Bridges/supervisor of elections, 
chatham county: "these actions are essentially to add new 
voting locations to spread those voters out and to do it in a 
logical plan that can balance the distribution of the voters 
and to absorb the growth that's still ahead of pooler." 0:02:25

6/19/2019 11:00 PM
ALCOHOL ORDINANCE 
MEETING 1

"It has to do with the residents quality of life of their 
neighborhoods and making sure there's a certain standard in 
place where their children can go out and play and not be 
subjected to the negative impacts of alcohol consumption of 
some of these overlay districts." There will be a second public 
meeting a week from now. It will also be held at the Liberty City 
Community Center on Mills B. Lane Boulevard beginning at 6 p‐
m. 0:00:26

6/19/2019 6AM DAYBREAK

TYBEE MARSH 
NEW THIS 
MORNING: 
TRAINING AND 
POLICY

We have an update for you after four city vehicles became 
stuck on federally protected land on Tybee Island about 3 
weeks ago. The city of Tybee Island says its now planning 
a series of training programs for to prevent something 
similar from happening again. That includes: a course on 
law enforcement ATV operations with the Georgia Public 
Safety Center. A defensive driving course for all 
employees. and Training on marsh and coastal 
jurisdictions in multiple departments. Tybee officials say if 
they complete this training and also restore the beach, 
they may avoid fines from DNR. City leaders are also 
working to revise its policy for vehicle use. 0:00:41



6/19/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SAVE THE 
MERCER

The clock is ticking on the Savannah Civic Center. City 
leaders are moving forward with their plans to tear it down. 
And that means the Johnny Mercer Theater inside the 
civic center will go with it. Now, there's a movement to 
save the theater. Advocates say the Theatre is a center for 
Savannah's culture, hoping that the city will keep it. Mayor 
Eddie Deloach is advocating for a new theatre instead. 0:00:24

6/19/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
MEREDITH:TRUMP 
2020 CAMPAIGN

Welcome back and thanks for watching the news at 
Daybreak. I'm Cyreia Sandlin. President Trump is officially 
running for re-election. He announced his campaign last 
night at a rally in orlando. In Savannah, Nearly 200 
members of the republican party in Chatham County and 
Savannah gathered at coaches corner a local sports bar to 
watch the annoucment on T.V. Several other groups 
helped host the event, including Chatham County 
Republican Party and Savannah Young Republicans. Here 
in Savannah a watch party was held marking the 
presidental announcement. Nearly 200 members of the 
republican party in Chatham County and Savannah 
gathered at coaches corner a local sports bar to watch the 
annoucment on T.V. and Several groups helping host 
TONIGHTS EVENT... like Chatham County Republican 
Party and Savannah Young Republicans. 0:00:50

6/21/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
ROY MINTER CITY 
COUNCIL

Roy Minter, Savannah Police Chief â€œResidents over 
there in that area were very upset about what happened in 
their community. And theyâ€™ve taken a very proactive 
and very involved stance in saying, weâ€™re gonna do 
whatever we can to assist you with this investigation. 
Weâ€™re going to go around and see if anybody saw 
anything, if they can provide any video. And thatâ€™s the 
kind of cooperation we need.â€  â€‹To continue building 
relationships in the community, the police department is 
partnering with several community and religious groups to 
reach out to neighborhoods all around town in a new effort 
called the Hope Walk. The first one will happen tonight in 
Yamacraw. 0:00:40



6/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK JEKYLL ISLAND

The agency that manages Jekyll Island is raising parking 
fees at the state park by $2. beginning July 1 it will cost $8 
to drive a vehicle onto the island state park. Jekyll Island 
Authority says the additional fees will help pay for 
expanded conservation efforts on the island. The agency 
that manages Jekyll Island on the Georgia coast is raising 
parking fees at the state park by $2. That means beginning 
July 1 it will cost $8 to drive a vehicle onto the island state 
park. Jekyll Island Authority says the additional fees will 
help pay for expanded conservation efforts on the island. 0:00:34

6/24/2019 6AM DAYBREAK 6AM ZACH

Last month, the city released an online survey asking 
people what they thought about lowering the parking rate 
in between the areas of Bay and Oglethorpe and Lincoln 
and Habersham. People who park in this area are 
currently charged two dollars per hour. And right now - this 
area of town is seeing too many open spaces. So the city 
wants to lower the rate in order to fill these spaces again. 
Around 400 people took the survey last month with around 
87 percent saying they were in favor of the change. People 
seem to also be liking the longer service times of the city's 
free DOT shuttle which is operated by Chatham Area 
Transit. The Forysth shuttle moved around 40 thousand 
passengers last month. 0:00:41

6/24/2019 4:00 PM
SAV ELECTRIC 
VEHICLES

Today, the city of Savannah rolled out some new electric 
powered vehicles. They're adding two vehicles today, 
which is the first step in their goal to replace 15 percent of 
their fleet with alternate fuel cars or hybrids in the next 4 
years. 0:00:15



6/25/2019 6AM DAYBREAK
SAV ELECTRIC 
CARS

The City of Savannah introduced its first two electric cars 
yesterday. The two Nissan Leaf's are the newest addition 
to the City of Savannah's fleet. As part of the strategic 
plan, the City wants 15% of the fleet to be electric or hybrid 
by 2023. Right now the City of Savannah has 500 
vehicles, meaning 75 would need to be converted in the 
next few years to meet the 15% goal of having green cars. 
But the city says the number is likely to change. The City 
of Savannah introduced its first two electric cars today. Its 
part of the Strategic plan to convert 15% of its fleet to 
hybrid or electric cars. Romney Smith joins us now. 
Romney you found out the city may have to change that 
goal. The City is well on its way to reducing its carbon 
footprint, but target goal may have to change depending 
on the results of these new electric cars. 0:00:49



 

 

DESCRIPTION OF WTOC (TV) PROGRAMS PROVIDING THE MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY 
ISSUES. 

 
                              SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

APRIL 1, 2019– JUNE 30TH, 2019 
 
M-F 10-10:30AM 
MID MORNINGS LIVE  
A WEEKDAY TALK SHOW AIRING AT 10AM FEATURING GUEST INTERVIEWS, PERFORMANCES,  WEATHER AND 
NEWS.. 
 
4/10-7:30PM 
AROUND THE GREEN: LIVE FROM THE MASTERS  
KEN GRINER, JAKE WALLACE, AND TIM GUIDERA TAKE US TO THE MASTERS LIVE AT AUGUSTA NATIONAL TO 
RECAP THE DAYS EVENTS OF THE MASTERS 
 
 
4/18, 4/19 AND 4/20 AT 7:30PM  
AROUND THE GREEN: LIVE FROM THE HERITAGE 
WTOC GOES LIVE AT THE HERITAGE TO RECAP THE DAYS EVENTS OF THE HERITAGE GOLF TOURNAMENT IN 
HILTON HEAD. 
 
5/11 7:30PM AND 5/15 10:30AM  
SPRING SPRUCE UP 
LOCAL BUSINESSES GIVE TIPS ON HOME IMPROVEMENT  
 
4/27/19 10AM 
STAND UP FOR AMERICA PARADE 
WTOC PRESENTS THE ANNUAL STAND UP FOR AMERICA PARADE IN PORT WENTWORTH LIVE ON WTOC. 
 
5/11/19 10:00AM 
GLENVILLE ONION FESTIVAL- 
WTOC SHOWCASES THE GLENVILLE ONION FESTIVAL PARADE IN DOWNTOWN GLENVILLE. HOSTS ARE DAL 
CANNADY AND WAYNE DASHER OSHJA ANDERSON. 
 
5/18- 10:50AM-1:30PM 
REMEMBERING A HERO: SGT ANSARI FUNERAL 
COVERAGE OF THE FUNERAL OF  SAVANNAH POLICE DEPARTMENT SGT. KELVIN ANSARI WHO WAS KILLED IN 
THE LINE OF A DUTY. 
 
5/29/19 7:30PM 
THE RETURN OF THE MEASLES 
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT MEASLES. WTOC NEWS TEAM REPORTS ON THE VIRUS, VACCINES FOR IT 
AND WHAT COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS INCLUDING SCHOOLS ARE DOING TO PREPARE IN CASE IT 
SPREADS IN THIS AREA. WTOC’S DAWN BAKER IS THE HOST.  
 
 
6/1/19 7:30PM 
WTOC HURRICANE SPECIAL  
THE WTOC FIRST ALERT WEATHER TEAM TAKES A LOOK AT THIS YEAR’S HURRICANE SEASON AND HOW TO 
BETTER PREPARE YOU. 
 
6/22/19 10AM 
HAMPTON WATERMELON FESTIVAL PARADE 
WTOC GOES LIVE TO THE WATERMELON FESTIVAL IN HAMPTON COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA FOR THEIR 
ANNUAL FESTIVAL PARADE.  WTOC’S JOHN WETHERBEE IS THE HOST. 

 

 



 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF WTOC (TV) PROGRAMS PROVIDING THE MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY 
ISSUES. 

 
            PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUCEMENTS 

APRIL 1, 2019 – JUNE 30TH, 2019 
 
APRIL-JUNE PSA’S ON 11.1, BOUNCE 11.2 
 
October-December PSA’S on WTOC 11.1, BOUNCE 11.2 AND GRIT 11.3 
 
AD COUNCIL 
PSA’S PROMOTING BULLYING AWARENESS, AUTISM AND DOING HOMEWORK  
 
CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
BOUNCE Bullying Glasses 

 
 
 
Learning&Attention 
 
 
Texting & Driving 
 
 
 
 
 
WWF 

4/6-6/29 
 
 
 
4/6-6/30 
 
 
4/17-5/28 
4/5-6/24 
4/17-6/9 
 
 
 
4/17-6/02 

1:00 
 
 
 
:15 
 
 
:30 
1:00 
:30 
 
 
 
1:00 
 
 

94 
 
 
 
84 
 
 
5 
32 
5 
 
 
 
7 

400007 
 
 
 
400035 
 
 
400019 
400027 
4000040 
 
400026 

 
 
BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS OF AMERICA 
PSA’S PROMOTING THE ORGANIZATION’S NATIONWIDE CLUBS 
 
CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
BOUNCE Boys and 

Girls Club 
(E/I) 

4/6-6/30 
 

:30 
 

73 
 

400042 

 
Dawn’s Daughter  
PSA PROMOTING WTOC DAWN BAKER’S ANNUAL LEADERSHIP ACADEMY FOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS. 
 
CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
WTOC Dawn’s 

Daughter 
4/2-4/12 
 
 

:30 
 
 
 

25 
 

400080 
 
 

BOUNCE Dawn’s 
Daughter 

4/3-4/11 :30 
 

41 
 

400080 
 

 
Greenbriar Children’s Home 
PSA PROMOTING THE 70TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING OF THE ORGANZATION AND THE UPCOMING 
RUN.. 
 



 

 

CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
WTOC Greenbriar 

Run 
6/26-6/30 
 
 

:30 
 
 
 

8 
 

400102 
 
 

BOUNCE Greenbriar 
Run 

6/26-6/30 :30 
 

52 
 

400102 
 

 
 
 
 
WTOC COMMUNITY BULLETIN BOARD 
A LIST OF NON-PROFIT EVENTS IN THE COMMUNITY 
 
CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
WTOC Community 

Bulletin Board 
5/4-6/1 1:00 

 
3 
 

400005 
 

BOUNCE Community 
Bulletin Board 

4/1-6/30 1:00 359 400005 
 

 
 
 
WTOC 
PROMOS ALERTING VIEWERS ABOUT FIRST ALERT WEATHER DAYS AND WHAT THEY CAN DO TO PREPARE 
FOR THEM. ALSO, INCLUDES HOW YOU CAN NOMINATE HOMETOWN HERO AND HONORING VETERANS. 
 
CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
WTOC First Alert Weather 

Day Storms 
 
First Alert WX Day 
Explainer 
 
FAWD 
THUNDERSTORMS 
 
FAWD:HEAT 
 
First Alert WX App 
 
 
 
 
Hurricane Academy 
 
 
Hurricane Expo 
 
 
 
 
 
Liberty Co. 
Hurricane Expo 
 
 
 

4/9 
 
 
 
4/9 
 
 
4/19-6/4 
 
5/24-5/29 
 
4/6-6/29 
4/1-6/18 
 
 
 
6/21-6/30 
 
 
5/3-5/31 
5/2-5/31 
 
 
 
 
6/8-6/14 
6/11-6/14 
 
 
 

:15 
 
 
 
:30 
 
:15 
 
 
:15 
 
:30 
:15 
 
 
 
:10 
:30 
 
:10 
:15 
 
 
 
 
:10 
:15 
 
 
 

4 
 
 
1 
 
 
7 
 
 
17 
 
10 
16 
 
 
 
35 
24 
 
103 
53 
 
 
 
 
59 
15 
 
 
 

300266 
 
 
300212 
 
 
300288 
 
300363 
 
 
300072 
300073 
 
 
 
300400 
300401 
 
300366 
300299 
300365 
300367 
300298 
 
300394 
300396 
300393 
300395 
 



 

 

Storm Chaser 
 
Summer Thunder 
 
 
WX Dependable 
Image 
 
 
 
 
Community 
Champions 
 
 
 
Community Image  
 
 
 
 
65 Fridays 
 
 
New News App 
 
 
 
Top Teacher 
 

4/18-6/29 
 
6/14-6/29 
 
 
 
4/1-6/28 
 
 
 
 
 
4/1-6/30 
4/1-6/29 
 
 
 
4/3-6/30 
 
 
 
 
4/2-6/24 
 
 
4/1-6/21 
 
 
 
4/3-5/1 

:15 
 
:15 
 
 
 
:30 
:15 
 
 
 
 
:30 
:15 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
:15 
 
 
 
:30 

104 
 
38 
 
 
 
87 
46 
 
 
 
 
87 
22 
 
 
 
69 
 
 
 
 
10 
19 
 
5 
 
 
 
8 
 
 

300286 
 
300298 
 
 
 
300059 
300057 
 
 
 
 
300176 
300177 
 
 
 
300156 
 
 
 
 
300222 
300221 
 
 
300082 
 
 
300022 
 
 
 
 

BOUNCE  
 
 
New News App 
 
 
 
Community 
Champions 
 
Commmunity  
Image 
 
 
Severe WX 
 
 
 
Storm Chaser 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
4/1-6/21 
 
 
 
4/1-6/30 
 
 
4/2-6/25 
 
 
4/1-4/19 
 
 
 
4/18-6/30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
:15 
 
 
 
30 
:15 
 
:30 
 
 
:30 
 
 
:15 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
95 
 
 
 
251 
44 
 
39 
 
 
7 
 
 
135 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
300082 
 
 
 
300177 
300176 
 
300156 
 
 
300067 
 
 
300286 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
Top Teacher 
 
First Alert 
Thunderstorm 
 
 
 
 
WX Dependable 
Image 
 
 
FAWD Storm 
FAWD Heat 
 
First Alert WX App 
 
 
65 Fridays 
 
Summer Thunder 
 
Hurricane Academy 
 
Liberty Co. 
Hurricane Expo 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
4/3-5/3 
 
4/13-6/9 
 
 
 
 
 
4/3-6/28 
4/1-6/30 
 
 
4/9-6/9 
5/24-5/29 
 
4/1-6/25 
4/1-6/24 
 
4/12-6/28 
 
6/15-6/30 
 
6/21-6/30 
 
6/10-6/13 
 

 
 
 
 
:30 
 
:15 
 
 
 
 
 
:15 
:30 
 
 
:15 
:15 
 
:30 
:15 
 
:30 
 
:15 
 
:30 
 
:15 

 
 
 
 
99 
 
8 
 
 
 
 
 
33 
70 
 
 
8 
14 
 
108 
130 
 
28 
 
20 
 
17 
 
8 

 
 
 
 
302963 
 
300022 
 
300288 
300284 
300285 
 
300057 
300059 
 
300266 
300288 
300363 
 
300072 
300073 
 
300221 
 
300398 
 
300401 
 
300393 
 
 

 
 
GAB 
A VARIETY OF PSA’S PRODUCED BY THE GEORGIA ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS ON FOOD, HUNGER 
AWARENESS, ANIMAL WELFARE, OPERATION LIFESAVER, SHERIFF ASSOCIATION, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,  
TEXTING AND DRIVING, NATIONAL GUARD, GEORGIA FARM BUREAU, FARM SAFETY, NEW HOME. 
 
CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
WTOC  

 
GA DEPT OF 
REVENUE 
 
 
 
Georgia New 
Home 
 
GA POWERS 
RIVERS 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
5/8-5/28 
 
 
 
4/1-6/5 
 
 
 
4/15 
 
 
 
 
 
5/6-6/24 

 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
 
 
:30 

 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6 

 
 
 
400092 
 
 
 
400015 
 
 
400052 
 
 
 
 
 
 
400051 



 

 

GA POWERS 
SAFETY 
 
 
Highway 
Safety 
 
Highway 
Safety-Hands 
Free 
 
National 
Guard 
Benefits 
 
National 
Guard 
Careers 
 
National 
Guard: 
Careers of 
STEM 
 
National 
Guard: Heart 
of a Solider 
 
National 
Guard: 
Something 
Greater 
 
Operation 
Lifesaver 
 
State Bar: 
Peter 
 
GA Power: 
Tools and 
Safety 
 
 

 
 
 
 
4/2-4/18 
 
 
5/9-6/20 
 
 
4/10-6/20 
 
 
 
4/9-4/25 
 
 
 
 
4/8-4/24 
 
 
 
4/4-4/23 
 
 
 
 
4/3-4/22 
 
 
 
 
6/10-6/19 
 
 
 
4/11-6/29 
 
 
6/21-6/28 

 
 
 
:30 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
:30 

 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
3 

 
 
 
400028 
 
 
 
 
 
 
400093 
 
 
400642 
 
 
400021 
 
 
 
400023 
 
 
 
 
400024 
 
 
 
 
400018 
 
 
 
 
400100 
 
 
400033 
 
400099 

BOUNCE GAB: Texting 
and Driving 
 
GAB: Dept of 
Revenue-
Drive 
 
GAB: 
Highway 
Safety 
 
 
Highway 
Safety: Hands 
Free 
 

4/5-6/6 
 
 
5/27-6/24 
 
 
 
4/16-6/20 
 
 
 
 
4/5-6/6 
 
 
 

:30 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
 

8 
 
 
12 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
28 
 
 
 
 

400034 
 
 
400092 
 
 
 
400028 
 
 
 
400093 
 
 
400702 
 



 

 

 
National 
Guard 
Benefits 
 
National 
Guard: 
Careers 
 
National 
Guard: 
Careers of 
STEM 
 
National 
Guard: Heart 
of A Soldier 
 
National 
Guard: 
Something 
Greater 
 
National 
Guard: I will 
 
State Bar-
Brittany 
 
State Bar-
Pete 
 
GVRA 
 
GA Power 
Safety 
 
Ga Power: 
Rivers 
 
GA Power: 
Tools and 
Resources 
 
Operation 
Lifesaver: 
ENS 
 
 
 

4/5-5/28 
 
 
 
 
4/5-6/20 
 
 
 
4/5-6/9 
 
 
 
 
 
4/16-6/23 
 
 
4/16-6/1 
 
 
 
 
5/16-6/20 
 
4/17-6/9 
 
 
5/26-6/11 
 
 
4/5-4/16 
 
 
5/19-6/20 
 
 
4/17-6/28 
 
 
6/2-6/28 
 
 
 
6/1-6/24 
 
 

:30 
 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
 
 
:30 
 
 
:30 
 
 
:30 
 
:30 
 
:30 
 
:30 
 
 
 
:30 
 

10 
 
 
 
 
22 
 
 
 
14 
 
 
 
 
 
14 
 
 
11 
 
 
 
 
18 
 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
5 
 
 
4 
 
26 
 
4 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
13 

400642 
 
 
400021 
 
 
 
 
400023 
 
 
 
 
 
400024 
 
 
 
400018 
 
 
 
 
400094 
 
400050 
 
 
400033 
 
 
400702 
 
 
400051 
 
400052 
 
 
400099 
 
 
 
 
400100 
 
 
 
 

 
 
KEEP SAVANNAH BEAUTIFUL 
PSA PROMOTING THE KEEP SAVANNAH BEAUTIFUL CAMPAIGN WHICH ENCOURAGES COMMUNITY 
BEAUTIFICATION THROUGH ORGANIZING NEIGHBORHOOD CLEANUPS, EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH AND 
ADVOCATING FOR SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES 
 
 
WTOC 

 
Litter 
Influencers 

 
4/1-6/14 
 

 
:30 
 

 
38 
 

 
400079 
 



 

 

Litter Heavy 
Hitters 
 
Flaue’jae 
Keep Sav. 
Clean 

4/23-6/19 
 
 
6/19-6/29 

:30 
 
 
:30 

54 
 
 
7 

400091 
 
 
400101 

BOUNCE Litter 
Influencers 
 
Litter Heavy 
Hitters 
 
Flau'jae-Keep 
Sav. Clean 

4/1-6/12 
 
4/23-6/30 
 
 
6/19-6/20 

:30 
 
:30 
 
 
:30 

96 
 
138 
 
 
28 

400079 
 
400091 
 
 
400101 

 
 
 
RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE CHARITIES OF THE COASTAL EMPIRE 
PSA PROMOTING KING OF SOLE AT WINE WOMEN AND SHOES EVENT. 
 
CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
WTOC KING OF 

SOLE WINE 
WOMEN 
AND SHOES 
19 
 
RED SHOES 
RUN 
 

4/20-5/1 
 
 
 
 
 
4/7-4/19 

:30  
 
 
 
 
:30 

22 
 
 
 
 
27 

400090 
 
 
 
 
400085 

BOUNCE KING OF 
SOLE WINE 
WOMEN 
AND SHOES 
19 
 
RED SHOES 
RUN 

 
 
4/20-5/1 
 
 
 
4/16-4/19 

 
 
:30 
 
 
 
:30 

 
 
31 
 
 
 
44 

 
 
400090 
 
 
 
400085 

      
 
 
MS WALK 
PSA PROMOTING THE ANNUAL SAVANNAH WALK BENEFETING MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS   
CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
WTOC MS WALK 4/19-5/3 

 
:30  
 

34 
 

400089 

BOUNCE MS WALK 4/19-5/3 
 

:30  
 

39 
 

400089 
 

 
 
SUSAN G. KOMEN CAMPAIGN 
PSA’S PROMOTING THE SUSAN G. KOMEN FOUNDATION 
CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
WTOC  

 
 
Elena Komen 
Joyce Komen 
Komen 19 

 
 
 
4/1-4/26 
4/1-4/26 
4/1-4/26 

 
 
 
:15 
:15 
:30 

 
 
 
41 
40 
71 

 
 
 
 
400068 
400069 



 

 

400067 
BOUNCE Komen 

 
Elena Komen 
Joyce Komen 

4/1-4/27 
 
4/5-4/24 
4/5-4/17 
 

:30 
 
:15 
:15 
 

111 
 
6 
11 

400067 
 
400068 
400069 
 

 
 
SAVANNAH PHILHARMONIC  
PSA’S PROMOTING ANNUAL CONCERTS AND FINALE 
 
CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
WTOC PHILHARMONIC  

FINALE 
4/11-5/3 
 

:30 
 

45 400086 
 

BOUNCE PHILARMONIC  
FINALE 

4/8-5/2 :30 
 

66 400086 

 
 
 
ST. JOSEPH’S CANDLER 
PSA PROMOTING ANNUAL GET YOUR REAR IN GEAR 5K IN MEMORY OF WTOC MIKE MANHATTON WHO LOST 
HIS BATTLE WITH COLON CANCER.  
 
CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
WTOC SJC 

CHALLENGER 
 
SJC SMART 
SENIOR-
GENERAL 
SJC SS 
VENDOR 

4/11-5/4 
 
 
5/25-6/21 
 
5/31-6/20 
 
 
 

:15 
:30 
 
:15 
:30 
:30 
:15 

22 
38 
 
14 
53 
21 
14 
 

400087 
400088 
 
400097 
400098 
400096 
400095 

BOUNCE SJC 
CHALLENGER 
 
SJC SMART 
SENIOR-
GENERAL 
SJC SS 
VENDOR 

4/11-5/4 
2/16-2/21 
 
5/26-6/19 
5/27-6/20 
 
5/27-6/11 

:30 
:15 
 
:30 
:15 
 
:30 
:15 

58 
1 
 
49 
30 
 
15 
26 
 
 

400087 
400088 
 
400098 
400097 
 
400096 
400095 
 
 
 

 
 
TWO HUNDRED CLUB 
PSA’S PROMOTING ORGANIZATION THAT SUPPORTS FAMILIES OF FALLEN FIRST RESPONDERS AND LAW 
ENFORCMENT.  
 
CHANNEL Title DATES LENGTH AIRINGS HOUSE 
WTOC 200 Club 

Fall 18 
 
 

4/4-6/30 
 
 

 
:30 and :15 

 
109 
94 
 

 
400043 (:30) 
400044 (:15) 

BOUNCE 200 Club 
Fall 18 

4/1-6/29 
 
4/17-6/20 
 

:30  
 
:15 
 

229 
 
19 

400043 
 
400044 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 


